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Introduction 

1. Eternity, creation, and the existence of God 
One might well expeet the existenee of God to be the initial issue of natural 

theology; but such was not the case in the Islamic and Jewish Middle Ages. 
Medieval Muslim and Jewish philosophers did as a matter of course construct 
their natural theology and their metaphysics in general on the existence of God. 
The provability of the deity's existence was, furthermore, disputed; for whereas 
most philosophers were confident that the deity's existence can be demonstrated 
rationally, some demurred. When the possibility of demonstrating the existence 
of God was challenged, the challenge came, however, not from radicals who 
douhted the proposition, hut from conservatives who questioned the competence 
of hUlllan rcason to ucmonstratc it. Whilc thc provability of God's cxistencc 
might, then, be subject to dispute, God's existence never was, and the Middle 
Ages were free from atheism and agnosticism, at least public atheism and agnos
ticism, on the philosophic plane. The existence of God could not, as a conse
quence, be the initial issue for natural theology. The existence of Gou, as distinct 
from the provability of God's existence, was not strictly an issue at all. 

The initial issue of natural theology for Muslims and Jews, the most funda
mental issue where opinions divided, was, it may be ventured, the inquiry con
cerning whether the world is eternal or had a beginning. Much more is at stake 
there than chronology or hermeneutics-the age of the universe or the question 
whether the scriptural account of the genesis of the universe should be taken 
literally or allegorically. The issue of eternity and creation I provided an arena 
for determining the relationship of God to the universe, for determining, specif
ically, whether God is a necessary or a voluntary cause. If the world should be 
eternal, and a deity is recognized, the deity's relationship to the universe would 
likewise be eternal. Since eternity and necessity are, by virtue of an Aristotelian 

'I employ Ihe lerm creal;o/l 10 mean Ihe Ihesis Ihal Ihc world came into cxistenc'c after not 
having existed. not the more specific thesis that a creator brought the world into exi,tcncc. Medieval 
thinkers who accepted the former thesis were invariably certain that the latter thesis can be inferred 
from it. 
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2 Introduction 

rule, mutually implicative,2 an eternal relationship is a relationship bound by 
necessity; and necessity excludes wjll.3 The eternity of the world thus would 
imply that the deity is, as the cause of the universe,4 bereft of will. A beginning 
of the world would, by contrast, lead to a deity possessed of will. Should the 
world be understood to have a beginning, all medieval thinkers agreed, the exis
tence of a creator can be inferred; and the decision on the creator's part to bring 
a world into existence where no world existed before would constitute a supreme 
and paradigmatic act of volition. Will in the deity would, therefore, be ruled out 
by the eternity of the world and entailed by creation. 

The issue of eternity and creation often intertwined with the enterprises of 
proving the existence of God. The majority of Islamic and Jewish proofs for the 
existence of God take either eternity or creation as a premise, and rcquire a 
resolution of that issue before their own proper subject can be broached. In the 
Aristotelian proof of the existence of God as the prime mover and in kindred 
proofs, the eternity of the world is an indispensable premise and must be estab
lished prior to the proof itself. The world is shown to be eternal, and the eternal 
motion or the eternal existence of the universe is shown to have a cause which 
is identified as the deity.5 In Kalam proofs of the existence of God, th~ indis
pensable premise is creation. The Kalam thinkers followed what has been called 
the Platonic procedure,6 that is, the procedure of first proving the creation of the 
world and then inferring therefrom the existence of a creator, again identified as 
the deity. 7 

The decision to demonstrate the existence of God from the premise of eternity, 
on the one hand, or from the premise of creation, on the other, was not the result 
merely of one party's happening to be convinced of the truth of eternity and the 
other's being convinced of the truth of creation. The decision was connected with 
the diverse conceptions of the deity which accompany the two premises. The 
choice of one or the other premise would be rcflccted in the conclusion of a proof 

2 Aristotle, De Generatiolle II, II, 338a, I. 

3Plotinus speaks of a "necessary free will" (Ellneads, IV, 8, 5); and Avicenna and Averroes 
speak of the deity's "eternal will" (Avicenna, Shifii': lliihiyiit, cd. G. Anawati and S. Zayed [Cairo. 
1960], p. 366; Averroes, K. al-Kashf. ed. M. Mueller [Munich, 1859], p. 52; German translation. 
with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Philosophie und Theologie von Averroes. trans. M. Mueller 
[Munich, 1875]). Creseal, Or ha-Shem. III, i, 5. also defends the possibility of an eternal will in 
God. But these are Pickwickian senses of will; cf. Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed, II. 21. 

'Conceivably the deity COUld. though the universe is eternal, exercise his will in some fashion 
that does not relate to the universe. But that thought, if it has any meaning at all. was not entertained 
by the medievals. 

sCf. below, p. 239. 

6Cf. Plato. Timaeus. 28; Moses Narboni. Commentary Oil Maimollides' Guide (Vicnna. 1853). 
II. 2; C. Baeumker, Witelo (Muenster, 1908), pp. 320 ff.; H. Wolfson. "Notes on Proofs of the 
Existence of God in lewish Philosophy," reprinted in his Studies ill the History of Philosophy alld 
Religion. Vol. I (Cambridge, Mass., 1973), pp. 571-572. 

'Cf. below. pp. 154 ff. 
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for the existence of God, since, as already seen, a proof from the premise of 
eternity would lead to a deity bound by necessity and a proof from the premise 
of creation would lead to a deity possessed of will. Something more might bc 
involved. Proofs proceeding from the two different premises can differ in their 
understanding of what constitutes a genuine proof of the existence of God. Every 
proof of the existence of God must at some stage, whether explicitly or-as 
occurs far more oftcn-implicitly, presuppose a definition of God, a set of spec
ifications requisite and sufficient for the deity. A proof of the existence of God 
is a chain of reasoning which concludes with the existence of a being distinguished 
by certain attributes. Unless the attributes qualify the being possessing them as 
the deity, no proof, however correctly reasoned, can claim that the being whose 
existence it arrives at is God. Proofs of the existence of God from the premise 
of eternity, at least among Islamic and Jewish philosophers, implicitly assume or 
explicitly state three specifications for the deity. By deity, a being is meant which 
is, firstly, an uncaused cause; secondly, incorporeal; and thirdly, one. R Any chain 
of reasoning concluding with the existence of a single, uncaused, incorporeal 
cause would accordingly constitute a successful proof of the existence of God. 
Volition is not, in proofs from the premise of eternity, included among the spec
ifications. In fact, volition is ruled out, since, as has been seen, the deity would 
be bound by necessity if the world is eternal. As Ghazali explains the virtue of 
the proof from the opposite premise, the premise of creation, that proof must be 
resorted to because of the inadequacy of the definition just given. To be an 
uncaused cause, incorporeal, and one, Ghazali insists, is a good deal less than 
to bc the deity. For nothing could conceivably be designated as the deity if it is 
unable to make decisions affecting the course of events in the universe. <) The 
specifications presupposed in proofs from the premise of eternity must, on this 
view, be supplemented with a further attribute, volition. 

Ghazali had an additional reason for rcjccting any proof of the cxistcllI:e of 
God not based on the premise of creation. He contends that the notion of eternal 
causation is intrinsically nonsensical, that what comes into existencc after not 
cxisting can alonc be thought of as having a cause. To advocate eternity would 
thus be tantamount to denying a cause of the universe, and to countenance eternity 
would be tantamount to countenancing the causeIessness of the universe. Argu
mentation that docs not employ the premise of creation hence would fail to prove 
the existence of God not merely for those who number volition among the req
uisite specifications. It would fail to prove the existence of God even on the view 
of the proponents of the proofs from eternity; for it would fail to establish the 

"Explicitly in Maimonidcs. Gllide. I. 71. Also ef. Alfarabi. K. An;' Air! al-Madilla al-Flidilo. 
cd. F. Dieterici (Lciden. 1895). beginning; German translation: Der Mllsterstaat. trans. F Dieteriei 
(Leiden. 1900). Avicenna. Shiftj': I/e;hiyejt. pp. 37-47. 

"t;hazali. 7ii/lI/fllt ol-hlM.,·!!o. cd. M. Bouygcs (Beirut. 1(127). Ill. ~~J. 16: Engli'h translation 
ill A,"'''''''''.' 'lilllOllIt 01-,/,11101;11. Irans S. van den Bergh (London. 1'154). pp. X'I. '16. 
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existence of anything having the first of the three specifications-the attribute of 
being the cause of the universe-which the proponents of proofs from eternity 
themselves deem requisite for the deity. 10 

Besides proofs for the existence of God from one or the other premise, from 
the premise of the eternity of the world or the premise of creation, proofs were 
also advanced with neither eternity nor creation as a premise. In some instances, 
creation is established in the course of proving the existence of God; a single 
train of reasoning arrives at both the existence of God and the creation of the 
world. II In other instances, toe issue of eternity and creation is nowise touched 
on. I~ Proofs of the latter sort avoid taking a position on the presence or absence 
of volition in the deity. Nevertheless, they cannot avoid taking a position on the 
specifications for the deity. By professing to be genuine proofs of the existence 
of God without demonstrating that God possesses will, they tacitly affirm that 
will is not a requisite specification. 

Still another procedure for proving the existence of God was in evidence. Ibn 
Tufayl and Maimonides, as welI as the Scholastic philosopher Thomas Aquinas, 
do not themselves subscribe to the eternity of the world, yet they put forward 
proofs of the existence of God resting on the premise of eternity. They demon
strate the existence of God on two parallel, alternative tracks, on both the hypoth
esis of eternity and the hypothesis of creation; and proofs resting on the premise 
of eternity serve them hypotheticalIy, as a means for establishing the existence 
of God on one of the two conceivable alternatives. The world, so their reasoning 
goes, either is eternal or had a beginning. Should the world be eternal, the 
Aristotelian proof from motion and other proofs from the premise of eternity 
establish a first incorporeal cause, who is the deity; whereas if the world should 
not be eternal, its having come into existence permits the immediate inference 
of a creator. In either event, the existence of God is established. Ibn Tufayl chose 
the procedure outlined in order to refrain from any stand whatsoever on the issue 
of eternity and creation. He explains that the issue is unresolvable and that the 
existence of God wilI have been demonstrated only if shown to follow from both 
the hypothesis of the eternity of the world and the hypothesis of creation. 13 The 
rationale of Maimonides and Aquinas was different. They do take a stand on the 
issue of eternity and creation, and advocate the latter. They nonetheless wish to 

IOGhazali, Taha/ut al-Faliisifa, III, §§ 17, 28; X, § I; English translation, pp. 96, 102, 250. Thc 
contention that eternal causation is nonsensical is found elsewhere; cf. below, pp. 190, 193,210. 

"Below, pp. 149-150, lSI, 188, 190,387. 
12The notable example is Avicenna's proof, below, Chapter IX. Kalam writers subsequent to 

Avicenna commonly advance versions of Avicenna's proof side by side with the Iradilional Kalam 
arguments. 

I'!fayy ben Yaqdhiill, cd. and trans. L. Gauthier (Beirut, 1936), Arabic text, pp. 81- 86; French 
translation, pp. 62-65; English translalion with pagination of Ihe Arabic indicated: Hayy Ibn Yaqzan. 
trans. L. Goodman (New York, 1972). 
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avoid linking the more fundamental and less problematic doctrine of the existence 
of God to the less fundamental and more problematic doctrine of creation. They 
therefore leave the question of creation open while demonstrating the existence 
of God and, like Ibn Tu fay I , prove the existence of God on parallel tracks, on 
both the hypothesis of eternity and the hypothesis of creation. 14 Once having 
shown that God exists whether or not the world is eternal, they return, however -
unlike Ibn Tufayl-to the issue of creation and eternity; and Maimonides, for his 
parI. offers "arguments," acknowledged by him to be less than apodictic dem
onstrations, for creation. IS In espousing creation, Maimonides and Aquinas clearly 
espouse, as well, the presence of volition in God. But by postponing the subject 
of creation until after proving the existence of God, they tacitly affirm that volition 
is not integral to the concept of the deity, that a proof of the existence of a single 
incorporeal cause, albeit a necessary cause, would constitute a genuine proof of 
the existence of God. 

Various procedures for proving the existence of God are, in sum, discernible 
in medieval Islamic and Jewish philosophy, some of which do, whcreas others 
do not, require that the issue of eternity and creation be settled before a proof of 
the existence of God can be accomplished. The existence of God might be proved 
through the premise of the world's eternity. In proofs of the sort, the deity is 
explicitly or implicitly defined as an ullcaused cause, incorporeal, and olle. The 
existence of God might be proved through the contrary premise, creation, the 
attendant conclusion being a deity possessed of will. Ghazali, who expatiates 
upon the import of proofs based on the premise of creation, stresses that volition 
is integral to an adequate concept of the deity, that unless a proof establishes a 
first cause possessed of will, it is not a genuine proof of the existence of God. 
The existence of God, creation, and hence the attribute of will, might all be 
established by means of a single train of reasoning. Here, it is not clear whcther 
volition is viewed as integral to the concept of God. The existence of God might 
also be proved utilizing neither the premise of eternity nor the premise of creation. 
The implication now would plainly be that whether or not God docs possess will, 
volition is not part of the irreducible concept/of the deity. Finally, a proof from 
the premise of eternity might be employed by philosophers who do not thcmsc1.ves 
subscribe to the premise. The proof from eternity would serve a hypothetical 
function and would be supplemented through a parallel proof from creation. 
Again, the implication would be that the irreducible concept of the deity does 

not contain volition. 

14Maimonides, Guide. 1,71; II, 2; Aquinas, Summa contra Gentiles. I, 13. Also cr. Aquinas, 
Commentary on Physics, VIII, §970. and Commentary on Metaphysics. XII, lectio 5 (end). 

'5Maimonides, Guide, II, 19; 22. Aquinas, Summa Theologiae. I. q. 46, arts. I, 2; Summa 
colllra Gentiles. II, chap. 38. Also cf. A. Maier, ·Problem des aktuell Uncndlichcn: Aus/iehende.s 

Mille/alter, Vol. I (Rome, 1964), p. 48. 
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In a later chapter it will be seen that medieval Islamic and Jewish arguments 
for the existence of God are, in the main, cosmological; teleological arguments 
arc also found; and no argument is ontological. 16 

2. The present book 

The chapters to follow examine medieval Islamic and Jewish arguments for 
eternity; responses to the arguments for eternity on the part of the proponents of 
creation; medieval Islamic and Jewish arguments for creation; responses thereto 
by the proponents of eternity; proofs for the existence of God resting on the 
premise of creation, the premise of eternity, or neither premise; and refutations 
of proofs for the existence of God. 

Medieval Islamic and Jewish philosophy will be treated here as a single philo
sophic tradition. Treating the several branches of medieval philosophy-Islamic, 
Jewish, and Christian-in conjunction with one another is surely justified con
sidering the extent to which they draw sustenance from the same, or similar, 
sources and are animated by the same spirit. 17 From the standpoint of medieval 
Jewish philosophy, treating Islamic and Jewish philosophy conjointly has an 
additional justification, inasmuch as Jewish philosophy is rooted in Islamic phi
losophy and cannot be properly understood in isolation from it. The reverse is 
of course not true: Medieval Islamic philosophers barely knew of the existence 
of the Jewish philosophers. Yet when viewed historically, Jewish philosophy does 
shed light on medieval Islamic philosophy in a number of areas, notably in two. 
For the early period, Jewish thinkers who read and wrote Arabic, especially 
Saadia, complement the available Islamic material and help delineate the begin
nings of Arabic philosophy; and for a later period, Hebrew sources are an inval
uable aid in the study of Averroes. Many of Averroes' writings are preserved 
exclusively in Hebrew, and Hebrew commentaries furnish the best, and often the 
sole, access to the meaning of even those preserved in Arabic. 

I have not tried to take account of each and every argument for eternity, 
creation, and the existence of God, which might be unearthed in medieval Arabic 
and Hebrew literature, but I have tried to take account of every argument for 
those doctrines which is of a philosophic character. Kalam reasoning conse
quently falls within the scope of the present work when it appears to me to be 
philosophic, but has been disregarded when it docs not. The difficulty in drawing 
up a satisfactory definition of philosophy always lies in the demarcation of the 
precise boundary between philosophy and other domains. Still, any thoughtful 
acceptation ·of the term will distinguish philosophy from pure theology, from 
speculation whose underlying premises are founded entirely on religious faith, 
and will also exclude from the domain of philosophy enunciations that fall below 
some minimalieve1 of plausibility. The Kalam arguments that I have disregarded 

16Below. pp. 214-216. 

17Cr. H. Wolfson. Philo (Cambridge, Mass .• 1948), chap. 14. 
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arc of a purely theological character or so unsubstantial that thcy cannot. even 
with magnanimity, be taken seriously. IK 

My discllssion purports to be exhaustive as regards Arabic and l1cbrew argu
ments; that is, I have undertaken to examine every medieval Arabic and Hebrew 
philosophic argument for eternity, creation, and the existence of God. Arguments 
in the two literatures which are not discussed were either judged to be nonphilo
sophic, were subsumed under other arguments that are discussed elsewhere in 
the book, 19 or were simply overlooked. In a number of instances I have pursued 
the penetration of Islamic and Jewish arguments into medieval Christian philos
ophy, and in a few instances into modern European philosophy. There, though, 
I make no pretense at exhaustiveness, and the citations are of a kind that arc ready 
at hand in obvious primary and secondary works. 

The discipline to which the present study belongs is what I would venture to 
call the history of philosophic ideas. I am attempting to trace the history of 
philosophic constructions rather than reproduce the complete system of any indi
vidual philosopher or philosophic school. My concern is chielly with the history 
of proofs-of eternity, creation, and the existence of God; but also worthy of 
attention is the history of the components from which the proofs arc fashioned. 
The starting point both for the history of the proofs and the history of their 
components is, with rare exceptions, Aristotle. That is hardly surprising; the 
importance of Aristotle for medieval philosophy is common knowledge. The 
direction in which the Aristotelian conceptions developed in the Middle Ages 
was, however, often determined by the late Greek philosophers, and their impor
tance for the Middle Ages is far from common knowledge. In much of the material 
to be examined, Proc1us (5th century) and, in greater measure, John Philoponus 
(6th century) arc responsible for the direction in which Aristotelian conceptions 
developed. The significance for medieval Islamic and Jewish thought of Proc1us, 
one of the last Greek Neoplatonists, and of Philoponus, a Christian and sometime 
commentator on Aristotle, is a subordinate theme of the present book. 

The proofs for eternity, creation, and the existence of God arc admirably suited 
for an organized presentation. They arrange themselves spontaneously and grace
fully into chapters and chapter sections. Unfortunately, the arrangement into 
chapters and sections according to the proofs tends to obscure the history of the 
components from which the proofs arc fashioned. The componcnts wcnd their 
way through one proof after another. A principle or conception may originate in 
Aristotle; undergo development at the hands of Proc1us or Philoponus. or both; 

"I have. for example. passed over Ihe argument for creation offered by Ash' ari. K. al-Lullla·. 
§3 (in The Theology of al·Ash' ar;. cd. and trans. R. McCarthy (Beirut. 1953J), and also recorded 
by Shahrastiini. K. Nihiiva al-Iqdiill!. cd. A. Guillaume (Oxford and London. 1934). p. 12. H. 
Wolfson, Philo.wphy of the Kalall! (Cambridge. Mass .• 1976), pp. 382-383, terms it the "argument 
from the analogy of things in the world: It is simply an expansion of Quran 23: 12 -14. 

'"For example. some of the Kalam arguments for creation listed by Wolfwn, Philosophy of the 
Kalall!. p. 374. will be treated here. Chapters IV. V, and VI, as variations of other arguments. 
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and repeatedly cross linguistic, confcssional, and school boundaries-as wcll as 
the chapter headings of the present book-whilc traveling down fiftcen centuries 
or more. In crossing boundaries, the principle may remain imbedded within the 
context with which it was originally associated, but may also be transformed and 
reembodied in a new context. And a principle or conception originally formulated 
by a given party may be converted by the opposing party into ammunition for 
attacking the basic tenets of the former. 20 Particularly far-reaching examples will 
be offered in Appendix A. It traces the peregrinations of two Aristotelian prin
ciples-the principle that an infinite number is impossible, and the principle that 
a finite body can contain only finite power-which make their appearance in 
several chapters but do not lend themselves to a complete treatment at any single 
place in the body of the book.21 

Medieval Islamic and Jewish arguments for eternity and responses made to 
them by the adherents of creation are discussed in Chapters 11 and m. Chapters 
IV and V treat a group of arguments for creation which can be linked with John 
Philoponus, together with refutations of the arguments. Chapters. VI and VII 
explore two styles of reasoning, argumentation from the concept of particulari· 
zation and teleological argumentation, which were used in the formulating of 
proofs for both creation and the existence of God. Chapter VIlI analyzes the 
Aristotelian proof of the existence of God as a prime mover, together with I:lasdai 
Crescas' refutation. Chapter IX examines Avicenna's proof of the existence of 
God as a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself, and Chapter X analyzes 
Averroes' refutation of Avicenna's proof. Chapter XI discusses a family of proofs 
for the existence of God, all resting on the principle that an infinite regress of 
causes is impossible; refutations of the proofs are treated in the same chapter. 
Chapter XII deals with the history, subsequent to Avicenna, of arguments for the 
existence of God as a necessary being. 

All the translations are mine. 

2°This occurs in connection with both principles discussed in Appendix A. 
21 Other principles appearing repeatedly-and employcd by differcnt parties, cach for its own 

purpose-arc the principle that every possibility must cventually be realizcd; and the principlc that 
whatcvcr is gencrated is dcstructible, and vice versa. 

II 

Proofs of Eternity from the 
Nature of the World 

1. Proofs of eternity 
The writings of mcdieval Islamic and Jewish philosophers reveal stm:k proofs 

of the eternity of the world, proofs that recur repeatedly through the centuries 
with little change. Proofs of the eternity of the world are, of course, advanced 
by philosophers espousing eternity. But they are also recorded by philosophers 
who, on the contrary, espouse creation; and since the advocates of creation were 
more numerous than the advocates of eternity, more citations of the standard 
proofs for eternity can be gleaned from the writings of the former than from the 
writings of the latter. When the advocates of creation record proofs of eternity, 
their purpose, naturally enough, is to prepare the way for a refutation. In that, 
John Philoponus may well have served as the model; Philoponus had painstakingly 
refuted all the argumcnts for cternity which he had discovered in Aristotle and 
Proclus, and his refutations of Aristotle and Proclus togcther with his own argu
ments for creation were known to, and used by, the Islamic and Jewish philos
ophers. I Not only were the proofs for eternity standardized; the refutations were, 
as well. A repertoire of stock refutations was thus arrayed against a repertoire of 
stock arguments. And the refutations, in their turn, often elicited surrejoinders 
from the proponents of eternity. This chapter and the next examine the philosophic 
proofs for eternity appearing in the writings of medieval Islamic and Jewish 
advocates of eternity or creation; rebuttals of the proofs for eternity; and surre

joinders to the rebuttals. 
Ancient and medieval proofs of eternity do not all have the same aim. The 

more comprehensive seek to establish that the world has existed from eternity in 
the form in which it exists today. But less comprehensive proofs, too, are in 
evidence. They seek to establish the eternity of the matter of the world, leaving 
open the possibility that the form of the world is not eternal, that the world was, 

'Examples are offered in this and the following threc chapters. 
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10 Proofs of Eternity from Nature of World 

in other words, created out of a preexistent matter. Unfortunately, both adherents 
of eternity and adherents of creation often fail to state explicitly what a given 
proof is intended to accomplish; and it sometimes even happens that proofs 
ostensibly of the eternity of the world as a whole argue, in fact, for nothing more 
than the eternity of matter. 

As will be seen in later chapters, the doctrine of creation is likewise supported 
by more comprehensive and less comprehensive proofs. A more cOlllprehensive 
proof of creation seeks to establish the creation of the world ex /lilli/o. whereas 
a less comprehensive proof seeks only to establish the creation of the form of 
the world, leaving open the possibility that the matter of the world is eternal. A 
less comprehensive proof of eternity, that is, a proof of the eternity of matter, is 
plainly compatible with a less comprehensive proof of creation, a proof solely 
of the creation of the world in its present form. Accordingly, a proof of the 
eternity of matter is compatible as well with volition in the deity; for creation in 
any mode, even creation from a preexistent matter, would constitute a voluntary 
act on the part of the creator. 

Maimonides drew a dichotomy that is highly helpful, if not indispensable, for 
any analysis of proofs for eternity. The proofs of eternity deserving consideration, 
he explained, fall into two categories. There are, on the one hand, arguments 
formulated by Aristotle which take their departure "from the world." On the other 
hand, there are arguments "extracted" by subsequent philosophers "from Aris
totle's philosophy," these, in contrast to the previous category, taking their depar
ture "from God."2 The distinction between proofs of eternity from the nature of 
the world and proofs from the nature of God does not seem to have been artic
ulated before Maimonides, but almost every medieval Islamic and Jewish phi
losopher who treats the issue of eternity does adduce proofs belonging to both 
categories. If Maimonides' dichotomy were to be collated with the distinction 
between proofs of the eternity of the world in its form as well as its matter and 
proofs of the eternity of matter alone, the result would be as follows: Some proofs 
from the nature of the world, it turns out, seek to demonstrate the eternity of the 
universe-or, to be more specific, the eternity of the physical universe3 -in its 
entirety, whereas others merely have the aim of demonstrating the eternity of 
matter;4 proofs of eternity from the nature of God, however, are invariably of 
the more comprehensive kind and aim at demonstrating the eternity of the uni
verse in its entirety. 

2Guide to the Perplexed. II, 14. The dichotomy reappears in Albertus Magnus, Bonaventure. 
Aaron ben Elijah. and Crescas. Aquinas in the Summa COIllra Gentiles, II. 32- 34. subdivides proofs 
from the nature of the world into two categories and thereby reaches a trichotomy. Isaac Abravanel. 
who knew Aquinas' works, has a similar trichotomy in Mif'alol (Venice. 1592), IV-VI. 

'Proofs from the nature of the physical world can lead. naturally enough. only to the eternity 
of the physical world or to the eternity of the underlying matter of the world. Proofs from the nature 
of the deity would lead to the eternity of the entire universe. nonphysical as well as physical. 

4See below. pp. 29-30. 
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Maimonides' identification of Aristotle as the author of the proofs for eternity 
from the nature of the world is not inaccurate. The medieval Islamic and Jewish 
proofs in that category either are borrowed directly from Aristotle or are adap
tations of arguments he put forward. Maimonides' description of proofs from the 
nature of God as having been "extracted ... from Aristotle's philosophy," in 
other words, as having been fashioned out of Aristotelian components, is less 
exact; for one of the three proofs in this category is anilllated by a Neoplatonic 
theme that Aristotle would have found uncongenial. The main source or channel 
through which proofs for eternity from the nature of God reached the Middle 
Ages was apparently Proclus. 5 

Heeding Maimonides' dichotomy, I deal in the remainder of the present chapter 
with proofs of eternity from the nature of the world, and in the next chapter with 
proofs of eternity from the nature of God. Besides those discussed. arguments 
for eternity are occasionally referred to in the writings of the proponents of 
creation which are so flimsy that they can hardly be regarded as more than straw 
men; they cannot conceivably have been advanced by intelligent, self-respecting 
proponents of the eternity of the world. 6 Arguments of the sort have been dis
regarded here except insofar as they can be related to seri9us philosophic proofs. 

In classifying proofs of eternity, it is sometimes difficult to decide whether a 
proof should be assigned to one general category or the other. to the category 
that reasons from the nature of the world or to the category that reasons from the 
nature of God. 7 And when enumerating separate and distinct proofs within each 
category, arbitrariness is unavoidable. Through the centuries the arguments sub
divided and underwent variations; and should all subdivisions and variations be 
listed as separate proofs, the total number swells. For examp]e. arguments for 
eternity which Maimonides listed as single proofsH were later subdivided by 
Crescas into two or three proofs, with the result that Crescas' list is several times 
as long as Maimonides'.9 Aquinas, by enumerating subdivisions and variations, 
was able in one work to draw up a list of over twenty-five philosophic proofs for 
eternity. IO Whereas some philosophers thus subdivide the arguments, others com
bine them. Proofs that can stand independently may coalesce to form a single 
complex chain of reasoning. Or else, what was originally an independent proof 
for eternity may be advanced by a philosopher not as such, but as a surrejoinder 

5 Sec below, p. 51. 
"Sec, for instance, Ibn Hazm. K. al·Fa.l"/ fi al-Milal (Cairo. 1964). I, p. 10(5). Spanish trans

lation: Abcll/uizam de Cordoba y S1l Hi.l'lOria Crrlica de las Ideas Religiosas. trans. M. As!n Palacios. 
Vol. II (Madrid. 1928). p. 99. 

7For example. the argument from motion. which is discussed in this chapter. blends into the 
argument from the unchangeability of the cause of the universe. which is discussed in the next chapter. 

"Guide. II. 14. 
·Or ha·Shem. III. i. I. Similarly. Abravancl. Mi{'alol. IV. 3; V. I; VI. I. 

lODe Polclllia, '1.3. art. 17. Aquinas lists. in fact. thirty arguments for eternity. but some are 
scriptural and not philosophic. and some arc duplicates. 
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to the. r.efutation of another proof of eternity. II I found that the requirements of 
eXposItIOn would be best served by distinguishing six separate proofs of eternity 
from the nature of the world and three separate proofs from the nature of God. 
Alternative enumerations would undoubtedly be equally justified. 

The medieval advocates of eternity who will be cited here arc: the authors of 
a corpus of Arabic writings (precise dates unknown) attributed to Alexander of 
Aphrodisias, Avicenna (980-1037), Abu ai-Barakat (d. ca. 1160), Averrocs (1126-
1198), a~d Moses Narboni (d. 1362). In addition, two philosophers argue for 
the eternIty of matter, although they espouse the creation of the world in its 
present form; they are Abu Bakr b. Zakariya Razi (ca. 864-925) and Gersonides 
(1288-1344). The medieval advocates of creation ex nihilo who will be cited 
are: Saadia (892-942), Baqillani (d. 1013), 'Abd aI-Jab bar (d. 1025), Ibn Hazm 
(994-1064), the authors of the Jabir corpus (10th century), Juwayni (1028-
1085), Bazdawi Wazdawi) (d. 1099), Ghazali (1058-1111), Shahrastani (1086-
1153), Maimonides (1135 -1204), Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi (1149-1209110), AmidI 
(1156-1233), Tusi (d. 1274), Albertus Magnus (1206-1280), Bonaventure (1221-
1274), Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), Iji (d. 1355),12 Aaron ben Elijah (d. 1369), 
I:Iasdai Crescas (1340-1410), Joseph Albo (1380-1444), and Isaac Abravanel 
(1437-1508). A final writer to be cited, Leone Ebreo (Judah Abravanel) (d. 1535), 
docs not state clearly whether he endorses creation from a preexistent matter or 
creation ex nihilo. 

2. Proofs of eternity from the nature of the physical world 

Six proofs for eternity from the nature of the world can, as was mentioned 
be distinguished; and some of the six undergo variations. In every instance Aris~ 
totle is either the immediate or ultimate source. 

The first .four of the six proofs disclose an identical structure. To begin, they 
all proceed lI1directly, establishing their own thesis by focusing on the opponent's 
position and showing it to be untenable: They argue that the world must be eternal 
since creation is impossible. Indirect reasoning is far from unique to them, how
ever. The fifth proof from the nature of the world also reasons indirectly. Much 
of the argumentation in the second category, where eternity is proved from the 
nature of God, proceeds in the same fashion. And the advocates of creation too 
had a predilection for indirect reasoning; proofs for creation, as will appear in 
later chapters, typically focus on the thesis of eternity and argue that it is untenable. 

What is unique in the first four proofs for eternity is the manner in which they 
establish the untenability of creation and thereby indirectly establish the eternity 
of the world. They all contend that the laws of nature-or, to be more accurate, 

"For example, below, pp. 75-76. 

, "l have nol distinguished belween the text of iji and Ihe commenlary of Jurjani, which is 
mterwoven wllh It. 
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thc laws of Aristotelian physics-are such that for creation to have taken place, 
something would already have had to exist similar to what was supposedly coming 
into existence for the first time. In order that matter should have come into 
existence, matter would already have had to exist; and in order that a world 
should comc into cxistence, a world would alrcady have had to exist. Hence the 
assumption of an absolute beginning of matter or an absolute beginning of the 
world is self-contradictory, and the world, or matter, must exist from eternity. 

I turn now to the individual proofs. 

(a) The argument from the nature of matter 

In the course of an exhaustive analysis of the nature of matter, Aristotle argued 
that the underlying matter of the universe must be eternal, and his procedure 
reveals the pattern just outlined. He established the eternity of matter by showing 
the creation of matter to be untenable; and his grounds for the untenability of the 
creation of matter are that matter could only have come into existence from an 
already existent matter. Aristotle reasoned: Everything that comes into existence 
docs so from a substratum. 13 If the underlying matter of the universe came into 
existence, it also would come into existence from a substratum. But the nature 
of matter is precisely to be the substratum from which other things arise. Con
sequently, the underlying matter of the universe could have come into existence 
only from an already existing matter exactly like itself; and to assume that the 
underlying matter of the universe came into existence would require assuming 
that an underlying matter already existed. The assumption is thus self-contradic
tory, and matter must be eternal. 14 The argument that the underlying matter of 
the universe must be eternal since matter could only come into existence from 
an already existing, prior matter is adduced by the adherents of eternity in defense 
of their position, and it is recorded by adherents of creation who have in view a 
subsequent refutation. The adherents of the eternity of matter adducing the argu
ment are Avicenna,15 Averroes,16 and Gersonides; 17 the adherents of creation 
rcconling il arc Maimonides, IX Albertus Magnus, IY Aquinas,20 IjI,21 Aaron ben 

'-'Physics t, 7. 
14Physics I, 9, 192a, 29-31. 
"Shifii'; lIiihiyiit. ed. G. Anawati and S. Zayed (Cairo, 1960), p. 376. 
16Epitome of Physics, in Rasii' i1lbll Rushd (Hyderabad, 1947), p. \0; Middle Commelllary on 

Physics (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hebrew MS. Neubauer 1380 = Hunt. 79), I, iii. 3 and 5; LOllg 
Commelltary on Physics, in Aristotelis Opera cum Averrois Commelllariis, Vol. IV (Venice, 1562), 
t, comm. 82; LOllg Commentary 011 De Cae/o, in ibid., Vol. V, I, comm. 22. 

17MWramot ha-Shem (Leipzig, 1866), VI, i, 3, pp. 300, 302. In VI, i, 17, p. 364, Gersonidcs 
in effect accepls the argument. 

IRGuide, II, 14(2). 
19Physics, in Opera Omllia, ed. A. Ilorgnel, Vol. III (Paris, 1890). VIII, Ir. 1. chap. 11. 
20Compelldium of Theology, chap. 99. Cf. Summa Theologiae, 1,46, I, obj. 3. 
21Mowiiqif(Cairo. 1907}, VII, p. 228. 
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EI " h 22 C 23 24 2 IJa, rescas, Isaac Abravanel, and Leone Ebreo. 5 In most instances, 
the force of the argument is sharpened. Matter, in thc Aristotelian physical schcmc, 
ncver exists in actuality devoid of all form, and thc gcneration of any object 
therefore starts not merely with a previously existing matter but with a previously 
existing compound of matter and form. 26 Gcncration is the process wherein the 
compound of matter and form receives an additional form or exchangcs its own 
form for another. The sharpened medieval version of the argument for the eternity 
of matter accordingly runs: The underlying matter of thc world could only havc 
come into existence from an already existing matter. Matter, however, never exists 
devoid of form, but solely in a compound, together with form. To assume an 
absolute beginning of the underlying matter of the universe would, then, not 
merely require assuming an already existent matter before matter existed. It would 
require assuming that before matter existed, there already existed a full-blown 
eompound of matter and form. 27 

The heart of the foregoing argument or arguments clearly is the principle that 
whatever comes into existence docs so from a substratum. Once the principle is 
accepted, discussion is virtually precluded; for if whatever comes into existence 
does so from an already existing substratum or matter, matter obviously is eternal. 
As for the critieal principle, Aristotle in one passage supported it inductively. 
We can, he wrote, "always" observe "something underlying, from which the 
generated object comes, plants and animals, for example, [coming) from seed.,,2R 
Elsewhere, though, Aristotle treated the impossibility "that generation should 
take place from nothing" as self-evident. 29 

In the Middle Ages, the presupposition upon which the argument for the eterni
ty of matter rests received frequent attention. Generally it was adherents of the 
opposing position whose attention was roused, their object being to expose the 
argument's feeble foundation; but an exception to the generalization is Zakariya 
RazI. Razi, an advocate of the eternity of matter although not of the eternity of 
the world, is reported to have maintained the eternity of matter on the grounds 
that "intellect" rejects the coming into existence of something from nothing. 3o 

In effect, that is to say, Razi regarded the presupposition of the argument for the 

22'E~ Hayyim, ed. F. Dc1itzsch (Leipzig, t841), chap. 6. 
"Or ha-Shem, III, i, 1. 
24Mif'alot, V, 1(1). 

25Dialoghi d'Amore (Bari, 1929), p. 237; Hebrew translation: Wikkua~z 'al ha-Ahaba (Lyck, 
t871), p. SSb; English translation: The Philosophy of Love, trans. F. Friedeberg-Seeley and Jean H. 
Barnes (London, 1937), pp. 278-279. 

26De Generatione II, t, 329a, 24-26; Physics IV, 7, 214a. tS. 
27SUC~ is the implication in Averroes' version. The argumentation is explicit in Maimonidcs. 

Alberlus, Iji, Aaron ben Elijah, Crescas, and Abravanel. 
2'Physics 1,7, 190b, 3-S. 
2'Metaphysics III, 4, 999b, 8; see Ross's note, ad locum. 
30Razi, Opera Philosphica, ed. P. Kraus (Cairo, 1939), I. p. 221. 
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eternity of matter as self-evident. Aquinas, Aaron ben Elijah. and Crescas, all 
advocatcs of crcation ex /lilli/o, similarly rccord argumcnts for thc ctcrnity of 
mattcr which rcst on a supposcdly sclf-cvidcnt proposition. AlJuinas rcports an 
argument for "eternity" -which is in fact an argument for the eternity of mat
ter-resting on the "universal opinion of philosophers that nothing is made from 
nothing." 31 Aaron and Crcscas likewise refer to an argument for the eternity of 
matter resting on the premise that-in Aaron's words-"something cannot be 
generated from nothing," or-in Creseas' words-"the generation of a body out 
of nothing is absurd.,,32 

Among Kalam writers and writers affiliated with the Kalam, the belief not 
merely in the eternity of matter but also in the eternity of the world is commonly 
traced to an induction or analogy, one that the Kalam, of course, deemed improp
erly drawn. 33 Saadia, for example, avers that the "strongest argument" of the 
adherents of the eternity of the world in its entirety (al-dahr) is the circumstance 
that an absolute beginning of the processes of nature has never been witnessed. 34 

The Jabir corpus wrestles with, and endeavors to refute, two parallel contentions, 
one to the effect that the world must be eternal since nobody ever observed the 
world's coming into existence, and the other to the effeet that every man must 
have been born of woman since man was never observed not to be born o'f 
woman. 35 Ibn tJazm represents the adherents of eternity (dahriya) as reasoning: 
"We do not see anything coming into existence except from something or in 
something, and whoever maintains the contrary is maintaining what neither is 
now observed nor has ever been observed." 36 'Abd al-J abbar records a proof 
possibly containing an echo of the passage in which Aristotle cited the fact that 
"plants and animals [come] from seed." 37 According to 'Abd al-Jabbar, the advo
cates of eternity reasoned: "We do not find a hen except from an egg or an egg 
except from a hen, and things must therefore always have been so. That implies 
the eternity of the world." 38 Juwayni's account is similar to 'Abd al-Jabbar's. He 
describes the advocates of eternity (dahrfya) as arguing: "Since we never observe 
a hen except from an egg or a man except from the sperm of male and female, 
the judgment that such takes place must be extended to what is hidden from us 
[in past time J." 39 Bazdawi reports an argument for the eternity of matter resting 

"Sulllma contra Gellliles, 11,34(1). 
32'E.r lfayyim, chap. 6; Or ha-Shelll, III, i, t. 
"Sec below, pp. 30. 34. 
J4K. al-Amanat wa-I-l'tiqiidat, cd. S. Landauer (Leiden, 1880), I, 3.(10), p. 63. English trans

lalion, wilh pagination of the Arabic indicalcd: Book of Belief' and Opinions, trans. S. Roscnblalt 
(New Haven. t948). 

J5Jiibir ibn Hayyan, Textes CllOisis, cd. P. Kraus (Cairo, t935), p. 422. 
JOK. al-Fa.r/ji al-Milal, I, p. 9; Spanish translation. II, p. 94. 
J7 Above, n. 28. 
J'Sharlz al-U.pll (Cairo. t965), p. I t7. See below, Chapter V, n. 162. 
WK. al-Shamil (Alexandria. t969), p. 224. 
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on the circumstance that "we never have seen' anything created from nothing," 
and concluding "that the world was not created from nothing."40 Aaron ben 
Elijah-who, as already seen, refers to an argument for the eternity of matter 
based on the supposedly self-evident "premise ... that something cannot be 
generated from nothing"41-also gives what seems to be an argument by induc
tion: Since what is generated is generated "only from something else ... and 
only from something specifically [adapted to the resulting product I ... it follows 
afortiori that nothing can be generated out of nothing."42 Finally, Isaac Abravanel 
records two closely related arguments for the eternity of matter, one in almost 
the same language as Aaron, and the other explicitly labeled as "inductive." The 
latter begins with an examination of "particular things, whether substances or 
accidents, which come into existence"; it discovers that whatever comes into 
existence does so from "from something, not from nothing"; and it arrives at the 
"judgment that everything comes into existence from something, and nothing 
can come into existence from nothing."43 

(b) The argument from the concept ofpossibility 

In the Aristotelian physical system, possibility and matter are elosely related 
concepts, matter being the locus of potentiality, or possibility.44 The relationship 
between the concepts led to the development of a proof for the eternity of matter 
from the concept of possibility, alongside the proof from the nature of malter, 
examined in the preceding paragraphs. The germ of the proof from the concept 
of possibility can be discovered easily enough in Aristotlc. In one passage, for 
example, Aristotle established that the process of coming into existence "ncc
essarily" requires "the prior presence of something existent potentially [or: pos
sibly], but not existent in actuality" ;45 it follows that nothing whatsoever, includ
ing matter, can come into existence from absolute nothingness. In the Middle 
Ages, the proof takes a distinctive cast, however, and the earliest philosopher to 
whom I could trace the new and distinctive formulation is Avicenna. Considering 
that the concept of possibility was a central concern of Avicenna's,46 he very 
likely is the author of the argument as it is found in the Middle Ages. 

Avicenna lays down the proposition that prior to a thing's coming into actual 
existence, its existence must have been possible; were its existence necessary, he 
explains, the thing would already have existed, and were its existence impossible, 
the thing would never exist. 47 The "possibility (imkiin) of the existence" of a 

4°Bazdawl (Pazdawl), K. u~al ai-Dill, ed. H. Linss (Cairo, 1963) p. 16. 
41 Above, n. 32. 

42'Ef Hayyim, chap. 6. 
43Mi/'olot, IV, 3(1,2). 

:Cf. Metaphysics XIV, I, 1088b, I. Potentiality and possibility both translate the Greek Suva ~L~. 
De Gelleratiolle I, 3, 3I7b, 16-17. 

~6See below, Chapter IX. 

'7Cf. Aristotle, De Gelleratione 1/, 9, 335a, 32 ff. 
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thing must, moreover, in some sense have its own existence. For if the possibility 
were completely "nonexistent," it could not lcgitimately be spoken of as "being 
prior" to the thing's actual existence, and everyone will surely acknowledge that 
the possibility is prior. Mere possibility of existence is plainly not a substance. 
It can only belong to the elass of entities that are "present in a SUbject." Thus 
whenever anything comes into existence, the possibility of its existence must 
previously have subsisted in a subject. The "possibility (imkiin) of existence" 
may also be termed the "potentiality (lJllwa) of existence";4R and the subject in 
which possibility or potentiality is found is called "matter" (modda, IwyIIW). 

Whenever anything comes into existence, the possibility or potentiality of its 
existence must, then, previously have subsisted in an already existent subject, or 
matter. But, Avicenna concludes, if an already existent matter must precede 
evcrything coming into existence, clearly nothing, including matter, can come 
into existence ex /lilli/a, that is, from absolute nothingness. An absolute beginning 
of the existence of matter is impossible. 49 

The argument for the eternity of matter from the concept of possibility is cited 
in Ghazali's critique of Avicenna 's philosophic system,50 in Shahrastiini's account 
of Avicenna's philosophy,51 in Fakhr ai-Din al-RiizI,52 Averroes,53 Maimon
ides,54 AmidI,55 Albertus Magnus,56 Aquinas,57 Gersonides,58 IjI,59 Aaron ben 
Elijah,(,() and Isaac Abravanel. 61 

(c) The argumelll from the !wlllre of //lotiO/l 

In Physics VIII, I, as a preliminary to his demonstration of the existcnce of a 
first movcr of the universe, Aristotle undertook to prove the eternity of motion. 
Ilis proof contains several strands, and they were put to various uses in the Middle 
Ages. 

"Suva~L~ underlies both imkiill and qliwa. 
49Najclt (Cairo, 1938), pp. 219-220; cf. Shi/ii':l/iihiwit, pp. 177-178. 
507ilhcl(lIt al-l-illtjsi/a, cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1927). I, §§81- 82; English translation in A .. er-

/'(Ies' 7iliw!lIt al-Tah(l(lIt, lrans. S. van den Bergh (London. 1954), p. 57. 
51K. al-Milalwa-/-Nilwl, cd. W. Cureton (London, 1842-1846). p. 371. 
52Mlllws.wl (Cairo, 1905). p. 91; K. al-Arba'ill (Hyderabad, 1934). p. 49. 
5J7ilh;j(l;i al-7illuj(III, cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut. 1930), I. pp. 69, 74. J(XI; English Iranslation, 

with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Averroes' Taha!lIt al-Ta/w!ut, trans. S. van den Bergh 
(London, 1954). 

54(1l1i"e, II, 14(4). 
55Gluira al-Martllll (Cairo, 1971), p. 267. 
56 Ph\,.;ics, Vlll. tr. I. chap. II. 
57SII;/11l1a Theologiae, I. 46. I. obj. 1; SIIIIII1IO cOlltra Gellliles, II, 34(3); De Potentia, q. 3, art. 

17(10). 
5RMilhamot ha-Shem, VI. i, 17. p. 365; he accepts the argument. 
'9M"';'<lqi/, VII, p. 230; the argument is not fully developed. 
h()'E,~ f,layyim, chap. 6. 
6lMi/'alot, IV, 3(3). 
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Aristotle's proof ran: Motion-taking the term in the broad sense that includes 
change of all types62-obviously can occur only if an object undergoing motion 
is "present" (OmxPXeLv).63If an absolute beginning of motion should be assumed, 
the object to undergo the first motion must either (i) have come into existence, 
or (ii) have been eternal. That is to say, an absolute beginning of motion can be 
construed in one of two ways: (i) The world came into existence and began to 
move; or (ii) the world existed in an eternal state of rest before beginning to 
move. The eternity of motion will be established when both alternatives are ruled 
out. 

Inasmuch as coming into existence is one type of motion,64 alternative (i) 
asserts in effect that before the world performed its absolutely first motion, it 
had already performed another motion, namely the motion of coming into exis
tence. Alternative (i) asserts, therefore, that thc absolutcly lirst 1lI0tion was not 
after all the first motion, which is a self-contradiction; and the proposition that 
the world came into existence and thereupon began to move is thus untenable. 65 

It is to be noted that Aristotle fails to explain why the absolutely first movement 
may not have been precisely the coming into existence of the physical universe. 
On such a theory, motion and the physical universe would have come into exis
tence together; the requirement that motion takes place only if an object undergo
ing motion is "present" would be met; and an absolute beginning of motion as 
well as of the world could be defended. The question is taken up by Themistius6 r. 

and Averroes. 67 

After Aristotle had, to his satisfaction, ruled out alternative (i)-an absolute 
beginning of motion in a world that likewise had a beginning-alternative (ii) 
remained. Alternative (ii) is the thesis that motion had an absolute beginning but 
the world is eternal, in other words, the thesis that the world existed in a state 
of rest for an eternity before starting to move. Aristotle found the thesis to be 
inadmissible for two reasons. 

62 Aristotle distinguished four sorts of motion or change, each of which takes place in a different 
category: change in the category of substance, that is to say, coming into existence or destruction; 
change in the category of quantity, that is to say. growth or diminution; change in the category of 
quality, that is to say, alteration; and change in the category of place. His statements are by no means 
consistent, however. See E. Zeller. Die Philo.wphie der Griechen. Vol. II, Part 2, (4th ed.; Leipzig. 
1921), pp. 389-390; w. D. Ross, Aristotle (London, 1953), pp. 82-83. 

63 Aristotle bases the proposition both on common sense and on his definition of motion. 
64See n. 62. 
65Physics VIII. I, 251a, 8-20. 
66Themistius deals with the question indirectly. He has Aristotle contend not that the object to 

undergo motion must be "present" in order for motion to take place, but that it must be "previously 
present: Something would accordingly always have to exist prior to the occurrence of motion. See 
Themistius. Paraphrase of Physics. ed. H. Schenkel. Commemaria in Aristoteiem Graeca. Vol. V/2 
(Berlin, 1900), p. 210. 

67Sce below. p. 21. 
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(a) Just as some factor must be posited as the cause of the motion of whatever 
undergoes motion, so too, Aristotle writes, must a factor be posited as the cause 
of the state of rest of whatever is at rest. If the world had been at rest before 
starting to move, something must have produced its state of rest. But producing 
the state of rest would itself be a motion. A motion would consequently have 
preceded the supposed absolutely /irst motion; and the assumption that the phys
ical universe existed in a state of rest from all eternity before undergoing an 
absolutely first motion embodies, like the previous alternative, a self-contradiction. 68 

Aristotle's thinking, again, has puzzling aspects. In the /irst place, once he 
laid down the rule that everything at rest must be set at rest he could have 
proceeded more simply. He could have argued that the thesis of a world in eternal 
rest is in itself self-contradictory because it implies a prior motion whereby the 
world was set at rest; and thc supposedly eternal state of rest would not be eternal 
after all. In the second place, the rule that everything at rest must have been set 
at rest by something else is most strange and gratuitous. What grounds can there 
be for supposing that every state of rest is produced and has a cause? The like
lihood-and this addresses only the second of the two puzzling points-is that 
Aristotle was arguing not in the abstract but ad hominem; a few lines earlier he 
had been discussing Empedocles,69 and in Empedocles' system the world in its 
state of rest is indeed set at rest through a prior process. At any rate, the contention 
that a preexistent state of rest would have had to be brought about by a cause 
does not, as far as I could discover, recur in the Middle Ages. 

([3) Aristotle offered a second reason for ruling out alternative (ii). He submits 
that the world's beginning to move after having been stationary allows only a 
single interpretation. The relationship between the world and whatever causes its 
motion would previously not have permitted motion, whereupon the relationship 
would have changed, the motion of the world being an outcome of the change. 
But if that had happened, the supposed first motion would have been preceded 
by another motion, to wit, the change in relationship between what produces and 
what undergoes motion. The thesis that the body of the universe existed in a state 
of rest before undergoing an absolutely first motion is seen once more to imply 
a prior motion and to embody a self-contradiction. 70 

In sum: If motion should have had a beginning and the world is (i) assumed 
to be generated, its generation would have constituted a motion prior to the 
supposed absolutely first motion. If motion should have had a beginning and the 
world is (ii) assumed to be eternal-if the world is assumed to have existed in 
an eternal state of rest before starting to move-then (a) the process whereby 
the world was set in its state of rest would have constituted a motion prior to the 
supposed absolutely first motion. Moreover, ([3) the ehange in relationship which 

6"Physics Vlll. I. 251a, 20-2H. 
6°lbid .• 250b. 26-27. 7°lbid .. 251b. 1-10. 
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initiated the first motion-that is, the· change in the relationship between the 
world and the cause producing its motion-would also have constituted a motion 
before the supposed absolutely first motion. Having exposed the inadmissibility 
of the two possible ways of construing an absolutely first motion, Aristotle con
cluded that motion cannot have had a beginning but must, together with a world 
capable of undergoing motion, be eternal. 

In the Middle Ages, Aristotle's complex argumentation was sometimes advanced 
with both alternatives carefully laid out and shown to be untenable. In addition, 
his reason for ruling out alternative (i) was sometimes advanced as an independent 
proof either for the eternity of motion or for the eternity of the celestial spheres. 

Instances of the complete argument 

In one of a collection of Arabic works attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias, 
the conceivable ways of construing an absolutely first motion are spelled out as 
Aristotle had spelled them out: The object to undergo the first motion-that is, 
the physical universe-would either (i) have to come into existence, or (ii) be 
eternal. As for alternative (i), the world's "coming into existence would clearly 
precede [its existing and moving] .... Coming into existence occurs, however, 
only through 71 motion, and consequently motion would have existed before motion 
existed." That is to say,72 the body undergoing the first motion would have come 
into existence through a motion preceding what was, by hypothesis, its first 
motion. The supposed absolutely first motion would have been preceded by 
another motion and would not in fact be first. 

As for alternative (ii), it is ruled out by two considerations. The first is not the 
one offered by Aristotle-the strange notion that if the world had been at rest 
some factor would have had to produce its rest. Instead, a substitution is made 
and the rhetorical question is posed: (ex) "How might anyone explain thc world's 
starting to move now, after having been at rest for an infinite time?" 73 That 
question reflects a separate, widely utilized proof of the eternity of the world, 
which is to be taken up in the next chapter. 74 The second consideration advanced 
by the text attributed to Alexander is a slight expansion 75 of Aristotle's second 
reason for the inadmissibility of alternative (ii). Here the argument is: ([3) If the 
world were stationary before beginning to move, "either the factor producing 
motion did not exist previously ... or else the factor producing motion did not 
stand in the requisite relation to the object that was to undergo motion." But to 
assume either that the factor producing motion came into existence or that the 

71 Aristotle reasoned that coming into existence is a motion. See Averrocs' version of the argu-

ment. immediately below. 
72See previous note. 
7-'Strictly speaking, for an Aristotelian there would have been no time without motion. 
74 Below, p.52. 
7S Aristotle did not mention the possibility that the cause producing motion was not yet in existence. 
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relationship between it and the object undergoing motion changed would be to 
assume a motion prior to the supposed first motion. The assumption that the 
world was eternally at rest and thereupon began to move thus entails, once more, 
a motion prior to the first motion, which is a self-contradiction. Since the possible 
ways of conceiving a first motion are untenable, motion, the conclusion is drawn, 
must be eternal. 76 

Averroes also offers a proof of the eternity of motion which repeats Aristotle's 
distinction of the two conceivable ways for motion to have begun. Should it be 
assumed, Averroes writes, that (i) "the object to undergo the first motion came 
into existence," a prior motion would thereby be implied. In specifying what the 
implied prior motion would be, Averroes fills in a gap left by Aristotle. Aristotle 
had failed to explain why the coming into existence of the object to undergo 
motion-that is, the creation of the world-might not itself be the vcry first 
motion ever to have occurred; 77 thc deficiency is now made up by Averrocs with 
the aid of a tenet of Aristotelian physics. Four genera of motion or change are 
recognized in Aristotelian physics, and the most primary of the four is motion 
in place, a motion in place ultimately lying behind all incidents of motion or 
change in the other genera. 78 Averroes accordingly completes his elimination of 
alternative (i) by arguing that the "motion of coming into existence cannot be 
the first [motion ever to have occurred), since coming into existence is always 
dependent upon a [prior) motion in place."79 To assume, therefore, either that 
the physical universe came into existence and then performed the first motion to 
have occurred, or alternatively, to assume that the coming into existence of the 
physical universe was itself the first motion ever to occur, is self-contradictory. 
In either case, "the motion that was by supposition first would not in fact be 
first," since a prior motion in place would perforce be implied. 

As for the assumption that (ii) "the object to undergo motion was at rest for 
an eternity and thereupon moved," such an assumption would also imply "a 
motion prior to the supposed first motion .... For if what produces motion and 
what is to undergo motion exist eternally ... [and yet motion occurs only at a 
certain moment], some further factor must come into existence which induced 
the cause producing motion to produce motion and the object undergoing motion 
to undergo motion, after not having done so. But what comes into existcnceKO is 

7f'Alexander of Aphrodisias ('I), Mabadi' al-Kull. in Arisiu 'ind al- 'Arab, ed. A. Badawi (Cairo, 

1947), p. 263. 
77See above, p. 18. 
7'Physics VIII, 7, and cf. below, p.241. 
79 An added point made by Averroes is that when motion is taken in a narrow sense. the process 

of coming into existence is, although a form of change, not a form of motion. Aristotle is not consistent 
on the question whether coming into existence should, or should not, be characterized as motinn. 
See references to Zeller and Ross, ahove, n. 62. 

R"One would expect Averrocs to have written: "the process of coming into existence is a motion ... : 
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either a motion or the result of a motion.,,81 Consequently, the coming into 
existence of the factor inducing motion would constitute, or at least entail, a prior 
motion; and the supposedly first motion again turns out to have been preceded 
by another. The two possible ways of construing an absolute beginning of motion 
having been ruled out, motion-and hence something capable of undergoing 
motion-must be eternal. 82 

Versions of the complete Aristotelian proof for the eternity of motion very 
similar to Averroes' version appear in Albertus Magnus,83 who could have bor
rowed the proof from Averroes; in Gersonides,84 who undoubtedly did; in Cres
cas,85 who drew from either Averroes or Gersonides; and in Abravanel,86 who 
copies from Gersonides. 

Instances where the argument eliminating alternative (i) 
is offered as an independent proof 

Side by side with the composite argument just examined, Averroes offers a 
proof from motion which has the specific aim of establishing the eternity of the 
heavens. His proof consists in a slight elaboration of the reasoning whereby 
Aristotle had eliminated alternative (i) in the complete, composite argument. 

In Aristotelian physics, as already mentioned, motion in place is the primary 
genus of motion and change, every incident of motion and change in the other 
genera being ultimately traceable to a motion in place. Averroes now reasons: 
Motion in place is responsible for the other kinds of motion and change. When
ever motion and change occur in the sublunar world, what is ultimately respon
sible is the circular motion in place of the celestial spheres. Should the celestial 
spheres themselves have come into existence, there must exist a body "prior to 
the celestial spheres" which "undergoes motion in place ... and is thereby 
responsible for the spheres' coming into existence." Should the body that brought 
about the existence of the celestial spheres have itself come into existence, its 
coming into existence must be due to the motion in place of still another body, 
prior to it. Since an infinite series of these bodies is impossible,87 the series mllst 
"end at [a class of] eternal bodies undergoing a motion in place precisely like 

81 Averrues adds the words "the result of a motion" because he understands thai the process of 
coming into existence is not strictly a motion. Sec n. 79. 

"Middle Commelltary all Physics. VIII, ii, 2. taken together with t;pitome "f Physics. pp. IOS-
109. 

"Commelltary 01111 Sel1lellces. in Opera Omllia. cd. A. Uorgnet. Vol. XXVII (Paris. 1894). d. 
I, B. art. 10. 

84MWramot ha-Shem. VI. i, 3, pp. 299-300. 
"Or ha-Shem. Ill, i, I. A few lines have fallen out in the printed editions and I have used one 

of the manuscripts. 
• oMif'alot, V. 1(2). 

"Uoth because of Ihe impossibilily of an inlinile numher of hodies tef. helow. p. 243) and 
bc<:ause of thc impossibility of an infinite regress of causes (cL helow. p. 241). 
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(that of] the celestial spheres." Consequently either the celestial spheres arc eter
nal or there exists something prior to them and precisely like them which is 
eternal. 88 

A proof of the eternity of the celestial spheres framed in the same pattern is 
recorded by Gersonides,8'1 who undoubtedly took it from Averroes; by Crescas,'IO 
whose source was either Averroes or Gersonides, and who condenses the argu
ment considerably; and by Abravanel,'I1 who copies the argument from Crescas. 

A somewhat similar argument is recorded by Maimonides. Like the original 
proof of Aristotle, Maimonides' version undertakes to demonstrate the eternity 
of motion; but his formulation is plainly designed to simplify Aristotle's, where 
separate treatment had been given to the alternative that the world was created 
and the alternative that the world is eternal. Ignoring the distinction between the 
two alternatives, Maimonides' version reads: "Whatever comes into existence is 
preceded by a motion, to wit, its passing [from potentiality] to actuality and its 
coming into existence after not having existed.~ Therefore, "if motion itself should 
have come into existence ... [a prior] motion would already have had to exist, 
namely the motion through which motion supposedly came into existence." The 
very coming into existence of motion would, in other words, itself have been a 
motion. Should, moreover, the motion through which motion came into existence 
likewise be assumed to have a beginning, its coming into existence too would 
have been a motion. The assumption of an absolute beginning of motion thus 
entails the assumption of "an infinite regress" of motions. The assumption is 
hence contradictory and self-destructive, and motion taken collectively must be 
eternal. 92 Virtually the same argument is also recorded by Bonaventure. 93 

Moses Narboni subsequently discovered a flaw in the reasoning. Aristotle's 
Physics had established the plausible proposition that "there cannot be motion of 
motion, or a coming into existence of coming into existence. or, in general. 
change of change.,,94 What the proposition means is that the beginning of a given 
change is not a change distinct from, and prior to, the given change. Accordingly, 
Narboni insists, no true philosopher of the Aristotelian school would maintain 
that motion comes about through a process which is itself a motion; and the 
argument recorded by Maimonides is neither cogent nor genuinely Aristotelian. '15 
In its place, Narboni offers his own adaptation of Aristotle's original composite 
proof of the eternity of motion. 96 

""Middle Commelltary 011 Physics. VIlI. ii. 2. 
'''Millwlllo/ ha-Shem. VI. i. 3. pp. 298-299. 
""Or illl-Shelll, Ill. i. I; the printed texts again have to be correcled with the aid of the manu

scripts. Crescas omits explicit mention of the celestial spheres. possibly because he was not certain 

of their existence. 
"'MiJ'alot, V. 1(2). '!2Guide, n. 14(1). 

'!-'Commelltary Oil II SellIellccs. d. I. p. I, a. I. q. 2(2) . 
"4PI"'sicf v. 2. 2250. 15-16. 
"'CO;II/I/(·"ti/l'Y Oil (iuide (Vicnna. '1115.1). ll. 14, p. 30a. ·"'Ibitl.,30b-3Ia. 
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Another argument of the type we are considering appears in Aaron ben Elijah. 
Aaron's version opens with the statement that "every change is preceded by a 
motion," but he furnishes no explanation as to why the statelllent is true or even 
what exactly is meant by change. If the motion preceding a given change is 
preceded by another motion, and the latter by still another, an infinite regress 
ensues, which is absurd. As motions are traced back, therefore, a motion must 
eventually be reached which never underwent change, which is ever constant, 
and hence is eternal. 97 The conclusion is stronger than the conclusion of the 
argument recorded by Maimonides. Maimonides' version established that motion 
taken collectively and generically must be eternal; Aaron's version establishes 
that there must exist a single specific motion-the motion of thc cclestial sphcrcs
which is eternal. 

Brief arguments for the eternity of motion also appear in Albertus Magnus,98 
Aquinas.,99 and Leone Ebreo. loo 

(d) Arguments from the nature of time 

After Aristotle presented his proof for the eternity of motion; he added that 
eternity is implied by the nature of time. He brought forward two considerations. 

He argued (i) that time must be eternal because there can be no "before and 
after without time." That is to say, should time be assumed to have a beginning, 
what was before time could still legitimately be spoken of. The term before has, 
however, a temporal connotation, signifying prior in time, and therefore everyone 
who assumes a beginning of time inescapably finds himself referring to prior 
time. An absolute beginning of time is consequently impossible, and time must 
be eternal. Since time must be eternal, and since time goes hand in hand with 
motion, 101 there being no "time without motion, ... motion too must be eternal." 
And if motion is eternal, something undergoing motion must have always existed. 
The impossibility of an absolutely first time entails, then, the eternity of time as 
well as the eternity of motion and some sort of physical world. 102 

Aristotle further argued (ii) that the concept of time and the concept of the 
moment are interrelated: "Time can neither be, nor be thought of, apart from the 
moment." But the nature of the moment is to divide past from future; for the 
moment se\ves as "a beginning of the future and an end of the past." The assump
tion of an absolutely first moment would consequently carry with it the impli
cation of a period of time which is terminated by, and prior to, that first moment; 

97'Ef Hayyim. chap. 6. 
9"Physics. VIII. tf. I. chap. II. 
99Summa Theologiae. 1.46. I. obj. 5. 

looDia[oghi d·Amore. p. 238. 

101 Physics V. II. 220a. 24 - 25: "Time is the number of motion in respect of before and aftef." 
102Physics VIII. I. 251b. 10-13. 
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and the prior time would itself contain moments. The assumption of an absolutely 
first moment is thus self-c~>ntradictory. Inasmuch as a Ilrst moment is impossihle. 
tillle together with motion allli a world undergoing motion must he eternal. 111.1 

These Aristotelian grounds for the eternity of time might strike us as highly 
dubious, since they rest not so much on the nature of time as on the idiosyncracies 
of human discourse and on the Aristotelian definitions of time and the moment. 104 

Nevertheless, the arguments were taken seriously in the Middle Ages. 
(i) A number of philosophers cite the argument that if time should be assumed 

to have a beginning, what was before time could still legitimately be spoken of. 
Frequently the reasoning is that, at the least, the "nonexistence ('adam) of time," 
could be described as preceding time. But if anything, even nonexistence. can 
be spoken of as before the assumed Ilrst time, time already existed. An absolutely 
first time is therefore impossible; and time, as well as motion, and a world, are 
eternal. The argument as thus formulated is to be found in Avicenna,105 Ibn 
Tufayl,106 Averroes, 107 Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi,108 Amidi, 109 Aquinas, 110 Gerson
ides, III Iji, 112 Crescas, 113 and Abravanel. 114 

A minor variation consists in the combination of the argument from time with 
the argument from the concept of possibility, examined earlier. 115 The reasoning 
now is: To assume that the world was created would be to assume that the world 
had the possibility of being created before actually being created. But to speak 
of a possibility before creation is to imply a time before creation; and to imply 
time before creation is to imply that motion and a world already existed before 
creation. The assumption of the creation of a world where no world existed before 
is therefore untenable. This version of the argument, like the previous version. 

""Ibid .. 19-28. 
lO4er. G. Hourani. "The Dialogue between al-GhazaH and the Philosophers on the Origin of the 

World," Muslim World. XLVIII (1958). 190. 

""Najlit. p. 117. 
"~'lIavy ben lill/ll/Ilili. ed. and trans. L. Gauthicr (Beirut. 1936). Arahic text. p. !II; French 

translaiio·~. p. 62; English translation: flavy I/m Yaqzlln, trans. L. Goodman (New York, 1972). wilh 
pagination of the Arabic indicated. Of the writers cited here Ibn Tufayl is the only one who docs not 

reason specifically that it is the nonexistence of time which would precede time. 
"J7 LOIiR Commelltary Oil Physics. VIII. comm. 10; Epitome of Metaphysics. cd. and Spanish trans. 

C. QuirtlS Rodrf~ue7. (Madrid. 1919). IV. §4; German translation: Die /'pit"me der Metal'hy.\·jk de .. 

AI'erroes. trans. S. van den Bergh (Leidcn. 1'124). p. \06. K. al·Kas/if. cd. M. Mueller (Munich. 
1859). p. 34; German translatiun: Philosophie und Theologie VOII A,wroes. trans. M. Mucller (Mun

ich. 1875). with pagination of the Arabic indicated. 
108Muhaf.~al. p. 91; K. al-Arba'ill. p. 50. 
IOQGJulya al-Mariilll. p. 266. 

IIOSumma COli Ira Gentile.,. 11. 33(6). 
II I Milhamot ha-Shem. VI. i. 3. p. 298. 

112Mm;'liqij, VII. p. 228. 
I LlOr JIll.Shem. III. i. I. 
114Mif'lllot, v. 1(3). 
115 Above. p. 16. 
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is found in Avicenna 116 and probably originated with him. It subsequently appears 
in Ghazali's critique of Avicenna's philosophy,117 in ShahrastiinI, who cites it in 
the name of Avicenna, 118 in Gerson ides , 119 in Aaron ben Elijah, 120 and in Crescas. 121 

Another variation insists that the creator would surely have had to exist before 
any assumed creation of the world. The assumed beginning of time would for 
that reason be preceded by another time, and time would not after all have an 
absolute beginning. The philosopher responsible seems again to have been Avi
cenna. 122 The argument reappears in Ghazali's critique of Avicenna's philosoph/ 23 

and in Aquinas. 124 
Yet a further variation plays on the term when rather than the term before. The 

reasoning is that should a beginning of time be assumed, the period when there 
was no time could nonetheless be spoken of; and a time prior to the assumed first 
time would be acknowledged. The contention appears in Proc\us, 125 in the medi
eval Arabic translation of Proc\us' arguments for eternity,126 in ShahrastiinI's 
paraphrase of Proc\us' arguments, 127 and in the Arabic corpus attributed to Alex
ander of Aphrodisias. 128 

(ii) A number of philosophers also cite Aristotle's second consideration, the 
argument that since the moment by its nature divides the past from the future, 
every moment is preceded by other moments, and an absolutely first moment is 
impossible. That line of reasoning is advanced by the Arabic corpus attributed 
to Alexandcr l29 and by Averroes. 130 It is recorded by Albertus Magnus, 131 Bon
aventure,132 Aquinas,133 Gersonides,134 Crescas,135 Abravanel,136 and Leone 
Ebreo. 137 

116See the passage from an unpublished work of Avicenna's quoted by S. Pines, "An Arabic 

Summary of a Lost Work of John Philoponus: Israel Oriental Studies, II (1972), 350. 
I 17 TilhiiJIII al-Falcis!fa, I, §81; English translation, p. 57. 
118K. NiJlliya al-Iqdiilll, cd. A. Guillaume (Oxford and London, 1934), p. 33. 

119MWwmot ha-Shem, VI, i, 3, p. 299. 
1l0'E,~ ~/ayyilll, chap. 6, IZIOr IIll-Shrlll, Ill, i, I. 

122Shifii',' lliihiyiit, p, 379, 
123TahiiJut al-Faliisifa, I, §§57, 70; English translation, pp, 37,48. 
124Summa Theologiae, I, 46, 1, obj. 8; De Potentia, q. 3, art. 17(20). 
I25Quoted by John Philoponus, De Aeternitate Mundi Contra Proc/um, cd. H. Rabe (Leipzig, 

1899), p. 103. See Philoponus' exposition, ibid., p. 104. 
126Published by A. Badawi in Neoplatonici apud Arabes (Cairo, 1955), p. 38. 
I27K. al-Milal wa-I-Ni~al. p. 339. 
128Mabiidi' al-Kull, p. 264. '29Ibid. 
13°Epitome oj Physics, p. III; Middle Commentary on Physics, VIII, ii, 3; Long Commentary Oil 

PhysiCS, vm, comm. II; Epitome oj Metaphysics, IV, §4. 
I3ICommentary on II Sentences, d. I, B, art. 10. 
132Commentary on II Sentences. d. I, p. I, a. I, q. 2. 
I33Summa Theologiae, I, 46, I, obj. 7; Summa contra Gentiles, II, 33(5). 
134MillJamot ha-Shem, VI, i, 3, p. 298. 
mOl' ha-Shem, III, i, I. 
136Mif'alot, V, 1(3). IJ7Oialoxhi "·Amore. p. 238. 
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(iii) In addition to Aristotle's two considerations, the following line of thought 
is to be found: Everything that comes into existence, comes into existence ill 
time. If time itself came into existence, it too would have come into existence in 
time. Time would therefore extend back beyond the assumed first time; and the 
assumption that time had an absolute beginning turns out, once more, to be self
contradictory. The argument is recorded by . Abd al-Jabbar,I3M Uonaventure,I.N 
Gersonides, 140 and Abravanel. 141 

(e) The argument fronz the vaCl/um 

Aristotle had established that a vacuum, completely empty space. cannot pos
sibly exist, and the impossibility of a vacuum became one of the principles of 
his physics. In one passage he utilized the principle in constructing a proof of 
the eternity of matter. 

He reasoned: Material objects can come into existence only in place. On the 
hypothesis of "absolute~ generation. that is, the hypothesis that something came 
into existence from nothing, "the place to be occupied by what comes into exis
tence would previously have been occupied by a vacuum, inasmuch as no body 
existed." Uut a vacuum is impossible. Consequently, the generation of something 
from nothing is impossible, and matter must be eternal. 142 In the Middle Ages 
the argument from the vacuum is hinted at by Saadia 143 and is given by Aver
roes, 144 Aquinas,I45 Gersonides, 146 Crcscas, 147 and Abravancl. 148 

1.1"1\. al-M<ljlllli' JI al-MII~li! bi-l-'lilklif. cd. J. 1I0uocn (Beirut, 1%5), pp. 65-66. 
''''('ollllllelllary Oil II Semi'lIe,·". d. I, p. I, a. I, ". 2. 
1''''MiI/III11'''t IIlI-Sht'lII. VI. i. 1, p. 29H; 20. p. 1XI. (iersoni,ks sccms 10 attrihulc Ihe ar~l1menl 

10 "rislollc. I was 1101 ahle lolilld il ill Arislotle; bUllhe sourcc could hc Averroes' Mit/till' COIllIlIt·/lIar.\' 
011 Physics, VIII, ii, 3, where Averroes wriles: "Whal is genera led and deslroyed undergoes those 

processes ill a 1II01ll<'lIt; and the moment is the beginning of the future and the end of the past." 

Avcrrocs probably means merely that if time began, its inilial terminus would be a moment, that 
being the scnse of Aristotle's Physics VIII, I, 251 b, 23. which hc is paraphrasing. But Averroes 
could also be taken as meaning Ihal if til11c underwent the process of generation, it would have been 

generaled in a momenl, hence ill time. 
141 Mitalot, V, 1(1). 
142Physics IV, 6-9; De Caeio III, 2, 30lb, 31 ff. 
14'K. al-Amiillat. p. 71. 
144LoII l( COlIIlIIClltary Oil De Caelo. III, cOl11m. 29; K. al-K<lshf. p. 34. 

1"'SlIlIIma Thcoloxiae, 1,46. I. obj. 4. 
14f'MiI/IlIIIIOI ha-Shelll. VI. i, 3. p. 301 (bottol11); on VI, i, 17. p. 364, Gersonidcs acccpts the 

argul11ent. 
1470r IIlI-ShclII. III, i, I. 
1.I"Mitalot. IV, 3(4). 
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if) The argument from the nature of the celestial spheres 

In De Caelo I, Aristotle set forth an argument for the eternity of the celestial 
spheres which rests on one of the fundamentals of his physics, his analysis of 
the process of generation. 

Aristotle understood the process of generation to consist in something's losing 
its previous character and adopting the contrary character. When a substance is 
generated,I49 a portion of matter loses its previous character, which was the 
absence, or "privation," of the form being acquired, and it adopts the contrary 
character, which is the new form. 150 The process of destruction likewise is a 
passage from one contrary to the other: In the destruction of a substance, the 
matter loses its form and is left with the absence or privation of the form, which, 
again, is the contrary of its previous character. The two processes differ in that 
the outcome is positive in the case of generation and negative in the case of 
destruction; generation begins with, whereas destruction ends'with, the absence 
of a given form. 151 It follows from Aristotle's analysis that the process of gen
eration as well as the process of destruction can occur only where a substratum 
is amenable to contraries. For without a substratum amenable to contraries, no 
substance can be generated through the acquisition of a new form nor destroyed 
through the loss of a present form. 

Aristotle further explained that the nature of a thing expresses itself in the 
thing's motion, and contrary natures express themsc1ves in contrary llIotions. Yet 
he demonstrated, or thought he demonstrated, that one type of motion has no 
contrary: "No motion is contrary to motion in a circle." 152 Now the celestial 
spheres do, by their nature, undergo circular motion. Since the motion of the 
celestial spheres has no contrary, their nature has no contrary; and whatcvcr 
substratum the spheres have, 153 Aristotle inferred, must be of a type not amenable 
to contraries. The substratum of the spheres can, consequently, never have passed 
from a condition wherein it did not have its present nature and form to the contrary 
condition wherein it does, and the spheres can never have undergone the process 
of generation. They, together with the sublunar region whose existence is implied 
by theirs, must have always existed. 154 

149 Arislolle's analysis also covers cases where a subslance lacking a certain characlerislic acquires 
the characteristic, as when an unmusical man becomes a musical man. 

ISOPhysics I, 7. Either one of two things can be thought of as having come into existence: the 
abiding material substratum together with the contrary character adopted by it; or alternatively. and 
in a stricter sense, only the new character adopted by the underlying substratum. 

ISICf. Physics V, I. 
IS2De Caelo I, 4. 
IS30ifferent positions were taken in the Middle Ages on the question whether the celestial spheres 

have a material substratum analogous to the substratum of objects in the lower, sublunar world. See 
H. Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 01 Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass., 1929). pp. 594-598. 

IS4 De Caelo I, 3, 270a, 12-22. Aristotle more or less takes for granted that the existence of the 
sublunar region is entailed by the existence of the celestial region. See De Caelo I, 8; Zeller, Die 
Philosophie der Griechen, II, 2, pp. 432-433. 
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In the Middle Ages, the foregoing argument, usual\y much abbreviated, is 
found in proclus,I55 Avicenna ('!),156 Averroes,I57 Aquinas,I5K Gersonides,I59 
Aaron ben Elijah, lt~) Crescas, 161 and Abravanel. Ih2 

A slightly roundabout variation appears as well. It starts not with the process 
of generation but with the process of destruction; and it combines Aristotle's 
analysis of the process of destruction with the principle-also demonstrated by 
Aristotle in the De Caelo l63 -that what is not subject to destruction is not subject 
to generation. The reasoning is: Since the celestial spheres undergo only circular 
motion, their motion has no contrary and hence their nature has no contrary. The 
substratum of the spheres is therefore not amenable to contraries and can never 
pass from the condition wherein it does have its present nature and form to the 
contrary condition whcrein it no longer wil\; and the spheres arc not subject to 
destruction, But what is not subject to destruction is not subject to generation. 
The spheres, together with the sublunar region, 164 must accordingly have existed 
forever. This variation of the argument is recorded by Shahrastiini,I65 Maimon
ides, 166 Albertus Magnus, 167 Aquinas,I68 Gersonides, 169 Crescas,I70 and Leone 

Ebreo. 171 

Another variation is alluded to by Maimonides,l72 and is reported by Aqui
nas,173 Aaron ben Elijah,174 and Leone Ebreo. m It runs simply, and perhaps 
speciously: The celestial spheres cannot have a "beginning" because the shape 
and motion of the spheres arc circular, and the circle has no bcginning. 

Thc arguments from (a) the nature of matter, (b) the concept of possibility, 
and (c) the vacuum, would establish the eternity of matter. They disprovc creation 

IS'Quoled by Philoponus, De Aeternitate. p. 478. 
156De Caelo, chap. 4, in Opera (Venice, 1508). This seems to be a paraphrase of Themistius' De 

Caelo. and not a genuine work of Avicenna's. See M. Alonso, "J:lunayn Traducido al Latin," AI

Alldaills, XVI (1951), 37-47. 
IS7 Epitome olDe Caelo, in Rasa' illbn Rllshd (Hyderabad, 1947), p. II; Middle Commentary on 

De Carlo (Valican Library, Hebrew MS. Urb. 40), I. vi; Long Commentary on De Caelo, I, comm. 

20. 
IS"Summa contra Gelltiles. 11,33(1). Cf. Summa Theologiae, 1,46, I, obj. 3. 
IS9MWlOmot ha-Shem, VI, i, 3, p. 300. 
160'E~ lIayyim, chap. 6. 
1610r ha-Shem. Ill, i, I. 
163De Caelo I, 12. Cf. below, pp. 91, 320. 
16'K. al-Milal wa-I-Ni~lOl. p. 340. 

162Mif'alot. V. 1(4). 

It04Cf. above, n. 154. 
166Guide. II, 14(3). 

167 Physics, VIII, tr. I, chap. II. 
16"Summa collIra Gelltiles, 11,33(2). Cf. SlImma Theologiae. 1.46, I, obj. 2; De Potentia, q. 3, 

art. 17(2). 
16°Milhamot ha·Shem. VI, i, 3, p. 300. 17UOr ha-Shem, Ill, i, I. 

171 Diaioghi d'Amore. pp. 237-238. 
172Gllide, II, 17. Cf. S. Munk's translation, Le Guide des Egares, Vol II (Paris. 1861), p. 135, 

n.2. 
mVe Potentia, q. 3, art. 17 (17,18, and replies). 
17SDialoghi d'Amore, p. 238. 

174 'E~ Hayyim. chap. 6. 
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ex nilli/o, but arc compatible with the creation of the present form of the world. 
The arguments from (c) the nature of motion and (d) the nature of time would 
e~tablish that a world always existed. Whether or not they would establish spe
cifically that the world we know today has existed forever would depend upon 
whether or not the eternity of motion implies the eternity. specifically of the 

. 176 ' 
celestial spheres. The argument from (f) the nature of the celestial spheres, 
would establish the eternity of the physical universe as it exists today. 

3. Replies to proofs from the nature of the world. 

The arguments we have been examining all reason from the laws of nature to 
the eternity of the world, and they invite a single overall response. An adherent 
of creation could maintain that the laws of nature govern the world as it now 
exists, but need not have governed the process whereby the world would have 
come into existence. A response more or less along that line was already made 
by Philoponus when he was dealing with arguments for eternity resting on the 
rule that "something cannot come from nothing." Philoponus explained that although 
the rule is in truth inviolable within the natural realm, it does not constrain "God, 
whose essence and actuality transcend the universe," and therefore it does not 
pr.ove eternity. 177 In the Middle Ages, the response that the laws of nature oper
ative today would not have governed the process of creation appears in various 
forms, both as an overall refutation of arguments from the nature of the world 
taken collectively and also as a refutation of the individual arguments. 

Several Kalam writers describe their opponents, the advocates of eternity, as 
having proceeded from what is "present and perceivable" (shiihid), that is, from 
what can be observed in the world today, to what is "not present and perceivable" 
(glzij'ib), to the conditions that would have obtained when the world came into 
existence. But the nature of what is present and perceivable, the same writers 
object, is no infallible guide to the nature of what is not. "The Negro" is some
times brought as an illustration. It would be not science but the height of fool
ishness for the African Negro to generalize from his personal experience and to 
affirm that all mankind is black; it is no less foolish to affirm of a previous state 
of the world everything that is known about the present state. This response to 
arguments for eternity is offered by 'Abd al-Jabbar, 17M JuwaynI, 179 and the Jiibir 
corpus. 180 

176 Aristotle and Averrocs were certain Ihat the eternity of motion does imply the eternity specif
ically of the celestial spheres. See De Caelo I, 2, and above. n. 88. 

177Philoponus, as cited by Simplicius, COllllllentary on Physics, cd. H. Diels, CO/lllllentaria in 
Aristole/em Graeca, Vol. X (Berlin, 1895), p. 1141. 

I78Sharh al·U~iil, p. 117. 

179 K. a/-Shami/, p. 224. Juwayni adds a general observation: The adherents of eternity failed to 
support their analogy by showing that the perceivable and nonperceivable realms are subject to the 
same rules. 

1B°Jabir ibn ':'ayyan, Texles Choisis, pp. 422-423. 
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A similar thought is formulated by Maimonides much more circumstantially 
and precisely. In a comprehensive refutation of all arguments for eternity from 
the nature of the world, Maimonides writes: "Whenever something comes into 
existence after not having existed, even in instances where the matter already 
existed and merely divests itself of one form to assume another. the nature of the 
thing after it has already come into existence ... is different from its nature 
during the process of coming into existence . , . and different as well from its 
nature before it began the process, I that is to say, different from the nature of 
whatever it might have come into existence from]. For example, the nature of 
the female seed [before pregnancy] ... is different from its nature during preg
nancy ... and different as well as from the nature of a complete living being 
after the living being is born." Given the differences between the three stages 
through which generated objects pass, "no inference can be drawn from the nature 
of the thing when already existent ... to its state while progressing towards 
existence, nor can an inference be drawn from the latter to the state of the thing 
before it began to move towards existence." Proponents of eternity thus commit 
a fallacy in citing "the nature of the stable, perfected, actual universe" and 
concluding therefrom that the universe must have existed forever. The adherents 
of creation, Maimoniues continues, uo not believe that the world came into 
existence under the laws of nature operative today; such, plainly could not have 
occurred. They believe that "God brought the world, in its totality, into existence 
after nonexistence," and that the state of the world "when stable and perfected. 
in no way resembles the state of the world during its coming into exi~tence." 
Maimonides proceeds to show how each of the arguments from the nature of the 
world recorded by him is resolved, once the laws now governing the world are 
understood to be different from those that would have governed the world during 
the process of its coming into existence. 18t His comprehensive response to argu
mcnts from the nature of the world reappears, somewhat condensed, in Albertus 
Magnus 182 and Aaron ben Elijah. 18) 

Crescas, too, recommends it; "Maimonides' comprehensive response," he Hnds, 
is "clearly correct, and sufficient to refute the arguments" for eternity from the 
naturc of the world. t84 In discussing if Crescas does not, however, employ Mai
ll1onilies' own terminology, but borrows a formulation from Gersoniues. 185 He 
has Maimonides distinguish between "general coming into existence," that is, the 
coming into existence of the world as a whole, and "partial coming into exis
tence," the coming into existence of objects within the world. 186 The error in 

'R'Guide, II, 17. 

'XlPhysics, VIII, tr. I, chap. 14; COlIIl/lell/ary 01111 Sell/eliCrS, d. I, B, art. 10. 
IR'·t;~ /fayyi"', chap. 6. 1R40r "a-Shem, III, i, 4 (beginning). 
1RSef. below, p. 32 f. In Mil/wmot ha-Shel/l, p. 306, Gersonides seems to attribute the formulation 

to Maimonidcs, but on p. 366, he quotes Maimonides' genuine formulation, 
1B6Maimonides distinguished between the separate stages in the generation of an object, whereas 

Crcscas has him distinguish between the part and the whole. 
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arguments from the nature of the physical world is, as Crescas explains Mai
monides' intent, that they draw an improper "analogy between partial coming 
into existence and general eoming into existence." The laws governing the coming 
into existence of objects within the world were transferred by the adherents of 
eternity to a phenomenon of a different kind, the coming into existence of the 
world as a whole; since the eoming into existence of the world as a whole need 
not have been governed by the laws of partial eoming into existence, the argu
ments in question are all fallacious. 187 

Aquinas similarly offers a comprehensive refutation of arguments for eternity 
from the nature of the world and he arrives at the same result as the writers 
already quoted, although I could see no evidence of direct filiation. 188 The dis
tinction Aquinas delineates is that between the realm of "nature," on the one 
hand, and the realm of "divine" action, on the other. In the realm of nature, there 
occur "change" (mutatio) and "particular" production, that is to say, the produc
tion of a particular object from another particular object; whereas in the realm 
of "divine" action, there occur "creation," "simple emanation," and "universal 
production," that is to say, the bringing forth of being when nothing at all pre
viously existed. Arguments for eternity from the physical world reason from laws 
that relate to the phenomenon of particular production, but not necessarily to the 
phenomenon of universal production or creation. As a consequence, the argu
ments are intrinsically invalid. 189 

The foregoing refutations of arguments from the nature of the world invalidate 
every argument of the sort, without exception. Nothing in the present state of 
the world, the recurrent objection goes, is pertinent to the issue of creation and 
eternity, since the laws of nature operative today need not have been operative 
during the process of creation. Gersonides takes a separate tack. He too proposes 
an overall refutation of arguments for eternity from the nature of the world, but 
his refutation is qualified and restricted. A certain group of arguments from the 
nature of the world is, for Gersonides, fallacious, whereas another group is valid. 

Gersonides begins with the distinction, which in one passage he appears to 
attribute to Maimonides, 190 between" partial coming into existence" and" general 
coming into existence." And he warns against indiscriminate "analogy" -to be 
specific, against analogies wherein "we affirm of [general] coming into existence, 
everything that can be affirmed of the coming into existence of each single part 
of the world." But the distinction between partial and general coming into exis
tence is found by Gersonides to be too loose for a definitive resolution of the 
issue of creation, inasmuch as some characteristics of partial coming into exis
tence can properly be affirmed of general coming into existence. Only "what 

1810r ha·Shem, III, i, 2. 
188Aquinas' refutation is very-similar to Philoponus', above, n. 177. 
189Commentary on Physics, VIII, §§974, 987; Summa The%giae, 1,45,2, ad 2. 
I90Mi/~amol ha·Shem, VI, i, 4, p. 306; cf. above, p. 31, and n. 185. 
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belongs to the world bccause it is in its present state (to' ar)," he understands, 
"need not have belonged to the world before it was in that state. What, by contrast, 
belongs to the world simply because it exists, irrespective of its state, would have 
had to belong to the world even during the period of its coming into existence." 191 

The unqualified distinction between partial and general coming into existence 
must accordingly be supplemented, or replaced, by a distinction between char
acteristics that arc and those that are not linked to the world's existing in its 
present state. Characteristics linked to the world's existing in its present state 
would not appertain to the world's coming into existence as a whole; but char
acteristics of existent beings, not related to any given state of the world, would. 
Consequently, any argument for eternity which takes its departure from charac
teristics of the former sort is invalid, since the characteristics in question would 
have been absent-as Maimonides and other advocates of creation had insisted
during the world's coming into existence. But arguments from characteristics of 
the latter sort, from characteristics of existent beings which are not related to any 
given state of the world, retain their validity; for even at the moment of its 
generation the world would have been something existent. Gersonides criticizes 
Maimondes for having failed to take account of the distinction between these two 
sorts of characteristics and for having therefore rejected, without exception, every 
inference from the state of the world when already existent to the stale of the 
world during the process of its coming into existence. 192 One may wonder how 
Gersonides could recognize and identify characteristics of things which are and 
characteristics of things which arc not due to the present state of the world, but 
he seems to have thought that the identification could be made intuitively. I'!) It 
will appear that his qualified refutation of arguments from the nature of the world 
has the effect, as he applies it, of sanctioning arguments for the eternity of matter, 
while at the same time ruling out arguments for the eternity of the form of the 
world. 

Thus far we have seen the comprehensive refutations of arguments for eternity 
from the nature of the world. In addition to their comprehensive refutations, the 
advocates of creation offered individual refutations for each of the several arguments. 

(a) Responses to the argumellts from the nature of matter 

The argument from the nature of matter, stated briefly, had been that whatever 
comes into existence does so from a preexisting substratum, or matter; matter 
too could only have corne into existence from a preexisting substratum, or matter; 
consequently, to assume an absolute coming into existence of matter is sC\f
contradictory. 194 

191Milhamot ha·Shem, VI, i. 4. p. 304; 17, p. 366. 
1921bid., 4, p. 306; 17, p. 366. 
193Cf. ibid., 17. pp. 364-366. 
194 Above, p. 13. 
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The sole grounds Aristotle provided to support the rule that whatever comes 
into existence docs so from an already existing substratum were inductive; other
wise he treated the rule as self-evident. 195 And as has been seen, writers asso
ciated with the Kalam school repeatedly ascribe their adversaries' position to 
induction or analogy. 196 When Kalam writers take up the task of refuting their 
opponents, their reply consists largely in exposing the unreliability of inductions 
and analogies from what is empirically known. 

Saadia and Ibn l:Iazm had represented the advocates of "eternity" (dahr) as 
accepting nothing but the reports of the senses and as rejecting the creation of 
matter and the world because sense perception cannot attest to an instance of 
creation. In response, Saadia and Ibn l:Iazm point out that no man has ever had 
sense perception of the eternity of the world or a single one of its parts. Con
sistency therefore would demand that anyone who relies exclusively on analogy 
and induction from what he perceives should reject not merely the creation of 
matter and the world, but also the eternity of matter and the eternity of the world. 
Saadia goes on to list various items of nonempirical knowledge-such as mem
ories and inferences, including inductions themselves-which are not directly 
acquired through sense perception, yet are perforce accepted by all mankind 
including the advocates of eternity. The conclusion he and Ibn l:Iazm reach is 
that uncompromising empiricism is indefensible and that "analogy" from what 
is perceived through the senses cannot settle the issue of eternity and creation. 197 

'Abd al-labbar, luwaynI, and the labir corpus respond to the argument from 
the circumstance that no instance of creation ex Ililzilo has ever been observed 
by pressing their comprehensive refutation of arguments from what is "present 
and perceivable." The nature of the perceivable, they contend, is no reliable guide 
to the nature of what is not perceivable, and events need not always have occurred 
as they now are perceived to occur. 198 

Maimonides and advocates of creation who follow his lead refute Aristotle's 
argument from the nature of matter by applying their own comprehensive refu
tation of arguments from the nature of the physical world. Maimonides concedes 
that the underlying matter of the universe cannot be generated and have come 
into existence in the manner in which generated-destructible things are generated 
and come into existence; for, as Aristotle correctly held, all generated-destructible 
objects arc generated from a preexisting substratum. The belief of the advocates 
of creation, Maimonides explains, is that "God created (awjada) matter from 
nothing" and that the act of creation is entirely different from the process of 
generation as it takes place within a stable world. Creation consequently docs 

195 Above, p. 14. 
196 Above, p. 15. 

19'5aadia, K. al·Amanat, 1,3, pp. 63-65; Ibn Hazm, K. al-Fa.ylfi al-Milal. I, p. 10. 
19"Abd al-Jabbar, Shar!, al-U~ul, p. 117; Juwayni, K. al-Shamil, p. 224; Jabir, Textes Choisis, 

p.422. 
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not rcquire a preexisting substratum; thus Aristotle's argument from the nature 
of matter has no bearing on the doctrine of creation cx l1ihi/o. I'N Albertus Mag
nus,2(x) Aquinas,20I Aaron ben Elijah,202 Crescas,203 and Leone Ebre0204 simi
larly rebut the argument from the nature of matter by distinguishing, through one 
formula or another, the phenomenon of gcneration within the world from the 
completcly differcnt phenomenon of the creation of the world in its entirety. 

Aaron ben Elijah appends a further consideration in an ad homil1cm mode. He 
notes that Aristotelian philosophy recognizes instances of things' coming into 
existence from nothing. When a new object comes into existence within the world, 
its material side is indeed drawn from already existing matter. But the form of 
the new object comes neither from the already existing matter nor from anything 
else whatsoever; the form comes from nothing. Since the Aristotelian adherents 
of eternity do not gainsay the constant coming into existcnce of forms from 
nothing,20S how, Aaron marvels, can they balk at the coming into existcnce of 
matter from nothing'!206 

In contrast to the foregoing, Gersonides' overall response to arguments for 
eternity from the nature of the world 207 is formulated in a way that lets the 
argument from the nature of matter stand. Gersonides excludes any inference 
regarding the coming into existence of the world as a whole which reasons from 
characteristics tied to the present state of the world. The impossibility "that a 
body should come into existence from ... absolutely nothing" is not, he under
stands, such a characteristic. It is rather a universal law of physical existence, 
"unrelated to the state in which the world exists." 20S To assume that the physical 
universe came into existence from absolutely nothing therefore emhodies for 
Gersonides, as for Aristotle, a self-contradiction, and Gersonides concludes that 
mailer is eternal. His considered position is that the world was created from a 
preexistent eternal matter. 209 

'''''Guidc. II, 17. 
2IM'Ph),Jics, VIll. tf. I, chap. 14. 
201 Summa Thcologiac, I, 46, I, ad 3; Summa colllra GClltiles. II, chap. 37( I). 
2<12,E.y Hayyim. chap. 6. 
2'''Or IIll-SIIl'm. Ill, i. 5. 2<MDia/ogizi d·Amore. p. 239. 

2<"ln MctaphYJicJ VII, 8, 1033b, 5-6. Aristotle stated thaI forms arc not generated; but ibid., 
15. 1039b. 26, he conceded that forms. although not generated, sometimes "arc" and sometimes 
"are not." Cf. Ross's note to 1033b, 5-6. The anomalousness of Aristotle's position is underlined 
by Zeller, Die Philosophic der GricchcII. II, 2, pp. 347-348, and C. Baeumker, DaJ Problem der 

Materic (Muensler, 1890), pp. 287-288. 
2'''',E.y Hayyim. chap. 6. The same point was made by Philoponus; see Dc Actcrnit(/(c. p. 351, 

and Simplicius, Commelltary Oil Physics. p. 1142. 
207 Above, p. 32. 
'OMMi/hamot ha-Shelll, VI, i, 17, pp. 365-366. Abravanel rejoins that the impossibility of some

thing's co;ning into existence from absolutely nothing is in fact a characteristic tied to the pre,ent 

state of the world; Mif'alot. IV, 3. 
2ooMiI!ItIIIlot ha-Shem. VI, i, 17. pp. 367-368. To be more precise, Gersonidcs' position is that 
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(b) Responses to the argument from the concept of possibility 

The argument had been: Prior to something's coming into existence, there is 
a possibility of its existing. The possibility of existing must subsist somewhere; 
and it can only subsist in an already existing substratum, hence in an already 
existing matter. The assumption that matter came into existence from absolutely 
nothing consequently embodies a self-contradiction, and matter must be eter
nal. 210 Medieval advocates of the creation of the world developed three responses 
to the argument. 

One response consists in referring the possibility of matter's coming into exis
tence to the agent that produced matter. The premise is accepted according to 
which the possibility of matter's existing would have to precede the actual exis
tence of matter. But the prior possibility of matter's existing is not located in a 
substratum, from which matter would have come into existence. It is instead 
identified with the power of the creator to create. When the possibility of the 
existence of matter is so construed, the assumption of creation ex nihilo no longer 
contradicts itself by implying the prior existence of a substratum containing the 
possibility. 

This response to the argument from the concept of possibility is mentioned, 
but not seriously, by Avicenna,211 the apparent author of the argument that is 
being rebutted. It is also mentioned in passing by Ghazalj212 and is employed by 
Aquinas,213 Aaron ben Elijah,214 Crescas,215 and Abravanel. 216 TIle same response 
was known as weIl to Averroes, who attributed it to John Philoponus, and to 
Maimonides, who attributed it to the later Kalam. 217 Both Averroes and Mai
monides reject it because of a certain distinction that had been drawn by Aristotle. 

Aristotle had distinguished two 51JVafJ-H<;-"powers," or "potentialities," or 
"possibilities" -in the process of change, namely the power, or possibility, of 
the agent to effect the change, and the power, or possibility, of the object to 
undergo the change. 218 Accordingly, Averroes and Maimonides maintain, although 
one possibility of the existence of matter may properly be identified as the agent's 

the world was created from a preexistent "body free of all form"; in the passage cited, he attempts 
to elucidate the concept. 

210Above, pp. 16-17. 
211K. al-lshariil wa-I-Tanblhal, ed. 1. Forget (Leiden, 1892), p. 151; French translation, with 

pagination of Arabic indicated: Livre des Direclives el Remarques, trans. A. Goichon (Beirut and 
Paris, 1951). 

212Tahii!ul al-Faliisifa, I, §85; English translation, p. 59. 
213 Summa Theologiae, I, 46, I, ad I; Summa colllra Gellliles, II, chap. 37. 
214, E~ /fayyim, chap. 6. 
wOr ha-Shem, III, i, 5. 
216Mif'alol, IV, 3. 
217 Averrocs, Long Commentary on Metaphysics, XII, comm. 18; Averrocs writes that he drew his 

information from Alfarabi's work On Changeable Beings. Maimonides, Guide, II, 14(4). 
218Melaphysics V, 12, 1019a, 15-22; cf. ibid., IX, I. 
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power to create matter, there remains the question of the other possibility of the 
existence of matter, the possibility from the side of some object that is to undergo 
the process of becoming matter. Until the latter possibility is explained or explained 
away, the argument that the prior possibility of the existence of matter would 
have to be located in an already existing substratum will not have been answered. 219 
Perhaps because of the point raised by Averroes and Maimonides, some writers
Aquinas, Aaron ben Elijah, and Abravanel-do not utilize the first response to 
the argument from the concept of possibility by itself, but always buttress it with 
additional considerations. 220 

The second response to the argument from the conccpt of possibility seems to 
have originated in Ghazali. Ghazali construes the "possibility" of something's 
coming into existence~along with the impossibility, and the necessity, of some
thing's coming into existence-as nothing but an "inteIlcctual judgment," a judg
ment on the part of the inteIlect that the thing may-or that it cannot, or that it 
must-exist. Since possibility, impossibility, and necessity, have no objective 
existence in the external world, they do "not require anything existent" to serve 
as their substratum. And since the possibility of matter's existing does not require 
a substratum, the argument from the concept of possibility has no validity. 221 

FoIlowing Ghazali, ShahrastanI construes the possibility of matter's coming 
into existence as a "mental supposition" (taqdfr);222 Fakhr aI-DIn al-RazI denies 
that the possibility of matter's coming into existence is an "existent attribute" ;223 

AmidI writes that it is not "a real essence." 224 Aquinas offers an interpretation 
in the same vein, and even finds support in Aristotle. In the course of analyzing 
the divers meanings of the term "possible" (51Jv(X'Tov), Aristotle had isolated 
what we should caIl the 10gicaIly possible. And, he had stated, the possible in 
its logical sense carries no implication of a power-or potentiality, or possibility 
(&vVcxfJ-L<;)-in either an agent producing change or an object undergoing change. 225 
Aquinas caIls attention to Aristotle's statement; and he explains that the coming 
into existence of matter and of the world was possible "in the way a thing is said 
to be absolutely possible, that is, not by virtue of any potentiality, but solely 
from the relation of the terms, which are compatible with one another." 226 The 
possibility of existence preceding the actual existence of matter was thus not 
anything with an external existence of its own. A possibility of existence preceded 

219 Averroes, Tt,hii{1I1 al-Ta/u/flll, I, pp. 100- 101; Maimonidcs, Guide, II, 14(4). 
220See below, p. 38. 
22 1 Tah</fUl al-Faliisifa, I, §87; English translation, p. 60. 
222K. Niltiiya al-Iqdiilll, p. 34. 
22JMII/1<l~.~al, p. 91; K. al-Arba' in, p. 51. 
224G/uiya al-Mariim, p. 272. 
225Mel<lphvsics V, 12, 1019b, 27-29, 34-35. This is the chapter in the Mel<lphysics referred to 

above in n. 218. 
226Summa Theologiae, I, 46, 1, ad 1. 
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the actual existence of matter and of the world only inasmuch as the terms in the 
proposition 'matter exists' or 'the world exists' were logically compatible-only 
inasmuch as the proposition involved no logical impossihility-hcfore those things 
did exist. Aquinas combines the previous response to the argument from the 
concept of possibility with the response we are now examining. When the pos
sibility of the existence of the world is said to have preceded its actual existence, 
the meaning, Aquinas writes, is either that the creator had the power to crcate 
the world, or else that the creation of the world was logically possible. 227 

A third response to the argument from the concept of possibility consists in 
applying the comprehensive refutation of all arguments from the nature of the 
world. The requirement that the possibility of existence must be located in a 
substratum is held to be a characteristic of change and generation within thc 
world, but not necessarily a characteristic of the creation of a world. 

Such is Maimonides' response. He states that what comes into existence must 
be preceded by its possibility "only in our stable universe, where things are 
generated solely from something existent. When, by contrast, something is cre
ated ex nihilo. nothing at all existed [previously ... which might permit the 
thing coming into existence] to be preceded by possibility."228 The same inter
pretation is given by Albertus Magnus229 and Leone Ebreo. 23o TiisT rejects the 
previous response to the argument from possibility, the response that construes 
possibility as a "nonreal" (ghayr wlljudl) attribute; for, according to Tiisl, the 
possibility of being generated is unquestionably a "disposition" that "requires a 
subject" in which to inhere. In preference to the previous response, TiisT offers 
the one now being examined. He distinguishes between the generation of things 
within the world and creation; and he contends that creation is a completely 
different phenomenon, that in the case of "created things, no disposition is con
ceivable prior to their existence." 231 Aaron ben Elijah joins the third response to 
arguments from the concept of possibility with the first. He writes: The possibility 
of a thing's coming into existence preccdes the actual existence of the thing only 
in the "stable, settled universe" but would not do so, in the creation of matter ex 
nihilo; moreover, whatever possibility there might be in the case of creation ex 
nihilo is to be referred to the "agent," that is to say, the creator. 232 Abravanel 
similarly explains that in "first creation" as distinct from "generation," no "pos
sibility in a substratum" precedes the process of coming into existence. The sole 
true possibility at that stage is the "possibility of action" on the part of God's 
"infinite power."233 Aquinas in one passage combines all three solutions. He 

221lbid.; De Potentia. q. 3, art. I7 (ad 10). 
228Guide. II. t7. 
229 Physics. VIII, tr. I, chap. 14. 
21°Dialoghi d·Amore. p. 239. 
2J'Glosses to Riizl"s MU!lQ~~al. p. 92. 

232'E~ I!ayyim, chap. 6. 
23JMif'alot. IV, 3. See below, n. 254. 
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maintains that the phenomenon of creation is radically different from the phe
nomenon of things' coming into existence by motion; in the former, as distinct 
fmlll the laller, the prior pnssihility of existence is tn he referred to the agent; 
alternatively, it is to be cOllstrued as nothing other than the logical wmp(ltibility 
of the terms in the proposition "matter exists." 234 

(c) Re.ll)()/lS('S to arXllml'/lts from the /laWre (!f motio/l 

Aristotle's argument from the nature of motion, it was seell, reappears in the 
Middle Ages in its original complex form as well as in a simplilied form. The 
contention in both forms of the argument was that the supposedly very first motion 
would, by virtue of the laws of motion, have to be preceded by another motion, 
and hence the supposedly first motion would not in fact be first. 235 The adherents 
of creation who respond to the proof in one or the other of its forms all adduce 
the comprehensive refutation of arguments from the nature of the world. They 
distinguish between natural processes within the world and creation; and they 
explain that argumentation from the nature of motion can be valid only where 
the laws of nature arc operative but can have no bearing on God's creating the 
world ex nihilo. This response is given by John Philoponus,2J() and it is repeated 
in the Middle Ages with minor variations by Maimonides,2J7 Alhertus Mag
nus,238 Bonaventure,239 Aquinas,240 Gersonides,241 Aaron ben Elijah,242 Cres
cas,24J Abravanel,244 and Leone Ebreo. 245 

(d) Responses to argllme/lts from the natllre (if time 

The proof for eternity from the nature of time reasons in olle fashion or another 
that anyone assuming an absolute beginning of time cannot avoid recognizing a 
prior time; hence time cannot have a beginning but must be eternal; time, how
ever, involves motion and a moving body; and time being eternal. motion and a 
world undergoing motion must also be eternal. 246 A response might proceed 
either by rebutting the premise that time involves motion and a moving body, or 
else by rebutting the grounds that had been advanced for the eternity of time. 
The only writer I could find taking the former course is Aaron ben Elijah. In 
reply to one of the versions of the proof, he acknowledges that time is eternal, 
but denies that time involves motion. "Time," he asserts, "is something extrinsic 

,,4SWllllla colllra Gentiles. 11.37(3). '''Above. pp. 18-20. 
''''Quoted by Simplicius. Commelltary Oil Physics. pp. I t41. I t50. 
211 (iuide. II. 7. 
21·Commelltarv 01111 Sellte/lce.~. d. t. B. art. 10. 
2WCOIlllllelltary 01111 Sell/ence.~. d. t, p. I, a. I, q. 2. ad. 2. 
240Comme/ltary Oil Physics. VlIl. §987. Summa TheoloKiae. 1.46. I. ad 5; Summa colllra Gen-

tiles. II. 36(3). 
24'Milhamot ha-Shem. VI. i. 4. p. 304; much elaborated and nuanced. ibid .. 24. p. 395. 

242'Es I!ayvim. chap. 6. 
24JOr ha-Shem. lIl. i. 4 (beginning). 
24'OillloKhi d·Amore. p. 239. 

244Miralot. V. 3. 
246 Above. pp. 24-25. 
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to motion" and motion is not entailed by it. Arguments establishing the preex
istence of time are therefore irrelevant to the issue of creation. 247 

Most proponents of creation from Plato onwards take the other course. They 
accept the premise that time involves motion and a moving body, but maintain 
that time is not eternal, that there was no time before the world was created. 24K 

These proponents of creation had to refute Aristotle's arguments for the eternity 
of time. 

(i) The first argument for the eternity of time ran: On the assumption of an 
absolute beginning of time, the period before time and when there was not yet 
time could still be spoken of; but the terms before and when imply time; time 
would thus already have existed before the assumed absolute beginning of time. 
The tenor of medieval refutations was set, or anticipatcd, by John Philoponus. 
Philoponus was addressing the version of the argument according to which the 
words 'when there was no time' imply that time already existed. He explains that 
with care the mischievous expression is easily avoided. A careful speaker can 
avoid mentioning the period "when there was no time" and restrict himself to 
saying, "simply, that time is not eternal." 249 But the complete solution, Philo
ponus holds, goes deeper. The complete solution lies in understanding that the 
argument is "sophistical," since it is concerned with "wording" rather than with 
what is "meant" thereby. Nothing can be inferred about reality from the "weak
ness" of human speech, and attention should always be directed to "intent" rather 
than "words." 250 The expression "when there was no time" and similar expres
sions consequently shed no light on the issue of creation and eternity. 

In the Middle Ages, it is repeatedly stated that language seeming to connote 
time does not imply actual time. Philoponus' distinction between intent and words 
does not explicitly appear, but another motif that may have derived from him 
does. Aristotle had affirmed the finiteness of space side by side with the infinite
ness of time, and proponents of creation pounce on the apparent inconsistency. 
They draw an analogy between temporal and spatial extension and contend that 
just as space is universally acknowledged to have a terminus beyond which there 
is no space, so too may time have a beginning before which there was no time. 
For example, the following critique of the Aristotelian doctrine of eternity is 
reported in the name of "Ya~ya," that is to say, Ya~yii ibn' AdI or, possibly, John 
Philoponus: 25t The proposition that time began at a certain moment with no time 

247 'E~ Hayyim. Chap. 6. Aaron is answering the argument that at the very least the possibility of 
the existence of the world would be present before the world came into existence. and hence time 
would already exist before the supposed beginning of time. 

248See Plato, Timaeus, 38; Philo, De Opijicio Mundi. vii. 26; Augustine. City of God. XI, 6; 
COllfessions. XI. 30; H, Wolfson. Philo, Vol. I (Cambridge, Mass., 1948), p. 311. 

249De Aeternitate. p. 105, 
250lbid., pp. 104. 116. 
min Arabic, Philoponus is called Ya~yii al-Na~wi. 
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preceding is neither more nor less admissible than the proposition that space 
terminates at a certain point with nothing beyond. It is a familiar tenet of Aris
totelian physics that the world is finite and that "no extension whatsoever," neither 
"plenum nor vacuum," exists outside the world. By what right then do the Aris
totelians reject a parallel theory in regard to time'! By what right do they brand 
as "inconceivable, the thesis that there was no time" before creation, that time 
extends back to a certain moment with absolutely no time preceding,!252 

Ghazali weaves together two motifs, the contention that the vagaries of lan
guage shed no light on the issue of creation, and the analogy between temporal 
and spatial extension. The former motif is developed in a manner akin to his 
response to the arguments from the concept of possihility. There he contended 
that the possibility preccding thc creation of the world is merely a judgmcnt of 
the mind, a logical judgment, representing nothing in the external world;25.1 here 
he contends that the time preceding the creation of the world can represent nothing 
in the external world because it is purely imaginary. 254 

Ghazali is answering the argument that the statement 'God exists before cre
ation' implies a time before the assumed creation of the world. He replies that 
the issue cannot be settled through the testimony of human language. The state
ment that God existed before creation can be recast in the form: "God was, 
without a world and without time, then was, with a world and time"; and the 
implication of a time before creation vanishes. 255 But in any event, even if a 
speaker should not trouble, or should be unable, to avoid language with temporal 
connotations in referring to what was before time, no actual preexistent time is 
thereby implied. For the creation of the world is preceded by time only in our 
"imagination"; creation is preceded by nothing more than a "supposition" (taqdir) 
of time. The situation is exactly analogous to that obtaining in spatial extension. 

'" Abu al-Faraj's (?) comment to I'h)'.IiC-' VIII. I; in Aristotle. ~'ahi' a (medieval Arabic translation 
of /'/n'.\ics together with four medieval Arahic COI1I111cntaries), cd. A. Badawi (Cairo. I'IM). p. KIf>. 
It is not dear from the printed text whether Abu al-Faraj is quoting "Yahya" or whether the passage 
belongs not to Abu al-Faraj's commentary but to the commentary of Yahyii ibn' Adi. 

'" Above. p. 37. 
""The later Kalam writers who maintained that the possibilitv of matter's coming into exi,tcnce 

is not real (abovc. p. 37). and especially Shahriistani (abovc. n. 222). may wcll havc been following 
Ghazali's response to the argument from time. rather than his rc'ponse to the argumcnt from the 
concept of possibility. They may have meant. in other words. not that the possibility of matter's 
coming into existence is a logical judgment. but that it is a product of the imagination. An unambig
uous instance where the response to the argument from time is applied to the argument from the 
concept of possibility can be found in Abravanel. After giving the reply to the argument from the 
concept of possibility quoted above. n. 233. Abravanel adds: "It also can be stated that the subject 
of this possiiJility is in a certain sense the human intellect. Just as a beginning of time is inconceivable 
without ... a time extending beyond ... and prior thereto .... so too it is difficult to conccive of 
the actual coming into existence of an object without the notion that the possibility of the thing 
precedes its actual existence .... But that is only a mental precedence." 

"'7iI/lli(ut a/-fllhisiJa. I, §58; English translation. p. 38. 
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Noth.ing whatsoever lies beyond the boundary where the world and its space 
~er~mate, although the human imagination "balks" at the notion and mistakenly 
mSlsts upon "~upposing" an empty space beyond the world. Similarly, no time 
whatsrn:ver ~xls~ed bef~re the world and time came into existence, although the 
human ImagmatlOn agam balks and insists upon "supposing" a prior time. 256 

In rebuttals of arguments for the eternity of time, the phrases imagination, or 
supposition of time become catchwords; and the analogy between the termination 
of space and the beginning of time also recurs. ShahrastanI answers arguments 
of the type we are examining by explaining that any implication of time prior to 
the world is "an imaginary supposition, like the supposition of a vacuum beyond 
the wor1d." 257 Merely imagining that a vacuum exists beyond the world does not 
establish that a vacuum exists in actuality. By the same token, merely imagining 
that time existed prior to the world does not establish that time truly existed. 
Maimonides, who does not include an argument from time in his formal classi
fication of proofs for eternity, forestalls such an argument. The statement "God 
existed before creating the world" and other phraseology that seemingly implies 
time prior to creation refer, Maimonides writes, solely to the "supposition of 
time or to the imagination of time, and not to real time." 258 Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi 
~aintains that" priority is not an existent attribute" 259 or a "positive attribute." 260 
Amid! characterizes the assumption of a temporal extension prior to the world as 
an "imaginative supposition." 261 Aquinas writes that the" before we speak of as 
preceding time" does not refer to time "in reality, but solely in [our] imagination." 
The situation, he adds, is analogous to "saying that there is nothing above the 
heavens." In that sentence, the term above does not have a genuine spatial ref
erence but merely an imagined reference, and all will acknowledge that no actual 
space above the heavens is implied. By the same token, the words "before time" 
should be acknowledged to contain no implications of an actual prior time. 262 

Gersonides' response to the argument from the nature of time is similar to the 
responses made by his predecessors, but-as Gersonides often docs when repeat
ing commonplaces-he appends a small twist of his own. The statement that 
time did not exist "before" the creation of the world is, he writes, analogous to 
the statement that "neither a vacuum nor plenum is to be found outside the world." 
The term before in the one instance and the term outside in the othcr are cmploycd 

""Ibid., §§61-63; English translation, pp. 41-42. and cf. van den Bergh's note. 
257 K. Nihdya al-Iqdam, p. 52. 

mCuide, II, 13(1). 

259Mu~a~~al, p. 91. 
";:JK. al-Arba'ill. p. 53. 
26'Chaya al-Maram, p. 272. 

26'Summa COlllra Celltiles, 11,36(6). Cf. Commelllary Oil Physics, VIII, §990; Summa Theologiae. 
I,46, I, ad 8. 
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equivocally and not in their ordinary sense, and hence their use cannot serve as 
grounds for inferring either the infinity of space or the eternity of time. We have 
here, Gersonides continues, an area where human language, which is in any event 
"conventional," fails to provide the technical terminology required by philosophy 
and science; the result is that philosophers must use ordinary words in a "bor
rowed" sense. 263 A similar reply to the argument is made by Abravanel. 2M 

(ii) Aristotle's second argument for the eternity of time was that the momelll 
invariably divides past from future; to assume a first moment would therefore 
amount to assuming a preceding past time that terminates at the first moment; 
and the assumption of an absolutely first moment is self-contradictory.265 The 
argument did not receive as much attention as the previous argument from time, 
but several responses can be cited. 

Philoponus condemns the argument as "begging the question," since in assum
ing that every moment divides past from future, the eternity of time is prcsup
posed from the outset. To elucidate his meaning, Philoponus draws another anal
ogy between space and time. Aristotle had once characterized the moment in 
time as analogous to the point on a line,266 inasmuch as the point divides a line 
into two segments and the moment divides past time from future time. It clearly 
would, Philoponus writes, be a begging of the question to presuppose that every 
point, without exception, divides a line into two segments, to infer therefrom 
that no point can ever stand at the terminus of a line segment, and to conclude 
that every line must be infinite, It is no less hegging the question to presuppose 
that every moment, without exception. divides past time from future time, to 
infer that no moment can stand at the very beginning of time, and to conclude 
that time must be eternal. 267 

Alfarabi and Averroes knew that the argument from the nature of the moment 
might he rebutted on the grounds that the moment in time is analogous to the 
point on a line, and evcry line segmcnt does begin at a point. 26K Any rchutlalof 

26JMi/~wlllot ha-Shelll. VI, i. 21, pp. 384-385. 
2MMi{'afot. V, 3. 265 Above, p.24. 

2(,6p hysi('" IV, II, 220a, 9-10; IJ, 222a, 13. 

"'\)uoled by Simplicius, COllllllelllary Oil Physics. p. 1167. 

26"Epitome o/Metaphysics. IV, §4, with reference to Alfarabi; Taha/ut al-TultciJut. I, p. 77. It very 

likely was thanks to Alfarabi and Averroes that Philoponus' rebuttal reached the Middle Ages. 

Averroes reports that Alfarabi's book all Challgeahle Beillgs. now lost, laid bare the sophism in any 

comparison between the possibility of a beginning of time at a moment and the possibility of a 

beginning of a line at a point. As far as I could sec, Averrocs docs not mention Philoponus in this 

connection. But refuting Philoponus is known to have been one of Alfarabi's objectives in his book 

011 Changeable Beillgs (sec above, n. 217; below, p. 128; M. Steinschneider, AI-Farahi 1St. Peters

burg, 18691. pp. 120-122). It may therefore well have beenjust I'hiloponus whom Alfarahi had in 

mind in the passage referred to by Averrocs, that is to say, in the surrejoinder to the rebuttal of the 

argument from the nature of the moment. 
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the sort is dismissed by them as a sophism,269 but several medieval adherents of 
ereation employ it nonetheless and they for their part dismiss their adversaries' 
imputation of sophistry. 

Aquinas makes a reply to the argument from the nature of the moment which 
is strikingly like Philoponus'. He contends that a moment may stand at the begin
ning of time, with no past time preceding, in exactly the way a point can stand 
at the end of a line segment with nothing beyond. It would clearly be circular 
reasoning to presuppose that every point must have a line segment on each side 
and then proceed to prove that 'all lines are infinite. Aristotle's argument from 
the moment is guilty of the same circularity; the argument presupposes its own 
conclusion in assuming that every moment must be preceded by time. 270 

Gersonides does not speak of question begging or circular reasoning, but he 
too uses the analogy between space and time. He compares the argument that a 
moment is always preceded by time and time is therefore eternal, to a possible 
argument to the effect that the universe must be infinite since one body comes to 
an end only where it meets another body. Both arguments are a product of the 
human "imagination," which refuses to allow a point with nothing' beyond or a 
moment with nothing before; and the imagination is not a reliable guide in the 
realm of science. Gersonides appends a lengthy disquisition on the nature of the 
moment, wherein he shows that not every moment need have the characteristic 
of dividing the past from the future. The upshot is that a moment might serve as 
the absolute beginning of time just as a point can serve as the absolute beginning 
of a line segment. 271 A highly condensed restatement of Gersonides' reply to the 
argument from the nature of the moment is offered by Crescas,272 and Abravanel 
also offers a restatement of Gersonides' reply. 273 

269Epitome of Metaphysics. IV, §4; Tahiiflll al-Tahiifut. I, p. 77. Averroes' exposition of the 
sophism is extremely subtle. The reason a point can serve as the terminus of a line is, he explains
obviously with Aristotle, Physics IV, 13, 222a, 13-14, in mind-that the line is "at rest" and the 
point at the end of the line enjoys "actual" existence. A moment, by contrast, cannot serve as an 
absolute terminus of time for the reason that time is not at rest, no moment ever exists in actuality, 
and therefore no moment can ever exist except as subsequent to the past and antecedent to the future. 
Hence, Averrocs concludes, it is a sophism to infer the possibility of time's having its terminus in a 
moment from the possibility of a line's having its terminus in a point; and Aristotle's argument for 
eternity from the nature of the moment accordingly remains intact. 

270Commentary on Physics, VIII, §983; cf. Summa contra Gentiles, II, chap. 36. Aquinas dis
misses Averrocs' imputation of sophistical reasoning as follows: The fact that a line is at rest whereas 
time is ever flowing can have no bearing on the question whether a line or time might have an initial 
terminus. Therefore, if a line can begin at a point, time should be able to begin at a moment. 

27lMi/~amot ha-Shem, VI, i, 21, pp. 388-390. In an indirect reference to Averroes' strictures 
(above, n. 269), Gersonides, ibid., p. 389, explains that the potentiality associated with the momcnt 
can have nothing to do with the ability, or inability, of a moment to serve as a beginning of time with 
nothing preceding. 

2720r ha-Shem, III, i, 3. 
273Mij'alot, V,3. 
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An alternative answer to the argument for eternity from the nature of the 
moment consists in applying the comprehensive response to all arguments from 
the nature of the world. Albcrtus Magnus,274 Bonaventurc,275 and Leone Ebrc0276 

grant that the moment always divides past from future in the present state of the 
world; but, they maintain, the moment need not have divided past from future 
during the process of creation. 

(iii) A further argument for the eternity of time had run: Everything that comes 
into existence does so "in" time; therefore the supposed absolutely first time 
would have to be preceded by another time, namely, the time in which it came 
into existence. 'Abd al-Jabbiir,277 Bonaventure,278 Gersonides,279 and Abrava
nel,280 who record the argument, all refute it by rejecting the premise that time 
would have to come into existence ill time. 

(e) The response to the argument from the vacuum 

The argument had been that the doctrine of creation ex nillilo implies the prior 
existence of a vacuum in the location the world was to occupy, whereas a vacuum 
is impossible. 28t Aquinas responds that on the assumption of creation ex nilli/o, 
"there was no place or space prior to the world," and consequently no vacuum, 
space being created together with the world. 282 Crescas and Abravanel offer the 
same solution. The argument from the vacuum can, they write, be answered by 
understanding that "prior to the world, no dimensions existed, and God created 
them when he created body from nothing." 2HJ Crescas makes an additional and 
atypical observation, however. He finds Aristotle's grounds for the impossibility 
of a vacuum unconvincing2R4 and is therefore not in the least discomfited by the 
implication of a vacuum prior to creation. Prior to the existence of the world, he 
is quite willing to admit, a vacuum did exist, and in it God created the world. 285 

Gersonides is an adherent of creation who accepts the argument from the 
vacuum. As was seen, he ruled out only those arguments for eternity which rest 
on characteristics of the universe tied to its present state, whereas he endorsed 
arguments which he viewed as resting on universal laws of existence. The argu
ment from the vacuum is understood by him to belong to the latter type; for the 

274CommellIary on II Sentences. d. 1, B, art. 10. 
275CommellIary 011 II SellIellces. d. I, p. I, a. I, q. 2. 
276Dialoghi d·Amore. p. 239. 
277K. al-Majmll', p. 66. 
278Commelltary on II SellIences, d. I, p. I, a. I, q. 2. 
279Milhamot ha-Shem, VI, i, 20, pp. 382-383. 
2.oMi'alot, V,3. 
28' Above, p. 27. 
282 Summa Theologiae, I, 46, t, ad 4. A similar point is made by Saadia, K. al-Amiiniit. p. 71. 
2·'Or ha-Shem, Ill, i, 5; Mif'alof, IV, 3. In Abravanel, the sentence ends: •... when he creatcd 

somethillg from nothing." 
2840r ha-Shem, I, ii, I. 2·'Ibid., Ill. i, 5. 
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proposition that objects come into existence in place states a universal charac
teristic of physical existence, and the impossibility of a vacuum is also absolute. 
Gersonides accordingly accepts the conclusion that the place IlOW occupied hy 
the world must always have eontaineu something. llis positioll, as has beclI 
mentioned, was that matter is eternal and that the world was created out of a 
preexistent, eternal formless matter. 286 

(j) The response to the argument from the nature of the celestial bodies 

The argument here had been that the process of coming into existence as well 
as the process of destruction consist in a passage from one contrary to another; 
but whatever substratum the heavens might have cannot be amcnable to contrar
ies; consequently, the heavens cannot have come into existence and must be 
eternal.

287 
The advocates of creation who undertake to refute the argument employ 

the standard comprehensive response to arguments from the nature of the world. 
They distinguish between natural processes and creation, and maintain: The law 
that things come into existence only from their contraries is a law peculiar to the 
process of generation within the present state of the world, whereas in creation, 
things may well come into existence in a different manner. This solution is put 
forward in one version or another by Maimonides,288 Albertus Magnus, 289 Aqui
nas,290 Gersonides,29J Aaron ben Elijah,292 Abravanel,293 and Leone Ebreo. 294 

4. Summary 

The argument for eternity from the nature of matter rested on the premise that 
everything coming into existence does so from a preexistent substratum or matter; 
matter too, it followed, could have come into existence only from an already 
existing matter; hence an absolute coming into existence of matter, the coming 
into existence of matter from absolutely nothing, is impossible. The proponents 
of creation reply that the critical premise can be justified solely by induction or 

286MillJnmot ha·Shem, VI, i, 17, p. 364. Abravanel, Mif'alot, IV, 3, disputes Gersonides' reasoning. 
287 Above, p. 28. 
ZR"Guide, II, 17. 
2.9Commentary on II Sentences, d. I, S, art. 10. 

290Summa Theoiogiae, I, 46, I, ad 3. Cf. ibid., ad 2; Summa contra Gentiles, II, 36(1). 
291 Mil~amot ha·Shem, VI, i, 26. Gersonides adds a statement that, I think, misses the point of 

Aristotle's argument. He contends that not everything is generated from its contrary; forms, for 
example, are not generated from other forms that are their contraries. Aristotle's contention, however, 
had not been that a given form is generated from the contrary form. His contention had been that a 
given form is generated in a situation wherein the substratum lacks the given form; and that is the 
contrary of the form. See above, p. 28. 

292, E~ Ifayyim, chap. 6. 
293Mif'aiot, V,3. 
294Diaioghi d'Amore, p. 239. 
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analogy, and inductions and analogies are unreliable. Alternatively, the propo
nents of creation bring to bear their comprehensive refutation of arguments from 
the nature or the world. They maintain that altholl/!h in the presl'lIt state or the 
world everythillg comillg illto existence does so hum a preexistcllt substratum, 
no preexistent substratum need be assumed for creation. Creation ex /Iilli/o-the 
creation of the world together with its matter-accordingly remains a viable 
hypothesis. 

The argument from the concept of possibility reasoned that everything coming 
into existence is preceded by the possibility of its existence; the possibility of 
cxistcnce must inhere in a substratum or matter; matter would therefore have had 
to exist before matter could come into existence; thus the absolute coming into 
existence of matter is impossible. The proponents of creation respond in one of 
three ways. They deny that the possibility of the world's coming into existence 
is to be located in an already existing matter and refer that possibility instead to 
the creator. They construe the possibility of the existence of the world as a 
judgment of the mind and as having no objective existence in the external world. 
Or else they resort to their comprehensive refutation of arguments from the nature 
of the world; and they maintain that in the phenomenon of creation, the possibility 
of existence need not precede actual existence. The upshot is that creation ex 
Iliizi/o is a viable hypothesis. 

The argument from motion showed that the assumption of a beginning of 
motion inescapably involves prior motion; and therefore motion, as well as some 
sort of world undergoing motion, must be eternal. The proponents of creation 
respond by again applying their comprehensive refutation of arguments from the 
nature of the world. They explain that although in the present state of the world, 
motion cannot occur without a prior motion, in the creation of the world as a 
whole, an absolute beginning of motion is conceivable. The world and its motion 
may accordingly have had a beginning. 

The argument from time reasoned that a beginning of time cannot be spoken 
of without implying a prior time, and hence time is eternal. The companion 
argument from the moment reasoned that moments invariably divide past from 
future, and therefore a first moment, with no time and no moments preceding, 
is impossible. Both arguments conclude that since time is eternal, motion and 
some sort of world undergoing motion must also be eternal. In one instance these 
arguments arc countered with the denial that time does involve motion and a 
moving body. If time docs not involve motion, the eternity of time may be granted 
without admitting the eternity of the world. The usual response, however, is that 
neither the nature of time nor the nature of the moment implies, in fact, the 
eternity of time. The argument from the nature of time-the contention that there 
is no avoiding the implication of a time prior to the supposed beginning of time
is answered by ascribing the implication to deceptive human language; all that 
in truth precedes the beginning of time, the explanation goes, is a supposition of 
time or imaginary time. A supporting consideration is provided by an analogy 
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between time and space. It was universally acknowledged that the physical world 
is finite and that nothing whatsoever, not even empty space, lies beyond the 
world; by the same token, the adherents of creation submit, time might be finite 
with no time whatsoever preceding the beginning of the world. The argument 
from the nature of the moment is answered by the adherents of creation with the 
aid of another analogy between space and time. They maintain that a moment 
might serve as the absolute beginning of time just as a point can serve as the 
absolute terminus of a line segment. If time need not be eternal and if a first 
moment is possible, then the beginning of motion, and of a world undergoing 
motion, remains a viable hypothesis. 

The argument from the vacuum rested on another principle of Aristotelian 
physics, the impossibility of a vacuum or completely empty space. The argument 
was that the creation of matter is impossible since it would imply the prior 
existence of a vacuum where the world was to come into existence; and a vacuum 
is impossible. The proponents of creation respond that the place the world occu
pies was created together with the world, so that no vacuum would have preceded 
creation; and in one instance, the premise that a vacuum is impossible is also 
rejected. It follows once again that creation ex Ililzilo is a viable hypothesis. 

The argument from the nature of the celestial spheres ran: Everything coming 
into existence does so from its contrary; the circular motion of the celestial spheres 
reveals that the substratum of the spheres is not amenable to contraries; conse
quently the spheres and the rest of the physical universe-the existence of which 
is entailed by the existence of the spheres-cannot have come into existence. 
The proponents of creation respond by applying their comprehensive refutation 
of arguments from the nature of the world. The rule that everything coming into 
existence does so from its contrary is, they hold, valid only in the world as it 
exists today and need not be true of the phenomenon of cre(ltion. The hypothesis 
of the creation of the world thus remains viable. 

III 

Proofs of Eternity from the Nature of 
God 

1. The proofs 
The proofs for eternity discussed in the previous chapter proceed cd from the 

nature of thc physical world to the eternity of the physical world, or. in some 
instanccs, to the eternity merely of the underlying matter of the world. The proofs 
to be discussed in the present chapter take their departure not from the world but 
from its cause; moreover, they cover not merely the physical universe. but the 
nonphysical universe as wcll. They argue that the cause of the universe bcing 
such as it is. the entire universe. whether physical or nonphysical. must be eternal. 

Threc basic proofs from the nature of the cause of the universe can be dilTer
entiatcd, and other arguments may be treated as variations of the three. The 
themes of the basic proofs are clearly distinguishable. The first proof argues that 
no given moment, as against any other, could have suggestcd itself to the crcator 
as thc proper moment for creating the universe. The second proof argues that the 
cause of the universe must be unchangeable and could not, therefore, have under
taken the act of crcation after having failed to do so. The third proof argues that 
the cause of the universe possesses certain eternal attributes and that the existence 
of the universe is an expression of those attributes; since the attributes arc eternal, 
the universe, which they give rise to, must likewise be eternal. While these three 
lines of reasoning arc sufficicntly distinct, a difficulty in classification docs arise. 
Sometimes a variation on a basic proof or an argument as an individual philos
opher happened to formulate it can plausibly bc subsumed under more t1~an one 
basic proof, and the decision to classify it under one rather than another IS to an 
extcnt arbitrary. I 

The three basic proofs differ in a significant respect that can be brought out 
by considering a possible criticism of any argument for eternity from the nature 
of the cause of thc universe. Docs not any argument of the sort, it may be asked, 
rest on the unwarranted presupposition that the universe in truth has a cause 

'cr.. for example. below. pp. 59, 64-65. 
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outside itself? In the case of the first proof, a satisfactory reply is at hand: The 
standpoint there is, in principle, hypothetical, the intent being to reduce the 
adversary's position to absurdity. A cause of the existence of the universe is not 
presupposed. Rather, the reasoning is that on the assumption of creation, the 
universe would have had to be brought into existence by a cause;2 the cause 
supposedly bringing the universe into existence would not have been able to 
create it at any given moment; hence the assumption of creation is untenable. 
When stating that the standpoint of the first proof is hypothetical, the qualification 
has to be added that the proof is so ill principle. since not every instance of the 
proof keeps the hypothetical standpoint consciously in view. 

In the third proof, the standpoint has plainly shifted away from the hypothetical. 
Presuppositions now are in evidence to the effect that the universe docs have a 
cause of its existence, that the cause of the existence of the universe possesses 
certain eternal attributes, and that the attributes express themselves in the exis
tence of the universe. The proof is valid only if the presuppositions arc granted. 

Most actual instances of the second proof-the proof from the unchangeability 
of the cause of the universe-similarly appear to rest on a presupposition, namely, 
that the universe owes its existence to an unchangeable cause. The second proof 
nevertheless differs from the third in that any argument from the unchangeability 
of the cause of the universe can easily be read or recast in a hypothetical mode. 
On the assumption of creation, the reasoning can be construed, some cause must 
be ultimately responsible for bringing the universe into existence. The cause 
ultimately responsible for bringing the universe into existence would have to be 
immune from change; for were it to undergo change, it would be dependent upon 
whatever produced the change, and it would not, after all, be the ultimately 
responsible cause. 3 And yet, to bring a universe into existence after having failed 
to do so, would constitute change. Creation would thus imply an unchangeable 
cause that undergoes change, and the assumption of creation is self-contradictory. 

The standpoint of the first proof, then. is hypothetical; the second proof can 
easily be read or recast in a hypothetical mode; whereas the standpoint of the 
third is not hypothetical but dogmatic. 

Maimonides, it will be recalled. characterized proofs of eternity from the 
nature of the cause of the world as having been developed from Aristotle's prin
ciples by philosophers following Aristotle. 4 The characterization is apt in respect 
to the first and second of the three proofs. A trace of the first proof is to be found 
in Aristotle's physical works, and Aristotle seems to have articulated a version 
of the proof in an early dialogue. 5 The second proof can be seen as a development 
of one of the strands from which Aristotle's argument for the eternity of motion, 

2For the principle that nothing could come into existence without a cause, cf. below, pp.154 ff. 
3 See further, below. 
4 Above. p. 10. 
'13c1ow. p. 52. 
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discussed in the previous chapter. is woven. (, Furthermore, the conception of the 
ultimate cause of the universe which is operative in the two proofs accords with 
Aristotle's conception of the prime mover. On the assumption of creation. it is 
argued in both proofs, the ultimate cause of the universe's coming into existence 
would have to be an entity that is unaffected by anything outside itself and that 
is unchanging; and those arc traits of Aristotle's prime mover. Maimonides' 
characterization is not, by contrast. accurate as regards the third proof from the 
cause of the universe. The third proof presupposes that there is indeed a being 
from whom the very existence of the universe flows. something quite foreign to 
the spirit of genuine Aristotelianisl11, where a cause only of the motion of the 
universe is recognized. The third proof would be more accurately characterized 
as Neoplatonic. 

Proclus apparently was the main source or channel through which medieval 
Arabic philosophers received the three proofs for eternity from the cause of the 
world. A list of eighteen proofs of eternity had been drawn up by him.7 and part, 
if not all, of the list was available in Arabic in the Middle Ages: A medieval 
Arabic translation of the first nine of the eighteen proofs has been discovered, H 

and in addition Shahrastiini records, in Proclus' name, a paraphrase of seven of 
the nine, together with an eighth proof taken from the second half of Proclus' 
list. 9 The three basic arguments for eternity from the nature of the cause of the 
universe, although not every variation, can he discovered among the proofs of 
Proclus' which have been preserved in Arabic,lo and he may for that reason be 
taken as the medievals' probable source. 

(a) The argument that nothing could have led a creator to create the unil'crse 
at a particular II/oment 

The contention that what exists cannot have come into being goes back atlcast 
to Parmenides. In conjunction with other considerations. Parmenidcs is reported 

"Below. p. 57. 
'Preserved in John Philo)lonlls, De Aetemitate Mlllldi cOlltra Proellllll. cd. II. Rabe (Leir;:ig. 

IX,),)). 

"In A. 13adawi. cd .. Neop/atolliei apllli Arahes (Cairo. 1955). pp. 34-42. Cf. G. Anawati. "Un 
fragment perdu du de aetemitate IIII/Ildi de Proclus ," Melallges de !,hiioso!,hie grecqlle "./Jerts" Mgr. 
Dies (Paris, 1')56). pp. 21-25. 

"K. al-Mi/a/,,·a-l-Nilllli. ed. W. Cureton (London. 1842-1846). PI'. 338-340. The eighth proof 
givcn by Shahrastani is P~oclus' thirteenth. In K. Nihiiya al-lqdiilll. cd. A. Guillaume (Oxford and 
London, 1')34), PI'. 45-46, Shahrastiini records, in Proclus' name. three proofs from the fiN half 
of Proclus' list. 

101 find five of Proclus' proofs-the first, third. fourth, sixteenth, and eighleenth-to be versions 
of the Ihree proofs discussed in the present chapter. The fifth of Prnclus' eighteen proofs is a version 
of the argument from the nature of time; cr. above, p. 24. Most of the remaining are exegetical. 
They undertake to show that Plato's philosophy implies the eternity of the world, and that Plato too, 
despite the apparent sense of the Tilllaells. believed the world to be eternal in the past as well as the 
future. 
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to have posed the rhetorical question: "What need could have In~de that which 
exists, exist later rather than sooner?" II The purport of the question is that since 
nothing could have determined a later, rather than an earlier, moment for the 
existence of the universe, the universe cannot have come into existence at any 
moment whatsoever, but must have existed from eternity. An intimation of the 
same thought can be unearthed in Aristotle. In the course of proving that what 
is indestructible cannot have been generated, Aristotle remarked: "Why ... after 
not existing for an infinite time, would the thing be generated ... at a particular 
moment?" 12 The argument is known to students of modern philosophy from 
Kant. 13 

Neither the fragment from Parmenides nor the passage in Aristotle makes 
reference to whatever it might be that brings the world into existence. But the 
medieval philosophers as well as Aristotle were certain that nothing could havc 
come into existence spontaneously and without a cause. Should the cause respon
sible for the supposed creation of the world be taken into account, the argument 
being examined would run: On the assumption of creation, no given moment in 
an undifferentiated eternity could, as distinct from any other moment, have rec
ommended itself to the cause bringing the world into existence as the proper time 
for it to create the world; the cause that would, on the assumption of creation, 
have had to creatc the world could not therefore have acted at any moment 
whatsoever. This train of reasoning, too, was employed by' Aristotle , not however 
in his preserved works but in a lost dialogue. Aristotle, as reported by Cicero, 
argued for the eternity of the world on the grounds that no "new plan" (novo 
consilio) could have arisen which might have occasioned the world's creation. 14 
The mention of a "plan" indicates that the argument has in view not merely the 
moment at which the world would have come into existence on the assumption 
of creation, but also a cause, specifically an intelligent agent, that would have 
had to decide upon and execute the project. Aristotle's meaning must, in other 
words, have been that creation is impossible because there was no moment at 
which the creator might have deeided to act. Similar formulations appear else
where before the medieval period. Cicero, the source of the passage from the 
forementioned Aristotelian dialogue, represents a member of the Epicurean school 
as asking rhetorically: "Why should the builders of the world suddenly have 
sprung into action after innumerable ages of slumber?" 15 Augustinc takes up 
certain unnamed skeptics who had a like predilection for rhetorical questions. 

II H. Diels, Fragmenle der Vorsokraliker (Berlin, 1934 -1938), Parmcnides, fragment ~. English 
translation in J. Burnet. Early Greek Philosophy (London. 1930). p. 175. 

12De Caelo I. 12. 283a, 11-12; cf. Phv.<ic.< VIII. I. 252a, 15-16. 
I.1Kant. Crilique o{ Pure Rea.<on, A4271B455. proof of Ihe antithesis of the lirst antinomy. The 

proof of the thesis of the lirst antinomy can he traced to John Philoponus; ~f. below. p. 88. 
I4Quoted by Cicero. Academica, II. xxxviii. 119. 
15De Nalllra Deort/m, I. ix. 21. 
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"Why:; the skeptics asked, "did the eternal God choose at a particular point to 
make the heavens and earth, which he had not made previously?" 16 "How did 
the idea of making something come into his mind despite his never having made 
anything before?" 17 

In the Middle Ages, the argument we arc examining-the argument that no 
given moment could, in preference to any other, have served as the proper moment 
for the world's coming into existence-invariably contains a reference to the 
creator. The reasoning invariably is that no given moment could have suggested 
itself to the creator as the proper moment for him to create the world. Avicenna, 
for example, defends the eternity of the world by posing, once again, a rhetorical 
question, He asks: "How within [the stretch of] nonexistence could one time be 
differentiated for [a creator's] not acting and another time for (his] starting [to 
act]'! Ilow might one time differ from another'?" tK Instances of the argument that 
no moment could have suggested itself to the creator as the Illoment for creating 
the world can be found in Ghazali,19 Maimonides,2o Albertus Magnus,lI Aqui
nas,22 Crescas,23 and Joseph Albo,24 

A distinction can be drawn-and it is admittedly a line distinction-between 
instances of the argument which do not and a larger number of instances which 
do include an additional element, the element of the creator's motive. Avicenna 
and the philosophers just mentioned asked: How could any given Illoment have 
suggested itself to the creator, in preference to infinite identical moments, as the 
time for creating the world? In the examples to be examined now the question 
is: On the assumption that the creator did choose one moment in preference to 
others, what could possibly have induced him to make the choice? What could 
his motive have been'! The theme can already be detected in the passage where 
Aristotle spoke of a "new plan,"25 and in the passage where Augustine's skeptics 
wondered how the "idea" of creating the world could have come into the mind 

)('CiIY ,,{Got!, XI. 4. 
17 Glllfe.",io,,", , XI, xxx; d. XI. x. In Cily o[God, XII. 15. Augustine stales his own position 

that God was 1101 motivated by "a new plan" (1I0VO •• • consilio) in creating the world. 
IRShi{ci': Ihjhiycil, ed. G. Anawati and S. Zayed (Cairo. 19(0). p. 378. 
19T,Illlj{UI a/-filltisi{a, ed. M. Bouyges (Beirut. 1927), I. §28; English translation in Averroes 

Tallll{1I1 al·1'''lI1/ill, trans. S. van den Bergh (London. t954), p. 18. 
2()Gllide 10 Ihe Perplexed, II. 14(8). Maimonides includes a point also met elsewhere. namely 

that it is unimaginable that the deilY should have remained "idle" for an eternity before creating the 
world. Cf. Cicero, De Nalllra Deorulll, I. ix. 22; Augustine, Cily o[God. II. 18; Simplicius. Com

menlary 011 Physics, cd. H. Diels, Commelllaria in Arislolelelll Graeca, Vol. X (Berlin. 1895). p. 
1331. A related notion is that the deity is never "grudging"; cf. below. n. 96. 

"Commelllary 01111 Selllellce." in Opera Omllia, ed. A. Borgnet. Vol. XXVII (Paris. 1894). 

d. I. B. art. 10. 
22SIIIIIIII(/ cOlllm Gelllile." 11.32(5). 
BOr IUI-Shem, Ill. i. I. 
24'/qqarim. 1.23. 
25 Above, n. 14. 
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of the creator. 26 An especially clear statement of the theme is provided by Mai
monides. He portrays the proponents of eternity as reasoning: "An agent acts at 
one time and not at another because of either preventative factors (IIUilli') or 
motivating factors (dii' in) which occur «(iiri/!) in him. The former bar an agent 
from accomplishing what he wills; the latter lead the agent to will what he 
previously did not will. Since the creator, [who must be absolutely self-suflicient27 j 
is subject to neither motivating factors ... nor preventive factors, ... it is 
impossible for him to act at one time but not at another." 28 

The contention that nothing imaginable could have motivated the creator to 
act at one given moment in preference to others was common. Baqillani alludes 
to it, and forestalls it, when he stresses that in creating the world "after not having 
done so," the creator was not led to act by a "motivating factor (£Iii' ill), ... or 
moving factor, ... or inducing factor (bii' ilh), ... or disturbing factor, ... or 
new idea (khii(ir)." 29 Abu aI-Barakat argues that no new "state" Uliil), or "induc
ing factor" (bii' ilh), or "necessitating factor" (muql(J(!ill) could conceivably have 
led the creator to select "a given time as distinct from what preceded and what 
succeeded, inasmuch as all times were equivalent." The conclusion Abu aI-Bar
akat draws is that the world must be eternal. 30 With variations in wording, the 
reasoning recurs in Ibn Tufayl,31 Averroes,32 Albertus Magnus,33 Aquinas,34 
Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi,35 Gersonides,36 Aaron ben Elijah,37 Crescas,38 and 
Abravanel. 39 

Proclus' version of the argument we arc examining exhibits still a further 
element. His contention is that on the assumption of the creator's acting to create 
the world, the factors inducing him to act at the critical moment would regress 
infinitely. For, if the world were created, the creator would, up to the moment of 
creating the world, have been a "potential creator," and something would have 

26 Above, n. 17. 

27 Cf. below, p. 66. 
2°Gllide, II, 14(6). 

29K. al-limlhid, cd. R. McCarthy (Beirut, 1957), p. 30. 
30K. al-MII'tabar (Hyderabad, 1939), pp. 33,43. Abu ai-Barakat includes the point that the 

deity would have been • idle" for an eternity. 
31Hayy b. Yaqdhiin, cd. and trans. G. Gauthier (Beirut, 1936), Arabic text, p. 82; French 

translation, pp. 62-63; English translation with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Hayy Ibll Yaqziill. 
trans. L. Goodman (New York, 1972). 

32K . al-Kash!; cd. M. Mueller (Munich, 1859), p. 31; German translation with pagination of 
the Arabic indicated: Philosophie und Theologie VOII Al'erroes, trans. M. Mueller (Munich. 1875). 

33Physics, in Opera Omllia, cd. A. Borgnet, Vol. III (Paris, 1890), VIII. tr. I. chap. 11(6). 
34De POIell/ia, q. 3, art. 17(13). 

35MII~a~~al (Cairo. 1905). p. 91. 
36MWlOmot ha-Shem (Leipzig. 1866), VI. i. 18. p. 371. 
37,£S Ijayyim. ed. F. Delitzsch (Leipzig, 1841), chap. 7. 
300r ha-Shem, III. i, 4. 
39Mif'alot (Venice, 15(2),VI. 1(1). quoting what appears to be Ghazali, Taluifu, al-Fl1/tisi(lI, 

I. §5. 
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had to "activate" him. But the activating factor would, before inducing the creator 
to create the world, have b'een a "potential" activating factor, and hence would 
have stood in need of a prior factor to activate it as well. And the prior factor 
would in its turn also have had to be activated. The supposition of creation 
therefore leads to an infinite regress of factors activating the creator. Since an 
inlinitc regress of causes is absurd:1O the world, Proclus concludes, must be 
etcrnal. 41 

Argumentation of the same type is alluded to and forestalled. as in a previous 
instance,42 by Baqillani. He explains that the creator cannot be understood to 
have created the world "for a reason" (li-' ilia), since the "reason" for the world's 
creation would have been absent up until the moment of creation and would only 
then have come into existence. Its coming into existence at the moment of creation 
could only have been due to a different reason; and the reasons for the creation 
of the world would regress inlinitely.43 'Abd al-Jabbiir records an argument for 
eternity according to which the creator's becoming active after having been inac
tive would have to be due to a factor (ilia' Illi). The factor's being present and 
operative precisely at the moment of creatiQn would have to be due to another 
factor, and it, in turn, to yet another. Therefore, the argument concludes, the 
assumption of creation implies an infinite regress of causes, and is absurd. 44 

Averroes defends the doctrine of eternity. writing: If the creator be assumed to 
have "acted at a given time and not at another, some cause would have had to 
assign him the one state as distinct from the other." But then an additional cause 
would have to be responsible for the cause's being present at the critical moment, 
and so forth ad infinitum. The thesis of creation is consequently absurd. 45 In a 
separate passage, Averroes contends in a similar vein that to assume a beginning 
of motion in the universe would imply an infinite regress of movers, which is 
absurd. 46 That argument is later recorded by Gersonides. 47 

The Kalam writers were fond of the notion that when events might take more 
than a single course, something must tip the scales between the equivalent pos
sibilities amI deterll1ine the course that is taken:IK The notion of tipping the scales 
is employed now by several Kalam writers in restating their opponents' argument 
that creation would imply an infinite regress of motivating factors. Ghazali has 

40 Sec below. pp. 241. 337. 
4'Quoted by PhiiopOIIUS, De Aelernitate. pp. 42-43. 
42 Above, n. 29. 
4JK. 1I1-Tamhid, pp. 31-32. 
44Slwrh al-Ustil (Cairo. 19(5). p. 115. 

4' K. a/-K""h.!. p. 30. 
4°Epitome of Metaphysics, cd. and trans. C. Quir6s Rodriguez (Madrid. 1919). IV. §3; German 

translation: Die Epitome der Metaphysik des Averroes, trans. S. van den Bergh (Leiden. 1'124), pp. 
105 -106. The argument is closely related to the argument from Jllotion. discussed in the previous 

chapter. 
47 MillUlIIlOt h,,-Sholl. VI. i, 3, p. 299. 
.0CL below. p. 162. 
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the adherents of eternity reason: The world's being produced at a given moment 
would require the presence at the given moment of a "factor tipping the scales» 
(murajjil}) in favor of the creator's acting. The presence of the factor at just the 
required moment would demand another factor to tip the scales in favor of it, 
and so on ad infinitum. But an infinite regress of causes is inadmissible; hence 
the assumption of creation is inadmissible. 49 Similar formulations are recordcd 
by Fakhr ai-Din al-Riizi,5o Amidi,5t and iji. 52 And Riizi and iji describe the 
argument that creation would imply an infinite regreSs of factors tipping the scales 
as the "pillar" of the adherents of eternity. 

Resume 

A progression can be discerned. As far back as Parmenides we find the thought 
that no given moment in the undifferentiated stretch of eternity could, in pref
erence to any other, have lent itself to the world's coming into existence. The 
argument thereupon developed that no given moment could have recommended 
itself to the creator as the proper moment for him to create the world. A number 
of medieval philosophers offer that version, usually through the medium of a 
rhetorical question. An even larger number offer a version into which the element 
of motivation is introduced. The thinking here is that no imaginable motive 
could have induced the creator to act and create the world at one given moment 
rather than another. Finally, the element of an infinite regress is added by Proc\us 
and by a line of medieval philosophers who are probably dependent directly or 
indirectly on him. They contend that the factors, or reasons, or causes, or factors 
tipping the scales, which would have led the creator to create the world at a given 
moment would regress infinitely. Since an infinite regress of causes is impossible, 
the creation of the world is impossible as well. 

(b) The argumellt from the ullchallgeability of the calise of the universe 

Should an unchangeable cause of the existence of the universe be presup
posed, an argument for eternity can be framed which runs: An unchangeable 
cause is known to be responsible for the existence of the universe. But an 
unchangeable cause would not pass from a state of inaction to a state of action. 
The cause of the universe cannot, therefore, have acted to bring its effect into 
existence after having failed to do so, and the universe must be eternal. The 
argument can also be put in a hypothetical form, although, it must be confessed, 
actual instances of the hypothetical form are not the rule. Put hypothetically, the 
argument would go: On the assumption of creation, the universe must have been 
brought into existence by a cause. The ultimate and true cause of the coming into 

49Tahiifut al·Faliisi/a, I, §§3, 5; English translation, p. I. 
,oK. al-Arba'in (Hyderabad, 1934), p. 42. 
"Ghiiya al-Mariim (Cairo, 1971), p. 265. 
"Mawiiqi/(Cairo, 1907), VII, pp. 228-229. 
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existence of the universe would have to be unchangeable. For if the immediate 
cause of the universe's coming into existence underwent change, it would be 
dependent on whatever produced the change; if what produced the change under
went change, it would in its turn be dependent upon something else; and unless 
an unchangeable cause should be reached, nothing would be truly and ultimately 
responsible for the universe's coming into existence. 53 The assumption of creation 
implies, then, an ultimate cause that is unchangeable. Yet the assumption equally 
implies that the cause ultimately responsible for the universe's coming into exis
tence did change inasmuch as it passed from a state of not acting to a state of 
acting. Creation thus embodies a self-contradiction and is untenable, and the 
universe cannot have been created but must be e.ternal. 

The argument from the unchangeability of the cause of the universe, especially 
when formulated hypothetically, resembles and could well have been suggested 
by a strand in Aristotle's proof of the eternity of motion, a proof that will be 
recalled from the preceding chapter. At one stage of that proof Aristotle reduced 
the assumption of an absolute beginning of motion to absurdity by looking at the 
relationship between the cause producing, and the body performing, the supposed 
first motion or change. The relationship between what produces and what per
forms the supposed first motion would, he reasoned, have had to change before 
the motion could oeeur; and the motion or change assumed to be absolutely first 
WOUld, consequently, not be first after all. 54 The argument we arc presently 
examining, the argument from the unchangeability of the cause of the universe, 
looks, for its part, not at the relationship between the cause of the universe and 
the universe, but at the cause alone. The argument reduces the assumption of a 
beginning of the universe to absurdity by showing that the assumption would 
imply a change in the cause ultimately responsible for creation, whereas anything 
subject to change could not after all be an ultimately responsible cause. 

The argument from the unchangeability of the cause of the universe can also 
be seen as an extension of the proof examined under the previous heading, the 
argument that no given moment could have suggested itself to the creator as the 
proper moment to act. In the argument from the unchangeability oCthe cause of 
the univcrse, the impossibility of an infinite regress can explain-although other 
explanations are possible to055 -why the cause ultimately responsible for the 
existence of the universe would have to be unchangeable: The unchangeability 
of the ultimate cause must be posited in order to avoid an infinite regress of 
changeable causes. Creation is thereupon found' to be untenable because it would 
imply that a cause which must be unchangeable nevertheless changes. In the final 
version of the proof examined under the previous heading, the contention was, 
more simply, that a cause of the universe could not act to bring the world into 

"Cf. below, p. 337. 
50 Above. pp. 19-20. 
"Sec, for example, Proc1us' argument, immediately below. 
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existence at a given moment because the factors inducing the cause to act would 
regress infinitely. 56 The present argument goes beyond the previous one in only 
a single detail. The unchangeability of the cause of the universe is explicit here 
but not there. 

The argument for eternity from the unchangeability of the cause of the universe 
is found in Proclus, who defended the eternity of the universe by reasoning: The 
cause of the universe must be "immovable." For were it subject to motion, it 
would pass from a state wherein it was "imperfect" to a state wherein it was 
"perfect," which is inconceivable in regard to the highest being. And it would 
moreover "stand in need of time," which is inconceivable in the being that is the 
cause of everything outside itself, including time. But if "an agent is immovable, 
it is unchangeable; and if unchangeable, it ... [cannot I pass ... from [a state 
of] not acting to [a state of] acting .... Therefore, if something ... is an 
immovable cause of something else ... it is so eternally ... ; and if the cause 
of the universe is immovable ... the universe must be eternal.,,57 In the Middle 
Ages, the argument for eternity from the unchangeability of the cause of the 
universe was employed or recorded by Avicenna,58 Ibn !:Iazm,5\1 ShahrastanI in 
his paraphrase of Proclus, 60 ShahrastiinI in his account of Aristotle's philosophy,61 
and Averroes. Averroes' formulation runs: The assumption of creation entails 
either that things come into existence spontaneously, which is absurd; or else that 
the agent bringing the world into existence underwent "change and hence stood 
in need of an agent apart from itself to bring about the change." On the latter 
alternative, the second agent would stand in need of a further agent; and we 
would be left in the end with no "first agent" who is responsible for the world's 
coming into existence. The creation of the world is accordingly untenable and 
the world must be eternal. 62 

Sometimes the concepts of potentiality and actuality are called into play. On 
the hypothesis of creation, the reasoning goes, the creator would have passed 
from the state of being a potential creator to the state of being an actual creator; 
such a transition would be a change; but change is impossible for the cause of 

56 Above. pp. 54-55. 
57 Quoted by Philoponus, De Aeternitate, pp. 55-56. This is only part of Proclus' argument, 

and the rest is examined under the next heading. The notion that the unchangeability of the deity 
implies the eternity of the world also appears in other proofs of Proclus'; see Philoponus, ibid., 

pp. 42, 604. 
58Shl!d'; Ildhiydt, p. 376. 
WK. al-Fa.rlfi al-Milal, (Cairo, 1964), I, p. 20; Spanish translation: Abenhilzam de Cordoba 

y su Historia CrEtica de las Ideas Religiosas. trans. M. Asin Palacios, Vol. II (Madrid, 1928), 

pp. 1\3 ff. 
WK. al-Milal wa-I-Ni~ral, p. 339; K. Nih,jya al-Iqddm, p. 46. 
61 K. al-Milal wa-l-Nihal, p. 320. 
62Ta/uljut al-Tahdfut, i, p. 8. 
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the universe; and hence creation is impossible.63 That formulation is recorded by 
ShahrastiinI,64 Albertus Magnus,65 Bonaventure,66 Aquinas,67 Gersonides,6l! Aaron 
ben Elijah,f,\I Crescas,1° and Abravanel. 71 Maimonides,72 and Aqui nas73 rccord 
a truncated version, which runs: If the world had been created, the creator would 
have passed from a state of potentiality to a state of actuality; something would 
have had to bring about the transition; and nothing could possible bring about a 
transition from potentiality to actuality in the cause of the universe. The reason 
why no transition from potentiality to actuality can be brought about in the cause 
of the universe is not stated. Very likely, the intended reason is that the cause of 
the universe must be unchangeable. 74 But the reason could equally be-as in the 
final version of the proof examined under the previous heading 75 -that the acti
vating factors would regress infinitely. And, since the eternal actuality of the 
ultimate cause had been established by Aristotle and other philosophers,76 the 
reason could also be that the cause of the universe is always in a state of pure 
actuality. In fact, these ostensibly different reasons arc interconnected. The 
impossibility of an infinite regress of activating factors can serve as grounds both 
for the unchangeability, and the eternal actuality of the ultimate cause;77 and the 
unchangeability of the ultimate cause both entails, and is entailed by, its state of 
eternal actuality.78 All three principles-the impossibility of an infinite regress, 
the unchangeability of the cause of the universe, and the eternal state of actuality 
of the cause of the universe-were commonplace in the Middle Ages, and any 
or all of them could easily have been taken for granted. 

6"See the argument of Proclus' discussed under the previous heading. above. p. 55. Philop<lnus. 
De Aetl'nrit<lle, p. 82. '1uotes an argument from another work of Produs' to the effect that if the 
world were created. the creator would have been in a state of potentiality, and hence imperfect, before 

becoming actual. 
64 K. a/-Milal wa-I-Ni~llIl, p. 339; K. Ni/ujya al-Iqdljm. p. 45. Shahrastani is paraphrasing the 

argument of Produs' which I included under the previous heading. above, pp. 54-55. 

("I'hysic". VIII. Ir. I. chap. II. 
""Commentary 0/11/ Sentences, d. I. p. I, a. I, '1.2. 
"7De Potelllia, 'I. 3, art. 17(12). 
('"Mi/llllmot ha-Shem, VI, i, 24. p. 393. 
"" '/,'s Hawim, chap. 7. 
7"0; /;a-.'si,em. III. i, I. 
71 Mi{'a/ot, VI. I. 
72GlIide, II, 14(5). 
7-'Summa ('olllra Gentiles, II, 32(2). 
74 A'Iuinas gives this reason elsewhere; above, n. 67. 
75 Above. p. 55. 
7" Aristotle. Metaphysics XII, 6. 1071 b. 20; below. p. 347. 
77111 avoid an infinite regress of causes. a first cause must be posited which is neither changeable 

nor suhjcct 10 a transition from potentiality to actuality. 
7" II cause that is not subject to change will always be in its state of actuality; ami anything that 

is eternally actual will never change. 
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The. argumentation thus far has been that the ultimate cause of the universe 
must, .10 general, be unchangeable and consequently could not pass from inaction 
to act!on. Several variations are in evidence as well, each of which directs its 
attentIon to a respect wherein the cause of the universe would have to be 
unchangeable. One variation appears in Augustine,79 proclus,80 Maimonides 81 
AbEl" h 82 d 83 ' fUon en IJa, an Gersonides. Proclus argues, and the others record the 
argu~ent, that the decision to create the world at a particular moment would 
~onst.ltute ~ cha.nge in Go~~s will. Inasmuch, however, as God's will must be 
Identical With his essence, and his essence is unchangeable, his will must be 
unchangeable. God consequently could not have decided to create the world after 
having failed to make the decision, and the world must be eternal. 
. According to ~nother variation, reported by • Abd al-Jabbiir, creation would 
Imply a change 10 God's "knowledge," hence "a change in his state"; for the 
creator would have spent an eternity without knowing that the world exists, 
whereupon, at the moment of creation, he would acquire a new item of know 1-
e~ge, the kn0v.:ledge that the world does exist. But since God is not changeable, 
hiS kn~wledg~ IS not changeable. Therefore the external object of his knowledge, 
the Universe, IS unchangeable and must have existed forever. 85 

Still ~nother vari.ati~n was probably inspired by Aristotle's point that the 
as~umptlOn of a begmnmg of motion would imply a prior change in the relation
ship between t~e c~~se producing, and the object performing, the supposed abso
lutely ~rst m?tlOn.. Crescas records an argument concerned not with the change 
of ~elatlOnshlp which would precede creation but with the change of relationship 
which w~uld result. The argument is that on the assumption of creation, the cause 
of the Universe, or the deity, would enter a new relationship; for before creation 
he would not ~ave had a relation to the universe, whereas subsequently he would. 
B.ut a change 10 the creator's relationship to the world would entail a change in 
himself, which is an impossibility. Consequently, creation is an impossibility.87 
The argument is repeated by Abravanel. 88 

79City of God. XII, 18. 
8°Quoted by Philoponus, De Aeternitate, p. 560. 
·'Guide, II, 14(6); 18. 
.2'E~ ljayyim, chap. 7. 

83Mil~amot ha·Shem. VI, i, 18, p. 377. 
. 84Thc reason is that the essence of the first cause must be absolutely simple. Cf. Plotinus. 

Enneads. VI, 8, I3. ~n the question whether an Aristotelian or Plotinian deity can properly be 
de~cnbed as haVIng wlll, see E. Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechen, Vol. II, Part 2 (4th ed.; 
LelPZlg, 1921), pp. 368-370; III, 2 (5th cd.; Leipzig, 1923), pp. 539-540. 

85 Shar~JaI.U~UI, p. 117. 'Abd al·Jabbiir docs not explain how the authors of the argument would 
harmOnize the unchangeability of God's knowledge with the constant changes in the objects of his 
knowledg.e within an eternal universe. Reasoning similar to that recorded by 'Abd al·Jabbiir appears 

In Khayya!, K. al·/IIl'"iir. ed. and trans. A. Nader (Beirut, 1957), §71. 
• 6 Above, p. 19. 
870r ha·Shem, III, i, I. ··Mi/'alot, VI, I. 
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In sum, it was argued that creation would imply a change in the cause of the 
universe, or a change in his will, or in his knowledge, or in his relationship to 
the w(lrld; but a change of any sort is impossible in the cause of the universe; 
therefore the creation of the world is impossible. 

Arguments from God's eternal attributes89 

An argument for eternity from the attribute of divine goodness9() was known 
to Augustine. He portrays the Stoics as defending their peculiar theory of an 
eternity of world cycles-as distinct from the eternity of a single world-on the 
grounds that God's "goodness" could never have been "inoperative,,;91 since 
God's goodness must always have been in operation, the reasoning went, there 
must always have existed an expression of his goodness, that is to say, a world. 
A similar argument appears in a more fully developed form in Proclus, who 
characterizes it as the "most convincing ... demonstration,,92 of the eternity of 
the world. The original Greek text of the passage in Proclus is lost, but Philo
ponus' refutation has been preserved in the original Greek, and a medieval Arabic 
translation of Proclus has also been preserved. Philoponus' refutation indicates 
that the argument had originally taken God's goodness-together with his power
as its premise.93 In the medieval Arabic translation, however, a small change has 
been made and the proof rests on God's beneficence (jiM), together with His 

power. 
Proclus, as refracted through the Arabic translation, lays down the proposition 

that "when an agent does not act, he fails to act either because he does not wish 
to or because he is unable to." In the issue at hand, the world's coming into 
existence, it is impossible that the agent should not have wished to act. For it is 
unimaginable that the supreme being should be merely "sometimes beneficent 
(jQlwld), sometimes not." He .undoubtedly is "eternally beneficent"; and, being 
eternally beneficent, he must eternally "wish the universe to resemble him," to 
cxist and be good, even as he exists and is good,'l4 The impossibility that the 
deity should not have wished to bring the world into existence is matched by the 

ROThe sense in which Ihe deity can have attributes, and the proper manner of construing terms 

predicated of him, were of course perennial and much debated queslions. Cf. H. Wolfson. Philo, 
Vol. II (Cambridge. Mass .. 1948), pp. 149-164; idem, SlIIdieJ in the History of PhiloJophy and 
Religion, Vol. I (Cambridge, Mass., 1973), pp. 98-169; idem, Philosophy of tire Kalam (Cambridge, 

Mass .. 1976). pp. 112-234. 
'XJThal God's goodness is the source of the exislence of Ihings outside of God was a tenet of 

Plalonic and Neoplatonic philosophy. See Plato, Republic. 509B; Plotinus, Enneads. V, 5, 10; 13; 
Arabic paraphrase: Plotinus apud Arabes, cd. A. Badawi (Cairo, 1955), p. 182; Proclus, Elements 
o/Theology, cd. E. Dodds (Oxford. 1963), § 12. Aristotle, for his part, characterized the prime mover 

as supremely good. Metaphysics XII, 7 and 9. 
9'Citv of God. XII, 18. 
92In Badawi, Neoplatollici apud Arabes, p. 34. 
9J De Aeternitate, p. 13. et passim . 
9·Cr. Plato, Timae"J, 29E. 
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impossibility that he should be incapable of accomplishing what he wishes. Inas
much as the deity must have wished eternally to bring the universe into existence 
and must, moreover, be eternally able to effect what he wishes, he must have 
brought the universe into existence eternally."~ Unlike the Stoic arguments in 
Augustine's report, Proclus' argument concludes that God's benelieence-which 
perforce produces something as similar to God as possible-must give rise to a 
single eternal universe, as distinct from an eternal succession of universes. Vir
tually all medieval arguments from the eternal divine attributes likewise conclu
ded that God's attributes must give rise to a single eternal universe. 

In Arabic, the argument for eternity from the beneficence of the first cause is 
common. The adherents of eternity, • Abd Jabbar explains, "base their thesis" 
on, among other things, the premise "that the creator is eternally beneficent." If 
God were not eternally beneficent, "he would be sometimes beneficent and at 
other times not beneficent ... [butl niggardly,96 (which is unimaginable]. Once 
the foregoing is established, the eternal existence of the world follows."Y7 The 
argument from God's "beneficence" is alluded to by Avicenna,98 and is found in 
Ibn ~Jazm,99 in Shahrastani's paraphrase of Proclus, 100 in Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi,lol 
Amidi,I02 Iji, 103 and Leone Ebreo. 104 Aquinas records an argument in the same 
vein which infers the eternity of the world from God's "most perfect" and "infinite 
. . . goodness." 105 

The proof for eternity from the deity's eternal attributes, like the other proofs 
for eternity, exhibits a number of variations. In each variation an eternal attribute 
of God is shown to express itself eternally in the existence of the world, God's 
knowledge, his wisdom, his perfection in general, and his character as Lord of 
the universe, all being brought into playas grounds for eternity. 'Abd al-Jabbar, 
for example, takes up an argument to the effect that God cannot have brought 
the world into existence through the "inducement of need" (da' [ al-IJaja), since 
he is self-sufficient and immune from need. 106 God could only have brought the 
universe into existence through the "inducement of wisdom" (da'[ al-~likma). 
God's wisdom comprises "his knowledge of the goodness of the world and his 
knowledge of the benefit others will derive from it. That [knowledge] is firm 

9'ln Badawi, Neoplatonici apud Arabes, p. 34. 
96For the doctrine that the deity is free of "grudging" ('I'O(ivo~), see Plato, Plwedrus, 247A; 

Timaeus. 29E; Aristotle, Metaphysics I, 2, 983a, 2; Philoponus, De Aeternitate, p. 13. 
97 K. al·Majmu' fi al·mu~li! bi-l Taklif, ed. J. Houbcn (Beirut, 1965), p. 66. 
9·SIIifa': llahiyat, p. 380. 
99K. al-Fa.~lfi al-Milal, I, p. 20. The passage is quoted below, p. 64. 

If:t.JK. al-Milal wa-I-Ni/.wl, p. 339; K. Nilliiya al·/qdiim, p. 45. 
10' K. al-Arba' ill, p. 50. 
102Ghaya al-Maram, p. 266. 
'03Mawaqif. VII, p. 230. 
I04Dialoghi d'Amore, p. 238. 
10'Summa coll/ra Gentiles, II, 32(7). Cf. De Potentia. q. 3, art. 17 (I, 14). 
If)6This part of the argument is related to the arguments discussed above, pp. 53-54. 
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through eternity. And therefore the existence of the world is necessary through 
eternity." 107 Here the contention is that God's eternal wisdom and knowledge 
would require him to produce thl~ world clern.i1ly. Aquinas has a kindred argu
llIent, which intertwines and perhaps confuses two notions, the notion that (jod's 
eternal knowledge is the cause of the universe and the notion that true knowledge 
mirrors objects in the extcrnal world. Aquinas' version reads: "God is the cause 
of things through his knowledge." Knowledge is "relative" to the thing known: lOX 

for knowledge and the object of knowledge "exist together by nature," true knowl
edge occurring solely when something actually exists to serve as its object. God's 
knowledge of what is brought into existence through his knowledge accordingly 
requires, for it to be true knowledge, that the things in question actually cxist. 
And inasmuch as "God's knowledge is eternal, things apparently arc produced 
by him from eternity." 109 

The notion that true knowledge must mirror objects in the external world also 
plays a role in a passage where Gersonides, followed by Crescas and Abravanel, 
speculates about the underlying considerations leading Aristotle to the doctrine 
of eternity. Gersonides observes that "an intelligible thought corresponding to 
no object outside the mind would seem necessarily to be false." But "God is the 
(intelligiblel order (Ilimus] of the universe"; that is to say, God's thought, which 
is identical with his essence, comprises a mental representation of the universe. 
Aristotle concluded herefrom, in Gersonides' reconstruction, that the actual and 
external order of the universe must exist whenever God and his thought-which 
comprises the intelligible order of the universe-exist. God consequently "could 
not exist without the universe." and since God is eternal, the universe must be 
eternal. I I () 

Another ground adduced for the eternity of the world was the broad attribute 
of divine perfection. Averroes writes that since God is perfect, he cannot "fail 
to perform the superior act and perform instead the lesser act; for that would be 
a defect" in him. It would surely be the "greatest defect" in "the eternal agent, 
whose existence and act are [in fact] unlimited, ... were his act to be limited 
and finite." God's act, the causation he exercises vis-a-vis the universe,lll must, 

therefore, be infinite in duration, and the universe, which is the product of his 
causation, must be eternal. 112 

Eternity could, as has been seen, be inferred from the attribute of divine 
perfection or from the attribute of divine wisdom. Maimonides, followed by 

"'7S"ar" ill-U.yIil. p. 116. 
"'RCf. Aristotle, 7ilpic.lIV, I, 121a, I. 
1119De /'otelltiil. q. 3, art. 17(19). 
lIoGersonides, MiIIlllmot ha-Shelll. VI, i, 3, 302; Crescas, -Or ha·Shem, Ill, i. I (very much 

abbreviatcd); Abravan~l. Miralot. VI, I (copying from Crescas). 
"'In Averroes' view, God's causation is primarily in the realm of motion; bul, as a calise 01 

motion. God is also the cause of the existence of the universe. See below, pp. 325-326, 341. 
112 TI.IIlli{1/1 a/-Tilllli{l/l. I, p. 96. 
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Albertus Magnus, shows how eternity might be inferred from the two attributes 
conjointly. The adherents of eternity, Maimonides reports, argued that since 
"God's acts arc perfect and contain no defect,n and God makes "everything as 
perfect as can be,n our "universe must be the most perfect possible." The existence 
of the world flows, moreover, from God's wisdom, which undoubtedly maxi
mizes the perfection of the world. God's wisdom is, in its turn, "identical with 
his essencen and hence "eternal,n so that the maximum measure of existence it 
could bring forth is eternal existence. The world, as the most perfect possible 
product of God's eternal wisdom, must likewise be eternaL I13 

Proclus' argument for eternity from the deity's goodness or beneficence had 
cited the attribute of divine power side by side with the attribute of divine good
ness. Proclus had reasoned that since God is good and beneficent, he could not 
fail to wish the existence of the world; and since God is powerful he could not 
fail to accomplish what he wishes. 114 Ibn ~Iazm knows of a singularly spare 
argument combining not two but three divine attributes: "[The proponents of 
eternity] affirm that the cause of the creator's act is his beneficence, wisdom, and 
power; he is always beneficent, wise, and powerful; and seeing that the cause of 
the world always exists, the world must always exist.n 

115 Coincidentally, Aquinas 
too records an argument combining the attributes of divine knowledge, divine 
power, and divine goodness. It runs: God is "not ignorantn-not lacking in 
knowledge-and hence he must know how to produce the world from eternity. 
He is "not impotentn-not lacking in power-and hence he must be capable of 
producing the world from eternity. He is not "enviousn-not lacking in 
goodness-and hence he must want to produce the world from eternity. The world 
must consequently be eternal. 116 

One more variation of the proof from the eternity of God's attributes was 
suggested to Aquinas by a passage in which Augustine described God as "Lord 
from eternity.n 117 It might be argued, Aquinas observes, that since God is eter
nally the "Lord" he must eternally have subjects with respect to whom he can 
'. • 118 

be designated as the Lord; and a umverse must therefore always eXIst. 

The foregoing are arguments for eternity from God's eternal attributes. A 
further recurring argument consists in the inference of the eternity of the universe 
from the deity's being a cause, but the appropriate location of that argument in 
the classification scheme I am observing is not clear-cut. The argument posits 
that the deity is, by his nature, eternally a calise by virllle of itself or that he is 

IIJMaimonides. Guide. II, 14(7); Albertus Magnus, Physics, VIII, tr. I, chap. II. 
114Above, pp. 61-62. 
IIsK. al-Faslfi al-Milal, I, 20. 
116DePole~tia, q. 3, art. 17(22). 
117 Augustine, City of God, XII, 16; the quotation is not exact. The editions of De Potelltia refer 

to Augustine, De Trinitate. V. 16, but I could not find an appropriate passage there. 
118De Potentia. q. 3, art. 17(21). 
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an elC'l'I/al/y actual (,£111.1'('. Uoth those terms are convertible into ullchal/geable 
Call.l'e, 11'1 a~d the argument from the deity's being a cause may accordingly be as
simil.ated to the argument from the unchangeability of the cause of the universe. 
The deity's being a cause by his very nature may, however, also be reganJc('! as 
a divine attribute, and the argument may accordingly be treated as an added 
variation of the proof from the eternal attributes of God. It can thus be plausibly 
assigned to either of two headings. In any event-and wherever the argument is 
best classified-the earliest instances I could discover arc two passages in Proclus 
where the deity's character as an eternal cause appears not independently. but 
interwoven with other considerations. 

The first passage happens to be the one in which Proclus proved that the cause 
of the universe must be unchangeable. 120 In the course of working out his proof 
for eternity from the unchangeability of the cause of the universe, Proclus explains 
that what is unchangeable cannot be a cause "sometimes.n If it is a cause at all, 
it must be "a cause eternally"; and the cause of the universe, which is indeed 
known to be unchangeable, must eternally possess the character of being a cause. 
Having come this far, Proclus proceeds to the inference that is of interest here. 
He lays down the rule that an eternal cause is perforce "a cause of something 
eternaL" Inasmuch as the cause of the universe is an eternal cause, and an eternal 
cause is a cause of something eternal, the cause of the universe must, Proclus 

I · 121 concludes, brings forth an eterna umverse. 
The second pertinent passage in Proclus is the one in which he has bcen scen 

to contend that creation would imply an infinite regress of factors activating the 
creator. 122 The complete argument there takes the form of a dilemma. The creator, 
Proclus writes, was either once potential, whereupon he became actual, or else 
he was eternally actual. If the former alternative were correct and the creator 
had once been potential, the factors required to activate him would, as was seen 
earlier, regress infinitely, which is impossible. The latter alternative, then, remains, 
and the cause of the universe must be eternally actual. But Aristotle showed that 
"when ... the cause is actual, the effect is likewise actuaL" 123 Given Aristotle's 
proposition together with the proposition that "the creator is an eternally actual 
creator," the conclusion "ensues that his effect is likewise eternally actuaL" An 
cternally actual cause of the universe must bring an actual universe into existence 
eternally. 124 

In the Middle Ages, Ibn I~azm recorded an argument resembling the second 
of the two arguments just quoted from Proclus. Ibn I~azm's version takes the 

11"lf something shoukl exist exclusively by virtue of itself. there would be no faclor thai l'Ould 
hring it into a new condition; and similarly. if something is purely actual and completely free of 
potentiality. il could never be brought into a new condition. 

120 Above. p. 58. 
121Quoted by Philoponus. De Aeternitate. p. 56. 1l2er. above. pp. 54-55. 
123Plrl'sics 11,3. 195b, 17-18; 28. Also cr. Plotinus. Enneads. IV. 5. 7. 
124Q~oted by Philoponus, De Aeternitate. pp. 42-43. 
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form, again, of a dilemma: On the assumption of creation, the creator brought 
the universe into existence either "by reason of himself (Ii-wlIlahu) or ... by 
reason of a cause Idistinct from himselfl." The latter alternative is inadmissible 
since it would imply an inlinite regress of causes inducing the creator to act. 125 
The former alternative therefore remains, and the creator must have acted to 
produce the world "by reason of himself." But a "cause is inseparable from its 
effect"; that is to say, when the cause is present, its effect is present. Inasmuch 
as the creator is a cause by reason of himself, he is a cause as long as he exists, 
and inasmuch as he exists eternally, he is a cause eternally. Consequently, his 
effect, the universe, must also exist eternally.126 Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi and Ijl 
record the same argument, formulated with the aid of the same dilemma. 127 

Avicenna is more direct. The most expeditious way of settling the issue of 
creation and eternity is, he maintains, through understanding that the deity is a 
cause by virtue of itself. "A cause by virtue of itself produces its effect by 
necessity (awjaba)," so that whenever it exists, it acts. "If such a cause exists 
eternally, it acts to produce its effect eternally." Therefore, the eternal cause of 
the universe must produce an eternal universe. 128 Averroes drops the qualilication 
"by virtue of itself," and argues: When the agent "is eternal," in other words, 
when something is eternally an agent, "its action must be ... eternal, and its 
effects must be eternal." 129 

Bonaventure and Aquinas know of an argument based on the deity's being a 
"sufficient" cause, a term akin to cause by reasol! of itse(f or cause by virtue (~f 
itself. A sufficient cause is such that it does not require the aid of auxiliary causes 
or conditions to aceomplish its ends, which means that as soon as a "sufficient 
eause is given, its effect is given." Since God is a sufficient cause and since he 
exists eternally, his effect, the conclusion goes, must also exist eternally. 130 Besides 
the argument from God's being a sufficient cause, Aquinas records the contention 
that God's "action ... must be eternal" because it "is identical with his sub
stance, which is eternal." The conclusion again is that "the effect" of God's 
action, the universe, must be eternal. 131 

Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi has yet another version of the argument from the deity's 
being an eternal cause. He describes the proponents of eternity as maintaining, 
in astonishingly good Kalam style, that to be an agent (mu' aththir) is not a 
"negative attribute" but an "eternal ... positive attribute added to the essence." 
To be an agent, the thinking continues, is a "relative attribute," that is, an attribute 
implying a correlative. 132 Since being an agent is both a positive and a relative 

l25er. above. p. 55. 
'26K. al-Fo~/fi al-Milal. I. p. 9. 
127K. al-Arba'in. pp. 41-42; Mall'iiqij. VII. 228-229. 
12'Shijii': Iliihiyiit, p. 373. 129K. lI/-KlIshf. p. 30. 

13°Bonaventure, Commentary on 1/ Selllences. in Opera Omnia, Vol. II (Quaracchi. 1882). d. I. 
p. I, a. I, q. 2; Aquinas. Summa The%giae. 1.46, art. I. obj. 9; SUlllllla contra Gellliles. II. 32(3). 

I3ISulllllla The%giae, 1.46, art. I. obj. 10; De Polenlia. q. 3. art. 17(6). 
I32Cr. above. p. 63. 
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attribute, its presence implies the existence of a positive correlative. that is, an 
actually existing corresponding effect. God's being an agent eternally thus implies 
the eternal existence of his effect, the univcrse. 13.1 

Gersonides, followed by Crescas and Abravanel, provides still another version. 
Medieval Aristotelians had been divided on the question whethcr the lirst cause 
of the universe is, or is not, identical with the incorporeal mover of the outermost 
celestial sphere. Somc philosophers, most notably Avicenna, understood that the 
Ilrst cause of the universe-the deity-is a being beyond the incorporeal mover 
of the outermost sphere; 134 but others understood that the highest being in exis
tence, the deity, is the mover of the outermost sphere, and that beyond the movers 
of the spheres nothing further exists. The second position was espoused by Aver
roes,135 and Gersonides naturally enough takes it to be the genuine position of 
Aristotle. Gersonides now speculates that one of the underlying considerations 
which led Aristotle to his belief in eternity must have been his position regarding 
the mover of the outer sphere. Aristotle's reasoning, as reconstructed by Ger
son ides, was that since the deity is by his nature the cause of the motion of the 
outermost celestial sphere. he could not exist without a sphere to move. The 
eternal existence of the lirst cause would imply the eternal existence of the sphere 
l1loved by him. and hence the eternity of the rest of the world as well, seeing 
that the existence of the rest of the world is entailed by the existence of the 
sphere. 136 

2, Replies to proofs froll) the nature of the cause of the universe 

The medieval advocates of creation have no single comprehensive response to 
arguments for eternity from the nature of the cause of the universe similar to 
their comprehensive response to arguments from the nature of the world itself. 137 
What we do lind is that each of the three proofs from the nature of the cause of 
the universe elicits its own set of responses, and that some ancillary motifs recur 
in answers to more than one proof. It is, I think, not unfair to add that the 
responses to arguments from the nature of the cause arc less satisfactory than 
were the responses to arguments from the nature of the world. I3X 

I.llK. lI/-Arha ''-/1. p. 49. 
L14Cr. Avicenna. S"ijii'; /hihinil. pp. 392-393.401. 
L"Cr. Avcrrocs. [,O/lg CO//llllclI/lIry 0/1 MCllIl'''rJicJ. XII. comllL 44. 
""Gcrsonidcs. Mi//1lI11101/w-S"rlll. VI. i. 3. p. 302; Crescas. 0" ha,S"cIII. III. i. I; Abravanel. 

Mif'a/ol. VI. I. Crcscas and Abravanel give the argument in a very abbreviated form. 
Il7Cr. ahove. pp. 30-33. 
L'"This is recognized by Crescas, Or ha-S/,,·//I. Ill. i. 4 and 5. and Abravanel. Mir,,/ol. VI. 3 

(end). As a means of escaping the argumcnts for eternity from the nature of the calise. Crescas 
inclines towards. and Abravancl embraces. an old rabbinic theory (Genesis Rabhllh. ix. 2) according 
to which God continually creates and destroys a succession of worlds. Sec Or hll·ShcIII. 111. i, 5; 
Mira/ol. VII. 3 and 5 (Abravancl distinguishes his own theory of successive worlds from Crescas' 
theory). It is difficult to sec. however. just how the theory of successive worlds answers the first two 
of the threc proofs. Leonc Ebreo, Dill/og"i d·Alllore. p. 252. attributes a theory of successive worlds 
to Plato. 
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(a) Re.ljJo/l.l'e.l' to the ar1(ul1lellt that /lo/hill1( could have led a erea/or 
to create the world at a particular fIIoment 

The proof, as will be recalled, had several variations or stages. The proponents 
of eternity argued that no given moment in an undifferentiated eternity could, in 
preference to any other, have suggested itself as the proper moment for the creator 
to create the universe; that there could be no imaginable motive for the creator 
to create the universe at a given moment; that the factors motivating the creator 
to create the universe at a given moment would regress infinitely, whereas an 
infinite regress is impossible. Medieval responses to the proof in its several 
variations rest largely on the thesis that the creator brought the world into exis
tence through an exercise of will, the central thesis then being buttressed with 
secondary considerations. The central thesis as well as the secondary consider
ations can be discovered in Augustine and John Philoponus, either in contexts 
where the two were replying to the present proof, or in contexts where they were 
replying to other proofs for eternity. 

Augustine takes up the question how the creator might have created the world 
at a given moment in ·time as distinct from the infinite other identical moments 
when the world could have been created. He does not so much answer the question 
as dismiss it, branding it as a sophism on the grounds that there was "no time ~ 
before creation, and consequently the act of creation cannot legitimately be spo
ken of as having occurred in time at all. 139 As for the question what the new 
factor might have been which induced the creator to act after not having acted 
for an eternity, Augustine denies that any factor need be posited. No new cir
cumstances, he submits, induced the creator to create the world at the moment 
when he did. For God did not create the world" in accordance with a new I plan I 
... but rather in accordance with an eternal plan,fl 140 and in accordance with 
"one and the same eternal and immutable will.~ 141 From all eternity God's will 
determined the moment at which the world should come into existence. Through 
one and the same eternal plan, and one and the same eternal act of will, creatures 
"previously were not, as long as they were not"; "and they thereupon were," 142 
at what Augustine-despite his insistence that creation did not strictly occur in 
time at all-allows himself to style a given "time.fl 143 In addition to thus respond
ing to the arguments on their own merits, Augustine voices an ad hominem ani
madversion. It consists in applying' the analogy between space and time, an 
analogy that advocates of creation were earlier seen to utilize when responding 
to arguments for eternity from the nature of the world. 144 Augustine is addressing 

1J9Citl' of Goti. Xl. 6; Confessions. XI, 30. 
14"City of God, Xl!, 15. 
141 Ibid., 18. 
14'lbid. 
14'Ibid., Xl,S. 
144 Above, pp.41-42. 
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proponenls of elernity who recognize a cause of the existence of the universe, 
and he contends that they, at least, do not have the right to pose difficulties 
regarding the moment chosen for creation, Such proponents of eternity must 
acknowledge that the deity has determined a location in space for the existence 
of the finite physical world in preference to the infinite alternative places where 
the world might exist. Consistency would therefore require that they acknowledge 
the deity's ability to determine a moment in eternity for the beginning of the 
existence of the world in preference to the infinite other moments when the world 
might have begun to exist. 145 

Augustine's position, in sum, is that the world cannot legitimately be described 
as having been created at a moment in time, No new factor motivated the creator 
to act, for the previous nonexistence, and subsequent existence of the world were 
determined eternally and immutably through an eternal divine plan and an eternal 
act of the divine will. Proponents of eternity who recognize a cause of the exis
tence of the universe cannot pose difficulties about the deity's ability to create 
the world at one given moment in preference to other possible moments, since 
they must admit something analogous, namely the deity's ability to produce the 
world-albeit eternally-at a given place in preference to the other possible 
places where the world might exist. 

John Philoponus was confident that the creation of the world was not merely 
defensihle, hut demonstrable, 146 and his response to the proof for eternity we arc 
examining builds on his demonstration of creation. It must be recognized, Phil
oponus stresses, that creation can be demonstrated and that the universe must 
have come into existence at some moment. It must further be recognized that 
questions such as "why the universe did not come into existence earlier~ can be 
asked about every moment at which the world might have been created. Since 
the universe is known to have come into existence at one moment or another, 
and since questions can be raised about whatever is assumed to have been the 
moment of creation, the questions, Philoponus holds, are pointless and can be 
dismissed,147 

Like Augustine, Philoponus explains that creation took place in conformity 
with an eternal decision of God's eternal will. Philoponus is answering ProcIus, 
who, for his part, had also affirmed the eternity of God's will, but had inferred 
therefrom, in another proof for eternity than the one we arc now examining, that 
the world is eternal. Proclus' reasoning had been that since the world exists by 
virtue of God's will, which is eternal, it must likewise be eternal. 148 In response, 
Philoponus insists upon the distinction between God's eternally willing that a 
thing should exist and his willing that the thing should exist eternally. Although 

14'City ,,(Goti, XI,S. 
140See below, p. 93. 
147 De Aeterllitate, pp. 11-12. 
14Her. above, p. 60. 
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the adherents of creation do maintain that God willed the existence of the world 
from eternity, this is not identical with, nor does it entail, God's having willed 
the eternal existence of the world. 149 To support the proposition that an eternal 
will can determine noneternal events, Philoponus develops an ad homillem device, 
different from Augustine's. lie is addressing philosophers who acknowledge, as 
Philoponus understands Proelus to have done, that the divine will is responsible 
for whatever occurs in the universe. Those philosophers concede, in effect, that 
through a "single ... simple ... act of willing~ 150 the deity wills the occurrence 
of myriad noneternal and changing events at given determinate moments in the 
course of history. How, Philoponus marvels, can the same philosophers shrink 
from the proposition that God eternally willed the occurrence of an additional 
noneternal event at a given moment, to wit, the coming into existence of the 
world as a whole?151 

The following motifs, to recapitulate, arc brought into play by Augustine and 
Philoponus either in answer specifically to the proof for eternity we are presently 
examining or in answer to other proofs. No moment in time can strictly be 
described as having been chosen for creation, inasmuch as there was no time 
before creation. The creation of the world at a given moment came about in 
accordance with an eternal decision on the part of the creator. To will something 
eternally is not equivalent to willing its eternal existence. Once creation is con
elusively demonstrated, the question why one moment rather than another was 
chosen becomes pointless. At any rate, proponents of eternity who recognize a 
cause of the existence of the universe perforce acknowledge that the deity is 
responsible for the existence of the world in a given location, as distinct from 
every other possible location where the world might exist. They can therefore 
hardly balk at the thesis that the creator is capable of choosing a given moment 
for the existence of the universe. Proponents of eternity who, moreover, recognize 
a being possessed of will which is the cause of everything occurring in the 
universe perforce acknowledge that an eternal unchanging will can decide upon 
the occurrence of given events at given moments; they therefore cannot balk at 
the thesis that an eternal unchanging will could decide upon the creation of the 
world as well at a given moment. In the Middle Ages, these motifs recur in 
varying combinations. 

The question "Why did God not create the world prior to the time" when he 
did is taken up by Saadia. And Saadia responds: Prior to creation "there was no 
time that could be asked about; furthermore, it is of the character of a voluntary 
agent to act when he wishes." 152 

'4" De Aeternitate. p. 566. 
"olbid., p. 568; cf. p. 81. 
"'Ibid., pp. 566-567; 580. 
""Saadia, K. lI/-AII)(iniit wlI·/-!·tiqiid,it. cd. S. Landauer (Leiden. 1880), p. 73; English Irans

lalion wilh pagination of Arabic indicated: Book of Beliefs lIlId Opinions. trans. S. Rosenblatt (New 
Haven, 1948). 
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Ghazali addresses the rhetorical question what could differentiate one specific 
time from earlier and later times as the moment for creation, and responds by 
referring to the creator's will. It is, he too explains, of the nature of will, and not 
merely divine will, precisely to differentiate between things that arc similar in 
every respcct. llence by the exercise of sheer will, (Jod could select one from 
among an infinite number of identical moments and designate it as the moment 
for creation. 11.) support his assertion, Ghazali has recourse to the analogy between 
time and space. He observes, much as Augustine had done, that adherents of 
eternity who recognize a cause of the existence of the universe cannot avoid 
acknowledging wholly arbitrary determinations in the spatial realm. The location 
of the north and south poles 153 at a given pair of points on the celestial sphere 
is, in the example he offers, wholly arbitrary, seeing that any other pair of opposite 
points would be as suitable. Since Ghazali's adversaries recognize that the first 
cause, the deity, did arbitrarily determine a pair of points for the poles, how, he 
remonstrates, can they question the deity's competence arbitrarily to determine 
a moment for the world to begin to exist? 154 

Ghazali also responds to the argument that the factor "tipping the scnles" in 
favor of creation at a particular moment would have to have the scales tipped in 
its favor by a previous factor, and the latter by yet nnother factor, lid infinitum. 
An eternal will, he maintains, is capable of determining that something should 
remain nonexistent up to a certain stage and only thereupon begin to exist; con
sequently, no factor need have tipped the scales at the critical moment. 155 To 
support the assertion, Ghazali observes, as Philoponus had done, that his adver
saries also trace myriad temporal events in the universe back to the eternal first 
cause of the universe. To grant that the eternal first cause is responsible for the 
occurrence of temporal events, even through intermediate causes, is to grant that 
the first cause is ultimately responsible for the moment at which each event 
occurs. How then, Ghazali again remonstrates, can the proponents of eternity 
question the ability of the eternal first cause to bring about one additional non
eternal event at a determinate moment, namely the corning into existence of the 
entire universe?156 

Ghazali's contentions reappear in Abu ai-Barakat, who cites them in the name 
of "the creationists." The creationists, Abu al-Baraki't\ informs us, answer their 
adversaries by maintaining that the divine will l51 is fully compctent to diller
entiate between things similar in every respect, such as identical moments; that 
the adherent of eternity too has to acknowledge arbitrary determinations made 
by God's will in the realm of space and should not shrink from arbitrary deter
minations by God's will in the realm of time; that an eternal will can decide upon 

"-'That is to say, the poinb around which the celestial spheres rotate. 
"47ilh'i/ill a/-hlfti.lifa. I. **30, 38; English translation. pp. 14. 24. 
"-'Ibid .. *8; English translation. p. 3. 
'-'°lbid .. *47; English tran~lation. p. 32. 
'-"Ghazali staled Ihis of will in general. 
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a noneternal'effect; that the adherent of eternity traces events occurring at given 
moments back to the divine will and consequently should not question the COlT'

petence of the divine will to bring the entire universe into existence at a given 
moment. 158 Abu ai-Barakat was not in the least swayed by any of these consid
erations and his belief in the eternity of the world remained unshaken. 159 

Kalam writers coming after Ghazali were, however, confident that the proof 
for eternity under discussion had been refuted. Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi takes up the 
question: What tipped the scales in favor of creation at a particular moment? He 
responds that no factor had to "tip the scales," for the selection of the moment 
was accomplished exclusively by God's "will." The arbitrary selection of a moment 
for creation, Razi adds, is analogous to the arbitrary selection of a location for 
the stars on the celestial spheres. Inasmuch as adherents of eternity acknowledge 
the ability of God's will, in the spatial realm, to assign given locations to the 
stars in preference to other possible locations, they cannot deny the ability of his 
will, in the temporal realm, to fix upon a given moment for creation in preference 
to others. 160 The creation of the world at a given moment is, Razi observes in 
another work, analogous to the emergence of sundry individual events at count
less moments through history. The adherents of eternity recognize that sundry 
temporal events do flow from the unchanging state of actuality of the first cause, 
albeit through intermediate causes; and they recognize that no factor standing 
behind the first cause tips the scales to activate him, since to assume such a factor 
would lead to an infinite regress. The adherents of eternity thereby acknowledge, 
in effect, that the first cause is ultimately responsible for the moment at which 
each temporal event occurs. How then can they question the ability of the first 
cause to determine a moment for one additional event, the coming into existence 
of the entire universe? 161 

The argument that creation would involve an infinite regress of factors "tipping 
the scales" is also dealt with by Amidi and iji. Amidi counters by reference to 
God's eternal "will," which determined "that the nonexistence of the world would 
extend up to" a particular moment and that the world would "come into existencc 
at the moment when it did come into existence." 162 Iji writes: "A voluntary agent" 
is capable of "tipping the scales ... in favor of one of two [equipollent) alter
natives within his power by pure will, with no need of" an "inducing factor ... 
added to himself." And at any rate, the adherent of creation is in no worse a 
predicament than adherents of eternity who admit that the universe has a cause. 
The latter acknowledge that individual "things daily coming into existence" arc 
traceable back to the eternal cause of the universe and that no factor intervenes 

I58K. al-Mu'tabar, III, pp. 33,43-44. 
159Below, p. 75. 
16°Mu~affal, p. 91. 
161K. al-Arba'in, p. 51. 
162Ghiiya al-Mariim, p. 268. 
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to tip the scales and induce the eternal cause to act. They can hardly scruple at 
attributing the coming into existence of one more thing-the world in its entirety
to an eternal cause, without the intervention of a factor tipping the scales. Ird 

Aquinas similarly espouses the theory, which he could have learned from either 
Augustine or Ghazali, that an eternal will is capable of deciding from eternity 
when a noneternal product should come into existence. No new factor, he writes, 
need have activated the creator at the moment of creation. For God produced the 
world through his "thought and will," which arc eternal, and they both eternally 
determined that the world should come into existence at the moment when it 
did. IM 

Maimonides affirms that the creator could act at a given moment without any 
"inducement" (dli' ill), prompting him to act, nor any "preventive factor" (mlilli'), 

blocking his action up to the moment he acted; and Maimonides defends that 
position by setting forth the difference between two kinds of voluntary agent. 
The voluntary agents that act or fail to act because of inducing or preventative 
factors are, he explains, agents that seck to attain "a purpose ... external to the 
will itself." For example, a man is induced to build a house by factors outside 
his will, such as the weather or environment; and he may be preventcd from 
building the house by factors outside himself, such as the absence of building 
materials. By contrast, the agent who acts "exclusively by will" is not affected 
by external factors. Nothing external to the will motivates such an agent, and 
nothing outside him prevents him from acting. He acts or refrains from acting 
with absolute autonomy and exclusively as his will dictates; consequently, without 
external inducement, and exclusively as his will determined, he would be com-

f . 1M AbEl" h l66 d petent to decide upon the moment or creation. - aron en IJa respon s 
to the argument that nothing could have induced the creator to create the world 
at a given moment in the same manner as Maimonides. 

[n the foregoing instances, medieval adherents of creation explain away diffi
culties regarding the moment chosen for creation. Several medieval adherents of 
creation take the more radical step of branding their adversaries' questions as 
illegitimate and disallowing the questions outright. 

Part of Augustine's response to difficulties regarding the moment chosen for 
creation was the consideration that before creation time did not exist. 167 The 
thought reappears when Tusi-who hardly could have had any link, direct or 
indirect, to Augustine-addresses the familiar question: How could God have 
settled upon a moment for creation in preference to the infinite other possible 
moments when creation might have occurred? To handle the matter properly, TUsi 

16JMllWiiqi!, VII, 229-230. 
I64SlImma contra Gentiles, II, 35. 
165Gllide, II, 18(2). 
166Es Hayyim, chap. 7. 
161 Aix;yc, p. 68. 
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asserts, one must understand that time did not prcccdc thc existcncc of thc world. 
The supposcd time bcfore crcation was ."imaginary," not rcal, and any "diffcr
entiation" bctwccn momcnts bcforc crcation is cqually "imaginary." 16M In no true 
scnsc was a choicc made bctwccn momcnts, and it is illcgitimatc even to ask 
how God could have settled upon a particular momcnt. 16'J 

Aquinas, in one passage, combines the consideration that timc did not cxist 

befor~ creation with an application of the analogy bctwcen timc and spacc. Thc 
questIOn why the creator should have chosen a given momcnt for creation, rather 
than any other, is compared by him to the question why God should have chosen 
to locate the world at a given spot in space, rather than any other. Outside t11C 

world, Aquinas notcs, there is no space, and to speak of places outside the world 
whcrc thc world might have been located is illegitimatc. Similarly, there was no 
timc beforc creation, and to speak of moments before the existence of the world 
when the world might have eomc into existence is no less illegitimate. Questions 
regarding the time before creation, like those regarding space outside the world, 
may be dismissed. 170 . 

In Gersonides, the thesis that God's etcrnal will eternally dctermined the moment 
for crcation is joined with a considcration found earlier in Philoponus,I71 but 
presumably rcached by Gersonides indepcndently. Gersonides treats the familiar 
problem: What might have led God to create the world at the moment when he 
did? And the familiar solution is offered: Thc choicc of a moment may be ascribed 
to God's eternal unchaoging will. But Gersonides understood creation to be 
demonstrable and not merely defensible, which means that if a world was to 
exist, it could not be eternal but had to be created. 172 That being so, he continues, 
the question why creation occurred at a given momcnt rathcr than any other loses 
legitimacy. Inasmuch as the. world must have come into existence at some moment, 
and inasmuch as the question regarding the moment of creation could have becn 
raised regarding whatever moment God should have chosen, the question may 
be dismissed as pointless. 173 

Thus far the adherents of creation have either answered or disallowed their 
adversaries' questions regarding the possibility of a moment's being selected for 
creation. Kalam writers perceived that the thrusts and parrics ovcr thc possibility 
of a moment's being selcctcd for creation could also be turncd to a constructive 
end. The defense of thc doctrine of crcation led almost invariably to the creator's 
will; an exercise of sheer will had to be assumed in order to explain the selection 

1t,·Cf. above, pp. 41-42. 

IO"Gloss to MII/lOs,yo/. p. 92. A similar position is taken by Lcibniz in A co/leclioll of Papl'r.> 

wlriclr passed between lire Late Mr. Lei/milz alld Dr. Clarke (London, 1717). III. §6; V, §55 - 60. 
1m . 

SlImma cOl1lra Gellliles, 11,35(5). 
171 Above. p. 69. 

172Cf. below, pp. 209-211. 
173 Mil!lOmol "a·Shem. VI, i. 18. p. 377; cf. ibid .. 24. pp. 395 -397. Albertus Magnus answers 

questions about the factors inducing the creator to act (cf. above, n. 33) in a similar fashion; his 
response is that an eternal world is impossible. See Albertus. Physics. VIII. tr. I, chap. 14. 
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of a moment for creation. As long as advocates of creation adopted a purely 
defensive attitude, will in the creator remained nothing more than an assumption 
offered in support of another assumption. the assulllption of creation. Thc Kalam 
school was, howe vcr. ccrtain that neat ion can bc dcmonstratell conclusively. 
And once creation is demonstratell, will in the crcator may be seen as its dem
onstrated corollary. For if the world is known to have been created, one out of 
an in!inite number of identical moments is known to have been selected for 
creation, and the creator, who selected the moment, is known to be possessed of 
will. The realization that will in the creator is implied by the doctrine of creation 
was incorporated into the standard Kalam procedure for proving the existence of 
God, which consisted in demonstrating the creation of the world and inferring 
the existence of God from creation. 174 Inasmuch as the selection of a moment 
for creation would imply will in the creator. Kalam thinkers could, after having 
proved creation, infer not merely the existence of a Geator but the existence of 
a creator possessed of will. The procedure of proving creation and inferring 
therefrom not merely a deity, but a deity possessed of will, is cmployed by 
BaqillanI,175 'Abd al-Jabbar,176 JuwaynI,177 Ghazali,l7H RazI,179 AmidI, 180 and 
IjL IHI 

The theory that a moment for creation could have bcen selected by God's 
eternal will elicited surrejoinders from Abu aI-Barakat and Averroes. Abu al
Uarakat makes lWO points, only the second of which he regards as decisive. 
Adherents of eternity can, he writes, surrejoin by noting that whenever an agent 
resolves to do something in the future, "another resolution ('lIZillla) or exercise 
of will" is required to activate the agent when the awaited momcnt arrives. The 
theory of eternal will docs not, therefore, exempt the proponents of creation from 
explaining what might have induced the creator to create th.e world when the 
moment did arrive for him to act. The second point made by Abu al-Barakat
and, in his view, the decisive one-is that effects arc never deferred fortuitously. 
Whether a cause acts "through will or without will," its effect is delayed only 
because of "a de!iciency in the causality," that is to say, either because "knowl
edge ... slrength, ... will," happen to be absent, or because "preventative 
factors" happen to interfere. Inasmuch as the deity lacks nothing needed for action 
and nothing ever hinders him from acting, his action can nowise be delayed. 
Whatever he wills must be accomplished forthwith, and if he should will the 
existence of a universe, he could not help but bring a universe into existence 
immediately. 1M2 

174CI'. above, p. 2; below, p. 154. 
11'1\. al-'fimlhid. p. 27. 
17"S/rar!I al-UsI'I. p. 120. 

177K. ai-irs""", pp. 28-29. 
17"1\. al·!qli.!lld./fal-!'liqM (Ankara. 1962). pp. 101-102. 
1791\. al-Araha·ill. pp. 147-148. with nuances. 
IROG/ltjya al-Marcjlll. p. 45. IMIMall'llqij: VIII. pro 82-83 

'"'K. al·MII·taha" III, pp. 34-35; cf. ibid .• pp. 47-48. 
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Both these points reappear in Averroes, who reasons: On the assumption that 
an eternal will predetermined the moment for the world to come into existence, 
a new "resolution ('azm) • ... which did not exist prior to the momcnt in ques
tion," would still be required in order that the eternal agent and his eternal will 
should be activated. The theory of eternal will consequently docs not exempt the 
adherents of creation from the necessity of explaining what induced the creator 
to act at the moment when he did. ls3 And in another work Averroes writes: No 
"delay" is conceivable between a "voluntary agent's resolution to act" and his 
acting,IS4 nor is any delay conceivable between the "agent's acting" and the 
appearance of the effect. Immediately upon God's resolution to produce the world, 
the world must have existed; and if God's resolution to produce the world is 
eternal, the world cannot have come into existence later but must have existed 
from all eternity. 185 

(b) Responses to the argumem that creation would imply challge ill the creator 

The second proof for eternity from the nature of the cause of the universe turns 
on two propositions: the proposition that a cause ultimately responsible for the 
existence of the universe would have to be unchangeable, and the proposition 
that should creation be assumed, the cause ultimately responsible for the existence 
of the universe would have undergone change in passing from inaction to action. 
If, on the one hand, an ultimate cause of the universe must be unchangeable, 
whereas creation would, on the other hand, involve change in the ultimate cause, 
the assumption of creation is untenable. IM6 The advocates of creation usually 
respond by inverting the reasoning. They agree that the ultimate causc, or dcity, 
must be unchangeable. But the line they take is that since the deity must be 
unchangeable, the act of creating the world would not, in his case, have consti
tuted a change. 

That response is offered by Ibn I:Iazm, who imparts to it a Kalam tinge. 
"Alteration," Ibn I:Iazm writes, "consists in something's coming into existence 
in the subject of alteration which was not there before, with the result that the 
subject exchanges its [previous I attribute ... for another." A situation of the sort 
is not possible in God inasmuch as "he is never the subject of an attribute." God 
accordingly acts or docs not act "by virtue of his essence" and without change. 187 
Bonaventure employs similar language, although historical links with Ibn I:Iazm 
cannot easily be supposed. When the deity produces something new, Bonaventure 

,.3 K. al-Kasl!!. p. 31. 

"4 Averrocs obviously is using the expression remllllioll to act in a sense that excludes a voluntary 
agent's resolving to do what he is not capable of. 

'''Tahii/ui al-Tailli/Ilt. I. pp. 7-8; the English translation is not satisfactory. What appears here 
in Averrocs as a surrejoinder is recorded by Aquinas as an independent argument for eternity; Summa 
COll/ra Gentiles. II, 32(4). 

1.6Above, pp. 56-57. 
1.7K. al-Fa~I.fial-Milal.I, p. 20. 
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maintains, nothing "is added" to him which was not there before; consequently, 
the act of creation would not constitute change in God. t88 

The same approach is also taken by Maimonides exccpt that, as would be 
expected, Aristotelian terminology is now used. Maimonides deals with the ver
sion of the argument where creation is shown to involve a transition from poten
tiality to actuality in the agent responsible for creation, while the cause ultimately 
responsiblc for creation could not undergo such a transition. 189 And Maimonides 
replies: A transition from potentiality to actuality occurs, as all Aristotelians 
recognize,190 solely in material objects. Therefore when an incorporeal agent 
docs produce something after not having done so, no passage from potentiality 
to actuality occurs in him. t91 Maimonides' solution is repeated by Aaron ben 
Elijah. 192 Another formulation is provided by Aquinas, but the burden is still the 
same. "A new divine effect docs not." in Aquinas' words, "signify a new action 
in God; for God's action is identical with his essence" and hence is, like his 
essence, eternally unchangeable. God could therefore produce a new effect with
out undergoing change. 193 

One variation of the proof for eternity from the unchangeability of the cause 
of the universe concerned itself with will, the contention being that a change 
specilically in the creator's will would be implied by creation. 194 The advocates 
of creation respond here as they do to the basic argument. Maimonides and. 
following him, Aaron ben Elijah lay down the proposition that voluntary agents 
undcrgo a change of will only when they arc corporeal; for only corporeal vol
untary agents act "to attain an external end," hence their wills alone arc moved 
by external inducing and preventative factors. 195 By contrast. the will of an 
incorporeal agent, which seeks no external end, is immune from change. So far, 
of course, the advocates of eternity would concur; and they would conclude that 
an agent who is unaffected by circumstances outside himself and who is immune 
from change could not possibly decide at a particular moment to bring the world 
into existence. Maimonides and Aaron. however. conclude not that creation is 
impossible, but rather that creation would involve no change in the will of an 
incorporeal agent: Inasmuch as the will of an incorporeal agent is not moved by 
external factors, when-or if-an incorporeal agent did begin to bring the uni
verse into existence, his action would be accompanied by no change of will. t96 

'"·Commentary on II Sentences. d. I, p. I, a. I, q. 2, ad 6. 
IRq Above, pp. 58-59. 
"·'See Zeller, Die Philosophic der Griechen. 11,2, pp. 318-323. 
""Guide, II, 18(1). 

192 'E.y l!ayyi;n. chap. 7 
19"Summa col1lra Gentiles. II, 35(1). Cf. De Potentia. q. 3, art. 17 (ad 12). 
194 Above, p. 60. 
19'Cf. above, p. 73. 
196Maimonides, Guide. II. 18(2); Aaron ben Elijah, 'E.y l!ayrim. chap. 7. 
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Another version of the argument from the unchangeability of the deity reasoned 
that creation would involve a change of relationship in the creator. WI Crescas, 
who gave that version, responds: "A new relationship does not constitute a change 
of essence [in the casel ,of an incorporeal being." IIJX An incorporeal, as distinct 
from a corporeal, agent could as a consequence bring something new into exis
tence and thereby enter a new relationship without undergoing any change in 
himself. 

The line taken by these adherents of creation betrays more than a whiff of 
question begging. Their adversaries had pressed the plausible thought that if an 
agent never undergoes change he cannot conceivably do something he did not 
do before. In . responding, the adherents of creation insist, as firmly as their 
opponents, on the deity's immunity from change. And they nowise reveal how 
an agent might begin doing something he previously did not do without changing. 
They circumvent the straightforward and obvious conclusion that the deity never 
passes from the state of not creating the world to the state of creating it, and they 
assert instead that when the deity docs pass from the one state to the other, he 
does so without changing. 

Philoponus and, in the Middle Ages, ShahrastanI and Gersonides make a dif
ferent response, which-whether cogent or not-does come to grips with their 
opponents' argument. All three belong to the circle of philosophers who are 
confident that the creation of the world can be demonstrated definitively. Taking 
the truth of creation and the impossibility of eternity as a premise, they explain: 
The deity eternally wills the creation of the world (Philoponus and Gersonides) 
and is eternally an "actual creator" (ShahrastiinI), but since an eternal world is 
intrinsically impossible, the world cannot possibly be produced by God from 
eternity. The world comes into existence as soon as it can, and the soonest it can 
come into existence is in the finite past. God, thus, eternally and unchangeably 
wills the existence of the universe and is eternally in the state of creating it; yet 
all that his eternal willing of the universe and his eternal act of creation gives 
rise to is a noneternal universe. 199 

The response to one final version of the argument from the unchangeability of 
the deity may be mentioned. 'Abd al-Jabbar recorded a version according to 
which creation is inadmissible because it would imply a change in the creator's 
knowledge; the creator would previously not know, and subsequently would 
know, that the universe is in existence. 2uo The response' Abd al-Jabbiir makes is 
that knowledge of something not yet existent is nowise different from knowledge 

197 Above, p, 60. 
1980r ha-Shem. III. i, 2, The printed editions are corrupt and have to be corrected with the aid 

of manuscripts of the text. 
199Philoponus, De Aelernilale. p. 81. taken together with p. 8; Shahrastanl. K, Nihiiya al-lqd'lm, 

pp, 47-48; Gersonides, MiI~amol ha-Shem. VI, i, 18, p. 377, 
"Xl Above, p. 60. 
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of the same thing when it exists. The assumption of creation does not, therefore, 
imply that any change occurred in the creator's knowledge. 201 

(c) Re,lpolI.l'e.l' to tile argulI/cllt.l' J(JI' eterllity froll/ G(}d:~ eternal attributes 

The contention here had been that God's attributes-including his character 
of being a causc by his very nature-express themselves in the existence of the 
universe, and therefore the eternity of his attributes entails the eternity of the 
universe. 202 Rebuttals take three forms. The adherents of creation deny that the 
attributes concerne~ are eternal attributes of God; they maintain that although 
God may possess the attributes eternally, the attributes do not necessarily express 
themselves by producing a universe eternally; or else they undertake to show that 
it would be intrinsically impossible for God's attributes to express themselves in 
an eternal universe, 

The first form of response is to be found in 'Abd al-Jabbar, who refuses to 
"concede that God is eternally benclicent"; and if God is not eternally benefit-ent, 
the eternity of the world plainly cannot be inferred from his beneficence. 20-' 

Shahrastiinl's thinking is more subtle. He denies that beneficence is an "essen
tial attribute added to the essence," and interprets it instead "as an attribute of 
action," or "a relation." The statement that God is benclieent means no morc than 
that God is an "agent"; and the statement that God "is sometimes beneficent, 
sometimes not," means no more than that "he is sometimes an agent, sometimes 
not an agent." Since the term agcllI and the attendant term bencficent have their 
reference not in God but in what he has produced, in the relation of the universe 
to God, nothing in God's essence could disclose whether he is eternally, or merely 
sometimes, benelicent. The question whether God is, or is not, eternally benef
icent and eternally an agent cannot, then, serve as a starting point for settling 
the issue of eternity and creation, On the contrary, that question is itself the 
"locus of dispute" between the proponents of creation and the proponents of 
eternity, and can be resolved only through settling the issue of eternity and 
creation on its own merits. The eternity of God's beneficence hinges on the 
eternity of the universe and not vice versa, 204 

In a similar vein, AmidI refuses to interpret divine beneficence as an "attribute 
of perfection" in God, that is to say. as an attribute pertaining to the perfection 
of God's csscnce and consequently cocternal therewith. Ueneliccncc is "an attrib
ute of action," reducible to God's "being an agent" with no "end" or "profit" in 
view, AmidI gives two reasons for not construing divine bencllcence as an attrib
ute of perfection, The proposition that benclicence is an "attribute of perfection" 

2(" Slwrh al-Us/il. p, 117. 
202 Ab()~c, pp,'61-62, 64. 

2<'"'K. al-Majlllll'. p. 66, 
204K, Nihllyaal-Iqdiim. p, 46, Cf. Ash'ari. Maqiiliilal-Isliimiyill, cd, H, Ritter (Istanbul. 1929-

1930). p, 182. 
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in God cannot, he writes, be accepted a priori, since it is not an item "of necessary 
or immediate [knowledge)";205 and since there is no way in which it can be 
known a posteriori either, the proposition is grounuless. Furthermure, anu more 
importantly, beneficence could not possibly be an attribute of perfection in God. 
For if beneficence were such an attribute, God's perfection would be dependent 
on the existence of his creatures, who arc the expression of his beneficence,206 
and the "superior would acquire perfection through the inferior, which is absurd." 
Seeing that beneficence is not an attribute of perfection and docs not pertain to 
God's essence, the eternity of the world cannot be inferred from it. 207 

In the instances to follow the adherents of creation do not merely refuse to 
admit the eternity of the attributes from which the eternity of the world had been 
inferred. They refuse to admit that the attributes or traits are in any sense pos
sessed by God. Ibn I:Iazm recorded an argument for eternity turning on the 
proposition that God could only have produced the world insofar as he is a cause 
"by reason of himself." If God produces the world insofar as he is a cause by 
"reason of himself," the thinking went, his effect must have existed for as long 
as he has himself existed. 20S The response Ibn ~Iazm makes is that God does not 
act by "reason of himself" nor, indeed, "by reason of" anything whatsoever. 
God simply acts "as he wishes" to act. Since the proposition that God acts by 
reason of himself is false, nothing can be inferred from it. 209 

Gersonides reconstructed and ascribed to Aristotle an argument for eternity 
from the premise of the deity's being the mover of the outermost sphere. The 
reconstructed reasoning was that since the deity is by his nature the mover of 
the outermost sphere, the sphere must exist as long as the deity exists. 210 Ger
son ides responds by denying that the deity has the trait in question. It can be 
demonstrated, he maintains, that the ultimate cause of the universe is not in fact 
the mover of the outermost sphere but an entity distinct from, and beyond the 
movers of the spheres. 211 Inasmuch as the deity is not by his nature the mover 
of the sphere, the eternity of the sphere cannot be deduced from the eternity of 
the deity.212 

Fakhr aI-Din al-Riizi, to take a final example, knew of an argument for eternity 
from the deity's.character of being an "agent." To be an agent, the argument ran, 

20'er. Ghazali, Tahaful al-Falasifa, I, §§ 13 and 33 (English translation, pp. 6 and 21), where 
"necessary" knowledge, in the sense of immediate knowledge, is contrasted with "speculative" 
knowledge. For the term "necessary knowledge," cf. J. van Ess, Die Erkennlllislelzre des 'Aqudaddill 
al-iei (Weisbaden, 1966), pp. 116, 118. 

2()tiCr. A. Lovejoy, The Creat Chain of Being (Cambridge, Mass., 1936), pp. 54, 62. 
207Chiiya al-Maram. p. 270. 
20" Above, p. 66. 

209K. al-Fa~/fial-Milal. I, p. 10. 
210 Above, p. 67. 
2IIThis is Avicenna's position; above, n. 134. 
212Mil!wmol ha-Shem, VI, i, 4, p. 303. 
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is an "eternal ... positive attribute" added to God's essence, and it is moreover 
a "relative attribute." Since the attribute is eternal, positive, and relative, its 
pn:sem:e implies the existence of an eternal positive wrrclative. an eternal crrcct.ll.l 
Riizi's response is that to be an agent is not-and eould not possibly bell.l-a 
positive attribute added to God's essence. No light, therefore, can be shed on the 
issue of eternity and creation by God's being an agent. 215 

This has been one form of response to arguments for eternity from the eternal 
divine attributes. A second form of response consists not in denying that the 
attributes arc eternal or that God possesses them, but in denying that they entail 
the eternity of the world. When answering an argument from the divine attributes 
of wisdom and knowledge,216 'Abd al-Jabbar agrees that God's wisdom and his 
knowledge of the goodness of the world are eternal. But, 'Abd al-Jabbiir insists, 
wisdom "docs not necessitate action." Therefore. although Gou undoubteuly 
knew from eternity that a world should exist and that he would create one. his 
knowledge did not necessitate the production of the world from eternity.217 Ibn 
l,Iazm, for his part, refuses to acknowleuge that Gou's "beneflcem:e, wisdom, 
anu power" are at all the "cause~ of God's creating the worlu. "There is," he 
asserts, "no cause of God's bringing things into existence~; God simply created 
the world, and nothing more can be known or said. Consequently, the attributes 
of beneficence, wisdom, and power, whatever their status might be, cannot be 
understood to have necessitated the existence of a worlu, and certainly not the 
existcnce of an ctcrnal world. 2lH 

The argument from God's eternal beneficence is also answcreu by Fakhr al
OIn al-Razi. RazI does not dispute the premise that God is eternally bcneficcnt. 
He submits, however, that the attribute of eternal bcneflccnce need not express 
itsclf in an eternal world, and to support his position, he employs a device alreauy 
mct in the answer to another argument for eternity.21'1 Even on the assumption 
of the eternity of the world, Riizi notes, God's bcneficencc is expressed in the 
production of myriau objccts-"forms and accidents~-that "come into cxis
tence" and are not eternal. All parties must thus recognize that God's etcrnal 
attribute ofbcneficence is compatible with noneternal products, and no one should 

2I'Above, pp. 66-67. 
2I4The reason Riizi gives is a form oCthe "third man" argument: If beillg 1Il1l1/ielll were an attribute 

added to the essence, it would be an entity of some sort dependent on the essence. and hence it would 
be a possibly exi.Helll entity (cf. below, p. 290). As possibly exislelll. it would stand in need of an 
agent to give it exislence. The agent could only be God. But if God's character of being the agent 
that gave His attribute of beillg all lIgellt existence were. then. itself an attribute added to God's 
essence, it would, in turn. also sland in need of an agent. And won. 

2"K. al-Arba'ill, p. 51. 
l\('Above, p. 60. 
217S/WI''' a/-Ust/I, p. 116. 
21"K. al-flul/T al-Milal, I, p. 20. 
"" Above, pp. 70, 71-72. 
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balk at the hypothesis that God's eternal beneficence can give rise to one more 
noneternal product, namely the universe. 22o 

Aquinas replies to the argument from God's "infinite" goodness by observing 
that God's goodness should be expected to express itself by producing creatures 
who "represent the divine goodness" in the most accurate possible manner. The 
relation of the creator to what he creates is surely not a relation of equals but a 
relation of the superior to the inferior, of the infinite to the finite. And the "supe
riority of divine goodness over what it creates is best expressed [precisely I in the 
latter's not being eternal." The eternal attribute of infinite divine goodness has 
its most appropriate expression in a noneternal, rather than eternal, product; 
divine goodness, far from entailing eternity, harmonizes better with creation. 22t 

A similar response to the argument from divine wisdom and beneficence is made 
by Abravanel. 222 In an alternative and more succinct response to the argument 
that God's eternal goodness must give rise to an eternal world, Aquinas posits 
that "God's goodness does not exist ... for the sake of creatures"; consequently, 
"divine goodness would not have been idle [and thereby deficient! even if it had 
never produced a creature." 223 

Maimonides offers a reply to the argument that the eternity of the world is 
entailed by God's eternal attribute of wisdom. The proposition that God's "wis
dom i~ eternal like his essence" and the proposition that the existence of the world 
"flows from his eternal unchanging wisdom" are embraced by Maimonides with
out reservation. But, Maimonides affirms, the human mind "is completely igno
rant of" God's essence and wisdom. Therefore, although it is true that God's 
eternal wisdom did express itself in the existence of the universe, nothing justifies 
the conclusion that God's eternal wisdom had to express itself in an eternal 
universe. 224 

An argument in which eternity is inferred from God's knowledge or thought 
was recorded by Aquinas and by Gersonides. In Aquinas' version, the reasoning 
was that the world must be eternal because God's knowledge needs an eternal 
world to serve eternally as its object. 225 In Gersonides' version, the starting 
premise was that God's thought, which is identical with his essence, comprises 
"the [intelligible] order of the universe." The reasoning then went: The actual 
and external order of the universe must exist whenever God and his thought, 
which comprises the intelligible order of the universe, exist; and since God and 

220K. al-Arba';n, p. 53. The consideration that God's beneficence can express itself in noncternal 
objects would only counter an argument to the effect that eternal beneficence must express itself 
exclusively in something eternal. It would not counter the argument that eternal beneficence must 
eternally express itself in something. 

22 I Summa coll/ra Gelltiles, 11, 35(7). 
222Mij 'alot, VII, 4. The notion also appears in Leone Ebreo, Dialogloi d'Amore, p. 239. 
223Commelltary 011 De Caelo, I, §66. Cf. De Potentia, q. 3, art. 17 (ad 14). 
224Guide, 11, 18(3). The notion also appears in Leone Ebreo, Dialoglo; d'Amore, p. 239. 
225 Above, p. 63. 
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his thought are eternal, the actual universe must be eternal. 226 Aquinas and 
Gersonides make virtually identical replies to the argument. God's knowledge 
and thought, they stress, is in no sense dependent on the world, being, instead, 
the cause of the world and prior thereto. Consequently, in Aquinas' words: "God 
can have knowledge even should the object of his knowledge not exist." 227 And 
in Gersonides' words: The "[intelligiblel order may exist even if the existent 
things, whose existence can /low from that [intelligible] order, do not exist."22H 
God could, that is to say, have eternal knowledge of what the universe would 
eventually be after it came into existenee. 22

'1 

Aquinas recorded two additional arguments for eternity from the eternal attri
butes of God and he finds that those arguments also fail because the attributes 
they focus on, although belonging eternally to God, do not imply eternity. One 
argument went: Since God is a sufficient cause from all eternity, and since when
ever a "sufficient cause is given, its effect is given," God's effect must exist from 
all eternity.230 In his reply, Aquinas has recourse to the thesis that the creator is 
a voluntary agent. The "proper effect" of a voluntary cause, he writes, is an 
effect that comes about as "the will wills," that conforms to the "intention" of 
the agent. In other words, the proper effect is nothing other than what is willed, 
and if what a voluntary cause wills should be a noneternal product, a noneternal 
product and nothing else is the appropriate effect of the cause. An eternal, but 
voluntary, sufficient calise could produce a noneternal world no less appropriately 
than an eternal world. 2.1 1 A similar response to the same argument for eternity 
is offered by Bonaventure. 232 

There was, finally, the argument that the world must be eternal because God 
is eternally the "Lord." 2.13 Aquinas responds by explaining that God is the Lord 
in the sense of having the "power of governing" and not necessarily in the sense 
of actually governing. 2

.14 God therefore can be the Lord eternally although the 
universe does not exist eternally. 

22(, Ibid. 

227 De Potentia, q. 3, art. 17 (ad 19). Aquinas refers to Aristotle's characterization of certain things 
as existing "together by nature"; see Cate~ories 7, 7b, 15. Things existing together by nature are 
things such that if either one of the pair docs not exist, the other cannot exist. God's knowledge and 
the object of his knowledge plainly do not meet the description; for God', knowledge precedes the 
world and is its cause, whereas the converse is not true. And that is the reason "God can have 
knowledge even should the object of his knowledge not exist." 

22KMi/lllllllot ha-Shelll. VI, i, 4, pp. 303-304. 
,nCr. . Abd al-Jabbiir's response to the argument that creation would entail change in the creator's 

knowledge; above, pp. 78-79. 
'lflAbove, p. 66. 

'\I SlImma ('(11111'<1 Gentiles, II. 35 (ad 3). Cr. SlIlIImll Theoloxiae. I. 46. art. I, ad 9; De /'ot<'lltia. 
q. 3, art. 17 (ad 6). 

2·12Commelltllry 0/1 /I Selllellas, d. I, p. I, a. I, q. 2. 
2.1] Above, p. 64. 
2]4De Potelllill. q. 3, art. 17 (ad 21). 
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The third form of response to arguments from the eternity of God's attributes 
consists in showing that it would be utterly impossible for God's attributes to 
give rise to an eternal universe. Two procedures are in evidence: One rests on 
the intrinsic impossibility of an eternal universe, without qualification; the other, 
on the intrinsic impossibility specifically of an eternal universe that has a cause 
of its existence. 

The former procedure is employed by John Philoponus, who builds on his 
proof o.f creation. Proclus had argued that the eternity of the world is implied by 
the deity's "goodness," and Philoponus counters-as he and others had done 
when answering some of the previous arguments for elernity23S -with the truism 
that God can produce only what is possible. Since it can be demonstrated defin
itively, so Philoponus understands, that an eternal world is absolutely impossible, 
even God could not produce such a world. The most that God could produce, 
the most his goodness could express itself in, is a created world. If an eternal 
world is impossible, the eternity of God's goodness obviously cannot entail the 
eternity of the world. 236 The same position is taken in the Middle Ages by Amidi. 
In the course of an elaborate rejoinder to the argument from God's "beneficence," 
Amidi remarks that God's failure to produce the world from eternity betokens no 
lack of beneficence on his part; for the eternity of the world is demonstrably 
impossible,237 and "there is no defect in failing to produce what is impossible.,,238 

Ibn I:Iazm employs the other procedure, the procedure resting not on the 
unqualified impossibility of the world's being eternal, but on the impossibility 
that the world should be eternal and nevertheless have a cause of its existence. 
To have a cause of existence and to be eternal are, Ibn I:Iazm explains, mutually 
exclusive. For "an effect is what passes from nonexistence to existence ... and 
thus is tantamount to that which comes into existence. The meaning of that which 
comes into existence is that which does IlOt exist alld subsequelltly exists, ... 
something quite different from that which is eternal. " To state that the world has 
a cause and is an effect, yet is eternal, is accordingly to enunciate a "total 
absurdity," an absolute impossibility. And what is absolutely impossible lies out
side even the deity's control. Now the argument from "divine beneficence, wis
dom, and power" does acknowledge-in fact presupposes-that the world has 
a cause, that it is an effect, and hence that it has been brought into existence. 
Given this acknowledgment, the argument, far from establishing the eternity of 
the world, falls into a blatant contradiction by concluding that the world is eternal. 
The argument is therefore wholly invalid. 239 Ibn I:Iazm's response to the argument 
from divine beneficence, wisdom, and power, as outlined here, would apply, of 

235 Above, pp. 69, 78. 
236De Aeternitate. p. 8. 
m Cf. below, p. 191. 
2J8Ghiiya al·Mariim. p. 270. 
239K. al·Fa~/fi al-Milal. \, p. 20. 
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course, to any argument for eternity from God's eternal attributes, and indeed to 
any argument for eternity which presupposes a cause of the existence of the 
universe. 

ShahrastanI makes virtually the same response to the argument from God's 
beneficence as Ibn 1.1azm. 240 

3. Summary 

The first argument for eternity from the nature of the cause of the universe 
reasoned that the creator could not have selel:led a given moment for creation in 
preference to any other moment. The adherents of creation respond that although 
all moments before creation were equal, and no explanation can be provided for 
the creator's having chosen one in preference to another, a particular moment 
could have been selected arbitrarily by God's eternal will. Subordinate consid
erations are that there was no time before creation, hence no moment was strictly 
selected out of an infinite time; that deist adherents of eternity are in the same 
predicament as the adherents of creation, since they for their part must recognize 
arbitrary determinations by God in the spatial realm; that adherents of eternity 
who trace events occurring in the universe back to the divine will must recognize 
the ability of an eternal will-albeit through intermediaries and within the frame
work of an already existing universe-to make determinations in the temporal 
realm; that once creation is demonstrated and the world is known to have come 
into existence at some moment, it is pointless to ask why creation took place at 
a certain moment rather than at another. 

The second argument for eternity from the cause of the universe reasoned that 
an ultimate cause must be unchangeable, whereas creation would imply a tran
sition from inaction to action, and hence change, in the cause ultimately respon
sible for bringing the universe into existence. The adherents of creation usually 
respond by inverting the thinking; they assert that since the cause of the universe 
must be unchangeable, creation would not, in his case, imply change. An alter
native response is that the creator is eternally and unchangeably in the state of 
bringing the world into existence, but since an eternal world is impossible, the 
world could come into existence no sooner than in the finite past. 

The third argument was that God's beneficence and other divine attributes 
express themselves in the existence of the world; and since they are eternal, the 
existence of the world, which is their expression, must likewise be eternal. The 
adherents of creation respond either by denying that God eternally has the attri
butes in question; by denying that the attributes need express themselves in an 
eternal world; or by showing that it would be intrinsically impossible for the 
attributes to express themselves in an eternal world. 

24()K. Nihiiya al·!qdiim. p. 47. 
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IV 

John Philoponus' Proofs of Creation 
and Their Entry into 

Medieval Arabic Philosophy 

1. Philoponus' proofs of creation 

John Philoponus carefully distinguished the negative task of refuting the argu
ments advanced by proponents of eternity from the positive task of proving 
creation. 1 To accomplish the latter task, to prove creation, he drew up two sets 
of proofs, one built around the impossibility of an infinite number, the other based 
on the principle that a finite body can contain only finite power. Both sets of 
proofs are mentioned in Philoponus' surviving works, but only in passing. 2 Their 
systematic development was undertaken by Philoponus in at least two works no 
longer extant: the Contra Aristotelem, and another brief work which was some
how connected to it. 3 The Contra Aristotelem and the related work have been 
partially preserved in Simplicius' commentaries on Aristotle,4 and either they or 
Simplicius' excerpts from them were, as will appear, accessible to the medieval 
Arabic philosophers. 

Philoponus' first set of proofs for creation comprises three arguments, each 
giving a different reason why an infinite series of past events is impossible. The 
conclusion in each instance is that the world cannot have existed for an infinite 
time but must have had a beginning. 

'John Philoponus, De Aeternitate Mundi COll/ra Proc/um. ed. H. Rabe (Leipzig. 1899). p. 9; 
Simplicius, Commell/ary on Phy.,ics. cd. H. Diels, Commelllaria ill Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. X 
(Berlin, 1895), p. 1178, top; S. Pines, • An Arabic Summary of a Lost Work of John Philoponus," 
Israel Oriental Studies, II (1972), 322. 

2Philoponus, De Aeternitate, pp. 8-9, 325. 
3Regarding that brief work and its connection with the Contra Aristoteiem, see H. Davidson, 

"John Philoponus as a Source of Medieval Islamic and Jewish Proofs of Creation," JOllrnal of the 

Amerian Oriental Society, LXXXIX (1969), 358-359. 
4Simplicius, Commell/ary on Physics, pp. 1171 ff.; Commentary on De Cae/a, ed. I. Heiberg, 

Commelltaria in Aristotelem Graeca. Vol. VII (Berlin, 1894), pp. 28 ff. 
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(a.i) The first of the three arguments pointedly draws from Aristotle. In the 
Dc' GCIICl'ClticJIlc ct CorruptiOllc, Philoponus recalls, Aristotle rejccted the thesis 
that the transformation of the physical clements into each other "goes to infinity 
in a straight line,~ that is, the thesis that earth, for example. becomes water, water 
becomes air, air becomes fire, and fire, rather than reverting-circularly, as it 
were-to air is transformed into a fifth type of clement. and so on ad illfillitulII. 

One of Aristotle's objections to the thesis in question was that at least some of 
the hypothetical infinite clements could come into existence only after an infinite 
number of transformations, whereas-as Philoponus spells out Aristotle's 
meaning5-"the infinite cannot be traversed,~ so that the point never could be 
reached where those elements actually did come into existence. Consequently, at 
leasl some of the clements in the supposed infinite series could never exist. and 
if part of the series could never exist, the series itself could not be an actuality. (, 

Aristotle's reasoning is subtly turned by Philoponus against the assumption of 
the eternity of the world. Philoponus docs not consider the transformations occur
ring "in a straight line" through an infinite series of different types of physical 
clements. Instead he takes up the no less infinite series of transformations that, 
on the assumption of eternity, necessarily have taken place circularly among the 
four recognized types of clements, and linearly among individual elemental par
ticles. Philoponus reasons: The existence of a given particle of the clement fire 
must have been preceded by the generation of that fire from a particle of air. the 
existence of the air must have been preceded by its generation from, let us say, 
water, the water from either earth or air, and so on. In an eternal world, these 
transformations would constitute an infinite series. Now it is evident thaI an 
infinite number can neither "actually" exist nor be traversed. Therefore. in an 
eternal world, the infinite series of transformations leading up to the generation 
of a given particle of fire could never be completed. and the particle known to 
exist at the present moment could never have come into existence. "The same 
argument." Philoponus adds', "can be applied to other particular motions" as 
well, that is, to the various series of transformations leading up to the emergence 
of whatever individuals exist in the world today.7 In each instance, an infinite 
series of transformations would, on the assumption of eternity, have to be trav
ersed in order that what exists today might emerge. 

'cr. I'hilnpol1l1s. COIIIIIIClltar.\' 011 Oe GCllcrat;olle, cd. H. Vitelli. COllllllCIIlar;a ;11 Ar;stotch'lII 
GI'lIl'C<I, Vol. XIV/2 (Berlin, (897). p. 254. 

"Cr. Aristotle, De Gellerat;ollc et Corflll'tiolle II. 5. 332h. 12-333a. 12. The concept of a 
circlilar series appears in II. II. 338a. 4 ff. The principle that an inlinite cannot be traversed is not 
explicitly stated by Aristotle there. but is adduced by him elsewhere in connection with both the 
spatial and nonspatial realms. Cf. H. Bonitz, IlIdcx AristoteliclI" (Berlin. 1870). p. 74b. lines 30-
34. and especially the references to Posterior Allalytic" I. 22. 83b, 6; and Physics, 204b. 8-10; 
263b. 4; 265a, 19. 

7Simplicius, COllllllclltar\' olll'l,ys;c", pp. 1178-1179. 
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When Philoponus states the argument concisely, he rests it on the general rule 
that "the infinite cannot be traversed"; and the inference drawn is that if the 
"number of individuals going up (aV(J) [into the past)" were infinite, the process 
of generation could never have been traversed and "come down to each of us."8 
When Philoponus presented the argument more fully, so Simplicius informs us, 
he employed the same general rule but supplemented it with an additional rule. 
The additional rule affirms that if something must be preceded by something else 
in order to be generated, then "the former will not be generated unless the latter 
is generated prior thereto." In other words, if the prior existence of y is a condition 
for the coming into existence of x, then x obviously will never come into existence 
unless y has already been in existence. The inference now drawn is that "if for 
the generation of a given thing there must first exist an infinite number of things 
that are generated from one another, then the given thing cannot be generated.,,9 
If x cannot come into existence unless an infinite series of things has already 
come into existence-a condition that cannot conceivably be fulfilled-x will 
never come into existence. Students of Kant will observe the similarity to the 
proof of the thesis of the first antinomy. . 

The upshot of Philoponus' first proof of creation is that transformations in the 
sublunar world cannot be "conceived to precede one another infinitely," but must 
have a beginning; and since the translunar world is inextricably connected with 
the sublunar world, 10 it too must have a beginning. II 

(a.ii) Philoponus' second argument for creation from the impossibility of an 
infinite number employs a principle which although apparently not strictly Aris
totelian,I2 does appear in the Peripatetic tradition. The principle affirms that since 
an infinite cannot conceivably be exceeded, one infinite cannot be greater than 
another. \3 Philoponus applies the principle thus: "Since motions yet to be gen
erated, when added to those already generated, increase their number, and since, 
moreover, the infinite cannot be increased, it follows that the motions already 
accumulated cannot be infinite."14 That is to say, each new movement in the 
sublunar world and each new revolution of the celestial spheres add to the number 
that has gone before. If the number that has gone before should be infinite, each 
new movement would add to an infinite number. But the infinite cannot be increased. 

'Philoponus, De Aeternitate, pp. 10-11; cf. his Commentary all Physics, cd. II. Vitelli, Com
mentaria in ArislOtelem Graeca, Vol. XVI (Berlin, 1887), pp. 428 -429. 

9Simp1icius, Commentary on Physics, p. 1178. On p. 1179, Philoponus is reported to have spoken 
of "going back up (av080~r through the infinite. 

IOCf. Aristotle, De Caelo II, 3; Philoponus, as reported by Simplicius, Commentary on Physics, 

p. 1179. 
"Simplicius, Commentary on Physics, p. 1179. 
12In fact, Physics III, 6, 207a, 1 ff., seems to state the contrary. 
13 Alexander of Aphrodisias, Aporiai, cd. I Bruns, Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca. Supple

mentary Vol. 1112 (Berlin, 1892), III, 12, p. 103. Alexander observes that the assumption of an 
infinite multiplied infinitely would be the highest absurdity. 

14Simplicius, Commentary on Physics, p. 1179. Cf. Philoponus, De Aetemitate. p. 11. 
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The number of past motions must therefore be finite, and the universe can have 
existed for only a finite time. 

(a.iii) Philoponus' third argument is not independent of the previous two. It is 
a variation of the second, repeating, for good measure, the central thought of the 
!irst. Whereas the second argument rested on the principle that an infinite cannot 
be increased, the third rests on the principle that an infinite cannot be multiplied; 
multiplication, though, is simply a type of addition. To reinforce the argumen
tation, Philoponus again refers to the rule that an infinite cannot be traversed. 

Philoponus' attention is here restricted to the heavens, and his reasoning is 
reported thus by Simplicius: "If ... the motion of the heavens has no beginning, 
the sphere of the planet Saturn has performed in!inite revolutions, the sphere of 
the planet Jupiter almost three times as many, the revolutions of the sun will be 
thirty times those of Saturn, the revolutions of the moon will be 360 times as 
many, and the revolutions of the fixed sphere [which revolves once each twenty
four hours] will be more than 10,000 times as many. Considering that the infinite 
cannot be traverscd even once, is it not beyond all absurdity to suppose the in!inite 
multiplied by 10,000, nay multiplied infinitely? It necessarily follows that the 
circular motion of the heavens had a beginning." t5 Aristotelians understood cir
cular motion to be an essential expression of the nature of the spheres. As long 
as the spheres exist they would have to perform such motion and could not exist 
in a state of rest. t6 Once Philoponus has established that the motions of the 
heavens had a beginning, he can therefore conclude as weB that "the heavens 
themselves also had a beginning of their existence." t7 

(b.i) Philoponus' second set of proofs for creation rests on the Aristotelian 
principle that a finite body can contain only finite power. The principle has a 
peculiar history. t8 Its career began in Aristotle's proof of the existence of a first 
mover, where it served as an essential premise in establishing that the first mover 
is incorporeal. Aristotle reasoned that infinite power is needed to sustain the 
motion of the universe for an infinite time; that all bodies are finite; and that a 
finite body can contain only finite power. The conclusion he drew was that the 
first cause of the motion of the universe cannot be a body, but must be an incor
poreal being. t9 Proclus subsequently took up the Aristotelian principle that a 
finite body can contain only finite power and arrived at a more far-reaching result 
than Aristotle. He converted Aristotle's argument that the motion of the universe 
must depend upon an incorporeal cause into an argument showing that the very 
existence of the physical universe must depend upon an incorporeal cause. Proclus 
reasoned that infinite power is needed to sustain not only eternal motion, but 

"Simplicius. Commelltary 011 Physics. p. i179. Philoponus. De Aeternilale. p. Ii. Cf. above. 

n. 13. 
16 Aristotle. De Clle/o I, 2. 
17Simplicius, Commclltary on Physics. p. i179. 
I"See Appendix A. 
19 Aristotle, Physics VIlI. 10; below. p. 244. 
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eternal existence as well; and since the finite physical universe can contain only 
finite power, the physical universe must depend upon an incorporeal being outside 
itself for its very continued existence. 2o Philoponus knew of the arguments of 
Aristotle21 and of Proclus,22 and they led him to a proof of creation. Since the 
corporeal universe contains only finite power, the universe, such will be Philo
ponus' argument, is not merely incapable of sustaining its own eternal motion 
or eternal existence; it is incapable of existing eternally no matter what the cause 
sustaining its existence might be. As will be scen in later chapters, Philoponus' 
adaptation of the argument from the tinite power of tinite bodies would elicit a 
response from Averroes,23 and Averroes' response would, in turn, elicit from 
Crescas a critique of the original Aristotelian proof of the incorporeality of the 
first mover. 24 

Here we are interested in Philoponus' proof. Philoponus is reported by Sim
plicius to have contended: Inasmuch as "the body of the heavens and of the 
universe is finite, it contains [only] tinite power. And what contains finite power 
... [is] destructible." 25 That is to say, since the corporeal universe contains only 
tinite power, it is, considered in itself, incapable of existing through intinite future 
time and consequently is liable to destruction. 26 The proposition that the corporeal 
universe is liable to destruction will not be invalidated even by the assumption 
that the universe is maintained in existence by a "transcendent" power as, for 
example, the "will of God."27 For even should such an assumption be made, the 
universe will remain incapable of existing infinitely into the future, insofar as it 
is considered in itself; the universe, considered in itself, will remain liable to 
destruction. Stated otherwise, the universe will still have the "logos (nature or 
ground) of destruction." 28 Now a well known and widely employed29 Aristotelian 
principle affirms that over an infinite time every possibility must eventually be 
realized. 3o Accordingly, Philoponus concluded, the logos of destruction in the 
universe must "sometime come to actuality" and the universe must some day 
actually be destroyed. 31 

20Cf. below, pp. 281-282. 
21Simplicius, Commentary on Physics, p. 1327; Philoponus, De Aeternitate, p. 238. 
22Philoponus, De Aeternitate, pp. 238 - 240. 
2JBelow, pp. 323 ff. 24Below, pp. 264-265. 
"Simplicius, Commentary on Physics, p. 1327. 
26Cf. Philoponus, De Aeternitate, p. 235. 
27Simplicius, Commentary 011 Physics, pp. 1330, 1331, 1333. 
28lbid., pp. 1331, 1333. 29Cf. below. pp. 320, 381. 
30Aristotlc, Physics III, 4, 203b, 30; Metaphysics IX, 4, 1047b, 4-5; 8, 1050b, 8-15. Cf. 

1. Hintikka. Time and Necessity (Oxford, 1973). pp. 95-96, 103-105, 107. 
JlSimplicius, Commentary on Physics. p. 1333. Cf. Aristotle. De Caelo I. 12. 281b. 20-25 and 

283a, 24-25; Metaphysics XIV. 2; Alexander, Aporiai. I, 18; and the passage translated by Pincs. 
"An Arabic Summary of a Lost Work of Philoponus: pp. 324-325. In Simplicius. Commelltary Oil 

Physics. pp. 1331, 1333. and Philoponus. De Aeternitate. pp. 241-242. Philoponus seems to coun
tenance the possibility of the future eternity of the world. 
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That is the extent of Simplicius' report, and it falls short of an explicit proof 
of creation. Another work by Philoponus makes clear. however, how Philoponus 
passed from the destructibility, and actual future destruction, of the world to 
creation. He employed yet another well known Aristotelian principle, one that 
happens to rest on the principle,. just cited, according to which every possibility 
must eventually be realized. The other principle affirms that "whatever is des
tructible must be generated." 32 If something is destructible, if it has the possibility 
of not existing, that possibility must have been realized at some point in the 
infinite past just as it must be realized at some point in the infinite future. Just as 
a destructible universe must eventually become nonexistent in the future, so too 
must a destructible universe have been nonexistent in the past. Our universe, 
therefore, cannot have existed forever, but must have come into existence. 33 

Philoponus' reasoning, then, was this: Since a finite body can contain only 
finite power, the corporeal universe has the logos of destruction. Since, moreover, 
every possibility is eventually realized, the universe must eventually undergo 
destruction. And since whatevcr is destructible is generated, the universe must 
have been generated. The Aristotelian principle that a finite body can contain 
only finite power, taken together with two other Aristotelian principles, leads to 
the highly un-Aristotelian conclusion that the world can neither exist forever in 
the future nor have existed forever in the past. Apparently, Philoponus understood 
that he was demonstrating not merely the creation of the universe in its present 
form but the creation of the matter of the universe ex Ililii/o; for his contention 
is that the very matter of the universe, being finite, lacks the power to sustain 
itself in existence for an intinite time. 

Philoponus was not content simply to cite the authority of Aristotle for the 
principle that a finite body can contain only finite power. He proceeded to offer 
a set of five or six34 auxiliary arguments, all ostensibly intended to support the 
principle. In fact, the auxiliary arguments are not uniform. Some of them do 
support the proposition that the heavens, or the entire universe, can contain only 
finite power; the proof for creation is then to be completed through the consid
eration that what contain5 finite power is destructible, hence also generated. 
Inexplic.ably, however, some of the auxiliary arguments35 move in the other 
direction. They start by establishing that the corporeal universe is destructible 
and infer therefrom that the universe can contain only finite power. The reader 
is left either again to draw the further inference, now quite redundant, that what 

""Aristotle. De Cael" I. 12, 282b, 2; ibid .. 281b, 26-282a. I. 
.Hphiloponus, De Aetemitate, pp. 225, 230. 235, 240. 241. 
'4Simplicius. Commentary all l'ltvsic.l'. cnumcrates only four auxiliary arguments. But on p. 1332. 

betwecn the "third" and "fourth: he quotes an additional auxiliary argument not included in the 
enumeration; and thc auxiliary argument that he enumerates, p. 1335, as the "fourth: contains two 
separate considcrations. In the article referred to above. n. 18, I outline all the argumcnts except the 
onc designated by Simplicius as the "second." That argument is dealt with here. below (b.iii). 

"See below, (b.iv). 
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has tinite power is destructible, and hence is generated; or else to derive the 
generation of the universe directly from its finite power. One of Philoponus' 
auxiliary arguments even drops the issue of finite power altogether. 36 

For our purposes, the first three of Philoponus' auxiliary arguments are of 
interest. 

(b.ii) In the "first" of his auxiliary arguments, Philoponus is reported to have 
reasoned that "the heavens are [composed) of matter and form; what is Icom
posed) of matter requires the matter for its existence; what requires something is 
not self-sufficient; what is not self-sufficient is not infinitely powerful. From all 
this he concludes that the heavens, considering their own nature, are not infinitely 
powerful and therefore are destructible."37 It remains for us to add that what is 
destructible must be generated, and consequently the heavens and the rest of the 
corporeal universe cannot-at least in their present form-have existed for all 
eternity but must have come into existence. 

(b.iii) Philoponus' "second" auxiliary argument, as reported by Simplicius, 
drops the issue of finiteness of power. Philoponus contends: "The essence of 
matter consists in its being suited to receive all forms. It does not possess that 
power in vain; the same matter cannot admit several forms at once; nor can matter 
retain any form eternally insofar as its own nature is considered." Since matter 
is by nature such that it does not retain any form permanently, "nothing Icom
posed) of matter and form will, considering its matter, be indestructible." The 
corporeal universe is thus destructible. 38 The reader is left to supply the principle 
that everything destructible is also generated and to draw the conclusion that the 
corporeal universe in its present state-clearly not the matter of the universe
must have come into existence. 

(b.iv) The "third" of the auxiliary arguments opens, like the first, with the 
contention that the heavens are "composed ... of substratum ... and form," 
the latter here being specified as "solar or lunar form" and the forms of the other 
heavenly bodies. Anyone who would exclude the distinction of matter and form 
from the heavens would, Philoponus adds, still have to acknowledge the presence 
in the heavens of "extension in three dimensions," which too is a mode of com
position. Philoponus does not hereupon reason, as he had done in his first aux
iliary argument, that composition implies the absence of self-sufficiency, hence 
the absence of infinite power. Instead, he pursues a line of thought going back 
to Plato's Phaedo. where the proposition had been laid down that the fact of 
something's being composite implies its being subject to decomposition. 39 What-

36Below. (b.iii). 

37Simplicius. Commentary on Physics. p. 1329. The train of reasoning is to a large extent 
borrowed from Proclus. Elements of Theology. cd. and trans. E. Dodds (Oxford. 1963), §127. 

"Simplicius. Commentary 011 Physics. p. 1329. 
39Plwedo. 78C. Aristotle. Metaphysics XIV. 2. I088b. 14-28. contends that what is composite 

has the potentiality of not existing. and what has the potentiality of not existing is not eternal. 
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ever has the "logos (nature or ground) of composition" has, Philoponus explains, 
the "logos of dissolution" and the "logos of destruction." And what has the "logos 
of destruction is not infinitely powerful." The heavens, therefore. are not infinitely 
powerful. 40 Here, as will be observed, is an instance of Philoponus' moving not 
from the finiteness of the power of the heavens to their destructibility, but vice 
versa. The argument must be completed either by reasoning, redundantly, back 
again from the finite power of the heavens to their destructibility and then adduc
ing the principle that everything destructible is generated; or else by inferring 
the generation of the heavens without returning to their destructibility. The infer
ence might, for example, be that what has finite power cannot maintain itself 
indefinitely, hence contains the possibility of not existing, and hence cannot have 
existed forever. 

To summarize: Philoponus formulated two sets of proofs of creation, both of 
which employ Aristotelian principles to draw the un-Aristotelian conclusion that 
the world is not eternal but had a beginning. Each set of proofs rests on the 
impossibility of an infinite of one sort or another. The first set argues in three 
different ways that an infinite number of events cannot conceivably have preceded 
the present moment. The second set argues that a finite body cannot contain 
inlinite power, that what contains only finite power has the possibility of not 
existing, and what has the possibility of not existing cannot have existed forever. 
The second set comprises a gcneral statement of the proof and supporting arguments. 

The most important source of the first of the two sets of proofs is Philoponus' 
COlllra Arislolelcm. The Contra Arislolelcm, which is no longer extant and which 
is accessible today solely through Simplicius' excerpts, was available in some 
form to the medieval Arabs. 41 It is listed by the Arabic bibliographers,42 a fact 
that, by itself, does not necessarily mean the book was translated into Arabic. 
But, in addition, passages from the book. cited in Philoponus' name, have been 
discovered in the writings of Alfarabi,43 SijistanI44 (912-985), and Avicenna,45 
although unfortunately none of the passages that have been discovered is from 
the section containing the proofs for creation. Philoponus' second set of argu
ments, from the finite power of the corporeal universe, was developed in a sepa
rate work that might possibly have been written as an appendix to the COil Ira 

4()Simplicius. Commelllury on Phvsics. p. 1331. 
41 Simplicius is probably not the source. since his commentaries on the Physics anu De Cae/o. 

which preserve the excerpts from Philoponus, arc not mentioneu by the medieval Arabic bibliogra
phers. (For the Arabic bibliographers' knowledge of Simplicius. I am relying on M. Steinschneider. 
Die Arahi.<clten Uehenetzungell 011'< dem Grieci,i.<chen lrepr. Graz. 19601.) 

42Cf. Ibn al-Nadim, K. al-Filtrist (Leipzig. 1871). I, 254. and. for al-Qifti and Ibn Abi U~aybi' a, 
M. Steinschneider. AI-f-arabi (SI. Petersburg. 1869). pp. 162, 220-224. 

4JM. Mahdi, • Alfarabi against Philoponus," Joumal of Near Eastem Studies. XXVI (1967),236. 
44 J. Kraemer .• A Lost Passage from Philoponus' Colllra Aristoteiem. in Arabic Translatio~," 

JOllrnal of tlte American Orielltal Society. LXXXV (1965). p. 319, n. 4, and p. 325. 
"Ibid .• p. 324. n. 27. 
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Aristotelem.46 This other work was also available to the medieval Arabs. The 
Arabic bibliographers list, among the works of Philoponus, A Single Treatise 
Showing tllat Every Body is Fillite lIlld hl/.\' Fillite Puwer. 47 Again, that is not 
necessarily evidence that the work was translated into Arabic; but in addition, 
Ya~ya ibn 'AdI (892-973) knew of a treatise in which Philoponus set forth the 
proof from finite power,48 and the main thesis of the proof is cited in Philoponus' 
name by Ibn Suwar49 in the tenth century, and by Averroes. 5o Further evidence 
that both sets of proofs were current in the Middle Ages is furnished by a short. 
recently discovered Arabic text, which styles itself a summary of three "treatises" 
of Philoponus. In each of the three treatises Philoponus is represented as having 
given a different proof of creation. 51 One of the three proofs turns out to be a 
statement of the first of Philoponus' arguments from the impossibility of an 
infinite number, some of the wording even being identical with the version report
ed by Simplicius;52 a second of the three proofs consists in a general statement 
of the proof from the finite power of flnite bodies;53 whereas the third proof 
is probably attributed to Philoponus erroneously. 54 

There is thus ample evidence that Philoponus' proofs were accessible to readers 
of Arabic in the Middle Ages. As will appear in the remainder of the present 
chapter and in the following chapter, Philoponus became a most important source 
for medieval proofs of creation. 

4"See Davidson. "John Philoponus as a Source of Medieval Islamic and Jewish Proofs of Crea· 

tion: PI'. 35M - 359. 
47RcfcrCIIC'CS above, n. 42. 
4HCr. S. Pines. "A Tenth Century Philosophical Correspondence." /'macdillKs of/he Amah'(1II 

Acadcmyfor Jewisll Research. XXIV (1955). 115. 
49Cr. the brief treatise by Ibn Suwiir published in A. Badawi, ed .. Neapla/olliei aplld Arahes 

(Cairo. 1955), p. 246; French translation in B. Lewin. "La Notion de muhdat dans Ie kalam et dans 
la philosophic: Orielllalia SlIenica, III (1954). 91. 

5('Averroes, Middle Commelllary 0/1 Physics (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hebrew MS. Neubauer 
1380 = Hunt. 79), VIII. vi. 2; LOllg Commelllary Oil Me/aphysics (Tafsir 11/(1 ba'd al·Tabi·a. cd. 
M. Bouyges IBeirut. 1938-194Mj), XII, comm. 41; Steinschneider. AI·I·llrabi. p. 123. citations 2-
5. Cr. Davidson, "John Philoponus as a Source of Medieval Islamic and Jewish Proofs of Creation." 
p. 361, n. 41. 

51 Pines, "An Arabic Summary of a Lost Work of Philoponus," pp. 320-352. 
"Ibid .• PI'. 330-336. Compare the three "principles" in Pines' translation of the Arahic texl 

with the three axioms lisled by Simplicius, Commelltary 0/1 I'hvsics. p. 1178. In the Arabic lext. Ihe 

key consideration Ihat an infinite cannot be traversed is omitted. and the argument is made to rest on 

the impossibility of ever counting an actual infinite number. 
'3Pines, "An Arabic Summary of a Lost Work of Philoponus," pp. 323-325. 
"[bid .. PI'. 325-329. The argument is that the lives of individuals mark off the time conlinuum 

into segments, each of which is finite; and finite segments of time. no matter how many there might 
be. could not join together to constitute infinile time. By contrast. Philoponus. De Ac/cl'lli/a/e. p. 9. 
takes the common sense position that an infinite number of past time segments, each of which was 
finite, would indeed constitute an infinite past time. 
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2. Saadia and Philoponus 

The Jewish philosopher Saadia (882- 942) never mentions Philoponus by name 
nor quotes him directly, but Saadia's discussion reveals that he drew from the 
two sets of proofs of creation formulated by Philoponus. 

Saadia's aim was to treat the problem of creation in all its aspects. He begins 
by offering four proofs of the generation (~llIdl/th) of the world; he demonstrates 
that the world not only had a beginning but was created ex Ililiilo; and he reviews 
various alternatives to the doctrine of creation ex Ililli/o, one of which is the 
theory that the eternal heavens arc the cause of the universe. From the entire 
discussion, seven items arc of interest to us: Saadia's four proofs of the "gener
ation" of the world, one of several demonstrations designed to establish that the 
world was created ex Ililli/o, and two of his refutations-"the third" and "the 
fourth" -of the thesis that the heavens are eternal. Five of the seven items can 
be shown unquestionably to be derived from Philoponus, and the other two can 
be traced to Philoponus with some plausibility. 

The comparison with Philoponus will be facilitated by rearranging the seven 
items from Saadia. The order in which I shall take them up will be: Saadia's 
fourth proof of creation:the argument for creation ex Ililii/o, the two refutations 
of the eternity of the heavens. and finally, Saadia's (irst, second. and third proofs 
of creation. The following table lists the seven items from Saadia as I have 
rearranged them, together with the corresponding arguments from Philoponus. 

Saadia I'hilopon us 

(i) Fourth proof of creation (a.i) The infinite is not ttaver~able 
(ii) An argument for crcation ex (a.i) The infinite is not travcr~ahlc 

/lillilu 
(iii) A refutation of the eternity (a.ii) The infinite cannot be added 

of the heavens to 
(iv) Another rdutation of the (a. iii) The infinite cannot be 

eternity of the heavens multiplied 
(v) First proof of creation (b.i) Proof from the finite power 

of finite bodies 
(vi) Second proof of creation (b.ii) Auxiliary argument from 

composition 
(vii) Third proof of creation (b. iii) Auxiliary argument from the 

succession of forms over 
matter 

(i) Saadia's fourth proof of the "generation" of the world carries the title" from 
time" and runs thus: A~sul11ing that time is eternal, should a person "attempt 
mcntally to ascend in time from the present moment, he would be unable to do 
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so, since thought cannot travel up across the infinite and traverse it. The 
same reason would prevent existence from traveling down through time and 
traversing it so as to reach us. But if existence had not reached us, we should not 
exist. ... Inasmuch as I find that I do exist, I know that existence has traversed 
time, ... and ... time is finite .... " As a sort of appendix to the proof Saadia 
mentions that his position "on future time" agrees with his position "on past 
time."55 He means that future time is, in his opinion, finite, and perhaps also that 
the finiteness of future time can be demonstrated. If he is indeed alluding to a 
demonstration of the finiteness of future time, the argument would presumably 
be that no moment in an infinitely distant future could be reached; for existence 
could not conceivably travel across and traverse infinite future time so as to reach 
whatever might be thought to exist at the infinitely distant moment. 

The proof of creation just quoted from Saadia unquestionably derives from 
Philoponus' first proof of creation from the impossibility of an infinite number. 
The key to Philoponus' proof was the rule that an infinite cannot be traversed. 56 
And the same is now the key to Saadia's proof. Characteristic details from Phil
oponus are also echoed in Saadia, namely the impossibility of things' existing 
today if they had to be preceded by an infinite past; the impossibility "mentally" 
(Saadia) to "conceive" (Philoponus)57 an infinite's extending back into the past; 
and the comparison between going back "up" through the infinite past, on the 
one hand, and coming "down to each of us" (Philoponus)5H or "traveling down 
... to reach us" (Saadia), on the other. 

Saadia's proof does differ from Philoponus' in a signilicant respect. Philoponus 
considered transformations whereas Saadia considers time, and therefore Philo
ponus' infinite is an infinite series, whereas Saadia's is an infinite continuum. 
The .shift from the former infinite to the latter permits a certain simplification in 
the argument. Philoponus' reasoning established a beginning for the existence of 
the sublunar region, where everything undergoes transformation, but not for the 
celestial region, where, in the Aristotelian universe, transformations never occur. 
In order to extend his proof to cover the celestial region, Philoponus had to add 
that the sublunar and celestial regions are inextricably connected, so that the 
beginning of the one implies the beginning of the other. 59 The addition is no 
longer needed in Saadia's version of the proof, since the contention that existence 
could not have "traversed" infinite past time to reach the present moment applies 
equally to the sublunar and celestial regions. 60 

55Saadia, K. al-AmiilUit wa-I-I'tiqiidiit. cd. S. Landauer (Leiden. 1880), I. I. p. 36; English 

translation with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Book of Beliefs and Opinions, trans. S. Rosenblatt 
(New Haven, 1948). 

56 Above, pp. 87-88. 
5', Above. n. It. Aristotle, Posterior Analytics I, 22, 83b, 6-7, states that it is impossible for an 

infinite to be "traversed in thought: 
58 Above, n. 8, and Aristotle, ibid. 59 Above. n. 10. 
60There is at least one consideration thai could make Philoponus' formulation stronger than 
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Saadia, at any rate, reveals indirectly that he did not recognize the difference 
between an inlinite serie~ and an infinite continuum. He takes up a possible 
objection to the proof, an objection which is, essentially, Zcno's first paradox,61 
and which is attested to elsewhere in Arabic philosophic Iiterature. 62 It runs: 
Since distance is inlinitely divisible, would not the train of thought embodied in 
the proof render a person's moving from one place to another impossible, inas
much as the person would have to traverse an infinite number of parts? Saadia's 
response is that the objection misleadingly adduces the traversing not of an "actually" 
existing infinite, but of an infinite existing solely in "imagination"; the proof, by 
contrast, rests on the fact that "existence does actually traverse [past) time and 
reach us," and an actllal infinite cannot be traversed. b

.
, 

The objection faced here by Saadia views distance not as an infinite continuum, 
as Saadia's proof viewed time, but rather as an infinite series of discrete parts. 
Since Saadia considers the objection to be pertinent, either he is consciously 
drawing an analogy between an infinite series of discrete parts and an infinite 
continuum, or else he did not detect any distinction between the two. In either 
case the fact that Philoponus' proof addresses the former kind of inlinite. whereas 
Saadia's addresses the latter, can occasion no hesitation about tracing Saadia's 
proof back to Philoponus; for Saadia, as now seen, does not recognize the dif
ference between the two kinds of infinite. 

Saadia's response to the possible objection to his proof incidentally reproduces 
a further detail from Philoponus: The principle that inlinites cannot be traversed 
applies exclusively to actual infinites. M 

(ii) In a proof intended to establish that creation took place ex nihilo, Saadia 
reasons: If instead of accepting creation ex nillilo, "we were to suppose something 
coming from something, then the second thing in the hypothesis would resemble 
the lirst and would have to meet the condition that it can only come from a third 
thing. The third thing in the hypothesis would resemble the second, and would 
have to meet the condition that it can only come from a fourth thing. And this 
would go on to infinity. Bul since the infinite cannol be completed, ... we could 
not exist. Yet behold, we do exist! ... whereas if the things preceding us were 
not finite [in number) they would not have been completed so that we might 
exist.,,65 Saadia has, in a more abbreviated fashion, again offered the argument 

Saadia's, although Philoponus himself does not state it: The assumption of an infinite series of 
transformations would involve not only the traversal of an infinite; it would also involve an infinite 
regress of causes. which was rejected by Aristotle on independent grounds. Cr. below, p. 337. 

6·Cr., e.g., W. Ross's edition of Aristotle's Physics (Oxford, (955), p. 72. 
62Cr. below, p. 118. 63Saadia, K. al-Amciniit, I, I, pp. 36-37. 
64Cr. above, n. 7. On the question whether infinite pasl time would be an actual infinite, see 

below, p. 128. 
65Saadia, K. al-AmcilUit, I, 2, p. 40. The same argument is alluded to in Saadia's Commentary 

on Seier Ye,~ira, published as Commentaire sur Ie Seier Yesira, ed. M. Lambert (Paris, 1891), Arabi~ 
section, p. 3; French translation, p. 16. 
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that the present could not have been reached if, prior thereto, an infinite past had 
to be traversed. He has, in other words, again offered a version of Philoponus' 
first proof of creation from the impossibility of an infinite number. The argument, 
Saadia now claims, establishes creation ex Ilihilo, although the new version, like 
Saadia's previous version and like the original proof in Philoponus, docs not seem 
to preclude an eternal matter from which the world might have been formed. 66 

What is noteworthy about the new version is that it omits the details of Philo
ponus' proof which were reproduced in Saadia's previous version, while including 
two significant details that were absent there. The details appearing here but 
absent in the previous version are these: Saadia does not consider the time con
tinuum but rather, like Philoponus, the series of transformations leading up to 
what exists at the present moment. And he appends a statement to the effect that 
"if the things preceding us were not infinite, they would not have been completed 
so that we might exist." The statement appears to reflect Philoponus' contention 
that "if for the generation of a given thing there must I1rst exist an infinite number 
of things that are generated from each other, then the given thing cannot be 
generated." 67 . 

Two items in the list of seven that I wish to examine in Saadia have been shown 
to derive from Philoponus's I1rst proof from the impossibility of an infinite num
ber, namely, item (i), Saadia's fourth proof for creation, and item (ii), the argu
ment just discussed wherein Saadia claims to have demonstrated creation ex 
nihilo. 

(iii) After presenting his proofs of creation ex nihilo Saadia takes up the unac
ceptable alternatives, among which is the theory that the heavens arc eternal and 
they bring the world into existence. In the course of refuting the eternity of the 
heavens he presents an argument entitled "from increase and diminution," which 
reads: "Every day elapsing from the time of the sphere is an increase over what 
has passed and a diminution from what is to come. But whatever admits increase 
and diminution is of I1nite power; and finiteness implies generation. Should any
one venture to assert that the elapsing of a day docs not increase what has passed 
or diminish what is to come, he would fly in the face of reality and experience."hx 
Saadia here has repeated the essential elements in Philoponus' second proof from 
the impossibility of an infinite number, the proof based by Philoponus on the 

66The present version could establish creation ex nihilo only if one of Saadia's four proofs of 
creation-which 1 have designated as items (i), (v), (vi), and (vii)-had already proved that the very 
matter of the universe is created; but none of those proofs is represented by Saadia as doing so. In 
fact, the previous version of the proof under consideration-that is, item (i)-could make a stronger 
argument fOf creation ex Ilihilo than the present version. although Saadia represents the previous 
version as a proof merely of creation and the present version as a proof of creation ex lIihilo. Should 
it be maintained that formlcss matter is properly described as existing in time. then it could be argued 
that since-in accordance with the previous version-past time must be finite, matter cannot have 
existed forever. 

67 Above, n. 9. 
68Saadia, K. al·Amiiniit, I, 3 (eighth theory), p. 60. 
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principle that an infinite cannot be increased. As in the first item from Saadia 
which we examined,t'<) the argument has been shifted into the realm of time. 
Saadia reasons that each passing day adds to the time already past; that the infinite 
cannot be increased; and that time must consequently be finite. Philoponus had 
maue the same points regarding past "motions.,,7u 

There arc two clements in Saadia's proof which do not come from Philoponus. 
One is the statement that each elapsing uay not merely adds to past timc but also 
diminishes future time. The inexorable diminishing of future time contributes 
nothing to the proof for creation. But the consideration that what is subject to 
diminution cannot be infinite docs appear in Arabic philosophy in a related con
text, in arguments for the impossibility of an infinite magnitude. 71 Saadia prob
ably intends by his statement to intimate an argument against the future eternity 
of the world. The thinking would be: Future time is steadily being diminished, 
the infinite cannot be diminished, therefore future time cannot be infinite. 

The other element in Saadia's proof which docs not come from Philoponus is 
the conclusion that past time is "of finitc power"; we woulu have expected instead 
a conclusion to the effect that past time is of finite extent or of finite duration. 
Samlia surely has expresseu himself poorly; for time cannot properly be uescribed 
as possessing power, whether finite or infinite. Finite power was, as will be 
recalled, a central concept in a different proof of creation, the proof from the 
principle that a finite body can contain only !inite power. And that proof, as will 
appear, was known to Saadia and employeu by him.72 We may conjecture that 
finite power intruued into the present proof as an echo from the other proof, 
where it originally belonged. Both proofs concern themselves with finitcness, 
although of different types, and Saadia-or someone earlier than he in the line 
of transmission-must have mechanically transferred the expression "finite power" 
from the proof where it is appropriate to a proof where it is not. 

(iv) Immediately after the argument just examined, Saadia continues his refu
tation of the thesis that the heavens arc eternal with an argument entitled "from 
the variation ill movements." It reads: "Infinite power docs not vary in itself. 
Sinee we observe that the movements of the heavens vary to the extent that they 
arc thirty or 365 times one another, and still more, we realize that each lof the 
movements] is finite. The explanation is as follows: The eastern movement of 
the highest sphere performs a revolution once in twenty-four hours, whereas the 
western movement of the fixed stars Ii .e., the precession of the equinoxes I pro
ceeds one degree each hunured years, at which rate the complete revolution will 
be performed in no less than 36,000 years or 13,140,000 days .... How can 
you say that a power whose movement varies so widely is not finite,!,,7.1 

(0" Above. pp. 95-96. 
70 Above. p. 88. 
7\ Below, pp. 126-127. 
72Bclow. itcm (v). 
7.1Saadia, K. al-Amiill<it. I. 3 (eighth theory). pp. 60-61. 
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Partly explicitly and partly implicitly, Saadia has reproduced the key elements 
in Philoponus' third proof from the impossibility of an infinite number, the proof 
based on the impossibility of an infinite number's being Illultiplieu. Like Philo
ponus, Saadia reasons that the heavenly bodies move at varying velocities; their 
revolutions accumulate in varying multiples of each other; and therefore, ~each"
that is to say, the number of revolutions undergone by each of the heavenly 
bodies-must be ~finite."74 Saadia even remains faithful to the original proof in 
leaving the discussion within the realm of numbers of motions rather than trans
ferring it-as he did in items (i) and (iii)-to the realm of time. There are small 
changes in detail: Saadia does not reproduce all the astronomical data given by 
Philoponus. 75 In one instance, a substitution has been made; the figure "365" 
(the ratio of the revolutions of the diurnal sphere to the revolutions of the sun, 
and hence the number of days in a year), if not a scribal error, has been substituted 
by Saadia or by his immediate source for the less familiar figure "360" (the ratio 
of the revolutions of the moon to the revolutions of Saturn.76 And an additional 
astronomical datum is evinced, with the unmistakable intent of magnifying the 
effect. The slow movement of the fixed stars, the phenomenon known today as 
the precession of the equinoxes, had been calculated as one degree each hundred 
years. Accordingly, to the paradoxes of multiple infinites cited by Philoponus
as reported by Simplicius-Saadia or his immediate source adds that the infinite 
revolutions of the daily sphere would, over an eternity, have to be no less than 
thirteen million times as numerous as the infinite revolutions of the fixed stars! 

As in the previous item,77 Saadia speaks of finite power, the references to finite 
power appearing here not in the body of the argument but in an introductory and 
a closing statement. The introductory statement, which happens to have a close 
parallel in Aristotle,78 affirms that "infinite power docs not vary in itself"; and 
the closing statement affirms that "a power whose movement varies" must be 
finite. These references to finite power are less incongruous than was the reference 
to finite power in the previous argument. Movement may after all be described 
as due to a finite or infinite power whereas time can hardly be described as 
possessing either. Nevertheless, the introduction of finite power is again inap
propriate. The present argument can be understood solely as reasoning from the 
nature of number, from the impossibility of one infinite number's being a multiple 
of another. The fact that the numbers of celestial revolutions accumulate in vary
ing multiples is pertinent when the argument is so understood; it supplies cogent 
grounds for the conclusion that the number of revolutions of each heavenly body 
is finite. That fact in no way exhibits, however, the finiteness of the power or 
powers moving the spheres. The opening reference to finite power and the con-

74Cf. above, p. 89. 
"See ibid. 
76Ibid . 

7" Aristotle. De Cae/o I. 7. 275b. 27- 29. 
77 Above. pp. 98-99. 
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eluding statement that "a power whose movement varies" is finite thus merely 
obscure the issue. The proper conclusion should be that the number of the rev
olutions of the heavens Illust he finite, and since the heavens cannot exist without 
revolving-as Saauia states explicitly elsewhere"" --they cannot have cxisted 
forever. The concept of finite power, it may again be conjectured, has intruded 
into the present proof as an echo from a separate proof of creation, the proof 
from the finite power of the body of the universe. 

To recapitulate the discussion so far: The four items in Saadia which we have 
been examining arc derived from Philoponus' three proofs for creation from the 
impossibility of an infinite number. The first of Philoponus' three proofs was the 
argument that no event could occur if, in order to reach it, an infinite series of 
transformations had to be traversed. The argument appears in Saadia in two 
versions, which complement each other in reproducing virtually all the details of 
Philoponus' proof. Philoponus' second proof was the argument that the number 
of past events must be finite since an infinite number cannot be added to; and his 
third proof was the argument that the number of the revolutions of the spheres 
mu~t be finite since an infinite number cannot be multiplied. Those two proofs 
reappear in Saadia as part of a refutation of the eternity of the heavens. Saadia's 
versions reveal departures in detail from the original proofs, but the key clements 
of Philoponus' reasoning arc preserved and Saadia even presents the proofs in 
the same sequence as Philoponus. 

(v) I turn to Saadia's first proof of creation. It is entitled "from finitude" and 
reads: "The heavens and earth clearly arc finite inasmuch as the earth is in the 
center and the revolution of the heavens goes around it. Hence their power is 
finite; for, as is well known, an infinite power cannot be present in a finite body. 
Since the power that maintains the heavens and earth ceases, they necessarily 
have a beginning and end.~ Saadia expands on the evidence for the fll1iteness of 
the heavens and earth 80 and concludes: "Since the bodies [of the heavens and 
earth] arc limited, their power is limited, reaching a certain limit where the power 
stops. They cannot continue after the destruction of that power nor exist before 
it does."sl 

7"Saadia. K. al-AlIllilllit. I. I. p. 33. 
'''Saadia explains Ihat Ihe earth cannot be infinite. since il is circumscribed by Ihe orbils of the 

heavenly bodies. and whal can be circumscribed is nol infinile. He explains Ihal the heavens arc nol 
infinile. since the heavens revolve around the earth. and an infinite body could never complete a 
revolution. That argument is derived from Aristolle. De Caelo I. 5. 27Ib. 26 ff. Subsequentt" Saadia 
it can be found in the Kalam thinker Baghdadi. K. U.ylilal-Din (istanbul. 1928). p. 66. Also cf. 
below. p. 257. Saadia finally explains thatlhe universe cannot be infinite by virtue of being composed 
of an infinite number of heavens and earths. His grounds for ruting out a multipticilY of heavens and 
earths arc that each of the four clements can have no more than one natural place. That argument too 
is derived from Aristotle; cf. De Caelo I. 8. and below. PI" 274-275. 

x'Saadia. K. al-AlIllilllit. I. I. PI'. 32-34. The proof is alluded to by Saadia in his COfllfllelllary 

to Seier }e,yira. pp 33 ff.; French translation. pp. 53 ff. 
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Here Saadia has reproduced Philoponus' proof of creation from the principle 
that a finite body can contain only finite power. The "well knownn proposition 
cited by Saadia to the effect that "an infinite power cannot be present in a finite 
bodyn is exactly the Aristotelian principle upon which Philoponus' proof had 
been constructed. 82 Saadia establishes that the corporeal universe is in truth flnite, 
and hence can, by the principle in question, contain no more than finite power. 
And he infers both the generation and the future destruction of the world on 
commonsense grounds: A finite power must eventually "cease" and "stop," and 
nothing can continue to exist after its power is exhausted. The inference reflects 
Philoponus' contention that what contains only finite power is subject to destruc
tion. XJ An indispensable step is, however, omitted by Saadia. Philoponus had 
explained that since the corporeal universe contains the possibility of not existing, 
it cannot be maintained in existence eternally even by an infInite power outside 
itself; for, over an infinite time, the possibility of not existing must, like every 
possibility, inevitably be realized. 84 Unless the step is included, the corporeal 
universe is shown by the argument merely to be incapable of maintaining itself 
eternally in existence through its own power. The universe is not shown to be 
absolutely incapable of existing eternally. Saadia's proof is, then, a simplified 
restatement of Philoponus' proof from the finite power of finite bodies, with an 
indispensable step missing.85 

(vi) Saadia's second proof for creation is entitled "from the joining of parts 
and the composition of segments." "Bodies," he contends, "consist of combined 
parts and composed members and thereby reveal ... signs of generation and of 
the art of an artisan.n As evidence, Saadia cites various types of composition 
discoverable in the corporeal universe, such as the combination of "earth, stones, 
and sand n to constitute the lower world, and the combination of the "several 
layers of spheres" and the "stars" to constitute the celestial region. He concludes: 
"After establishing joining, conjunction, and composition, which arc generated 
things UWlViiditlz) in the body of the heavens and the rest lof the universe], I was 
convinced ... that the heavens and everything they contain arc generated."s6 

What is significant for us in this proof is its location. Saadia presents it imme
diately after his proof from the finite power of finite bodies. Philoponus, as will 
be recalled, had supported his own proof from the finite power of finite bodies 
with a number of auxiliary arguments, intended primarily to show that the cor
pOl'eal universe can indeed contain only finite power. The first, and also thc third, 
of the auxiliary arguments reasoned from the composite nature of the corporeal 

82Above, p. 89. 
83 Above, p. 90. 
8"lbid. 

"'H. Wolfson, "Kalam Arguments for Creation," Saadia Allniversary Voillme (New York, 1943). 
p. 203, offers an interpretation of Saadia, the effect of which is to discover in Saadia Ihe technicalities 

of Philoponus' proof. 
86Saadia, K. al·Amana!. I, I. p. 34. Wolfson. "Kalam Arguments for Crealion." p. 205. n. 34, 

notes that the term parIS at the beginning of the argumcnt might mean alolllS. 
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universe. R7 Thus Philoponus' proof from the finite power of flnite bodies was 
followed immediately by an argument from the fact that all bodies in the universe 
arc composite; and Saadia's proof from the linite power of finite bodies is now 
also followed immediately by an argument from the fact that all bodies in the 
universe arc composite. 

In content, Saadia's argument from composition differs from Philoponus'. The 
evidence cited by Saadia for the composite nature of the corporeal universe is 
not the evidence cited by Philoponus,88 and there is no hint in Saadia of a 
connection between composition and finiteness of power. Yet in whatever light 
Saadia's proof might be regarded, 8'1 Saadia undoubtedly has omitted something 
from his source or left part of his thinking unexpressed, for he fails to explain 
how the premises lead to the conclusion that the world was created. lie merely 
takes for granted that if things arc composite they must be generated. The only 
intimation of grounds for a conclusion is given by him in the statement: ~Con
junction and composition ... arc generated things in the body of the heav
ens .... " The thought behind the statemcnt plays an important role in another 
proof for creation offered by Saadia, the proof to be cxamined next. The appear
ance of the same thought here is perhaps an additional instance of the intrusion 
of echoes of one proof into another; alternatively, it is a conscious attempt to 
assimilate the present proof to the other in order to justify the conclusion.'JO But 
however that thought came to be introduced, it cannot represent the original point 
of the argument, for then there would be no reason for distinguishing between 
the present proof from "compositionn and the succeeding one ~from accidents." 

(vii) Saadia's third proof for creation is, as just mentioned. entitled ~from 
accidents." It begins: "Bodies cannot avoid accidents which occur in each of 
them, either from itself or from outside itself."'11 Saadia examines animal life and 
the earth as a whole, discovers that they arc indeed "not free" of change. which 

87 Ahove. pp. 92-93. 
88 Above, 1'.92. Saadia's failure to mention the composition of matter and form might he explaincd 

by the fact that the proof came to him after it had been reformulated by Kalam thinkcrs who rejectcd 

the Aristotelian matter and form. 
·"Several arguments for creation from composition were put forward in the Midulc Agcs; d. 

below. PI'. 146 IT. 
t~)Thal is sliggested hy M. Ventura. I.ll Plli/os0l'"ic dc SlIaliia Gaon (Pari\. 1914). p. t)t). 

'''The phrase "cithcr from itsclf or from outside itsclf- can he deciphered with the aid of lor· 
Illulalions of lhe proof in other Arabic writers. As a premise. it wa~ common pro~cJurc to JClllon~lratc 

the Kalam doctrine of accidents. the doctrine Ihat none of Ihe characteristics of a physical object lIow 
from. or are uependent upon. an inner essencc. but rathcr all arc addcu to the iuentical inert atoms 
Ihat serve as the material base of each object. To establish the existence of accidents it wa, ,hown 
that the characteristics of things cannot be due to the atom or body itself. anu thcrefore must he uuc 
to a factor distinct from the atom or botly. that is. to an "acciuent"; cf. below. p. 181. By,tating 
that the accidents he is speaking of uo belong to a bouy "cither from it,elf or from outside itself." 
Saadia explicitly rejects the proposition that no characteristic of a thing can lIow "from itself" anu 
he implicitly rejects the Kalam doctrine of accidents. '·Ie would. we may ,upp",e. have hccn more 
comfortahlc with the Aristotciian thcory of jOrl/l. But he apparently uiu not have the philosophic 
knowledge to allow him its usc; cf. Yentura. Lol'hilo.HJphie de Sat/dio. PI'. I02-IO.l. 
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is a "generated thing," and concludes that "what cannot avoid what is generated 
is known to be of the same character." He hereupon extends his investigation to 
the heavens, discovers that they too are not free of motion and other accidents, 
and concludes again: "When I discovered that generated things embrace these 
bodies, and the latter do not precede the former /in time], I was convinced that 
whatever does not precede what is generated is of the same character by virtue 
of its falling under the same class (~laddihi)."92 

Saadia's proof addresses accidents and bodies, while a parallel version of the 
proof known from Islamic writers addresses not accidents and bodies but acci
dents and atoms. 93 The dichotomy of accident and body, or of accident and atom, 
is a Kalam analogue of the familiar Aristotelian dichotomy of form and matter: 
The Aristotelian concept of aform, which carries the essential nature of a given 
object, was rejected by the Kalam, and whatever trace it left was absorbed into 
the Kalam concept of accidem. 94 The specific phenomenon that Saadia's proof 
considers is the continuous and unavoidable presence of generated accidents in 
each body in the universe; the phenomenon that the parallel version consiJers is 
the continuous presence of generated accidents in each atom. That phenomenon, 
translated back into the Aristotelian framework, would be the continuous presence 
of generated forms in matter. As will be recalled, the second of the auxiliary 
arguments with which Philoponus supported his proof from the finite power of 
finite bodies focused precisely on the succession of forms across matter. 95 Sa
adia's proof thus corresponds, in a most general way, to Philoponus' second 
auxiliary argument: Philoponus dealt with the continuous succession of forms 
over matter, while Saadia deals with the continuous presence of changing gen
erated accidents in bodies. The similarity goes no further. Saadia does not repeat 
any details from Philoponus; and his argument rests on a problematical rule, not 
reflecting anything in Philoponus, namely, the rule that "what cannot avoid what 
is generated is known to be of the same character." 96 

The situation we have discovered is this: Philoponus had offered a proof from 
the finite power of finite bodies followed directly by a supporting argument from 

92Saadia. K. al-Amtintit. I. I, p. 35. The proof also appears in Saadia's Commentary to Sefer 
Ye.yira, pp. 33 ff.; French translation. pp. 53 ff. It is alluded to by Saadia in his refutation of Hiwi; 
cf. I. Davidson, Saadia's Polemic AgailJ.fll!iwi AI-Balkhi (New York, 1915), p. 75, §65. 

The last nine words in the proof are understood by Ventura, Rosenblatt, and Altmann as 
meaning: "by virtue of its [i.e., that which is generated] entering its dclinition [i.e .. the definition 
of that which does not precede.]." This would seem to require the following, rather forced, interpre
tation of the text: Since the concept accident is used by the Kalam in defining body, and since all 
accidents are generated, it follows that "what is generated" enters the definition of body, and body 
is also generated. Definitions of body in terms of accident are in fact to be found in Ash'ari, Maqtiltil 
al-[slamiyin, ed. H. Ritter (Istanbul, 1929-1930), pp. 301 ff., and the first of the definitions given 
there would be particularly appropriate for our context. 

"Cf. below, pp. 134 ff. 
94Cf. Maimonides, Guide, I, 73(8); R. Frank, The Metaphysics of Created Being According to 

Aba I-HudhayJ (Istanbul, 1966), p. 42. 
95Above, p. 92. 96Regarding that rule, see below, p. 143. 
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the composition of all bodies in the universe and thereupon by a supporting 
argumcnt from the unceasing succession of impermanent forms over matter. 
SaaJia, for his part, offcrs a proof from the finite powcr of finite bodies followed 
directly by a proof from the composition of all bodies in the universe and thcre
upon by a proof from the continuous presence of impermanent accidcnts in bod
ics. Saadia's proof from the finite power of finite bodies is unmistakably derivcd 
from Philoponus. The similarity of Saadia's sccond and third proofs to thc cor
rcsponding auxiliary arguments in Philoponus is limited. Saadia's proofs consider 
the general phenomena considered by Philoponus' proofs, and likewise appear 
dircctly after the proof from finite power, but they differ from Philoponus' proofs 
in all particulars. 

In each of thc three proofs, Saadia's reasoning is incomplete. His restatement 
of the first proof, the proof from the finite power of finite bodies, omits a step 
without which the conclusion cannot cogently be drawn. 97 As he formulates his 
second proof, the inference of creation from composition is not explained. And 
his third proof, the proof "from accidents," rests on the unproveJ rule affirming 
that "what cannot avoid what is gencrateJ is known to be of the same character." 
The proof from accidents must already have been current in Arabic by Saadia's 
time, since two of his contemporaries, Ash' ari9H and Alfarabi,99 expected their 
readers to be acquainted with it. Ash' ari significantly attributes the proof to the 
"philosophers" and "those who follow them." 100 

I would suggest that Philoponus' proof from finite power may havc circulated 
in Arabic together with at least two 101 auxiliary arguments as a group; and that 
group of proofs underlies Saadia's first, second, and third proofs of creation, the 
items J have designated as (v), (vi), and (vii). If the suggestion is correct, far
reaching changes must have occurred somewhere along the line of transmission: 
The connection between the auxiliary arguments and the basic proof was forgot
ten; essential parts of the reasoning were omitted; and in the case of the third 
proof, the original concepts were translated into their Kalam analogues and pro
vided with a completely new line of argumentation. If the suggestion is not 
correct, pure chance is the only explanation for what has been shown, namely, 
that the two proofs following the proof from finite powcr in Saadia exhibit a 
correspondence to the two auxiliary arguments following the proof from finite 
power in Philoponus. 

'17 Ahove, p. 102. 

""Sec n. 100. 

""Sec below, pp. 134-135. 
'''' A'h'ari, Ri.l"llla ilti ahi al-Thaghr. P"b1icatio/lS o{the TheoloKical Fae"III'.[sllllIl",l. IliH (192H). H9; 

cf. R. hank, • AI-Ash' ar!', Conception of the Nature and Role of Speculative Rca"ming in ThcolllI;Y.
Pml'Ci'ciillgs of the Vltll COlIgre"" of Arahic alld Islall/ic SI"dies (Stockholm, 1972), p. 1."1. Ash' ari, 
more specifically. attributes the argument to "the philosophers, and those who follow them from 
among the qadaril'a. the innovators [or: heretics!. and the devialors from the prophel(s)." He probably 
has the Mu'tazilites in mind. 

""That is to say, the lirst two or first three auxiliary argumellts. 
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Resume 102 

Philoponus' three proofs for creation from the impossibility of an infinite num
ber were known to and used by Saadia [items (i)-(iv)l. IOJ Philoponus had pre
sented the three proofs as a set, but whether Saadia received them as a set is not 
certain. Philoponus' proof from the finite power of /lnite bodies was also known 
to and used by Saadia [item (v)]. 104 After his proof from finite power, Saadia 
offered two other proofs [items (vi) and (vii) I which in their general subject 
matter and order of presentation correspond to the first two auxiliary arguments 
whereby Philoponus had supported his own proof from finite power.105 The 
resemblance, I have submitted, is not fortuitous. 

An interrelation is likely as well between the transmission of Philoponus' proofs 
from the impossibility of an in/lnite number and the transmission of his proof 
from finite power; for in Saadia, two proofs from the former group betray echoes 
of the latter. 106 Quite possibly, therefore, a list of six-or more-proofs for 
creation, all of them concerned with finiteness of one sort or another, may have 
circulated and been available to Saadia. The list would have consisted of Philo
ponus' three proofs from the impossibility of an infinite number, his proof from 
finite power, and at least two auxiliary arguments supporting the proof from finite 
power. 

3. Kindi and Philoponus 

Several generations before Saadia, Kindi formulated four arguments that also 
exhibit unmistakable traces of Philoponus. For the purpose of exposition, I shall 
disregard the order in which the arguments appear in Kindi. The following table 
of corresponding items may again be helpful. 

Kindi 

(i) Argument for the finiteness 
of past time 

(ii) Argument for the finiteness 
of bodies 

(iii) Another argument for the 
finiteness of past time 

(iv) Argument from 
composition 

102See table, above, p, 105. 
103 Above, pp. 95-99. 
104 Above, p. 10 I. 
lOS Above, pp. 102-104. 
I06Above, pp. 99,100. 

Philoponus 

(a.i) The infinite is not 
traversable 

(a. ii) The infinite cannot be 
added to 

(a.ii) The infinite cannot be 
added to 

(b.ii, b.iv) Auxiliary arguments in 
support of proof from 
finite power 
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(i) The first item in Kindi to be examined is a proof of the finiteness of time, 
which reads: "[If past time were infinite], then before every segment of time 
there would be another segment. c/(I injinilllll/. But in tl1<lt case no given time 
could ever be reached. For Ithe durationl from the infinite past to the given time 
would be equal to the duration ascending back from the given time ... to 
infinity .... If something is infinite. its interval cannot be traversed." 107 After 
proving that past time cannot be infinite, Kindi explains that time cannot become 
"actually infinite" in the future either; for no matter what "definite time" might 
be added to the already accumulated finite past time, the total must remain finite. 108 

Kindi is plai!1ly offering another restatement of Philoponus' first proof for 
creation from the impossibility of an infinite number. Like Philoponus, he lays 
down the rule that an infinite cannot be traversed; he draws an analogy between 
going back up through the infinite past and coming down from the infinite past 
to the present; and he concludes that the present could never have been reached 
if an infinite past were to precede it. 109 Kindi departs from Philoponus in trans
ferring the discussion from the realm of past transformations-the realm consid
ered by Philoponus 110 -to the realm of past time, something that Saadia, as will 
be recalled, also did in his restatement of Philoponus' proof. III Kindi's departure 
from Philoponus is not, however, identical with Saadia's, since Kindi. unlike 
Saadia, docs not treat past time as a continuum but instead as a series of intervals. 
The conception of time as a series of intervals is quite atypical and would appear 
to serve a single purpose: It allows Kindi to argue specifically against an infinite 
past series, as Philoponus had done. Another similarity between Kindi's version 
and Saadia 's, in addition to transferring the discussion to the realm of time. is 
that both versions supplement Philoponus' proof for the finiteness of past timo 
with a proof, or at least a statement,112 of the finiteness of future time. The 
supplement indicates that Kindi and Saadia borrowed from a common line of 
transmission in which the finiteness of future time-a theme appearing in Phil
oponus' arguments for creation from finite power-had attached itself to Philo
ponus' proof for the finiteness of past time. Also to be observed arc clear ter
minological similarities between Kindi and Saadia. Both use the same distinctive 
terms for ascending in time (K: muta.yii' idall; 113 S: -ru' lid 1(4) and tral'ersillg 

time (K: Iii tlllJ!a; S: lam yalJ(a'/m 115). 

107KiOlJi. Ra.ltj·i/. ed. M. Ahu Rida (Cairo. 1950). I. p. 121. Parallel versions appear, ibid .. pp. 
197; 205-206. English translalion. with paginalion of the Arabic indicated: AI·Killd;:, Mellll'hrsiCJ. 

trans. A. Ivry (Alhany. 1974). 
IORKindi, Rasa'i/, I. p. 122. See below. n. 12t; Aristotle. Pln'sics Ill, 6. 206a. 25-29. 

1(10 Above, pp. 87-88. 
110 Above. p. 87. 
II I Above. pp. 95-96. 112 Above. p. 96. 
1131 have given Ihe reading of a parallel passage, Rasa'i/. p. 197. The editor of Kindi's Rasii'i/ 

did not undersland Ihe point of the argument and made an incorrect emendation in the present passage. 

p. 121. I, 10. and nole. 
114Saadia, K. al·Amiilllil, I, I, p. 36. and above, p. 96. IIslbid. 
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Kindi, then, knew and employed Philoponus' first proof for neation frolll the 
impossibility of an infinite number and very likely received it through the same 
line of transmission from which Saadia was subsequently to borrow. 116 

(ii) A second argument in Kindi begins by establishing the finiteness of the 
body of the universe, whereupon it proves the liniteness of tillle as a corollary. 
In establishing the finiteness of the body of the universe, Kindi writes: "Supposing 
that an infinite body does exist, a finite [portion of it] may be assumed to be 
removed ... [and subsequently] restored." Now, Kindi continues, the remainder 
left after a finite portion was removed could be neither finite nor infinite. The 
remainder could not be finite; for when the subtracted portion is restored, the 
total, as the sum of two finite magnitudes, would also be finite, whereas the 
initial supposition was that the total is infinite. The remainder left after a finite 
portion is removed could just as surely not be infinite. The remainder could not 
be infinite and yet, on the one hand, fail to be increased when the subtracted 
portion is restored; for every magnitude undoubtedly becomes greater when another 
magnitude is added to it. Nor could the remainder be infinite and yet, on the 
other hand, be increased through the restoration of the finite portion; for "there 
cannot exist two infinite magnitudes of the same type l17 one of which is greater 
than the other." Since the remainder left after removing a finite portion could be 
neither finite nor infinite, an infinite body, Kindi concludes, cannot possibly 
exist. 118 

The argumentation turns on the proposition that "there cannot exist two infinite 
magnitudes of the same type one of which is greater than the other." That prop
osition is equivalent to the principle lying at the heart of Philoponus' second 
proof of creation from the impossibility of an infinite number, the proof in which 
Philoponus had reasoned that the number of past motions leading up to the present 
cannot be infinite, since the number of such motions is subject to increase whereas 
an infinite cannot conceivably be increased; 119 to affirm, as Kindi docs, that one 
infinite cannot be greater than another is equivalent to affirming that the infinite 
cannot be increased. Kindi's procedure of mentally removing and restoring a 
portion of the supposed infinite is designed to bring the principle in question to 
bear upon an infinite body. Philoponus needed no such device because he was 
considering the number of motions that have taken place in the universe, and the 
number of motions is, manifestly, ever growing. Kindi, though, is considering a 
body. He cannot, for his part, flatly assert that every body is subject to increase, 

116Saadia docs not draw his proof from Kindi, for he has details of Philoponus' proof which Kinpi 
does not have. Neither Kindi nor Saadia drew Iheir proofs from the version published by Pines, «An 
Arabic Summary of a Losl Work of Philoponus," pp. 330-336 (above, n. 52). For Ihey include key 
points-Ihe impossibility of traversing an infinite; and the comparison between going back up through 
Ihe infinile and coming down to the present-which thai version omils. 

l11That is 10 say, two infinite lines, two infinite surfaces, or two infinite bodies. 
""Kindi, Rasa' ii, I, pp. 115-116, taken together with pp. 189-191; also cf. pp. 195. 202-203. 
119 Above, p. 88. 
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and thereupon argue that an infinitc hody would he subject to increase, which is 
impossihle; for the obvious response would be that infinite bodies arc not after 
all subject to increase inasmuch as nothing exists outside them which might be 
added to thelll. The procedure of mentally removing and suhsequently restoring 
a portion serves to reveal that the supposition of an infinite body docs in truth 
involve an infinite's being increased: The remainder left after subtracting a finite 
portion could not be finite-since the total would then be finite-but would have 
to be infinite; and when the subtracted portion is restored, an infinite body would 
have been increased. Once the supposition of an infinite body is known to involve 
an infinite's being increased, Kindi can reason, as Philoponus did in connection 
with past events, that an infinite cannot conceivably be increased and conse
quently an infinite body is impossible. 

Kindi's proof of the impossibility of an infinite body is plainly an adaptation 
of the argument whereby Philoponus had proved the impossibility of an infinite 
number of past motions. 

In the context where the argument appears, Kindi is not interested in the 
fjniteness of bodies for its own sake. He is constructing a proof of creation and, 
within the economy of the overall proof, the finiteness of bodies is intended to 
prepare the ground for its more important corollary, the finiteness of time. Kindi 
has two ways of deriving the corollary. 

In several passages he contends that inasmuch as every body is finite, and 
inasmuch as time is an accident of body, time too must be finite. 120 His reasoning 
is highly questionable, the sense in which a body is finite being entirely different 
from that in which time would be finite; time extends in a different dimension 
from the three dimensions in which bodies extend. It is difficult, therefore, to 
sec how the finiteness of the three dimensions of body can imply the finiteness 
of the temporal dimension. 

(iii) Side by side with the foregoing contention, Kindi advances the more 
apposite contention that the "method" establishing the finiteness of bodies may 
be employed comprehensively to "show that nothing quantitative can be actually 
infinite";121 and inasmuch as "time is quantitative, ... an actual infinite time is 
not possible." 122 In other words, the supposed infinite past time would be subject 
to increase, whereas an infinite cannot conceivably be increased; and henee past 
time cannot be infinite. Here we have Philoponus' second proof for creation from 
the impossibility of an infinite number transferred-as in Saadia l23-from the 
realm of past motions to the realm of past time. 

Both Philoponus' first and second proofs of creation fom the impossibility of 
an infinite number thus reappear in Kindi, the discussion in both instances being 

12°Kindi, Rasa'iI, I, p. 116; cf. ibid., pp. 196,203. 
121The potentially infinite, in contrast to the actually infinite, consists, as Kindi explains, in the 

possibility of continually adding to a given quantity. Cf. Rasa' ii, I, p. 116; Aristotle, Physics III, 6. 

122Kindi, Rasa'ii, I, p. 116. 
123Above, pp. 98-99. 
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transferred to the realm of past time: Philoponus had contended that transfor
mations presently taking place could never have been reachcd if, prior thereto, 
an infinite series of transformations had to be traversed; and again that an intinite 
number of past motions is impossible since the number of past motions is con
stantly increased whereas the infinite cannot be increased. Kindi contends [item 
(i») that the present segment of time could not have been reached if, prior thereto, 
an infinite series of segments had to be traversed; 124 and again litem (iii») that 
an intinite past time is not possible, since past time-like other quantities-is 
subject to increase whereas the infinite cannot conceivably be increased. 

One might have expected Kindi to regard his proofs of the tiniteness of past 
time as self-contained proofs for the creation of the world. In Philoponus, a proof 
of the impossibility of an infinite number of past transformations or past motions 
sufficed as a proof of the creation of the world. And in Saadia a proof of the 
impossibility of infinite past time also sufficed as a proof of creation, since it 
went without saying for him that if past time is tinite, the world cannot have 
existed forever. Yet Kindi is not satistied that his proof of the finiteness of past 
time is tantamount, by itself, to a complete proof of creation. He feels called 
upon to show explicitly that the finiteness of past time docs indeed imply a 
beginning of the world, or, to use his words, that it implies the finiteness of the 
body of the universe in respect to "existence" (illllfya ).125 Kindi's procedure for 
showing that the finiteness of past time does imply creation consists in demon
strating the coexistence of the physical universe and time. Again, he has various 
ways of accomplishing his task. 

In a certain passage he reasons that if, on the one hand, the body of the universe 
is not eternal, its very generation was a motion, and therefore the body of the 
universe and its motion arc coexistent; and if, on the other hand, the universe is 
eternal, it must always have been in motion, for were it ever completely at rest, 
it could never have started to move. 126 Whether eternal or not. the body of the 
universe is, then, coexistent with motion. 127 Time is likewise coexistent with 
motion, since by definition time is the "number of motion." 128 "The body lof 
the universe], motion, and time" are, consequently, coexistent with each other 
and "do not ever preeede one another." 129 Kindi's previous arguments to the 
effeet that "all time is tinite" and his present argument to the effect that "body 
does not precede time" lead to the desired conclusion that "the body of the 
universe cannot be intinite in its existence (illlliya)," IJ() but must have a beginning. 

124Above, p. 107. 
mBelow. n. 130. 

'26The contention that if the universe were eternally at rest it could never begin to move is 
Aristotelian; cf. Physics VIII. 1, 251a. 20 ff. The contention is to be found in the Kalam; cf., e.g., 
Fakhr al Din al Riizl, K. al-Arba'in (Hyderabad, 1934), p. 16. 

127Kindi, Rasii'il, I, pp.118-119. 
'28Ibid .. p. 117; cf. Aristotle, Physics V, II, 220a. 24-25. 
'29Kindi, Rasii'il, I. p. 119. 
'30lbid., p. 120; cf. pp. 197-198,204-206. 
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The reasoning has an Aristotelian cast, 131 and is straightforward enough. Else
where, however, Kindi establishes the coexistence of body, motion, and time in 
a convoluted and much more problematic fashion. 132 Embodied within the con
volulions. another of Philoponus' proofs can. I think, be detected. 

(iv) Kindi writes: "Composition and combination are change, for this I last] 1.13 

is a joining and ordering of things. Body is a long-wide-deep, or three dimen
sional substance, and hence is composed of substance. its genus. and long-wide
deep. its specific difference. It lalsol is what is composed of matter and form. 
Now composition is the change from the state that is noncomposition. Compo
sition is motion .... Therefore the body 101' the universel and motion do not 
prccedc OIlC another. ... AmI accordingly the body 101' the universel docs not 
precede duratioll numbered by motion [i.e., time I. Therefore the body 101' the 
universe I. motion, and time do not precede one another in existence (ill/l(\'(/), 

but are simultaneous in existence. Since time was I already proved to be I tinite in 
actuality, the existence of the body lof the universel also is necessarily finite in 
actuality. inasmuch as composition and combination arc a certain change. If. on 
the contrary, composition and combination were not change. the conclusion would 
not be necessary." 134 

Apparently Kindi is reasoning that the universe is a body; every body is com
posite, since it consists of matter together with form, or substance together with 
tridimensionality; composition is a change from the state of noncom position; 
change is a type of motion; hence the body of the universe cannot have existcd 
before motion but is coexistent therewith; motion and time arc likewise coexistent; 
hence the universe cannot have existed before time; but time is finite; hence the 
body of the universe can have existed for only a finite duration. 

If such is indecd Kindi's reasoning, it contains a weak link. Kindi lays down 
that bodies and the universe as a whole are composite (1IlIlrakkab) and infers that 
the body of the universe has undergone change and motion. since composition 
(tarkih) is a change. The inference would appear to be accomplished through a 
blatant equivocation. In Arabic as in English, compositio/l can mcan both a state 
and a process; and Kindi appcars to be gliding from composition in the universe. 
in the sense that the universe exhibits the state of being composite, to composition 
in the universe, in the sense that the universe has undergone the process of 
becoming composite. Only thus is he able to infer that the universe has undergone 
change. 'II) rcscue Kindi from the equivocation. we may perhaps understand him 
to have assumcd a hidden premise, the proposition that everything in a state of 
being composite must have undergone a process rendering it so. The hidden 
premise docs not, however, greatly improve the argument. For the premise is far 

!.lIer. Arislotle. Physics IV, 12. 
I"Rasii'il. pp. 196-197, offers yet another argument for the coexistence of body and time; the 

argument is less well developed and is diflicult to follow. 
l.l'l have taken "change" as the antecedent of "this: 
1.l

4 Kindi, Rastj'il, I, p. 120; cf. ibid .• p. 204. 
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from self-evident and, if employed by Kindi, certainly should have been made 
explicit and defended. 135 

Moreover, quite apart from the equivocation or hidden premise, Kindi's rea
soning is curiously circular. He adduces the fact that the universe has undergone 
a process of composition, as a single link in an elaborate chain of argumentation 
leading to the creation of the world. But once the body of the universe, being 
composed of "matter and form," is acknowledged to have undergone a process 
of composition-from, as Kindi puts it, "the state ... [of] noncomposition" 136_ 

the body of the universe is immediately acknowledged to have come into exis
tence. Kindi is, in effect, contending that given the premise that the body of the 
universe came into existence and several other premises, the coexistence of the 
universe and time ensues; and given the coexistence of the universe and time, 
his earlier proof of the finiteness of past time will imply that the body of the 
universe-came into existence. The premise that the body of the universe came 
into existence allows him to conclude, after a number of intermediate steps, that 
the body of the universe did in truth come into existence. 

The most plausible explanation of what has occurred is this: Kindi must have 
known of an argument proceeding from composition to creation but did not 
understand or remember exactly how it ran. 137 As a result, he incorporates the 
argument from composition into the proof of creation from the finiteness of time, 
employing it merely as a device to help show that the finiteness of past time docs 
imply creation. 

The evidence for composition adduced by Kindi indicates the probable source 
of his argument for composition. Body, Kindi finds, is a "three dimensional 
substance, hence [itl is composed of substance, its genus, and long-wide-deep, 
its specific difference"; furthermore, body is "composed of matter and form." 138 

Philoponus, as will be recalled, had supported his proof for creation from the 
finite power of the universe with several auxiliary arguments, the first and third 
of which took their departure from the presence of compositioll in the universe. 
The evidence for composition adduced by Philopollus ill the first of the auxiliary 
arguments was the circumstance that "the heavens arc [composed] of mattcr and 
form." 139 The evidence adduced by him in the third auxiliary argument was, 
again, that the heavens are "composed of substratum ... and form." And Phil
oponus added thereto the observation that even should the distinction of matter 

I"The premise might, conceivably, be alluded to in the first and last sentences of the passage. 
See also below, p. 148. 

136 Above, n. 134. 

137Kindi, it should be mentioned, is reported elsewhere to have deduced noneternity directly from 
composition. According to the report of Ibn' Adi, he refuted the Christian trinity by contending: 
"Everything composite is caused. and everything caused is noneternal.- Cf. the text published in 
Revue de L'Orient Chretien, XXII (1920), 4, line 15; French translation in A. Pcrier, Pctits Traites 
Ap%lietiqlles de Ya~lya Ben 'Ad, (paris, 1920), p. 119. 

""Above, n. 134. 1.10 Ahove, p.92. 
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and form in the heavens be disputed, the presence in the heavens of "extension 
in three dimensions" -which is a mode of composition-must still be acknowl
edged. 140 The aspects of composition adduced by Kindi turn out to be precisely 
those that had been adduced by Philoponus in his auxiliary arguments from 
composition. It seems probable, therefore, that Kindi knew one or both of Phil
oponus' arguments for crelltion from composition in the universe, but, at least at 
the time he was writing, did not recall them exactly. He adduces and utilizes the 
evidence of composition in the universe not in order to formulate an independent 
proof for creation nor, like Philoponus, to formulate an auxiliary argument in 
support of the proof of creation from the finite power of the universe. Instead, 
he utilizes the evidence of composition for the purpose of showing that the 
finiteness of time docs imply the creation of the world. It is worth mentioning 
also that although Kindi employs his argument from composition differently, a 
certain similarity to the overall configuration in Philoponus can be discerned: 
Kindi too employs the argument from composition in support of another proof 
for creation, rather than independently. 

'Ib recapitulate: Kindi (i) establishes the finiteness of past time through a 
restatement of Philoponus' first proof of creation from the impossibility of an 
infinite number. The argument is that an infinite cannot conceivably be traversed, 
and consequently the present moment could not, on the assumplion of eternity, 
ever have been reached. Kindi (ii) establishes the finiteness of all bodies through 
an adaptation of Philoponus' second proof of creation from the impossibility of 
an infinite number; the argument here resls on the principle that an infinite cannot 
conceivably be increased. Once Kindi proves the finiteness of all bodies, he 
derives therefrom the corollary that past time must be finite. His reasoning is that 
since time is an accident of body, and the body of the universe is finite, time too 
must be finite. And, he adds more appositely, (iii) the principle that an infinite 
cannot be increased may be applied to time as well as body, thereby establishing 
that time too is finite. Kindi has thus recast Philoponus' first and second proofs 
of creation from the impossibility of an infinite number as proofs for the finiteness 
of past time. For Kindi, a proof of the finiteness of time docs not yet, by itself, 
constitute a proof of creation, and he feels called upon to show that the finiteness 
of time does imply the finiteness of the "existence" of the body of the universe. 
One device he employs to that end is (iv) an argument from composition. Exam
ination of his argument from composition discloses, however, that it cannot 
originally have been intended for the end to which Kindi employs it; and, further, 
that it cites the very evidence for composition which had been cited by Philoponus 
in his auxiliary arguments from composition. Philoponus is therefore again indi
cated as Kindi's likely ultimate source. 141 

14°1bid. 

'4IA connection between Kindi and Philoponus was also observed by R. Walzer. Greek into 
Arabic (Oxford. 19(2), pp. 190-196. 
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Earlier we saw that Saadia offers adaptations of at least four of Philoponus' 
proofs for creation, including Philoponus' first and second proofs from the impos
sibility of an infinite number. 142 Those proofs have now been found in Kindi as 
well, transferred, as in Saadia, to the realm of time. In addition, Saadia, like 
Kindi, offers an argument for creation from composition in the universe, and 
both writers present their arguments from composition in association with other 
proofs for creation deriving from Philoponus. 143 The reasoning of Saadia's argu
ment from composition differs from the reasoning of Kindi 's; but in both instances 
the reasoning exhibits such obvious gaps that the arguments must be incomplete 
restatements of a once known, half-forgotten earlier proof. 144 Significantly, Sa
adia and Kindi use the same three terms-composition (tarkib) , combination (K: 
i'tiliif; S: ajza' mu' allafa) , and joining Uam ')-in formulating their argu
ments. 145 With regard to Saadia, I suggested that a list or collection of proofs 
for creation deriving from Philoponus circulated and was utilized by him. I would 
here suggest that Kindi knew a collection of proofs for creation deriving from 
Philoponus which resembled that known to and utilized by Saadia. The collection 
available to Kindi included at least Philoponus' first and second proofs from the 
impossibility of an infinite number and one or both of his auxiliary arguments 
from composition. Either the form in which the arguments from composition 
reached Kindi did not permit him to grasp the original point, or else Kindi forgot 
the point when he sat down to write. He was consequently left-like Saadia
to employ the argument as best he could. 

Two small details in Kindi's discussion of creation may cast added light on his 
source. The first detail is this: Each time Kindi takes up the issue of creation, he 
opens with the proof of the finiteness of bodies [item (ii)], whereupon he proceeds 
to a proof of the finiteness of past time. 146 The proof of the finiteness of bodies 
contributes only superficially to the proof of the finiteness of past time. The 
finiteness of bodies prepares the ground for the highly questionable inference that 
since time is an accident of body, time too must be finite. 147 And the proof of 
the finiteness of bodies allows Kindi to observe that the sallie argumentation
an infinite cannot be increased, hence what is subject to increase cannot be 
infinite-will apply to everything quantitative, so that time too can be proved to 
be finite. 148 A much simpler procedure would plainly have been to apply the 
argumentation immediately to time without reference to the finiteness of bodies. 
But the finiteness of bodies did serve as an essential premise in a different proof 
of creation, Philoponus' proof from the finite power of finite bodies. 14Y In Phil

oponus' own formulation of that proof the finiteness of the body of the universe 

l4'Above. pp. 95-102. 
14JCf. above. p. 102. 
144Cf. above. p. 103. 145 Above. nn. 86 and 134. 
146Kindi. Rasa'i/. I. pp. 115-116; 195-197; 203-204. 
147Above. p. 109. 
14'lbid. 149 Above. p. 90. 
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was presupposed. Aristotle had already demonstrated the finiteness of the body 
of the universe at considerable length,I50 and Philoponus did not trouble to take 
the subject up again. Still, completeness would require that the proof should 
include grounds for the finiteness of the body of the universe; Saadia's version 
of the proof did, for example, include such grounds. 151 The argument for the 
finiteness of bodies formulated by Kindi could serve the purpose well. It is an 
adaptation of one of Philoponus' other proofs for creation 152 and it could fittingly 
be adduced to support a key premise in Philoponus' proof for creation from the 
finite power of finite bodies. Kindi's sense that establishing the finiteness of bodies 
is pertinent to the issue of creation might then echo a version of the proof of 
creation from finite power in which the finiteness of bodies was explieitly 
demonstrated. 

The other detail that deserves attention is a sentenee appearing at the end of 
Kindi's argument for the finiteness of bodies, in one of the passages in which he 
advances the argument. Apropos of nothing either preceding or following, Kindi 
asserts: "Actuality proceeds from power (al-ft '[ kharij mill al-quwa) inasmuch 
as the latter is the cause of the former; aetuality [therefore] is finite by virtue of 
the finiteness of power." 153 In its context, the statement is completely incompre
hensible. It could, however, fit exactly into a proof of creation from the finite 
power of finite bodies. After establishing that the body of the universe is finite 
and finite bodies contain only finite power, such a proof might appropriately 
explain that "actuality," that is to say, actual existence, must in every instance 
prOl;eed from a "power"; when actual existence proceeds from "finiteness of 
power" it must likewise be "finite"; and therefore the physical universe-con
taining, as it does, only finite power-ean have existed for only a tinite time. 

We have, then, two revealing details: Kindi's feeling that the finiteness of 
bodies is pertinent to proving creation; and the statement at the end of his argu
ment for the finiteness of bodies to the effect that the finiteness of "actuality" is 
a consequence of the" finiteness of power." Those two details could well be echoes 
of a lost version of Philoponus' proof for creation from the finiteness of the body 
of the universe. The conjectured version would establish the finiteness of the 
body of the universe by means of the principle that an infinite cannot be increased. 154 
It would proceed to establish the principle that a finite body can contain only 
finite power. It would contend that the "actuality" of a finite body is necessarily 
finite because of the "finiteness of [the] power" of the body. And it would con
clude that finite bodies, including the finite body of the universe, can have existed 
for only a finite time. 

"0 Aristolle. Pln'sics III. 5; Dc Cac/" I. 5 - 7. Cf. below. pp. 254-259. 
'" Above. n. 80. 
"2 Above. p. 108. 
"'Kindi. RlI.Hj· il. I. p. 196. 
"4Cr. above. p. 88; below. pp. 125-126. 
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4. Summary 

Two sets of proofs for creation were formulated by Philoponus. One set rested 
on the impossibility of an infinite number and argucd in thrce diffcrcnl ways lhal 
the number of past transformations and motions cannot be infinite. The other set 
rested on the principle that a finite body can contain only finite power and reasoned 
that the finite body of the universe could not contain the power required for 
existence to have continued for an infinite past time. The latter set consisted of 
a basic proof supported by auxiliary arguments, among which were to be found 
two arguments from composition and an argument from the continual succession 
of forms across matter. Evidence from Arabic philosophers and bibliographers 
establishes that the works in which Philoponus developed his two sets of proofs 
were known to the medieval Arabs. Moreover, Arabic texts explicitly cite, in 
Philoponus' name, the first proof from the former set and the basic proof of the 
latter. 

Kindi and Saadia, who do not mention Philoponus by name, unmistakably 
employ some of Philoponus' proofs and may have derived other proofs from him. 
Kindi offers versions of the first and second proofs for creation from the impos
sibility of an infinite number; and a remnant of the proof from the finite power 
of finite bodies together with the auxiliary arguments from composition may be 
reflected in his treatment of the problem of creation. Saadia offers versions of all 
three of Philoponus' proofs for creation from the impossibility of an infinite 
number as well as a simplified restatement of the proof for creation from the finite 
power of finite bodies. The auxiliary arguments from composition and the argu
ment from the succession of forms across matter may also be reflected in Saadia. 
If my suggestion regarding the argument from the succession of forms across 
matter is correct, that argument was at some stage converted into a proof from 
the succession of accidents in bodies. 

The next chapter will show that the three proofs of creation from the impos
sibility of an infinite number were widely employed in the Middle Ages. The 
proof from the presence of accidents in bodies also enjoyed considerable, although 
narrower, currency, for it was not taken seriously beyond the boundaries of the 
Kalam. And several arguments from the composition in the universe were put 
forward as well. 

v 
Kalam Proofs for Creation 

1. Proofs from the impossibility of an infinite number 

As was seen in the prcvious chapter, John Philoponus drew up a sct of three 
proofs for creation from the impossibility of an infinite number. All three were 
utilized by Saadia and two were utilized by Kindi, the form they took in Saadia 
and Kindi indicating that they had circulated in Arabic together with other proofs 
of Philoponus. The three proofs for creation from the impossibility of an infinite 
number enjoyed considerable vogue in medieval Islamic and Jewish philosophy, 
and they underwent several developments. 

Philoponus' ·first proof was the argument that the world must have a beginning 
since an infinite number of past transformations could not have been traversed. I 
It became, in Kindi and Saadia, the argument that the world must have a beginning 
since an infinite past time could not have been traversed. 2 In the early period it 
was also employed by Iskafi (d. 854) and NaHam (d. 845), two Mu'tazilite 
thinkers who were approximate contemporaries of Kindi. 

Iskull is reported to have reasoned: "If there were no first (terml at which 
things begin, and which is not preceded by anything prior, it would be impossible 
for anything to come abou!." 3 The statement is not very precise, but we seem to 
have, once again, the familiar contention that an infinite series of events or an 
infinite continuous time-the text does not indicate which of the two Iskull might 
have meant-cannot be traversed, and therefore, the present moment could never 
have bcen rcached if such an infinite had preceded. NaHum is similarly reported 
to have reasoncd: "The traversal of bodies [sic] that has passcd must be either 
finite or infinite .... If it were infinite, it would have no first (term], and what 
has no flrst [term] cannot be exhausted. The fact that what has passed has been 
exhausted is a proof of its finiteness."4 At first glance one might suppose that 

, Above. pp. 87-88. 
2 Above. pp. 95-96, 107. 
3Khayya!. K. al-lnli~iir, cd. and trans. A. Nader (Beirut, 1957). §5. 
4Ibid .• §20. 
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Na??iim is speaking of bodies' traversing space and that he is undertaking a proof 
of the spatial finiteness of the universe. But since his argument is represented in 
our source, Khayya!, as a method for establishing creation, 5 and since it is dis
tinguished there from Na??iim's proof of the finiteness of the body of the uni
verse/' it must be interpreted in terms of the proof already known to us from 
Kindi, Saadia, and now-with a bit of hesitation-from lskafi: An infinite time, 
Nagam is contending, could not be traversed by the succession of "bodies" that 
have existed; therefore, on the assumption of eternity, the past could never be 
completed, and the present moment could never have been reached. 7 

We are told that a critic, Ibn al-Rawandi, accused Nagam of self-contradiction, 
since by the side of the argument just cited he held that "what traverses and what 
is traversed are infinite, and thus by maintaining that the former exhausts the 
latter Na??iim has affirmed the exhaustion of what is infinite." H The exact meaning 
of the objection is clarified by other information concerning Na??-am and by 
recalling an objection that Saadia took up in connection with his fourth proof of 
creation. 9 N a??am was notorious for having held the unorthodox position that 
bodies are infinitely divisible, at least in thought, a position implyin'g that space 
too is infinitely divisible. 10 Accordingly, Ibn al-Rawandi maintains, Nap:am him
self must assume the traversal of an infinite number of parts whenever a body 
moves from one place to another; why then should he deny the traversal of an 
infinite time? This objection to Nagam, which encapsules Zeno's first paradox, 
is more explicit in a parallel critique of Na??iim's proof of the finiteness of the 
body of the universe. II No clear solution to the objection is provided by our 
source, Khayya!, but from other reports Nagam is known to have held that bodies 
succeed in moving from one place to another by "leaping" over some of the 
infinite parts of the distance traversed. 12 Saadia must have had knowledge of the 
exchange over Na??am's proof, for he gives the same proof, raises the same 
objection, explicitly rejects the solution based on the theory of the "leap," and 
offers an alternative solution instead. 13 

'Ibid. 
6lbid., § 19. 
7 By "the Iraversal of bodies," NaHam might also conceivahly mcan: the lolal distance Iravc1ed 

by all bodies Ihal havc exisled in the universc. Slill anolher intcrprclation is givcn by II. Wolfson. 
The Philosophy of the Kalam (Cambridge, Mass .• 1976). p. 416. 

"Khayya!. K, al-lllti,yiir, §20. 
9 Above, p. 118. 

I"References in A. Nader, Le Systeme Philosophique dcs Mu'tazila (Beirut. 1956). p, 155; H. 
Wolfson. The Philosophy of the Kalam, pp. 495-496,514. 

II Khayya!. K, al-lllti~cir, §19. For Zeno's paradoxes see AristoIle, Physics VI. 9. 
12References in A. Nader, Le Systeme Philosophique des MII·taziia. p. 182; H. Wolfson. The 

Philosophy of the Kalam. pp, 515-517. 
IJSaadia. K. al-Amiiniit wa-I-I'tiqiidiit. ed. S, Landauer (Leiden. 1880), I, I. 36-37; English 
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The impossibility of eternity was established by Na:gam in another way as 
well, described by Khayyii! as one "of the best" the Kalam offcred: "The stars 
either arc equal to each other lin velocitYI ... or else some arc swifter than 
olhers. If Ihey afe equal I in velocity\, the distance Iravefsed by some is less than 
what is traversed by all of them together, so that when the distance traversed by 
some is added to the distance traversed by the rest, the total will be greater than 
the part." Neither the total distance traveled by all the stars nor the distance 
traveled by a single star could, then, be infinite, for one infinite cannot conceiv
ably be greater or less than another. "If Ithe second alternative should be correct 
andl some stars are swifter than others," the outcome is more obvious. For the 
distance traveled by the swifter is greater than the distance traveled by the slower, 
and "whatever is susceptible of less and greater is las already seenl/inite." That 
is to say, eternity would involve disparate intinites, whereas one intinite cannot 
be greater than another. Since the stars have traveled only a /inite distance and 
hence can have performed only a finite number of revolutions, the heavens and 
the world as a whole must have existed for only a tinite time. 14 By reasoning 
here from the principle that one in/inite cannot be greater than another, Na??-iim 
is giving a fairly faithful version of Philoponus' second proof of creation, the 
proof resting on that principle. The illustration employed by Na??iim, namely 
the movements of the stars, is also derived from Philoponus, 15 although Na?-?am, 
unlike Philoponus, focuses on the distances that the stars travel rather than on 
the numbers of revolutions they perform. A new twist, moreover, has been added 
to the argument by NaHam. Even if the stars happen to have identical velocities, 
he explains, the assumption of eternity still entails incommensurate inlinites, 
since the distance traveled by each of the stars will be less than the total distance 
traveled by all. 

Philoponus' first proof for creation from the impossibility of an in/inite number, 
the argument that the present could never have been reached if in/inite past time 
or an in/inite series of past events had tp be traversed, has now been traced in 
lskiill, Na~~~lm, Kindi, and Saadia. It appears with variations in Avicenna (who 

translalion. wilh pagination of Arabic indicated: Book of Belitfs alld OpilliollS, trans. S. Rosenblatt 

(Ncw Havcn. 1948). 
14Khayyiit, K, al-lllti,y,ir, §20. 
"In Philoponus' main statement of the proofs from the impossibility of an infinite number. the 

movcmcnls of the slars were the phenomenon upon which Ihe third proof focuses; d, above. p, 89. 
In a more casual slatement of the proofs. Ihe movements of the spheres. rather than of the stars. were 
among the phenomena adduced by Philoponus in the course of his second proof; cf. COllllllclltarv 011 

Phl'Sics. cd, H, Vilelli, COllllllelltaria ill Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. XIV/2 (Berlin. 1897), p. 429. 
Also cf. Saadia as quoted above. p.99, 
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rejects it), 16 Ibn Hazm. 17 Na~ir-i-Khosraw, 18 Juwaynf,19 Ghazali,20 Judah Hal
levi,21 Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi,22 Averroes (who rejects it),23 Maimonides (who also 
rejects it),24 Amidi,25 and Levi Gersonides. 26 It was known to the ChriMians, 
being accepted by Bonaventure27 and rejected by Albertus Magnus2H and Thomas 
Aquinas. 29 Spinoza records it,30 and it filtered down to Kant. 31 

Philoponus' second proof was the contention that the world must have a begin
ning since the past is continually being increased and an infinite cannot conceiv
ably be increased. The proof has now been discovered in Nazzam Kindi and 
Saadia. It appears as well in 'Abd al-Jabbar,32 Avicenna (wh~' rej~cts it/J Ibn 
I:Iazm,34 GhazaIi,35 Bai)ya,36 Judah Hallevi,37 Shahrastani,38 Ibn Tufayl (who is 

16In chapter 4 of an unpublished treatise contained in British Museum, MS. Add. Or. 7473, and 
summarized by S. Pines, "An Arabic Summary of a Lost Work of John Philoponus," Israel Oriell/al 
Studies, II (1972), 348. 

17Ibn J:lazm, K. al·Fa~/fi al-Milaf (Cairo. 1964), I, p. 16 (proof 2); Spanish translation: Aben
Iulzam de Cordoba y su Historia Crftica de las Idells Religioslls. trans. M. ASln Palacios, Vol. II 
(Madrid, 1928), p. 102. 

18Cf. S. Pines, Beitraege zur /slamischen Atomenlehre (Berlin, 1936), p. 37, n. 2. 
19K. al-lrshtid (Cairo, 1950), p. 26; K. al-Shiimil (Alexandria, 1969), p. 216; Textes llPologe

tiques de Guwain; (Luma') ed. M. Allard (Beirut, 1968), p. 126. 

2°al-Iqti~iidfi al-I'tiqiid (Ankara, 1962), p. 32; al-Risiila al-Qudsiya, published as AI.Ghazafi's 
Tract on Dogmatic Theology, cd. and trans. A. Tibawi (London, 1965), pp. 17, 35. 

21Kuzari, V, 18(1). 

22K. al-Arba';n (Hyderabad, 1934), 'p. 15. This and Philoponus' other two objections to eternal 
motion are not given as complete proofs of creation by RazL His complete argument is that if the 
universe were eternal it would have to be either eternally at rest or eternally in motion, but cannot 
in fact be either. 

23K. al-Kasll/, cd. M. Mueller (Munich, 1859), p. 36; Tllilli/ut al-Tahiifut, cd. M. Bouyges 
(Beirut, 1930), I, p. 20; English translation, with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Merroes' 
Tahafut al-Tahafut, trans. S. van den Bergh (London, 1954). 

24Guide to the Perplexed, I, 74 (2). 

2'Ghiiya al-Mariim (Cairo, 1971), pp. 13-14. 
26Mil!lOmot ha-Shem (Leipzig, 1866), VI, i, II, pp. 344-345. 

27Commentary on II Sentences, in Opera Omnia, Vol. II (Quaracchi, 1882). d. I, p. I, a. I, 
q. 2; cf. E. Gilson, The Philosophy of St. Bonavelllure (New York, 1938), p. 192. 

28Physics, VIII, i, 12. 

29Summa cO/lira Gentiles. II, chap. 38 (3); Summa Theologiae, 1,46, art. 2, ohj. 6. 
JOCogitata Metaphysica, II, 10, II. 

"Critique of Pure Reason, A426/B454. For Mendelssohn's comments on the proof, cf. A. 
Altmann, "Moses Mendelssohn's Proofs for the Existence of God; Melldelssohn Studien. II (1975), 13-
14. 

32K. al-Majmu'fi al-Mu~i! bi-l-Taklif, cd. J. Houbcn (Beirut, 1965), p. 61. 
JJChapter 8 of the unpublished treatise cited above, n. 16. 
34K. al-Fa~/fi al-Milal, I, pp. 16-17 (proof 3). 
"al-Iqti~iid, p. 33. 

36al_Hidiiya (Hobot ha-Lebabot) , ed. A. Yahuda (Leiden, 1912), I, 5, p. 44. 
37Kuzari, V, 18 (I). 

38 K. Nilulya al-/qdiim, ed. A. Guillaume (Oxford and London, 1934), p. 28. 
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noncommittal regarding its validity),39 Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi,40 Maimonides (who 
rejects it),41 TfIsi,42 Levi Gersonides,43 iji,44 and Aaron ben Elijah.45 It too was 
known to the SdlOlastics. Bonaventure accepted it,46 Alluinas rejectcd it:17 and 
its validity was hOlly debated by subsequent Latin writers. 4H 

The standard response of the medieval Aristotelians to the proof for creation 
from the impossibility of an infinite's being increased was that past time or past 
events arc not enumerable objects; consequently, the passage of infinite time 
would not after all involve the paradox of an actual infinite number's being 
increased. That response will be examined a little more fully below. A more 
radical response was also made, however. The more radical response counte
nances additions to, and subtractions from actual infinite numbers, but maintains 
that the notions greater, smaller. and equal are not applicable to the infinite. In 
other words, an infinite number can indeed be added to or subtracted from; but 
the resultant new infinite number cannot properly be described as greater than, 
smaller than, or even equal to the old infinite number. The paradoxes connected 
with incommensurate infinite numbers thereby fall away: Infinite numbers arc 
neither incommensurate nor commensurate. This response to the proof from the 
impossibility of increasing the infinite was made by Crescas49 and certain Scho
lastic writers;50 and a similar line of thought was later to be advanced by Bruno 
and Galileo. 51 As far as is known, only a single medieval Arabic writers, Thabit 
ibn Qurra, went so far as to countenance the incommensurability of infinites. 

3"Hayl' bell Yaqdhiill, ed. and trans. L. Gauthier (Beirut, 1936), Arabic text, p. 81, taken together 
with p: 76; French translation, p. 61, taken together with p. 58; English translation: Hayy bell Yaqziin, 
trans. L. Goodman (New York, 1972), with pagination of the Arabic indicated. 

4I'K . al-Arb<l'ill, p. 15. Cf. above, n. 22. 
4I Gllide, I, 74 (cnd). 
42Glosses to Riizi's Mllhassal (Cairo, 1905). p. 93. 
4"MiI/llIl11ot IIlI-SIIl'III, ,h.-i, II, pp. 341,343.346. 
44 K . ~/-MaW<iqif(Cairo, 1907), VII, 224. Ibn Tufayl, Tiisi, and iji employ the method of "appli

cation" (cf. below, pp. 126-127) in formulating the argument. 
45,[-;S Hayyim, cd. F. Delitzsch (Leipzig, 1841), p. 28. 
46Co;m;lelltary 01111 Selllellces, d. I, p. I, a. I, q. 2; cf. Gilson, The Philosophy of St. BOllaventure. 

p. 190. 
47Sulllllla Collll'll Gellli!t'.I'. 11.38 (4); cf. SUlllllla Thelliogiae. 1.7. art. 4. 
4KCf. Maier. "Problcm des aktucll Unendlichen: Allsgehendes Millela/ter, Vol. I (Rome, 19(4), 

pp. 53-67,76,83. 
490r IIll-Shelll. III. i, 4. Crcscas might have borrowed from the Scholastics; cf. S. Pines, ha

SkolcWika .!he-all<l/'(~ Thomas Aq/lillas /I-lIIishllato shel Hasdai Crescas (Jerusalem. 1966). 
sOMaier, "Pr~blem des aktuell Unendlichen; as ab~ve, n. 48. 
SI G. Bruno, De la causa, V (beginning); Galilco, Discorsi e dimostrazioni matematiche ifllorno 

a dlle III/ave sciellze, in Opere (Florence, 1898), VIII, p. 78; English translation: Two New Sciellces, 
trans. S. Drake (Madison, 1974), p. 4q (dealing with infinite spatial magnitude). Also cf. Spinoza. 
Ethics, I, xv, Schol.; H. Wolfson, Philosophy ofSpinoza, Vol. I (Cambridge, Mass., 1948). pp. 288 
ff. 
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Thiibit maintains that one infinite can in truth be "a third or a quartcr or a !lfth 
of another in/inite."s2 

Philoponus' third proof of creation from the impossibility of an inlinite number 
was the contention that since the planets move at different speeds, eternity would 
involve the absurdity of one infinite's being the multiple of another. The argument 
has been shown to appear with minor changes in Saadia. 53 It also appears in 
Avicenna (who rejects it),54 in Ibn I:Iazm,55 Ghazali,56 Judah HalIevi,57 Shah
rastiinl,58 Abu al-Barakiit,59 Fakhr ai-Din al_Riizl,6o Gersonides,6l and a number 
of Scholastic writers.62 Saturn, the planet that performs the fewest revolutions 
and hence gives rise to the greatest paradoxes, caught the fancy of the Muslim 
writers and is mentioned by most of them who offer the proof. 

Because of the similarity between the third proof and the second-one num
ber's being the exact multiple of another is simply a special case of its being 
larger than the other-the boundary between the two is generally blurred. Even 
Philoponus had not always kept the two distinct, doing so only in the main 
presentation of his proofs of creation. 63 With the exception of Saadia and Ghazali, 
all the instances of the third proof cited here conflate it with the second proof. 
The reasoning invariably is that since the revolutions of the planets are multiples 
of one another, eternity would involve the absurdity of one inlinite's being larger 
than another. 

The train of thought animating proofs of creation from the impossibility of an 
inlinite number was sueh that arguments could easily proliferate. Two obvious 
roads were open: First, additional objects could be discovered which would run 
to infinity on the assumption of eternity, and secondly, additional grounds could 
be discovered for the impossibility of an infinite number. 

The first road had already been taken by Philoponus. In his main presentation 
of the proofs from the impossibility of an inlinite number, Philoponus had con
cerned himself with transformations and motions in the universe, explaining that 

S2Cf. S. Pines in Actes du Xle Congres International d' Histoire des Sciences (Warsaw, 1968), 
III. p. 164. 

S3 Above. p. 99. 
S4Chapter 8 of the unpublished treatise cited above, n. 16. 
sSK. al-Faflfi al-Milal. I, p. 16 (3). 

S6al-Iqtifiid. p. 32; al-Risiila al-Qudsfya. pp. 17,35; Tahii/ut al-Fa/iisifa, cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 
1927). I, § 16; English translation in Averroes' Taha/ut al-Taha/ut, trans. S. van den Bergh (London. 
1954), p. 9. 

S7 Kuzari. V, 18 (1), 

38K. Nihiiya al-Iqdiim, p. 29. 
s9K. al-Mu'tabar (Hyderabad, 1939), 111.42. 
6OK. al-Arba'fn, p. 15. Cf. above, n. 22. 
61Milhamotha-Shem. VI. i, II. p. 341. 
62Mai~r, ·Problem des aktuell Unendlichen,· as above. n. 48. 
6'Cr. above. pp. 88-89. 
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on the assumption of eternity, the number of transformations and motions occur
ring in the universe would run to inlinity. Uut when the proofs appear elsewhere 
in Philoponus, additional illustrations arc given. Philoponus points out tl1<lt on 
the assumption of eternity, the members of the human species and indeed the 
members of each human genealogical line would run to inlinity. The number "of 
horses,~ "of dogs," "of the other animals and plants as well as the movements of 
each of the spheres" would be infinite. There would accordingly result a "two
fold,~ a "threefold,~ a "many-fold, if not inlinitely multiplied ... actual infinite,~ 
all of which is ruled out by the impossibility of an infinite's being traversed, 
added to, or multiplied.64 

The Arabic writers discovered a variety of things that would run to infinite on 
the assumption of eternity. Kindi, as was seen, contended that the segments of 
past time would run to infinity.65 Saadia contended that the past time continuum 
would extend infinitely. 66 Ibn I:Iazm, probably by pure coincidence, adduces some 
of the examples that Philoponus had offered in his secondary statements of the 
proofs. Over an eternity, Ibn I:Iazm writes, the number of men, the number of 
horses, and the total of the two would be infinite, leading once again to the 
absurdity of one inlinite's being larger than another.67 Gersonides observes that 
the number of lunar eclipses would be infinite, which would mean that the moon 
is in an eternal state of eclipse!68 Ghazali, followed by others, argues that an 
infinite number of immortal souls would accumulate, whereas even the strictest 
Aristotelian grants that an infinite number of things existing together is impossible. 6

'J 

Ghazali goes a step further. Even if individual human immortality should be 
denied, he writes, souls or other objects can nonetheless be "supposed" to have 
come into existence at every moment of past time, to remain in existence, and 
to accumulate in an in/inite number; yet an infinite number of objects is, for the 
various reasons that have been given, impossible. 70 No more is said by Ghazali, 
but his intent can be surmised. He undoubtedly was thinking of the Aristotelian 
definition, or characterization, of the "possible" as what is such that "when it is 

64 De Aeternitate Mundi colltra Proc/um. cd. H. Rabe (Leipzig. 1899). p. II; CommellIary 011 

Physics. p. 429. 
"-'Above, p. 107. ""Above. pp. 95-96; 98-99. 
"7 K. al-NI.y/ ji al-Milal. I. p. 16 (3). 

6"MWwmot ha-Shem, VI, i, II. pp. 342-343. This argument is descended from Philop,mus' 
third objection to eternal motion (cf. above •. p. 89); for Gersonides is contending that it is absurd 
to suppose that a fraction of an infinite is equal to the whole infinite. 

69Tall<VUI al-f(l/iisifa. I, §22; English translation, p. 13. Also cf. Shahrastani. K. Nihiiva al
[qd(jlll, pp. 24, 28. 50; Maimonides, Guide. I. 74 (7); Albcrtus Magnus, Physics. V111. i, 12. in 
Opera Omnia. cd. A. Borgnet. Vol. III (Paris, 1890); Bonaventure, Commentary on /I Srntl'llces. 
d. I. p. I, a. I, q. 2; Gilson, The Philosophy o/St. 8ollavelllure. p. 194; Aquinas. Summa colllm 
Gentiles. 11. chap. 38 (6), and Summa Theoloxiae. I. 46, arl. 2. obj. 8; Maier •• Problem des aktuell 
Uncndlichen," pp. 52-53, 56-57, 73, 76. Maimonidcs, Albertus, Aquinas, and Duns Scotus, all 
reject the argument; cf. H. Wolfson, The Philosophy 0/ Kalam, pp. 455.457-458, and Maier, ibid. 

707iIIl<Vut al-flliiisifa. IV. §§8, 19; English translalion, pp. 162. 169. Cf. below. p. 369. 
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assumed to exist, nothing i~possible results therefrom."7l His meaning is that 
even if objects have not actually come into existence at every moment of past 
time and remained in existence, for them to have done so is, nonetheless, a 
logical possibility.72 Since it is possible, nothing impossible might result from 
assuming that it occurred. The assumpti9n, however, that objects have at every 
moment of past time come into existence and remained in existence does result 
in an impossibility when combined with the additional assumption that the world 
is eternal; for the two assumptions taken together entail the existence of an infinite 
number of objects, something known to be impossible. Inasmuch as the former 
assumption, the "supposition" that an object has come into existence at each 
moment of past time, is possible, the latter assumption, the eternity of the world, 
must be rejected. 

Ghazali's contention that eternity would imply the actual accumulation of im 
infinite number of immortal souls or would at least permit "supposing" the accu
mulation of an infinite number of souls, played a central role in Scholastic spcc
ulation regarding the validity of proofs from the impossibility of an infinite number. 73 

The first road to new arguments for creation from the impossibility of an infinite 
number consisted, then, in the discovery of additional objects that would run to 
infinity on the assumption of eternity. The second road to new arguments con
sisted in proposing additional reasons why past events, time, and the like, cannot 
be infinite. There was the contention that number is finite by its very nature;74 
and consequently, the number of the revolutions of the spheres,75 of past indi-

'd al 76 f' . If 77 b fi' AI' . VI u s, or 0 time ltse, must e lmte. ternatIvely, quantity was held to 
be finite by its very nature, so that time, which is a species of quantity, must be 
finite. 78 It was further maintained that whatever has a part must itself constitute 
a whole, and since a part of time can be marked off, the iotality of time must 
constitute a whole and hence is delimited and finite. 79 Several writers laid down 
the principle that whatever has an end must have a beginning, whence the infer
ence was drawn that past time, ending as it does at the present moment, must 

7lPrior Analytics I, 13, 32a, 18-20. 

72Ghazali does nol take account of the rule that whatever is generated is eventually destroyed. If 
that rule should be regarded as a law of logic, generated objects would not be able to remain in 
existence eternally. 

73Gilson. The Philosophy of St. Bonaventure. p. 194; Maier .• Problem des aktuell Unendlichen," 
pp. 52-53, 56-57. 73, 76. A similar form of reasoning is employed by Aristotle. Physics VIII. I, 
2433, 1-2; Metaphysics IX, 4. 

74Cf. Aristotle, Physics 111,5, 204b, 7-10. 
7'Shahrastiini, K. Nihaya al-Iqdam, p. 28. 
76Judah Hallevi, Kuzari, V, 18 (I); Aaron ben Elijah, 'Es Hayyim. p. 28. n . . 

Ibn J:lazm. K. al-Fa~/fi al-Milal. I, p. 18 (4). 
78Cf. Kindi's argument, above, p. 109; Gersonides, Mil~amot ha-Shem, VI. i, 11, pp. 331-332. 
79Ibn J:lazm, K. al-Fa~lfi al-Milal, I, p. 15 (1); p. 17 (3); Ba~ya, al-Hidiiya (Hobot ha-Lebabot) , 

I, 5; Judah Hallevi, Kuzari. V, 18 (I). S. Pines, Beitraege zur Islamischen Atome~lehre. p. 15. n. I. 
connects the argument with Alexander of Aphrodisias. Also. cf. Euclid, Elemellts. V. definitions I 
and 2. 
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have begun at some previous moment. 80 Finally, the consideration was put for
ward that the number of the revolutions of the spheres must, like all numbers, be 
either odd or even, Kt whereas an inlinite number could be neither. K2 A natural 
response to the last consideration was elicited from Crescas, who maintained that 
the distinction of odd and even simply does not apply to infinite numbers. 83 

Thus far we have been examining medieval proofs of creation from the impos
sibility of an infinite number. At an early date the proofs were adapted by Arabic 
writers to serve fresh purposes, in particular to establish the finiteness of the 
body of the universe. 

Na(.(.ulII is reported to have refuted the Manichaeans by contending that the 
denizens of darkness could never have crossed their own infinite realm to reach 
the realm of light, which they allegedly attack. For, NaHam explains, "traversing 
an infinite is impossible, ... and exhausting something shows it to be finite." 84 

Here we have the reasoning of Philoponus' first proof of creation85 transferred 
to the subject of the body of the universe. Another consideration is also advanced 
by NaHiim: What is of finite extent in one direction must be so in all directions. K6 

That, apparently, is a utilization, vis a vis the body of the universe, of the principle 
that what has an end must have a beginning.87 

In the previous chapter, Kindi was seen to have proved the finiteness of every 
body through a recasting of Philoponus' second proof of creation. Kindi's rea
soning was basically that magnitudes are subject to increase whereas the infinite 

'OJobof Edessa, Book of Treasures. trans. A. Mingana (Cambridge. England. 1935). I. v. p. 16; 
Abu al-Hudhay1. according to both Khayyii!. K. al-Inti~iir. §5, and Shahrastani, K. al-Milal wa-I
NiI!al. cd. W. Cureton (London, 1846), p. 35 (and cf. pp. 326-327); German translation of Shah
rastiini. with pagination of the Arabic indicated; Rdigiotlsparthl'ietl IIIrd Philosoplrensc/IIIIl'II. trans. 
T. lIaarbnrccker (lialle. 1850-1851); M'lturidi. K. al-Ttlll'~riil (Beirut. 1970). p. 14; Ibn 11;11m. K. 
al-fo{l.~1 fi al-Milal. I. pp. 18-19 (5); llal.lya. al-Hidl;)'a (lfobot Iw-Lebabot). \, 5; Judah Hallevi. 
Kuzari. V, 18 (I); Averroes. Talriifllt al-Talrafllt. I, p. 22. 

R'Cf. Aristotle, Categories 10. l2a. 7-8. 
"Abu Bakr ibn Zakariyii Riizi. Opera, cd. P. Kraus (Cairo, 1939). p. 129 (and cf. p. 130 L); 

Ghazali, al-Iqli.~iid. p. 32; al-Risiila al-Qudslya. pp. 17, 35; Tahafut al-Faliisifa. I, § 16; Gersonides. 
Millramot ha-She",. VI. i. II, p. 333. The argument seems to have been known to Thabit ibn Qurra; 
cf. S. Pines. above, n. 52. Averroes agrees that an actual infinite number could be neither odd nor 
even and hem'e is impossible. but he docs not agree that past events can be assigned an actual number. 
Cf. 7ilf"j{illal-7i1I"j{III.I, p. 24; I:'l'itoml' oIPlrysics. inRa.wj·illbIlRlIs/rd(lIydcrabad, 1(47).111. pp. 
26-27, and Middle Commentary 011 Physics (Oxford, Bodleian Library. Hebrew MS. Neubauer 
1380 = Hunt. 79). III, iii. 4. 2, p. 27b. 

.30r Ira-Shem. t, ii. 2; H. Wolfson, Crescas' Critiqlle of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass .. 1929). 
pp. 219-221. Cf. Amidi, GhiJ)'a al-Maram. p. II. 

84Khayya!. K. al-Inti.~iir. § 19. Cf. passages cited by H. Bonitz, Index Ari.HO/e/icus (Berlin. 1870). 
p. 74b, lines 30-34. 

"'Cf. above, p. 87. 
'6K. al-Illti.~tir. §19. The contention appears in Averroes and in Jewish writers dependent upon 

him; cf. H. Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 429-431. 
.7 CL above. n. 80. 
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cannot be increased; hence neither magnitudes nor bodies, which are a species 
of magnitude, can be infinite.88 Similar argumentation appears in BaghdadI,s'} 
'Abd al-Jabbar,90 and ShahrastanI. 91 The same line of reasoning, that is, the 
recasting of Philoponus' second proof of creation to establish the finiteness of 
bodies, is to be found in Avicenna too, despite his rejection of the original use 
of the proof to establish creation. 92 One step in Avicenna's procedure is identical 
with the device, met in Kindi, of assuming that a segmcnt is removed from the 
purported infinite. 93 Avicenna, however, incorporates added features that deserve 
separate treatment. 

Avicenna is, to be precise, demonstrating the impossibility of an infinite "con
tinuous quantity" of the type whose parts "exist together" and "have [relative] 
position," that is to say, the impossibility of an infinite line, plane, solid, or 
place. 94 He proceeds as follows: In order to demonstrate the impossibility of an 
infinite magnitude of the type specified, account need be takcn only of magnitudes 
supposedly infinite at one end while finite at the other. As for magnitudes that 
are supposedly infinite at both ends, they can be assumed to be cut in the middle, 
so that the required finite end is provided. Given, then, a magnitude that is 
supposedly infinite at one end while finite at the other, the first step is to assumc 
a segment removed from the finite end. The result, in effect, will be two mag
nitudes, each of which is finite at one end and infinite at the other, namely, the 
magnitude under consideration bcfore thc segment was removed and what remains 
of it after the segment is removed. The next step is to assume that the smaller of 
the two magnitudes is superimposed on, or "applied" to, the larger with the finite 
ends coineiding. The infinite ends could not now coincide; for should they coin
cide, the smaller magnitude would be cqual to the larger, which is absurd. If, 
however, the infinite ends do not coincide, the smaller magnitude would be finite 
by virtue of being exceeded by the larger; and the larger would be finite by virtue 
of consisting of two finite magnitudes, to wit, the smaller magnitude and the 
segment that had been removed from the larger magnitude. The supposed infinite 
magnitude turns out to be finite, and an infinite Illagnitudc is consequcntly 
impossible.95 

The procedure just set forth is sometimes called the method of "application," 
since it involves applying one magnitude to another. 96 The method of application 
is employed to establish the finitencss of spatial magnitudes by a number of 

88 Above, p. 108. 
• 0K. U~U/ a/-Dill (Istanbul, 1928), p. 62. 
9OK. a/·Majmu', p. 62. 
91K. Nihiiya a/·lqdiim, pp. 24-25. 
92Cr. below, p. 129. 
9'Cr. above. p. 108. 
9·Cr. Aristotle. Categories 6. 5 I, 15 ff. 
9S Avicenna. Najiit (Cairo, 1938), p. 124. 
96Cr. H. Wolfson. Crescas. p. 345. 
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philosophcrs who were depcndent on Avicenna: Ghazali, in his compendium of 
Avicenna's philosophy;97 ShahrastanI;98 Ibn Tufayl;99 Abraham ibn Daud; IOU 

Fakhr ai-Din al-RilzI; 101 and Altabrizi. 102 

According to Aviccnna, the method of application rules out not merely an 
infinite continuous quantity; it also rules out the existence of an "infinite ... 
ordered number" of objects existing together. 103 Avicenna does not spell out 
exactly how the argulllent is to run when directed against an infinite number of 
ordered objects. But Fakhr aI-Din al-Rilzl indicates what Avicenna intended 1\)4 
when he, Rilzl, employs the method of application to disprove "an infinite regress 
of causes and effects [existing together]." Rilzl begins by assuming that several 
links are removed from the supposed infinite series of causes. Then he imagines 
the new infinite series "applied" to the original series with the finite ends coin
ciding. And he contends that the new inflllite series could not conceivably extend 
back as far as the original series, since it has fewer links. Yet it could also not, 
while remaining infinite, fall short. Consequently neither it nor the original series 
could. after all, be infinite. lOS 

Crescas, as will be recalled, rejected Philoponus' sccond proof of creation on 
the grounds that the notions smallel; greater, and equal do not pertain to the 
infinite. 106 On the same grounds, he rejects the use of the method of application 
to demonstrate the finiteness of the body of the universe. The question whether 
one infinile body applied to anolher infinite body would he smaller, greater. or 
equal, is, according to Crescas, illegitimate; for the concepts slIlaller, Kreater, 

and equal, just do not pertain to the infinite. 107 

2. Responses of the medieval Aristotelians to proofs of creation from the 
impossibility of an infinite number 

The proofs of creation which we have been examining presented a challenge 
to the medieval Aristotelians. The Aristotelians had to explain how (a) although 
Aristotle too had denied the possibility of an infinite number, lOR he could never
theless have advocated the cternity of the world, thereby implying the existence 
of infll1ite numbers of past objects and motions; how (b) although Aristotle had 

07 Maqli.~id a/-hl/li'\ifa (Cairo. n.d.), p. 127. 
O"K. a/-Mila/ \t·a·/·Ni~w/. p. 403. 
99l1avy bell Ya"dlllill. Arabic text. p. 76; French translation. p. 58. 

""Eli/Will Ramo (Frankfort. 1852), 1.4. pp. 15-16. 
"" K. a/-Arba' ill. p. 28. 
")2 As cited by H. Wolfson. CresCll,\. pp. 346-347 . 
to'Najal, pp. 124-125. 
104Maillionidcs also Ull<Jcrstood Avicenna's intent; cf. Guide. I. 73 (II j. 
"

15 K. a/-Ar/m'ill, p. 83. Amidi. Ghli)'a a/·MaTlim, pp. 9-10. cites. but does not accept. tlie 

argument. 
10" Above. p. 121. 
1070 1' IIll-Shem. I. ii. I(a); Wolfson. CresClls. pp. 188-191. 
""Ph\,,\i(',\ III. 5. 204b. 8-10; the reason Aristotle gives is that the infinite cannot be traversed. 
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denied the possibility of an infinite magnitude, 109 he could have affirmed infinite 
past time; and how (c) although he had denied the possibility of an infinite scries 
of causes and effects existing together, 110 he could yet have affirmed the existence 
of an infinite series of causes and effects that succeed one another through time 
and do not exist together. 

From Maimonides and Averroes we learn that the first two of the three diffi
culties were dealt with by Alfarabi in a work, now lost, entitled On Changeable 
Beings (Fi al-Mawjudiit al-Mutaghayyira). Maimonides' report refers specifically 
to the problem ofinfinite past individuals and motions. These, Alfarabi explained, 
continue to exist only "in imagination"; since they do not exist together in actual
ity, they cannot properly be enumerated and therefore are not affected by the 
absurdity of an actual infinite number. III According to Averroes' report, Alfarabi 
offered a similar solution to the problem of infinite time, as distinct from the 
succession of past individuals and motions, which are the subject of Maimonides' 
account. Some err, Averroes writes, by supposing that time cannot run to infinity 
just as a straight line cannot. In fact, Alfarabi explained, a straight line cannot 
extend infinitely only because it "possesses position and exists in actuality"; and 
since time does not resemble a straight line in either respect, 112 the grounds for 
rejecting an infinite straight line are absent in the case of time. 113 

The reports of Maimonides' and Averroes', taken in combination, indicate that 
arguments against infinite numbers of objects or an infinite extension arc opera
tive, in Alfarabi's view, only when two conditions are met: The objects in question 
and the parts of the purported infinite extension must exist together in actuality; 
and they must possess position. Averroes and Maimonides do not reveal, how
ever, precisely which arguments against the infinite Alfarabi wished to restrict 
through the two conditions nor what the import of the two conditions is. Sub
sequently, Avicenna offers an analysis similar to, but more nuanced than, Alfar
abi's, and he does explain the import of the conditions. Avicenna connects them 
with the method of application, which he had employed to rule out certain types 
of infinite. 

The method of application consisted in applying or superimposing one object 
or one series upon another so that the parts of the one match, and are paired off 
with, the parts of the other. Avicenna accordingly maintains that the method can 
be utilized only when the parts of each object or each series, firstly, "exist ... 
together," and secondly, either occupy "[relative] position" or are "essentially 
ordered," essential order being the situation wherein the parts "precede one another 

""'Physics III, 5, 204b, I ff. 
lIoBelow, p. 337. 
'''Guide. I, 74 (end), supplemented by I, 73 (11), where Alfarabi is nol mentioned. 
1l2As pointed out by Aristotle, Categories 6, 5a, 26-28. 
•

l3Epitome of Metaphysics. ed. and trans. C. Quir6s Rodriguez (Madrid, 1919), IV, §4; German 
translation: Die Epitome der Metaphysik des Averroes. trans. S. van den Bergh (Lciden, 1924), 
pp. 106-107. 
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naturally." Only when both conditions are met, clearly, can one object or series 
be "applied" to another. The method of application would therefore rule out an 
infinite spatial magnitude, inasmuch as the parts of spatial magnitudes all exist 
together and possess relative position. The method would likewise rule out an 
infinite number of objects existing together in instances where the objects have 
an order in nature, for example, when they stand in the relation of cause to effect. 
But the method would not rule out infinite time and an infinite series of past 
motions, nor again an infinite number of unarranged objects existing together. 
The method would fail to rule out infinite time or an infinite number of past 
motions since neither the parts of time nor the several motions, although arranged 
in an order, exist together, and one series consequently cannot be applied to 
another. The method would fail as well to rule out an infinite number of unar
ranged objects that do exist together, such as an infinite number of "angels," "evil 
spirits," and the like. For entities of the sort, although existing together, do not 
satisfy the second condition; they do not possess relative position and one series 
cannot be applied to another in a manner that will pair the members off. 114 

Such, then, is Avicenna's explanation why an infinite extended object or an 
infinite series of objects is impossible when the parts of the object and the links 
in the series satisfy both the condition of existing together and the condition of 
being arranged in order; and why infinite extension and an infinite series remain 
possible as long as either of the requisite conditions is not fullilled. Avicenna's 
explanation implies a judgment regarding arguments from the impossibility of an 
infinite number. The argument that an infinite series of past events or infinite past 
time cannot be traversed is, by implication, dismissed. 115 The sole argument 
from the impossibility of an infinite number which he takes seriously is the 
argument from the impossibility of an infinite number's being increased; and he 
understands it to be valid solely when formulated with the aid of the method of 
application, solely in situations where sets of actual objects can be superimposed 
upon one another. 

Ghazali, as was seen a little earlier, developed a version of the proof for creation 
from the impossibility of an infinite number wherein he contended that eternity 
would entail the accumulation of an infinite number of immortal souls, or at least 
the possibility of "supposing" the accumulation of an infinite number of souls 
and other objects. 116 Ghazali proceeds to explain-although without mentioning 
the method of application-that the infinite number of immortal souls and the 
like which would have come into existence, or which might be supposed to have 
come into existence, through infinite past time would satisfy the two conditions 
we have been considering. Immortal souls would exist together and, since they 

II 4 Najiit. pp. 124-125. 
I "The impossibility of traversing an infinite is dealt with in chap. 9 of the unpublished work of 

Avicenna's summarized by Pines, "An Arabic Summary of a lost work of Philoponus: p. 349. 
1I6Above, p. 123. 
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come into existence successively through time, would be arranged in order. The 
doctrine of eternity thus entails an infinite number of objects that meet the two 
conditions set by Alfarabi and Avicenna for the impossibility of an infinite num
ber. Ghazali concludes therefore that even granting the two conditions, the doc
trine of eternity entails an impossibility and is untenable. 117 

The development we have been following merits recapitulation. The Peripatetic 
principle that an infinite cannot be exceeded underlies one of Philoponus' proofs 
of creation: Philoponus reasoned that since the past is continually being increased, 
it cannot be infinite, and consequently the world must have a beginning. In the 
Middle Ages, Philoponus' proof of creation was readapted to prove the impos
sibility of an infinite magnitude and even the impossibility of an infinite series 
of causes. Medieval Aristotelians endorsed the adaptations of Philoponus' proof, 
while rejecting its original use to rule out an inlinite past. The apparent discrep
ancy was dealt with by Alfarabi and Avicenna. They maintained that inlinite 
objects and infinite series are excluded only when they exist together and possess 
an order, whereas infinite past time and the infinite series of objects entailed by 
infinite past time do not meet the two conditions. Ghazali thereupon answers 
Alfarabi and Avicenna. He points out that the assumption of infinite past time 
does entail an infinite number of objects satisfying the two conditions determined 
by them; the doctrine of eternity is therefore refuted from the standpoint of the 
Aristotelians themselves. 

We have seen how a single solution proposed by Alfarabi and Avicenna addressed 
two difficulties: the discrepancy in Aristotle's rejecting the possibility of an infi
nite number, while advocating the eternity of the world with its implication of 
infinite past events and objects; and the discrepancy in his rejecting infinite mag- . 
nitudes while affirming the infinity of past time. The third difficulty that con
fronted medieval Aristotelians was the discrepancy between Aristotle's rejection 
of an infinite regress of causes, on the one hand, and a further implication of the 
eternity of the world, on the other. 

The eternity of the world, at least of an Aristotelian, nonevolutionary world, 
implies an infinite succession of generations, let us say, of fathers and sons. When 
the series of fathers and sons is thought of merely as an infinite number of objects, 
it has to be harmonized with arguments ruling out an infinite number, and we 
have seen how the harmonization might be accomplished. Quite apart, however, 
from being thought of merely as an infinite number of objects, past generations 
can also be thought of as an infinite causal series. Each father is the cause of the 
existence of his son; and over an eternity, every series of fathers and sons would 
constitute what might be termed an infinite diachronic causal regress. By advo
cating the eternity of the world, Aristotle and his followers advocated a diachronic 
causal regress. Yet he and his followers scrupulously rejected a synchronic causal 
regress, that is, an infinite regress of causes existing together. 

I11 Taha/ut al·TaM/ul. IV. §19; English translation. p. 169. The point is furlher discussed. below. 
pp.367-370. Amidi. Ghaya al-Maram. p. 1 I. repeats Ghazali's criticism of the Aristotelians. 
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Various reasons were given by various philosophers for the impossibility of an 
infinite regress of causes existing together. 118 Aristotle's reason was that in a 
causal series, no link which is activated by something standing behind it can be 
deemed a true cause. The true cause of whatever occurs in a causal series is the 
cause standing behind and activating the entire series, that is to say, the Iirst 
cause. Consequently, if there should be no first cause, thcrc is no true cause, 
hence "no cause whatsoever," which is absurd.ll~ Such being Aristotle's reason 
for rejecting an infinite causal regress, the problem that poses itself is this: An 
infinite regress of causes succeeding one another through time would seem to be 
excluded on the same grounds that Aristotle adduced to rule out an infinite regress 
of causes existing together: If there were no first cause, there would be no true 
cause, and hence no cause whatsoever. How then can Aristotle and his school 
espouse the eternity of the world, with the attendant inllnite regress of causes 
extending back through time? 

Averroes explicitly takes up the problem and he solves it with the aid of a 
distinction-alluded to by Maimonides as well l20-between an accidental and 
an essential series. An essential series, as defined by Averroes, is any series in 
which the prior links are an indispensable "condition" for the existence of the 
posterior links-prior and posterior being taken here in a broad sense that com
prehends both the temporal and nontemporal. 121 An accidental series is any series 
in which the prior links are not an indispensable condition for the existence of 
the posterior. Accordingly, an accidental series will not merely be one in which 
the links form an obviously noncausal succession. It will also be one in which 
the "prior is thought to be a cause of the posterior,~ if in reality the prior link is 
not a necessary condition of the posterior link. 122 The distinction between essen
tial and accidental series is illustrated by Averroes through the factors in the 
production of a given man. Although the generations of men seem to be connected 
causally, in fact "the existence of the prior [man] ... is not a condition of the 
existence of the posterior.~ 12.1 The series of progenitors standing behind a given 
man is not a necessary condition for his existing, because the same man could 
have existed with other progenitors. The necessary and essential conditions of 
the man's existence, the genuine causes, are the permanent cosmic forces respon
sible for everything occurring in the universe. 124 

Now, Averroes explains, whereas an essential series, that is to say, a series of 
genuine causes, cannot regress infinitely, an accidental series may do so, even in 
instances where the links appear to be connected causally. Averroes might have 

II"Above, p. 127 <the method of application); below, p. 339. 
II·Metaphysics II, 2. 994a, 1-19; cf. below, p. 337. 
12°Guide, I, 73 (J I). 

I2ICf. below, p. 338. 
122 Taluiflll al-1(lhafllt. I, pp. 20- 21. Cf. Epitome 0/ Phvsics. p. 110; LOllg Commelltary 011 Phrsics, 

in Aristotelis Opera cum Al'crmis Commelltllriis, Vol. IV (Venice. 1562). VIII, comm. 15. 
J2]Taluifllt a/·1(IIuifllt. IV, pp. 268-269. Cf. LOllg Commelltary 011 Physics. VIII. comm. 47. 
1241(lluljlllll/."/ilhaflll, I, p. 59. 
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put the proposition in the following way, although I did not find that he explicitly 
does: 125 Aristotle had rested the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes on 
the consideration that the true cause of a series is the first cause alone, and without 
a first cause the series would have no true cause. The reasoning clearly pertains 
solely to an essential series, to causes that are indispensable conditions of what 
ensues; for only among them is the true cause to be sought. Accidental series, 
which do not contain indispensable conditions for what ensues, would in no way 
be prevented from running to infinity. 

Having laid down the foregoing distinction between essential series and acci
dental series, Averroes can maintain that the members of the essential series and 
only they must "lead upward to an eternal first cause." 126 The first essential cause, 
which is ultimately responsible for everything in the universe, is "the sphere, or 
the soul [of the sphere], or the intellect [of the sphere], or all together, or "
the preferable alternative-"the creator." 127 It, rather than any of the progenitors 
of a given individual, is the true cause of the appearance, as well as the continued 
existence, of the individual. 128 

As Averroes works out the distinction between accidental and essential series, 
he adds a further refinement or clarification. Fathers are, after all, observed to 
playa role in producing their offspring, and, what undoubtedly is at least as 
important, Aristotle had explicitly stated that a man is begotten by another "man 

I25Cr. TaMJut al·TahaJut, I, p. 22. 
12"TaMJutal-TaMJut. IV, pp. 268-269. 
127lbid. By "creator; Averroes of course means the eternal cause of the existence of the universe. 
128ln several places Averroes connects the distinction between essential and accidental series with 

another distinction, that between a rectilinear series and a circular series. Unhappily, he gives differing 
accounts of the connection. In the TahiiJut, he writes that series formed by essential causes are 
rectilinear, that is to say, the order is irreversible and no link in the chain of causes and effects can 
ever recur; aDd series formed by accidental causes are circular. The progenitors of an individual man 
and the stages in the rain cycle, both of which constitute accidental series, are, in the passage in 
question, both represented as being circular series. They are circular series because the amount of 
matter in the universe is finite and the processes of nature can be sustained only if material objects 
decay and the matter is reused-only if, in contemporary parlance, the matter is 'recycled.' To 
maintain the processes of life, progenitors ·must continually die, decay, and be transformed into 
nourishment for subsequent generations. To maintain the rain cycle, a given particle of water must 
turn to vapor, precipitate, fall back to earth as rain, and thereupon repeat the process. Cf. TahaJut 
al-TaMJut, I, pp. 56-57; IV, pp. 268-269, 274. 

In K. al-Kash!, p. 37, Averroes characterizes the rain cycle as a "circular" series, but now he 
characterizes the generations of fathers and sons as a "linear" and "accidental" series. Thus, in 
contrast to what he writes in the TahiiJut, he recognizes series that are accidental as well as linear, 
the generations of men being represented as such. 

A resolution of the discrepancy might be proposed with the aid of Aristotle, De Generatione 
II, II. There Aristotle writes that series such as the generations of man "appear" to be rectilinear, 
but in fact are so only "numerically; whereas in respect to "species" they too are circular. It might 
be tempting to interpret Averroes as follows: In the TaM/ut, he means that all accidental series are 
circular in respect to species. That is to say, the same matter continually recurs in beings that are 
specifically, although perhaps not individually, the same; for example, the matter of a previous man 
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... together with the sun." 129 In one passage, therefore, Averroes is led to 
explain that the immediate progenitor is indeed indispensable for a given man's 
coming into existence, but solely as what Averroes now calls an instrument, and 
not as a cause in the strict sense: The immediate progenitor is an indispensable 
instrument for the action of the cosmic powers. which are the genuine causes. 
According to the present passage, it is the earlier progenitors that are purely 
accidental factors in the production of a particular man, and they, being acciden
tal, can-or must-regress infinitely. 130 

The question we have been considering is how Aristotle's rejection of an infinite 
regress of causes existing together could be harmonized with his espousal of the 
eternity of the world and the attendant infinite regress of causes extending back 
through time. Averroes' solution is that the former is an essential series whereas 
the latter is an accidental series, and the impossibility of an infinite regress covers 
only essential series, not accidental series. The distinction between an essential 
and an accidental series, together with Averrocs' differentiation between the 
immediate instrument and prior instruments, is repeated by Thomas Aquinas. 131 

Resume 
The present chapter has thus far examined the history, in the Middle Ages, of 

Philoponus' three proofs of creation from the impossibility of an infinite number. 
The proofs were employed in their own right. And new versions were developed 
both through the proposing of additional objects that would run to infinity in an 
etcrnal universe and through the proposing of additional reasons, alongside Phil
oponus' three, for the impossibility of an infinite of one sort or anothcr. Philo
ponus' proofs of creation, especially the proof turning on the impossibility of an 
infinite number's being increased, were also recast to serve fresh purposes, spe
cifically, to rule out an infinite spatial magnitude and an infinite series of causes. 
Even philosophers of the Aristotelian school, for whom the eternity of the uni
verse was a virtual dogma, employed Philoponus' argumentation for those other 

reappears in a later man. And in K. al-Kaslif, Averroes means that the rain cycle is a case of a series 
circular even in respect to its individuals, inasmuch as exactly the same drop of rain can recur; 
whereas the generations of men are linear in respect to their individuals, since exactly the same 
individual man cannot ever recur. This proposed interpretation, it must be confessed, docs not seem 
to harmonize with Averroes' remarks on circular series at the end of his Epitome oj the De Gener
atione. See the Arabic text of the Epitome oj De Generatione, in Rasa' illbn RUJhd (Hyderabad, 
1947), pp. 32-33; Hebrew text: Commentarium Medium et Epitome in Aristotelis de Generatione et 
Corruptiollt'Libms, Textwn Hebraicum, ed. S. Kurland (Cambridge, Mass., 1958), pp. 125-126; 
English translation: Averroes' Middle Commentary and Epitome on Aristotle's De Generatiolle, trans. 
S. Kurland (Cambridge, Mass .• 1958), p. 136. 

I2·Phy.rics II, 2, 194b, 13, cited by Averrocs, TaMJut al-TaMJut, IV, p. 268. Cf. Aristotle, 
Metaphysics XII, 5, 1071a, 13-17. 

130Tahafllt al-TaltiiJut, IV, p. 269. Cf. Epitome oj De Generatione, pp. 32-33; K. al-KashJ, p. 37. 
It is not clear how if c is essential for band b is essental for a, c is not essential for a. 

131 Summa colllra Gellliles, II, chap. 38; Summa Tlteologiae, 1,46, art. 2, reply to obj. 7. 
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purposes. Since the Aristotelians endorsed the utilization of Philoponus' argu
mentation for certain purposes, and since Aristotle too had ruled out certain typcs 
of infinite, the Aristotelians were faced with a problem of consistency. They had 
to explain why the grounds for ruling out some infinites do not affect other 
infinites that are implied by the doctrine of eternity. The requisite harmonizations 
were forthcoming: The grounds for the impossibility of an infinite number were 
shown to be limited in scope and not to cover the types of infinite implied by the 
doctrine of eternity. Isolated philosophers, we have also seen, took a more radical 
position and rejected the various grounds for the impossibility of the infinite. 
They held that infinite time, infinite past events, and infinite spatial magnitudes, 
are all equally conceivable. 132 

3. The standard Kalam proof for creation: the proof from accidents 

Proofs for creation from the impossibility of an infinite number had a wide 
currency; but It was another proof, the one Saadia entitled "from aecidents," that 
became the Kalam demonstration par excellence of creation. Briefly, the proof 
from accidents runs as follows: Sinee accidents are necessary concomitants of 
bodies and are subject to generation, bodies too must be subject to generation; 
the universe, which is a body, must therefore have been generated. In the previous 
chapter, I suggested that the proof may be an outgrowth of the second of the 
auxiliary arguments with which Philoponus had supported his overall proof of 
creation from the finite power of finite bodies. Philoponus had in that second 
auxiliary argument focused on the continual succession of forms across matter, 
whereas the proof from accidents focuses on the continued presence of acci
dents-the Kalam analogue of the Aristotelian forms-in bodies. 133 

The first thinker to offer the proof from aceidents is reported to have been the 
early Mu'tazilite, Abu al-Hudhayl (d. 849).134 The proof would accordingly go 
back to the first half of the ninth century. At the turn of the tenth century the 
proof is found in Saadia, and his version was examined in the previous chapter. 135 

The proof was also known to Alfarabi, a contemporary of Saadia's. Alfarabi, a 
dyed-in-the-wool Aristotelian, could not by any means have accepted the con
clusion, 136 but he cites the proof in one of his logical works as an example of a 
"compound syllogism." In order to add weight to the illustration, Alfarabi spins 
out the steps, so that the argument runs: "IIJ Every body is composite. 121 
Everything composite is joined to, and cannot be free of an accident [the accident 
of compositionJ. [3] Everything joined to, and not free of an accident is joined 
to, and not free of what is generated. [4] Everything joined to, and not free of 

1J20n the last point, see above, pp. 121-122, 127. 
I3.lCf. above, p. 92. 
134Cf. below, n. 162. 
135 Above, pp. 103-104. 
136He undoubtedly rejected the argument for the reason that Averroes gives for rejecting it; cf. 

below, pp. 143-144. 
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what is generated does not precede what is generated. 15] Everything that does 
not pn:cede what is generated has its existence together with the exi,tenee of 
what is generated. [61 Everything having its existence together with the existence 
of what is generated has its existence after nonexistence. [71 And everything 
having its existence after nonexistence is generated. But the world is a body. 
Consequently, the world is generated." 137 

The proof from accidents appears in Ibn Suwar, who explicitly labels it a Kalam 
method of proving creation, points to several !laws in it, and thereupon rejects it 
in favor of what he identities as John Philoponus' proof from the tinite power of 
bodies. 138 Ibn Suwar presents the proof in two versions, which he characterizes 
as reformulations in "a technical arrangement" of the original Kalam argument. 
What he means is that the original Kalam reasoning had been recast-by him or 
by someone before him-in syllogistic form. One of Ibn Suwar's syllogisms 
reads: "Body is not free of accidents nor does it precede them; but whatever is 
not free of accidents and does not precede them is itself generated; therefore body 
is generated." Ibn Suwar's other syllogism employs the term "generated things" 
in place of the term "accidents," and reads: "Body is not free of generated things 
letc.]." 139 

The argument from accidents, then, reportedly goes back to Abu al-Hudhayl. 
It was advanced with approval by Saadia, cited undoubtedly without approval by 
Alfarahi, and cited with explicit disapproval by Ibn Suwar. Ash'ari also knew of 
the proof, employing it in one work, t40 but rejecting it in another. In the work 
where he rejects it, his reason is not that-as Alfarabi and Ibn Suwar thought
the proof is insufficiently philosophical but, on the contrary, that it is too phil
osophical. He ascribes the proof to "the philosophers, and those who follow them 
among the qadarfya [i.e., the MU'tazilites], the innovators [or: heretics]. and the 
deviators from the prophet(s)." And he takes the position that the testimony of 
Scripture is more than adequate and no rational proof of creation is needed. 14t 

Despite Ash' ari 's reservations, later adherents of his school embraced the proof 
from accidents. The Ash'arite Baqillani reasons: Everything in both the higher 

137 Epitome of Prior Analytics. cd. M. Tiirker. Revue de 10 Faculte de Langues. d' Histoire et de 
(iiogrtlplrie de t: Ulliveniti ,rAnkam. Xvll3-4 (1958), 263. On p. 262. Alfarahi spells out ea(h 
of lhe inuiviuual conslitllcnl syllogisms in full. Cf. H. Oaviuson. "John I'hiloponus as a Sour(c of 
Mcuievallslamic anu Jewish Proofs of Creation," Journal of tire American Orielllal Socil'lY. LXXXIX 

(1969). 383. 
13KCf. above. p. 90. 
I3"The text is published in A. Badawi. cd .• Neoplatonici apu" Arahes (Cairo. (955). PI'· 243. 

245; French translalion in B. Lewin, "La Notion de mu~da! dans Ie kaHim ct uans la philosophic'

Orielllalia Suenica. III (1954), 88-93. 
14('K. al-Luma', in The Tlreology ofal-Ash'ari. cd. and trans. R. McCarthy (Beirut. 1953). §§6. 

93. 
141 Ris,i1a il<i aM al-TlUlglrr. Publications of tire Theological I'aculty, Istanhul. VIII ( (928). 89; cf. 

R. Frank, "AI-Ash' ari's Conception of the Nature and Role of Speculative Rcasoning in Theology," 
Proceedings of tire Vltlr Congress of Arabic and Islamic Studies (Stockholm. 1972), PI'. 138-141. 
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and lower parts of the universe consists of "substances" (i.e., atoms) and "acci
dents." Accidents arc generated; that is shown by "the fact that motion is destroycd 
with the advent of rest, for it if were not destroyed with the advent of rest, both 
would be present together in the body, . . . something necessarily known to be 
impossible." Uaqillani might be expected hereupon to argue that not merely acci
dents but atoms too. are generated. Yet he does not do so, and proceeds instead 
to establish that "bodies" are generated. Bodies, he explains, "do not precede 
generated things nor exist before them," inasmuch as "bodies cannot avoid having 
their parts touching and joined, or separated." But anything "that does not precede 
what is generated is likewise generated," since it must either come into existence 
"together" with or "after" its generated concomitant. Both accidents and bodies 
are, then, generated, and the reader is left to conclude that since the universe 
consists only of accidents and of bodies, which are conglomerations of atoms, 
the entire universe must be generated. 142 

The versions of Saadia, Alfarabi, Ash'ari, Ibn Suwiir, and Biiqilliini reveal 
significant similarities. 143 All undertake to demonstrate the generation of bodies 
and accidents. All employ the proposition that bodies "cannot avoid" (Saadia, 
Biiqilliini: La yakhLU) or cannot be "free of" (Alfanibi, Ibn Suwfrr: la yanfakk; 
Ash' ari: Lam yanfakk) their association with accidents. And all conclude that 
bodies are generated since they "do not precede" (Saadia, Biiqilliin!: Lam tasbuq; 
Ash'ari: Lam yasbuq; Alfarabi: ghayr siibiq; Ibn Suwiir: La yataqaddam) what is 
generated. In Saadia, Ibn Suwiir,l44 and Biiqilliini, the prime illustration of an 
accident is motion. 145 Alfarabi and Biiqilliini adduce the accident of the com
position or joining of bodies to establish the proposition that bodies are always 
associated with accidents. Saadia and Biiqilliini seek comprehensiveness by tak
ing into account the higher as well as the lower parts of the universe. They both 
conclude in similar phrases that what does not precede generated things is "of 
the same character" (Saadia: mithLuhu) and "likewise" (Biiqilliini: kahuwa ) 
generated. 

The Kalam doctrine of accidents is integral to the proof. Yet atomism, which 
is commonly thought to be a correlate of the Kalam doctrine of accidents, is 
curiously absent, the preserved early versions establishing the generation of bod
ies, not atoms. As a result, these versions do not prove creation ex /lilliLo: They 
establish the creation of the body of the universe, but not the creation of the 
atoms from which the universe is constituted. The failure to prove the creation 

142K. al-Tamhld. ed. R. McCarlhy (Beirut, 1957), pp. 22-23. 
143Ash'ari's version, K. al-Luma'. §§6, 93, is less complete than the others. 
144 As Ibn Suwar records the proof, the principle that no body is free of an accident is established 

through an analysis of the accidents of motion and rest. Cf. above, n. 139, Arabic text, p. 244; 
French translation, §3. 

145 Ash' ari, K. al-Luma', also has the example of the accident of motion. It should further be 
recalled that Kindi, in another context, employs the proposition that body does not precede the 
accident of motion. Cf. above, p. BO. 
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of atollls is especially conspicuous in Baqillani's version. In a preface, BaqiJliini 
had divided physical beings into bodies, atoms, and accidents; 146 and he opens 
his argument with the statement that the upper and lower regions of the universe 
arc composed of atoms and accidents. 147 The reader awaits a proof of the gen
eration or accidents and atoms, or of accidents, atoms, and bodics, hence a proof 
of the crcation of all physical existence ex nihilo. What Biiqilliini in fact provides 
is a proof that accidents and bodies are generated. Such must have been the object 
of the ninth-century proof, which underlies the preserved early versions. 

Although the Kalam complexion of the proof is unmistakable and although 
from the beginning the proof was regarded as the property of the Kalam school, 
Baqilliini's version alone, among the versions examined thus far, is worked out 
within a Kalam conceptual frame. Saadia took the existence of accidents for 
granted, and relied on simple observation as grounds for the propositions that 
accidents are subject to generation and that bodies are never free of them. For 
Alfarabi and Ibn Suwiir, those' points-the existence of accidents, the proposi
tion that accidents are subject to generation, the proposition that bodies are never 
devoid of accidents-were of minor importance, since Alfarabi and Ibn Suwiir 
rejected the proof in any event. Ash'ari's version is incomplete. But Biiqillani 
has a standard analysis of each point. 

In his preface to the proof-which I have not quoted yet-Biiqilliini establishes 
the existence of accidents by considering motion, showing that it cannot be due 
to the moving body "itself"-were that the case a moving body would never 
stop moving-but must rather be an added entity, a "something" (ma' nii), in the 
moving body. 148 This is the characteristic Kalam theory that accidents are actual 
entities inhering in atoms and bodies. 149 And the theory appears in Baqilliini in 
association with the related and very peculiar Kalam notion that rest is not merely 
a privation, that is to say, the absence of the accident of motion, but a positive 
quality and, no less than motion, a "something." 150 

When Baqilliini proceeds, within the proof proper, to establish the proposition 
that accidents are generated, he adduces "the fact that motion is destroyed with 
the advent of rest." 151 Here he has left an inference implicit which may be 
reconstructed by consulting latcr Kalam workS. 152 He should have gone on to 

146K. a/-Talllhid, p. 17. 
147 Above. p. 136. 
"OK. a/-Tamhid. pp. 18-19. For various views on Ihe origin of the term ilia 'mi. see Wolfson. 

The Philosophy of/he Ka/am, pp. 147-167. 
149Cr. below, p. 180. 
I5°K. a/-Tamhid, p. 22; cf. Maimonidcs, Guide, 1.73 (7). 
151 Above, p. 136. 
152Cf. 'Abd al-Jabbar, Sharh al-U~ti/. (Cairo. 1965). pp. 93-94. 104. and 107; idem. K. ai

Majmti', p. 53; Juwayni, K. a/-lrshiid, p. 20; idem, K. a/-Shiimil. pp. 186-187. The attribution of 
the Shar~ a/-U~a/ to 'Abd al-Jabbar is not cerlain; see the editor's remarks in his introduction. pp. 27-
28. 
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explain that whatever is subject to destruction is also subject to generation-the 
Aristotelian principle was accepted by the Kalam and is used by BaqillanI 
elsewhere 153_and therefore the accident of motion, if subject to destruction, 
must be generated. The inference apparently was so familiar to BaqillanI that he 
simply takes it for granted. He makes no reference to it and passes at once to 
another matter, writing: If motion "were not destroyed with the advent of rest, 
both would be present together in the body, ... something necessarily known 
to be impossible." At first glance the addition seems superfluous, 154 since when 
a body is at rest, motion obviously is not present; and once again we must consult 
later works to discover the import of the remark. BaqillanI is forestalling a 
possible objection to his statement that when the accident of rest is present, the 
accident of motion ceases to exist. The objection would be that the accident of 
motion may not completely cease to exist but may rather revert to a state of 
latency within the body, from which it can be elicited at a future time. In other 
words, the accidents of motion and rest are, perhaps, not generated after all, but 
are continually present in each given body, one of them always being in a state 
of latency, from which and to which it alternately cmerges and returns. 155 I3aqil
lanI forestalls the objection by pointing out, in effect, that the theory of latency 
is absurd since it transgresses the principle that contraries cannot be present in 
the same thing at the same time. 156 He is accordingly justified in affirming that 
when an instance of the accident of motion disappears, it must have been destroyed 
and hence must also have previously been generated. By an implied generaliza
tion, BaqillanI thereupon assumes that all instances of the accident of motion
not merely instances of motion that are seen to be succeeded by rest-and indced 
all instances of all accidents must be generated. 

As a further step in his proof, BaqillanI undertakes to establish the proposition 
that bodies "do not precede generated things nor exist before them." He reasons 
that every body has its parts either joined, that is to say, in a state of composition, 
or separated. The reader is expected io understand that composition and separation 
arc both accidents; 157 that by the carlier implied generalization all accidents arc 
generated; and therefore, since bodies are necessarily associated with either com
position or separation, they necessarily are associated with, and do not exist 
before, "generated things." The full contention, illustrated as here by the acci
dents of composition and separation, reappears in the same context in later Kalam 

153Cf. Aristotle, De Cae/o I, 12, 282b, 2; K. a/·Tamhid. p. 20. 
154 A similar statement appears in Philoponus' proof; cf. above, p. 92: "The same matter cannot 

admit several forms at once: 
155Thc theory of latency is reported in the name of Na"zam; cf. Khayyal, K. a/./llli.~{ir, §90; 

Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Ka/am, pp. 498 ff. 
156The same objection to the proof is dealt with by Baghdadi, K. u.\'Ii/ a/·D'" (Istanbul, 1928), 

p. 55; 'Abd al·Jabbar, S/wr/I a/·U~u/. p. 105; idem, K. a/·Majml", p. 50 (only briefly); Juwayni, K. 
a/·/rshiid p. 20; idem, K. a/·Shiimil, p. 190; Ghazali, a/·/qti~iid, p. 28 (no solution is given). 

157Cf. Pines, Atomell/ehre, pp. 6-7. 
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versions of the proof. t58 In I3aqillanI, at least, the introduction of the accidents 
of composition and separation is awkward. Since the accidents of motion and 
rest had been considered earlier in the proof, his presentation would have been 
tidier had he retained the original pair of examples and, having already shown 
that motion and consequently also rest are generated, contended now that all 
bodies necessarily arc associated with either the one or the other. Alternatively, 
he could have used the illustration of the accidents of combination and separation 
throughout with no change in the argument. Inasmuch as the usc of two different 
pairs of accidents serves no function, it may be presumed to be due to features 
of the proof's tradition which arc no longer available to us. Among the early 
versions of the proof, Alfarabi's version too, as will be recalled, adduced the 
composition of bodies when establishing that bodies arc always associated with 
accidents. 15'1 The appearance of compositio/l in the proof from accidents might 
be explained with the aid of my suggestion that the proof grew out of the second 
of the auxiliary arguments whereby Philoponus supported his proof from the 
finite power of tinite bodies. Side by side with that auxiliary argument Philoponus 
had offered an auxiliary argument from composition; 16() and in the course of 
transmission the reference to composition may have infiltrated from one argument 
to the other. t61 

BiiqillanI, in sum, employs the standard reasoning whercby the Kalam estab
lishes the existence of accidents. He partially states and partially alludes to stand
ard reasoning for establishing the generation of accidents, the absurdity of the 
theory of latency, and the necessary association of bodies with" generated things." 
He rests his proof on the implied generalization from a single sort of accident
motion that is seen to be succeeded by rest-to all instances of all accidents. 
And he includes one element, the composition of bodies, for what are probably 
historical rather than intrinsic reasons. The proof must have come to him in a 
fixed, stylized form, around which a fund of theoretical discussion had already 
g,r0wn up. Either through superficiality or for the sake of brevity, he makes 
statements that arc incomplete in themselves but take on meaning when under
stood as allusions to familiar discussions. 

A short time after Baqillanl, the Mu'tazilite 'Abd al-Jabbar (d. 1025/26) char
acterizes the proof we arc examining as the most "dependable" one. He, inci
dentally, is the source of the report tracing the proof to the early Mu' tazilite Abu 
al-Hudhayl-who, 'Abd al-Jabbar adds, was followed in the use of the proof by 

"RCf. Baghdadi, K. U,~lil a/·Dill, pp. 49-50 (somewhat different); 'Abd al·Jabbiir, Shar~1 a/

U.pil, pp. 111-112; idem, K. a/·MlIjllll", p. 50; Juwayni, K. 1I1-1r"hiid p. 24; idem, K. a/·S/uimi/, 

pp. 204-205. 
"oCf. above, p. 134. 
",oCf. above, p. 92. 
""In Stoic physics, composition and separation are forces for the production of new ohjects, ami 

Epicurus also had a doctrine of the mixture of atoms. 
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"the other sheikhs." 162 'Abd al-Jabbiir's formulation of the proof is more syste
matized than Baqillani's, being explicitly "constructed upon four premises 
(da 'awa)." 163 Each of the four premises turns out to be a parallel of one of the 
steps in Baqillani's argument, but in Baqillani neither steps nor premises were 
designated as such and the structure of the argument was not articulated sharply. 
The four premises enumerated by 'Abd al-Jabbar are (1) that "things" (ma' linin) 
are present in bodies, to wit, joining and separation, motion and rest; (2) that 
these are generated; (3) that body cannot be free (yanfakk) of them, nor does it 
precede (yataqaddam) them; 164 and (4) that what cannot be free of, or precede, 
what is generated is likewise (mithlaha) necessarily generated. 

The formalization of the four premises upon which the proof is constructed 
predates 'Abd al-Jabbiir. A text entitled K. al-Majmu' fi al-Mu~f( bi-l-Taklif. 
based on 'Abd al-Jabbar's thought and edited sometime after his death, 165 reports 
that the fully developed form of the proof from accidents had been known to the 
Mu'tazilite Abu Hashim (d. 933), the son of al-Jubbii'i. According to the Majmu', 
Abu Hashim had insisted that the generation of body, and hence the creation of 
the world, can be proved only through the "four principles (u~ul)"; and he had 
declared that anyone denying the existence of accidents will be unable to accom
plish the proof. 166 For its part, the Majmu '-which, as just mentioned, was not 
written by 'Abd al-Jabbiir but is based on his thought-does not merely use the 
four "principles" or "premises" to prove creation. 167 It offers elaborate argu
mentation to support the premises and to remove a variety of possible objec
tions; 168 and it accompanies the proof with a running methodological discussion, 
by both 'Abd al-Jabbar and his posthumous editor, dealing with the questions 
whether the present proof is in truth the best way of establishing the creation of 
the world and whether the best procedure for proving the existence of God is by 
proving creation first. 169 By the time of the Majmu' a theological adept apparently 
could take the proof for granted, and could busy himself with methodological 
issues and the dialectic overgrowth that had enveloped the proof. 

The proof of creation from accidents is employed by the Ash' arites Baghdadi 
(d. 1037)170 and Juwayni (d. 1085).171 Juwayni establishes the creation specifi
cally of "substances," that is, of atoms rather than bodies; his proof therefore 
concludes with the creation of the world ex nihilo and not merely the creation of 

162Shar~ al-U~iil, p. 95. 
16'Ibid. On p. 104, 'Abd al-Jabbar refutes the theory of latency as part of a proof of the generation 

of accidents. 
164Regarding these terms in the early version of the proof. cf. above, p. 136. 
16'Cr. the editor's French introduction, p. 8. 
lOOK. al-Majmu', pp. 30. 63. 
167The proof appears in K. al-Majmu', pp. 30 ff. 
168Ibid .• pp. 32-58. 
169Ibid., pp. 28-31. 
17oK. UsUl ai-Din, II. 
171K. al:lrsluid, pp. 17-27; K. al-Sluimil, pp. 166 ff.; Texles apologetiques (Luma'), pp. 120 ff. 
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the world in its present form. Like 'Abd al-Jabbiir. Juwayni sets down four 
principles, but he makes a significant change, to be discussed in the next section. 
The proof is employed as well by Mawardi (d. 1058)172 and by Bazdawi (d. 
1099), a follower of MiituridL 173 Juwayni's version reappears in Ghazali's Kalam 
writings l74 and in ShahrastanL I75 The proof from accidents is canonized, as it 
were, in the creed of Nasafi (d. 1142/43). 176lt is employed by the Isma'ili Na~ir
i-Khosraw l77 and is cited by Abu al_Barakat t78 and Ibn Tufayl.179 Averrocs, an 
outspoken opponent of the Kalam,I80 and also Tusi (d. 1273),181 Amidi 182 and 
Iji 183 describe it as the Kalam proof for creation par excellence. 

The proof enjoyed a good deal of popUlarity among Jewish followers of the 
Kalam. The Karaite Joseph al-Ba~ir (tenth or eleventh century) explicitly con
structs it on four "premises," 184 and his student Jeshua b. Judah employs it as 
one of several methods for proving creation. 185 Among the Rabbanites, it appears 
in Joseph Ibn Saddiq (d. 1149),186 in a work attributed to Abraham Ibn Ezra 
(1092-1167),187 in Judah Hallevi, 188 and in Joseph Ibn Aqnin (Joseph b. Ya~ya) 
(d. 1226), where it is described as the "current" (or perhaps "preferable" [mer
u.yaj) method of demonstrating creation. 189 The formulations in the works of the 
two Karaite writers just mentioned and in the work attributed to Ibn Ezra disclose 
a strong resemblance to 'Abd al-Jabbar's formulation. Finally, Maimonides, like 
Averroes an outspoken opponent of the Kalam, includes Juwayni's version in a 
list of seven Kalam proofs of creation. 190 

172MiiwanJi, A 'lam al-Nubdwa (Cairo. 1971). pp. 13-14. 
mK. Usli/ ai-Dill. cd. II. Linss (Cairo. 1'163), p. 15. 
174al-lqii~iid, pp. 24-32; al-Risala al-Quds;ya, pp. 16-17, 34-35. Cf. TahaJul al-Falasifa. 

X, §1. 
175 K. Nihaya a[.fqdam. p. II. 
176E. Elder, A Commentary 011 Ihe Creed oj Islam (New York. 1950), pp. 28-29 (Nasafi) and 

p. 33 (Taftaziini's commentary). Cf. A. Wensinck, "Les Preuves de I'Existence de Dieu," Mededee
lillgen der KOIlinklijke Akademie I'all WelellSchappen Ie Amslerdam, LXXXI, Series A, No.2 (1936). 3. 

l77Cf. Pines. Alome"lelIre, p. 37, n. 2. 
178K. al-Mu'labar. III, p. 31. 
179Hayy bell Yaqdhiin, Arabic text. p. 81; French translation. p. 62. 
180 K. al-KashJ, pp. 31-32. Averroes enumerates only three premises, by not counting the existence 

of accidents as a separate premise. 
I"Glosses to Riizi's Mu~lt1~.yal p. 89. IR2Ghiiya al-Maram pp. 261-262. 
18'MalViiqij, VII, p. 222. 
18.p. Frankl. Eill Mu'ltlzililischer Kalam (Vienna. 1872). pp. 20, 53. 
IS'M. Schreiner. Swdien ueberleschu'a benlehuda (Berlin, 1900), pp. 29-33. On p. 31, n. 2, 

Schreiner adds further references to the use of the proof. . 
186ha_ 'Olam ha-Qa(an. cd. S. Horovitz (Breslau, 1903), pp. 48-49. 
IS7 Kerem I!emed. IV (1839), 2-3. Cf. M. Schreiner, Der [(alam in der juedischen Lileralur 

(Berlin, 1895), pp. 37-40. 
IS8 Kuzari, V, 18 (2). 
IS9Trealise as 10 Necessary Exislellce, cd. and trans. J. Magnes (Berlin. 1904), Hebrew section, 

pp. 17-19; English section, pp. 39-42. 
190Guide, I. 74 (4). 
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In at least two writers, Shahrastani and Aaron hen Elijah, the Aristotelian 
matter amI form appear in place of body and accident, with the result that the 
argument approaches or reapproaches the argument of Philoponus from which I 
have suggested it derives. 

Shahrastiini knew of a peculiar tradition according to which Aristotle had 
espoused the creation of the world. ~YI And he attributes to Aristotle an argument 
that appears simply to be the Kalam proof we have been examining, with the 
dichotomy of matter and form substituted for the dichotomy of body and accident. 
Aristotle, Shahrastani would have us believe, reasoned: "Forms ... arc notji'olll 
one another, but arc necessarily after one another, so that they succeed one 
another over matter, and plainly arc destroyed and pass away. Whatever passes 
away must have a beginning; for passing away is an end, and it is one of two 
terminuses, to which a counterpart must correspond. Now it has been established 
that the [forms] are something generated out of nothing l92 and that their subject 
is essentially disposed to receive them and serve as their subject. They have a 
beginning and an end; this shows that their subject has a beginning and an 
end .... ~ 193 . 

Another formulation in terms of matter and form is given by the relatively late 
Jewish Karaite writer Aaron ben Elijah (d. 1369), who undoubtedly wished to 
free the prooffrom the burden of Kalam physics and render it more respectable. 194 

In the first of four proofs for creation, Aaron begins by establishing the existence 
of matter and form. To that end he offers a peculiar adaptation of the reasoning 
used by the Kalam thinkers for establishing the existence of accidents. Kalam 
reasoning, applied to the accidents of composition and separation, 195 would run: 
Bodies cannot be in a state of combination or separation by virtue of themselves, 
since if such were the case, they would either always be in a state of combination 
or always in a state of separation, whichever their own nature necessitates; con
sequently, both combination and separation must be "something" (ma 'nii) added 
to bodies, that is to say, they are accidents. Aaron alters the meaning and role of 
combination and separation, reasoning: "Combination and disjunction are con
traries, and matter [read: body] receives both. What receives conjullctioll cannot 
be the cause of disjunction; rather we must conclude that combination is due to 
'something' (' inyan == lila' nii) and disjunction is due to 'something' else. Body 

191 K. al-Milal wa-I-Ni(tal. p. 326. Shahrastiinl realizes that the tradition is out of harmony with 

the position generally attributed to Aristotle. and he too sometimes attributes the doctrine of eternity 
to Aristotle; cf. ibid., pp. 320-321,338, 340. 

I92Cr. Philoponus' statements, above, p. 92. 

19JK. al-Milal wa-I-Ni~al. pp. 326-327. 
1940ne of Maimonides' objections to the proof is that it rests on the theory of atomism, which is 

not accepted by those who believe in eternity (cf. Gllide. I, 74 [4)), and Aaron ben Elijah was 
completely familiar with the Gllide. 

19'Biiqilliinl applied this reasoning to the accident of motion, and' Abd al-labbiir applied it to the 
accidents of composition and separation as well. Cf. above, nn. 148, 163. 
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Ihus has Iwo 'Ihings' ('inyollilll), matter and form, disjunction coming from the 
former, and conjunction from the latter." 1% Aaron hereupon proceeds in the 
familiar manner, contending that forms arc generated, that matter is never free 
of forms, and that matter therefore is likewise generated. To justify his conclusion 
he cites those whom he calls "our scholars,~ who "have stated that if anything 
cannot be free of (.vit 'areh) what is generated, it likewise (lwl/lohu) is generated.~ IY7 

4. Juwayni's version of the proof from accidents 

At the the heart of the proof from accidents lies the contention that the subject 
in which generated accidents are ever present must also be generated. The con
tention is by no means self-evident and unless it is justified in some fashion the 
conclusion of the proof remains unfounded. A development in the approach to 
the key contention can be discerned among the philosophers who employ the 
proof from accidents. 

Frequently the bald assertion was made that whatever is unavoidably associated 
with what is generated is itself generated, and the argument was left at that. 
Saadia's statement of the argument, for example, concludes: "What cannot avoid 
what is generated is known to be of the same character." 198 Alfarabi deliberately 
draws out the argument, with which he himself has no sympathy, into seven steps; 
but they all merely amount to the assertion that whatever is necessarily joined to 
what is generated is itself generated. IY9 Biiqilliini seems to add something new 
when he writes that whatever "docs not precede what is generated is likewise 
generated" because it must either come into existence "together" with, or ~after" 
its generated concomitant;2(Xl but the statement is either a tautology or, as will 
be seen, an equivocation.' Abd al-Jabbar declares: "Since body is not free of the 
aforementioned generated things and docs not precede them, its lot (~a;;;:;) in 
existence must be like their lot,~ and he illustrates the assertion by the fact that 
twins arc always of the same age. 201 Baghdadi states: "Inasmuch as bodies do 
not precede generated accidents, their own generation is entailed; for what docs 
not precede generated things is generated, just as what docs not precede any 
single generated thing is generated."202 

The weakness in all these statements is, as Averroes points out, the danger of 
equivocation in such expressions as whatever is joincd to what is gcnerated and 
whatever docs not precede what is generated; for the words what is gellerated 
can mean either a single generated thing or else generated things. Obviously, if 
any body is necessarily joined to a particular accident that is generated, the body 

""'That is to say, form brings things together into a single class, and mailer is the principle of 
individuation. 

107 'E" }{ayyim. chapter 10, p. 28. 
19" Above. p. 104. 199CI". above. pp. 134-135. 
2") Above, p. 136. 
2°'Sharh al-U.Hil. pp. 113-114; cf. K. al-Majlllli'. p. 58. 
202K. U.pil ai-Din. pp. 59-60. 
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does not exist before the accident, exists together with it, and also is generated. 
It is far from obvious that a body must be generated if necessarily joined to one 
generated accident or another, but not to a particular, given accident; and precisely 
the latter proposition is at issue. 203 Why-as Ibn Suwar expressed his objection 
to the proof204-can the body of the universe not be joined from all eternity to 
an infinite series of generated accidents? 

Baghdadi may have been cognizant of the weakness in the proof. In his con
clusion he writes that "what does not precede generated things is generated, just 
as what does not precede any single generated thing is generated.,,205 The state
ment seems to be an assurance that thc proof does not suffer from thc cquivocation 
to be brought out later by Averroes. Baghdadi fails, however, to explain the basis 
of his assurance. In 'Abd al-Jabbar's SharlJ al-U,~ul and in the Majmu'. an objec
tion idcntical with Ibn Suwar's is explicitly taken up after thc proof is completcd. 
In the SharlJ al-U:ful. the objection reads: "Why deny that although body is not 
free of generated things ... , one generated thing was generated in it, prior 
thereto another, prior thereto y;!t another, ad infinitum?" 206 In the Majmu' the 
same objection is introduced by the words: "In order to perfect the proof of the 
creation of bodies, there is no avoiding ... showing that generated things have 
a first [term] .,,207 Solutions are given in both works, and finally the Majmu' 
comes to the solution that was to change the character of the proof. 'Abd al
Jabbiir, according to the Majmu', "demonstrated the finiteness of these generated 
things by the presence in them of increase and diminution";208 that is to say, he 
contended that the accidents passing over the body of an eternal universe could 
not form an infinite series, because the argument from "increase and diminution" 
shows an infinite series to be impossible. 'Abd al-Jabbar thus answered the critical 
objection to the present proof by adducing what had originally been a separate 
proof, namely, one of the proofs for creation from the impossibility of an infinite 
number. 209 

It is Juwayni who fully and explicitly recognizes that what is at issue here is 
not merely one of several difficulties to be raised and answered dialectically, but 
rather the nerve of the entire demonstration. As in the tradition summed up in 
'Abd al-Jabbar,210 Juwayni bases the proof from accidents on "four principles." 
First he establishes the existence of accidents, then shows them to be generated, 
and thirdly shows that no substances-that is, no atom-can be free of them. 

203K. a/-Kashf. p. 35. A similar critique is made by Abu ai-Barakat, K. a/-Mu'tabar. III, p. 31. 
204See above. n. 139, Arabic text, p. 245; French translation, §5. 
205 Above. n. 202. 
206Shari! a/-U~ii/, p. 114. 
207K. a/-Majmu'. p. 59. 
20Rlbid., p. 61. 
2(l'JBiiqilliini may be alluding to the same type of response to the oojection, K. a/-7illll"i". p. 49, 

taken together with p. 25. 
210 Above. p. 140. 
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But he no longer fecls he can assign the status of a principle to the proposition 
that what is unavoidably associated with generated accidents is itself generated. 211 
As his fourth premise, he substitutes "the impossibility of generated things with
out a first Iterm],,,212 a doctrine that, he goes so far as to aver, is the touchstone 
separating the believer from the nonbeliever who maintains the eternity of the 
world. 213 Juwayni supports his fourth premise as follows:' "It is a principle of 
the heretics that prior to the present revolution [of the spherel infinite revolutions 
have been completed. But for something infinite to pass away by having one unit 
succeed another is impossible. The fact that the revolution[sllof the sphere] prior 
to the present revolution(s) have passed away, ... demonstrates their finite
ness.,,214 This is simply the familiar and much repeated argument that the world 
must have a beginning since an infinite series of past events cannot conceivably 
have been traversed. 215 JuwaynI's complete demonstration accordingly runs: The 
universe cOllsists of atoms and accidents. Accidents are generated; and atoms are 
never free of them. But an infinite series of generated accidents is impossible 
since an infinite cannot be traversed, and hence there must be a first, generated 
term for every series of accidents. Inasmuch as each atom and the universe as a 
whole are inextricably associated with finite series of accidents, each atom and 
the universe itself can have existed for only a finite time, and must have come 
into existence from nothing. Juwayni's version rests, as Averroes later was to 
demand the proof must,216 on the association of the universe with a single gen
erated thing, that single generated thing being the series of generated accidents
or, to be morc precise, any single series of generated accidents. 217 -in the universe. 

To recapitulate: The key contention in the Kalam proof from accidents cries 
out for some justification. The lack was eventually felt, and was filled by adducing 
one or another of the arguments-it makes no difference which-from the impos
sibility of an infinite number. The classic Kalam proof for creation, which may 
have derived from Philoponus, was thereby combined with the proofs for creation 
from the impossibility of an infinite number which undoubtedly did derive from 
him. Perhaps it would be more accurate-seeing that the proof from accidents 
failed by itself to demonstrate anything-to say that the entire burden of dem
onstration fell upon the proofs from the impossibility of an infinite number. The 
proof from accidents regressed into a mere prelude to those proofs. 

The version of the proof from accidents appearing in Ghazali. Shahrastani, 
Maimonides, and Tiisi,218 is Juwayni's version. Averroes, in a critiaue of the 
Kalam, first records the earlier version of the proof, discussed In (he previous 

211 He does know the proposition; cf. K. a/-Shiimi/. pp. 220-221. 
212K. a/-/rshii". p. 18; K. a/-Shiimil. p. 215; Textes ap%getiqlles (Llllna'), p. 120. 
21JK. a/-/rs/uid, p. 25. 
214Ibid .• p. 26: cf. K. a/-Shiimi/, p. 215; Tcxtcs ap%getiqllcs (Luma 'j, p. 126. 
'" Above, pp. 119-120. "6 Above, p. 144. 
217Such as the movemenls of Ihe heavens. 

2lKAbovc, I1n. 174. 175, 181. 190. 
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section. Then he adds: "After the later Kalam thinkers realized the weakness of 
the proposition lthat what is not free of generated things is itself generated], they 
tried to strengthen it by proving, as they supposed, that an infinite number of 
accidents cannot pass successively over a single subject.,,219 The later Kalam 
thinkers, Averroes continues, based the impossibility of an infinite series of acci
dents on the contention that if any event had to be preceded by an infinite number 
of events, it could never come about; in other words, they employed the argument 
of proofs from the impossibility of an infinite number. Such, we have seen, is 
precisely the procedure followed by 'Abd al-Jabbar and more formally by Juwaynl. 
After Averroes records the version of the proof from accidents attributed by him 
to the "later Kalam philosophers" he sets forth his own refutation. no 

The manner in which ShahrastanI and Averroes refer to what I have here called 
JuwaynI's version of the proof from accidents, indicates that they did not consider 
him to be its author. 221 JuwaynI, though, docs claim credit for the new 'version 222 
and is the earliest writer in whose works I have been able to find it fully articulated. 

S. Proofs from composition 
Philoponus, as was seen in the previous chapter, offered two arguments from 

composition in support of his overall proof for creation from the finite power of 
the physical universe. Both arguments take their departure from the composition 
of matter and form in the heavens. In one of them, the reasoning was that what 
is composite is not self-sufficient, hence not infinitely powerful, hence destruc
tible and generated. 223 The reasoning in the other was that what is composite is 
subject to decomposition, and what is subject to decomposition is not infinitely 
powerful, the final inference of creation from finiteness of power not being stated. 224 
The line of thought of the second of the two arguments goes back to the Phaelio, 
where being composite is held to imply that a thing is subject to decomposition. 225 

The entire enterprise of citing composition in the universe as evidence of 
creation may well have been prompted by a passage in Aristotle. An argument 
is found in Aristotle to the effect that anything composite has the possibility of 
existing in a noncomposite state, and that the possibility of existing in a noncolII
posite state, like every possibility, must have been realized at some moment in 
past time. Aristotle inferred herefrom that "the eternal things" cannot be "com
posed of elements" and consequently do not contain matter and form. 226 Philo
ponus would plainly proceed to the further conclusion that since eternal things 

219K. al-Kash!, p. 36. 
22°lbid., pp. 36-37. 
'<I They both contrast the present proof with another that they do attribute to JuwaynL References 

above. nn. t75, 220. 
m K. al-Shiimil p. 218. 
m Above, p. 92. 
224 Above, pp. 92-93. 
22' Phaedo, 78C; above, p. 92. 
22"Melaphysics XII, 2, 1088b, t4-28. 
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are not composite whereas the heavens are, the heavens cannot be eternal. A 
different conclusion, more in the spirit of Aristotle's philosophy, might, however, 
be drawn with equal cogency. The proper conclusion to be drawn from Aristotle's 
words is, according to Averroes, not that the heavens arc generated but that they 
arc free of the composition of matter and form: If eternal beings are not composite 
and the heavens arc known with certainty to be eternal. then-as Averroes spells 
out Aristolle's intent-the heavens arc not composite. 227 

An argument is also to be found in Proclus which concludes that since the 
physical universe is composite, it must be "generated." But what Produs means 
thereby is that the universe is generated eternally, that is to say, eternally depen
dent on a cause for its existence. He reasons: Anything consisting in the joining 
together of parts must have a cause responsible for the parts' being joined; never
theless, the joining together of the parts and the composite product may be eternal, 
as is the case, so Produs understands, with respect to the heavens. 22H In arguing 
from the composition of the physical universe to the generation of the physical 
universe, Proclus is, in other words, advancing a proof of the existence of God 
and not a proof of creation. 

In medieval Arabic philosophy a number of arguments from composition are 
in evidence. Some are arguments for the creation of the world, and others, for 
the cxistence of God, without reference to creation. The character of the com
position from which either creation or the existence of God is derived varies, and 
at least thrce strains can be distinguished. (a) In certain instances the general fact 
of composition in the universe is adduccd with no attcntion given to the specific 
character of the composition. Here an additional bifurcation can be discerned. 
Sometimes the inference of creation or the existence of God is put forward without 
explanation and apparently is regarded as self-explanatory or self-evident; such 
arguments may stem from Philoponus or, conceivably, even directly from Plato, 
Aristotle, or Proclus. Sometimes, by contrast, grounds arc given for the inference 
of creation or the existence of God from composition. (b) In other instances. the 
combination specifically of contrary qualities in the universe is focused on, the 
contcntion being that the joining together of contrary qualities could only be 
effected by an overriding external force. (c) In still other instances, the focus is 
on the purposefulness of the composition in the universe, and the arguments arc 
of a teleological character. None of the arguments in any of the categories is 
particularly sublle or profound. 

227 Middle Commelltary 0/1 Metaphvsics, Casanatense Library, Hebrew MS. 3083. Xtl. p. 140 
(l4I)a; Taluiflll ul-7alltiflll, IV, pp. 280-281. 

228CommClltary 011 Timaells. cd. E. Diehl, Vol. I (Leipzig. 1903). pp. 290. 297. French translalion, 
with pagination of Ihe Greek imlicated: Commelllaire sur Ie Timel'. trans. A. Fcstugicrc. II <Paris. 
1967). Elemellis of Theoloxy. cd. and trans. E. Dodds (Oxford. (936). §47; LilJa Dc Call,lis. cd. 
and German trans. 0. Bardcnhcwcr (Freiburg. tH82). §27. 
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(a) In the previous chapter, Saadia and Kindi were seen to offer proofs for 
creation from the composition in the universe. Saadia's proof did not explain how 
composition implies creation,229 and Kindi's was discovered to be convoluted 
and circular. 23o Because of the context in which Saadia presented his proof and 
because of Kindi's terminology and the context in which he presented his, I 
suggested that both were outgrowths of Philoponus' arguments from composi
tion. 231 A proof of creation from composition is also to be found in the' Uyilll 
al-Masa'i/, a work attributed-incorrectly-to Alfarabi. The following syllog
ism appears there: "The world is composite; everything composite is generated; 
consequently ... the world is generated." 232 As in Saadia and Kindi, only cre
ation, not creation ex /lihi/o, is established by the argument; and, as in Saadia, 
the inference of generation, or creation, from composition is in no way justified. 
Another argument from eomposition in which the inference remains unexplained 
is advanced by the Arabic Christian writer Theodore Abu Qurra (ca. 740- 820); 
now, however, the existence of God is being proved, although with an intimation 
that creation too might be proved by the argument. Abu Qurra lays down the 
principle that "whenever something is composite, its parts precede it naturally 
and usually ... also temporally."233 To buttress the principle, he refers to the 
empirical truth that the existence of building materials "precedes" the construc
tion of a house; but he nowise essays to demonstrate the principle philosophically. 
His conclusion is that a composite universe must depend for its existence upon 
an external agent who binds the components together.2J4 Similar arguments for 
both the existence of God and the creation of the world appear among the early 
Scholastics. 235 

Attempts were sometimes made to explain why the existence of God and the 
creation of the world do follow from the composition of the universe. Shahrastani 
cites an argument in the name of Ash'ari which utilizes Kalam concepts for the 
purpose. Atoms, the reasoning runs, continually pass from a state of being joined 
with other atoms to a state of being disjoined from them. Their state of being 
joined or disjoined cannot flow from their own nature; for if the nature of a givcn 

229 Above, p. 103. 
230 Above. pp. 111-112. 
231 Above. pp. 102-103. 115. 
232'Uyun al-Masii·il. §2. in A/fiiriibf's philosophische Abhandlungen. ed. F. Dieterici (Lciden. 

1890). German translation: A/fiiriibf's philosophiscl.e Abhandlungen aus dem Arabiscl.cn ueberselzt. 
trans. F. Dieterici (Leiden. 1892). 

2)
3For the different senses in which one thing can be said to precede another, see Aristotle. 

Categories 12. 
234 Arabic text in al·Mashriq. XV (1912).762; German translation: Des Theodor AIJIi Kllrra Traktat 

Ueber den Schoepfer. trans. G. Graf (Muenster. 19(3). pp. 16-17. 
mCr. G. Grunwald. Geschicille der GOllesbeweise im Millelalter (Muenster. 1907). pp. 57-60 

(arguments for the existence of God where the proposition that every composite has a cause is treated 

as self·explanatory); Pl'. 62-64 (where that proposition is explained by Alan of Lille); PI'. 68-69 
(an argument for creation where the inference is again 1reated as self·explanatory). 
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atom determined that it should be joined, it would always be so, and if its nature 
determined that it should be disjoined, it would always be disjoined. 236 The 
passage of atoms from one state to another must therefore depend on an external 
agent who is responsible for assigning either the one or the other state to each 
given atom. Thus far, Ash'ari and Shahrastani have provided a crude proof of 
the existcnce of God. To carry the argumentation forward and devclop it into a 
proof of creation, Shahrastani adds a prineiple met earlier, the principle affirming 
that "what does not precede what is generated is likewise generated." 237 The 
conclusion is not rendered explicit by Shahrastani, but is clear: Since atoms do 
not precede the states of conjunction and disjunetion, and since every state of 
conjunction or disjunction is generated, all atoms and therefore the universe as 
a whole must be generated-generated, be it noted, ex nillilo. 238 The argument, 
which is cited by Shahrastani in the name of Ash 'ari, is recorded by Maimonides 
in his enumeration of the Kalam proofs of creation. There is a difference, how
ever, in that Maimonides does not venture to explore the argumentation beyond 
the stage where an external agent responsible for the conjunction and disjunction 
of atoms is inferred. Maimonides does mention, with a hint of disdain, that the 
Kalam thinkers thought the argument could establish creation, as well as the 
existence of God. But the step in which creation was reached was apparently 
judged by him to be too weak to waste words on. 239 

Once Avicenna appeared on the scene, a new route was made available for 
completing arguments from composition. Avicenna, as will be seen in a later 
chapter, devoted considerable effort to the analysis of the concept possibly exis
tent. And in the course of analyzing the concept, he established that every com
pound is possibly existent and that everything possibly existent depends upon 
something ~utside itself for its existence. 24o Those propositions, taken together 
with the empirical fact that the world is compound, furnished Fakhr ai-Din al
Razi with the materials for a proof of the existence of God. The physical universe, 
Rftzi argues, is compound, everything compound is possibly existent, and every
thing possibly existent has a causc of its existcnce; consequently, the physical 
universe has a cause of its existence. 241 Whereas Razi's reasoning concludes with 
the existence of God, IjI presented similar reasoning as a proof of both the 

2J"The reasoning would have been tighter. had Shahrastiinl written: "If the nature of a given atom 

determined that it should be joined to a particlliar other alom . ... " In Kalam physics. all atoms in 

the world are in combination. 

m Above. p. 136 .. 
Z.lR K. Nihiiya al·/qdiim. p. 11; Wolfson. The Philosophy of the Kalam. p. 386. 
2JQGuide. 1.74 (3). The conclusion that atoms are created depends on the questionable principle 

that "what does not precede what is generated is likewise generated." Cr. above, p. 143. Maimonides 

himself offers a proof for creation from the composition in the universe. Cf. Gllide. II. 22; below. 

1'.208. 
240 Below. p. 296. 
24. MII'!".!.,,,,. p. 107. 
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existence of God and creation. The physical universe, IjI contends, is compound; 
everything compound is possibly existent; what is possibly existent has a cause 
that brought it into existence; but whatever is brought into existence is preceded 
by nonexistence and hence is generated. 242 

(b) A second strain of argumentation does not concern itself with composition 
in general but rather with the composition specifically of contrary qualities. The 
notion that God or Nature reconciles the contrary forces in the universe goes 
back at least to the Pseudo-Aristotelian De Mundo. 243 A proof of the existence 
of God using the notion goes back at least to Athanasius (fourth century). Athan
asius asks rhetorically how the existence of God can be denied by anyone who 
"discovers fire mixed with the cold, and the dry mixed with the wet, yet not 
opposing one another," that is to say, by anyone who beholds the blending together 
of the elements in nature despite their contrary qualities. The elements, with their 
opposing qualities, could, Athanasius concludes, only be bound together by an 
overriding external agent, in other words, by a deity.244 Similar thinking appears 
in John of Damascus, Theodore Abu Qurra, and Job of Edessa, each of whom 
could have served as a bridge to the Islamic world. John of Damascus offers a 
proof, again of the existence of God, not creation, which reads: "How could such 
contrary natures as fire and water, earth and air, combine with one another to 
form one world and remain undissolved unless there were some all-powerful 
force to bring them together and always keep them SO?"245 Abu Qurra was seen 
earlier to contend that an external agent must be posited who binds together the 
components making up the universe. 246 Immediately after having made the gen
eral point, Abu Qurra turns his attention to the contrary characters of the four 
elements. He observes that earth and water naturally descend whereas air and 
fire ascend, that, further, contrary elements naturally destroy one another; and 
still the elements are constrained against their contrary natures into combination. 
The conclusion he draws now is stronger than the conclusion he drew earlier: 
Not only does composition in the universe indicate a cause; it indicates a cause 
able to "constrain" and "bind" together contrary qualities "against their nature," 
hence a cause possessed of "immeasurable ... and indescribable power." 247 Job 
of Edessa, who wrote in Syriac, likewise contends that the contrary qualities
"heat," "cold," "wetness," "dryness" -cannot be imagined to combinc by "them
selves, because if left to themselves they would not have been induced to do 

242 Mawaqif. VII. p. 227. iji writes that the argument comes from Riizi. For other argumcnls 10 
Ihe effecllhat what is possibly exislenl must be crealed. sec below. pp. 191,387. 

WOe Mundo. §5. Cf. W. Jaeger, Nemesius (Berlin, 1914), p. 112, n. 2; K. Gronau. Poseidonius 
lind die jlledisch-christliche Genesisexegese (Leipzig. 1914). p. 143. n. 2. 

244Contra Gellles. cd. R. Thomson (Oxford. 1971), §36. Cf. Boclhius. Consolation. III. prosc 
12. 

245De Fide OrtllOdoxa. 1,3. 
240 Abovc, p. 148. 
247See above, n. 234. Arabic texl, pp. 762-763; German translalion, pp. 17-18. 
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anything opposed to their nature. There must consequently exist a being beyond 
the elements" which combines them, "and that being is Gml."24R 

Kalam writers cite the l:oll1hination of I:ontrary qualities in the universe as 
evidenl:e both of the I:rcation of the world and the existenl:e of God. The Mu' tazilite 
Na??iim is reported to have proved creation thus: "I find heat and cold joined in 
a single body despite their contrariety and mutual divergence; and I understand 
that they cannot be joined by virtue of themselves ... that the agent who joined 
them is the agent who created them joined, and who constrained them .... " 1oI'i 

Again: "Ileat, I (ind, is contrary to cold, and contraries cannot he joincd through 
themselves in a single place. Having found that they are joined, I know they have 
something that has joined and constrained them against their own character. What 
undergoes I:onstraint ... is weak. And its weakness and the fact that the con
straining agent exercises effective control upon it arc a proof of its having been 
generated and that something has generated and created it." 250 

MiiturIdi cites the composition in the universe to prove both the existence of 
God and the creation of the world. When treating of the existence of God, he 
notes that the world contains contrary qualities, and he continues: "Any object 
in which contrary ... and divergent natures arc joincd ... I:annot be joined by 
virtue of itself; consequently, it has a joining agent.,,251 When treating of the 
issue of creation, he writes: "Perceivable objects [including the world as a whole 1 
arc unavoidably subject to the joining of differing and contrary natures. Those 
natures arc characterized by lIlutua) repUlsion .... Consequently, their joining 
must be due to something other than themselves; and that e~tablishes their 
generation." 252 

(c) In still other instances, attention is focused on the purposefulness of the 
composition in the universe, be it the purposefulness of composition in general 
or the purposefulness of the composition of contrary qualities. 

Athanasius was just seen to infer the existence of God from the fact that 
contrary qualities arc combined in the universe. 253 But as Athanasius proceeds 
we lind that the joining of contraries implies for him not merely a "superior being 
and master" who forces them to obey as "slaves obey their lord.fl254 The com
bination of contraries forms an "orderfl and "harmony," hence implies a "ruler," 
"director," and "king," who is responsible for the order and harmony.255 The 
same configuration recurs in John of Damascus. John of Damascus, as was seen, 
infers the existence of God from the combination of "contrary natures.

fl 
But he 

24K/Jook o(neasllre". I. iv. p. 15 (ciled by A. Ivry. Al-Kin"i:~ Metaph.l'.li('" (Albany. 19741. p. 27). 
24"Khayyii!, K. al-lllli.yar, §26. 
25"lbid. 

2·"K. ai-Til 1\""". p. 18. 
"'Ibid .• p. 1'2. 
mAbove. p. 150. 
254C(JI1tra Gellle.l. §37. 
2'5lbid .. §38. 
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prefaces his proof with the heading: "The very maintenance, preservation, and 
government of creation teaches us there is a God." And he incorporates into his 
reasoning the observation that the four elements are "arranged" in "unceasing 
and unhindered courses.,,256 His argument from the combination of contraries 
has, accordingly, itself entered into combination: It is combined with, or but
tressed by, teleological considerations; and Aquinas was indeed to read it as a 
proof from design. 257 Scholastic literature exhibits additional instances of argu
ments for the existence of God where the composition of contraries is cited as 
evidence of design. 258 

The theme that the combination of contraries implies design appears in the 
writings of the Ikhwiin al-~afii'. The Ikhwiin recommend the study of plant life 
in all its vast variety on the grounds that "a well-made product indicates a wise 
maker." The accompanying explanation is that "the four clements, with their 
opposing powers and mutually antagonistic natures, could not have been joined 
and combined [in the plant realm] ... except through the design of a wise 
maker"; therefore, the study of plants leads to knowledge of God. 259 

The most complex web is woven by the Jewish writer Bal)ya ibn Paquda. Bal)ya 
offers a proof of creation based on the principle that "everything combined is 
generated," since its parts are "naturally" and "temporarily" prior to the com
posite. 260 As supporting evidence, he cites three types of composition in the 
universe. He first notes the construction of the universe from different parts, 
which are "combined and composed" to produce a fully furnished dwelling place 
for man, the "householder." Here the theme clearly is teleological. Then he 
observes that plants and animals are composed of "the four elements, ... which 
differ and exclude one another, so that there would be no way for man to combine 
and order them. . .. Yet their combination . . . is firm and stable. . . . They 
cannot be mixed by virtue of themselves ... [and consequently] what docs 
combine them is different from them." Here we have the consideration that con
trary qualities can be reconciled only through a constraining agent; and as in 
Athanasius and John of Damascus, the thought is associated with teleological 
considerations. As a third piece of evidence for composition in the universe Bal)ya 
observes that the elements themselves are "combined from matter and form, that 
is to say, from substance [i.e., atom] and accident; their matter is prime mat
ter, ... whereas their form is the first general form which is the root of every 
substantial and accidental form." 261 The "first general form," the form common 

256De Fide Orthodoxa. I. 3. 
257Summa contra Gentiles, I, 13. 
mC. Baeumker, Wi/elo (Muens1er. 1908). p. 318. 
259Rasii'il, Physics, vii (Beirut. 1957), Vol. 11, p. 152. German translation: F. Dieterici. Die 

Na/uranschauung und Na/urphilosophie der Araber im X Jahrhulldert (Leipzig, 1876), p. 163. 
260Cf. Abu Qurra, above. p. 148. 
26'al_Hidiiya (lfobo/ ha-Lebabot) , cd. A. Yahuda (Leiden, 1912). I. 5 and 6. 
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to all clements, is nothing other than corporeal form, posited by certain com
mentators as an intermediate stage between Aristotle's prime matter and the 
proper form of each element. Corporeal form was construed by the Arabic Aris
totelians as identical with the tridimensionality of all physical objects, or as the 
medium for the presence of tridimensionality in prime matter. 262 In elucidating 
the composition of the elements, Bal)ya thus alludes to the composition attendant 
upon the tridimensionality of physical objects; and he does so although he could 
have made the more straightforward point that the elements are compounded of 
matter and the forms of each of the four elements. In his third piece of evidence 
for composition in the universe, Bal)ya refers, then, to both kinds of composi
tion-the composition of matter and form, and the composition of tridimension
ality-which had been adduced by Philoponus in the supporting arguments to 
his proof of creation from finite power263 and which subsequently appeared in 
Kindi.2M 

Bal)ya's proof of creation from composition has, in fine; woven together the 
following strands: the argument that combination implies creation since the parts 
precede the whole; the consideration that combination implies design; the con
sideration that the combination specifically of contrary qualities implies an exter
nal constraining agent; and illustrations of combination which are employed by 
Philoponus and reappear in Kindi. 

162Cf. Wolfson. Crescos. pp. 582-585. 
"'·'Above. p.92. 
2MAbove, pp. 111-113. 
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Arguments from the 
Concept of Particularization 

1. Inferring the existence of God from creation 
The standard Kalam procedure for proving the existence of God was to establish 

the creation of the world and then infer, from creation, the existence of a creator 
identified as the deity. The procedure has been termed the Platonic mode of 
proving the existence of God because of a passage in the Timaeus. Plato there 
offered a brief argument for the world's having been" generated and having begun 
at a first point,~ I whereupon he deduced the existence of a creator on the grounds 
that "what comes into existence must perforce come into existence through some 
cause.~2 Apparently Plato regarded the proposition that nothing can come into 
existence without "some cause" as self-evident. Galen's Compendium (~rllze Timaeus, 
a text that happens to be known from a medieval Arabic translation, notes as 
much; Plato, writes Galen, put forward the proposition in question "without ... 
demonstration, because it is something manifest to the intellect."3 A number of 
Islamic and Jewish thinkers agree, either explicitly or implicitly, that the propo
sition is self-evident and that the inference of a creator from creation requires no 
justification. 

Ghazali, for example, advances an ostensible argument to show that what 
comes into existence has a cause of its coming into existence. 4 He adds, however: 
"In reality, the foregoing ... is not an argument ... at all ... but merely an 
explication of the terms generated and cause~; for as soon as anyone "compre
hends the meaning of the terms, his intellect will necessarily affirm that whatever 
is generated has a cause.~5 Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi reports: "The need of what comes 

I Timaeus, 28B. The argument is not related to the medieval Arabic arguments. 
2Timaells. 28C. See above. Chapter I. n. 6. 
'Galen. Compendium Timaei Platollis, cd. P. Kraus and R. Walzer (London. 1951). Arabic text. 

p. 4. Cf. also Corpus Hermeticum, cd. A. Nock and A. Festugiere (Paris. 1945-1954), XIV, 6. 
4See below. p. 162. 
5 al-/qti~iid fi al·/' tiqiid (Ankara. 1962), pp. 25 - 26. Cf. also Ghazali, al·Risiila al·Qudsiva. cd. 

A. Tibawi as AI-Ghaziili's Tract all Dogmatic Theology (London, (965), Arabic text, p. 16; English 
Iranslation. p. 34. 
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into existence for an agent~ was considered by certain Kalam sheikhs. though 
not by everyone, to be an item of "necessaryM and "immediate~ knowledge. 6 

TiisI has a similar report. He writes: In the view of the "later Kalam thinkers 
... the judgment that whatever comes into existence must inescapably have an 
agent bringing it into existence is immediate knowedge requiring no proof. ... M? 
The position taken by Ghazali and recorded by RazI and TiisI is endorsed by iji 
and his commentator. "The immediacy of the intellect," they assert. "testifiesM 

that "whatever comes into existence has an agent bringing it into existence."H 
Several figures who stand on the periphery of the Kalam, while not explicitly 

characterizing the proposition as self-evident, do treat it as such. Kindi and Joseph 
ibn ~addiq ask whether the cause bringing a thing into existence might not be 
the thing itself; but as for the principle that anything coming into existelll:e does 
have some cause or other, it is treated by them as beyond question. '} Ba~ya too 
takes for granted that everything coming into existence has a cause. After pre
senting his proof for creation he docs feel called upon to state that it is "impossible 
for anything to produce itself.~ 10 But once the statement has been made. he can 
conclude: "We know by the testimony of healthy intellects~ that if the world has 
come into existence, "something outside the world created and brought the world 
into existence.~ II In other words, as soon as the impossibility of something's 
producing itself is recognized, the human intellect testifies that what comes into 
existence is brought into existence through a cause from without. The more 
comprehensive principle that things coming into existence do have some cause 
or other is, Bal~ya implies, self-evident. 

For each of the authors referred to thus far, the proposition that what comes 
into existence has a cause is, then, self-evident; and each of them accordingly 
can-and docs-state his proof or proofs of the creation of the world and infer 
the existence of a creator forthwith. Kalam writers who, on the contrary, did not 
regard the proposition as self-evident had to justify their inference of a creator 
from creation. Two lines of reasoning were pursued. Either an analogy was drawn 
between the coming into existence of objects and events within the worllJ and 
the coming into existence of the world as a whole; or else recourse was had to 
an argument turning on the concept of particularization or the kindred concept 
of tipping the scales. 

Saadia, in the passage that is germane, does not spell out his position but he 
seems to pursue the former line. He has an imaginary interlocutor trace the 
judgment that "there is nothing made without a maker~ to what is "testifiedM in 

(oK. al·Arha'ill (Hyderabad. 1934). p. 89. 
7Gloss to Riizi, Muiwssal (Cairo, 1905), p. 106. 
"Mawiiqi{(Cairo. (907). VIII. p. 3. 
9Kindi. Rasii' il (Cairo, 1950). I, pp. 123,207: Joseph Ibn Saddiq, ha· 'Olmll ha-Qatall, cd. S. 

Horovitz <Breslau. 19(3). p. 49. . 
IOal-flit/iiva (/lohot illl-Lehahon, cd. A. Yahuda (Lcidcn. 1912). I, 6. 
"Ihill .• I~ 7(3). 
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the realm of "the perceptible." The interlocutor's meaning, and probably Saadia's 
as well, is that in the realm of sense experience things coming into existence arc 
dependent on a cause; and by analogy or induction, things coming into existence 
outside the realm of human experience, including the world in its entirety, can 
also be presumed to be dependent on a cause. 12 Maturidi (d. 944) speaks more 
directly and clearly. "Building, writing, and ships," he writes, "testify to what 
we have said. For they can come into existence only through an existent agent, 
and the present instance," the world's coming into existence in its entirety, "must 
be similar"; human artifacts arc known empirically to come into existence through 
an agent, and by analogy, the world as a whole-given its creation-must also 
be the work of an agent. 13 The reference by Saadia and Maturdii to what is 
testified to empirically contrasts nicely with the previous references to thc testi
mony of the inlellect. 14 Maturioi gives allotiler vcrsioll of Ihe line of thoughl wc 
arc considering when he argues: "In the world as perceiveo (shiihid) 15 nothing 
exists which combines or separates by itself. It follows that such must have been 
true of the state of the world which cannot be perceived (ghii' ib)." 16 That is to 
say, just as nothing now coming into existence through the combination and 
separation of atoms can dispense with a cause, so too at the moment when the 
world as a whole came into existence, the elements constituting the world can
not-whether they themselves came into existence or already existed-have com
bined and separated spontaneously and without a cause. In Baqillani the argument 
runs: "Writing unquestionably requires a scribe; drawing, an artist; and building, 
a builder. Should anyone tell us that something written has come about without 
a scribe, or something molded without a molder, or weaving without a weaver, 
we would not doubt the speaker's ignorance." But the world is of a "more subtle 
and wondrous artisanship." Inasmuch as the world is known to "have come into 
existence," it must, by analogy and with even greater certainty, have a "maker." 17 

A similar formulation is found in BaghdadI ls and, very briefly, in Bazdawi. 1'1 

'Abd al-Jabbar adds a degree of analysis that raiscs the discussion from the 
level of analogy to what may be called the level of induction. "In the realm of 
what is perceptible (shahid)," he reasons, "our operations ... stand in need of, 
and are dependent on, us." So much is obvious from the circumstance that human 

12K. al-Amanat wa-I-/'tiqadat, ed. S. Landauer (Leiden, Ig80), I, 2, p. 39: English translation. 
with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Book of Beliefs and Opinions, trans. S. Rosenblatt (New 
Haven, (948). 

13K. al-Taw~id (Beirut, (970), p. 18. 
14Above, pp. 154-155. 
,sThe root of the word is the same as that in the term to testify. 
16K. al-Taw~id, p. 17. I have corrected bi-ghayrihi to bi-gJrii' ib. 
17 K. al-Tam"'d (Beirut, 1957). p. 23. Biiqilliini may well have in mind the argument from analogy 

in Ashari, Luma', 1,4. A teleological motif, such as will be discusscd in the next chapter, also SCCIllS 

to be present. 
18K. U.ya/ ai-Din (Istanbul, (928). p. 69. 
19K. U.yul ai-Din. cd. H. Linss (Cairo, (963). p. 18. 
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operations "occur in conformity with our intention." Furthermore, the aspect of 
human operations rendering them dependent on the human agent can be nothing 
other than the fact of their "having come into existence." That is obvious from 
the circumstance that "what occurs in conformity with our intent" is precisely 
"their coming into existence"; since what occurs in conformity with the agent's 
intcnt is precisely the coming into existence of an action or operation, coming 
into existence and nothing else must be the aspect of actions and operations 
rendering them dependent on the human agent. Now by the Kalam rule of induc
tion, whenever a primary characteristic or "ground" (' ilia) is, as far as experience 
goes, invariably accompanied by another characteristic, the connection between 
the characteristics can be presumed to obtain where experience docs not pene
trate. 20 In the instance at hand, the "ground" is the characteristic of having come 
illio exish:m:e, alld Ihe accompanyillg characterislic is dependence on an agent. 
'Abd al-Jabbar therefore affirms that "whatever has in common with our oper
ations [the characteristic 011 having come into existence, must likewise have in 
common with them [the characteristic of] requiring an agent." Hence once the 
world is known to have come into existence, an agent must be posited who brought 
it into existence. 2I The argument that anything coming into existence requires a 
cause is formulated in almost the same terms by a Jewish Kalam work attributed 
to Abraham ibn Ezra,22 and by two Karaite authors, Joseph al-Ba~ir ano Jeshua 
b. Judah, who arc known to have stood under the influence of 'Abd al-Jabbar's 
school. The Karaite authors explain: The "ground" (' ilia) in human acts rendering 
them dependent on man for their existence is the fact of their "having come into 
existence." But when a given ground is invariably observed to be accompanied 
by another characteristic, whatever possesses the former must-even in areas 
beyond the scope of observation-possess the latter. In the instance at hand, the 
world has in common with human actions the characteristic of "having come into 
existence." It must consequently have in common with human actions the need 
for "an agent bringing it into existence." 2] 

The foregoing quotations from Saadia, MaturIdi, BaqillanI, 'Abd al-Jabbar, 
and 'Abd al-Jabbar's Jewish followers, all look like variant formulations of a 
single theme, though some are expressed more technically than others, and 1 have 
termed them a single line of reasoning and contrasted them with the earlier 
position according to which the dependence of things coming into existence on 
a cause is self-evident. Fakhr ai-Din al-RazI viewed the matter differently. He 
drew a sharp distinction between "two approaches" to the inference of a creator 

zoCr. J. van Ess. Die Erkenlllllislehre des 'A1udaddin lil-ici(Wiesbaden, 1966), pp. 361. 381-
391. Thc problcm of determining which is consequent and which is ground is obvious. 

21 Sllllrl. al-U~.jl (Cairo, (965). pp. 118-119. 
22publishcd in Kerem Hemed, IV (1839),3. 
Bjosel'h al-Ba~ir, in P.' Frankl. Eill Mu'tazilitischer Kalam aus dem /0. lahrhundert (Vicnna, 

(872), p. 21: and in M. Schreiner. Studiellueber leschu'a ben lehuda (Berlin, 19(0), p. 39. n. I. 

Jcshlla, in Schreiner. Pl'. 38-39. 
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from creation; and some of the argumentation that has been quoted is subsumed 
by him under the first approach, while other argumentation is designated as the 
second. 

RazI writes: Certain Kalam thinkers who inferred a creator from creation main
tained that "the need of what comes into existence for an agent is [a piece of] 
necessary knowledge." To "prove" their thesis they pointed out that "anyone who 
sees a building erected or a castle upraised would know necessarily that the 
structure had a builder and maker; and, indeed, should someone allege that the 
building might come into existence without a maker and builder, he would be 
judged mad. We thus recognize the proposition to be [a piece ofl immediate 
[knowledgel."24 Razi is not saying that for the writers in question the coming 
into existence of the world is analogous to the coming into existence of a building, 
and just as we perceive the building to be the work of a builder, so by analogy 
should we judge creation to be the work of a creator. The step from the coming 
into existence of an effect to the existence of a cause and, more specifically, from 
creation to a creator is represented, in Razi's account, as "immediate" knowledge; 
and the example ofa building and a builder serves not to prove the proposition's 
truth but rather to "prove" its immediacy and self-evidence. The example serves 
as a touchstone or mental experiment for eliciting what the intellect apprehends 
as self-evident truth. Men might not-although it sounds a bit paradoxical
realize at once that creation immediately entails a creator, since the creation of 
the world is an unfamiliar event. By testing himself with more familiar events 
like the coming into existence of human artifacts, a person may-such is the 
burden of Razl's account-more easily recognize that the step from something's 
coming into existence to an agent bringing the thing into existence is self-evident. 

That, according to Razi, is one approach to the inferen.:e of a creator from 
creation. The proposition that what comes into existence requires a cause is taken 
as self-evident and the example of human artifacts serves to elicit its self-evi
dence. The second approach, he continues, is pursued by "most of the Mu'tazilite 
sheikhs." It treats the proposition that things coming into existence arc dependent 
on a cause not as self-evident but as "something to be proved"; and the proof 
resorted to turns out to be the argument by induction met in 'Abd al-Jabbar. 25 

The reasoning is given by RazI as follows: We perceive from our own experience 
that "the human agent brings his own actions into existence." We discern, more
over, that human "actions stand in need of us precisely because they come into 
existence after not having existed." The "ground" for their standing in need of 
an agent is thereby revealed to be nothing other than the fact of thcir "coming 
into existence." When a given ground is observed to be invariably accompanied 
by another characteristic, whatever possesses the former will possess the latter. 
The "world" as a whole docs possess the critical ground of having "come into 

24K. a/-Arba'ill. p. 89. 
25Riizi refers to other. less familiar Mu'lazilites. 
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existence." The world must consequently possess the accompanying characteristic 
of "standing in need of an agent.,,26 

RflZi expects his readers to keep in mind the differing stands taken by Mu'tazilites 
and Ash'arites on the nature of human actions. Mu'tazilites held the common
sense view that men perform or "create their own actions," while the Ash' arites 
totally negated natural causation and subscribed to an occasionalistic scheme 
wherein God, not man, creates every human action. Baqillani and Baghdadi were 
members of the latter school, and Maturidi belonged to a cognate school. There
fore when they state that things coming into existence require a cause and creation 
requires a creator, just as a building requires a builder, they cannot, Razi surmises, 
be genuinely thinking of the erection of a building by a human builder; for they 
believed that buildings and other artifacts arc never fashioned by human hands. 27 

When these writers compare the dependence of a building on a builder with the 
dependence of creation on a creator, they should accordingly be read not as 
drawing an analogy between a human artisan and the divine artisan, but merely 
as indicating how the self-evidence of the need of what comes into existence for 
a cause can be elicited. A true analogy or induction from human action to divine 
action could only be offered by a Mu'tazilite. And 'Abd al-Jabbar, a Mu'tazilite, 
docs unmistakably offer an argument of the sort. He analyzes human acts, under
takes to isolate the characteristic rendering them dependent on the human agent, 
and generalizes from human actions to everything containing the critical char
acleristic. Riiz\' an Ash'arite, naturally enough rejects the Mu'tazilite argument 
by induction. He insists that if the existence of God is to be inferred from creation, 
the principle that everything coming into existence requires an agent must be 
accepted as a self-evident truth. 2H 

Riizl, then, demarcates the boundary between those who treat the inference of 
a creator from creation as self-evident and those who defend the inference by 
analogy and induction in a different place from where the obvious sense of the 
texts would locate it. But whatever the merits of his interpretation, one line of 
reasoning in support of the inference of a creator from creation, should the 
inference not be regarded as self-evident, did take the form of an analogy or 
induction. The second line of reasoning in support of the inference brings the 
concept of particularization into play. Since the two lines arc nowise incompat
ible, several of the writers to be cited-Maturidi, Baqillani, and Baghdadi
could deploy them side by side. 

The particularization mode of argument searches for instances in the universe 
where, it understands, a given alternative has been selected over other, equally 
possible alternatives; and it submits that the arbitrary selection it discovers implies 

U'K. a/-Ar/}(/'III, pp. 89-90. Followed by iji, Ma\l'aqif, VIII. p. 3. 

"The building, which we are certain has a builder. is in other words fashioned by God. 
2RK. ,,/-A,.ba';II. p. 90. Juwayni. K. a/-Sluimil (Alexandria. 1969). p. 280. struggles with the 

question how an analogy might be drawn to human actions if men are not truly the authors of their 
actions. 
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a particularizing agent or a particularizing factor. In Miituridi, the term parti
cularization is absent, but the thought is unmistakable. Miituridi builds on his 
proo~ of creation and writes: If the world came into existcnce spontaneously, "no 
one tune would be more appropriate for its coming into existence than another." 
The world's having come into existence at a given specific time rather than another 
therefore "proves" that the world came into existence "through something else," 
through an agent who arbitrarily selected the time for it to appear. 29 Miituridi 
might have said, as subsequent writers do, that a particularizing agent must have 
selected out a particular time for the world to come into existence. 

Biiqilliini too has an argument from creation to a particularizing agent; he, 
however, looks not at the coming into existence of the world as a whole but at 
the coming into existence of the world's myriad parts, and he is able to draw his 
inference only by presupposing the Ash' arite denial of natural causation. In his 
proof for creation, Biiqilliini had established that accidents and bodies-the latter 
being composed of inert atoms to which accidents are conjoined-must have all 
come into existence. 3o After completing that proof, Biiqilliini proceeds: Things 
com~ng. int.o existence arc "similar to one another"; an accident carrying any 
quality IS, m other words, exactly like other accidents carrying the same quality, 
and a physical object consisting of a number of atoms to which a set of accidents 
is conjoined is exactly like other physical objects consisting of the same number 
of atoms and the same set of accidents. Yet "despite ... being similar to one 
another," things that come into existence make their appearance at different times, 
"some earlier ... than others," and "some later." The cause of a thing's coming 
into existence at an earlier or a later time cannot be the thing "itself and its 
genus"; "for should a thing come into existence earlier or later by virtue of itself, 
everything of the same genus would come into existence at the (same) earlier (or 
later) time." Biiqilliini ignores the commonsense explanation for some objects' 
coming into existence earlier and some, later-namely, that natural forces within 
the universe, which operate in accordance with natural laws, determine the time 
when things come into existence. He can as a conscquence conclude: The fact 
that a given physical object does come into existence earlier or later than some
thing exactly like it "is proof that it has an agent rendering it early [or late) and 
assigning it a definite span of existence in conformity with the agent's will." The 
aggregate of objects making up the physical world must thus depend on an 
agent-and Baqilliini will subsequently explain why there can be only one
who arbitrarily assigns each object a time for it to exist. 3 I Although Baqilliini 
does not expressly speak here of a particularizing agent who brings the world 
into existence, he employs the terms "particular" and "particularizing" a few 
I· f d' 32 mes a terwar s In a parallel context. The argument that each physical object 

2°K. al-Taw~id, p. 17. 
30Cr. above, p. 136. 
31 K. al-Tamhid, p. 23. 
"Ibid., and below, p. 178. 
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coming into existence must have the time for its emergence assigned by an agent 
is advanced by Baghdiidi as well; and Baghdadi docs expressly call the latter a 
"particularizing agent" (mukha.y.)·i.y).33 

JuwaynI also has a particularization argulllcnt, but he, like Maturkll, applies 
it to the world as a whole and thereby frees it again of the occasionalistic burden 
with which Baqilliini and Baghdadi loaded it; if the world has come into existence 
as a whole there arc-even on a naturalistic picture of the universe-no natural 
forces operating in accordance with natural laws which might have determined 
the moment for it to come into existence. Juwayni's reasoning goes: The creation 
of the world has been demonstrated, and whatever comes into existence has an 
equal possibility of "existing ... and not existing." The world, moreover, might 
have come into existence at different "possible" times. From the world's having 
come into existence at a given time rather than "continuing in a state of nonex
istence," the "intellect immediately judges that the world requires a particular
izing agent who selected out existence for it" at the time when it came into 
existence. 34 Juwayni's use of the phrase "the intellect immediately judges" is 
revealing. The particularization argument was called into play by Kalam thinkers 
in order to furnish underpinning for the inference of a creator from creation and 
not leave it an item of self-evident knowledge. But, Juwayni recognizes, the step 
from the selection between equal possibilities to a particularizing agent who 
makes the selection must itself ultimately be taken as self-evident. 

The thought that creation points to a particularizing agent who selected (lut the 
particular Illoment for the world to come into existence is employed by Bazdawi,.15 
a follower of MflturIdI, and by Ghazali;36 and it is recorded by Judah Hallevi in 
his summary of Kalam doctrines. 37 

The passage ljuoted from JuwaynI merits further comment, since it reveals, in 
fact, not one, but two intertwined motifs. Juwayni is saying both that a particu
larizing agent must have selected out a moment for the world to emerge in 
preference to other times when the world might have emerged; and that a parti
cularizing agent must have selected out existence for the world in preference to 
nonexistence . .IM The former is the motif met already in Miituridi, but the latter is 
a new motif, which must have been suggested to Juwayni by Avicenna's analysis 
of the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent. 39 Juwayni realized that 
the two motifs arc distinct. 40 And in a composition that was designed as a mere 
outline of his thought and not as a full-fledged theological work he restricts 
himself to the second of the two. Given creation, he explains there, the world 

"K. V.YlI/ ai-Dill. p. 69. 
14K. a/-Irsl,,;d (Cairo, t950), p. 28; cf. K. al-Sllllmii. pp. 262-265, 267. 
'5K. V~Il/al-Dill. p. 18. 
'6a/-Risiila al-Qlldsiya, Arabic text, p. 16; Engtish translation, p. 34. 
"KllzlIri, V, 18(3). 
·'"K. lI/-Sllllmil. pp. 263-265. shows how ]uwayni came to combine the motifs. 
'OCr. betow. p. 290. 40 Below, p. 177. 
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must have a creator. For "things coming into existence" arc "possibly existent 
(jii'iz al-wujud), inasmuch as either their existence or-in preference to their 
existence-their continued nonexistence can be supposed. When they are parti
cularized in [or: by] actual possible existence (wujud mumkin) they stand in need 
of a particularizing agent." 4 

I 

Echoes of Avicenna arc more audible in a variation of the particularization 
argument offered by Ghazali, Fakhr ai-DIn al-RiizI, and ijI. Avicenna had insisted 
that when something possibly existent becomes actual, actual existence must be 
"differentiated out" for the object over nonexistence. 42 It was not Avicenna's 
intent that the world is anything but eternal, and he certainly did not have in 
mind a temporal differentiation out of actual existence for the world as a whole. 
Ghazali and the others, however, turn Avicenna's analysis to their own purpose. 
They arc once more justifying the inference of a creator from creation. They 
focus exclusively on the selection of existence for the created world in preference 
to nonexistence; and they now employ not the language of particularization, but 
kindred language, that of tipping the scales. Everything coming intoexistence, 
they write, plainly is "possibly existent" prior to actually existing; for if a thing 
were "impossible," it would never exist, whereas if it were "necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself," it would always exist. But anything whose existence is possible 
is, in itself, equally capable of existing and not existing. Something of the sort 
can, therefore, enter the domain of actual existence only through an agent that 
"tips the scales (murajji~) in favor of its existing." The world is known, thanks 
to Kalam proofs of creation, to be an object that came into existence, and hence 
an object that was possibly existent before actually existing. When the world 
entered the domain of actual existence an agent must, then, have tipped the scales 
in favor of its existence.43 

Such were the Kalam arguments supporting the inference of a creator from 
creation. A supplementary detail was sometimes provided both by those who 
treated the inference of a creator from creation as self-evident and those who 
offered arguments to support the inference. 

The rhetorical question is posed: Granted that the world must have had a cause 
bringing it into existence, why might not the world itself have been the cause? 
Why cannot an object bring itself into existence and select out the particular 
moment for its own emergence? The most common response goes baek at least 
to Proclus' commentary on Plato's Timaeus. When expatiating on Plato's state
ment that "what comes into existence must perforce come into existence through 

41 Textes apologeriques de Guwailli (Luma'), cd. M. Allard (Beirut, 1968), pp. 128-129. 
42Najiit (Cairo. 1938). p. 226; ShiJii'; lIiiiliyiit. ed. G. Anawati and S. Zayed (Cairo. 1960), p. 

39; French translation, with pagination of the Arabic indicated: La Meraphysique du ShiJii', Irans. G. 
Anawati (Paris, 1978). 

43Ghazali, al-lqtisiid, pp. 25-26; Razi, K. al-Arba'ill, p. 86, together with p. 71; cf. idem, 
Mu~a~~al, p. 106, together wilh pp. 53-54; iji, MawiiqiJ, VIII, p. 3. 
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some cause,,,44 Proclus wrote: "Nothing can possibly bring itself into existence; 
for if it did, it would exist before coming into existence" which is absurd. 45 

Saadia, MiiturldI, Baghdiidl. Ba~ya. and Joseph ibn ~addiq argue in the same 
vein. Before something has come into existence. they point out. it surely cannot 
be described as the agent bringing it into existence; for it docs not yet exist. and 
what does not exist cannot function as an agent. But after a thing has already 
come into existence it again cannot be described as the agent bringing it into 
existence, since it already exists and no longer needs to be brought into existence. 
There is thus no time at which a thing can be described as bringing itself into 
existence; and the world cannot have been brought into existence by itself. 46 'Abd 
al-Jabbiir says more or less the same in different words. Nothing. he contends. 
can bring itself into existence. since only what has power can bring things into 
existcnce. and "what has power ovcr anything must precede its effect. If the agent 
bringing a body into existence were the body itself. it would have to have p,;wcr 
while still nonexistent," which is impossible. 47 

Kindi and Ibn I:Iazm introduce the following consideration: To state that an 
agent brings something into existence is to affirm. in effect. that two entities 
exist. one of which acts upon the other. The supposition that something brings 
itself into existence would. hence. be tantamount to supposing that a single thing 
is two distinct things. Since the supposition is self-contradictory and absurd. 
nothing. including the world. can bring itself into existenee,48 

Additional considerations were advanced which. we should probably agree. 
fall somewhat below the threshold of philosophy. Biiqilliini reasons: The world 
contains death; but what contains death cannot be a creator; therefore the world 
cannot be a creator. 49 Saadia and MiituridI reason: If the world had the capability 
of creating itself, it would likewise have had the capability of desisting from 
creating itself. To speak. however, of the world's desisting is to imply that the 
world existed. whereas to speak of its desisting from creating itself would be to 
imply that the world had never been created and never existed. The notion of the 
world's desisting from crcating itself is thus self-contradictory and impossible. 
By dclinition. the possible is such that when it is assumed to exist. nothing 

44 Above, n. 2. 

"ColI/lI/clltary Oil Till/aells, cd. E. Diehl (Leipzig, 1903-1906), I. p. 260. lines 8-9; French 
Iranslalion, with paginalion of Ihe Greek indicated: COII/II/entaire sur Ie Timee. trans. A. Fcstugicre 
(paris, 1966-19(7). 

4"Saadia, K. al-AII/(!II{!I, I, 2, p. 38; Maturidi. K. al-Ttlll-hid, p. 18; Baghdadi, K. u."i/al-LJill. 

p. 69; Bahya, al-Hidiiya (Hobol ha-Lchabol), I, 5; Ibn Saddiq. iw- 'Olam ha-Qalall, p. 49. Cf. bcl(iw, 
n. 4X. The argumcnl was known to Hume, 7reatise oj 1I1111/(1Il Nature, I, iii, 3. 

47S/IlIr11 al-U.pi/, p. 119. 

4XKindi, Ro.«!' ii, I. pp. 123-124; Ibn Hazm. K. al-Fa~1 fi al-Milal (Cairo, 1964). I. p. 18. At 
first Kindi sccms to bc arguing as Saadia, Baghdadi, and the others did, but then he slides into this 
argument. 

4·'K. ai-lillI/hid, p. 24. Cf. Maturidi. K. al-Ttllt'(lid, p. 17. 
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impossible results therefrom. 50 Since the hypothesis that the world had the capa
bility of creating itself leads to the impossible notion that the world could have 
desisted from creating itself, since the hypothesis does result in an impossibility, 
it fails to satisfy the definition of the possible. That the world might havl., ereated 
itself is therefore not possible. 51 

Saadia, to give a final instance, writes: When a thing exists, it is stronger than 
when it docs not exist. The world in its state of existence is too weak to create a 
world. A fortiori, the world would not have been strong enough to create a world 
before existing. 52 

To recapitulate: The standard Kalam procedure for proving the exister.ce of 
God was to infer a creator from creation on the grounds that what comes into 
existence must have a cause. Some Kalam authors treated the proposition that 
things coming into existence must have a cause bringing them into existence as 
self-evident. Of those who did not treat the proposition as self-evident, some 
supported the inference of a creator from creation through an argument by analogy 
or induction. And some supported it through an argument turning on the concept 
of particularization or the kindred concept of tipping the scales. Once satisfied 
that the coming into existence of the world does require a cause, a number of 
Kalam writers appended a supplementary detail. They explained why nothing 
can bring itself into existence and why the creator of the world cannot have been 
the world itself. 

Adherents of the Kalam do not stop here. They proceed to argue that the cause 
of the existence of the world must be eternal; several undertake to prove that 
what brought the world into existence cannot be a nature or necessary cause; 
invariably they argue that the cause of the world must be one and incorporeal and 
that it must possess power, knowledge, life, and will. Unfortunately, Kalam 
thinkers do not make clear which of the foregoing they consider to be part of the 
concept of God, indispensable conditions such that nothing can merit the des
ignation deity without them; and which are ancillary attributes, not integral to 
the very concept of deity. If an attribute is deemed integral to the concept of the 
deity, a proof of.the existence of God will not be complete until the cause of the 
universe is shown to possess it. If, for instance, 'God' is taken to mean the 'single 
incorporeal cause of the world; the existence of God will not have been estab
lished until the world is shown to have a cause that is one and incorporeal, whercas 
if 'God' means merely the 'cause of the world; a proof of the existence of God 
can be achieved without arguments for unity and incorporeality. 

Of the attributes that have been mentioned, unity, especially, might be expected 
to be integral to the Kalam concept of the deity; the unity of God was so central 
a Kalam doctrine that 'establishing the unity [of God]' (tawbid'; was the Kalam 

5<'Aristotle, Prior Analytics I, 13, 32a, 18-20. 
5JSaadia, K. al·Amaniit, p. 38; Maturjdj, K. al-Taw~lid, p. 18. 
"K. al·Amiilliit, p. 37. 
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term for 'natural theology.' The texts dealing with the unity of God are, as 
happens, ambiguous. Writers propose to demonstrate that "God is one,"s., and 
by expressing themselves in that way may appear to grant that God can be known 
to exist before he is known to be one. And yet in the most popular proof for 
unity, the pivotal thought is that the hypothesis of two deities cannot be squared 
with what is meant by 'God'; and there the presupposition would appear to be 
that unity is after all an indispensable condition for the deity. The writers who 
follow their proof for the existence of a creator with an argument establishing 
that the creator cannot be a nature or necessary cause undoubtedly consider this 
characteristic at least, the characteristic of not being a nature or necessary cause, 
to be an indispensable specification for the deity. And a few other attributes also 
are represented as indispensable specifications. 54 But as for the remainder, includ
ing unity, it is hard to determine which the generality of Kalam writers did, and 
which they did not, understand to be specifications for the deity, and where, 
consequently, their proofs of the existence of God end and their arguments for 
the ancillary attributes begin. 

At any rate, virtually all who infer a creator from creation add that not merely 
does the existence of the world depend upon a cause; it depends upon a first 
eternal cause. The stock explanation is that an infinite regress would otherwise 
ensue. As Baghdadi puts it: "If the creator himself came into existence, he would 
stand in need of an agent to bring him into existence. If the latter too came into 
existence, he in turn would stand in need of a third agent. And the series would 
regress (yatasa/sal) infinitely, which is absurd." To avoid an infinite regress, the 
"creator" of the world-or, to be more precise, the ultimate creator-must be 
judged "eternal." 55 The argument for the eternity of the creator from the impos
sibility of an infinite regress is given by BaqiIlani,56 'Abd al-Jabbar,57 Juwayni, 58 
Ghazali,5'1 Bal)ya,60 Joseph al-Ba\,ir,61 Judah lIallevi,62 Abraham ibn E7.ra,b.l 
Fakhr aI-Din al-Riizi,64 and Iji. 65 1t contrasts slightly with an argument employed 
by Aristotle and his medieval disciples. Aristotle and the medieval Aristotelians 
reached a tirst cause, not a tirst creator, of the world with the aid of a parallel 

53, Abd al-Jabbiir, SharI! al·Usiil. p. 277; Juwaynj, K. al·lrshiid, p. 53; Ghazali, al·lqtisiid. p. 
73; iji, Man-iiqi{. VlIl. p. 39. 

, .• See helow, p. 167. 
"K. u."i/al·[)ill. p. 72. 
'OK. 01· Ttl/11M". p. 25. 
57Shar~1 al·U~lil. p. 181. 
'"K. al·Jrs/"l". p. 32; K. a/·Shiimi/. pp. 617-6t8. 
59al.lqti~iid. p. 35. 
""al·Hidaya (Ho!Jot /1O·Lc!Jahot), 1,6; to. 
6'Frankl, Eill MlI'tazilitischer Kaliim, p. 24. 
62KlIzari. V, 18(4). 
63 Kercm Heme". IV, p. 4. 
MK. al.A;ha·ill, p. 92 (in the name of Ihe "sheikhs" of the Kalam). 

"'Man-all if. VIII, pp. 4-t5. 
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consideration, the consideration that an infinite regress of causes is impossihle. 
But their grounds for ruling out an infinite regress of causes were that the nature 
of causation precludes causes' running to infinity;66 whereas the adherents of the 
Kalam rule out an infinite series of agents bringing the world into existence at a 
particular moment on the grounds that an infinite regress of any sort is impossible. 
The difference may sound insignificant. Yet Ghazali made a good deal of it and 
undertook to show that the Aristotelian approach to the infinite regress embodies 
an inconsistency and as a consequence is, unlike the Kalam approach, untenable. 67 

Kalam argumentation has arrived at a first eternal cause of the creation of the 
world. Baqillani, 'Abd al-Jabbar, Juwayni, and Jeshua b. Judah, furnish an argu
ment establishing that the first cause cannot be a "nature" or a "[necessary) cause" 
(' ilia), but must be a "voluntary agent." The reasoning goes: The cause of the 
world is known to be eternal. Both a nature and a necessary cause operate in an 
unvarying manner; and if an eternal nature or eternal necessary cause had acted 
to produce the world, it would have acted as long as it existed, and the world 
would likewise be eternal. But the Kalam proofs of crcation have demonstrated 
that the world was created. The world therefore cannot have been produced by a 
nature or a necessary cause, and must instead be the work of a "voluntary agent."6R 

A variety of grounds, all highly dialectical, were adduced to establish the unity 
of God. Most popular was (a) the argument from mutual interference (tamclllU '), 
an argument whose provenance apparently was Greek. The author of thc Ilermetic 
Corpus contended that if more than one deity existed, "rivalry" would beset 
them. 69 And John of Damascus defended the unity of God with the argument 
that if "several gods" existed, "conflict" between them could not be avoided, 
and the world would be "broken up and utterly destroyed.,,70 For their part, the 
Islamic writers traced the argument from mutual interference not to Greek sources 
but to Scripture. 

Quran 21:22 reads: "If gods other than God were in them [i.e., in the heavens 
and earth], both [the heavens and earth] would fall into ruin." And Quran 23:91 
reads: "There is no god along with him; else each god would assurcdly havc 
championed what he created, and one would have overcome the other." Ash' ari 
spells out the intent of the Quranic verses: On the hypothesis of two creators, 
one of the two mipht will something while the other willed the contrary. For 
example;one might "will to have a man live, while the other willed to have him 
die." Should such occur, it would not be possible for the will of both to be 
accomplished; nor for the will of neither to be accomplished; nor again for the 

66See below, p. 337. 
67See Appendix A. 

6"Baqillanl, K. al·Tamhid. pp. 34-35; 'Abd al·Jabbar, Shar~1 al·U~rII. p. 120; Juwaynl, K. al· 
Irslrlid. pp. 28-29; Schreiner, Studien ueber Jeschu 'a ben Jelruda. p. 38. Baghdadi, K. Usul al· 
Din. p. 69, has a different argument showing that Ihe creator is not a "nature." . 

('"Corpus Hameticum. XI, 9. 
7"De Fide OrtJrodoxa. 1,5. 
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will of one to he accomplished, while the will of the other was frustrated. Clearly, 
"what both will could not conceivably be accomplished; for a body cannot con
ceivably be alive and dead at the same time." Nor might "what neither wills be 
accomplished." The reason therefor is that if the will of neither creator were 
accomplished, both assumed creators would "perforce be powerless, whereas," 
Ash' ari postulates, "what is powerless cannot be God or eternal." Later writers 
would here interpose an additional, logical reason why it would be impossible 
that the will of neither supposed deity should be accomplished; if the will of 
neither were accomplished, the body would be neither dead nor alive; and the 
law of the excluded middle would be violated. 71 Finally, writes Ash'ari, it is 
impossible that the will of one of the two assumed divine creators should be 
accomplished while the will of the other is frustrated. For if "what one of the 
two assumed creators wills is accomplished to the exclusion of the other," the 
former alone would be God, seeing that the other would be powerless, and 
"anything powerless cannot be God or eternal." Thus, no more than one divine 
creator can, Ash' ari concludes, exist. 72 The argument from mutual interfcrence 
is employed by Saadia7.' and Maturidi,74 who like Ash'ari were active in the 
early tenth century; and it undoubtedly was already a stock argument by the end 
of the previous century.75 

When Biiqilliini subsequently gave his version, he put Ash'ari's remark con
cerning power and eternity a trifle more explicitly. "Powerlessness," BiiqilHini 
comments in the course of restating Ash'ari's argument, "is a mark of having 
come into existence," and for that reason "the eternal cannot be powerless.,,7b 
The presupposition in Ash' ari and, more explicitly, in Baqillani-a presuppo
sition other Kalam thinkers employing the argument concur in--is that eternity 
and power arc parl of the irreducible concept of the deity, and nothing can be 
designated a deity without being eternal and powerful. Inasmuch as the unity of 
God is being demonstrated through the presupposition that eternity and power 
are integral to the concept of God, unity too is perhaps being construed as integral 
to the concept of God. 

The argument frol11mutual interference invites an objection, and the objection 
is taken up by 'Abd al-Jabbiir. He presents the argument froml11utual interference 
much as Ash' ari did, although the imagined conllict between the deities which 
he outlines is slightly different; he assumes not that one of the supposed deities 
wills life for a given body while the other wills death, but rather that one wills 

71 BaghdadI. Juwaynl, Shahrastanl. and ijl. in passages cited below. nn. 80.81.83. X4. 
12 K . ol-LII/I/(/', in T1leolol{" of al·Aslr 'arl. cd. and trans. R. McCarthy. (Beirul. 1953). *X. 
7'K. ol-Amcincit, 11.3, p. 82. 
74K. al.Toll'!lld. p. 20. 
75The argulllenl seellls 10 be present in at-Muqammi~ (ninlh cenlury). Sec O. Vajda. "Le Problclllc 

de I'Unilc de Dieu d'aprcs al·Muqalllmi~: Jell'i,,/r Meclieml and Renaissance Stlldies, cd. A. Altmann 
(Cambridge. Mass. 1967). p. 57. 

76K. ol-liIllIMd. p. 25. 
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motion while the other wills rest. Should contlict of the sort occur, it would, 
'Abd al-Jabbar shows, be impossible for the will of both supposed deities to be 
accomplished; it would be impossible for the will of neither to be accomplished; 
and if the will of only one were accomplished, the one whose will was accom
plished would alone be the deity.77 'Abd al-Jabbar concludes that only one deity 
can exist, whereupon he turns to the objection. 

The objection runs: Granted that two deities could not exist who will contrary 
effects, might not two deities "be wise and never interfere with each other?" 
Might there not exist two deities who always will identical events and always see 
their will accomplished? 'Abd al-Jabbar's response is that the argument from 
mutual interference requires not the "reality" of a contlict of wills, but merely 
the "supposition" (taqdfr) or "possibility" (~i~l~W) of a contlict. Since on. the 
hypothesis of two ·deities the two would have the possibility, at least, of willing 
contrary effects, the question remains which of them would, in the event of a 
conflict, be able to execute his will. And the one possessing the ability to execute 
his will could alone be called the deity.78 'Abd al-Jabbar may well have in mind 
the definition of the possible as what is such that "when it is assumed to exist, 
nothing impossible results therefrom."79 His thinking would be that the hypoth
esis of two deities entails the possibility, at least, of their willing anything in 
their power, and hence their willing contrary events. The existence of two deities 
who will contrary events has, however, been shown to be an impossibility. The 
hypothesis of two deities is thus found to be an assumption from which something 
impossible does result, and the hypothesis fails to satisfy the definition of the 
possible. No more than one deity can, consequently, exist. 

The argument from mutual interference, together with the response to the 
objection that two deities might perhaps always will identical effects, is put 
forward by Baghdadi,8o Juwayni,81 Joseph al-Ba~ir,82 Shahrastani,83 and Iji. 84 

The argument without the objection and response to it is given by Taftazani,85 

and is alluded to by Ba~ya86 and the Karaite Judah Hadassi. 87 

77 Shar~ al-U~Ul. p. 278. 
78 Shar~ al-U~Ul, p. 283, with further elaborations. Cf. K. al-Majmu' fi al-Mu~il bi-I-Taklif, ed. 

J. Houben (Beirut, 1965), pp. 215-217, where there arc even more elaborations. 
79Cf. Prior Analytics I, 13, 32a, 18-20. ijI, below, n. 84, quotes the definition of possible in 

his version of the argument. 
8°K. Usul ai-Din, p. 85. 

8'K. a/:lrshad, pp. 53-54. 57; K. al-Shamil. pp. 352-382, with an elaborate discussion of the 
eight "principles" underlying the argument, and with an excursus showing that Mu'tazilites, who 
recognize the efficacy of human will, are guilty of inconsistency in employing the argument. 

.2Frankl, Eill Mu 'tazilitischer Kalam. p. 27. 

83K. Nihaya al-lqdam, cd. A. Guillaume (Oxford and London, 1934), pp. 91-92; 94-96. 
84Mawaqi!. VIII, p. 42. 
"'TaftiiziinI, A Commentary OIl the Creed oj Islam. trans. E. Elder (New York, 1950), p. 37. 
R6al-Hidava (Hobot ha-Lebabot), I. 7 (end). 
87Eshkol ilQ-K~jer (Eupatoria, 1836), §26. 
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Averroes and Maimonides reject the argument on the grounds that two deities 
might exist who have separate responsibilities, each creating a segment of the 
world and not interfering with the other. 88 Amidi rejects the argument because 
he cannot accept the response made by 'Abd al-Jabbar to the objection that two 
deities might always agree. As far as the argument from mutual interference goes, 
Amidi surrejoins, two deities might indeed exist who always agree; for the 
assumption of two deities does not entail even the possibility of connie!. The fact 
that when the two are considered in isolation from each other,8? one of them 
would be able to will an effect and his compeer would be able to will the contrary 
docs not mean that they would have the possibility of doing so at the same time. 
The situation, Amidi proceeds, may be clarified by considering a single divine 
agent. A single divine agent can, at any moment, will an event or its contrary, 
but he cannot conceivably will both the event and its contrary at the same moment. 
Similarly. each of two divine agents would be able to will an effect or its contrary 
when each and his exercise of will is taken in isolation; but it does not follow 
that one of the two could will the effect while his compeer was willing the 
contrary. Two deities might then exist who do not have even the possihility of 
willing C{mtrary events; and the argument from mutual interference collapses.')\) 

further arguments for the unity of the creator were current in Kalam circles. 
In (b) an extension or attenuation of the argument from mutual interference, it 
was conlended ,hat the hypothesis of lwo divine creators embodies a conlradic
tion. Joseph ibn ~addiq explains: Should two agents produce the world cooper
atively, they would "stand in need of each other"; they would be wcak; they 
would not be "eternal, inasmuch as the eternal cannot be weak"; and yet the 
world has been shown to have an eternal cause. "If, by contrast, one of the two 
agents produced the world by himself, ... the other would be weak and not ... 
eternal." The existence of two divine creators is therefore impossible. 'II iji puts 
the thought differently: If two deities were equally "powerful" (qlidir). any pos
sible "object of activity" (lII11qlhir) for them would have an "identical ... relation 
... to each"; and as a consequence, they could perform no action whatsoever. 
No action could be performed by them cooperatively; for a given single action 
is, by definition, performed by one and not by two agents. 92 Nor could an action 
be performed by one to the exclusion of the other. For since every ohject of 

R. Averroes. K. al-Kashf. cd. M. Mueller (Munich. 1859). p. 49; German tran,lation. with 
pagination of Arabic indicated: Philosophie /II1l1 Theologie VOII A,'ames ails tJem Amhi.",hen lIeh
ersetzt. trans. M. Mueller (Munich. 1875); Maimonides. Gllide to the Perplexed. I. 75( I). 

RQ AmidI apparently has in mind JuwaynI, K. al-lrsillid, p. 54. 
'"'GI"i."a al-Mll/'tlm (Cairo. 1971). pp. 151-152. 
'II Ira- 'Olam Ira-Qatllll, p. 50. Similar reasoning appears in al-Muqammis. in Vajda. "Le Prohlcme 

de rUnite de Dieu: pp. 57-58; and Bahya. al-l/idcl.l'a (Hohot I",-Leha/Jo!). I. 7(7). Cf. abo Shah
rast,lni. K. Nilul.\'a ,II-I</d"m. p. <)2; Maimonides, (illide. I. 75(5). 

'Ill understand that iji is defining a single action as the action Jone by a single agent. ShoulJ two 
agents perform an action. we would in fact have two actions. 
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activity would have an identical relation to each of the two agcnts, neither of 
them could, to the exclusion of the other, undertake the activity-unless some 
wholly inexplicable factor were to materialize and "tip the scales," thereby deter-. 
mining which of the two equally powerful agents should act. Inasmuch as equally 
powerful divine agents would be incapable of performing any action whatsoever, 
the world must be the handiwork of a single powerful divine agent. 93 

Saadia and BaJ:lya advance (c) an argument that is recorded as well by Juwayni, 
where it 'is attributed to the Mu'tazilites and "many of our [i.e., Ash'aritel 
scholars."94 It goes: Creation requires that a creator be posited; the requirement 
is satisfied as soon as a single creator is acknowledged; hence a single creator is 
all that should be posited. 95 A specialized version is offered by Shahrastani and 
recorded by Amidt. As was seen, one line of reasoning in support of the inference 
of a creator from creation had been that an agent would be needed to "tip the 
scales" in favor of the world's coming into existence. The act of tipping the 
scales, Shahrastani, now contends, "points" to an agent tipping the scales, but 
not to "two agents." Consequently only a single agent who tipped the scales in 
favor of the world's coming into existence should be posited. 'i6 Juwayni, who 
refers to the general form of the present argument, and Amidi, who refers to the 
specialized form, reject the argument. They remark, cogently, that the "nonex
istence of a proof" is not tantamount to "proving the nonexistence of a thing." 
Accordingly, the failure of the proof from creation to demonstrate more than a 
single creator is nowise tantamount to its demonstrating that no more than a 
single creator exists. 97 Maimonides was familiar with all sides of the discussion. 
He records the Kalam argument to the effect that no more than one divine creator 
should be posited because no more than one had been demonstrated. He repeats 
the objection raised by Juwayni and Amidt. He even reports a rejoinder to the 
objection, and submits a surrejoinder of his own. 98 

The foregoing have been arguments for the unity of God the burden of which 
is, in each instance, that the world could not have more than one creator. In 
addition, Kalam writers put forward considerations that do not build on the prior 
inference of a creator from creation. A number of writers maintain (d) that only 
one deity can existence because two entities possessing the nature of the deity 
could not be differentiated. The explanation takes divers forms. 99 A common 
form (d.i), which has something of an Aristotelian cast, ilK) goes: The deity is 

9Jjji. MawlI'lij. VIII. p. 41. Similar argumcnls appear in Juwayni. K. al·SIIlimil. p. 3R4 (altriblltcd 
to Ihe Mu'lazilites); and Amidi. Ghiiya al-Mariim. p. 154. 

94JlIwayni. K. al-SJuinrii. p. 387. 
9'Saadia. K. al·Aml/lliil. p. 80; Bahya. al·Hid<lm (Hoholl",·Lebabol), I. 7(3). 
96K. Nilrdya al·/qdiim. p. 93, interiwined wilh 'othe~ considerations. 
97Juwayni. K. al·Shiimii. p. 387; AmidT. Ghiiya al·Mariim. p. 153. 
""Guide. I. 75(4). 
99The motif appears as well in John of Damascus. De Fide Orl/lOdoxa. 1.5. 
If"Metaphysics XII, 8, 1074a. 33-37. 
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incorporeal. Inasmuch as two identical incorporeal beings could neither occupy 
different places nor exist at different times, they could in no way be distinguished 
from each other. Consequently, no more than one entity possessing the nature of 
the deity can exist. 101 An alternate form (d.ii) has a purely Kalam cast. Two 
entities with the nature of the deity, it is argued here, could be differentiated from 
cach other only if one or both contained an added clement setting it apart. The 
added clement would have the status of an accident; everything affected by an 
accident is known-through the proof for creation from accidents 102 -to belong 
to the class of beings that come into existence; and the ultimate cause of the 
world cannot have come into existence. Hence, no more than one entity pos
sessing the nature of the deity can exist. 103 A closely related form (d. iii) was: If 
two entities possessing the nature of the deity were to be differentiated, one or 
both would have to contain an addcd element sctting it apart. The entity con
taining the added clement would be composite; what is composite is generated; 104 

what is generated cannot bc the eternal first cause. Only one entity with the nature 
of the deity can, therefore, exist. lo5 Still another closely related form (d.iv) 
incorporates concepts from Avicenna's philosophy and runs: If two deities could 
be differentiated, one or both would, as before, have to be composite. But the 
cause of the universe is known to be necessarily existent by virtue of itself. and 
what is necessarily existent by virtue of itself cannot be composite. 106 Conse
qucntly. two deities could not be distinguished, and no more than one can exist. 107 

Several writers, finally, utilize the teleogical mode of thought and maintain (e) 
that the unity of the plan of creation discloses the unity of the creator responsible 
for the plan. 10M 

Such were the Kalam arguments for the unity of God. A separate repertoire 
of dialectical arguments was utilized for establishing that God is incorporeal. 

(a) David al-Muqammi~, Maturidi. Baqillani, 'Abd al-Jabbar. Juwayni, Gha
zali. Joseph al-Ba~ir, 1cshua b. Judah, Judah Hallevi, Pakhr ai-Din al-Razi. and 
iji, give the following argument: Thc Kalam proofs of creation have established 
that atoms, accidents, and bodies all come into existence. But the first cause of 

IOIJlIwayni. K. al·Slu/mil. pp. 3H4-3H5 (altribllted to Mu'talilites); Ghazali. al·I'Ili,,<ld, pp. 74-
75; Joseph al·Basir. in Frankl. Hill Mu 'Iazilili"cher Kaleim. p. 27; Shahrastanl. K. Nih"."a al·I'Id,im. 
p. 93; Ibn Ezra. in Kererll I!emed. IV. p. 4; Maimonides. Guide. t. 75(2); Amidi. Glrdya al·Mariim. 
p. 153 (a peculiar version). 

"" Above. p. 134. 
III.'Bahya. al-Hidiiya (Hobol ha·Lebaho/). I 7(6) (with a slight difference); Ibn Ezra. in Kerem 

Hemed. IV. p. 4; al·Muqammi~. in Vajda. "Le Probleme de \,Unite de Dieu: p. 53. 
"'" Above. p. 147. 
""Ibn J:lazm. K. al·Fa~lft al·Milal . • pp. 36-37; Ba~ya. al·Hidiiya (lfobot ha·Lebabot). I. 7(4). 
""'Below. p. 296. 
Ill7jjl. Mawii'li{. VIII. p. 39. 
Ill" Below, pp. 218.221.224.230. 
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the universe is known to be eternal. 109 The first cause of the universe cannot, 
therefore, be a body or a constituent of a body, IIU 

(b) An argument that enjoyed considerable currency went: Every body has 
particular dimensions to the exclusion of other dimensions that it might have; III 
every body occupies a particular place to the exclusion of other places it might 
occupy; 112 and every body possesses particular qualities to the exclusion of other 
qualities it might equally possess,113 A "particularizing agent" must assign the 
body its dimensions, its place, and its qualities, Inasmuch as every body is thus 
dependent on an agent outside it, the ultimate cause, which is dependent on 
nothing whatsoever, cannot be a body, 

(c) A number of writers laid down the premise ·that bodies arc incapable of 
creating other bodies; their justification of the premise was either that induction 
reveals bodies to be incapable of creating other bodies; 114 or that nothing can, 
in principle, create its like, liS If a body cannot create another body, the being 
that created the physical world obviously cannot be a body, 

(d) Finally, Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi and iji borrow again from Avicenna's philos
ophy and offer a proof of the incorporeality of God which does not rest on the 
premise of creation, They argue that every body is composite; the ultimate cause 
of the universe is known by demonstration to be necessarily existent by virtue of 
itself; and what is necessarily existent by virtue of itself cannot be composite, 
The ultimate cause of the universe therefore cannot be a body,I16 

A first cause of the physical universe has now been reached which is eternal, 
which is not a mere nature or necessary cause, and which is one and incorporeal. 
The Kalam writers go on to argue that God possesses certain key attributes, 
attributes that the Ash'arite school construed as, in some sense, real distinct 
things within the deity, but that the Mu'tazilite school construed as having no 
real distinct existence, 

'09 Above, p. 165. 

IIOVajda, "Le Probleme de l'Unite de Dieu," p. 50; Maturidi, K. al-Taw~id, p. 38; Biiqillani, K. 
al-Tamilid, p. 25; 'Abd al-Jabbiir, Silar~ al-U~ul, p. 218; Juwayni. K. al-Irshad. p. 43; idem, K. al
Shamil. p. 411; Ghazali, al-Iqt;~ad. pp. 38-40; idem, al-Risala al-Qlldsiya. Arabic, p. 18, English. 
p. 36; Joseph al-Ba~ir, in Frankl, Ein Mu 'tazilitscher Kalam, p. 25; Schreiner, SII/dien ueber lesehu'a 
ben lehuda. p. 39; Judah Hallevi, Kuzari. V, 18(6); Riizi, K. al-Arba'in. p. 104; iji, Mawl;qif, pp. 
21.26. 

II 'Baghdadi, K. U~ul ai-Din. pp. 73, 77; Juwayni, K. al-Shamil. p. 412; Shahrastani, K. Nihaya 
al-Iqdam. pp. 105-106; Ghazali, al-Iqti~iid. p. 39; Iji, Mawaqif. VIII, p. 26; Amidi, Ghaya al
Maram. p. 181 (with critique); Maimonides, Guide, 1,76(3). 

112Juwayni, K. al-Shamil, p. 413; Jeshua b. Judah, in Schreiner, Studien ueber lesehu'a ben 
lehuda. p. 40(3); Iji, Mawtiqif. VIII, p. 20. 

'
13 Razi, K. al-Arba'in. pp. 104-105 (4;7); Iji, Mawaqij, VIII, p. 26. 

'l4'Abd al-Jabbiir, Shar~ al-U~ul. pp. 221-222; Joseph al-Ba~ir and Jeshua b. Judah, in Schreiner, 
Studien ueber lesehu'a ben lehuda, p. 39(2) and n. 3. The argument is rather complicated. 

115Juwayni, K. al-Shiimil. p, 413; Ibn ~addiq, ha-'Olam ha-Qatan. p. 51. Also sec Saadia, K. 
al-Amanat. II, introd" p. 78; Amidi, Ghiiya al-Maram, pp. 184-185. 

116Razi, K. al-Arba'in, p.I04(l); iji, Mawaqif, VIII, p. 21. See a similar argument for the unity 
of God, above, p. 171. 
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Tb establish that God is "powerful," 117 it was argued that only a powerful agent 
would be able to crcate a world; 11K or, more specifically, that only a powerful 
agent would be to create a world as well-designed as ours discloses itself to be, 119 

To establish that God is "knowing," Kalam writers submit that an agent exer
cising power must know what he is doing, and hence a powerful agent possesses 
knowledge; 120 or else that the creation of a well-designed world, such as ours is 
discovered to be, implies knowledge, 121 

To prove that God is "alive," they reason that whatever has power together 
with knowledge must likewise have life; 122 or that only something alive would 
have the ability to create, 123 

To show that God possesses will, they argue that power entails will, and 
therefore every being possessed of power is possesscd of will. 124 Or they contend 
that the decision to bring a world into existence after none had existed before 
involves the exercise of will, 125 Or else they argue more specifically that the 
decision to create the world at a particular moment or with a particular set of 
characteristics to the exclusion of equally possible moments and equally possible 
characteristics involves will. 126 Of all the divine attributes the present attribute, 

'
17See above, pp. 167, 169, where some writers connect power to eternity. 

""Ash'ari. K. al-Luma', §14; Maturidi, K. al-Tawliid. p. 45; Baqillani, K. al-Tamhid, p. 24; 
'Abd al-Jabbar, SIUlr!, al-U."il. p. 151; al-Majmli', p. 103; Juwayni, K. al-Irshad, pp. 61-62; K. al
Shami/, p. 621; Ghazali, al-Iqti.riid, p. 81; Ibn ~addiq, ha- 'Olam ha-Qatan, p. 57; Shahraslani. K. 
Nihaya al-Iqdlim, p. 170; Razi, K. al-Arba'in. p. 129 (power excludes necessily); Amidi, Ghaya al
Maram, p. 45 (wilh reservations); Iji, MlIwaqiJ, VIII, p. 49 (power excludes necessity). 

""Ghazali. al-Iqli.!ad. p. 80; idem, al-Risala 1I1-Qudsiya, Arabic, p. 20. English p. 40. 
12°'Abd al-Jabbiir, K. al-Majmu', p. 107; iji, Mawaqif, VIII. pp. 66-67. 
'2'Ash'ari, K, fll-Luma', §13: Maturidi, K. al-Taw~id, p. 45; Baqillani, K. al-Tamhid. p. 26; 

'Abd al-Jabbiir. Shar~ al-U.rul, p. 156; 1I1-Majmu', p. 113; Juwayni, K. al-Irshlid, p. 61; idem, K. 
al-Shamil, p. 621; Ghazali, al-Iqti~iid, pp. 99-100; idem, al-Risiila al-QudsiYlI, Arabic, p. 20, 
English, p. 41; Judah Hallevi, Kuzar;, V, 18(7); Ibn Saddiq, ha-'Olam ha-Qatan, p. 57; Shahrastiini, 
K. Nilziiya al-Iqdam, p. 171; Razi, K. al-Arba'in, p. 133; Amidi, Ghaya al-Maram, p. 45 (with 

reservations); iji, Mawaqif. VIII, p. 65. 
'22Biiqillani, K. al-Tamhid. p. 26; 'Abd al-Jabbar, Shar~ al-Usul, p. 161; Juwayni, K. al-Shami/, 

p. 622; Ghazali, af-Iqti.riid. pp. 100-101; idem, al-Risala al-Qudsiya, Arabic, p. 21, English, p. 41; 
Shahrasliini, K. Nihl;yaal-Iqdtilll, p. 171 (nol qllile clear); Razl, K. al-Arlw'in, pp. 154-155; iji, 
M","';q!f, VIIl, p. RO. 

'2.lAsh'ari, K. al-Luma', §14; Juwayni, K. al-Shamil. p. 622. 
124'Abd al-Jabbiir, Shar!1 al-Ustil, pp. 107; 147; cf. Judah Hallcvi, Kuzari, 11,6. 
'2'Miiluridi, K. al-Taw!Iid, p. 45; 'Abd al-Jabbar, Shar!1 al-U.rul, p. 120; Razi, K. al-Arba'in. p. 

129; and see above, p. 166, the argument that the cause of the world cannot be a nature or necessary 

cause. 
' 26 Biiqilliini, K. al-Tamliid. p. 27 (in connection wilh the decision to create all things, and not 

just the world); Juwayni, K. al-Irshiid, p. 64; Ghazali, al-Iqtisiid, p. 101 (not specifically in regard 
to the time the world as a whole came into existence); idem, al-Risala al-Qlldsiya, Arabic. p. 21, 
English p. 41; Judah Hallevi, Kuzari. V, 18(9); Shahrastiini, K. Nihaya al-Iqdam, p. 171; Razi. K. 
lll-Arba';n, p. 147; Amidi, Glziiya al-Marcim, p. 45 (wilh reservations); iji, Mawaqif, VIII, p. 82. 
The contention survives in Mu~ammad 'Abduh, K. al-Taw~id (Cairo, 19(6), p. 33; English trans
lation: The Theology of Unity, trans. I. Musa'ad and K. Cragg (London, 19(6), p. 50. 
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will, is what distinguishes the Kalam concept of the deity from, for example, the 
Aristotelian concept. The intrinsic status of will is underlined by Ghazali, who 
insists that the existence of God has not been demonstrated until the cause of the 
universe is shown to possess will; 117 and it is likewise made explicit by those 
who follow their proof of a cause of the world with an argument showing that 
the cause of the universe could not possibly be a nature or necessary cause. 128 

But the centrality of will for the Kalam concept of the deity is undoubtedly 
recognized as well by adherents of the Kalam who do not dwell upon the point 
and who treat will routinely together with the other divine attributes. 

The upshot of Kalam natural theology, in fine, is that a first cause exists who 
brought the world into existence; that the cause is eternal, one, and incorporeal; 
that he is possessed of power, knowledge, life, and will. 129 Precisely which 
attributes are, and which are not, integral to the concept of the deity-and hence 
precisely where the proof of the existence of God ends and the arguments estab
lishing ancillary attributes begin-is, as has been mentioned, difficult to deter
mine. Yet it would seem that every adherent of the Kalam expected a proof of 
the existence of God to establish, at the minimum, the existence of an eternal, 
powerful, first cause of the universe. 130 At least some Kalam thinkers plainly 
regard will as integral to the concept of the deity. And some, perhaps, regard 
unity too as integral to the concept. 131 

2. Arguments from the concept of particularization 
At the heart of the arguments to be examined in the present section is the notion I 

that when an object has a given characteristic but could have alternative char- ; 
acteristics, something must particularize the object in its characteristic or-the , 
phraseology can also go-particularize the characteristic for the object. Some- , 
thing, that is to say, must choose the particular characteristic the object does have , 
from among the totality of possible characteristics it might have. The distinc- I 

tiveness of the particularization mode of thought can be brought out by contrasting 
it with the Aristotelian mode. The former, in its classic versions, supposes that 
all characteristics of physical objects are equally in need of an explanation; and 
the explanation provided is that each characteristic is the outcome of an arbitrary 
choice. The latter considers only certain characteristics of objects to be in need 
of an explanation; and its explanations are formulated in accordance with what 
it understands to be the laws of nature. To take an example, the particularization 
approach is as eager to ask why an object should be at rest and not in motion as 

127 Above, p. 3. 
128Above. p. 166. 

1 29ather divine attributes, of a theological character, arc also established by the Kalam authorities, 
e.g., that God is "hearing; "seeing," and "speaking." 

130See above, p. 167. 
13lIbid. 
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to ask why an object should be in motion and not at rest. On the Aristotelian 
approach only the motion, and not the rest, of a physical object has to be explained. 
for empirical and analytic reasons-just as in a later physics. the single l(ucstion 
relJuiring an answer is why an object has undergone a change of state; allli the 
Aristotelian explanation of an object's motion is made in conformity with uniform 
laws of nature. Light is likewise cast on the particularization approach to the 
world by contrasting it with the teleological approach. Whereas the teleological 
approach seeks out characteristics in objects which are so well designed that no 
human observer can fail to detect the imprint of a designing agent who chose 
intelligently, the particularization approach views the characteristics of objects! 
indifferently, and the choice it detects is an arbitrary one. .Y 

Arguments from the concept of particularization are usually associated with ~ 
an occasionalistic picture of the universe. When Kalam thinkers ask why a given I 
individual object came into existence at a given time or why the object has given 
characteristics to the exclusion of others, they ignore the commonsense answer 
that the time when the object came into existence or the characteristics possessed 
by the object are determined by the situation obtaining within the world prior to 
the object's coming into existence and by circumstances surrounding the object. 
The association of the particularization concept with an occasionalistic picture i 

of the universe is not, however, absolute. The concept could be applied as well " 
to general features of the world which would not be amenable to any natural I 

explanation. General features that might be other than they are and that do not I 

permit a natural or rational explanation must-it could be argued-surely reflect I 

an act of deliberate choice. 
The particularization notion has been traced to a detail of Stoic speculation. 

Chrysippus and certain adversaries debated whether human actions are wholly 
determined by natural causes or whether, on the contrary, man has an autonomous 
power to opt for one course of behavior over another. The adversaries held that 
the human mind does have the ability to "incline" in favor of one course of 
behavior as against another, an ability "especially manifest" in instances where 
man is faced with "indistinguishable alternatives." Chrysippus responded that 
neither the "fall" of the "dice," nor the "inclination" of the "scales," nor any 
other event in the universe ever occurs spontaneously and "without a cause." 1.12 

The remark of Chrysippus regarding an inclination of the scales of an actual 
physical weighing apparatus may prefigure the metaphor of tipping the scales in 
Islamic literature. And the notion of tipping the scales is akin to the notion ofl 
particularization; to say that the scales were tipped in favor of a given character
istic is equivalent to saying that the characteristic was particularized for its subject. ' 

132Plutarch. Moralia: Dc Storicorum Rep"gnallliis. 23; S. Horovitz. "Ueber dcn Einfluss des 
Stoicismus auf die Entwickclung der Philosophic bei den Arabern: Zeil.5Chrijt der DeulJchen Mor
gl'lI/aelldischCII Gesellscha{t. LVII (1903). 190. See also N. Rescher. ·Choice without Preference: 
Kmll-StudiclI. Ll (1959-1960), 143-166. 
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A nearer and more likely route through which the particularization notion may 
have been introduced into Arabic thought was the thrust and parry in connection 
with a recurring argument for eternity. The argument in question reasoned that 
creation is impossible because no moment in empty infinite time could have lent 
itself to the world's coming into existence in preference to the identical earlier 
and later moments when the world might have come into existence. A recurring 
response going back to Augustine and Philoponus was that God, through his will, 
would be capable of arbitrarily selecting one moment for creation in preference 
to the other equivalent moments at which the world might have emerged. 133 Here 
we have a given moment's being selected from among equally possible moments 
through a sheer act of will; and this, if not the sole source of inspiration for 
Islamic particularization arguments, undoubtedly fostered them. 

The particularization style of thought was long-lived. A vestige survives in 
Leibniz's "great principle ... that nothing happens without a sufficient reason," 
a principle that compels one to ask "why there is something rather than nothing" 
and why, moreover, things "exist so and not otherwise." 134 Leibniz's principle 
of sufficient reason diverges, though, from the classic particularization principle 
in that the former is understood by Leibniz to operate with the highest rationality 
and not arbitrarily. 135 The philosophic problem of how a particular moment might 
have been selected for creation remained a topic for discussion in even later 
centuries. Hume and Kant 136 can still be discovered wrestling with it. 

The concept of particularization found many applications in Arabic philosophic 
literature. As has already been shown, it furnished Kalam thinkers with a rationale 
for defending' their inference of a creator from creation. In addition, it supplied 
the nerve of a new proof of the existence of God when Kalam thinkers contended 
that, quite apart from creation, the characteristics exhibited by the world must 
have been selected by an agent outside the world. It supplied the nerve of a new 
method of proving the creation of the world when adherents of the KaIam and 
one nonadherent contended that the selecting out of particular characteristics for 
the world could not have been effected from eternity. And it served as a dialectical 
tool in miscellaneous contexts both connected with, and independent of, the issues 
of creation and the existence of God. 

Particularization arguments, it was seen in the previous section, constituted 
one of two general lines of reasoning whereby the inference of a creator from 
creation could be supported. Within that single line of reasoning, three or four 

133 Above, pp.68-69. 
134Leibniz, Principes de la Nature et de la Grace. §7; cf. Theodicee. § 14. 
mef. A Collection of Papers which Passed between the Late Learned Mr. Leibnitz and Dr. Clarke 

(London, 1717), IV, §I: "In things absolutely indifferent there is no choice and consequently no 
election or will, since choice must have some reason or principle." 

136Hume, Treatise of Human Nature, I, iii, 3; Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A427/B455 (antith
esis of first antinomy). 
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subordinate strands 'can be distinguished. Three subordinate strands were rec
ognized by Juwayni, who makes the following perceptive observation: In "estab
lishing the need of what cOllies into existence for an agent bringing it into exis
tence," Kalam thinkers employed varying "formulations" and "terminologies." 
All the formulations presume that when an object contains a "possible charac
teristic," that is·to say, a given characteristic to the exclusion of others it might 
possibly have, the characteristic it docs have "depends on a particularizing agent." , 
But each formulation focuses on a different type of characteristic. Attention may 
be directed, first, to "existence and nonexistence"; or secondly, to "the earlier 
appearance of some objects coming into existence and the later appearance of 
others"; or thirdly, to "the particularization of bodies in [or:by)" sundry "attri
butes, ... shapes, or manners of composition," 137 In the first instance, the con
tention would be that what comes into existence might equally have remained 
nonexistent, and a particularizing agent must have selected existence for it in 
preference to nonexistence. In the second instance, the contention would be that 
what comes into existence at a given moment might have come into existence at 
an earlier or later moment, and a particularizing agent must have chosen the 
moment for the object to come into existence. In the third, the contention would 
be that a physical object might have come into existence with other attributes, 
another shape, and another composition than those it has; and a particularizing 
agent must have selected the features with which the object did come into exis
tence. These three strands of argumentation distinguished by Juwayni increase 
to four if we further differentiate between the contention which was put forward 
to the effect that a particularizing agent must have selected a time for the emer
gence of the world as a whole, and the contention which was put forward to the 
effect that a particularizing agent must select a time for the emergence of every 
object within the world. 

Four separate strands may, then, be differentiated in the deployment of the 
argument from particularization to support the inference of a creator from crea
tion. Three of the four strands have already been examined. JuwaynI and others, 
it was seen, brought the particularization line of argumentation to bear on the 
selecting out of existence for the world in preference to nonexistence; they inferred 
the existence of the creator as the particularizating agent or the agent tipping the 
scales who made the selection. 13M Miituridi, without usc of the term particular
ization, and JuwaynI, who did usc the term, brought the particularization line of 
argumentation to bear on the time when the world as a whole came into existence; 
building on their prior proof of the creation of the world, they inferred the 
existence of a creator as the agent who chose a particular moment for the world's 
appearance. 139 Baqillani, without using the term particularization, and Baghdadi, 

137 K. al-Shiimil. p. 272. 
IJR Above. pp. 161-162. 
I3q Above. pp. 160-161. 
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who has the term, brought the particularization notion to bear not on the time 
when the world as a whole came into existence, but on the time when each of 
the individual physical objects comprising the world came into existence. They 
built on their proof of the creation of every accident and body. And they presup
posed the Ash' arite denial of natural causation. Within a physical universe where 
natural causation reigns, the moment when individual objects emerge is deter
mined by forces operating in accordance with natural law; but Baqillani and 
Baghdadi supposed that the state of physical objects is nowise determined by 
what takes place within the universe. They could therefore reason: Each object 
coming into existence might have come into existence at a different time from 
the time when it did. Each object consequently had to have a time for its emer
gence selected out by an agent apart from it. And since all bodies and accidents 
are known to have been created, an agent must be posited who selected out the 
time for each to come into existence. 140 

Side by side with his application of the particularization notion to the times 
when objects come into existence, Baqillani-in a passage that has not been 
taken up yet-brings the notion to bear on the shapes and configurations pos
sessed by objects coming into existence. He is again presupposing that the state 
of a body is not determined by forces within the physical universe. He does now 
expressly use the terms particular and particularizing; and he writes: "Each body 
in the world" has the "possibility (~i~l~a) of receiving" a different "composition," 
that is to say, a different configuration of atoms from the configuration it has. 
What is "square" could be "round," and vice versa; and what has the "form of 
one animal" could have "the form of another." Bodies, moreover, are constantly 
"transformed" from one "shape to another shape." Plainly, a body that "is par
ticularized in [or:by] a specific, particular shape" cannot have been "particular
ized in its shape by virtue of itself or merely by virtue of [its having] the possibility 
of receiving the shape." For then a body would "have to receive, at the same 
time, every shape it has the possibility of receiving," which of course does not, 
and cannot, occur. The conclusion drawn by Baqilliini is that "whatever possesses 
a shape" received its shape through a "combining agent who combined it and an 
intending agent who intended that it should be as it is." 141 

BaqilIani's ostensible aim here is to support the inference of a creator from 
creation; he is ostensibly reasoning that since all bodies have come into existence, 
and since they might have come into existence with a different set of character
istics from the set they have, a particularizing agent must have brought them into 
existence with the characteristics they do have. The premise of creation is not, 
however, required for the purpose. Baqillani might have set the issue of creation 
aside and still argued for a voluntary agent who assigns to bodies one out of all 

140 Above. pp. 160-161. 
141K. al-TamMd. pp. 23-24. 
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the conceivable sets of characteristics they might have. He is, in other words, on 
the verge of a proof for a voluntary cause of the universe which dispenses with 
the premise of creation, a proof wherein a voluntary cause is inferred directly 
from the presence in things of particular characteristics. 

To repeat, Kalam writers adducing a particularization argument to support their 
inference of a creator from creation, contended either that the existence of the 
world would have to be selected in preference to the world's nonexistence; that 
a time would have to be selected for the coming into existence of the world as a 
whole; that a time would have to be selected for the coming into existence of 
every body in the world; or that a set of characteristics would have to be selected 
out for every body coming into existence within the world. 

Besides being deployed in support of the inference of a creator from creation, J 

particularization arguments were utilized by the Kalam in other contexts. When y 

establishing that the creator of the world cannot be a "necessary cause" or "nature," .> 

Juwayni argued that inasmuch as a necessary cause and a nature act in an unvar
ying manner as long as they exist, neither an eternal nor a noneternal necessary 
cause or nature could be the cause of the world. An eternal necessary cause or 
nature could not be the cause of the world because an eternal necessary cause or 
nature would produce the world from eternity, whereas the world is known to 
have been created. But a noneternal necessary cause or nature-or. for that 
matter, any noneternal being-could also not be the cause of the world. For a 
noneternal necessary cause or nature would need a "particularizing agent" to 
assign existence to it at the time when it came into existence; if that particularizing 
agent were noneternal, it would require another particularizing agent to assign 
existence to it; and so on ad infinitum. The creator therefore cannot, Juwayni 
found, be anything except a "voluntary agent." 142 

iji established the unity of God by arguing that if two deities existed, neither 
could undertake any action unless a factor should inexplicably materialize and 
"tip the scales," thereby determining which of the two equally divine agents was 
to perform the action. 143 A number of Kalam writers proved the incorporeality 
of God by arguing that every body has particular dimensions, a particular loca
tion, and other particular qualities; every body accordingly depends on a "par
ticularizing agent" that assigns it its dimensions, place, and qualities; hence the 
first cause, being dependent on no agent, cannot be a body. 144 Kalam writers 
established the presence of will in the deity by arguing that the selection of a 
particular moment for the world to come into existence in preference to the infinite 
alternative moments when the world might have come into existence entails 
will. 145 

I42K. al-Irsluid. pp. 28-29. 
143 Above. pp. 169-170. 
I44Above. p. 172. 
145 Above. p. 173. 
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The foregoing have been arguments pertaining to the issues of creation and 
the existence of God, but particularization arguments were resorted to elsewhere 
as well. They crop up constantly in the ·dialectical give and take typical of the 
Kalam, notably in the heavy dialectical web of real and artificial objections, 
rejoinders, surrejoinders, and sur-surrejoinders which later writers such as JuwaynI, 
Razi, and Amidi wove around every topic they touched. The language of parti
cularization could even be employed by philosophers of the Aristotelian school. 
They, however, use that language with no connotation of arbitrariness, but simply 
as synonymous with the language of natural causation. 146 

An application of the particularization concept which has not been mentioned 
yet but which is of interest for us is its use to establish the existence of accidents. 
The accident as an actual entity that carries a characteristic and, when conjoined 
to an inert atom or to a collection of atoms constituting a body, imparts the 
characteristic to them was an idiosyncratic feature of theoretical Kalam physics. 
The proposition that accidents do exist served as a key premise in the most 
distinctive Kalam proof of creation. 147 Yet the existence of accidents as actual 
entities is hardly obvious, and proofs had to be furnished. . 

An argument for the existence of accidents which reportedly goes back to the 
ninth century ran as follows: If "motion," to take an example, were not an actual 
"thing" (ma'nii) in the moving body, there could be no reason why one body is 
"in motion in preference to another" body, and no reason why a body "moves at 
the time it does move in preference to moving at an earlier time." Similarly, if 
"blackness" and "whiteness" were not "things" in bodies there would be no 
reason why a certain body is black or white "to the exclusion of another body's" 
being black or white. The circumstance that motion and rest, blackness and 
whiteness, and the "remaining" qualities, occur in some bodies but not in others, 
and the further circumstance that they occur sometimes but not at other times, 
demonstrates-the argument went-that they occur by virtue of "things," by the 
inherence in bodies of accidents construed as real entities. 148 

Baqillani split the argument into two versions, the first of which considers why 
a body should be in motion at one time to the exclusion of another time, while 
the second considers why otle body should be in motion to the exclusion of another 
body. The first version reads: A body is observed to be in "motion ... subsequent 
to its being at rest" and to be at "rest subsequent to its moving." A body's being 

J46See Alfarabi (?), Ta'liqiil. in Rasii' j[ al-Fiiriihi (Hyderabad, 1931), pp. 10, 14; Avicenna, 
Shifii'; Iliihiyiil, p. 411; De Anima', ed. F. Rahman (London, 1959), p. 229; Averroes, Tahiiful al
TaMfuI, ed. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1930), p. 412; English translation, with pagination of the Arabic 
indicated: Averroes' Tahaful al-Tahafut, trans. S. van den Bergh (London, 1954); Maimonides, 
Guide, I, 73(10); 74(5). 

147 Above, p. 137. 
148Ash'ari, Maqiiliit al-/sliimiyin, ed. H. Ritter (Istanbul, 1929-1933), pp. 372-373, in name 

of Mu' ammar. Cf. Khayya!, K. al-lnti~iir (Beirut, (957), §34; Wolfson, Philosophy of the Kalam 
(Cambridge, Mass., (976), pp. 149 ff. 
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at rest or in motion must come about "either by virtue of [the body] itself or by 
virtue of a cause (' ilia). But if the body were in motion by virtue of itself, it 
could not [as long as it exists] ever possibly be at rest. The possibility of its being 
at rest after being in motion proves that it moves by virtue of a cause," by the 
presence in it of the accident of "motion." A similar analysis, Baqillani adds, 
will cover "colors, tastes, odors, combination, ... and the like," and show that 
each of them occurs through something actual, through an accident construed as 
an entity. 149 

In his second version of the argument for the existence of accidents, Baqillani 
considers why one body should be in motion to the exclusion of another. A body 
in motion, he begins, must "move either by virtue of itself or by virtue of a thing 
(ma' nii)." But a body cannot "possibly be in motion by virtue of itself; for if 
such were the case, everything belonging to its genus" -everything of exactly 
the same nature-"which exists at the specific moment would have to be in 
motion .... The fact that members of the genus of mobile atoms and bodies are 
sometimes seen not to be in motion proves that atoms and bodies in motion do 
not move by virtue of themselves ... but by virtue" of a thing, by the presence 
of the accident of "motion." 150 

The grounds adduced by Baqillani for the existence of accidents are, it is to 
be noted, almost identical with the grounds he adduced for the existence of a 
particularizing agent who selects out the characteristics of bodies coming into 
existence. When inferring a particularizing agent, he reasoned that a body coming 
into existence with a certain shape or configuration cannot have been "particu
larized in its shape by virtue of itself or merely by virtue of [its having] the 
possibility of receiving the shape"; for then a body would "receive, at the same 
time, every shape it has the possibility of receiving." Inasmuch as shape and 
configuration cannot flow from the physical substratum of the body, the body 
must, he concluded, be particularized in its shape and configuration by a "com
bining ... and intending agent" who determines in what form it should exist. 151 

When establishing the existence of accidents, Baqillani reasons again that a body 
with a certain characteristic cannot have the characteristic "by virtue of itself"; 
for were such the case, the body would always have the characteristic, and every
thing capable of having the characteristic would also always have it. His conclu
sion here, however. is that inasmuch as the characteristic can (lot flow from the 
physical substratum of the body, the body has the characteristic thanks to a thing. 
thanks to an accident construed as an actual entity. Virtually identical argumen
tation leads him in one context to an external agent who selects out characteristics 
for bodies coming into existence and in another context to the existence of acci
dents conceived as entities that inhere in bodies and impart characteristics to 
them. 

149K. al-Tamhid, p. 18. 
"olbid., p. 19. lSI Above, p. 178. 
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Other writers offer an argument for the existence of accidents which sounds 
like an argument for the existence of a particularizing agent. BaghdadI, who 
employed a particularization argument to support his inference of a creator from 
creation,152 points out in his discussion of accidents that "a body moves after 
being at rest" and that a body is "black after being white." The body, he proceeds, 
surely does not move and is not black "by virtue of itself"; for the body "itself" 
is in existence both at the time when it docs and the time when it does not move, 
both at the time when it is black and the time when it is not black. Inasmuch as 
motion and blackness cannot be due to the body itself, they must come about "by 
virtue of a thing (ma'nd) that inheres in the body." 153 'Abd al-Jabbar, who did 
not employ a particularization argument to support the inference of a creator from 
creation, writes in regard to accidents: A body acquires a certain characteristic
'Abd al-Jabbiir's example is the body's having its atoms in a state of "aggrega
tion" -when it could as well retain the characteristic it previously had. "The 
situation is the same, and the conditions arc the same. There is, hence, no 
avoiding something, a particularizing factor (mukhaHi~), by the presence of 
which" it acquired the new characteristic; for "otherwise" the body "would not 
be [characterized] in the given fashion in preference to the contrary fashion." The 
Arabic term translated here as "particularizing factor" is the term I translated 
earlier as "particularizing agent," the Arabic simply meaning "particularizer." 
The p~t~ularizer that 'Abd al-Jabbar is positing in order to account for the 
appearance of new characteristics in bodies is not an agent; it is "nothing ... 
other than the existence of a thing (ma' nd)," an actually existent accident. 154 
Juwayni affirms the existence of accidents as actual entities on the grounds that 
an atom is observed to be "stationary" and subsequently is observed to be "in 
motion in a particular spot ... distinct from the spot from which it started .... 
Its being particularized in its spot is possible, not necessary, ... and ... stands 
in need of a determining factor (muqtaqin) that determines the positive particu
larization for it." The "determining factor" cannot be "the atom itself"; "for if 
it were, the atom would have been particularized in the given spot as long as it, 
the atom, was in existence." The determining factor must be a "thing," which is 
"added to the atom," 155 that is to say, an accident construed as an actual entity. 

Baqillani thus employs virtually identical argumentation when establishing the 
existence of accidents as physical entities that are present in bodies and impart 
characteristics to them, and when inferring the existence of an external agent 
who sclects out characteristics for bodies. Baghdadi and Juwayni offer an argu
ment for the existence of accidents which resemblcs their arguments for the 
existence of a particularizing agent who selected a time for individual objects to 

152 Above, p. 161. 153 K. u~al ai-Din, p. 37. 
154Shar/J al-U~ul, p. 96. The argument, to be precise, is proving the existence of the most basic 

and general sort of accidents, the akwan. 
I"K. al-Irshiid, pp. 18-19. 
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come into existence, or who selected existence for the world when it came into 
existence, or who selected one time for the world to come into existence in 
preference to alternative times. 156 • Abd al-Jabbar does not use the particulari
zation mode of reasoning when inferring a creator from creation, but does have 
a particularization argument for the existence of accidents; and he goes as far as 
to call the accident a "particularizing factor" or, more literally, a "particularizer," 
the very term whereby others designated the particularizing agent. It is hard to 
avoid asking why both the creator as an external particularizing agent and the 
accident as an inhering particularizing factor arc required. Why, to be precise, 
must an external agent be posited if accidents account for the characteristics of 
atoms and bodies, and why must accidents as actual inhering entities be posited 
if the external particularizing agent can account for those characteristics? 

An answer to the first half of the question is supplied by the Kalam proofs of 
the generation of accidents. 157 If the accidents that impart characteristics to atoms 
and bodies come into existence, an added external cause has to be posited who 
brings the accidents into existence. The step from the coming into existence of 
accidents to a cause bringing them into existence might either be treated as self
evident, supported by analogy, or supported through a particularization argu
ment. 158 Should a particularization argument be used, the reasoning could be 
either that a particularizing agent must select out existence for the accident, 
conceived as a particularizing factor, in preference to nonexistence; that a par
ticularizing agent must select out a moment for the accident to come into exis
tence; or that a particularizing agent must decide which accident is to be joined 
to which atom. 159 

An answer to the second half of the question is indicated by Baqilliini. Besides 
giving the two versions of the argument for the existence of accidents already 
quoted, Baqilliini advances a totally different argument. He now approaches the 
subject of accidents not from the side of characteristics observable in a body, but 
from the side of the external agent producing the characteristics. When an agent 
"exercises power," he asserts, the agent's power must be "attached to some object 
of power" which possesses actual existence, just as "knowledge ... is attached 
to an object of knowledge" which possesses actual existence, and "memory, ... 
to an object of memory" which possesses actual existence. When, for instance, 
the agent "exercises his power ... in moving a body," the exercise of power 
must have an actually existing "object of power," it must give rise to some actually 
existing thing in the body moved. And the object of power, the actually existing 
thing produced by the agent, can be nothing other than the concrete accident of 
motion in the moving body.16O Biiqillani has hereby explained in effect why the 
existence of accidents as actual entities has to be accepted in addition to the agent 

156 Above, pp. 161-162. 
"" Above, pp. 155, 159. 
1>9 Above, pp. 160-162, 178. 

157 Above, pp. 137-138. 

lOOK. al-Tamhid, p. 19. 
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who selects out characteristics for bodies: When an agent acts, his action must 
bring about something concrete in the body acted upon. 

JuwaynI does not, as far as I could detect, expressly address the question why 
both a particularizing agent and an accident construed as a particularizing factor 
must be posited. But a subtle answer to both halves of the question can be 
extracted from his discussion of accidents. JuwaynI was troubled by an objection 
to the theory of accidents which was of the 'third man' type. 161 An accident, the 
challenge went, is supposedly the factor through which an atom is, for example, 
"particularized" in a certain "spot." But if an atom occupying a given spot has 
to be particularized in that spot in preference to others, the accident responsible 
for particularizing it there also has to be "particularized" for the atom with which 
it is connected in preference to all the other atoms with which it might be con
nected. And if what particularizes the atom in the spot it occupies is a "deter
mining factor," to wit an accident, which has the status of a real thing, the accident 
too should have to be particularized for its atom by a further determining factor, 
which would likewise have the status of a "thing." The further determining factor 
particularizing the accident in its atom would, in turn, have to be selected out 
and particularized for its accident to the exclusion of other accidents by stilI 
another "thing"; and "an infinite regress would ensue." 162 

Mu' ammar, the earliest Kalam figure known to have formulated the argument 
for the existence of accidents from the concept of particularization, realized that 
the argument, if allowed to run its logical course, ends in an infinite regress. But 
Mu' ammar, instead of recoiling from paradoxes, could embrace them with relish; 
and an infinite regress of accidents did not discomfit him in the least. He is 
reported to have maintained that motion occurs in a body by virtue of a "thing" 
(ma'nii), and that the thing-the accident of motion-is connected to the body 
by an infinite series of other "things," all of which come into existence "at the 
same moment." 163 JuwaynI, by contrast, was incapable of admitting an infinite 
regress of accidents in every atom or body; and he faced the objection that if 
each atom receives its characteristics through an accident conceived as a parti
cularizing factor, the accident would have to be particularized for its atom by a 
further factor, which is particularized by still another, ad infinitum. 

The objection, writes JuwaynI, can be handled in two ways. It can, in the first 
place, be sidestepped by understanding that each accident is unique and suitable 
only for its own atom. The accident would accordingly "be particularized in its 
subject by virtue of itself," and no further "thing" would be required in order to 
determine which accident is to inhere in which body. 164 In the second place, the 

161Cf. Plalo, Parmenides, 134; W. D. Ross's edilion of Aristotle's Metaphysics. Vol. I (Oxford, 
1924), p. 195. 

162K. al-Shiimil, p. 174. 

163 Ash' ari, Maqiiliit al-Isliimiyin, p. 372; Khayya!, K. al-Inti~iir, §34; cf. Wolfson, Philosophy 
of the Kalam. pp. 149-162. 

164 K. al-Shiimil, p. 174. The determination of a particular time for the accident to appear is not 
explained. 
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objection can be resolved as follows: Each "accident" can be understood to be 
"particularized in its subject by the intention of an intending agent" who decided 
to "particularize it" specifically there. 165 The accident would thus not need a 
further immanent factor to particularize it in its atom, and no infinite regress 
ensues. This second way of explaining how a given accident comes to be con
nected to a given subject indirectly answers the question why accidents are insuf
ficient in themselves to account for the occurrence of characteristics in objects 
and why a particularizing agent must be posited as welL The answer indicated is 
not very different from the answer implied by the Kalam proof of the generation 
of accidents: In order to avoid an infinite regress, a particularizing agent must be 
posited who determines that a given accident should inhere in a given atom to 
the exclusion of the other atoms in which the accident might inhere. 

Juwayni has another point to make. The imaginary or real opponent who is 
challenging the theory of accidents might counter that the foregoing exposition 
permits accidents to be dispensed with altogether. If the principal accident can 
be assigned to an atom through an external agent with no help from further 
accidents, why, the opponent may riposte, might not a characteristic be assigned 
directly to its atom by the external agent with no help from any accident what
soever. Juwayni fends off the riposte. The real or imaginary opponent challenging 
the theory of accidents has, he avers, forgotten the diverse natures of atoms and 
accidents. Accidents, in the dominant Kalam physical scheme, remain in exis
tence for no more than a moment of atomic time, whereas atoms enjoy an exis
tence extending over a number of moments. 166 An agent, even the divine agent, 
can exercise his "power" solely at the moment when he brings the object of his 
power into existence. Since the divine particularizing agent brings accidents into 
existence anew at each moment, he can at each renewal assign a given accident 
to a given atom; and no supplementary factors are needed to link the accident to 
its atom. But the divine agent allows atoms to exist over a stretch of moments, 
and he could by his own act assign a characteristic to an atom-locating the 
atom, for example, in a particular spot-for no more than the first moment. An 
actual real accident must therefore constantly inhere in the atom-or, to be more 
precise, must constantly be recreated in the atom-in order to locate the atom in 
its spot for all subsequent moments. 167 Juwayni's position is perhaps problemat
ical,168 but it does, after a fashion, explain why the particularizing agent is 
insufficient and why concrete accidents have to be assumed as welL If the par
ticularizing agent acted directly on an atom, he could do so for the duration of 

165K. al-Shiimil, p. 175. Mu'ammar reportedly held that God does not create accidents; Ash'ari, 

Maqiiliit, p. 199. 
166Cf. Wolfson, Philosophy of the Kalam, pp. 522 ff., where no less than eight theories of the 

duration of accidents are differentiated and discussed. 
167 K. al-Shiimil. p. 175. Juwayni adds that since the accident is needed for subsequent moments, 

it would be needed for the first moment as well. 
16Hlf an accident is required to locate an atom in a particular spot and the accident exists for only 

a moment, it is hard to see how the atom can be described as existing for more than a moment. 
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no more than a moment, and there would be nothing to impart qualities to the 
atom during the remaining moments. 

We have this picture: BaqillanI, BaghdadI, 'Abd al-Jabbar, and JuwaynI, estab
lish the existence of accidents as real things through the consideration that some 
factor must be present in a body or atom to particularize the body or atom in 
each of its characteristics. In a separate context, BaqillanI supported the inference 
of a creator from creation through the consideration that a particularizing agent 
must select out the characteristics possessed by bodies coming into existence; 
BaqillanI and BaghdadI supported the inference through the consideration that a 
particularizing agent must select out the time when individual bodies come into 
existence; and JuwaynI supported the inference through the consideration that a 
particularizing agent must select out existence for the world in preference to 
nonexistence, and a moment for the world to come into existence in preference 
to alternative moments when the world might have come into existence. As to 
why both a particularizing agent and a particularizing factor are needed, half the 
question is answered by Kalam proofs of the generation of accidents. Granting 
the existence of accidents, a particularizing agent must be posited who selects 
out existence for the accident, or a time for the accident to come into existence, 
or an atom for the accident to inhere in. BiiqilliinI indicates an answer to the other 
half of the question. He explains why, assuming the existence of a particularizing 
agent, the existence of accidents as the carriers for characteristics has to be 
recognized: When an agent acts it must produce something concrete in the body 
acted upon. JuwaynI indicates answers to both halves of the question. The par
ticularizing agent is needed so that one accident to the exclusion of another can 
be assigned to a given atom without an infinite regress' ensuing; and the accident 
is needed so that an atom can retain characteristics, such as iocation in a particular 
spot, over a stretch of moments. The discussion, as cannot have been missed, is 
entirely rooted in the peculiar Kalam physical universe, with its inert atoms, 
accidents construed as actual entities, atomic time, and denial of natural causality. 

And the dialectic again approaches a proof for the existence of God in which 
the issue of creation is set aside. One of the contentions whereby BiiqillanI 
supported the inference of a creator from creation was already seen to border on 
an argument for the existence of a particularizing agent who assigns character
istics to all bodies, whether or not the world has come into existence. 169 The 
dialectic of the theory of accidents has now maneuvered JuwaynI into stating that 
to avoid an infinite regress, a particularizing agent must be posited who assigns 
accidents to atoms. Having been led to that statement, JuwaynI might have based 
the existence of the cause of the universe on the need to posit a particularizing 
agent who assigns accidents to atoms and bodies whether or not atoms and bodies 
are created. As it turns out, JuwaynI and others do advance such an argument. 

169 Above, p. 178. 
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3. Particularization arguments for the existence of God without the 
premise of creation; particularization arguments for creation 

187 

A proof of the existence of God from the concept of particularization without 
reference to creation is perhaps to be detected in the Ikhwan aI-Sara', the so
called "Brothers of Purity." The Ikhwiin remark in one passage that a "body 
cannot move in every direction Lor: to every spotl at the same time," and they 
conclude that a body's "movement in a certain direction to the exclusion of 
another must be due to a cause." 170 The meaning seems to be that a particularizing 
agent must exist who arbitrarily chooses the direction in which bodies and espe
cially-as the text indicates-the heavenly bodies move. The passage happens, 
however, to be interlaced with teleological motifs and may be animated solely 
by the teleological, and not the particularization, outlook. The Ikhwan may, in 
other words, be concerned only with evidence of design in the world, not with 
evidence of arbitrariness. The meaning of the passage would then be that since 
the movements of the celestial spheres in their several directions disclose design, 
they arc undoubtedly the work of a divine designer. 171 

A fully conscious argument for a voluntary particularizing cause is given in a 
composition of JuwaynI's from which I have not quoted yet. The composition, a 
later work, undertakes to establish the existence of God by "methods" Juwayni 
had "hitherto not pursued," methods that he pronounces the "most us.eful and 
linest" he had ever met. 172 In the new procedure, Juwayni notes that everything 
in the physical universe which is observable and, by analogy, everything not 
observable as well, has "possible" characteristics. Any given body might, for 
example, "conceivably" have a "different shape" from the one it has. "What is 
at rest" could "conceivably" be "in motion," and vice versa. Physical objects 
that move upwards might move downwards. Objects that perform a circular 
motion, such as the heavenly bodies, might move in other orbits. The stars might 
be arranged in the heavens differently. And the world as a whole might have an 
alternative location in space. Since the parts of the world and the world as a 
whole could be different from what they are, "a determining agent" (muqtaqf)173 
must have selected out for the parts of the world, and for the world as a whole, 
the characteristics that they do have. 174 JuwaynI goes on to show, with the aid of 
typical Kalam considerations, that an agent who selects out characteristics and 
assigns them to the world would possess the familiar properties of the deity, 
namely unity, incorporeality, power, knowledge, life, and will. 175 He thus arrives 

17°Ikhwan aI-Sara', Rasa'if (Beirut, 1957), Ill, p. 336. 
171 See below, . p. 225. 
172af-'Aqida af-Ni~alll~va (Cairo, 1948), pp. 8, 13; German translation, with pagination of the 

Arabic indicated: Das Dogma de.~ imam al-Ifaramain af-Djuwayni, trans. H. Klopfer (Cairo, 1958). 
l73(n other contexts 1 translated this term as "determining factor." 
174(/f-'Aqidaaf-Ni~<im~r{/, pp. 11-12. 
175Ibid., pp. 17,29; the arguments are similar to those examined above pp. 166 ff. 
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at a single incorporeal cause of the world, a cause possessed of power, knowledge, 
life, and will; and he has not had to start with creation. From the Kalam stand
point, his argument has the virtue of at once establishing a specifically voluntary 
cause of the world, it being evidence of the arbitrary exercise of will that leads 
him to a cause of the world. His argument likewise has virtues from a non-Kalam 
standpoint. It looks at the characteristics of things without insisting on the exis
tence of accidents as actual entities. It looks, moreover, not merely at individual 
characteristics of individual objects within the world, characteristics that com
monsense and Aristotelian philosophers ascribe to the workings of natural forces, 
but also to structural features of the world which cannot easily be traced to 
immanent natural forces. 

Shahrastani cites the argument in Juwayni's name, although the evidence of 
arbitrary choice in the world which he adduces diverges somewhat from the 
evidence offered by Juwayni; and he agrees with JuwaynI's assessment of the 
argument, finding it to be a "superlatively fine and perfect ... method" for 
proving the existence of God. Shahrastani's version runs: The constituents of the 
physical universe, to wit "earth, ... water, ... air, ... fire, ... and ... the 
spheres," might possibly occupy alternative places, might have an alternative 
"shape and magnitude," and might be "larger or smaller" than they are. But 
"whatever is particularized in a certain way ... to the exclusion of other ... 
equally possible ways" is judged "by the necessity of intellect." 176 to stand in 
"need of a particularizing agent." All the parts of the world depend, therefore, 
on a particularizing agent. 177 An agent capable of selecting between equal pos
sibilities plainly acts by "power and choice," not by "nature." The agent upon 
which the universe depends must accordingly be possessed of power and will. 178 

Later chapters of Shahrastani's book explain why a cause of the world would 
possess the remaining divine attributes; and the explanation given there is intended 
to supplement all his arguments for a cause of the world, including the present 
argument, and raise them all to the level of complete proofs of the existence of 
God. 

Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi too has an argument for a particularizing agent who is 
the cause of the world, but Razi's argument returns to a wholly occasionalistic 
framework by focusing exclusively on the characteristics of individual bodies. 
"Bodies," he contends, "are similar in their quiddity and essence," and as a 
consequence, "any attribute" that is connected to a given body might equally be 
connected to "other bodies." Any body with a "particular attribute" hence "stands 
in need . . . of a particularizing agent and an agent tipping the scales" who 
selects out the attribute for it. And since the world consists of bodies that might 

176See above, p. 161. 
117 K. Nihiiya al·!qdiim. pp. 12. 14. 
'78Ibid .• p. 14. 
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have alternative attributes, the world in its totality stands in need of a particu
larizing agent. 179 RazI's formulation of the argument is copied by Iji. 180 Both 
Riizi and Iji bracket it with other arguments for a cause of the world, and the 
considerations whereby they establish that the cause of the world is cternal, one, 
incorporeal, and so on, are designed to supplement all their arguments and render 
them all complete proofs of the existence of God. 

The difference between the standard Kalam procedure for proving the existence 
of God and the procedure just examined merits comment. The standard procedure 
began by laying down a set of premises, among which is the existence of acci
dents; and a particularization argument provided one rationale for affirming that 
accidents indeed exist. After the premises had been laid down, the conclusion 
was drawn that the world was created. Then a creator was inferred from creation; 
and a particularization argument could again be called upon to support the infer
ence. In contrast to the standard procedure, the new procedure is more direct. 
Without the customary premises, with no insistence on the existence of accidents, 
and without first establishing the creation of the world, Juwayni and the others 
take a thread from the standard procedure, the thought that the world and its parts 
might have alternative characteristics and that something must arbitrarily select 
out the characteristics the world and its parts do have. A voluntary particularizing 
agent is inferred directly from the arbitrary selection of characteristics for the 
parts of the world and for the world as a whole. 

Together with its role in a new, more straightforward proof of the existence of 
a cause of the universe, the particularization concept supplied the nerve of a new 
argument for creation .• Abd al-Jabbar and his anonymous editor record such an 
argument, having as its pivotal premise the assertion that nothing can "particu
larize" an eternal body "in one spot to the exclusion of another." Every body, 
the reasoning goes, obviously has the possibility of occupying alternative loca
tions in space. Since nothing might have particularized an eternal body in a single 
spot to the exclusion of others, an etcrnal body would have to occupy either 
"every spot" simultaneously or no "spot whatsoever." Both suggestions are pre
posterous. Hence no eternal body can exist; and the body of the universe must 
have been created. 181 The premise affirming that nothing could particularize an 
eternal body in one spot to the exclusion of another is not elucidated in • Abd al
Jabbar's report, but Kalam literature reveals how it might have been defended. 
Several Kalam writers, as will appear, argue that the act of particularization 
involves will and that the exercise of will is incompatible with eternity. An 
underlying and unstated step in the argument recorded by 'Abd al-Jabbiir may 
accordingly be that inasmuch as the particularization of a body in a spccific spot 
would involve will, it cannot have occurred from eternity. 

179K . al-Arba'in. p. 84;cf. MII~ta~.~al. pp. 107-108. 
180Mawiiqi[. VIII. p. 4. 
IRIK. al-Majmu'. pp. 63-64. 
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An argument for creation from the concept of particularization is advanced by 
Juwayni in connection with the argument already quoted wherein he employed 
the particularization concept to cstublish a cause of the world. JlIwayni's ohjecl 
was to provide a combined proof of thc existence of God and creation, although 
I have disentangled the components and discussed them separately.182 In the 
passage that has been quoted, Juwayni arrived at a particularizing agent who 
arbitrarily selects a set of particular characteristics for the world and its parts. 
He thereupon proceeds: A "necessary cause" is incapable of selecting bctween 
equivalent possibilities, and if faced with equivalent possibilities must embrace 
them indiscriminately. For example, a purging medicine is incapable of working 
on the right side of the body to the exclusion of the left and perforce affects both 
sides equally. When an arbitrary choice has been made between equivalent pos
sibilities, a voluntary, and not a necessary, cause is therefore responsible. 183 Now 
whereas a necessary cause acts unvaryingly as long as it exists and, if eternal, 
would act eternally, a voluntary cause cannot act from eternity. And inasmuch 
as the arbitrary selection of characteristics for the world does show the world to 
be the handiwork of a voluntary cause, the world-whether only its form, or its 
matter as well, is not made explicit by Juwayni l84-cannot have been brought 
into existence from eternity but must have been created. 185 The keystone of the 
argument, the rule that a voluntary cause cannot act from eternity, is not so much 
explained by Juwayni as postulated. An "object of will," he asserts, is something 
"particularized that did not exist and subsequently existed ... while, on the 
contrary, the existence of what exists eternally cannot possibly be dependent on 
will. ... In general, ... what exists through will is an effect produced by a 
voluntary agent who brings it about in conformity with his will, whereas what 
exists eternally is not effected [by an agent at aill." 186 Juwayni, it is to be noted, 
is saying two things here: that eternity is incompatible with the exercise of will, 
and also that eternity is incompatible with a cause's having brought an effect into 
existence. The two points will reappear in writers to be discussed presently; the 
second point, moreover, is a perennial motif with a long history in medieval 
philosophy. 187 

Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi has an argument from the particularization concept which, 
although ostensibly a proof merely of creation, could, like Juwayni's argument, 
stand as a combined proof for both creation and the existence of a cause of the 

IS2Shahrastani, K. Nihaya al-Iqdam. p. 14, docs thl! same. 

IS31 am using language that Juwayni would reject. He would insist that a being who acts voluntarily 
should be called an agent. not a cause. 

I84Perhaps Juwayni was thinking that the particularization of atoms in a given spot entails their 
creation. 

Issal_'Aqida al-Nifamiya. p. 12. 
IS6lbid., p. 12. 

187 See above. p. 3; below, pp. 210, 387. 
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world. Every body and the world as a whole, Razi begins, are of "finite mag
nitude," and what is of finite magnitude could "conceivably" be larger or smaller. 
1\ "particularizing agent" lJlust, liS II conscqucm:e, have "tipped the scales" lind 
selectcd out the exact magnitude every body hus from among the alternative 
magnitudes it might have. A particularizing agent selecting between equal alter
natives is a "voluntary agent," 188 an agent operating by "choice and intent." But 
the "intent to produce something" is operative during the period of the thing's 
"nonexistence" or, if one prefers, at the "moment of its coming into existence; 
and in either event, anything coming about through a voluntary agent" is preceded 
by nonexistence and "is created." Since every body and the world as a whole 
have their magnitudes assigned by a voluntary agent, the world and everything 
contained therein have been created. 189 An abbreviated version of the same train 
of thought is found in Amidi 190 and iji. 191 

Razi has an additional argument for creation from the concept of particulari
zation, and there he proposes a separate reason for the rule that a particularizing 
agent must precede its effect. The reason in the argument of Razi's just examined 
was that will excludes eternity; the reason now is to be that the eternity of an 
object is excluded by its having been brought into existence. Both reasons were 
already to be discovered in Juwayni. 192 

The world, Razi submits, is "possibly existent" and what is possibly existent 
has need of an external agent that "tips the scales" in favor of its existence. 193 
To maintain that something needs an "agent" to tip the scales in favor of its 
existence when it already exists would be absurd. The world must consequently 
have had the scales tipped in favor of its existence when it did not yet exist; and 
the world was created. 194 

The contrast between these arguments for creation a!1d the standard Kalam 
procedure for proving creation and the existence of God again merits comment. 
The standurd procedure set forth an elaborate proof of creation. It thereupon 
inferred a creator, often on the grounds that a particularizing agent must have 
selected a momcnt for the world's emergence or other characteristics for the world 
and the parts of the world when they came into existence. And it added that a 
particularizing agent must possess will. The new arguments borrow a thread, the 
particularization line of reasoning, from the standard procedure; and they invert 
the sequence of thought, concluding, rather than commencing, with the creation 
of the world. They observe that sundry characteristics of the world disclose an 
arbitrary choice between equivalent alternatives. From the evidence of arbitrary 

I.' K. a/-Arba' ill. pp. 27 - 29. Very similar reasoning appears in Shahrastiini, K. Nihaya a/-Iqdam. 

p. 13. 
IR9Ibid .• pp. 17. 29. 
190Ghiiya a/-Maram. pp. 250-251. 
19IMawliqi/. VII, p. 227. 
192 Above. p. 190. I93See above. p. 162. 
194K. a/-Arha·in. pp. 30-31; see betow. p. 387, n. 54. 
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choice they infer an agent who exercises will. And they conclude that an agent 
exercising will cannot have acted from eternity but must have brought the world 
into existence after not having done so. 

Averroes was familiar with JuwaynI's argument for creation from the concept 
of particularization; he records it with explicit reference to the work of J uwaynI's 
in which it appeared. The argument, Averroes finds, rests on "two premises." 
The first states that "the world and everything therein" might have different 
characteristics from those they have; and the second states that whatever might 
have alternative characteristics must be brought into existence because it depends 
on an "agent," more. specifically a "voluntary ... particularizing agent," who 
"fashioned it in one possible mold in preference to another" 195 As might be 
expected, Averroes admits neither premise. 

In connection with the first premise, he recognizes a distinction between the 
individual characteristics of individual objects within the world and characteris
tics touching the structure of the world. The supposition that the characteristics 
of individual objects might be other than they are is dismissed by him as "patently 
false," on the grounds that such characteristics are, unquestionably, determined 
by natural forces. As to characteristics touching the structure of the world, the 
possibility of their being other than they are might, Averroes concedes, seem 
plausible; for the "causes" of general phenomena-as, for example, the move
ments of one celestial sphere to the "west" rather than "east," and the remainder 
to the "east" rather than "west" -are often "hidden from man." Nevertheless, 
the scientific presumption should in every instance be that structural features of 
the universe are unqualifiedly "necessary" or at least represent the "best" and 
"most perfect" adaptation of natural objects for the functions they fulfill. It can 
thus not be taken for granted either that individual or general characteristies in 
the world might be different from what they are, and that certain characteristics 
have hence been seleeted out arbitrarily in preference to others. 196 

That is Averroes' refutation of Juwayni's first premise. Averroes likewise rejects 
the premise stating that what is dependent for its characteristics on a voluntary 
agent must have been brought into existence after not having existed. Juwayni 
had explained, or postulated, that an "object of will" cannot be eternal. Averroes 
rejoins that an eternal agent possessed of an eternal will not only would be able 
to exercise his will eternally, but could not help doing so. Consequently, Averroes 
clinches his refutation, even if the world were to reveal evidence of arbitrary 
selection, the agent making the selection would be capable of acting eternally, 
and the world need not have been created. 197 

Maimonides records a Kalam argument for creation from the concept of par
ticularization which echoes both Juwayni's argument and Shahrastani's refor-

19SK. al-Kashf, pp. 37-38, 40. 

1961bid., p. 38. Averroes undoubtedly has in mind the passage of Ghazali, quoted below, p. 195. 
197Ibid., p. 40. Cf. above, p. 76. 
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mulation of it. 19H Likc Avcrroes, Maimonides rejects the supposition that the 
characteristics of individual objects within the world might be other than they 
are; he too traces them to natural forces opcrating in conformity with natural 
law. 199 Maimonides does not, however, rulc out the pertinence of the particular
ization notion to structural features of the world. He leaves open the possibility 
that these might be other than they are, and that a particularizing agent can be 
inferred who selected out structural features the world does have over features 
the world might have. In addition, Maimonides differs from Averroes on the 
subject of will; he agrees with Kalam thinkers that the exercise of will is incom
patible with an eternal product. Because he can accept much of the present 
argument, Maimonides deems it the "best" of the Kalam arguments for creation, 
and he subsequently will rework it in what he believes to be an unexceptionable 
form. 200 

Maimonides also records an argument for creation, attributed by him to one 
of the "later" Kalam thinkers and described by him as a variation of the "pre
ceding," which turns on the world's being "possibly existent." The argument is 
identical with one in Fakhr ai-Din al-RazL 201 What is "possibly existent," the 
reasoning goes, "has the possibility of existing as well as ... not existing" and 
must, if it does exist, have had the scales "tipped in favor" of its existence. But 
an agent tipping the scales in favor of existence would not have acted from 
eternity. Consequently, the world, which is possible existent, cannot have existed 
from eternity. This train of reasoning is entirely rejected by Maimonides. The 
term "possibly existent," he explains, has two connotations, being applicable to 
what is, as well as to what is not, eternal. 202 To be possibly existent is therefore 
by no means tantamount to having the possibility of not existing. An object can 
be known to have a possibility of not existing only if it is known to be both 
possibly existent and noneternal, whereas anything possibly existent and eter
nal-as "our adversary," that is to say, Avicenna and his school, judged the world 
to be-would not have the possibility.203 By taking for granted that everything 
possibly existent does have the possibility of not existing and hence docs need to 
have the scales tipped in favor of its existence, the argument under consideration 

IQ"Guide, 1,74(5). Some of the features that, in Maimonides' version, could be other than they 
are, are the size and shape of the world and its parts, the location of the world, the natural place of 
the elements. Maimonides also enumerates features not mentioned by JuwaynI or ShahrastanI. 

199Guide, 1,73(10). 

2ooGuide, I, 74(5), in conjunction with I, 73( 10). 
201 Above, p. 191. Maimonides and RiizI were contemporaries and were separated, geographically, 

by half a world. The argument very likely was circulating in the schools, and Maimonides may have 
learnt it there. 

202That is to say, something might in theory be possibly existent and eternal, although the advocate 
of creation would not believe that anything in reality is such. 

203See Avicenna's discussion of the 'possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by 
virtue of another," below, p. 292. 
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assumes from the start that everything possibly existent is noneternal and has 
been created. The argument thereby begs the question amI is invalid. 204 

4. Ghazali and Maimonides 

Ghazali and Maimonides develop particularization arguments that are purged 
of Kalam clements. Ghazali's formulation is put forward in his TahaJut al-Falas
ifa. a work confronting Aristotelian philosophy-as recast by Avicenna-in its 
own terms. Maimonides, for his part, had no sympathy with the Kalam view of 
the universe and subscribed to the Aristotelian view, at least as far as the sublunar 
realm is concerned. Both philosophers accordingly sever the particularization 
mode of thought from its Kalam seedbed and transplant it to an Aristotelian 
framework by seeking out features of the world which are, even from an Aris
totelian standpoint, unamenable to natural or rational explanation. 

Ghazali allows himself to be led to his formulation by a dialectical exchange 
of a kind he enjoyed. The mise en scene is the refutation of an old proof for 
eternity, the proof maintaining that no given moment in an empty infinite time 
could, to the exclusion of other moments, have lent itscJf to the creation of the 
world and recommended itself to the creator as the proper moment for bringing 
the world into existence. 205 As Ghazali sums up the contention to be refuted, 
nothing "could differentiate one specific time [for the world's coming into exis
tence 1 from earlier and later times, seeing that it would not have been impossible" 
for the world to come into existence "earlier or later." 206 The core of Ghazali's 
refutation goes back to Augustine and Philoponus; the creator, he responds, would 
have been able to choose a moment for creation by the exercise of will. 207 But a 
proponent of eternity might, Ghazali recognizes, surrejoin that the exercise of 
will is never a matter of pure arbitrariness, that will invariably opts for what it 
sees as the preferable alternative; and when the alternatives are alike in every 
respect, neither the faculty of will nor any other "attribute" of an agent can 
"differentiate" one alternative from another. The creator's will would thus not 
be able to fix upon a given moment to the exclusion of wholly similar alternative 
moments, and the world must after all be eternal. To counter the surrejoinder, 
Ghazali attempts to convince the advocates of eternity that they cannot help 
acknowledging instances in the universe of the "particularization of one thing 
over what is similar." 208 

He begins by remarking that God's will is seen to decide upon "whiteness to 
the exclusion of blackness" and assign the former to a subject although "the 
subject is as receptive of blackness as of whiteness"; and that God's will is seen 

204Guide. I, 74(6). 205Above, p.53. 

206Taha/ul al·Faltisifa (Beirut, 1927), I, §28; English translation in Averroes' Taila/ul al·Taila/ul, 
tran2~7S. van den Bergh (London, 1954), p. 18. 

Above, p.69. 
208Taha/ul al-Faltisifa, §34; English translation, p. 21. 
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to decide that a body should be in "motion" or "rest" although the body is no 
less rcceptive of the altcrnative. By the same token. God's will would have heen 
ahle 10 dcckle upon OIlC momcnl for creal ion to the cxdu~ioll of thc identic<ll 
alternative moments. 2U

'l At this st<lge Ghazali is apparently working from the old 
Kalam presupposition that when an individual object in the world is black or 
white, in motion or rest, its color and state are not determined by natural forces 
within the universe. The illustrations he adduces, "whiteness and blackness, 
motion and rest," are moreover redolent of the classic Kalam arguments for the 
existence of accidents <IS actual entities. 2tO No adversary, Ghazali knew. was 
likely to be convinced by a rebuttal that presupposes an occasionalistic picture 
of the universe and that provocatively employs illustrations of so dubious a 
pedigree. He therefore quickly passes on to more satisfactory evidence of the 
"particularization" of a given characteristic to the exclusion of equivalent 
alternatives. 

The world, he observes, has a "particular shape" although it might equally 
have alternative shapes. Hence the shape it docs have must be scJected out arbi
trarily by the cause of the world from among the alternatives it might have; and 
by the same token, a moment might arbitrarily be chosen by the cause of the 
world for creation. 211 Yet an obstinate adversary, Ghazali realizes, might still not 
be convinced. The adversary might retort here that if the world had a different 
shape, if it were "smaller or larger" than it is, or if it had, for example, a different 
"number of spheres and .. , stars," the "universal order" of the world would be 
impaired. 212 In other words, although the overall structure of the world, unlike 
the characteristics of individual objects, is not traceable to immanent natural 
forces, it is perhaps explicable on rational grounds as the optimum structure. And 
whereas the cause of the universe can, the adversary will hold, make a rational 
choice and opt for a superior alternative in preference to an inferior, no agent 
can choose arbitrarily between wholly identical alternatives. The upshot of the 
antagonist's retort to Ghazali's rebuttal would again be that a creator could not, 
through the exercise of will, have selected a moment for creation from among 
infinite idenlical and indifferent alternatives. 

Ghazali at last is driven to the stage he planned to reach from the outset. He 
discovers two features of the ccJestial region where no natural explanation is 
feasible and where, in addition, there can be no basis for rational, as distinct 
from arbitrary, choice. The two features are the directions in which the ccJestial 
spheres move, and the location of a pair of points in the outermost sphere which 
function as poles and around which the spheres rotate. Analogous items had been 
adduced by Juwayni and perhaps by the Ikhwun al-~afa' as evidence of arbitrary 

2()9 Ibid., § 28. I am altering the order of some of Ghazali's statements. 
210 Above, pp. 180, 182. 
2IlIbid., §35. I have followed the reading given by Tahti/ul al-Taluiflll, I, p. 41. 
212Ibid., §36. 
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particularization. 213 But Ghazali, unlike his predecessors, endeavors to show how 
these characteristics of the world do evince arbitrariness. 

As regards the second of the two features, he writes that since all parts of the 
celestial sphere are, on the astronomical theory of the day, alike in nature, nothing 
could recommend anyone pair of opposite points to the exclusion of another pair 
as the location of the poles. Therefore, an act of "particularization of one thing 
over what is similar" must be acknowledged, that is, a decision nowise dictated 
by the merits of the alternatives, but completely arbitrary. As regards the first of 
the two features, Ghazali concedes that the rotation of the outermost celestial 
sphere in a direction contrary to that in which the remaining spheres rotate is not 
yet evidence of arbitrariness; the rotation of the spheres in contrary directions 
may be an optimum arrangement for having the influences of the heavens inter
mesh and act on the earth in the most productive manner. Instead, his contention 
is that the selfsame result could be achieved in a universe that would be the 
inversion of ours, in a universe where the highest sphere rotated to the east rather 
than to the west, as it does in the Ptolemaic and medieval astronomical systems, 
while the remaining spheres rotated west rather than east. Since the movement 
of the spheres in the directions they do move has nothing to recommend it over 
the reverse arrangement, it surely is evidence of arbitrariness and of an act of 
particularization between identical, indifferent alternatives. Ghazali's conclusion 
is that even the proponents of eternity must admit instances in the universe of 
particularization between indifferent alternatives. They cannot, accordingly, object 
to creation on the grounds that no moment might have lent itself to creation to 
the exclusion of another; for the particularizing agent who arbitrarily selected the 
location of the poles and the direction of the movements of the spheres could 
have selected a moment for creation. 214 

Ghazali, in sum, tacitly concedes that the individual characteristics of individ
ual objects within the sub lunar region do not furnish convincing evidence of 
arbitrary particularization. Such characteristics can be ascribed to the workings 
of immanent natural forces. After restricting his attention to structural features 
of the world, Ghazali explicitly concedes that features rendering ours the best of 
all possible worlds do not constitute convincing evidence of arbitrary particular
ization. They may reflect rational, not arbitrary, choice by the cause of the world. 
In the end Ghazali allows his attention to be narrowed to two features of the 
celestial realm which he views as wholly indifferent and as containing nothing 
whatsoever to recommend them over the alternatives. These, he insists, can only 
be explained on the thesis that the cause of the universe selected them by an 
exereise of sheer will. GhazaWs aim throughout is the modest one of refuting a 
familiar proof for eternity by showing that the creator would be able to select a 
moment for creation. He might, however, have framed an independent argument, 

213 Above, p. 187. 
214Taluifut al-Faliisifa, I, §§37-41. 
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akin to the argument of JuwaynI's, 21S wherein evidence of arbitrary choice proves 
that the world is dependcnt on a voluntary agcnt, and the dependence of the world 
on a voluntary agent is found to entail creation. Such an argument would go 
beyond JuwaynI in completely divorcing itself from Kalam physics. Maimonides 
rethinks Ghazali's reasoning and does formulate a particularization argument for 
creation wholly within an Aristotelian, as distinct from a Kalam, framework. 

Maimonides' argument is offered for the sole purpose of proving creation and 
not the existence of God. His rationale in not utilizing the argument for the latter 
purpose apparently is that the particularization procedure takes its departure from 
nothing positive and plays instead upon the inexplicability of various features of 
the physical universe. There could be no way of absolutely precluding an eventual 
evolution of human science to a level where the features in question might be 
explained. As a consequence, an argument from the concept of particularization 
lacked, for Maimonides, the probative weight of the proofs he does offer for the 
existence of God, they being "demonstrations" (burhtill). A demonstration takes 
its departure from true and certain premises and proceeds to an indisputable 
conclusion. Since Maimonides was confident that a demonstration of the existence 
of God was available to him, he would not have knowledge of the existence of 
God rest on anything less. As regards creation, however, where no apodictic 
demonstration was available, he advances the strongest argumentation at his 
disposal. 216 

Maimonides studiously opposes his use of the particularization concept to the 
use made by the Kalam. He expressly rejects the Kalam doctrine of the "atom 
and the continual generation of accidents"; and he refuses to draw any inference 
from the characteristics of things in the sublunar realm, since they can be con
strued as "particularized through the powers of the sphere ... just as Aristotle 
taught us." Characteristics of objects within the world are, that is to say, "parti
cularized" in the naturalistic sense of having been determined by physical forces, 
and not in the more significant sense of having been selected through an act of 
will. In contradistinction to Kalam writers, Maimonides undertakes to establish 
the presence of "particularization where it should be established," and to do that 
through "philosophical premises derived from the nature of what exists." 217 The 
domain where he believes particularization, in the significant sense, can be estab
lished is the celestial region; and two aspects of the celestial region attract his 
attention. The first is the circumstance that the movements of the spheres do not 
fall into a regular pattern. The second is the location of the stars and planets in 
their several spheres. 

Whereas Ghazali concerned himself exclusively with the nine main celestial 
spheres, Maimonides looks at all the spheres, primary as well as subordinate, 

215 Above, p. 190. 
216Guide. 1,71; 11, 16; 19. 
217Ibid., II, 19. 
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which were re'nized by ancient and medieval astronomy. As many as fifty
odd spheres ';f.~~~sometimes hypothesized in order to accomplish the task ancient 
and medieva¥ astronomy set for itself, the task of reducing to motion in circles 
around the arth what modern astronomy represents as an elliptical motion of 
the planets round the sun. Each planet, it was theorized, is embedded in a sphere 
that rot s at the surface of another, and it, at the surface of still another. Each 

e primary and subordinate spheres in the system was assumed to rotate with 
a constant velocity of its own, but some had to be assumed to rotate with a greater 
and some with a lesser velocity than others; and some had to be assumed to move 
in one direction, while others move in another. What, Maimonides asks, might 
account for the diverse velocities and directions in which the spheres rotate? He 
knows that the diversity cannot be explained through a diversity of material 
substance. The spheres, Aristotelian science taught, have a common material 
substance, which expresses itself-or, viewed from the opposite angle, is symp
tomized-by something common to them all, not by anything diverse; the com
mon material substance of the spheres expresses itself in, and is symptomized 
by, the general circularity of motion common to all the spheres. The diversity in 
velocity and direction must then be due to a factor apart from the substance of 
the spheres. If a regular pattern were detectable in the sequence of spherical 
motions, a uniform natural explanation would be feasible whereby each celestial 
sphere determines the motion of the succeeding sphere. The outermost sphere 
could, for instance, be understood to communicate a proportion of its motion to 
the next sphere, the latter, to communicate an analogous proportion of its motion 
to the next, and so forth. But no pattern was detectable which would permit such 
a hypothesis; for in the supposed sequence of the spheres, westward and eastward 
movements, rapid and slow movements, appeared to succeed each other hap
hazardly. Inasmuch as the directions and velocities of the motions of the spheres 
fail to disclose any regular pattern, they can, Maimonides insists, be subsumed 
under no necessary natural law. The sole tenable thesis is that a voluntary agent 
"particularized each sphere with whatever direction and velocity of motion he 
wished."218 

The second feature of the structure of the heavens engaging Maimonides' 
attention is the location of the stars and planets in the spheres. The spheres, on 
the enlightened medieval consensus, rotate constantly, whereas the stars and 
planets imbedded in the spheres undergo no motion of their own. Maimonides 
deduces herefrom that the substance of the spheres must be radically unlike the 
substance of the stars and planets. In addition, the supposed fact that the spheres 
are transparent whereas the stars are luminous also proves to Maimonides that 
the substance of the spheres is radically different from the substance of the stars 

2'"Guide. II. 19. Elsewhere in Ihe chaplcr. Maimonidcs brings in thc forms of Ihc sphcres. He 
writes: A particularizing agent must be posited "who particularized the substrata [of the spheres] and 
prepared them to receive the diverse forms [of which the several motions of the spheres arc an 
expression]." 
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and planets. No law of nature and no principle of regularity can, Maimonides 
argues, explain how stars of one substance come to be imbedded in spheres of a 
w/lIplctcly different substance. And no law of nature or principle of regularity 
can account for something still "more extraordinary," namely, the distribution of 
stars in the sphere assumed to contain all the fixed, or true stars, as distinct from 
the wandering stars or planets. In some areas of the sphere of the fixed stars, 
stars of varying magnitudes were seen to be clustered in constellations; in some 
areas, stars were seen to be scattered at random; and still other areas were devoid 
of slars. Since the presence and distribution of the stars in their several spheres
like the motions of the spheres-exhibit no regular patten} amI can be subsumed 
under no necessary law of nature,. they too, Maimonides maintains, arc explicable 
only as an act of choice by a "particularizing agent" who "intended" that the 
stars should be located where they are. 219 

The evidence of particularization adduced by Maimonides is unmistakably 
related to the evidence that Ghazali eventually settled upon. As did Ghazali, 
Maimonides cites the movements of the spheres and the location of objects
planets and stars in his case, poles in Ghazali 's-within the spheres. Maimonides, 
though, has introduced a change in that he deems not the arbitrariness. but the 
irregularity of the phenomena to be crucial. The reason for the change can be 
gathered from a totally unrelated context, a theological discussion where Mai
monides incidentally deals with the selection by the deity of one from among 
several indifferent possible alternatives. In situations of the sort, he writes, it is 
meaningless to ask "why one possibility and not another came to pass; for an 
identical question would occur if the other possibility had come to pass instead 
of the one that did." 22U A choice in any event being called for, no weight can be 
attached to the circumstance that the deity happens to have selected one alternative 
over another. The consideration that when alternatives are wholly similar and a 
choice has to be made. it is senseless to ask why a given alternative was preferred 
to another, had much earlier been brought to bear in the debate over eternity and 
creation. Philoponus had put forward that consideration in connection with the 
very proof for eternity which Ghazali was rebutting. Faced with the question 
how a given moment could have recommended itself to the creator as the moment 
for creation in preference to other similar moments, Philoponus explained that 
once it is known that the world was created the question why a certain moment 
was chosen becomes meaningless; for an identical question might be posed if 
another moment had been chosen. 221 The same consideration presumably pre
vented Maimonides from inferring a "particularizing~ agent who acts through 
"intention" either from the circumstance that the movement of the heavens in 

2I9Ibid. 

""Guide. 111.26. Maimonides is dealing with the question why Scripture prescribes the sacrilice 
of a cerlain number of animals rather Ihan a larger or smaller number. 

22J Above. p. 69. Ghazali also makes the point, Taluifut al-Faliisifa. I. §34; English translation. 

p. 21. 
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their present directions has nothing to prefer it over their moving in the reverse 
directions, or from the circumstance that the location of the poles in their present 
positions has nothing to prefer it over their location at any other pair of opposite 
points. Seeing that one of the two indifferent sets of directions and one from 
among numberless indifferent pairs of points had to be selected anyway for the 
world to exist, it is, in Maimonides' view, meaningless to ask why a given 
alternative happens to have been selected over another. 

The noteworthy aspect of the movements of the spheres and the locations of 
the stars within them is, for Maimonides, not their indifference but their irrcg
·ularity. If the movements and dispositions of the heavenly bodies formed a nec
essary scheme, the scientific observer would expect a certain ratio between the 
velocities of the inner spheres and their distances from the rapid outermost sphere, 
he would expect some affinity between the substance of the planets and stars and 
the substance of the spheres in which they are imbedded, and he would further 
expect that the fixed stars be evenly spaced throughout the heavens. Inasmuch as 
these phenomena lack regularity, they cannot be subsumed under· any natural law 
and can be accounted for only on the thesis of a particularizing agent who selected 
them. The selection, it should be mentioned, is not thought by Maimonides to 
be ultimately "purposeless" or, despite the appearance, "haphazard." Believing 
as he does that the universe is the work of an intelligent cause, he is sure that a 
hidden rationality underlies the irregularity exhibited by the celestial realm. 222 

Having come this far, Maimonides adds that "particularization"-or "inten
tion," or "choice," or "will" in the proper sense 223-implies the ability of the 
particularizing agent to control the outcome of his choice. A man cannot, for 
example, be described as "particularizing" himself in, or as "intending" to pos
sess, the shape of a being with "two eyes" and "two hands," since he cannot help 
possessing that shape. "Particularization" and "intention" are, consequently, con
ceivable solely in connection with "something nonexistent that has the possibility 
of both existing and not existing as intended and particularized"; they thus go 
hand in hand with a product's coming into existence after not existing. Maimon
ides has not forgotten that the Arabic Aristotelians spoke of an eternal emanation 
of the universe through an eternal exercise of will on the part of the deity,224 but 
he dismisses statements of the sort as verbal legerdemain. If the world exists 
eternally, it exists necessarily, necessity and eternity being mutually imPlicativt. \ 
by virtue of an Aristotelian principle that Maimonides does not explicitly rd \1 
to but undoubtedly had in mind. 225 And to suppose that "existence throug , 
necessary emanation" can be combined with a thing's existing by "intention art' 

222Guide, II, 19. Cf. above, p. 176. 
223 At the end of Guide, II, 20, Maimonides writes that an agent may be described as willillg his 

effect merely in the sense that he has pleasure in it. 
22' Cf. above, pp. 60,75-76. 
m Aristotle, De Gelleraliolle el Corrupliolle II, II, 337b, 35 ff.; Metaphysics VI, 2, 1026b,27. 
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will" would be very "~se ... to combining two contraries," thereby violating 
the law of contradiction. The world either exists eternally and necessarily, or it 
exists by particularization, intention, and will, and has come into existem;e after 
not existing. Given the evidence of "particularization," "choice," "will," and 
"intention" in the celestial region, Maimonides concludes that the celestial region 
and the rest of the world, which is dependent on the celestial region, cannot be 
eternal but must have come into existence. 226 To be precise, the form of the 
physical universe is what must have come into existence. Maimonides' argument 
says nothing about the matter of the universe and docs not pretend to be a proof 
of creation ex Ilihilo. 

Resume 

Kalam writers employed the particularization concept to support their inference 
of a creator from creation. They argued that a particularizing agent must be 
posited who selected out a time for the world to come into existence, who selects 
a time for individual objects to come into existence, who selected existence for 
the world in preference to nonexistence, or who selects out the characteristics of 
each object coming into existence. The contention that a particularizing agent 
must select a full complement of characteristics for each object coming into 
existence borders on a proof for a cause of the world wherein the premise of 
creation is set aside; for it could be argued that whether the world is created or 
not, a particularizing agent must be posited who selects out a complement of 
characteristics for the world and its parts. 

Besides serving to support the inference of a creator from creation, the par
ticularization concept found a vr.riety of applications, most notably in arguments 
for the existence of accidents as real entities. A particularizing factor, it was 
reasoned here, must be present in an atom or body to tic each characteristic to 
the given atom or body to the exclusion of the alternative atoms and bodies that 
might have the characteristic, and to tic the characteristic to the atom or body at 
a given time to the exclusion of the alternative times when the characteristic 
might be there. In the course of resolving a difficulty in the theory of accidents, 
JuwaynI indicated why the accident as a particularizing factor is not sufficient 
and a particularizing agent must be assumed as well; the agent must be posited 
to explain how the accident, the particularizing factor, comes to be assigned to 
one atom to the exclusion of others. JuwaynI's explanation again borders on a 
proof for the existence of a cause of the world which sets aside the premise of 
creation. The world, it could be argued, stands in need of an external agent who 
assigns accidents to atoms and bodies. 

JuwaynI, in one of his later works, did formulate a proof of the existence of 
God from the concept of particularization which dispenses with the premise of 

22"Guide. II, 20. 
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creation. Since the parts of the world and the world as a whole might, he reasoned, 
have alternative characteristics, an agent must exist who selects out the particular 
characteristics that the world and its parts do have from among all those they 
might have; and a particularizing agent capahle of selecting out characteristics 
for the world would have to possess the propcrties of a dcity. Silllilar argulllcnts 
for the existence of God were offered by other Kalam writers. Juwayni also 
formulated a new argument for creation. The agent who arbitrarily selects out a 
set of characteristics for the world must, he argued, act through will; but anything 
produced through the exercise of will exists only after not having existed; the 
world, therefore, being the product of an exercise of will, must have c~ into 
existence after not having existed. Similar arguments for creation likcwise appear 
in other Kalam writers. The new arguments for the existence of God and creation 
contrast with the standard Kalam procedure for proving the same doctrines. The 
standard procedure inferred a creator from creation. The new procedure for prov
ing the existence of God derives a cause of the world directly from the presence 
in the world of characteristics that might be different from what they arc. And 
the new procedure for proving creation derives creation from the dependence of 
the world on a voluntary, particularizing agent; it concludes with, rather than 
commences with, creation. 

Ghazali had a further application for the particularization concept, employing 
it in his refutation of one of the familiar proofs for eternity. He endeavored to 
show that even the advocate of eternity must acknowledge the ability of the cause 
of the world to make arbitrary decisions and, hence, arbitrarily to have chosen a 
particular moment for the world to come into existence. Maimonides, finally, 
developed a particularization argument for creation in a wholly Aristotelian 
framework. He sought out features of the celestial region which cannot be sub
sumed under any necessary natural law and which are therefore explicable solely 
as the result of particularization and intention. Whatever is produced by parti
cularization and intention cannot, he agreed with the Kalam thinkers, be eternal, 
whence it follows that the celestial region together with the rest of the world must 
have come into existence. 

Such were the principal arguments turning on the particularization concept. A 
progression is to be discerned as well in the phenomena adduced as evidence of 
particularization. The Kalam writers envisaged a world in which the character
istics of individual objects are not determined by natural forces and they could 
discover arbitrary selection in the individual characteristics of individual objects. 
Juwayni's combined proof of the existence of God and creation cited, no doubt 
deliberately, both the characteristics of individual objects within the world and 
structural features of the world as evidence of arbitrary selection. Ghazali tacitly 
conceded that the individual characteristics of individual objects do not constitute 
convincing evidence of particularization, since they can be explained through the 
workings of natural forces; and he explicitly conceded that structural features of 
the universe rendering ours the best of all possible worlds are also not convincing 
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evidence of arbitrary selection. lie discovered the evidence of shcer arbitrariness 
which he required in fcatures of the celestial region having nothing at all to 
recommend them over the alternatives. Maimonides, finally, understood that 
where a choice must be made in any event, no especial signilicance can be 
attached to onc option's happcning to be prefcrrcd ovcr thc cljuivalcnt altcrna
tives. What was crucial for Maimonides was not arbitrariness but irregularity in 
the structure of the world. Irregularity would be incompatible with necessary 
natural law and would consequently imply an exercise of choice. 

5. Additional arguments for creation in Maimonides and Gersonides 

Maimonides advances two more arguments for creation, without however 
enumerating them as two distinct and coordinate arguments; what I call the first 
of the two appears as a brief appendix to the second. The additional arguments 
arc bracketed by Maimonides with the argument of his examined in the previous 
section for the reason that the new arguments again find the structure of the 
physical universe to be explicabJc not by any necessary law, but solely as the 
work of a voluntary agent. The first of the additional arguments has. moreover, 
an inner resemblance to the argument already examined. That argument looked 
at the movements of the several celestial spheres and contended that the move
ments of the spheres cannot be subsumed under a necessary, natural law; the new 
argument looks at .the spheres' forms and contends that these cannot be subsumed 
under any necessary law. Since the movements of the spheres are related to their 
forms-movement being an expression of form-the new argument can be regarded 
as an extension of the other. 

The first of the additional arguments is concerned with the matter as well as 
the form of the celestial spheres, and with the interaction between celestial matter 
and celestial form. A central Aristotelian thesis had held that objects in the 
celestial region have a different material substratum from sublunar objects. Evi
dence therefor was drawn from the supposed fact that the natural motion of 
sublunar objects is rectilinear whereas the natural motion of the celestial spheres 
is circular. 227 According to Maimonides' reading of Aristotle and according to 
what he understood to be the best scientific description of the universe, the world 
contains no less than three separate types of matter: Sublunar objects have their 
common matter, as is indicated by the fact that their natural motion is rectilinear; 
the celestial spheres have another matter, as indicated by the fact that their natural 
motion is circular; and the stars have still a third matter, as indicated by the fact 
that, unlike both the celestial spheres and sublunar objects, they perform no 
motion of their own. 228 Celestial objects, Maimonides further understood, do 
resemble sublunar objects in a certain respect, insofar as they do contain the 

221 De Caela I. 2. 
22"Guide. II. 19. 
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distinction of matter and form. 229 The celestial spheres are thus understood by 
him to have a matter common to them and different from the matter of the other 
objects in the universe; and each individual sphere consists in the union of the 
common matter of the spheres with the unique form of the particular sphere. The 
stars similarly have a matter common to them and different from the matter of 
both spheres and sublunar objects; and each star consists in the union of the 
common matter with the unique form of the particular star. 

John Philoponus had long since called attention to an anomaly in Aristotle's 
thinking regarding the material substratum of the heavens. In the Aristotelian 
scheme, the material substratum of objects in the sublunar world constantly 
exchanges one form for another, whereas the substance of the heavens is unchang
ing. But if, Philoponus remarked, matter as conceived in the Aristotelian system, 
is "adapted to receive all [possible] forms," the matter of the celestial region 
should be so adapted; it should be "adapted to receive everyone of the forms of 
the celestial [bodies]." Just as matter in the sublunar world can, and does, exchange 
one sublunar form for another, each portion of matter in the heavens should be 
capable of exchanging its form for any of the forms suitable to celestial matter. 230 
Philoponus' comment was made as part of a proof for creation which proceeded 
in an entirely different fashion from the proof Maimonides is to offer. His con
tention was that since neither the matter of the sublunar world nor the matter of 
the celestial region can by nature retain a form permanently, "nothing [composed] 
of matter and form" can be "indestructible," and the physical universe cannot 
have existed from eternity.23t 

A nearer and more probable source of inspiration for Maimonides' proof is a 
passage in Ghazali's compendium of Avicenna's philosophy. The composition of 
the celestial region is once more the subject of discussion. Ghazali makes the 
unusual statement that the spheres do not after all have a common material sub
stratum, that each sphere has a matter peculiar to itself. 232 Very likely at the back 
of his mind was the thought that if each sphere has a matter peculiar to itself, an 
answer is at hand to the question why the substratum of celestial objects is not 
seen to exchange one form for another: Perhaps no portion of celestial matter 
ever assumes a new form because only a single form is suitable for each unique 
portion of matter. 233 The intimation would be that should celestial objects indeed 

229This was Avicenna's reading of Aristotle; Averroes, by contrast, rejected the notion that the 
spheres contain the distinction of matter and form. See citations in H. Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 
of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass., 1929), pp. 594-598. 

230 As cited by Simplicius, Commentary on the Physics. ed. H. Diels, Commell/aria in Aristotelem 
Graeca, Vol. X (Berlin, 1895), pp. 1329-1330. 

231 Above, p. 92. 

232Maq~id al-Falasifa (Cairo, n.d.), p. 247. I could not find the theory Ghazali is presenting in 
Avicenna's Arabic works, but did find it in his Diinesh Niimeh; see Le Livre de Science. trans. M. 
Achena ami H. Masse (Paris, 1955), p. 193. 

233See an analogous notion in Juwayni, above, p. 184. 
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possess a singlc common matter, as Aristotle had maintained, the substratum of 
each celestial object might exchange its form for any of the other possible forms 
known, by observation of the heavens, to be appropriate for celcstial matter. 

The problematic character of the substratum of the heavens and. it may be 
ventured, the intimation in Ghazali's statement234 suggest a new proof of creation 
to Maimonides. The essence of matter, Maimonides argues, is to receive, in 
succession, every form appropriate to it. If the spheres are all constituted of a 
common matter, the material substratum of each given sphere is as adapted to 
receive the form of any other sphere as it is to possess the form of its own sphere. 
By the same token, if the stars are constituted of a common matter, the material 
substratum of each given star is as adapted to receive the form of any other star 
as it is to possess the form of its own star. Should events take their natural course, 
the matter of the spheres and of the stars would behave as the matter of the 
sublunar region does, repeatedly shedding one form and adopting another. The 
matter of each sphere would shed its form and successively adopt all the possible 
forms of spheres, with the changes manifesting themselves through repeated 
changes in the direction and velocity of the sphere's motion. The matter of each 
star would likewise shed its form and successively adopt all the possible stellar 
forms, the changes here manifesting themselves by changes in the quality of the 
light radiated by the star. But events plainly do not take their natural course. 
Neither the matter of the spheres nor the matter of the stars behaves as matter 
should behave, successively receiving all the forms it is adapted for. 

The situation perceived by Maimonides is, then, as follows: The spheres have 
the common characteristic of moving circularly, and that should betoken a com
mon matter. The stars have the common characteristic of not undergoing any 
motion of their own, and that should also betoken a common matter. Yet neither 
the common matter of the spheres nor the common matter of the stars behaves 
as a common matter should, by nature, behave. In neither case does the common 
matter receive all the forms it is adapted to receive. Since the situation does not 
lend itself to a natural explanation, Maimonides submits his nonnatural expla
nation. A conscious voluntary agent must permanently assign a specific form to 
the material substratum of each individual sphere, a form expressing itself in a 
distinctive circular motion; and it must assign a specific form to the material 
substratum of each individual star, a form expressing itself in a distinctive radiated 
light. 235 Maimonides could as well have used the language of particularization 
and written that a particularizing agent must have assigned a particular form to 
the material substratum of each sphere and star. 

234 1n Guide, 11,22, Maimonides mentions, as something preposterous, the possibility that 'some
one should assert that the matter of each sphere is different from the matter of the others." 

23S Maimonides apparently means that God produces each sphere or star by permanently assign
ing-through an act of will-a unique form to a portion of the matter common to all the spheres or 
all the stars. 
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Having again come this far, Maimonides concludes as before: Eternity implies 
necessity and is incompatible with the action of a voluntary agent. The "intend
ing" agent who "particularized" each sphere and star in its lixed form cannot 
therefore have aeted from eternity; and the body of the heavens together with the 
sublunar'region, which is dependent on the heavens, must have been created. 236 

Nothing has been said regarding the creation of the matter of the universe, and 
the argument is not a proof of creation ex nil/ilo. 

Maimonides' remaining argument for creation is set forth against the back
ground of a theory of emanation which had been fathered upon Aristotle. Aris
totle, as most medieval Arabic philosophers read him, bore a Neoplatonic guise. 
That is, he was understood to have recognized a first cause not merely of the 
motion, but also of the existence, of the universe; and he was understood to have 
maintained that the first cause emanates the universe continually and eternally. 
Aristotelian philosophy in its Neoplatonic guise had, accordingly, to face a per
ennial Neoplatonic problem. It had to explain how a highly complex universe 
can flow out of an absolutely simple first cause, considering that, as tfle formula 
went, "from one, only one can proceed.,,237 

Alfarabi and Avicenna propounded a solution to the problem, a solution that 
probably was rooted in late Greek Neoplatonism. Alfarabi explained: The first 
cause, which consists in pure thought,238 eternally emanates its effect by the mere 
act of thinking. Since it has a single object of thought, namely itself, what it 
emanates is a single being; and the latter, flowing from an incorporeal being that 
consists in pure thought, is likewise incorporeal and consists in pure thought. 
There is nevertheless a respect in which the incorporeal being that is emanated 
differs from the incorporeal first cause that emanates it. Whereas the first cause 
has one object of thought, the emanated being has two, namely itself and its 
cause. And inasmuch as the second being has two thoughts, it, through the mere 
act of thinking, emanates two things. It eternally emanates a celestial sphere and 
an additional incorporeal being consisting, again, in pure thought. The additional 
incorporeal being similarly has two objects of thought, itself and the lirst cause; 
and it too emanates two things, a second celestial sphere and yet another incor
poreal being consisting in pure thought. The eternal process is repeated over and 
over, each incorporeal being emanating two effects, until the emanation of the 
active intellect, which is the last of the beings consisting in pure thought, and 
the sublunar corporeal region, which is the last stage of corporeal existencc. 239 

236Guide, II, 22. There is a certain irony in the argument: It is just the unchanging character of 
the stars and spheres that proves, according to Maimonides, their noneternity. 

237 Avicenna, Shifii': Iliihiyiit, p. 405; Ghazali, Maqii~id. p. 218; idem, Tahiifut al-Faliisifa, III, 
§29, English translation, I, p. 104. Cf. Plotinus, Enneads. V, I, 6; V, 2, I; V, 3, 15. In Avicenna 
and Ghazali, the term for "proceed" is yujad or yasdur. 

238Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics XII, 9. Plotinus ~aintained that the first cause, the One, is above 
thought, but exactly what he meant thereby is open to interpretation, 

239 Alfarabi, K. Arii' Ahl al-Madfna al-Fii4ila, ed. F. Dieterici (Leiden, 1895), p. 19; German 
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Such was the scheme of emanation promulgated in the name of true Aristoteli
anism by Alfarabi. Avicenna added a nuance and was able to distinguish not two, 
hut three thoughts in each of the incorporeal emanated heings. One of the three 
thoughts, in Avicenna's version, gives rise to the next incorporeal being in the 
series; the second thought gives rise to the soul of a celestial sphere; and the third 
gives rise to the body of the sphere. 240 

The theory was subjected to a harsh critique by Ghazali and, following him, 
by Judah Hallevi,241 the aim of both being to expose the depths of absurdity into 
which philosophy can fall. Ghazali registers a number of considerations, two of 
which are germane here. If the first cause is completely free of composition and 
has no more than a single thought, its thought of itself, the being emanated from 
it should, Ghazali objected, be equally free of composition and have no more 
than a single thought, the thought of itself. The first emanated being could in its 
turn give rise to no more than a single additional being, a being that for its part 
would still have just a single thought. The emanation theory of Alfarabi and 
Avicenna might therefore account at most for a series of unitary incorporeal 
entities, but not for the actual physical universe in all its complexity.242 Further
more, Ghazali objected .. even granting that the first emanated being thinks as 
many as three thoughts, each of which gives rise to a new entity, the three thoughts 
could not explain the complexity of the actual physical universe. One of the 
thoughts in the first emanated being is supposedly the source of the outermost 
sphere. But a single thought could not be sufficient for the task, since the sphere 
is complex, containing "form and matter" as well as secondary aspects. 243 And 
the thought in the second incorporeal being which supposedly produces the sec
ond celestial sphere would certainly not suffice, seeing that the second sphere 
contains not merely aspects of its own but a thousand-odd stars to boot. 244 

Ghazali's objections, the aim of which was negative, are transformed by Mai
monides into an argument for creation. The principle at the heart of the issue is 
ascribed by Maimonides to "Aristotle and everyone who has philosophized," and 
the pregnant formulation Maimonides gives the principle reads: "From a simple 

translation, with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Der Mlls/erstaat. trans. E Dietcrici (Leiden. 
1900). Cf. H. Davidson, "The Active Intellect in the Cllzari and Hallevi's Theory of Causality; 
ReVile des hlldes jllives, CXXXI (1972), 356. 

240Shifii': Iliiltiyiit. p. 406, In Avicenna's version, each emanated incorporeal being, or intelli
gence, is possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of its cause, and accord
ingly has the following objects of thought: itself insofar as it is a possible being; itself insofar as it 

is a necessary being; the first cause. 
241 Hallevi, Kuzari. IV, 25; Davidson, "The Active Intellect in the Cuzari." p. 358. 
242Tahiifut al-Faliisifa, III, §§37-40, 49; English translation, pp. 109-110, 139. 
243The secondary aspects are the size of the sphere, and the location of the poles around which 

the sphere rotates; cf. above, pp. 195-196. 
244Tahiifut al-Faliisifa, III, §§54-59; 65-66; English translation, pp. 142-145, 149. 
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thing only one simple thing can necessarily proceed (lazima).,,245 Maimonides' 
argument is to be that on the hypothesis of necessary emanation no satisfactory 
account of the actual universe is feasible. For the process of necessary emanation 
from a simple incorporeal cause could never give rise to a composite effect; and 
even granting that it could do so inasmuch as the emanated being has two distinct 
thoughts, duality of thought is far removed from the manifold composition exhib
ited by the universe. 

Maimonides writes: Though the hierarchy of emanated beings flowing out of 
the simple first cause should descend "through thousands of stages," no stage 
would possess a greater degree of composition than the preceding one, and the 
"last [emanated being] ... would be simple," exactly like the first cause. The 
process of necessary emanation from an absolutely simple being could, conse
quently, never produce a composite effect. But further; conceding for the sake 
of argument that the second incorporeal being docs contain a duality of thought, 
the full complexity of the universe is unexplained. Maimonides makes the point 
in several ways. He contends: (a) In necessary emanation "a correspondence 
always obtains between the cause and the effect" so that "a form cannot proceed 
necessarily from matter, nor a matter from form." Hence an incorporeal being, 
conceding the duality of its thought, could produce only things of the same kind, 
in other words, incorporeal beings and not a corporeal celestial sphere; and 
corporeality in the universe remains unaccounted for. Moreover, granting once 
more for the sake of argument that an incorporeal being could emanate something 
corporeal, the emanation scheme of Arabic Aristotelianism is still inadequate. 
For (b) a single one of the two thoughts of the supernal incorporeal beings could 
not emanate a full-blown celestial sphere. A celestial sphere consists of no less 
than four distinct factors, the matter and form of the sphere and the matter and 
form of the star imbedded in the sphere. On the assumption of necessary ema
nation, the thought that is the source of the celestial sphere would itself have to 
contain four distinct aspects to serve as the source of the four factors in the 
sphere. 246 Finally (c) the complexity of the sphere of the fixed stars would remain 
totally unaccounted for. That sphere contains stars of various types, and each 
type is comprised of two factors, its matter and its form. The single thought from 
which the sphere is assumed to emanate could not give rise to all those factors. 

The actual complexity and corporeality of the universe are thus completely at 
odds with the principle affirming that "from a simple thing only one simple thing 
can necessarily proceed." The principle, as comprehended and formulated by 
Maimonides, appertains, however, exclusively to necessary emanation. An incor
poreal cause acting, by contrast, not through necessity but voluntarily could 

24SGuide. II, 22. 
246 As it happens, one of Hallevi's criticisms of the emanation theory was that each succeeding 

incorporeal being would have more objects of thought than the preceding incorporeal being, inasmuch 
as it has more entities above it; and as a consequence, each should have a larger number of emanated 
product than the previous one. See Kuzari. IV. 25. 
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produce composite as well as simple, and corporeal as well as incorporeal, effects. 
The corporeality and the composition of the universe, which are inexplicable on 
the assumption that the first cause produced the universe through a process of 
necessary emanation, can therefore be satisfactorily explained on the contrary 
assumption that the first cause acted voluntarily. And since a voluntary agent 
docs not act eternally, since it acts after not having acted, the world must, Mai
monides concludes, be created. 247 Elsewhere Maimonides stresses that the sole 
conceivable kind of causation attributable to incorporeal beings is the process of 
emanation. 248 Here, then, he is advocating a theory of voluntary, noneternal 
emanation in which God initiated the process at a given moment through the 
exercise of his will; God switched on the emanation process, as it were, and 
brought the entire universe into existence. 

The argument, as will be noted, is designed to establish that both the matter 
and the form of the world were created; it is an argument not merely for creation, 
but for creation ex lIihilo. 

Gersonides framed an argument for creation which, although thought out dif
ferently from Maimonides' arguments borrows from them. Repeatedly in the 
history of medieval philosophy, one encounters the contention that anything hav
ing a cause for its existence cannot exist from eternity; and that the world, since 
it does have a cause of its existence, cannot be eternal, but must have been 
created. 24\1 The argument Gersonides offers is a refinement of the contention. He 
docs not maintain unqualifiedly that anything with a cause of its existence cannot 
be eternal. What he espouses is the narrower thesis that a subsistent entity with 
a cause of its existence cannot be eternal. 

Like some of the writers already met, notably JuwaynI and Maimonides, Ger
sonides works from a prior proof of the existence of God, his being a teleological 
argument-to be examined more fully in the next chapter-which establishes 
that the physical universe has "come into existence" and is the "product of an 
agent.,,250 Proving that the world was produced by an agent is something less, 
Gersonides makes clear, than proving that the world was created; for, he under
stands, there are two distinct ways in which an agent might bring its effect into 
existence. The existence of the effect may, in the first place, be the fruit of "an 
absolute coming into existence"; that is to say, the effect may be endowed with 
existence "solely at the moment of its coming into existence," as when a "house" 
is produced by a "builder.,,251 But existence may, in the second place, be "ema
nated continually" from the cause, as when "motion" is produced continuously-

247 Guide. II, 22. 
248Guide, II, 12. 
249 Above, p. 190; below, p. 387. 
2soBelow, p. 231. 
251Mil1!amot ha-Shem (Leipzig, 1866), VI, i, 6, p. 309; 7, p. 312. 
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in the pre-Newtonian universe-by a cause of motion. Should something be 
brought into existence in the first way, should it all at once acquire an existence 
that it did not previously have, it obviously cannot have existed from eternity. 
Should, however, something be emanated in the second way, it may well
although it not necessarily will-have existed from eternity, since the cause of 
its continual emanation may always have emanated it. An illustration of this 
possibility is the motion of the spheres, which is "emanated" from the "thinking 
of the [incorporeal] movers of the celestial spheres"; inasmuch as the motion of 
the spheres is emanated continually, the process might be eternal, the movers of 
the spheres continually and eternally bringing about the spheres' motion. 252 

Having laid down the distinction between things that are brought into existence 
once and for all and things that are emanated continually and perhaps eternally, 
Gersonides reduces the question of creation to another question. His teleological 
proof for the existence of God had established that the celestial region and, 
through it, the rest of the world were brought into existence by a cause. He now 
asks whether the cause bestowing existence on the celestial region did so once 
for all or whether it does so through a continual and perhaps eternal process. 
Ruling out the latter hypothesis will prove that the world was created. 

Consider, writes Gersonides, the hypothesis that the celestial region is ema
nated from the deity continually. The hypothesis is certainly not viable if its 
purport is that the deity sustains the heavens in existence by, at each moment, 
converting already existent celestial bodies into new, exaetly identical celestial 
bodies. On such a construction the celestial region would exist unchangingly and 
unchanged, "no act at all" would ever occur, and to speak of a cause of the 
existence of the heavens would be nonsensical. The hypothesis that the celestial 
spheres are emanated by their cause continually can have meaning only on the 
supposition that "immediately upon the spheres' being emanated from God, they 
are destroyed [and return] to nothingness, whereupon they are immediately re
emanated ... from God out of nothing." But the supposition that the heavens 
are constantly being destroyed and reemanated is on its face ludicrous; and analy
sis, further, shows that it embodies a logical absurdity. The heavens would, on 
that supposition, not just come into being and forthwith be destroyed. If gaps are 
not incessantly to interrupt their existence, the heavens would have to come into 
existence, be destroyed, and come into existence again at the very same moment. 
The heavens would thus have to be both existent and nonexistent at every moment 
in time, a situation precluded by the law of contradiction. 253 

The supposition that the spheres are constantly emanated, destroyed, and re
emanated has, moreover, bizarre corollaries. Time would not be continuous, but 
would consist of the contiguous discrete moments at which the heavens exist. 
The heavenly region would have potential, and not actual, existence, because 

2'2Ibid., 6, p. 308; 7, p. 314. 
25Jlbid., 7, p. 313. 
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each discrete episode in the existence of the spheres would last no more than a 
moment, and "as is proven in [Averroes' commentary on] the Physics, anything 
existing for merely a mOlllent exists potentially. not actually." 254 And the heavens 
would be unable to undergo continuous motion, or for that matter any motion 
whatsoever. For a new set of heavens would be reemanated at each moment, and 
no set of heavens would exist long enough to move. 255 

It is to be noted that Gersonides' reasoning, although spelled out in conjunction 
with a distinctive picture of the celestial region, is not wedded to any physical 
scheme. Gersonides is attempting to refute the entire notion of an entity's being 
produced through continuous emanation. An entity produced through continuous 
emanation would, he reasons, either have to exist forever unchanged; and to 
speak of its being caused would then be nonsensical. Or else the entity would 
have to be constantly destroyed and recreated, which is ludicrous and ultimately 
illogical. As a "general rule," he summarizes, "things that endure cannot possi
bly" be emanated continually and, if caused, must be brought into existence once 
for all; "only accidents that do not endure, such as motion" can be emanated 
continually, and they alone might be emanated from eternity.256 As regards the 
heavenly bodies, since they are subsistent entities and do have a cause of their 
existence, their cause cannot be of the sort that emanates its effect continually, 
but must be of the sort that brings its effect into existence at a single moment. 
Neither the celestial region nor the sublunar region, which is dependent on it, 
can therefore have existed from eternity. 257 

Gersonides buttresses his conclusion through an auxiliary argument, obviously 
inspired by Maimonides, that details the "things found in the heavens" which 
are incompatible with the "nature of the heavens." From the "physical sciences" 
he knows that the substratum of all the heavenly bodies is of a "single ... nature 
... containing no diversity whatsoever." 258 If the heavenly bodies are all con
stituted of exactly the same homogeneous substratum, they should be completely 
alike; and in fact no more than a single celestial body should exist. Yet not merely 
docs more than one heavenly body exist, the heavenly bodies differ from each 
other in a number of respects. They are, Gersonides finds, endowed with different 
forms, as can be inferred from the differing influxes descending from them into 
the sublunar realm. The spheres are of different sizes, even though size is, by 

25'See Averroes. Middle Commentary on Physics. (Oxford, Bodleian Library. Hebrew MS., 
Neubauer 1380 = Hunt. 79). VIII, v, 3, pp. 94a-b, referring to Aristotle, Physics VIII, 8, 263a, 
23 ff. 

mMWwmot ha-Shem. VI. i, 7, pp. 312-313. 
256Ibid., p. 314. Gersonides' thinking presumably is: Since an accident such as motion is not 

subsistent. new motion neither is produced out of the previous motion, nor docs it require the previous 
molion to be destroyed. 

2511bid. 

25RDe Caelo I, 2-4. 
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nature, a function of the "mixture" of matter (mezeg) in an object,259 and the 
celestial bodies share the same material substratum. The spheres occupy different 
places in space, one encompassing the other, even thuugh objects of the samc 
substance should have an identical natural place. 260 The spheres differ in the 
number of stars they contain, the sphere of the fixed stars containing a thousand
odd stars, other spheres26l containing one each, and still others containing none. 
The heavenly bodies differ insofar as some, the spheres, are transparent, whereas 
others, the stars and planets, are luminous and nontransparent. The stars and 
planets, for their part, differ from each other in their colors and in the diverse 
influences they exercise upon the earth. These differences, Gersonides submits, 
although wholly inexplicable from the standpoint of the nature of the celestial 
substratum can be accounted for on the thesis that the celestial region was brought 
into existence through "will and choice." The upshot of his proof is that the 
celestial region as well as the sublunar realm, which is dependent on it, must 
have been brought into existence after not having existed, by a transcendent agent 
who exercised will and choice. 262 

259 As Gersonides explains, the mix lure of mailer in an ant determines a certain size and that in a 
camel determines another size. The minor variations from the norm in the size of an ant or a camel 
are due to their being "compounded from contraries," and even such minor variations should not be 
exhibited by the spheres, since their mailer does not contain contraries. 

260ln other words, they should not stand one above the other, but all should occupy exactly the 
same place, at the same distance from the center of the earth. 

261Those containing the wandering stars, or planets. 
262MiI~amol ha-Shem, VI, i, 8, pp. 316-320. 

VII 

Arguments from Design 

1. Cosmological, teleological, and ontological proofs 
of the existence of God 
The preceding chapters have dealt primarily with arguments for eternity and 

creation, but several, relatively simple proofs of the existence of God have also 
becn met. The latter are all associated with the Kalam tradition, though not in 
every instance thought out in a specifically Kalam framework. The most popular 
of the proofs of the existence of God met thus far is the one resting on a prior 
proof of creation: Given the creation of the world, the conclusion is drawn that 
an agent must have been responsible for the world's coming into existence. The 
weight in that procedure falls upon the preliminary proof for creation. Once the 
creation of the world is established, the existence of a creator is inferred, either 
as something self-evident 1 or by analogy with objects observed to come into 
existence within the world, 2 or through the subtler thought. turning on the concept 
of particularization, that an agent would be required to select out the particular 
moment for the world to come into existence as well as other particular charac
teristics for the world when coming into existence. 3 Besides the proof from 
creation we have met a proof of the existence of God from the concept of par
ticularization in which the premise of creation is dispen.sed with; and proofs of 
the existence of God from composition in the universe. The proof from the 
concept of particularization dispensing with the premise of creation takes its 
dcparture from features of the physical universe which might conceivably be 
other than they are; and it reasons that since the universe could as wcll have had 
alternative characteristics, an agent must be posited who selected out the char
acteristics the universe does have. 4 Proofs of the existence of God from com
position in the universe reason either in general that the composition of the 
universe indicates an intelligent and powerful cause,5 more narrowly that the 

I Above, pp. 154-155. 
2Above, pp. 156-157. 
3 Above, pp. 161, 178. 
'Above, p. 187. 
5 Above, pp. 148-149. 
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composition of contrary qualities in the universe indicates such a cause,6 or else 
that the design evidenced in the composition of the universe must be due to such 
a cause. 7 Arguments establishing a cause of the universe are not in thelllselves 
complete proofs of the existence of God, although the Kalam thinkers unfortu
nately do not state what, precisely, a complete proof must comprise. After arriving 
at a cause of the universe, adherents of the Kalam proceed to argue that the 
ultimate cause of the universe is eternal, 8 one9 and incorporeal, 10 possessed of 
power, knowledge, life, and willll-but they do not tell us precisely which of 
these attributes are being established as part of their proofs of the existence of 
God and which are ancillary attributes. 

The distinction between ontological, cosmological, and teleological 12 argu
ments for the existence of God is always illuminating. Of the proofs met thus 
far, all but one are cosmological, insofar as they 'fit Kant's paradigm exactly, 13 

but in the broader sense that they reason from the existence of the world or from 
the existence of something in the world, to a cause of the world. One proof, that 
from the design evidenced by the composition in the universe, is. teleological. 
None is ontological. None, that is, arrives at the existence of God purely through 
an analysis of concepts. 

The chapters to follow will have as their subject medieval Islamic and Jewish 
proofs of the existence of God which are associated with the Aristotelian tradition. 
These are: the Aristotelian proof from motion; an offshoot of the proof from 
motion which has been called the proof from 'Iogical symmetry'; Avicenna's 
proof of the_existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself; and a 
family of arguments from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. All 
of them take their departure from the existence of something, be it motion in the 
world, an individual object in the world, or, less frequently, the world as a whole. 
And they reason therefrom to the existence of a first cause. They are, accordingly, 
like the majority of proofs associated with the Kalam tradition, cosmological. 

One of the proofs associated with the Aristotelian tradition might, if read 
carelessly, be misinterpreted as an ontological rather than a cosmological argu
ment. Central to Avicenna's proof of the existence of a being necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself is the analysis of the critical concept, the concept necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself. And a superficial reading might lead to the misappre
hension that the existence of a being corresponding to the concept is derived by 

6 Above, p. 151. 
7 Above, p. 152. 
8Ghazali, Tahafut al·Falasifa, ed. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1927), III, §§3, 16; English translation 

inAverroes' Tahafut al-Tahafut, trans. S. van den Bergh (London, 1954), pp. 89,96; above, p. 165. 
9 Above, pp. 166-171. 

10 Above, pp. 171-172. 11 Above,p. 173. 
121 employ the expressions argument from design and teleological argumelll as synonyms, although 

by etymology an argument showing order without purpose and functionality should not, perhaps, be 
called teleological. Kant's name for the argument from design was t~e "physico-theological proof." 

I3See Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A604-606/B632-634. 
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Avicenna solely frolll an analysis of the concept. 14 The error might, moreover, 
be abel ted by the presencc in European philosophy of ontological argulllents for 
Ihe existence or God which do consist exclusively in the analysis or a similar 
concept, that of necessary beillg. 15 Aviccnna's proof, it turns out, docs not arrive 
at the existence of a bcing necessarily existent by virtue of itself solcly through 
analysing a conccpt, and his proof is unambiguously cosmological. 16 

Werc a dcsperate need felt to unearth a specimen of ontological argumcntation 
in medicval Arabic philosophy, a more promising area to search would be not 
the writings of Avicenna himself. but the minor philosophic works that his writ
ings inspired. It might, for example, be imagined that a passage in the' Uyun al
Masa'i/ offers an ontological argument. The' Uyun a/-Masa' ii, a text sometimes 
wrongly ascribed to Alfarabi, is a philosophic Ilorilegium, a catena of excerpts 
and paraphrases from philosophic writings, especially from Avicenna. One para
graph in the text reads: "To assume that the necessarily existent does not exist is 
impossible. Its existence has no cause, and cannot be (?) from another." 17 Should 
the statement-which is based on Avicenna's definition of the necessarily existent 
by virtue of itselfl8-be taken as a self contained proof of the existence of God, 
the intent could only be that the mere inspection of the concept necessarily 
existent renders the denial of the existence of a being corresponding to the concept 
absurd. The passage would then constitute an ontological argument. But that 
construction is militated against by the failure of the author. or compiler, of the 
. Uytln to intimate that his statement is in fact intended to stand as a self-contained 
proof of the existence of God. Immediately prior to the passage, a brief cosmo
logical proof had been given, and now the author apparently is saying: Once a 
necessarily existent being is known to exist through the preceding argument, such 
a being cannot fail to exist at all times; for it has no cause and is dependent on 
nothing else. Placing an ontological construction on the passage in question is 
also militated against by the absence of any suggestion that the author or compiler 
had a notion of what ontological argumentation might be. The' Uyun a/-Masa' if 
may be safely judged free of the ontological argument of the existence of God, 
and, more comprehensively, medieval Islamic and Jewish philosophy may as a 
whole be judged free of ontological argumentation. 

14See 1ak. Gultmann, Die Religionsphilosophie des Abraham ibn Daud (Goctlingcn, (879), p. 
121; H. Wolfson, "Notes on Proofs of the Existence of God in 1ewish Philosophy." reprinted in his 
Studies in the History of Philosophy and Religion, Vol. I (Cambridge, Mass .. 1973) p. 569; P. 
Morewedge, "Ibn Sina and Malcolm and the Ontological Argument: The Monist, L1V (1970), 238 
and 242. 

"See below, pp. 392-393. 
"'See below, pp. 298, 303-304, 403-404. 
17ln AlJarabi's phiiosophL<ehe Abhandilln/len, cd. F. Dieterici (Leiden, 1890), p. 57; German 

translation, with pagination of Ihe Arabic indicated: AlJarabi's philo.wphische Abhandlun/len aus dem 
Arabischen uebersetzt, trans. F. Dieterici (Leiden (892). Other examples are R. Zaymin, in Rasa' il 
al-F,inibi (Hyderabad, 1931) pp. 3-4, and al-Da'awii al·Qalbiya, pp. 2-3, in the same volume. 

IBCf. below, p. 291. 
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Most proofs of the existence of God associated with both the Kalam and 
Aristotelian traditions are, to repeat, cosmological. The sole teleological argu
ment encountered until now is the proof from the design evidenced by the com
position of the universe. Additional arguments from design can, however, be 
gleaned from the writings of the Islamic and Jewish philosophers. The arguments 
have differing purposes; they seek to prove the existence of God or to establish 
certain attributes in God. Teleological arguments are more common among writ
ers standing in the Kalam tradition, but they appear as well among those who 
stand in the Aristotelian tradition and those who would eschew labels. In the 
medieval, as in the ancient, period, teleological arguments are not closely rea
soned. An effort was virtually never made to determine precisely what constitutes 
evidence of design, the supposition being that anyone who sees design will intu
itively recognize it. Furthermore, arguments that are ostensibly proofs of the 
existence of God generally fall short of establishing the existence of a being 
possessed of all the specifications of the deity and therefore remain something 
less than complete proofs of the existence of God. A critique of teleological 
argumentation has been preserved from the ancient period, but it is rudimentary, 19 
nowise approaching the critique of Hume, for example. 20 I was able to discover 
no more than a soup<;on of a critique in medieval Islamic and Jewish literature. 21 

It may be of the nature of teleological arguments that they are the least sophis
ticated proofs of the existence of God and yet, when all has been said, remain 
the most plausible. 

2. Teleological arguments 

The teleological arguments preserved from ancient philosophy pursue one of 
two lines, discovering evidence of design either on a minor, or a cosmic scale. 
The evidence of design which is discovered is either the functionality of nature 
or an aesthetic quality in nature, its orderliness and beauty; and there is a partial 
correlation between the two lines of argumentation and the two kinds of evidence 
which are adduced. Arguments on the minor scale pass in review individual 
details from various realms of nature and usually focus, specifically, on the 
functionality of each detail. Arguments conducted on the cosmic scale may sim
ilarly adduce the overall functionality disclosed by nature as evidence of design, 
but to a greater extent they concern themselves with the aesthetic quality, the 
orderliness and beauty, of the cosmic panorama. 

Xenophon relates that the first of the two lines of argumentation constituted a 
part of Socrates' positive teaching. Socrates, the report goes, would point out 
the functionality of divers aspects of man's physiological and psychological 

19See Cicero. De Natura Deorum. III. ix-x. 24-25; xi. 28 
20Cf. Hume. Dialogues concerning Natural Religion. II. 
21Judah Hallevi, Kuzari. I, 19-20. Hallevi himself employs teleological arguments; see below. 

pp. 228-229. 
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endowments and also phenomena in the world surrounding man which contribute 
to man's well-being. He postulated that what "clearly is for a purpose" must be 
the result of "forethought" ('YVWjl.T), not "chance." And he concluded that man 
must have been made by a "wise demiurge"; and again that the "gods take care 
to furnish men with the things they need," that nature discloses divine "provi
dence" and "love of man."22 The same procedure was employed, in an expanded 
form, by the spokesman for Stoicism in Cicero's De Natura Deorum. More data 
are offered there; the inquiry is extended to phenomena of botany, zoology mete
orology, and geology, which have nothing to do with man; and the wealth of 
evidence discloses that functionality and hence design are ubiquitous in nature. 
The conclusion of the spokesman for Stoicism is that "the world is governed by 
the providence of the gods" -that "everything in the world is governed, for the 
welfare and preservation of all, by divine intelligence and deliberation," and not 
"by chance."23 The style of reasoning employed by Socrates and by the Stoic 
was likewise used by Galen, who uncovers the intelligent operation of "nature" 
or the .. demiurge" in numerous details of human and animal physiology. 24 

The second line of teleological argumentation in the ancient period, the one 
that searched for design on a cosmic scale, directed its attention in some instances 
exclusively to the heavens; and what was cited was the utility of the heavens, 
their immense beauty, and the regularity of celestial motion. The motif goes back 
to Plato's Laws25 -and indeed to the Book of Isaiah. 26 It was expressed elo
quently by the younger Aristotle in his dialogues. 27 And it was enunciated several 
times by the spokesman for Stoicism in Cicero's De Natura Deorum. The "uni
formity" of celestial motion and the "utility, beauty, and order" of the heavenly 
bodies prove to the spokesman for Stoicism that a "mind ... governs" the 
universe. 28 In other instances the aim of the argument was even more ambitious 
and a cosmic plan was discovered not merely in the heavens, but in the universe 
as whole. An argument of the sort was employed, once more, by the spokesman 

22Xenophon. Memorabilia. I. iv; IV. iii. Scholars have debated whether the sections in question 
are correctly attributed to Xenophon and whether the account that is given of Socrates' teachings is 
accurate. 

23Cicero. De Natura Deorum. II. xxix. 73; xlvii. l20-lxvi. 167; and more briefly in Tusculan 

Disputations, I, xxviii. 68. 
24Galen. De Usu Partium, X. 9; XVII. The theme had also appeared in Aristotle's De Partibus 

Allillla/ium, but there design in nature is clearly regarded as immanent and nonconscious. See De 
Partibu.I' Allillla/iulII I, I. 64lb. 12; III. I. 661b. 24; III. 2. 663b. 23-24; IV. x. 687b. 

2sPlato. Laws, 966-967; cf. 897-899. 
261saiah 40;26, Cf. also Quran 71:15-16. 
27Cicero, De Natura DeorulII, II. xxxvii. 95 (designated as Aristotelian fragment # 12): Sextus. 

Ad,'er,,,t.< Ph.l'sicos, 1.20-22 (fragment #10). These passages are assigned by scholars to the lost 
dialogue De Philosophia. 

2°De Natura DeorulII, II. v. 15; see notes of J. Mayor and A. Pease in their editions. ad locum. 
The theme also appears in De Natura Deorum. II. ii. 4; xxxviii. 97; xliv. 115; and in Sextus. Adversus 

Physico", I. 26. 
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for Stoicism in Cicero,29 and Philo. 3o As expressed in the language of Stoic 
philosophy, the "sympathetic, harmonious, all-pervading affinity of things ... 
forces" one to recognize "a single divine, all-pervading spirit." 3 t Whether it is 
in the heavens alone or in the universe as a whole that an all-embracing design 
was sought, the ancient philosophers had a repertoire of analogies at their dis
posal. They compare the heavens or the entire universe to a house,32 a wrestling 
school,33 a deliberative assembly,34 a city,35 a ship,36 a book,37 or a piece of 
machinery such as a clock.38 No impartial observer encountering any of these 
objects and perceiving how well ordered it is, how well its parts mesh, and how 
well they function, would-so the contention went-imagine that the object 
before him had come about spontaneously. No one would imagine that it could 
have arisen by pure chance, that it is not the handiwork of an intelligent designer. 
By the same token, no impartial observer gazing upon the heavens or the universe 
in its entirety can imagine that they came about through pure chance and are not 
the handiwork of an intelligent being who designed them. A certain advantage 
is to be noted in the cosmic line of teleological argumentation, especially from 
the standpoint of medieval thinkers, for whom the unity of God was more fun
damental than for the ancients. Teleological argumentation on a cosmic scale 
lends itself to a demonstration of the unity, as well as of the existence, of a cause 
of the universe. If the universe exhibits a single overall design, the conclusion 
is more easily drawn-although it is not necessarily drawn-that a single designer 
is responsible. 

Both lines of teleological argumentation, that from the details of nature and 
that from the overall design exhibited by nature, reappear in medieval Arabic 
philosophy. Usually, though not always, arguments pursuing the first line adduce 
functionality as evidence for design, while arguments pursuing the second, adduce 
the orderliness of nature. That is to say, Arabic arguments from design stress the 
functionality, but sometimes the orderliness or also the beauty of the details of 
nature; or else they stress the orderliness or perhaps the beauty, but sometimes 
the functionality too, of nature as a whole. A number of teleological consiuera
tions deployed in medieval Arabic literature arc akin to those deployed in classical 

29De Natura Deorum. II. vii. 19; cf. xlv, 115. 
30Legum Allegoria. III. xxxii, 99. 
3IDe Natura Deorum. II, vii. 19; cf. notes of Mayor and Pease. 
32Cicero. De Natura Deorum. II. v. 15; Philo. Legum Allegoria. 111. xxxii. 98. See Pease's note 

to Cicero. ad locum. for further examples. 
33Cicero, ibid. 
"Ibid. 
3sPhiio. Legum Allegoria, III. xxxii. 98. 
3"Cicero, De Natura Deorum, II, xxxiv, 87; 89: "the course of a ship"; Philo, Legl/m Allegoria, 

III, xxxii, 98: "a ship"; Sextus, Adversus Physicos, I. 27: a ship seen travelling across the oceans. 
Further examples in Pease's note to Cicero, ad locum. 

37Cicero, De Natura Deorum. II, xxxvii, 93. 
38Ibid .• xxxiv, 87-88; xxxviii, 97. 
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literature, and the resemblance is such that a historical continuity is unmistakable, 
At least one route whereby the transmission was effected can be traced. 

Both lines of teleological argulllentation passed into patristic literature. where 
writers use them to prove the existence of God and the pervasiveness of divine 
providence in the universe. 3'.1 As a rule, literary links between the Church Fathers 
and Islamic thought arc not detectable, but in the case of the argument from 
design the stages in the transition can be observed. The links arc a Greek work 
by the fifth-century Christian cleric Theodoret, entitled 011 Providcllce; and an 
Arabic work, cxtant in at least three slightly uifferent recensions, which is some
times attributeu to the well known litterateur Ja~i?- and sometimes to one Anbari, 
apparently a Christian. 4o The Arabic work appears under varying names, each 
of which contains the term reflectioll. In the printed edition, where the book is 
attributed to Ja~i?-, it is called: The Book of Proofs alld Reflectioll regardillg 
Creation and Divine Governance (K. al-DaW'if wa-l-!'ti' biir 'alii al-Khalq wa
I-Tadbfr). Theodoret's treatise On Providence undertakes, as the title promises, 
to set forth the operation of divine proviuence in the universe. A large amount 
of evidence for design is presented, much of it strikingly similar to evidence 
adduccd by the spokesman for Stoicism in Cicero. Since Cicero utilized Stoic 
sources in Greek and Theodoret probably was restricted to Greek materials, 
Cicero and Theodoret very possibly borrowed from the same Stoic work-per
haps a lost work of Posidonius ,4t which was still available to the Church Fathers; 

39Lactantius. De Opificio Dei; InslitUliolles. I. 2; VII, 3; Ps. Clement. Recogllitiones. VIII, 
chaps. 20, 22, 23, 44; Basil, Hexameroll, I, 7; VI. I and 10; Sermoll 011 Dcuterollomy 15:9, §§7-
8; Gregory of Nyssa. De Anima et Resurrectiolle, III; Augustine. De Cidtate Dci, XI. 4; Nemesius, 
De Natum Homillis. chap. 42; K. Gronau. Poseidollius ulld die jcudisch-christliche Gellesisexegese 
(Leipzig. 19(4); M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa (Goettingen, 1955-1959), note to p. 431. 

4<'( I) K. ~/-Dalii' il wa-I-I'tibiir 'alii lIl-Khalq wa-I-Tadbir, attributed to Jahiz (Aleppo. 192R). 
(2) K. lIl-'lbar 'Wl-I-I·tiMr. attributed to Jiihi? (British Museum, MS. Or. JXX6); described by H. 
(/ihh, "The Ar!(umcnt from Design: Iglltlce (J"ld.illl'r Mcmorial 'It,ll/me. Vol. I (lludapc.t, 194X), 
pp. 150-162. (3) K. al-Fikr wa-I-I' tibiir, attributed to Jibril b. Nuh b. Abi Nul., al-Anbiiri (Aya Sofia. 
MS. 4836/2. pp. 160-187). A photograph of the Aya Sofia manuscript was made available to me by 
Josef va,i Ess. and he called to my attention that a certain Abii Nii~ al-Anbiiri. who is presumably 
identical with the grandfather of our Jibril, is known as a Christian; sec P. Krauss, "Zu ibn al
Muqaffa': Rivista degli Studi Orielllali. XIV (1933), 10-11. Militating against the attribution of 
the text to Jibril al-Anbiiri is a statement in the introduction to the British Museum manuscript to the 
effect that one of four sources used by the author of the text was a poorly written and ill-organized 
book hy the same Jibril b. Niih al-Anbari. See below. n. 42. 

The Aya Sofia manuscript is exactly the same as the printed Aleppo text except for occasional 
changes or omissions of a word or two. and except for occasional missing sentences, which are 
possibly just marginal glosses that were introduced into the printeJ text. The body of the British 
Museum manuscript is identical with the body of the printed text. But the llritish Museum manuscript 
has an introduction and conclusion of its own, each running several pages; and the printed text has 
a long concluding section of eighteen pages which does not appear in the British Museum manuscript. 

4' Sec J. Mayor's edition of De Natura Deorum. Vol. II (Cambridge. Mass., 1883). pp. xx-xxiii; 
Gronau. Poseidollius w,d die juedisch-clrristliclre Genesisexegese. 
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and at any rate they draw from a common Stoic pool of thought. The K. al
DaM'iI, for its part, also puts forward evidence of design in the universe, the 
aim here being to establish the existence of a "creator," to cstablish more precisely 
that the entire universe is the handiwork of a single creator, and to cstablish that 
faultless providence and wisdom pervade the world. In the introduction to one 
of the recensions of the K. al-Dalii' ii, Ja~i~, or pseudo-Ja~i~, names the sources 
he used, and included among them is Theodoret. 42 The body of the Arabic work, 
moreover, evinces parallels with Theodoret's On Providence. The K. al-Dalii' il 
is known to have been in circulation in the Middle Ages; for adaptations and 
excerpts have been identified in a number of Arabic writers, both Islamic and 
Jewish.43 A complete itinerary is thus traceable in which the teleological argu
mentation of the ancients can be seen traveling through Theodoret to the K. ai
Dalii'iI, whence it diffused into Islamic and Jewish literature. A few illustrations 
may be instructive. 

(a) Cicero reports that Cleanthes and Chrysippus of the old Stoa argued for 
the existence of the" gods" with the aid of an analogy between the design apparent 
in a house and the design apparent in the universe. The evidence they cited is of 
an aesthetic character. Cleanthes contended: "When someone comes into a house" 
and finds everything regulated and arranged systematically, he cannot "supposc 
that these [things] came about without a cause"; with far more reason, the "motions 
... and order" of the world, which over an infinite past time have "never ... 
played false," must convince every observer that nature is "directed by a mind."44 
Chrysippus compared the "beauty of the heavenly bodies ... and the great· 
magnitude of the ocean and lands" to "a giant and beautiful house"; and he 
inferred that the world must have been constructed by the "immortal gods" as a 
"domicile" for themselves. 45 Philo too was familiar with the analogy and he 
credited it to members of the school "whose philosophy is reputed the best." The 
philosophers in question-presumably the Stoics-maintained: "Should a man 
see a carefully built house ... he will get a notion of the craftsman .... Just 
so, anyone eritering, as it were, the great house of the world ... and beholding 
the heavens, ... planets, stars, ... which move rhythmically, harmoniously, 
and for the benefit of the whole, ... beholding as well the [arrangement and 
variety of] earth, ... water, ... air, ... and fruits, ... will surely conclude 
that these [things]" are the work of "a creator, God." 46 The analogy recurs in the 
patristic writers,47 and among them is Theodoret, his intent being not so much 

42The passage is published by C. Rieu, Supplement to Ihe Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts 
in the British Museum (London, 1894), pp. 466-467; translated by Gibb, "The Argument from 

Design," pp. 153-154. 
43See below, pp. 223-224. 44De Nalura Deonlln. II. v, 15. 
"Ibid., vi, 17. 
46Legum Allegoria. III, xxxii, 98-99. Cf. De Specia/ibus Legibu." I. vi, 33-35. 
47Lactantius,lnslilul;ones, 11,9; Ps. Clement, Recogniliones. VIII, 20; Pease's note to De Nalura 

Deorum. II, v, 15. 
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to demonstrate the existence of God as to determine God's nature. "At the sight 
of a very skillfully made house," Theodoret writes, "we forthwith admire the 
craftsman ... [although] not present, ... and we attribute the entire beautiful 
form ... to his craftsmanship. Similarly, when we see the heavens and the 
beneficial procession of lights across them, the magnitude and beauty of the 
creatures give us some conception of the creator."48 And the motif reappears in 
the K. al-Dalii' il. Ja~i?, or pseudo-Ja~i?, states at the beginning of his treatise: 
The "early writers ... did well" when they compared the "world" to "a house 
that has been constructed and made ready, a house containing every appointment," 
while man is "like the householder placed in charge of everything therein." As 
construed by the author of the K. al-Daiii'il, the analogy suffices not only to 
establish the existence of an intelligent cause of the universe; on the grounds that 
the world reveals a single unified design, the Arabic text concludes that a single 
creator must have made the world and provide for it. The resemblance of the 
world to a house is a "clear proof that the world is created with governance 
(tadbir), planning (taqdir) ... and order, ... and that the creator of the world 
is one, he being [the agent] who fitted the parts together and arranged them."49 

(b) Xenophon relates that Socrates cited the functionality of the human speech 
organs as a piece of physiological evidence for divine providence. The "gods," 
Socrates taught, rendered the human tongue "capable of producing articulate 
speech through touching different parts of the mouth at different times," all with 
the purpose of letting men "communicate whatever they wish to each other." 50 

The mechanics of human speech are subsetJ!lently cited as evidence of divine 
providence by Cicero's Stoic. The Stoic speaker sees the wisdom of "God" or of 
"nature" in the tongue, which "renders the sounds of the voice distinct and clear 
by striking the teeth and other parts of the mouth." And here the design inherent 
in the speech organs is brought out through an analogy with a musical instrument. 
"Our school," the speaker remarks, "is wont to compare the tongue to the plec
trum [whereby the lyre is plucked]; the teeth to the strings; and the nostrils to the 
horns of the lyrc [i.c., to the hollow arms extending from the body of the instru
ment] .... "51 The comparison of the tongue to the plectrum of a lyre and the 
teeth to the strings became commonplace, 52 and Theodoret was one of the writers 
adopting it. But Theodoret was careful to add a reservation. He recalls that in 
truth art imitates nature, and not nature, art;53 hence, the art of fashioning musical 
instruments must have imitated the operations of providence and not vice versa. 

4"Theodoret, De Providenria, in Patmlogia Graeco-Latina, cd. l.-P. Migne, Vol. LXXXIII (Paris, 
1864), col. 608. 

49K. al-Dala'i/. p. 3; cf. p. 63. 
50Memorabilia, I, 4. 

"De Narura Deorum, II, lix, 147; 149. On II, vi, 18, Cicero refers to Xenophon's reports 
regarding Socrates' teleological teachings. 

"See notes of Mayor and Pease to De Nalura LJeorum, II, lix, 149. 
'JSee Aristotle, Physics 11,2, 1943,21-22. 
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"In place of the teeth, art has stretched the strings. In place of the lips, art has 
inserted the bronze [sounding board]. And the plectrum serves as a tongue for 
[plucking] the strings." 54 The workings of divine providence in "the human ... 
voice organs" also engage the attention of the K. al-Da/ii' ii. Its author too knows 
of the analogy with a musical instrument, and once again cites the analogy in the 
name of the "early writers." The comparison now drawn, however, is different 
from Theodoret's, the organs of speech being likened-more appropriately-to 
a wind, rather than to a stringed instrument. The Arabic passage cannot, as a 
consequence, be directly, or solely, dependent on Theodoret. Yet since the thought 
is unchanged, and the remark regarding the relationship between art and nature 
is repeated, the Arabic passage is unmistakably continuing the same tradition. 
According to the K. al-Da/ii'it: "The [human] throat is like a pipe for producing 
the voice, and the tongue, lips, and teeth [servel to shape the letters and melo
dies." The "early writers therefore ... did well" when they "compared the throat 
to the tube of a wind instrument (mizmar) ... and drew an analogy between
on the one hand-the lips and teeth that shape the voice into letters and melodies, 
and-on the other hand-the fingers that travel over the mouth of thc wind 
instrument and shape its piping sounds into tunes." As for thc question which is 
imitating which, the analogy with a musical instrument is, writes the K. al
Dala'iI, legitimate enough "for the sake of demonstration and instruction," that 
is to say, as a pedagogical device for exhibiting the presence of design in the 
world. It must nonetheless be remembered that "in truth the wind instrumcnt 
copies the ... voice. The instrument is made by art, whereas the voicc is natural; 
and art copies nature."55 

(c) To take an additional example, Socrates is reported to have insisted upon 
the functionality for man not only of the light of day but also of the darkness of 
night. Inasmuch as man "stands in need of rest," Socrates explained, the "gods 
provide [him] with a most beauteous time for resting."56 The notion is repeated 
by the spokesman for Stoicism in Cicero's De Natura Deorul1l. Among the gifts 
of divine providence, the Stoic counts "the alternation of day and night," which 
"affords a time for acting and another time for resting.,,57 This motif as well 
became a commonplace. 58 In Theodoret's formulation, divine providence is dis
closed in the movement of the sun. "For in rising, the sun produces thc day, 
while by setting and, as it were, hiding itself, the sun yields to the night." During 
the day, especially during the long days of summer, men attend to their affairs. 
Yet "night provides men with no less benefit than day," particularly59 insofar as 

"De Providentia. col. 592. 
"K. al-Dala'il, pp. 50-51. 
56Xenophon, Memorabilia, IV, 3. 
57De Natura Deorum, II, liii, 132. The notion also appears in Philo, De Specialiblls Legilm"" II, 

xx, 100-103. 
5·See Pease's note to Cicero, ad locllm. 
59 Another function of night, according to Theodoret, is that it prevents men from becoming sated 

with daylight. 
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night prompts men to "rest [their] weary bodies awhile," insofar as it compels 
"even exceedingly industrious men to desist from labor."6<) In the same vein, the 
K. al-Da/ii'it detects the hand of providence in the "rising and setting of the 
sun." The rising of the sun permits men "to busy themselves in their affairs." 
The "usefulness" of the setting of the sun consists, primarily,6t in furnishing men 
with the opportunity of "repose for the recovery of their bodies," and indeed in 
forcing them, when necessary, to rest; for human greed is so great that "many 
would never rest except for ... the darkness of ... night."62 

In addition to the preceding examples, the K. al-Dala' il accumulates hundreds 
of details from plant biology, zoology, human physiology, and human psychology, 
and the treatise sets forth the functionality of each detail; some, though by no 
means all, of the details are akin to those in the classical sources. 63 The "order," 
"permanence," and "purposefulness," evinced by the world as a whole and the 
functionality of the several parts of the world demonstrate to the K. al-Dala'il 
that the world cannot have come about "by accident" and "neglect" (ihl/uU), but 
must have been made in accordance with a "plan" by a "creator ... [who) is 
one." 64 

As already mentioned, material from the K. al-Dala'it can be identified in 
othcr Arabic texts. A book attributed to Ghazali and entitled The Wisdom ill God's 
Creatures (al-flikmafi MakhlUqlit AI/iilt) consists largely of excerpts from the K. 
al-Dalli'il. 65 The entire K. al-Dalii'it was recast as a dialogue by a Shiite author.66 

''''De Providelllia, cols. 565, 568. 
., Night, according to the Arabic text, also has the function of preventing the world from becoming 

overheated. 
62K. al.Dala'il, p. 4. The Quran too had cited the alternation of night and day as evidence of 

divine design; see below, p. 227. 
·'The following arc a few othcr cxamples of l"lll1tinuing motifs: 

The human eye is providentially protected by eyelids, lashes ("a palisade"), and eyebrows ("a 
roof"). Cf. Xenophon, Memorahilia, IV, 3; Aristotle, De Partii>IIJ Animalillm II. 15; Cicero, Dt 
Natllra DCO/"lllll, II, lvii, 143; Theodoret, De Pru"idclltia, col. 601; Jat.li?-, K. al·/)ala' il, p. 52. 

The digestive and excretory functions show clear evidence of design. Cf. Xenophon, Memor
abilia, 1,4; Cicero, De Natllra Dcorlllll, II, lv, 137-138; Theodoret, De Prol'idelltia, col. 612; Ja~i~, 
K. al-Dala'il, pp. 46-47, 57. 

Man's erect stature is evidence of divine providence. Cf. Xenophon, Mcmorabilia, 1,4; Cicero, 
/)C Natllra /)eo/"ll/1l, II, lvi, 140; notes of Mayor and Pease, ibid.; Jii~iz, K. al-Da/ii'i/, p. 47. The 
purpose served by man's erect posture was explained in various ways; see notes of Mayor and Pease. 

The willingness of animals such as the ox, the horse, the dog, and the ass, camel, or elephant 
to submit to man, although they are stronger than he, is evidence of divine concern for man. Cf. 
Xenophon, Memorabilia, IV, 3; Cicero, De Natllra Deorum, II, lx, 151. and lxiii, 158-159; Theo
doret. De Providclllia Dcorwn, cols. 633-637; Jahi~, K. al-Dala'il, pp. 28-29. 

o4K. al.Dala'il, pp. 2,3,47,66,67. 
65al-Hikmajl Makh"iqat Allah, (Cairo, 1908). See D. Baneth, "The Common Teleological Source 

of Bahye ibn Paqoda and Ghazzali" (in Hebrew with English Summary), MagneJ Anniver.wry Volume 
(Jerusalcm, 1938), pp. 23,28-29. . 

('''K. al·Tim'hid, attributcd to Mufaddal b 'Umar and incorporated into al-Majlisi's encyclopedic 
work, Bi~lir al-Allwlir. See Baneth, "The Common Teleological Source," p. 27, n. 33; J. van Ess, 
Die Gedallkcllwclt des Hari! al·MlliraJibi (Bonn, 1961), p. 172. 
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Sections were reworked in a treatise written by one AJ:!mad b. SUlayman, also a 
S?iite.67 And excerpts are incorporated by the Arabic Jewish writer BaJ:!ya into 
his Duties oj the Hearts. 68 The teleological theme is fairly freyuent in medieval 
Arabic and Hebrew literature, as the examples to follow will show. The theme 
happens, however, to be prominent in the Quran.69 Consequently, in most of the 
examples to be given, it can only be conjectured how far the teleological mode 
of thought is an outgrowth of the classical tradition, mediated through the K. ai
Da/a'it or another channel, and embraced because of the congeniality of the 
theme; and how far that mode of thought may have sprouted directly from the 
seedbed of the Quran. 

MuJ:!asibi (d. 857) has a teleological argument for the unity of the cause of the 
universe which might serve equally well as an argument for the existence of such 
a cause. Throughout the universe, in inanimate nature, plant life, animal life, 
and human life, MuJ:!asibi discovers that "each part fits together with the others"; 
and a number of details he adduces seem distinctly to echo details in the K. ai
Da/a'i/. The interconnections reveal that the universe, from its lowest to its 
highest level, forms "one whole," and the unity of "governance" ~videnced by 
the universe leads MuJ:!asibi to infer the unity of the cause of the universe. 70 

A brief teleological argument for the existence of God is given by the Shiite 
author Qasim b. Ibrahim (785-860). The "imprints" of perfect wisdom and the 
"signs" of good governance manifest in the universe prove to Qasim that a wise 
and good deity must be responsible. 71 Maturidi (d. 944) offers a brief argument 
wherein he derives the existence of a "creator" (mu~dith) from what he calls the 
"principle" that everything in the universe exhibits "wondrous wisdom."n The 
unity of the creator is subsequently inferred from the fact that each process in 
nature-the seasons of the year, the paths of the heavenly bodies, the life cycles 
of plants and animals-observes its own unvarying and uninterrupted course. 73 

Maturidi does not state, but perhaps he meant, that these several processes of 
nature are interdependent and mesh, and hence stand in need of a single, all
envisaging architect. In a separate teleological argument for the unity of the cause 
of the universe Maturidi points to the circumstance that diverse species and widely 
scattered individuals belonging to the same species have their needs provided for 
throughout the universe. The interdependence of the workings of providence, he 
concludes, shows a "single ... provider (mudabbir)" to be responsible. 74 

The Ikhwan al-~ara', the "Brothers of Purity,"-who are thought to belong to 
one of the Shiite branches of I~lam-offer a teleological argument for the exis
tence of God in which the heavens supply the evidence of design. The celestial 

61Gibb, "The Argument from Design," p. 152, n. 5. 
68Baneth, "The Common Teleological Source," pp. 28-29. 
69See Quran 2:164; 3:190; 30:20-25; 45:3-5; 55. 
10See van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt des Harit al-Muhtisibf. pp. 163-166, 170-171. 
11Sce W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim;lm Ibrahim (Berlin. 1965). p. 106. 
12Maturidi, K. al-Taw~id (Beirut, 1970), p. 18. 
13Ibid., p. 21. 14Ibid., pp. 21-22. 
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"spheres" (jalak) and "stars," the lkhwan observe, differ in respect to size; and 
the motions of the heavenly bodies differ, moreover, in respect to velocity as 
well as direction, some moving "east, (some] west, (some] south, (some] north." 
Those data could, as was seen in the previous chapter, furnish the underpinning 
for an argument from the concept of particularization, an argument that detects 
arbitrariness or irregularity in celestial phenomena and proposes to explain the 
arbitrariness or irregularity.75 But what the Ikhwan al-~afa' detect is design and 
wisdom. The Ikhwan conclude, with no ado, that the ingenious arrangement of 
the celestial spheres cannot have come about by chance but must have "occurred 
through the intention of an intending agent ... [who is] wise and powerful." 76 

A more circumstantial teleological argument for the existence of God is advanced 
by Ibn ~Iazm. Ibn I:Iazm had formulated an elaborate proof of the existence of 
God from creation, and his teleological argument is appended almost as an after
thought. 77 He uncovers the requisite evidence of design at two levels, on a cosmic 
scale, in the arrangement of the celestial region, and on a lesser scale, in mis
cellaneous details of biology. The celestial phenomena attracting Ibn I:Iazm's 
attention are the phenomena that had constitwted evidence of arbitrariness or 
irregularity in the aforementioned argument from particularization, but that had 
furnished evidence of design in the passage just quoted from the Ikhwan al-~afa '. 
In working out his argument, Ibn I:Iazm enters into astronomical technicalities 
to a greater extent than did the Ikhwan. 

The primary theoretical task of ancient and medieval astronomy had been to 
construe the motion of the planets in conformity with the principle that celestial 
motion is circular and the further principle that the earth stands at the center of 
the universe. What modern astronomy sees as an elliptical motion of the planets 
around the sun had, accordingly, to be reduced to motion in circles around the 
earth. Some astronomers explained the motion of the planets through the hypoth
esis of eccentric spheres. An eccentric sphere is a sphere whose center is different 
from the earth's, and the hypothesis of eccentric spheres assumes each planet and 
star to be embedded in the surface of such a sphere: The eccentric sphere rotates 
circularly at a constant velocity; the center around which the sphere rotates is 
itself in circular motion; and the interaction of the circular motions was under
stood to give rise to the noncircular motion of the planets. 78 Other astronomers 
explained the motion of the planets through the hypothesis of epicycles. Epi
cyclical spheres are secondary spheres rotating at fixed points on the surface of 
other spheres-which may themselves rotate at the surface of still others-the 
underlying, major spheres in the system being concentric to, and in constant 
circular motion around, the earth. 79 

15 Above, pp. 187, 197-199. 
161khwan al-Safa, Rasa' il (Beirul, 1957), III, pp. 335-336. 
11 Cf. above pp. 120, 122. 
18Cf. J. Dreyer, A History 0/ Astronomy/rom Thales to Kepler (New York, 1953), pp. 144-146. 
191bid., pp. 152-157. 
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Ibn l;Iazm does not distinguish between the two hypotheses, and in fact they 
are not mutually exclusive. so With the characteristics of eccentric spheres in mind, 
he marvels at the circumstance that the celestial sphcrcs "have different centers" 
around which they rotate, yet despite their having different eenters, they "lit 
together tightly" and are able to "maintain their cireular motion" and unvarying 
velocities. 81 With the characteristics of the epicyclical spheres in mind, be mar
vels at the "variance" between the "motion of the epicyclical spheres" and the 
"motion ... of the [main] supporting spheres"; and at the additional circum
stance that the "revolutions of all the [main] spheres [with the exception of the 
ninth are] from west to east" whereas "the revolution of the ninth [and outermost) 
sphere," which is responsible for the daily movement of the heavens, is "from 
east to west." The interaction of the motions of the secondary, epicyclical spheres 
with the motions of the underlying, main spheres, and the interaction of the 
eastward motions of all but one of the main spheres with the "conflicting," west
ward motion of the outermost sphere give rise to the intricate courses of the 
planets; and the entire epicyclical arrangement is so ingenious that it must be the 
fruit of conscious planning. The operations of the eccentric spheres and of the 
epicycles thus lead "us ... necessarily" to recognize the hand of a "mover."S2 

When Ibn l;Iazm turns from the celestial to the terrestrial region, he assembles 
data from animal and plant biology. Unlike most medieval proponents of teleo
logical argumentation, who, when treating the details of nature, saw only their 
functionality, he underlines the aesthetic side of the details of nature. lie admires 
the skill by which the limbs of the human body are fitted together, a motif touched 
on in the K. al-Dala'il;83 the uniform color patterns of sundry "animals, ... 
birds, tortoises, reptiles (~!asharat), and fish"; the variegated plumages of other 
species of bird, also touched on in the K. al_Dala'iI;s4 the fact that palm tree 
fiber has a texture as skillfully woven as fabric from a loom, again a motif present 
in the K. al-Dala' iI. 85 Ibn l;Iazm concludes: It is incontrovertibly "known through 
the necessity of intellect" that the celestial and terrestrial regions must have come 
about by the "deliberation of a maker" who "exercises choice and invention." 
And the evidence of design on both the macrocosmic and microcosmic levels is, 
he avers, sufficient not merely for concluding that the universe has a maker, but 
for concluding as well that it has a "single" maker. 86 

A simple teleological argument for the existence of God is put forward by 
Ghazali in one of his less technical works. Like Ibn l;Iazm, Ghazali offers the 

8°Ibid .• pp. 155-156. 
81 Maimonides touches upon problems of this sort in Guide to the Perplexed. II, 24. 
82K. al-Fa~1 fi al-Milal. Vol. I (Cairo. 1964). pp. 18-19; Spanish translation: Abell/ulzam de 

Cordoba y su Historia Cr[tica de las Ideas Religiosas. trans. M. Asfn Palacios. Vol. II (Madrid, 
1928), pp. 111-113. Ibn J:lazm does not draw the conclusion until after giving his examples from 
the terrestrial region. 

83 K. al-Dalii'il. p. 47. 
84Ibid., pp. 38-39, also in Nemesius. De Natura Homillis. chap. 42. 
8'lbid., p. 23. 86K. al-Fa.,1 fi al-Milal. p. 19. 
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teleological argument side by side with the proof from creation, the proof that 
first establishes the creation of the world and then infers the existence of a creator. 
But unlike Ibn I.laztll, Ghazali indicates a preference for the teleological argu
ment-which he describes as "inborn" in man and as so evident that "setting up 
a demonstration" is, in reality, superfluous. Ghazali begins by quoting passages 
from the Quran which contain the teleological theme, for example Quran 2: 164: 
"In the creation of the heavens and the earth, in the alternation of night and day, 
in the ship (julk!) that runs on the sea, ... in the driving forth of winds and 
clouds, ... there are surely signs for people who understand." After quoting 
several such passages, Ghazali declares: Nobody "possessing the least intelli
gence who reflects upon ... these v«rses, who gazes upon the wonder of God's 
creation on earth and in heaven, who gazes upon the marvelous formation of 
animals and plants," can doubt that "the well adapted arrangement" depends on 
a "maker who governs ... and adapts it.,,87 

The teleological argument for the existence of God is also employed by Ba~ya 
ibn Paquda, a writer who in addition used teleological material borrowed from 
the K. al-Dala' il in contexts apart from the one to be examined now. 88 Once 
again, in Ba~ya, the teleological argument for the existence of God appears in 
the company of an argument for the existence of God from creation. Here, 
however, the two arguments are not juxtaposed and coordinate. Rather, the argu
ment for the existence of God from creation is a more comprehensive train of 
reasoning into which teleological considerations are incorporated at several stages. 
In the more comprehcnsive argument, Ba~ya considers composition in the uni
verse. He points out, as was seen in an earlier chapter,89 that the world is com
posite; from composition he concludes that the world was created; and from 
creation he infers a creator. But in the first stage of the argumentation, when 
ostensibly adducing evidence of composition, Ba~ya makes a comment that can 
stand by itself as a self-contained proof of the existence of God. The thinking is 
that the world as a whole has been designed to accommodate man: and Ba~ya's 
source is clearly the K. ai-DaM' il. He writes: "Looking at the world, we find it 
to be joined and composite . . . like a house that has been constructed and made 
ready in every appointment," while man is "like the freeholder of the house, who 
makes use of everything therein"; for "the intent in each part [of the world] is 
the benefit and well-being of rational beings.,,90 At a subsequent stage of the 
argumentation, after having completed the body of the wider proof, after having 
deduced creation from the composition in the universe and inferred the existence 
of a creator from creation, Ba~ya confronts cavillers who may retort that the 
world has no cause and exists "by chance." His rebuttal turns out to be wholly 

87 al-Risiila al-Qudsiya, published as AI-Ghazali's Tract on Dogmatic Theology. ed. and trans. A. 
Tibawi (London, 1965), Arabic text, p. 16; English translation, pp. 33-34. 

88See Baneth, "The Common Teleological Source," pp. 28-29; below, p. 235. 
89 Above, pp. 152-153. 
9{)al-/iidiiya (Hobot ha-Lebabot), ed. A. Yahuda (Leiden, 1912), I, 6. Cf. above, p. 221. 
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independent of the evidence he had adduced for composition in the universe and 
equally independent of the inference of a creator from creation. No one of "sound~ 
mind, he submits, would suppose that a device such as the waterwheel whereby 
farmland is irrigated can come about "without the design of a maker."91 How 
then could the "great wheel" of the heavens, which serves the "well-being of the 
entire earth and everything in it," have come about "without the intent of an 
intending agent and the planning of a wise and powerful agentT No one, more
over, would imagine that a book might have bcpn produced merely by "spilling 
ink on blank paper";92 how then might the world, which is of "an infinitely ... 
finer craftsmanship," have come about "without the intent of an intending agent, 
the wisdom of a wise agent, and the power of a powerful agent?,,9.1 The world 
must be the handiwork of an intelligent maker. 

When Ba~ya takes up the question of the unity of God, he bases that tenet too 
on evidence of design. He writes: The "traces of wisdom in God's creatures are 
similar and alike," the entire world being governed by "a single order and a single 
motion, which comprehends each and every part." These "traces of the creator's 
wisdom" in "the least and most exalted parts of creation testify that they derive 
from a single wise creator." 94 

A teleological proof diverging from the argumel .• s discussed so far is offered 
by Judah Hallevi. Hallevi's proof has its roots in a strain of medieval speculation 
regarding the source of the formal, as distinct from the material, side of natural 
objects. And his is a proof that goes a bit beyond mere intuition, beyond the 
presupposition that no one of sound mind can fail to recognize design in the 
details of the world and in the world as a whole. Form in the Aristotelian sense 
is the inner principle that makes any object what it is, that gives the object its 
essence. The contention of certain medieval philosophers, notably Avicenna, had 
been that the formal side of a natural object is radically different from the inert, 
material side, and that a cause can never give rise to what is totally different from 
itself. The conclusion drawn was that the formal aspect of any natural object 
cannot emerge from within, from the material aspect, but must enter from with
out, from a cause consisting, like the effect, in form. The formal aspect of each 
natural object must come to the material substratum from a transcendent giver of 
forms. 95 Against the background of that line of speCUlation, Hallevi formulates 
a teleological argument. He reasons that the only qualitative traits of ph:'sical 

91 Sec above, n. 38. 
92See above, n. 37. 
93al-Hidiiya (Hobol ha-Lebabol) , I, 6. 
94Ibid" I, 7 (2: 3, 7). Ba~ya has no less Ihan seven proofs of Ihe unily of God. The second is 

wholly teleological, and the teleological motif is woven together with other slrands in the third and 
seventh proofs. 

95See H. Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avicenna on the Aclive Inlellect," Viator. III (1972), 149-
150. 156-157; idem, "The Active Inlellect in the Cuzari and Hallevi's Theory of Causalily," Revue 
des etudesjuives, CXXXI (1972), 368-377. 
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objects attributable to the blind forces of nature are the elemental and wholly 
physical qualities, that is to say, heat, cold, wetness, and dryness. By contrast, 
"the instilling of form, the evaluation [of the appropriateness of a given portion 
of matter for a specific form], ... and whatever involves wisdom [acting] towards 
a goal, can be attributed solely to a wise and powerful agent" who is beyond 
nature. 96 Whenever a natural form appears in a material substratum, the form 
cannot, consequently, emerge from the matter itself but must be the handiwork 
of an external source, operating consciously and towards a goal. Hallevi does 
not go beyond the affirmation that the world is the product of a "wise and powerful 
agent." His argument therefore falls short of establishing either a single cause or 
a first cause and, like most teleological arguments, cannot pretend to be a com
plete proof of the existence of God. 

Another writer who makes use of teleological reasoning is Averroes, and the 
context in which he does so is illuminating. Averroes makes clear in several 
works that from a scientific and philosophic standpoint, the only fully adequate 
proof of the existence of God is Aristotle's proof of the existence of a first mover. 97 
In the treatise where he expresses approval of the teleological argument the tone 
and subject matter are not scientific and philosophic. the subject being, instead, 
the proper method of teaching fundamental truths, particularly the existence and 
unity of God. to nonphilosophers. Methods whereby different theological schools 
and especially the Kalam sought to establish the existence and unity of God are 
passed in review; and the various methods are rejected by Averroes on the grounds 
that they are both invalid and at variance with the spirit of the Quran. 98 As 
Averroes interprets the Quran. two arguments for the existence of God are rec
ommended there. First, the Quran recommends what is in effect a simplified 
cosmological argument. an argument concluding in a nontechnical fashion that 
somc entity must be responsible for the occurrence of events in the world. See
ondly. it recommends an argument running as follows: "Everything in the world 
is adapted" to the needs of the human species and reveals "providence." "Day 
and night, sun and mooll," the earth and everything therein, the organs of the 
human body-all serve the needs of man. The functionality exhibited throughout 
the world cannot conceivably be due to "chance." It must "perforce" be the doing 
of "an agent ... who intends ... and wills it"; and the "existence of a creator" 
is thereby established.99 When Averroes. in the present treatise, turns to the unity 

96Kuzari. I, 77. See the article in Ihe Reme des etudes juives. ciled in the previous nole. 
977iJIlllflit al-Ttlhii/ut. cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut. 1930). pp. 393-394; English translalion. with 

pagination of the Arabic indicated; Averroes' Tahafllt al-Taha/ut; Epitome 0/ Metaphvsics, ed. and 
Spanish trans. C. Quiros Rodriguez (Madrid, 1919), IV. §3; German translation: Die Epitome der 
Metaphysik des Averroes. Irans. S. van den Bergh (Leiden, 1924), pp. 105-106. 

9"K. al·Kaslt/, ed. M. Mueller (Munich, 1859), pp. 27-28, German translation. with pagination 
of the Arabic indicated: Philosophic IlIld Theologie von Averroes aus dem Arabischen lIebcrsetzt, 
trans. M. Mueller (Munich, 1875). 

99Ibid., pp. 43-44. 
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of God, the argument which he finds to be recommended by the Quran is only 
marginally teleological. The Quran, as read by Averroes, observes that the uni
verse is a single unified effect and from the unity of the effect it infers the unity 
of the cause. 100 As for the incorporeality of God, no argument for it is derived 
by Averroes from the Quran. In his opinion, the incorporeality of God is not a 
doctrine that should be imparted to common folk and hence not a doctrine with 
which Scripture would deal. lOl 

Averroes further states that the two proofs for the existence of God which can 
be extracted from the Quran-the simplified cosmological argument and the 
teleological argument-are exactly the "procedure" philosophers employ when 
proving the existence of God. The philosophic formulation of the proofs and the 
popular formulation differ merely "in degree," the philosophic formulation being 
of greater comprehensiveness and greater "profundity." 102 What Averroes means 
when referring to a philosophic formulation of the scriptural cosmological argu
ment is plain. The precise, philosophic formulation of the cosmological argument 
would be nothing other than Aristotle's proof from motion. What he means when 
referring to a philosophic formulation of the scriptural teleological argument is 
evidently to be taken in the same vein. He must be permitting himself a certain 
liberty; and his meaning must be that in a loose sense the proof from motion 
subsumes the teleological argument, and the latter can be thought of as a popular 
version of the former. 103 

Averroes' position, then, is that purposefulness is to be discovered in the 
workings of nature, 104 and the teleological argument contains sufficient grains 
of truth, and is sufficiently plausible, to answer the requirements of nonphilo
~ophers. The Quran, ~hich addresses an audience of nonphilosophers, aceord
mgly reasons teleologically. The teleological argument is not, however, a fully 
adequate demonstration of the existence of God, the chief reason presumably 
being that argumentation from the functionality of nature views the universe 
anthropocentrically. The universe is represented as if it existed exclusively for 

I")lbid., pp. 47-48. 

"" Ibid., p. 67. 
IO'lbid., pp. 46, 48. 

IOJ Averroes can sometimes be seen to change his mind from one work to another: hut Ihere is no 
reason 10 suppose thai we have an instance of that in his characterizing Ihe Aristotelian proof from 
molton a~ the only adcqualc proof for the existence of God in certain of his works. while apparently 
refernng m the present work to a philosophic version of Ihe teleological argument. Averrocs' changes 
of mmd seem always 10 concern the proper inlerpretation of a specific passage in Aristotle and never 
10 be conscious departures from Aristolle. 

It is curious that Aristolle offered a teleological argument for the existence of God in one of 
his early popular dialogues (which was lost by the Middle Ages and was unknown to Averroes), but 
omilled that form of argument in his laler more technical works (see above, n. 27): and now Averroes 
characlerizes the teleological argument as appropriate for nonphilosophers, whereas in his own tech
nical works he recommends only the Aristotelian proof from motion. 

I!
14See AristoIle, Physics 11,8; De Partibus Animalillm. 
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thc sake of man, whereas in truth the celestial realm cannot exist "primarily" to 
serve man, since the "superior" never exists "for the sake of the inferior." 105 The 
sole proof of the existence of God which meets the standards of serious philos
ophers would be Aristotle's proof from motion. 

Gersonides was highly dependent on Averroes and yet he strained constantly 
for originality and independence. As it happens, despite Averroes' patronizing 
assessment of the teleological proof for the existence of God, Gersonides adopts 
the proof. Gersonides' version stands in the tradition of teleological arguments 
that search for a single overall purpose in the heavens. But his version is unique 
in its broad astrological assumptions. 

Gersonides begins by laying down "the most distinctive property" of things 
whose existence has a cause, that is to say, the characteristic found in all such 
things and found exclusively in them. "The most distinctive property" of things 
whose existence has a cause, whether they exist by "nature" or "art," is, he 
writes, that "they exist for a certain purpose." 106 In thc terminology of the Aris
totelian theory of four causes distinguishable in objects-a material cause, formal 
cause, final cause, and efficient cause-Gersonides' principle mcans that any
thing disclosing a final cause must also have an efficient cause. 107 Examination 
of the celcstial region, Gersonides continues, reveals that "everything" in the 
heavcns is adapted "in the highest possible degree, to bring terrestrial beings to 
perfection"; and the functionality is so extensive that it cannot conceivably be 
"accidental." The number of stars and planets, their diverse magnitudes, their 
varying distances from earth, their distribution through the heavens, the diversity 
in their radiation, their several movements, arc aojusted and attuned in a way 
that allows the influences descending from the heavens to work the maximum 
benefit for sublunar existence. Since the heavens unmi~takably exist for a purpose, 
and since they show evidence of a "final cause," they must belong to the class of 
beings that have an "efficient cause" of their existence. lOR In a separate passage, 

W'7i,l"i/iillll-·/id"i/iil. Pl'. 484-485. 
II·'Mil/wlI/o( Iw-SIICII/ (Leipfig. 18(6). VI. i. 6. p . .lOX. For Ihe delinilion of 1)/'('1'<'1"(.1'. see Aris

totle. 7iJI'ic.l' I. 5. I02a. lX-!'i: Averrocs. Middle COII/men(ary Oil Porphrn:, /.I(}/i(}Ke 1I1ld Oil Aris· 

totle:, Ca("KOrill". trans. H. Davidson (Cambridge and Berkeley. 1969). PI'. 16-17. 
1117See Aristotle. l'hvsic.l' II. 7; E. Zeller. Die Phi/o.wphie dcr Griechen. Vol. II. Part 2. (4th cd.; 

Leipzig. 1'121). p. 32X. 
IOxMil//(/mo( 1/II·SI,em. VI. i. 7. pp. 310-312. Gersonides later linds evidcnc'e of design and of 

a designer in an '''pecl of the sublunar world. in the fact that dry land exists although the natural 
place of Ihe clement earth is bencath the natural place of the elemcnt water. He reasons: The existence 
of dry lund obviously serves a purpose; it makes possible the existence of land animals. Given Ihe 

rule that anylhing existing fur a purpose has an eflicient cause of ils existence. an eflicient cause of 
the existence of dry land must be posited. And since the phenomenon is contrary to nature. that cause 

must nol be a natural. but a transcendent agent. Sec Mil/./(/mo/ hll-Shem. VI. i. 13. p. J50. The molif 
goes back to Stobaeus. Geography. XVIll. i. 36. and it is found in Arabic literature. Cf. tkhwan ai
Safa. Ro."i· if. II. PI'. 56-57; G. Vajda. 'Commentaire Kairouanais: Rel'lle des etlldes jlli\·es. CXII 
(1'153). 7. 17. and 18. where reference is also made to the same motif in Fakhr ai-Din al-RazL idem. 

CXIII. (1954). p. 49. line 4. 
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Gersonides argues that the ultimate cause of the existence of the heavens is one 
and incorporeal. He takes it as an empirical fact that the course of events on earth 
is directed by the cumulative influence of the stars; and as an astronomical fact 
that every star is imbedded in a celestial sphere, which is sustained in circular 
motion by an "intelligence," a being consisting in pure thought. Now, Gersonides 
argues, each intelligence is responsible for the motion of a given sphere and star 
or stars, 109 and each is aware only of the influences emanating from its star. The 
influence of the various stars interact and dovetail, thereby bringing about the 
total harmonious "order" (nimus) of events on earth. It is well known that when
ever artisans belonging to "different crafts" cooperate to produce "one single 
artifact," their cooperation is a result of their being "subservient to," and directed 
by, "a single [master] crart." 110 By the same token, the presence of a single 
overall order in the universe, unless "an accident of some sort," must be due to 
a single "intelligence that has knowledge of the [overall] order of existence" and 
that assigns the appropriate operation to each intelligence and, thence, to each 
star. III The celestial intelligences, the heavens, and, through them, the rest of 
the universe must be dependent on a single ultimate cause. Furthermore, the 
cause that governs the intelligences, the cause whose unitary, all encompassing 
thought embraces and subsumes their partial thoughts, must stand to them in the 
relation of "form" to "matter." It must therefore be judged an incorporeal being 
even more certainly than they are judged incorporeal. 112 The design evinced by 
the universe thus establishes the existence of a single incorporeal cause of the 
universe. And Gersonides has carried teleological argumentation farther than 
others by formulating what can stand as a complete teleological proof of the 
existence of God. 113 In addition, Gersonides expands his teleological proof of 
the existence <?f God into a proof of creation; but the reasoning he employs is 
not specifically teleological, and hence not pertinent here. 114 

Gersonides' teleological argument for the existence of God was copied by a 
later Jewish writer, Simon Duran (1361-1444).115 Besides repeating Gersonides' 
argument, Duran advances another, much simpler teleological argument based 
on two propositions, the proposition that "the world together with its parts'is 
adapted (na' ot) for the existence of man and for the existence of other beings"; 
and the proposition that "everything adapted ... and ordered to a single end 

"
l9The eighlh sphere contains all the fixed stars; by conlrast, each of the wandering stars, or 

planets. has its own sphere. 
lIoThe nolion is both Platonic and Aristotelian; cf. J. Burnel, The Ethics of Aristotle (London, 

1900), p. xxiv. 
IIIMil~amot ha-Shem. V, iii, 8, pp. 272-273. Averroes had offered a similar argument; see 

Epitome of Metaphysics, IV, §§37-38. 
l"Ibid., 8, 272-273; 12, 280-283. 
113 11 should be noled Ihal Gersonides does not advance all the parts of the argumenl in Ihe same 

place, and Ihat I have brought them togelher. 
I"See above, pp. 209-211. "'Magen Ahot (Livorno, 1785), p. 95a. 
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necessarily has a maker." The conclusion Duran immediately draws is that "the 
world has a maker." 116 

The foregoing have been teleological arguments for the existence of a cause 
of the universe and, in several instances, for the unity of the cause of the universe. 
In one instance, in Gersonides, the teleological argument for existence and unity 
supplies grounds for the incorporeality of the cause of the universe as well, and 
a complete proof of the existence of God is offered. Arabic philosophic literature 
also knows of teleological arguments that take the existence of God as given and 
attempt merely to establish the presence in the deity of certain attributes, namely 
wisdom or knowledge, power, and providence. Teleological arguments for divine 
attributes usually focus their attention on the details of nature, but they sometimes 
look al nature as a whole. The evidence of dcsign which thcy cite is eithcr the 
functionality or the marvelous order in nature. The argulllents arc especially 
frequent in Kalam works, both in works of Ash' arite writers, who maintained 
that attributes somehow exist as distinct real things in God, and of Mu'tazilite 
writers, who denied that divine attributes I.ave distinct objective existence. The 
K. ai-Dahl' ii-and by means of it, the tradition going back to the Church Fathers, 
the Stoics, and Socrates-could here too have served as the model. Readers of 
the K. al-Da/ii'il are exhorted to "cogitate upon" and "contemplate" numerous 
fcatures of the celestial and terrestrial regions; for through contemplating the 
functionality of the details of nature, they will be led to recognize God's "gov
ernance," or providence, and his "wisdom." 117 

As was mentioned earlier, the K. al-Da/ii'it is in some manuscripts ascribed 
to the well-known litterateur Ja\:ti~, but the ascription is probably incorrect. The 
genuine Jii\:ti~, a Mu'tazilite, happens to be one of the authors who employed the 
teleological motif. Jii\:ti? assures readers of his work on the animals that what 
prompted him to investigate the seemingly lowly subject was not any intrinsic 
interest the brute animals might have, but instead the evidence they exhibit of 
the "wondrousness of God's governance and the subtlety of his wisdom." 11M The 
thought that design in nature reveals God's wisdom or knowledge plays a role in 
BiiqilliinI. After having proved the creation of the world and the existence of 
God, Biiqilliini asserts that in the domain of human activity, "acts" can have an 
"arrangcment and order" only if they come from a "knowing" agcnt. The prod
ucts of the arts of "goldsmithery, carpcntry. writing. and weaving" are examples; 
for in each case. the product undoubtedly entails a craftsman endowed with 
knowledge. Since "God's acts" are far "more subtle and better adapted (a/ .. kam)" 

than any human act, they "prove still more plainly" than human acts that the 
agent responsible for them-that is to say, God-is "knowing"; and God must 

116Ibid .. p. 4a. 
117 K. al-Dalei'il. pp. 2. 5, et passim. 
""K. al-lIayml'llll (Cairo. 19311). II. p. 109. 
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consequently be understood to possess the attribute of "knowledge." 11.9 Similar 
reasoning in the same context recurs in the Mu'tazilite 'Abd al-Jabbar, who, 
howcver, unlike Oaqilliini denies that divine kllowlcdKC has any sort of dislind 
objective existence. After completing his demonstration of the existence of God 
from creation, 'Abd al-Jabbar writes: "The capability of r executing] a well adapted 
act" is "proof" that the agent is "knowing." But God's "creation of the animals, 
with the marvels they contain, his producing the circular motion of the spheres, 
his fitting the spheres within one another, 120 his subjugation of the winds,121 his 
measuring off of winter and summer-these exhibit finely adapted action to a 
more patent and ample degree than fine writing docs." The agent capable of them 
must therefore be deemed "knowing" with more reason than the human agent. 122 
Juwayni, an Ash'arite, advances a teleological argument for the divine attribute 
of "knowledge," again as a corollary to the proof for the existence of God from 
creation. Given the creation of the world and the existence of a creator, Juwayni 
submits, "the subtleties of creation, ... the harmony, arrangement, perfection, 
and consummate execution ... of [everything in] the heavens and earth," reveal 
that the agent responsible "is knowing" and in possession of the attribute "knowl
edge."123 Ghazali's Kalam writings adhere to the same pattern. As a corollary to 
his proof of the existence of a ereator, Ghazali finds that the world is "well adapted 
and ordered, perfected and well arranged, encompassing divers marvels." It must 
accordingly be the handiwork of an agent who is "powerful" and "knowing"; 
~nd the creator must possess the attribute "knowledge" and the attribute "power." 
To support his conclusion, Ghazali cites the analogy of the art of writing: " Anyone 
who saw regular lines of writing proceeding in an orderly fashion from a scribe, 
yet who doubted that the scribe has knowledge of the art of writing, would be a 
fool." Surely, anyone who doubts that the maker of the world has power and 
knowledge is no less a fool. Ghazali goes further. He calls the conclusion that 
the maker of the world is powerful and knowing a "necessary" inference, by 
which he means an inference requiring no demonstration because the "intellect 
confirms it without proof." 124 

In another work, the IlJya', where the stress and tone are devotional, not doc
trinal, Ghazali adduces numerous details from the higher and lower realms, very 
much in the style of the K. al-Dalii' if. 125 His subject is the religious virtue of 
"cogitation" (tafakkur), a term that reverbcrated through thc K. al-Da/ii'iI. He 

\19K. al-Tam~id (Beirut, 1957), pp. 26, 197. The arguments of Biiqilliini and the others which 
establish creation and a creator, and to which the arguments for divine knowledge and power arc 
attached as corollaries, were discussed earlier in Chapters V and VI. 

"OCr. Ibn Hazm's argument, above, p. 226. 12ICr. Quran 2: 164; 45:5. 
122Sllilr!1 al-U.'/il (Cairo, 1965), pp. 156-157. For the nonreal stalUs of divine attributes, sec 

ibid., pp. 182-183. 
I23K. al-lrshiid (Cairo. 1950), pp. 61-62; K. al-Shamil (Alexandria, 1969). p. 621. 
I 24al-Iqli.yiid F al-f'liqiid (Ankara, 1962), pp. 80- 81. 99- 100; al-Risiila al-Qllds;ya. Arabic 

section. p. 20; English translation, pp. 40-41. Cr. above, pp. 154-155,226. 
I 251!lyii , 'Ultim ai-Dill (Cairo, 1937), XV, PI'. 78-100. 
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bids his reader to "cogitate" over the functionality, order, and "wonders" of the 
details of nature as well as the splendid panorama presented hy nature as a whole. 
The reader wililherehy he broughllo an understanding of God's "knowledge and 
wisdolll, Ihe efficacy of his will, his power," "his majesty, and his glory," all with 
the ultimate goal of serving God properly. 126 

Additional illustrations can he given. There is a book entitled a/-Ifikma .fl 
Makhlaqcit Alhlh, The Wisdom ill God's Creatures, which is ascribed, probably 
in error, to Ghazali. The book is composed of excerpts from the K. a/-Dahl'i/ 
ami from the devotional work of Ghazali which was just quoted. 127 In it, the 
unknown author underlines the functionality of numerous details of nature. And 
each detail furnishes him with evidence of God's "knowledge," his "governance" 
or providence, his "glory and power, ... the efficacy of his will, and ... his 
wisdom." 128 Bal.lya, in a devotional context, borrows material from the K. a/
[Jata' il 129 and adds related material of his own, his topic being an exposition of 
the virtue of "reflection" (i' tibcir). The term reflection, as will be recalled, occurs 
in ihe titlc of the various recensions of the K. a/-Dald' if; 130 and Bal)ya's virtue 
of rellection turns out to be very close to the virtue of cogitation which had been 
treated by Ghazali, as reflection is treated by Ba~ya, in a devotional context. 
"Reflection," writes Ba~ya, consists in a "contemplation of the signs of divine 
wisdom" in the world. 131 Its object is to bring man to an understanding of God's 
essence and, ultimately, to inculcate proper worship of God. 132 Joseph al-Ba~ir, 
a Jewish Karaite author who usually echoes Mutazilite thinking, supplements his 
proof of the existence of God with a teleological argument showing God to be 
"knowing." 133 Shahrastiini, in a Kalam work, records teleological arguments for 
the divine attributes of knowledge, wisdom, and power. 134 Judah Hallevi offers 
a teleological argument for God's "wisdom" and "providence." 135 Ibn Tufayl, in 
no sense a member of the Kalam school, supplements his proof of the existence 
of God with a teleological argument for God's "perfection," "power," "wisdom," 
and "knowledge." 136 Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi 137 and Iji l38 follow their Kalam fore
bears and append to their proofs of the existence of God a teleological argument 
showing the creator to be "knowing," and hence possessed of the attribute of 
knowledge. 

I2(,lbid .. PI'. 77-78. 
127Cr. Baneth. "The Common Teleological Source: pp. 28-29. 
""al-!fikmaF Makhhiqal AI"jh. pp. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 8. 62. 64. 
I2'1Cr. Baneth. "The Common Teleological Source: pp. 28-29. 
"'''Above, p. 219. I"al-flidaya (flo/un Iw·Lehahot), II. I. 

""lbid .• II. introduction. 
U.1P. Frankl, Eill MlI'lazililischer Kalam ails dem /0. Jahrillmderl (Vienna. 1872). p. 22. 
u4K. Nihava al-Iqdiim. cd. A. Guillaume (Oxford and London. 1934). pp. 171. 174.400-401. 
"'Kllwri. III. II; 11; V. 20(1). 
L1('!fayy hell Yaqdhiill. cd. and trans. L. Gauthier (Beirut. 1936). pp. 88-89; French translation. 

pp.66-67. 
\J7K. al-Arha';11 (Hydcrabad. 1934), p. 133. "'KMau-aqij(Cairo. 1907). VIII. p. 65. 
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3. Summary 
Much, though probably not all, Islamic and Jewish argumentation from design 

is a direct outgrowth of a Greek tradition running from Socrates to the Stoics and 
Church Fathers, and thence into Arabic. Islamic and Jewish arguments from 
design, like the ancient arguments, search for design on either a minor or a cosmic 
scale, and as evidence they cite either the functionality or the orderliness and 
beauty of nature. From evidence of design they reason to an intelligent cause of 
the universe; and in some instances they reason from what they discern as a single 
overall plan to a single intelligent planner. A concomitant series of arguments 
from design takes the existence of God as given and contends that the deity, 
however he be known to exist, plainly exercises providence and possesses such 
attributes as wisdom and power. 

Medieval Islamic and Jewish teleological arguments, like the ancient argu
ments, generally do not inquire into what constitutes evidence of design; they do 
not justify the step from design to a designer; and they do not explain why a 
single overall plan cannot be a cooperative enterprise by a group~we would say 
a committee-of architects. The stated or unstated presupposition is that no 
intelligent person encountering design will fail to recognize it and that no person 
of sound mind can doubt that design entails an intelligent designer. The best 
thought-out teleological argument would appear to be that of Gersonides', a 
philosopher who, perhaps significantly, stands not in the Kalam, but in the Aris
totelian, tradition. Gersonides furnishes an Aristotelian explanation of the step 
from design to a designer, and with the aid-unhappily-of broad astrological 
assumptions he is able to establish that the cause of the overall design in the 
universe must be a single agent and incorporeal. The remaining medieval Islamic 
and Jewish arguments seem to be aptly covered by Averroes' evaluation of the 
teleological argument for the existence of God. Averroes characterizes the argu
ment as appropriate for instructing nonphilosophers, but as unable to meet the 
standards of formal philosophy. 

VIII 

The Proof from Motion 

1. Aristotle's proof from motion 
Aristotle's proof for the' existence of a first mover is not the most widely 

adduced proof of the existence of God in medieval Islamic and Jewish philos
ophy, I but it docs appear frequently. It is to be found in one form or another in 
a work attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias but known only in the Arabic,2 in 
the Jiibir COrpUS,3 in Miskawayh,4 in a brief work mistakenly attributed to Alfar
abi,5 in Avicenna,6 ShahrastiinI,1 Ibn TufayI,8 Abraham ibn Daud,9 Averroes, 10 
Maimonides, II and Aaron ben Elijah.12 Averroes considered it to be the only 
completely cogent proof of the existence of God. 13 In the same spirit, Maimonides 

IThe mosl widely adduced proors arc discussed in Chaplers VI and IX. 
2 Alexander or Aphrodisias, Mal,,;di' al-KlIlI, in Ar;"tl; 'ind al- 'Arab, cd. A. Badawi (Cairo, 

1947), pp. 259-263. 
-'Jab;r ibn Hayyiin, Textes CllOisis, cd. P. Kraus (Cairo, 1935), pp. 518-521. 
4Miskawayh, al-Fawz al-A.yghar. I, §§3 and4. The book was not available to me and I am relying 

on Kh. Abdul Hamid, Ibn Miskawaih, A Stlldy of His al-Fallz al-A~ghar. (Lahore, 1946), pp. 14-
21. 

5'UY(1I/ al-Masa' ii, §13, in Alfarabi's philosophische Abhandlungell, cd. F. Dieterici (Lciden, 
1890); German translation: Alfarabi's philllsophis!'''e Ablllllldlllllgen ails dem Arabis!'hell IIcbautzt, 
Iralls. I'~ Dictcrici (l..cidcll, 1892), p. 100. 

"Avicel1lla, Najat (Cairo, 1938), pp. 128-130. 
7ShahrastanI, K. al-Milal wa-I-Ni~al, cd. W. Cureton (London, 1846), pp. 385-386 (Shahras

tani's account of Avicenna's philosophy). German translation with pagination of Arabic indicated: 
Religiollspartheicn ulld Philosophellschulell, trans. T. Haarbruecker (Halle, 1850-1851). 

"Ibn Tufayl, Hayy ben Yaqdlziill, cd. and trans. L. Gauthier (Beirut, 1936), Arabic text, pp. 84-
85; French translation, p. 64; English translation: Hayy ibn Yaqzan, trans. L. Goodman (New York, 
1972), p. 132. Ibn Tufayl maintains that a first cause of motion is ipso facto a firs! cause or existence. 

9 Abraham ibn Daud, Emrllla Rama (Frankfurt, 1852), I, 5; II, i. 
IOLon/i Commelltary all Metaphysics, XII, comm. 41; Arabic text: fa/,ir ma ba 'd al-Tabi'a, 

cd. M. Bouygcs (Beirut, 1938-1948), p. 1632; Epitome of Metaphysics, cd. and trans. C. 'Quir6s 
Rodriguez (Madrid, 1919). IV, §3; German translation: Die Epitome der Mctaphysik des A,wroes, 
trans. S. van den Bergh (Leidcn, 1924), pp. 105-106. 

II Maill1onides, Gllide to tile Paplexed, II, I (I). 
12Aaron ben Elijah, 'E~ Hayyim, chap. 5. 
I.1Averrocs, Epitome of Metaphysics, IV, §3; German translation, pp. 105-106. 
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called it the "strongest argument" and Aquinas called it the "more manifest way" 
of proving the existence of God. 14 

Philosophers and historians have pointetl out that two philosophi<.: prin<.:iples 
lie at the heart of the proof from motion: the principle of causality, and the 
impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. 15 In Aristotle's theory of motion 
the principle of causality expresses itself as the rule that an object can move only 
as long as something sustains its motion. 16 The two philosophic principles just 
mentioned accortlingly give rise to an argument to the effect that each moving 
object 17 has a cause sustaining it in motion; the series of such causes cannot 
regress indefinitely; therefore, the motion of each moving object must be sus
tained, ultimately, by a first cause. Here and in other cosmological proofs, first 
cause does not of course mean temporally first cause. Shoultl <.:auses anti effects 
happen to precede each other back through time, a first cause would indeed be 
temporally first, as well as first in a more significant sense. But when the links 
in a causal series do not precede each other temporally, the first cause-and this 
is the more significant sense of the term, the sense intendetl in cosmological 
proofs-is that which, although existing together with the other links, stands 
behind them all and is responsible for the causation running through the series. IX 

The necessity of reaching a first cause in the nontemporal sense is what is affirmetl 
by the principle of the impossibility of an infinite causal regress. 

In its skeletal formulation, the proof from motion approaches another dem
onstration of the existence of God, which I shall call the proof from the impos
sibility of an infinite regress of efficient causes. 19 That too rests on the two key 
principles, the principle of causality and the impossibility of an infinite regress 
of causes, whence the existence of a first uncaused efficient cause is now inferretl. 
The proof from motion anti the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress 
of efficient causes differ most obviously and most funtlamentally in that the 
former focuses on causes of motion, whereas the latter abstracts from various 
categories of causation and considers efficient causation in general. The former, 
consequently, arrives at a first mover, which it itlentifies as the tleity, whereas 
the latter arrives at a first efficient cause, which it too identifies as the deity. The 
differing focuses of the proofs will be taken up more fully in a later chapter. 20 

Apart from their differing focuses, the proof from motion and the proof from 
the impossibility of an infinite regress of efficient causes also differ in the ways 

14Maimonides. Guide, I. 70 (end); Aquinas. Summa Theologiae. I, 2, art. 3, resp. (I); cf. 
Aquinas, Commentary on Physics. VIII, §970. 

"Cf. Aquinas, Summa contra Gentiles. I, 13: C. Baeumkcr, Wilelo (Muenster, 1908). p. 324; 
H. Wolfson, Philosophy of Spinoza (Cambridge, Mass .. 1934). I, p. 193. 

IOCr. Aristotle, Physics VII, 2; VIII. 10. 
l7Motion, here, m~ans not merely locomolion, but change in general. Cr. P/I."sics VIII. 7, amI 

below, n. 33. 
'"This is the second sense of priority defined by Aristotle in Categories, 12. 
19Cr. below, Chapter XI. 

2°Below, pp. 337, 344. 
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they elaborate the central, skeletal argument. The reason why the skeletal argu
ment must in each instance he elaborated is that a first cause is not necessarily a 
deity. The first cause rea<.:hetl by tracing back a series of moving <.:auses or efficient 
causes might be an inanimate object; it might be an animate physical object; or 
there might exist a multitude of first causes. Until the incorporeality and unity of 
the first cause are established, the minimum specifications for a deity, at least in 
the view of the medieval Aristotelian philosophers, are not met. 21 Both the proof 
from motion anti the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress of efficient 
causes expend Illore effort on establishing the incorporeality anti unity of the tirst 
cause than they do on establishing the existence of such a cause. 

Aristotle, the originator of the proof from motion, provitled arguments for both 
the incorporeality and the unity of the first mover. His argument for the incor
poreality of the first mover took its departure from the eternity of motion; he 
reasoned that since no corporeal object could contain power sufficient to sustain 
eternal motion, the first mover cannot be a corporeal object. 22 Aristotle provided 
two arguments for the unity of the first mover. One inferretl the unity of the 
mover from the unity of the funtlamental underlying motion of the universe;23 
the other, which appears in a tlifferent work, deduced the attribute of unity from 
the attribute of incorporeality. Here the reasoning was: "All things that are many 
in number have matter"; and since the first mover has no matter, it cannot be 
many in number. 24 Recent scholars have questioned whether Aristotle's most 
considered position was indeed that only a single first mover exists,25 but medi
eval writers had no such doubts. 

Whereas the skeletal argument is simple and direct, Aristotle's complete proof 
of the existence of God from motion is quite complex. The skeletal argument is 
supplemented not only by arguments for incorporeality and unity. but also by an 
argument designed to show that the first cause of motion is, more <.:Omprehen
sively, the first cause of all types of change occurring in the universe. The com
plete proof wintls tortuously through Books VII and VlIl of Aristotle's Physics. 26 

2lcr. Maimonides, Guide. 1,71 (end). 22 Aristotle. Physics VIII, 10. 
B Aristolle, Physics VIII, 6, 259a, 13-20. 24 Aristotle, Metaphysics XII. 8. 1074a. 33-37. 
25Cf. H. Wolfson. "The Plurality of Immovable Movers in Aristolle. Averroes. and St. Thomas; 

rcprinlcd in his Slueiies ill Ihe History of Philm0l'''"," allei Relixilm. Vol. I (Cambridgc. Mass .. 1973), 
pp. 1-21; D. Ross, "The Developmcnl of Aristotle's Thought; in Arislolle allei Plalo illlhe Mid
hJllrlh Celllury. cd. I. Duering and G. Owen (Goeteborg. 19(0), pp. 12-14; and. for further bibli
ography, D. Frede, "Theophrasts Kritik am umbewegten Beweger: P"mnesis, XVI (1971). 65. 

2"The relationship of Physics VII to Physics VIII is problematical. Cf. Averroes. LOllg Commen
IiIry all Physics, in Arislolelis Opera mm Al'ermis Commelllariis, Vol. IV (Venice, 1562). VIII, 
comll1. 9; idem. Derusllim Ti/J·iyim. cd. H. Tunik. Ph.D. dissertalion. Radcliffe College (1956). §7; 
Aquinas, Commelllary Oil Pln'sics. VII. inlroduclion; H. Wolfson, "Noles on Proofs of Ihe Existence 
of God in Jewish Philosophy: in his Sludies ill Ille Hislory of Philo.",phv and Relixion, Vol. I. p. 
580; E Solmsen, Arislolle's Syslem of Ihe Physical World (Ithaca. 1960), p. 228, n. 19. All of these 
find thai the discussion in Physics VIII relics on the conclusions of Phl'sics VII. D. Ross in the 
introduction to his edition of the Physics (Oxford, 1936), pp. t5-19, finds that Book VII is an 
inlerpolation inlo the core of the Physics. 
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and many more than the two central philosophic principles come into play. In the 
Middle Ages the full argumentation of Aristotle's proof was unraveled, reassem
bled, and presented afresh by Averroes, 27 Maimonides, and Aquinas. 28 Most 
systematic is Maimonides' version. It painstakingly spells out the principles and 
steps, implied or explicit, the full proof being shown to rest on no less than 
nineteen formal principles of Aristotelian philosophy. Maimonides' articulation 
of the premises and steps in the proof facilitated and invited critical scrutiny; and 
his version, did, in fact, elicit a most searching critique by I~asdai Crescas. 
Crescas does not transcend his age. He does not reject, in totality, the overall 
Aristotelian framework within which the proof is worked out. And he does not 
question the proposition in the proof which would be most questionable for the 
modern reader, to wit, the principle that motion continues only as long as sus
tained by a cause. 29 Crescas' critique is, however, as radical a critique as could 
be drawn up in Aristotelian terms by a student of Aristotelian physics. 3o 

The present chapter will examine Maimonides' version of the proof from motion, 
that version being considered as a systematic articulation of what is explicit and 
implied in the proof. Then Crescas' critique will be examined, it being considered 
as a capital illustration of the extent to which the proof can be subverted from 
within t~e framework of Aristotelian physics. Finally, an offshoot of the proof 
from motion will also be examined together, again, with Crescas' critique. 

2. Maimonides' version of the proof from motion 

The proof from motion as reformulated by Maimonides carefully establishes 
each of the theses that are, in his view and in the view of other medieval philos
ophers, required for a complete demonstration of the existence of God. That is 
to say, he undertakes to establish (a) the existence of a first cause, (b) the incor
poreality of that cause, and (c) its unity. In the course of establishing the three 
theses, Maimonides, as already mentioned, cites nineteen principles of Aristo
telian philosophy. Each of those principles has its philosophic justification in 
Aristotle, but Maimonides states them flatly, without supporting reasoning, because 
he was wary of overwhelming his reader with technical detail. 31 Crescas in his 
critique will, before setting forth his own objections, lay bare the presuppositions 
and reconstruct the reasoning underlying each of the principles. 

(a) The existence of a first mover 

The object of the Aristotelian proof from motion is to establish a first cause of 
locomotion, or motion in place. In addition, though, the proof proposes to trace 

27See above. n. 10. "Summa cO/lira Gellliles. I, 13. 
29That principle stands in opposition to Newton's first law of motion, the law of inertia. Cr. A. 

Kenny, The Five Ways (London, 1969), pp. 28-31. 
JOCr. H. Wolfson, Crescas' Critique of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass., 1929), pp. 114-127, 

especially pp. \25-127. 
31 Maimonides, Guide, I, 71. 
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all other changes in the universe to motion in place, so that the first cause of 
motion in place will emerge, more comprehensively, as the first cause of all 
change and motion in the universe.32 Maimonides in his systematization of the 
proof accordingly cites principle (I) affirming that there are ~four categories" in 
which change occur~, namely "the category of substance, ... of quantity, ... 
of quality, ... and of place."33 In reasoning back to a first cause of motion in 
place, Maimonides starts by considering a single given instance of change in the 
category of substance: He inspects the coming into existence of an actual physical 
object. Principle (2) states that every "individual compound substance" has "mat
ter and form" as its components, and also that a substance of the sort comes into 
existence only after some factor "prepares" the given matter to receive the appro
priate form. 34 Here, as will be observed, is the principle of causality applied to 
the most radical type of change, the coming into existence of a new object. 

Whenever a given portion of matter receives a new form, some factor, then, 
prepares the matter. If the factor preparing a portion of matter to receive a new 
form should itself be brought to the state wherein it performs its causal function, 
a further causal factor must be responsible for the change; here the principle of 
causation is applied to changes of state. If that factor, in turn, is also brought to 
the state wherein it performs its causal function, there must lie behind it yet 
another factor. According to principle (3), however, an infinite regress of causes 
is impossible. 35 The series of causal factors lying behind the generation of a given 
physical object cannot, therefore, regress indefinitely, and a first term in the series 
must be posited. 36 Now, whereas the end product of the series that Maimonides 
is considering is a change in substance, the change directly brought about by the 
first cause in the series must be motion in place. For principle (4) af(irm~ that 
"motion in place" is the "most primary" of the four categories of change, inas
much as a change of place ultimately stands behind all the other kinds of change. 37 
The series of causes leading up to each change in the universe has thus bcen 
traced back to a first cause whose immediate effect is motion in place. 

The generation of a single given substance is not an isolated event; it is part 
of a continuing process. And for the processes of nature to continue uniformly, 
without interruption, the underlying motion in place from which other motions 

·'lCf. Physics VIII, 7. 
)-'Guide. II, introduction, prop. 4. Cr.l'hysic.~ III, I, 201a, 4-9; V, I, 225a. 34 ff. In the formcr 

passage Aristotle states that "motion" and ."change" take place in the four catcgories. In the latter 
passage, he observes that motion and chllnge take place in the l'ategories of quantity. quality. and 
place; bul in the category of substllnce only change, not motion. occurs. 

"Guide, II. introduction, prop. 25. 
J5lbid., prop. 3. Cr. Aristotle, Physics VIII, 5, 256a, 4-256b, 3; Metaphysics II, 2, 994a. 5-

8; 11-19; below, p. 337. 
"The first cause is.first in the sense defined above. p. 238. It is also temporally prior to at least 

some effects in the series, namely those effects that come into existence after not having existed. 
-'7Guide, II. introduction. prop. 14; Aristotle. Physics VlIl. 7. 
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and changes derive must be continuous. 38 Principle (5) states that circular motion 
in place is the sole type of change capable of continuing indefinitc1y and without 
interruption. 39 The effect directly produced by the Hrst cause of a given event
that is to say, by the first cause of the continuing process of which the given event 
is a part-must hence specifically be circular motion in place. Side by side with 
these abstract considerations, the analysis of actual events in the sublunar world 
revealcd to the Aristotelian observer that all sublunar events arc traceablc to the 
circular motion of the heavens. 4o Maimonides consequently affirms that every 
motion and change in the sublunar world is traceable to the continual circular 
movement of the heavens, and that the cause of the motion of the heavens is the 
ultimate cause of all motion and change in the sublunar world. 

To complcte the argument and raise it to a genuine demonstration of the exis
tence of God, the first cause of the mpvement of the heavens must be shown to 
be an incorporeal being beyond the heavens, and there must be shown to exist 
only one first incorporeal cause. Restating the same in the terms of Aristotc1ian 
astronomy, the cause of the motion of the celestial spheres must be shown to be 
a single incorporeal being beyond the spheres. Once that has been proven, a 
single incorporeal first cause of all motion and change in the universe will have 
been established. 

(b) The incorporeality of the first mover 

Maimonides hereupon cites principle (6), which is, again, the principle of 
causality in one of its guises. Principle (6) states that ·whatever undergoes motion, 
necessarily has a mover," that is to say, a cause sustaining motion as long as the 
object continues to move;41 and, the same principle continues, the cause of motion 
obviously exists either "outside" the moving object or "within it."42 The system 
of celestial spheres must hence be sustained in motion either by something out
side, or c1se by something within, the system of spheres. Each of those two 
possibilities, the possibility that the mover of the spheres is to be found outside 
the spheres and the possibility that the mover is within, subdivides in two; and 
a total of four alternatives results. For should, on the one hand, the mover of the 
spheres lie outside them, the mover must be either-the first alternative-another 
body, or-a second alternative-an incorporeal entity. And should, on the other 
hand, the mover lie within, principlc (7) comes into play. Principle (7) states that 
whatever is in a body is a power of one of two conceivable sorts. It is either a 
power that strictly does "exist within the body," or else it is a power "through" 
which "the body exists, such as the natural form.,,43 Accordingly, should the 

38This is not stated explicitly by Maimonides, but cf. Aristotle, Physics VIII, 6. On the problem
atic character of the proposition, see Ross's introduction to his edition of the Physics. pp. 91-92. 

39Guide, II, introduction, prop. 13; cf. Aristotle, Physics VIII, 8. 
4°Guide, II, I (I). Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics XII, 6, lO72a, 10-18; De Generalione el Corrup

lione II, 10. 
41Cf. Aristotle, Physics VII, I; VIII, 10. 
42Guide, II, introduction, prop. 17. "Guide. II, introduction, prop. 10. 
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mover of the spheres be present within the body of the spheres, it would be 
either-a third alternative-strictly within the body of the spheres, in other 
words, a physical "power distributed through the entire sphere lur spheres!" and 
hcnce "divisihle";44 or else-a fourth alternative-the mover would be a natural 
form that is "not divisible," in other words, a "soul" or "intellect." /Iltel/ect in 
this fourth alternative is to be distinguished from illcorporeal elltity in the second 
alternative. Intellect here has the sense of a soul, possessing the faculty of reason, 
which is attached to a body. The incorporeal entity in the second alternative is 
an entity consisting in pure thought, that is to say, an intellect, which is not 
attached to a body. 

The conceivable ways of construing the cause of celestial motion are thus 
exhaustcd by four alternatives. For the purpose of his exposition, Maimonides 
arranges the four alternatives in the following order. The cause of the motion of 
the spheres and, thereby, the ultimate cause of motion and change in the universe 
must be either: (i) a body beyond the spheres; (ii) a power distributed through 
the body of the spheres-or, put more generally, a power distributed through the 
body of the universe; (iii) a natural form or "power" present in, but not distributed 
through, the. body of the spheres, in effect, a "soul" or "intellect" attached to 
the spheres; or (iv) a purely incorporeal entity, distinct from the spheres. Mai
monides undertakes to establish the correctness of alternative (iv) by eliminating 
the other three alternatives. In formulating four exhaustive alternatives and c1im
inating three of them in order to establish the correctness of the fourth. Mai
monides is introducing something not found in Aristotle. There he is systematiz
ing the proof. However, the overall contention that the unceasing movement of 
the spheres implies an incorporeal mover is genuinely Aristotelian. 45 And all of 
the argumentation whereby Maimonides eliminates the three unacceptable alter
natives is drawn from Aristotle's statement of the proof. Maimonides seems even 
to have taken pains to find a role, a niche, for strands of argumentation in Aristotle 
which he could well have regarded as superfluous or redundant. 

(iJ The alternative that the mover of the ~pheres is a body 
beyond the ~pheres. 

If the system of spheres should be moved by a body beyond the spheres, 
Maimonides reasons, the body in question must itself undergo motion because 
of principle (8); principle (8) states that one body can move another only when 
it is itself in motion. 46 The body moving the spheres would likewise have to have 
a cause of its motion. And if it were moved by yet another body, the latter too 
would have to undergo motion and would require a cause of its motion. To assume 
an infinite regress of moving bodies would entail the simultaneous existence of 
an infinite number of bodies. But the simultaneous existence of an inlinite number 
of bodies is ruled out by principle (9), which affirms, in general. the impossibility 

44Cf. ibid., prop. II. 45Cf. Physics VlIl, 10. 
46Guide. II, introduction, prop. 9; cf. Aristotle, Physics VII, I. 
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of the simultaneous existence of an infinite number of magnitudes. 47 Conse
quently, a cause of the motion of the spheres must eventually be reached which 
is not a body. 

It should be noted that principle (9) and the inference drawn therefrom arc 
superfluous. Maimonides had already established a first cause of motion with the 
aid of principle (3), the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. He could, 
therefore, now more appropriately and more simply have contended that the first 
cause of motion already established cannot be a body; for it would then be in 
motion, hence have a cause of its motion, and not after all be the first cause. 
Something undoubtedly led Maimonides to rule out an infinite regress specifi
cally of moving bodies, in so curiously oblique a fashion-by arguing that such 
a regress would entail the assumption of an infinite number of bodies, whereas 
the existence of an infinite number of bodies is impossible. What did lead Mai
monides to argue as he does can be surmised. A similar argument appears in 
Aristotle's Physics VII,48 and Maimonides presumably wished to find a niche for 
that argument of Aristotle's in his own restatement of the proof from motion. 

In any event, the system of celestial spheres and, in fact, every series of moving 
bodies, has been shown to owe its motion to a cause which is not a body. The 
question recurs: What is the nature of the cause? 

Maimonides proceeds to adduce an argument" showing that the first cause of 
motion eannot be a power distributed through a body, and a separate argument 
showing that the cause cannot be a power of the type that, although not distributed 
through a body, is present in one. 

(ii) The alternative that the mover of the spheres is a power 
distributed through a body 

Aristotle had established that the first mover cannot Uhave magnitude" through 
an argument running thus: Every entity having magnitude, including the corporeal 
universe as a whole, must be finite, since nothing of infinite magnitude can 
possibly exist. Whatever is of finite magnitude can contain only finite power. 
Finite power can produce motion for only a finite time. But motion, specifically 
the motion of the celestial spheres, is eternal and therefore dependent upon an 
infinite power. From these premises, Aristotle concluded that the first mover must 
be uindivisible, without parts, and without magnitude." 49 It must, in other words, 
be an incorporeal being. Without spelling out the several alternatives to an incor
poreal first mover, Aristotle excluded them all through a single argument. 

47 Guide. II. introduction. prop. 2. 
'·Physics VII. I; here Aristotle does not establish that an infinite number of bodies cannot exist. 

but rather than an infinite number of bodies would be unable to move. 
'9Physics VIII, 10, summed up in 267b. 17-26. The argument has four premises: every body is 

finite; a finite body can contain only finite power; a finite power can produce motion for only a finite 
time; the motion of the heavens is eternal. In Maimonides' reformulation. the principle that a finite 
power can produce motion for only a finite time will not have the status of a separate premise. 
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As Maimonides read Aristotle, he apparently found the argument just outlined 
to be inappropriate for eliminating alternative (i), the alternative that the mover 
of the spheres is another body. That alternative, as just seen, is eliminated by 
Maimonides through a different argument. so And Maimonides apparcntly found 
Aristotle's argument inadequate for eliminating alternative (iii), the alternative 
that the mover of the spheres is a power of the type which is not distributed 
through a body. While one can only guess why Maimonides considered the 
argument inappropriate for eliminating alternative (i),51 a reason why he might 
find it inadequate for eliminating alternative (iii) is easily discovered: A power 
not distributed through a body is not strictly cOlllained in a magnitude and con
sequently is not covered by the consideration that a finite magnitude can contain 
only finite power. 52 The single purpose for which Maimonides does use Aristotle's 
argument is to eliminate alternative (ii), the alternative that the spheres are moved 
by a power of the type which is distributed through a body. 

In reformulating Aristotle's argument, Maimonides cites principle (10), according 
to which every power distributed through a body is divisible in the same manner 
that its body is divisibleY Principle (II) adds that no body can be uof infinite 
magnitude." 54 Together, (10) and (II) imply (12), the principle that every power 
distributed through a body is finite. 55 A finite power could not. however. produce 

"'Above. pp. 243-244. 
"The argulllent striclly eliminates Ihe thesis that the mover of the spheres is a power di,lribuled 

through a body, not the thesis thaI the mover of the sphcres is a body; but I am not sure that Maimonides 
could conceive of a body's producing motion by itself, i.e .. by its mass as distinct from its power. 
In any event, though. Maimonides would be led to usc a separate argument for eliminating alternative 
(i) by his desire to utilize every strand of argumentation provided by Aristotle; cf. above. p. 244. 

"Cf. S. Munk's note to his translation of Maimonides, Le Guide des Egares. Vol. II (Paris, 

18(1). p. 32, n. 2. 
"Guide. 11. introduction. prop. II. "Ibid., prop. 1; d. Physics Ill, 5. 
"Guide. 11, introduction. prop. 12. The reasoning whereby (10) and (II) imply (12) would be 

as li,llows: The power distributed through a body, being divisible, may be assumed actually to be 
divided. Since the body is finite, it can only be divided into a linite number of parts. and the power 
distributed through it. which is similarly divided. will also have a !inite number of parts. Each partial 
power will. moreover, clearly be !inite; for each part will be exceeded by the larger whole. and 
nothing Ihat is exceeded can be inlinite (cf. above, p. 88). Inasmuch as each partial power is !inite 
and the number of partial powers is linite, the total power must be linite. 

This Irain of reasoning-which is similar to the argument whereby Aristotle proves that a linite 
power can produce motion for only a linite time, Phvsics Vlll, 10, 266a. 12 ff.-is spelled out by 
Alexander. cited in Simplicius. Commenlary ()nPhysics. cd. II. Dids, Commentaria in ArislOlelem 
Graeca. Vol. X (Berlin. 1895), p. 1326; Avicenna. Naj{lt (Cairo, 1938), p. 130; Ghazali, Maqii~id 
al-Falti.~ira (Cairo, n.d.J. p. 209; Ibn Tufayl./fayy ben Yaqdhiill. Arabic text. p. 84; French translation: 
p. 64; English translation: p. 84; Shem Tob's commentary to Maimonides' Guide. II, introduction, 
prop. 12. Also cf. Munk's translation of the Guide. II, p. 32. n. 2. Aristotle proves principle (12) 
differently; cf. Physics VIII, 10, and below, p. 261. In an article entitled "The Principle that a Finite 
Body Can Contain Only Finite Power: Sllldie.~ ill Jewish Religious and [mel/eell/ol Hislory Presented 
10 Alexander Allmallll (University, Alabama, 1979), p. 77. I suggest a reason why Alexander and 
the others might have wished to substitute their reasoning for Aristotle's. 
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motion for an infinite time;56 this proposition is so obvious to Maimonides that 
he does not even register it in his list of formal principles. Yet principle (13), 
which Maimonides accepts merely for the sakc of argumcnt, asscrts that thc 
universe and its motion are eternal. 57 Since eternal motion has to be sustained 
by infinite power, and since no power distributed through a body can be infinite, 
the eternal motion of the spheres, so Maimonides concludes, could not be due 
to a power distributed through a body. 

The alternative that the motion of the spheres is due to a power distributed 
through a body is thus ruled out. Earlier the alternative that the motion of the 
spheres is due to a body beyond the spheres was also ruled out. Two conceivable 
explanations still remain: The cause of the motion of the spheres must be either 
a power present within, but not distributed through, the body of the spheres; or 
else it is an incorporeal being. 

(iii) The alternative that the mover of the spheres is a power 
present in, but not distributed through, the body of the 
spheres 

In the course of his proof of the existence of a first incorporeal mover, Aristotle 
had at one point made the statement that the first cause of eternal motion cannot 
itself undergo motion accidentally, "since what is accidental ... has the possi
bility of not being."58 Maimonides, characteristically, utilizes the thought embod
ied in Aristotle's statement for a single specific purpose, to show that the ultimate 
mover of the spheres cannot be a power present within, although not distributed 
throughout, the body of the spheres, in other words, to show, that the motion of 
the spheres is not produced by a soul attached to the spheres. 

Maimonides' formulation of the argument begins with principle (14), which 
affirms that physical bodies and nothing else can undergo motion "essentially." 
By contrast, the same principle continues, powers in a body, whether or not they 
are distributed through their body, do undergo motion "accidentally" as a con
sequence of their presence "in" something that undergoes motion esscntially.s'! 
Principle (15) adds that nothing undergoing motion accidentally can continue to 
move indefinitely;60 for the accidental, having the possibility of not existing, 
cannot be eterna1. 61 It follows that every power in a body must eventually come 

'6Guide, II, 1 (1); cf. Aristotle, Physics VIII, 10. 
'7 Guide, II, introduction, prop. 26; cf. Physics VlII, I, and above, Chapters 11 and 111. Mai

monides' position is that the proof from motion is needed only on the hypothesis of eternity, whereas 
on the opposite hypothesis the existence, incorporeality, and unity of the creator can be inferred from 
the world's having come into existence. Cf. Guide, 1,71; II, 2; above, pp. 4-5. 

"Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 10; cf. ibid., 6, 259b, 28-31. 
'9Guide, II, introduction, prop. 6; cf. Aristotle, Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 7 ff. 
6OGuide, II, introduction, prop. 8; cf. Aristotle, Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 8 -10. 
6'The principle that every possibility must eventually be realized was met above, p. 90, and will 

be met again below, pp. 320, 381. 
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to rest. When a power in a body would come to rest, the body inextricably 
associated with it and moved by it would also necessarily come to rest. 62 As 
already seen ill principlc (13), ollr disnlssion is proceeding on the hypothesis 
that the motion of the celestial spheres is eternal. The primary motion in the 
universe cannot, consequently, be due to a power in a body, even a power of the 
type that is attached to, without being distributed throughout, its body; for such 
a power could not sustain eternal motion. 

The reasoning put forward here, as will be observed, applies equally to powers 
that are, and powers that are not, distributed through a body, as long as those 
powers are properly described as in a body. Powers of both types would, by the 
reasoning given, undergo motion accidentally, and hence not be able to undergo 
motion indefinitely; and whatever is inextricably attached to them and moved by 
them would likewise be unable to undergo motion indefinitc1y. Maimonides could 
thus have utilized the present reasoning earlier when he was eliminating the 
previous possible explanation of celestial movement, the alternative that (ii) the 
cause of the motion of the spheres is a power distributed through the spheres. He 
could have dispensed with the argument to the effeet that a finite body can contain 
only tinite power, and tinite power can sustain motion for only a tinite time; and 
he could have reasoned instead that a power distributed through a body would 
itself undergo accidental motion and therefore be unable to produce motion eter
nally. Maimonides presumably employed the other train of reasoning when ruling 
out alternative (ii) because of his desire to tind a role for each strand of argu
mentation in Aristotle's proof from motion. 

(iv) The remaining alternative: The cause of the motioll of the 
~pheres is (Ill incorporeal being 

The cause of the motion of the celestial spheres has now been shown to be 
neither a body, nor a power distributed through a body, nor a power present in, 
although not distributed through, a body. The remaining alternative is that the 
lirst calise of the motion of the spheres and, thereby, the ultimate cause or motion 
and change in the sublunar world is (iv) an incorporeal being. Prineip\c (16) 

62Th is step raises difficulties. Maimonides has argued not merely that a power undergoing acci
denial motion cannot produce motion eternally; he has argued thai such a power or anything else 
undergoing accidenlal motion cannol itself be in motion elernally. That would mean Ihat Ihe spheres 
cannot move eternally-cannot even be maintained eternally in motion by a transcendent incorporeal 
causc-should anything attached to them undergo accidental motion. For example. Ihe ~pheres would 
be unable to move eternally if a soul is inextricably attached to them; or. as Narboni observed in his 
commentary, if such qualities as transparence and radiance are attaLhed to them; or indeed, as Crcscas 
observed. if Iheir own surface is attached to them! For the soul. the qualities transparence and 
radiallce. and the surface of the spheres, arc not bodies. Hence they move not essentially but acci
dentally and. by Maimonides' reasoning, would eventually have to cease moving. Cf. Narboni's 
commentary on Guide. II. introduction. prop. 8; Crescas. Or ha-Shem. I. i, 8; Wolfson. ereseas. 
Pl'. 250-251. 551-561; and Aristotle. Physics VIII, 6, 259b. 28-31. Below, p. 271, I shall suggest 
that there is an equivocation in Maimonides' use of the term aecidellIal. 
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states that whatever is capable of undergoing motion is divisible (and, conversely, 
whatever is not capable of undergoing motion is indivisible).63 Principle (17) 
states that motion is a kind of change (and change is a kind of motion).64 Since 
the first cause of motion cannot, as already sccn, undergo motion either essentially65 
or accidentally,66 it must by principles (16) and (17) be indivisible and exempt 
from all change. Principle (18) affirms that "time is an accident consequent upon 
motion .... and whatever is exempt from motion does not fall under time."67 
The unmoved first mover hence exists outside the domain of time. 

The first mover must then be an indivisible, unchanging, timeless, incorporeal 
substance. 

(c) The unity of the first mover 

In Aristotle's fullest statement of the proof from motion, the unity of the first 
mover is inferred from the unity of the underlying primary motion of the universe, 
a single continuing motion implying a single mover.68 In a condensed statement 
of the proof from motion, in the Metaphysics, Aristotle derived the unity of the 
first mover from the attribute of incorporeality.69 The latter method is employed 
by Maimonides. 

Principle (19) is a version of the rule that matter is the ground whereby objects 
are individuated. According to principle (19), "what is not a body ... or a power 
in a body ... cannot conceivably by enumerated" except in one instance. The 
sole instance in which incorporeal beings can be differentiated from each other 
and enumerated is when they stand in the relation of "causes and effects."70 
Within the class of causeless beings the differentiation and enumeration of sepa
rate entities as causes and effects would of course be impossible; one causeless 
being obviously cannot be the cause or the effect of another causeless being. 
Consequently, no more than a single incorporeal uncaused mover can exist. Yet 
should there also exist other incorporeal movers of the spheres, in addition to the 
first unmoved mover, those other incorporeal movers would have to stand in 
relation to each other as causes and effects; for only then would they be distin
guishable from each other and numerable. Thus principle (19) arranges the incor
poreal movers in the Aristotelian scheme of the universe into a causal series with 
a single uncaused cause at the apex. 

63Guide. II, introduction, prop: 7; cf. Aristotle, Physics VI, 4, 234b, 10-20. In this and the 
following proposition I have added the clauses in brackets. Without the additions, the logic of the 
inference Maimonides is about to draw would be faulty. 

"Guide, II, introduction, prop. 5. 
6S Alternative (i). 
66 Alternatives (ii) and (iii). 
61Guide, II, introduction, prop. 15; cL Aristotle, Physics IV, 11. 
68 Physics VIII, 6, 259a, 13 - 20. 
69 Above, n. 24. 
1°Guide, II, introduction, prop. 16. The principle is never stated in just this way by Aristotle. 
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With the unity of the lirst mo¥cr, the proof from motion is complete. The proof 
has established the existence of a single incorporeal tirst mover of the celestial 
spheres and, through the mediacy of the spheres, of the sublunar world. 

3. I)usdai Crescus' critique of the proof from motion 

Crescas' critique of the proof from motion contains at least ten separate objec
tions arranged in an artificial scheme. 71 In the present section, I am rearranging 
Crescas' objections to conform to the three main moments in the proof, that is, 
the arguments for the existence, for the incorporeality, and for the unity of the 
tirst mover. Crescas' critique of the arguments for incorporeality and unity arc 
of greater interest than his critique of the argument for the existence of the tirst 
mover. And his critique of the argument for incorporeality is so far ranging that 
the train of thought is difficult to follow. Crescas' intent throughout is not free
thinking, but conservative. His aim is to dispute not the existence, incorporeality, 
or unity of God, but the ability of philosophy to demonstrate those three theses. 

«/) The existence of a first mover 

Principle (3), the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, is essential to 
the proof from motion. It alone allows the causes behind the appearance of a 
given physical object to be traced back to a first term; and unless a first term in 
the series of causes is reached, the proof accomplishes nothing. Crescas ostensibly 
refutes principle (3), the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, thereby 
ostensibly invalidating the proof entirely. 72 In fact, the principle that causes can
not regress intinitely contains two separate points. The principle asserts both that 
every chain of causes must terminate at a tirst cause and that the number of links 
in a causal chain must be tinite. Of the two points, only the former is essential 
for demonstrating the existence of God, whereas, once a first cause is posited, a 
demonstration of the existence of God can dispense with the latter point, the 
proposition that the number of causes and effects must be tinite. And Crescas' 
refutation is addressed exclusively to the latter point. He acknowledges that a 
tirst cause must indeed be posited for every series of causes and effects, and 
merely contends that, granted a first cause, the number of links between it and 
the tinal effect might conceivably run to infinity.73 Crescas' refutation of the 
principle that causes cannot regress intinitely thus in no way goes to the heart of 
the proof from motion. His reservations on the principle are of some interest, 
but they will best be examined in a later chapter; the grounds for the impossibility 
of an infinite regress which were known to him grow out of a certain proof for 

1'Crescas lists seven principles employed in the proof which, he contends, are unsubstantiated. 
Then he gives three reasons why the proof is invalid even if all the principles are granted. Or ha
Shem. I, ii, 15. 

120r ha·Shem, I, ii, 3; 15 (following the reading of the Vienna edition); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 
224-229. 

BCL below, p. 365. 
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the existence of God advanced by Avicenna, and his refutation will be best taken 
up after examining Avicenna's proof. 74 At the same time I shall also take up a 
more trenchant critique of the principle that causes cannot regress infinitely, a 
critique developed by Ghazali. 75 

(b) The incorporeality of the first mover 

Maimonides established the incorporeality of the lirst mover by laying down 
the Aristotelian principle (6), according to which objects move only as long as 
they are sustained in their motion by a eause, and by eliminating all but one of 
the conceivable ways of construing the cause of celestial motion. The mover of 
the spheres cannot, Maimonides argued, be (i) a body beyond the spheres, (ii) a 
power distributed through a body, or (iii) a power present in, although not dis
tributed through, a body, in effect, a soul of the spheres; therefore the mover of 
the spheres must be the sole alternative remaining, (iv) an incorporeal being 
independent of the spheres. 76 Crescas challenges the conclusion. But whereas a 
modern critic might question principle (6), which affirms that motion continues 
only as long as sustained by a cause, 77 Crescas has no thought of taking so radical 
a course. His procedure is instead to refute the several arguments whereby each 
of the three alternatives to an incorporcal mover had been ruled out. 

(i) The alternative that the mover of the spheres is a body 
beyond the spheres 

To rule out the alternative that the mover of the spheres is a body beyond the 
spheres, Maimonides had reasoned: One body can produce motion in another 
only if it is itself in motion. To assume that every body producing motion is 
moved by another amounts to assuming an infinite series of moving bodies. And 
that is excluded by principle (9·), the impossibility of the simultaneous existence 
of an infinite number of magnitudes. The mover of the spheres cannot thercfore 
be a body beyond the spheres; or, to be more precise, if the mover of the spheres 
is a body beyond the spheres, a mover must ultimately be reached which is not 
a body.7B 

Crescas' critique consists in rejecting the various grounds that had been adduced 
to support principle (9), the impossibility of an infinite number of magnitudes. 
Ostensibly, he thereby defends the thesis that motion in the universe may be 
explained through an infinite regress of moving bodies all existing together. 79 In 
fact, Crescas' refutation of principle (9) does not affect the proof from motion, 

74Below, ibid. 
7'Below, pp. 366-372. 
76Cf. above, pp. 243-247. 
77Crescas will propose Ihe thesis that the elemenls are moved 10 Iheir proper places. and Ihe 

spheres are moved circulariy, by Iheir nalUres; cf. below, p. 269. BUI that falls far shorl of Newlon's 
first law of motion. 

78Above, pp. 243-244. 790r ha-Shem. I, ii, 2; 15; Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 218-221. 
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and for that reason need not be explored here. 8o For even without principle (9). 
an infinite regress of moving bodies is excluded by the more fundamcntal prin
ciple-principle (3)-which aflirms the impossibility of an infinite regress of 
causes. Although Crescas rejected part of principle (3) as well, he accepted its 
more significant part, namely, the proposition that every series of causes and 
effects has a first cause;81 and he thus cannot consistently defend a picture of the 
universe in which each body is moved by another body and a first cause is never 
reached. Crescas was too deeply under the sway of Aristotelian physics to reject 
the proposition that every motion must be sustained by a cause, or the proposition 
that bodies produce motion only when themselves in motion, or again the prop
osition that causes cannot regress indefinitely without reaching a first cause. And 
unless one of those propositions is rejected, the Aristotelian conclusion is una
voidable that motion is ultimately due to a first cause which is not a body. 

I! is in what follows that Crescas genuinely comes to grips with the proof from 
motion. 

(ii) The alternative that the mover afthe spheres is a power 
distributed through a body 

Even granting that the Aristotelian proof from motion can establish a first cause 
which is not a body, the proof still has to show that the first cause is not a power 
in a body. Should the first cause of motion be the kind of power which is distrib
uted through a body, it would be inanimate and clearly not an appropriate can
didate for a deity. Should the first cause be the other kind of power, the kind that 
is attached to but not distributed through a body-in other words, a soul-it 
would still not deserve the title of deity in the view of the medieval philosophers. 
In their view, a proof of the existence of God has to establish the existence of a 
first cause that is incorporeal and that transcends the universe; an immanent soul 
of the universe would not be the deity. 

The possibility that the mover of the spheres is a power distributed through a 
body had been ruled out by Aristotle and Maimonides ·through an argument that 
ran: No body ean be of infinite magnitude [principle (J 1)]. Hence, no power 
contained within a body can be infinite [principle (12)]. Finite power is, however, 
insufficient to sustain eternal motion. And the univcrse and its motion are eternal, 
or at least may be assumed to be so for the sake of the argument [principle (13)]. 
The comprehensive conclusion originally drawn herefrom by Aristotle was that 
the cause of the motion of the spheres and of the universe as a whole must be 
"indivisible, without parts, and without magnitude."s2 The conclusion drawn in 

ROCrescas explains Ihal principle (9) depends on principle (II). the impossibility of a single 
infinite magnilude. And he refules principle (II); cf. below, pp. 254 ff. Alternatively. he explains, 
principle (9) might be defended through the proposition Ihat an inlinile number is impossible. And 
he refutes that proposition too; cf. above, p. 121. 

·'Above, p. 249; below, p. 365. 
.2 Above, n. 49. 
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Maimonides' reformulation of the proof from motion is, more specifically, that 
the first cause of motion cannot be a power contained within, and distributed 
through, the body of the spheres. 83 

Crescas subjeets the argument to a most minute critique. He contends that 
three of the four premises in the argument are unfounded. Those premises are 
the assumption of eternity, the principle that no body can be of infinite magnitude, 
and the principle that a body of finite magnitude cannot contain infinite power. 
Then he contends that even if all the premises are granted, the argument still fails 
since it confuses two distinct senses offiniteness of power. And finally he contends 
that the argument can in any event be circumvented by construing the motion of 
the spheres as due not to a power distributed through the body of the spheres or 
the body of the universe, but rather as due to the nature of the spheres. Crescas 
thus finds the argument wanting on five separate scores. Keeping the particulars 
of Crescas' discussion in place demands something of the juggler's skill. He is 
refuting an argument designed not to prove anything directly, but rather to elim
inate one of three conceivable alternatives to an incorporeal first mover. And his 
attention is focused mainly on the presuppositions underlying the argument's 
premises. He is, that is to say, examining the presuppositions of the premises of 
the argument whereby a single alternative to an incorporeal first mover had been 
ruled out. While Crescas' discussion is annoyingly labyrinthine, the circumstance 
that he focuses on ultimate presuppositions enhances the significance of his cri
tique. For he successfully exposes both the extent to which the proof of incor
poreality, and hence the entire proof from motion, is bound to the presuppositions 
of Aristotelian physics, and the extent to which those presuppositions can be 
subverted from within the Aristotelian framework. 

Crescas' critique of principle (13). the assumption of eternity. The eternity 
of the world i~, Crescas insists, an indispensable premise in the argument showing 
that the mover of the spheres cannot be a power distributed through a body. 
Infinite power has to be posited solely in order to explain motion that is sustained 
over an infinite time. Should, on the contrary, the spheres not exist and move for 
an infinite time, a "power which is distributed through a body and therefore 
finite" would suffice to sustain their motion for as long as they do exist. But the 
doctrine of eternity is "undoubtedly false." Consequently, Crescas concludes, the 
argument showing that the first mover cannot be a power distributed through a 
body loses an indispensable premise and collapses. 84 

Crescas' thinking on the issue of the eternity of the world was touched upon 
in an earlier chapter85 and need not be taken up again here for the following 

83 Above. pp. 245-246. 
8'Or ha·Shem. I. ii. 14 (end); 15. 
85 Above. p. 67. Crescas discusses the issue of creation and eternity in Or hll-Shrlll. Ill. i. and 

he falls considerably short of showing the doctrine of eternity to be "undoubtedly false." The doctrine 
of eternity would be shown to be false only if the arguments in favor of eternity are answered, and 
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reason: His assertion that a refutation of the doctrine of eternity constitutes a 
refutation of the proof from motion is, although correct from one viewpoint, 
incorrect from another. A successful refutation of the eternity of the world will 
indeed constitute a refutation of the proof from motion when the proof from 
motion is advanced by itself as a categorical demonstration of the existence of 
God; without the premise of eternity, the proof from motion cannot indeed reach 
an incorporeal first mover. But a refutation of the doctrine of eternity does not 
affect the approach of Ibn Tufayl, Maimonides, and Aquinas. Those philosophers 
did not intend the proof from motion to stand by itself, but instead proved the 
existence of God on parallel, alternative tracks, on both the hypothesis that the 
world is eternal and the hypothesis that it is not. The proof from motion has for 
Maimonides and the others no function beyond establishing a first incorporeal 
cause hypothetically-on the first of the two alternatives, that is, the assumption 
that the world is eternal; on the opposite assumption, a first incorporeal cause 
would be inferred directly from the world's having come into existence. 86 Cres
cas' refutation of the doctrine of eternity reveals then, if successful, merely that 
the proof from motion cannot single-handedly reach an incorporeal first mover. 
His refutation of the doctrine of eternity does not affect the approach of those 
for whom the proof from motion is intended to do just part of the job, to establish 
the existence of God hypothetically, when the eternity of the world is assumed. 

Crescas' critique of principle (11). the impossibility of an infinite body. The 
impossibility of an infinite body is undoubtedly an indispensable premise in the 
argument showing that the mover of the spheres cannot be a power distributed 
through a body; for if the body of the universe were infinite it would contain 
infinite power,87 and such power should suffice to sustain the motion of the 
spheres and of the universe as a whole for all eternity.88 Crescas rejects the 
premise, but not by offering positive arguments to the contrary; he docs not, in 
other words, undertake to demonstrale that the physical universe is in fact of 
infinite magnitude. He only refutes the various considerations whereby the 
"impossibility of an infinite corporeal magnitude" had supposedly been estab
lished. 89 Some of those considerations arc fully spelled out in Aristotle, while 

counterarguments are adduced to establish creation. As it turns out, Crescas can discover no coun
terarguments suflicient, in his view, to establish creation. Of the two sorts of arguments for eternity 
(cf. above, p. 10), Crcscas answers those from the nature of the world, but is hard put to answer 
those from the nature of the first cause; cf. Or hll-Shem. III. i, 4; 5. 

86Cf. above. n. 57 . 
81 Aristotle. fhysics VlIl. 10, 266b, 6-24, proves that an infinite body must contain infinite 

power. 
880r ha-Shem. I, ii, 15. 
""Or hll-Shem. I, ii, I (2-4). In Or ha-Shem. I, ii, I (I) (= Wolfson. Cre.<clI.<. pp. 178-191), 

Crescas refutes, as well, (he considerations whereby the "impossibility of an inlinite incorporeal 
magnitude" has supposedly been established. The issue of an inlinite incorporeal magnitude is not. 
however. relevant to the proof from motion. 
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others were developed by the Aristotelian commentators, yet without exception 
they are anchored in the most basic presuppositions of Aristotelian philosophy.90 
Almost all the counter-considerations in Crescas' critique are adaptations of sug
gestions that had been made and rejected either by Aristotle himself or by the 
Aristotelian commentators. 

Among the grounds adduced by Aristotle for the impossibility of an infinite 
body had been the definition of body as that which "is encompassed by one or 
more surfaces." Since nothing encompassed can be infinite, the dclinition, so 
Aristotle's reasoning had gone, entails that every body is Iinite. 91 Here Crescas 
makes the simple and obvious response that anyone who accepts an infinite body 
will reject the Aristotelian definition. To derive the finiteness of body from the 
definition is to beg the question. 92 

A second ground adduced by Aristotle for the impossibility of an infinite body 
was based on his theory of physical elements. An infinite body, Aristotle had 
reasoned, would have to contain either an infinite number of elements or else at 
least a single element of infinite magnitude. But an infinite body could not, on 
the one hand, consist of an infinite number of elements; for the natures of the 
elements are, he postulated, a subject of human knowledge whereas knowledge 
cannot comprehend an infinite number of items. 93 Nor, on the other hand, could 
any single element be of infinite magnitude. For the infinite element would over
power all the other, finite elements and destroy their qualities; it would thereby 
assimilate the other elements to its own nature and give rise to an undifferentiated 
universe. Moreover, an infinite element would occupy all space in the universe, 
leaving no room for other elements. 94 

Crescas' response runs thus: Aristotle's reason for not countenancing an infinite 
number of elements-the infinite is unknowable and hence an infinite number of 
elements could not be a subject of human knowledge-is not cogent, since there 
is no justification for assuming that "the principles qua principles should be 

90Cr. Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 38-69. 
91 Aristotle, Physics III, 5, 204b, 5-6; Or ha-Shem, I, i, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 150-151, 

and n. 57. 
920r ha-Shem, I, ii. I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, 190--191. and n. 40. In the note. Wolfson quoles 

passages from Narboni and Gersonides that may have suggested to Crescas the response he makes; 
and he quotes two surrejoinders to Crescas which were to be advanced by Isaac ben Shem Tob. 

930n this point. cr. Aristotle, Physics I, 6, I89a, 12-13; Metaphysics III, 4. . 
940rha-Shem, I, i, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 150-153. Crescas is following Averroes' Middle 

Commentary on the Physics, which combines Aristotle's Physics III, 5, 204b. 10 ff.. and Metaphysics 
XI,IO. 1066b. 26ff.,withPhysicsI. 4. 187b, 7-I3,andl.6.189a, 12-13. The passage in Averroes 
is cited and translated by Wolfson, Crescas. pp. 348-350. 

The possibility of a physical universe constituted of several infinite elements does not seem to 
be covered by the consideration that any infinite element would overpower every finite clement. 
allhough it is covered by Ihe consideration Ihat an infinite clement would occupy all space in the 
universe. See Ihe passage quoled by Wolfson from Averroes. 
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known."95 Aristotle's reason for not countenancing a single infinite e1ement
such an element would overpower the other elements-is also not cogent. For 
the single infinite element might be wholly devoid of positive qualities just as 
the celestial spheres, in the Aristotelian system, are wholly devoid of qualities. 9b 
An infinite element need not, moreover, occupy all space; it might extend infi
nitely in only one direction leaving room for other elements in the other directions. 97 

A third ground for the impossibility of an infinite body, formulated not by 
Aristotle but by Averroes,98 is drawn from the Aristotelian definition of place. 
The place of any object is, according to Aristotle, the inner surface of the body 
or bodies surrounding the object.99 Clearly, if an object has to be circumscribed 
in order to occupy place, no object occupying place can be infinite. 100 

Crescas responds in two ways. First he notes that even granting the Aristotelian 
definition of place, the definition fails in the case of at least one object in the 
universe: The definition cannot be employed to assign the place of the outer 
celestial sphere or, if we wish, of the universe as a whole. For since nothing, in 
the Aristotelian scheme, surrounds the outer celestial sphere, the place of the 
sphere clearly cannot be the inner circumference of a surrounding body. Some 
sort of ad hoc device must be proposed by Aristotelians in order to assign the 
place of the outermost sphere. And whatever that device should be, it may, 
Crescas contends, equally be employed to assign the place of an infinite body. 
For example, if the place of the outermost sphere is understood, exceptionally, 
to be the outer surface of the body surrounded by the sphere, \(1\ rather than the 
inner surface of the body surrounding the sphere, then the same may be main
tained regarding the place of an infinite body. 102 Such is Crescas' first response 
to the contenljon that the definition of place excludes the possibility of an infinite 
body. 

"'Or Iw-SI"'/II, I. ii. I (2); Wolfson, CresClIs, PI'. 192-193. In n. 44. Wolfson cites a number of 
surrejoinders 10 Crescas. 

960r ha-S/tem, I, ii, I (2); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 192-193 and nn. 45. 46. Crescas' response 
was already anticipated and rejected by Aristotle, Physics III. 5. 204b, 23-35. 

970rha-Shem. I, ii, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, Pl'. 192-195 and n. 48. In the note. Wolfson shows 
that Crescas' response was answered. in anticipation, by Averroes. Narboni, and Gersonides; and he 
shows that it was also later to be answered by Isaac ben Shem 'fob. 

··See the passages from Abraham ibn Daud and Averroes which are cited by Wolfson. Crescas, 
PI'. 352-355. Wolfson suggests that the argument is a development of Aristotle, Physics III. 5. 260a. 
2-8. and Metaphysics XI, 10, 1067a. 30-33. 

99Physics IV. 4, 212a, 20-21. 
1000r ha-S/tem, I. i. I (2); Wolfson. Crescas, pp. 152-153. 
IOI0n the different positions taken by Aristotelians regarding the place of the outer sphere or the 

plaa of the entire universe, see Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 432-441. 
1020r ha-Sltem, I, ii, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 194-195. Crescas means that the place of the 

entire universe would be the center of the universe. or else the inner part of the universe. around 
which Ihe universe is posilioned. See Wolfson. Crescas. p. 195. n. 52. 
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Secondly, and more fundamentally, Crescas responds that the Aristotelian def
inition of place leads to so many unacceptable anomalies 103 that a different def
inition, a definition already weighed and rejected by Aristotle, 104 should be pre
ferred. Place would best be defined, Crescas maintains, as the interval, or the 
empty void, occupied by an object. 105 And once this preferable definition is 
adopted, assigning the place of an infinite body is no more difficult than assigning 
the place of a finite body. 106 

A fourth ground for the impossibility of an infinite body, which had been 
adduced by Aristotle, is based not on the general definition of place but rather 
on the Aristotelian theory of natural place, the theory that each of the sublunar 
elements has a proper place to which it naturally travels and which it naturally 
occupies. Aristotle had reasoned that every body composeg of clements is either 
heavy, which is equivalent to saying that its natural place is the lower region to 
the exclusion of the upper region; or else it is light, which is equivalent to saying 
that its natural place is the upper region to the exclusion .of the lower. But an 
infinite body would be everywhere. It could be neither in the lower region as 
distinct from the upper, nor in the upper as distinct from the lower, and hence 
could be neither heavy nor light. That a body should be neither heavy nor light 
~s, .howev~r, i~£ossible. And therefor~, Aristotle had .con~luded, an infinite body 
IS ImpOSSible. Crescas responds, Simply, that an mfimte body would in fact 
be neither heavy nor light. Such a proposition can hardly be objectionable, seeing 
that the Aristotelian scheme of the universe does recognize bodies that are neither 
heavy nor light, to wit, the celestial spheres. 108 

A fifth ground for the impossibility of an infinite body, which had been offered 
by Aristotle and elaborated by Gersonides, is based again on the Aristotelian 
theory of the natural places of the elements. The reasoning had been: Natural 
motion consists in the elements' returning to their proper places when removed 
therefrom. Now an infinite body would have to contain either a minimum of ()fie 
element of infinite magnitude or else an infinite number of elements. But, on the 
one hand, a single infinite element cannot be supposed; for an infinite element 
would occupy all space, would always be present in its proper place, and would 
therefore never have the opportunity of undergoing natural motion. On the other 

1030r ha-Shem, I, ii, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 194-199. 
I04Cf. Aristotle, Physics IV, 4, 211b, 14-29. 
IO~Or ha-Shem, I, ii, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 194-195, 198-199, and n. 55. Cf. John 

Philoponus, Commentary on Physics, ed. H. Vitelli, Commelltaria in Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. XVII 
(Berlin, 1888), pp. 567-569; German translation: w"Bochm, Johallnes Philopollus, Ausgewaehlte 
Schriften (Munich, 1967), p. 92. 

I<
160 r ha-Shem, I, ii, I (2). 

101 Aristotle, Physics III, 5, 205b, 24-31; Or jza-Shem, I, i, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 152-
153, and nn. 65, 67. 

1080r ha-Shem, I, ii, I (2); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 194-195 and n. 49, where Wolfson refers to 
a similar position taken by Bruno. Aristotle had established that the heavens are neither heavy nor 
light in De Caelo I, 3. 
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hand, an infinite number of elements also cannot be supposed. For the infinite 
number of elements would require an infinite number of natural proper places to 
serve as terminuses for their natural motions, whereas the number of natural 
places must be finite, since it is determined by two absolute directions, namely, 
absolute up and absolute down. 109 There is thus, so the conclusion had been 
drawn, no way in which an infinite body might undergo natural rectilinear motion. 

Crescas' response is that the infinite body might after all be composed of an 
infinite number of elements, and nevertheless the proper natural place of each of 
the elements could be assigned. An infinite number of natural places might "exist 
one above the other ad illfillitum. H 110 That is to say, just as both the natural proper 
place of air and the natural proper place of fire are, on the Aristotelian scheme 
of the universe, in the upper region, one above the other, so an infinite number 
of propcr places can be conceived in the upper region, one above the other, ad 
illfinitulll. 

The foregoing ground for the impossibility of an infinite body was the conten
tion that such a body could not undergo rectilinear natural motion. That is now 
complemented by a sixth ground, the contention that such a body could not 
undergo the other form of natural motion recognized by Aristotelian physics, 
namely, circular motion. A number of separate considerations came into play 
here. Circular motion, Aristotle had reasoned, takes place around a fixed center; 
but an infinite body WOUld, having no extremities, have no precise center, and 
hence could not undergo circular motion. III Further, circular motion implies a 
spherical body; but an infinite body could not be circumscribed, and hence would 
not have a spherical shape or any other shape. 112 Again, as an infinite body 
revolved, a point infinitely distant from the center would travel over an infinite 
path; but an infinite path is not traversable, and certainly not traversable in a 
tinite time. 113 And, yet again, to assume the circular motion of an infinite body 
would involve a paradox. Should an infinite radius be drawn from the center and 
an infinite stationary line drawn parallel thereto, then as the sphere revolved, no 
point could be designated as the first meeting of the revolving radius with the 
stationary line. For no matter how distant a point we should propose for the first 

109 Aristotle.PIIysic", III, 5, 205a. 10-32; 205b, 31-35; Or ha-Shem, I. i. I (3); Wolfson. Crescos, 
pp. 156-159. In nn. 96 and 97, Wolfson quotes the formulations of Averrocs and Gersonides. 

I1°Or IIa-SIIem, I, ii, I (3); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 202-203. Crescas' response was suggested, 
and rejected, by Gersonides. See Wolfson. ibid., nn. 97, 98. 

IIIIJe Caelo I, 7. 275b. 12-15; Or IIa-SIIem. I, i. I (4); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 174-177. The 
point that the infinite has no extremities was added by Averrocs; cf. the passage referred to by Wolfson 
in n. 158. 

I12Aristotle. De Caelo I. 5, 272b. 17-24; Or IIa-SIIem. I. i, I (3); Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 172-
173 and nn. 145 and 148. where Wolfson cites pertinent passages in Averrocs. 

""Aristotle, IJe Caeto I. 5. 271b, 26-273a. 6; Or ha-Shem. I. i, I (3); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 
169-175 and nn. 132,140. for diagrams. In Aristotle and in Crescas the argument appears several 
times, in several different formulations. 
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meeting of the two lines, we could always suppose a more distant point where 
the two lines might previously have met. If no point can be designated for the 
first meeting of the radius with the line parallel to it, the radius would be unable 
to revolve. 114 

Crescas responds to all these considerations. An infinite body, he maintains, 
could revolve without a precise center. 115 Further, a revolving body need not be 
spherical or have any other determinate shape. Therefore, although an infinite 
body would lack determinate shape, it would not be prevented thereby from 
undergoing circular motion. 116 Again, no given point in the infinite body would 
traverse an infinite path. For in an infinite body, the "distance [from the center117 

to points ever more distant on the radius] would increase [infinitely, only] in the 
manner in which number increases [infinitely], 118 that is to say, without ever 
ceasing to be limited." In other words, although the radius would extend out
wardly without limit, every given point on the radius would remain finitely distant 
from the center and hence would describe a finite arc as it revolved. Crescas 
acknowledges that this explanation "is remote from the imagination; nevertheless, 
reason requires us to accept it." 119 As for the supposed paradox in circular motion, 
it, according to Crescas, is removed by an Aristotelian observation regarding 
motion and other types of change. Aristotle had noted that there is strictly "no 
beginning of change," no "first when in which a change occurs," 120 and "no first 
where to which a change [of place] occurs." 121 Since the beginning of motion 
can in no instance be demarcated, we are, Crescas maintains, not justified in 
inquiring about the first point where an infinite revolving radius would meet an 
infinite line parallel to it. 122 

Finally, a seventh ground for the impossibility of an infinite body, a ground 
that had been adduced by Aristotle, is based upon the general Aristotelian theory 
of motion. An infinite body, the reasoning here ran, could not move itself. For 
only animate beings move themselves; animate beings have objects of sense 
perception outside them and surrounding them; and what is sUlTOunded is finite. 123 

114Aristotle. De Caelo 1.5. 272a. 7-20; Or ha-Shem. I. i. I (3); Wolfson. Crescas. 172-173. 
and p. 387 for a diagram. 

lI'Or ha-Shem. I. ii. I (4); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 214-215 and n. 125. where Wolfson refers to 
a similar position taken by Bruno. 

1160rha_Shem. I. ii. I (3); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 212-213. In n. 123. Wolfson cites a passage 
in Averrues which anticipates Crescas' response. and in n. 122. he refers to a passage in Bruno where 
that philosopher takes a position similar to Crescas·. 

117 As just seen. an infinite body would not in fact have a precise center. 
IISCf. Aristotle. Physics Ill. 6. 206b. 16-19: The infinite "by way of addition" consists in the 

possibility of "always taking something ab eXIra. without. however. exceeding every [determinate] 
magnitude." 

1190r ha-Shem. I. ii. I (3); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 206-213. 
120Physics VI. 5. 236a. 14-15. 121Ibid .• 236b. 15-16. 
I220r ha-Shem. I. ii. I (3); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 210-213 and n. 120. 
i23De Cae/o I, 7. 275b. 25-27; Or ha-Shem, I. i. I (4); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 176-177. The 
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Nor could an infinite body be moved by something else. For only a commensu
rately infinite body would suffice to move the infinite body or act upon it in any 
way whatsoever. And to assume one infinite body's being acted upon by another 
is -unacceptable for two reasons. In the first place, the other body would. being 
infinite, possess infinite power; and since the time required to complete an action 
is always inversely proportional to the power performing the action, an infinite 
power would produce instantaneous motion, whereas instantaneous motion is an 
absurdity.124 In the . second place, two actually infinite bodies could not exist 
together; for, as Averroes completed the train of reasoning, an actual infinite 
cannot be added to, and hence no actual magnitude at all can coexist with an 
infinite and add to it. 125 

Crescas responds that an infinite body might in fact move itself without "having 
objects of sense perception outside, surrounding it." 126 His meaning, apparently 
is not that the infinite body would be animate, but that it would be moved by a 
physical power contained within it 127 or else by its own nature. 128 As for the two 
reasons why an infinite body could not be moved by another infinite body, Crescas 
rcsponds, in the first place. by proposing a hypothcsis going back to John Phil
oponus. The hypothesis will be examined more fully in later connection, 129 but 
stated briefly it is this: Although the time required for any given operation is 
undoubtedly reduced as the power performing the operation is increased, every 
operation has, intrinsic to itself, a certain minimum "basic time," which is irre
ducible no matter how great a power might be brought to bear. An infinite power 
would accordingly perform each operation not instantaneously, but in the irreduc
ible time intrinsic to the operation. Thus, to assume an infinite body containing 
infinite power would not entail the assumption of instantaneous action. 130 In the 
second place, Crescas responds that two infinite bodies could after all exist side 
by side. For infinite bodies need not be infinite in every direction; and the infinite 
may be added to on its finite side. 131 

The upshot of Crescas' critique of the various grounds whereby Aristotle and 
his followers had ruled out an infinite body is that an infinite body might in fact 

consideration that "animate bodies have objects of sense perception outside them and surrounding 
thelll. etc." is Averrocs' additioll. Sec the passage referred to by Wolfson. ibid .• n. 160. 

For Mailllonides' argument against an animate body's moving itself for all eternity. cf. above. 

PI'. 246-247. 
124Aristotle. De Caelo I, 7. 274b, 33-275b. 4; Or ha-Shem. I. i. I (3); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 

164-169. 
125Aristotle, De Caelo 1.7, 275b, 27-29; Or ha-Shem. I, i. I (4); Wolfson. Crescas. pp. 176-

177 and n. 160. where Wolfson refers to the pertinent passage in Averrocs. 
1260r Ira-Shem. I. ii. I (4); Wolfson, Crescas. pp. 214-215. 
127Cr. below. PI'. 264-265. 
i28Cr. below. pp. 269-270. 129Below, pp. 262-263. 
I300r ha-Shem, I. ii. I (3); Wolfson, Crescas. Pl'. 204-205. 
J310r ha-Shem, I, ii. 1 (4); Wolfson, Crescas, PI'. 214-215; above. n. 97. 
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exist. Such a body could either be comprised of natural elements of the sublunar 
kind or else have the nature of the celestial region, the latter possibility, the 
existence of an infinite celestial region, clearly being intended more seriously. 132 
An infinite celestial body would not, Crescas has explained, be strictly spherical 
nor would it have any other definite shape. It would rotate without having a 
precise fixed center. It would be free of the qualities of the sublunar elements 
and would possess neither weight nor lightness. Its place could be assigned in 
whatever way Aristotelians might choose to assign the place of the outer cc1estial 
sphere which, in the Aristotelian system, is finite. And an infinite celestial body 
could contain infinite power distributed throughout it. It could, consequently, 
sustain its own circular motion for all eternity. 

The object of Crescas' critique in the present section was, as must be kept in 
mind, to refute just a single premise in the argument intended to show that the 
motion of the spheres cannot be due to a power distributed through the body of 
the spheres. The argument had been that since all bodies are finite, every power 
distributed through a body must be finite; and therefore the eternal motion of the 
universe cannot be sustained by a power distributed through a body. Crescas, in 
the stage of his critique we have been examining, has rejected the premise that 
an infinite body is impossible. If an infinite body is after all possible, an infinite 
power distributed through a body is also possible. Even granting then that the 
motion of the universe is eternal and must be sustained by infinite power, the 
eternal motion of the universe might be sustained through the physical power 
distributed through the infinite body of the spheres or the infinite body of the 
universe. 

Crescas' critique of the principle that a finite L ody can contain only finite 
power. Crescas has, he is confident, refuted two premises in the argument intended 
to show that the motion of the spheres cannot be due to a power distributed 
through a body; those premises are the doctrine of eternity and the impossibility 
of an infinite body. A third premise in the argument is the principle that a finite 
body can contain only finite power. The premise is again indispensable. For
conceding now the finiteness of the body of the universe, as well as the eternity 
of the world-if a finite body could contain infinite power, such a body could 
contain within itself the power needed to sustain motion for an infinite time. The 
first cause of motion in the universe, even if motion were eternal, could be an 
infinite physical power distributed through the finite body of the universe. 

As is his custom, Crescas undertakes not to disprove the principle at issue, but 
only to refute the philosophic grounds for it. He does not, in other words, propose 

mAn infinite body comprised of elements of the sublunar kind could be assumed only if the 
distinction between t!1e sublunar and celestial regions were eliminated; and Crescas does not seem 
willing to countenance that step seriously. The picture he is suggesting is that of a celestial region, 
dotted with stars and spheres, which encompasses the sublunar world and extends outwardly without 
limit. 
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to show that the principle is false and that finite bodies do in reality contain 
infinite power. He proposes to show merc1y that the principle is unfounded and 
that finite bodies might contain infinite power, 

Aristotle's reasoning in support of the principle had been more intricate than 
the reasoning Maimonides was subsequently to employ, and it is with Aristotle's 
reasoning that Crescas is concerned. Aristotle had undertaken to reduce the 
assumption of an infinite power contained within a finite body to absurdity. On 
the one hand, he had held, an infinite power contained within a finite body could 
not perform its operation instantaneously, since an instantaneous physical oper
ation is absolutely inconceivable. And, on the other hand, he had contended, an 
infinite power contained within a finite body could not operate over a finite time 
span either; for there is no time span that might be assigned for its operation. 
The inconceivability of instantaneous physical operations was so obvious to Aris
totle that he could take it for granted. 133 His efforts were directed towards dem
onstrating that there is no time span assignable for the operation of an infinite 
power contained within a finite body. 

Aristotle's reasoning ran: "Suppose z to be the time required for the infinite 
power to perform [a certain operation]." Since a finite power would surely require 
more time, we may suppose" z plus y to be the time required for a given finite 
power to perform the same operation." Now the time required to complete a fixed 
amount of work is inversc1y proportional to the power applied.134 Should the 
given finite power be increased, the time-z plus y-needed to complete the 
operation in question would decrease. Eventually, by continuing to "increase the 
finite power ... we can reach the level where it performs the operation in time 
z." 135 For example, if z'plus y were twice z, by doubling the finite power we 
would reduee the time required to perform the operation by half. "The finite 
power would then require the same time that the infinite power was supposed to 
require." That a finite power and an infinite power should perform the same work 
in the same time-that they should, in other words, operate at the same velocity
is, however, absurd. And yet, no matter how brief a time span and how rapid a 
velocity might be supposed for the operation of the infinite power contained 
within the finite body, no matter how brief z might be, the situation would be 
unchanged. A finite power would in each instance be discoverable which can 
perform the same operation in the same time, at the same velocity; and a situation 
of the sort is absurd. To suppose that the infinite power performs the operation 
in no time, at an infinite velocity, was excluded at the outset as absolutely incon
ceivable. The conclusion accordingly drawn by Aristotle is that no time span or 
velocity whatsoever can be assigned for the operation of the infinite power. If 
there is no time span or velocity in which an infinite power contained within a 

I33Cf., however, De Sensu 6, 447a, \-3. 

134Cf. Physics VB, 5. . . . .. z + )' 
135The level will be reached when the hmte power IS muillphed by ----;-. 
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finite magnitude can act, the supposed power simply could not act. And a powcr 
that does nothing is not a power. Thus a finitc body can nowise contain an infinite 
power. 136 

Such were Aristotle's grounds for the principle that a finite body can contain 
only finite power. The key to Aristotle's reasoning is the rule that the time required 
for any operation is inversely proportional tf' the power applied, and Crescas 
addresses himself to that rule. Crescas does not dispute the empirical fact that as 
the power performing a given operation is increased, the time required to com
plete the operation decreases. He maintains, though, that the empirical fact docs 
not necessarily imply that power and time stand exactly in inverse proportion. 
At least as plausible is a different hypothesis, going back to John Philoponus, 137 

which was mentioned earlier in another connection. 138 

The alternate hypothesis is that each given physical operation has, intrinsic to 
itself, a certa)fi minimum basic time span (zeman sllOrshi) for its occurrence, a 
time "pan that is irreducible no matter how great a power may be brought to bear. 
Stated otherwise, every physical operation has its own intrinsic maximum veloc
ity which cannot be exceeded. When an operation is performed by a finite power, 
the minimum time span does not suffice, and additional time is required, with 
the amount of the addition dependent on the power. What is inversely proportional 
to the power performing a given operation is not the t:>tal time required for the 
operation, but rath, the increment over the minimum time. For example, should 
the power be doubled, what would be reduced by half is not the total time of the 
operation, but the increment. As long as the power is multiplied finitelY, the 
increment will be divided finitely, with some of it always remaining; and when 
the power reaches infinity the increment will be reduced to zero. "The infinite 

136Physics VIII, 10, 266a, 24-266b, 6. There is an embarrassing side to Aristotle's argument. 
The argument appears to pro.e not merely that no infinite power in a finite magnitude could perform 
any operation. but more generally that no infinite power whatsoever could, and hence that no infinile 
power whatsoever can exist. Such. of course, is not the conclusion Aristotle was aiming at. He wished 
to affirm, on the contrary, that an infinite power does exist, to wit, the infinite power maintaining the 
heavens in motion, and he traced that infinite power to an incorporeal being. To salvage Aristotle's 
proof of the principle that a finite magnitude cannot contain infinite power, some sort of distinction 
would have to be drawn. The inconceivabilty of finite and infinite powers' performing the same 
amount of work in the same time would have to be restricted in some way to POWl-fS in bodies, and 
more precisely, as Aristotle formulates his proof of the principle, to powers in finite bodies. The 
power of an incorporeal being could then be subject to different rules, so that it could, with no 
absurdity ensuing, be assumed infinite and yet able to mete out its activity at the same velocity as a 
finite power contained in a bociy. A distinction of the requisite sort, between powers in bodies and 
powers of incorporeal beings, seems to be adumbrated by Simplicius, Commentary on Physics, pp. 
1321, 1339; and such a distinction is worked out by Averroes, Long Commentary on the Physics. 
VIII, comm. 79. 

137For Philoponus, see M. Clagett, The Science of Meehl/nics ill the Middle ARCS (Madison, 1959), 
pp. 433-434. The hypothesis was advanced in the Middle Ages by Ibn Sajja and was known to 
Crescas through Averroes' critique of that philosopher; See Wolfson, Crescl/s. pp. 403-408. 

. 138 Above, p. 259. 
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I powerl would thus require no time beyond the irreducible minimum in ordcr to 
produce motion. whereas cvcry finite (powcrl will rcquire .. OIllC inLTcmcnt ovcr 
thc minimulll." 1.1'1 

The hypothesis outlined avoids the twin horns of the dilemma poscd by Aris
totle. Instantaneous physical operations and infinite velocity, regardcd by all as 
absolutely inconccivable, are avoided, since a finite time span and a finite velocity 
are assigned f01 every operation performed by the infinite power contained within 
a finite body. And the absurdity of a finite power's opcr:lting at the same velocity 
as an inlinite power is also avoided. The infinite power and it alone would com
plete each operation within the irreducible minimum time intrinsic to the oper
ation, whereas every finite power would require an increment over the mini
mum. 140 Aristotle's proof of the principle that a finite body can contain only finite 
power consisted in showing that no time span could be assigned for the operation 
of an infinite power contained within a finite body. By explaining how a time 
span can be assigned, with no absurdity ensuing, Crescas has refuted Aristotle's 
proof of the principle. 

Crescas' object, we must recall once again, is to invalidate the argument show
ing that celestial motion and, in general, moti0'1 in the universe cannot be due 
to a power distributed through a body. In the present stage of his critique, Crescas 
has refuted the Aristotelian grounds for one more premise in the argument, the 
principle that a finite body can contain only finite power. Thc effect of his refu
tation is to permit ascribing inllnite power to the finite universe, and hence to 
permit ascribing to the finite universe sufficient power for sustaining its own 
motion over an infinite time. 141 

The distinctioll between finiteness in respect to intensity andfiniteness in respect 
to continuity. Crescas has refuted the grounds for three of the four premises in 
the argument showing that the ultimate mover of the spheres cannot be a power 

1390r Ira-Shem. I, ii, 8; Wolfson, Crescas. pp. 270-271. 
14(}Crescas, Or ha-Shem. I, ii, 8, also proposes a variation of the hypothesis just outlined. A finite 

power. he writes, may in some instances be conceded to require no increment above the minimum 
time. In other words, a finite power may be conceded to move somc objects in the same minimum 
time and at the same velocity that an infinite power requires. Yct the finite power will not necessarily 
be as efficacious. For even acknowledging those instances, we may conceive of a larger object to be 
movcd. an object of such magnitude that the finite power would no 1 ger move it in the minimum 
time but would now require an increment. The infinite power would. by contrast, never require more 
than the minimum time to move its objects, no matter how great they might be. According to Crescas. 
this variation of the hypothesis again invalidates Aristotle's proof of the principle that a linite body 
cannot contain infinite power. Aristotle's contention, as Crescas understands it. turns on the absurdity 
of a finite power's being fully as efficacious as an infinite power. In the present variation of the 
hypothesis, a velocity can again be assigned for the operation of the infinite power without that 
absurdity's ensuing, for although the finite power would in some instances operate as fast as the 
infinite power, it would not do so in all instances and hence would be less efficacious. 

1410r ha·Shem. I, ii, 15. 
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distributed through the body of the spheres. He raises an additional objection: 
Even conceding the premises-the eternity of the universe, the finiteness of the 
body of the universe, and the principle that a finite body can contain only finite 
power-the argument is still invalid. For the argument ignores the distinction 
between finiteness in respect to intensity and finiteness in respect to continuity. 
The distinction between these two senses of finiteness was suggested to Crescas 
by Averroes, but Crescas utilizes the distinction differently. 142 

"The term infinite" he explains, "clearly may be used in two senses, both with 
respect to intensity and also with respect to time [or continuity)." The principle 
that a finite body can contain only finite power, granting now that Aristotle had 
successfully demonstrated the principle, affirms no more than that a finite body 
cannot contain power "infinite in respect to intensity." A power finite in intensity 
might, however, be infinite in respect to continuity, and so might suffice to sustain 
the motion of the heavens eternally. 143 The principle that a finite body contains 
only finite power therefore does not, Crescas objects, lead to the conclusion that 
the power distributed through a finite body would be insufficient to .sustain eternal 
motion. 144 

Crescas presumably means the following: Aristotle's reasoning in support of 
the principle that a finite body can contain only finite power consisted in showing 
that no time span, in other words, no velocity, can be assigned for the operation 
of an infinite power contained in a finite body. Whatever time span might be 
proposed, a finite power could be discovered which would perform the same 
operation in the same time and at the same velocity; 145 and that would be absurd. 
But in Aristotelian physics, the intensity, not the continuity, of a power determines 
velocity. 146 That is to say, increasing the intensity of a power increases the velocity 
of its operations and decreases the time span required to complete each operation; 
increasing the time over which the power is applied has, by contrast, no effect 
on the velocity. To assert that increasing the time over which a power operates 
decreases the time required to complete the operation would, in the Aristotelian 
scheme, be nonsensical. 147 Aristotle's reasoning in support of the principle that 
a finite body can contain only finite power-reasoning which consisted in show
ing that no time span can be assigned for the operation of an infinite power 
contained in a finite body-is comprehensible, then, solely in reference to finite
ness of intensity. Aristotle can at best be understood to have shown solely that 

142Cf. below, p. 323. The distinction between infinite in intensity and infinite in continuity had 
also been drawn by Avicenna. Najat, p. 128. 

14JOr ha-Shem, I, ii, 8; Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 272-273. 
1440r ha-Shem, I, ii, 15. Cf. the account of Buridan's discussion of the principle in A. Maier, 

Metaphysische Hintergruende der Spaetscholastischen Naturphilosophie (Rome, 1955), pp. 257 ff. 
I"Cf. above, pp. 261-262. 
146Continuing to apply power merely sustains velocity and does not produce acceleration. Cf. 

above, nn. 16, 29. 
147See previous note. 
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no conceivable time span and no velocity can be assigned for the operation of a 
power of infinite intensity contained within a finite body, since a power of finite 
intensity could always be discovered which would perform the same operation 
in the same time and at the same velocity. Aristotle's reasoning nowise explains 
why a velocity cannot be assigned for the operation of a power of infinite con
tinuity contained within a finite body. Aristotle may, of course, have regarded 
intensity and continuity as convertible, so that a power infinite in one respect 
would be infinite in the other as well. But he did not affirm, let alone defend, 
the convertibility of intensity and continuity. Hence Crescas' objection: Even 
granting the principle that a finite body contains only finite power, the grounds 
whereby Aristotle suprorted the principle can establish no more than that a finite 
body contains power finite in intensity; and a power finite in intensity might very 
well be infinite in continuity. The body of the spheres and the body of the universe 
might thus be finite in magnitude; the power contained within the body of the 
spheres and the body of the universe might be finite in intensity; and yct the 
powcr of tinite intcnsity contained within the universe might suffice to sustain 
the motion of the spheres for all eternity. The ultimate cause of eternal motion 
may be construed as a physical power contained within and distributed through 
the tinite body of the universe, even if all the premises in the Aristotelian argu
ment intended to exclude the possibility be granted. 

Circular motion may be natural to the spheres. Crescas raises yet another 
objection to the argument whereby Aristotle tried to show that the mover of the 
spheres cannot be a power distributed through the body of the spheres. The 
argument, he maintains, can be completely circumvented by construing the motion 
of the spheres as "natural to the body of the spheres just as rectilinear motion is 
natural to the elements." 148 Crescas' objection must be read against the back
ground of positions taken by Aristotle and by ancient and medieval philosophers 
standing in the Aristotelian tradition. 

"Nature," a well-known Aristotelian formula affirms, is "a certain principle 
and cause of [a thing's) being moved and being at rest." 149 The rectilinear motion 
of the four sublunar elements toward their proper places had, in accordance with 
the formula, been characterized by Aristotle as natural, inasmuch as the elements 
have within themselves "a principle of motion." 150 The circular motion of the 
celestial spheres had similarly been characterized by Aristotle as natural, inas
much as the spheres too have a "principle of motion in themselves." 151 Yet side 
by side with the characterization of the motion of the elements as natural, Aristotle 

1480r ha-Shem. I, ii. 8; Wolfson. Crescas, pp. 272-273. 
149 Physics II, I. 192b, 21- 22. 
"ODe Caeio III, 2, 301a. 21 ff.; IV. 3, 3 lOb, 24-25. In the former passage. Aristotle speaks of 

Ihe "nlltural momentum (I~01T")" of the clements for moving up or down. 
"IDe Caelo I. 2; II, 2. 285a. 30. 
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had undertaken to establish that the sublunar elements "arc not moved by them
selves." 152 That is to say, although the elements are moved owing to their nature, 
they are not moved by their nature. How the nature of the clements contributes 
to their motion is not clear in Aristotle. 

Convinced as he was that the elements do not move themselves, Aristotle was 
hard put to discover what, external to the elements, does produce their rectilinear 
motion. The position he arrived at was that the factor originally bringing a given 
element into existence should be taken as the cause of the motion of the element 
to its proper place; for example, the motion of a portion of air to the upper region 
is to be ascribed to the factor bringing the portion of air into existence. And, 
Aristotle further explained, in instances where an element has already been brought 
into existence but is somehow prevented from moving to its proper place, the 
factor removing the obstacle is to be identified as the cause of motion. 153 These 
explanations account at best for the initiation of the movement of the elements. 
In the Aristotelian system, motion has to be sustained as long as it continues, 
and Aristotle's explanations fail to account for the continuation of. the elements' 
motion as they make their way toward their proper places. 154 

Having traced the natural rectilinear motion of the elements to a cause distinct 
from them, Aristotle undertook to trace the natural circular motion of the celestial 
spheres to a cause distinct from the spheres. But since he understood the motion 
of the spheres to be eternal he did not, in their case, seck a calise that initiates 
motion. Rather, he sought the cause that sustains the motion of the spheres. In 
certain passages Aristotle explained that the motion of the celestial spheres is 
sustained by a soul. 155 In other passages he explained, as we have seen in the 
present chapter,156 that celestial motion is sustained by an entity that has no 
magnitude and is nowise attached to a sphere, in other words, by a purely incor
poreal being. Although the two accounts may appear divergent to modern schol
ars,157 they were read by the ancient and medieval commentators as 
complementary. 158 

According to Aristotle, then, the elements and spheres arc in motion-the 
former rectilinearly and the latter cireulary-owing to their nature; yet the cause 
producing the motion of elements and spheres is not their nature but something 

1~2Physics VIII, 4, 255a, Iff. 
1~3Ibid., 256a, 1-3; De Caelo IV, 3, 311a, 9-11. 
1~4Cr. G. Seeck, "Leicht-schwer und der Unbewegte Bcweger: in Natllrphilosophie bei Aristoteles 

und Theophras/, cd. I. Duering (Heidelberg, 1969), pp. 214-215. 
I5~De Caelo 11,2, 285a, 29-30; 12, 292a, 20-21. 
1~6 Abovc, n. 49; also Metaphysics XII, 7. 
I57Cr. H. von Arnim, "Die Entstehung der GOlteslehrc des Aristo[eles," reprinted in Metaphysik 

und Theologie des Aristoteles, ed. F.-P. Hager (Darmstadt, 1969), pp. 1-74; W. Guthric, "The 
Development of Aristotle's Theology," Classical Quarterly, XXVII (1933), 162-171; Ross's intro
duction to his edition of the Physics, pp. 94-100. Guthrie IInds a less radical development than docs 
von Arnim, and Ross finds a still less radical development than Guthrie. 

158 Alexander already read Aristotle in that way; cf. Aporiai, cd. I. Bruns, Commelltaria ill Aris· 
tote/em Graeca, Supplementary Vol. 1112 (Berlin, 1892), 11, i, p. 3. 
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external. In the case of the rectilinear motion of the elements, Aristotle identified 
the cause responsible for the inception of motion, the initiating causc. The motion 
of a given portion of an clement is initiated by the factor bringing the portion of 
the element into existence, or else by the factor removing the obstacle to its 
motion. Aristotle's writings reveal no attempt to identify what it is that sustains 
the motion of the elements as they continue to move. In the case of the motion 
of the spheres, by contrast, Aristotle had to identify only the cause responsible 
for the continuation of motion, that is, the sustaining cause. The circular motion 
of each sphere is sustained-as ancient and medieval philosophers read Aristo
tle-by an incorporeal being that interacts with the soul of the sphere. 

Despite Aristotle's insistence that the sublunar elements do not move them
selves but are moved by something external to them, a number of ancient and 
medieval students of his philosophy did discover a motive factor within the 
elements. And the motive factor was found to be, appropriately enough, the 
nature of the elements; nature had, after alf, been characterized by Aristotle as a 
cause and principle of motion, with no exposition of the way in which it is a 
cause and principle. 

The earliest work, as far as I know, that construes the nature of the clements 
as a motive cause is John Philoponus' commentary on Aristotle's Physics. Aris
totle's de/inition of nature-the "principle and cause of [a thing'sl being moved 
and heing at rest" -was interpreted by Philoponus as meaning that natural sub
stances such as the elements have the cause of their motion "in themselves." 
Hence when a heavy or light object is "released," its movement towards its 
proper place is brought about by its own nature and not by anything outside it. 159 
Philoponus probably did not wish, hereby, to reject Aristotle's identification of 
the factor bringing the element into existence as the initiator of the clement's 
motion. t60 He wished merely to ascribe to the nature of the element a function 
not treated by Aristotle, namely, the function of sustaining motion once the 
element exists and is free to move. 

A statement to the effect that the elements arc moved by their own nature 
appears, in the Middle Ages, in a corpus of Arabic works attributed to Alexander 
of Aphrodisias; unfortunately, however, the exact intent there remains obscure. 16t 
Subsequently, Avicenna, followed by Ghazali in his restatement of Avicenna's 
philosophy, asserted that the "nature" of the sublunar clements is the "cause" of 
their motion. And the context wherein Avicenna made the assertion indicates 162 

159Philoponus. Commelltary 0/1 Physics. p. 195; cf. S. Pines. "A Refutation of Galen by Alex
ander," Isis. LII (1961 l. 48. Also cf. Simplicius, Commelllary Oil Physics, pp. 1217, 1220, and Pines. 
ibid .• pp. 39-40. 

I60He docs eliminate the factor removing the hindrance to motion as in any sense a motive factor. 
16l Mab,idi' al·Kull. pp. 253-254. Cf. Pines. "A Refutation of Galen by Alexander." pp. 27, 32, 

42-48; H. Wolfson. "The Problem of the Souls of the Spheres." reprinted in his Studie" in the History 
of Philosophy alld Religioll. Vol. I (Cambridge. Mass., 1973), p. 29. 

162Since Avicenna and Ghazali mention no cause apart from lIature. they apparently recognized 
no such cause. 
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that he, followed by Ghazali, was construing the nature of the elements as the 
exclusive cause of their motion. In other words, each element is not merely 
sustained in motion, but is set in motion as well, by its own nature. 163 Avicenna 
acknowledged, of course, that the elements are brought into existence by some
thing different from themselves. 164 Yet he demurred, so it appears, at Aristotle's 
identification of the factor bringing an element into existence as the initiator of 
its motion. 165 

Avicenna's position that the nature of each element is responsible for all aspects 
of the element's motion was not generally adopted. But from the time of Averroes 
onward, the nature of the elements was repeatedly credited with an active function 
in the elements' natural motion. The motion of an element was commonly said 
to be initiated, indeed, by the factor bringing it into existence; but once the 
element does exist, the factor sustaining its motion until it reaches its proper 
place was understood to be the element's inner nature. A theory of the sort was 
offered in divers versions by Averroes,166 by the Jewish philosopher Isaac 
Albalag, 167 and by a line of Latin writers extending from Albertus Magnus to 
the fourteenth-century Scholastics. 168 

Crescas for his part follows the lead of Avicenna in dispensing completely 
with external factors to explain the motion of the elements to their proper place. 
What causes each element to move up or to move down to its proper place is, 
Creseas maintains, "the proper form" oftbe element, which operates through the 
"medium of the power ... called nature." 169 That is to say, the form of the 
element, operating through the nature of the clement, is the sole cause of the 
element's motion. 

Sueh was Crescas' position on the natural motion of the sublunar elements and 
his precedents. 

There were in addition at least two precedents, both of them conscious depar
tures from Aristotle, for explaining the circular motion of the celestial spheres 
as due exclusively to the nature of the spheres, thereby dispensing with the soul 

163Avicenna, Najal. pp. 108-109; Ghazali, Maqa~id. p. 239. Cf. Shem Tob's commen1ary on 
Guide, II, introduction, prop. 17; Wolfson, Crescas, p. 673; Pines, "A Refutation of Galen by 
Alexander; p. 51. 

164They are brought into existence through a form emanated from the active intellect. 
16'There is a bit of hairsplitting here, since the cause of the existence of the clement and of its 

nature would have to be recognized as an ultimate cause of the motion of the clement. 
I66EpilOme of De Cae/o, in Rasa' illbn Rushd (Hyderabad, 1947), p. 68; Long Commentary on 

De Cae/o, in Arislolelis Opera cum Averrois Commentariis, Vol. V (Venice, 1562), III, comm. 28. 
161Isaac Albalag, Sefer TiqqulI ha-De '01 (Commentary on Ghazali's Maqii~id), ed. G. Vajda 

(Jerusalem. 1973), pp. 102-103. 
168A. Maier, An der Grenze von Scho/aslik und Nalurwissenschafl (Rome. 1952), pp. 156-\70. 

Maier finds that until Duns Scotus, the nature of the elements was construed as only an "instrument" 
of the factor bringing the element into existence. Also cf. J. Weisheipl, "The Principle Omlle quod 
movelur ab olio movelu,," Isis. LVI (1965), 39-41. 

1690r ha-Shem. I, i, 17; Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 298-299 and n. 7. Aristotle, De Caelo III, 2. 
30lb, 18, distinguishes nature from power. 
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of the spheres and with the incorporeal intelligences. Aristotle, as already seen, 
had stated that the celestial spheres perform their circular motion thanks to their 
nature. 170 Undoubtedly with that statement in mind, John Philoponus contended 
in a nonphilosophic tract that "God" may very well have furnished the heavenly 
bodies with "a power of movement" analogous to the "momentum" 171 whereby 
the sublunar elements travel to their proper places. 172 In other words, the power 
actively moving the spheres may be their nature. Ghazali offered a similar sug
gestion when he turned from his restatement of Avicenna's philosophy to a cri
tique of Avicenna. The body of the heavens, Ghazali now contended, may "have 
been created, ... possessing in itself a factor that necessitates circular motion." 
The factor in question would be "a principle of motion," that is, a nature, 173 and 
its character would be "analogous to what the philosophers believe regarding the 
downward motion of a stone." 174 In these passages, Philoponus and Ghazali 
exploited the Aristotelian notion of nature to develop an anti-Aristotelian stand. 
They assumed the creation of the heavens by God. And they contended that, once 
created, the heavens may well be moved-whether set in motion or only sustained 
in motion is not made explicit-exclusively by their nature. 

In the passages quoted, Philoponus and Ghazali had exchanged philosophic 
for theological garb and were approaching the issue of celestial motion theisti
cally. Their contention was that once God created the celestial spheres. the nature 
of the spheres could suffice to move them. Crescas is approaching the issue of 
celestial motion from a different direction, and as a result he goes further. He, 
like Aristotle and Maimonides, is addressing the question: What could sustain 
the motion of the celestial sphcres on the assumption that the spheres and their 
motion are eternal? The theory Crescas advances is that the eternal motion of 
the spheres can be construed as "natural to the spheres," just as the "rectilinear 
motion of the elements" is "natural" to the elements. 175 That is to say, just as 
the rectilinear motion of the sublunar elements to their proper places can, on the 
position of Crescas' outlined previously, 176 be ascribed exclusively to the nature 
of the elements, with no role assigned to external factors, so too the circular 

110 Above, pp. 265-266. 
111 Cf. above, n. 150. 
I12De Opificio MUlldi. ed. G. Reichardt (Leipzig, 1897). p. 29, and also pp. 231-232; German 

Iranslation: Boehm. JOIUIIIIIl'S I'llilopolIIlJ. Ausgewaelsile Schriftell. pp. 333-334. 335-336. Cf. 
Wolfson. "The Problem of the Souls of the Spheres; p. 26; Pines, "A Refutation of Galen by 
Alexander; p. 50. 

113Cf. above, n. 149. 
114 Ghazali. TaMJul a/-Fa/asifa. ed. M. Bouyges (Beirut. 1927), XIV. §II; English translation 

in Averrocs' Tailaful al-Tailaful. trans. S. van den Bergh (London, 1954), p. 290. 
mar ha-Sllem. I, ii, 15; also ibid., I. i, 6; Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 236-237. Crescas. ibid., I, ii. 

15, acknowledges that the analogy is not exact since "in the case of the elements, to rest in their 
proper place is natural, whereas in the case of the celestial bodies, to move in their proper place is 
natural." 

116 Above. p. 268. 
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motion of the spheres can be ascribed exclusively to the nature of the spheres, 
and no additional factor need be introduced. Ascribing the motion of the spheres 
exclusively to their nature would sidestep the argument to the effect that the 
power contained within the finite body of the universe cannot sustain eternal 
motion. It may be granted, Crescas is contending, that motion is eternal, that the 
universe is finite, that the power contained within the body of the universe is also 
finite, even that the power contained within the universe is finite in respect to 
continuity. Conceding all this, the argument that a power distributed through a 
finite body would not suffice to sustain eternal motion can yet be circumvented 
by construing the motion of the spheres as natural to the spheres. The nature of 
the spheres is present and operative as long as the form is present, 177 that is, as 
long as the spheres exist. Hence the nature of the spheres can move the spheres 
as long as they exist, whether it be for a finite or inlinite time. And no incorporeal 
mover beyond the spheres need be posited. 

Resume. We have been considering the argument intended, in Maimonides' 
version of the proof from motion, to eliminate one conceivable explanation of 
the motion of the celestial spheres, the alternative that the cause of celestial 
motion is a power distributed through a body. The argument had been that no 
body can contain infinite power, whereas finite power cannot sustain eternal 
motion. 

Crescas undertook to refute three of the premises in the argument. A refutation 
of the first premise, the doctrine of eternity, would not affect the final outcome. 
For the function of the argument was to serve as a step in an overall proof of the 
incorporeality of the first cause, and denying eternity and thereby affirming a 
beginning of the world leads to the incorporeality of the first cause by another 
route. 178 The refutation of a second premise, the principle that only finite bodies 
exist, would invalidate the argument. For if the heavens and the universe as a 
whole should be infinite, they would contain infinite power, and infinite power 
would suffice to sustain eternal motion. The refutation of a third premise, the 
principle that a finite body contains only finite power, would also invalidate the 
argument. For if a finite body should contain infinite power, that power, again, 
would suffice to sustain eternal motion. 

Having objected that the argument is invalid since two-or, including the 
doctrine of eternity, three-premises arc unfounded, Crescas contends further 
that the argument remains invalid even when all the premises arc granted. Aris
totle's reasoning supporting the principle that a finite body contains only finite 
power would, if correct, establish, no more than that a finite body contains power 
finite in intensity. Aristotle's reasoning nowise establishes that a finite body con
tains power finite in continuity. Therefore, even conceding the principle that a 

177See above, n. 169. 
'
78 Above, n. 57. 
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finite body contains only finite power, such power, finite though it is in intensity, 
may still suffice to sustain eternal motion. Finally, Crescas contends, even if yet 
another concession is made and the validity of the entire argument is granted, 
the argument can still be circumvented by identifying the cause of the eternal 
motion of the spheres as their nature. 

(iii) The alternative that the .first mover of the spheres is a power 
attached to, but not distributed through, the body of the spheres 

The first conceivable explanation of the movement of the spheres had been the 
hypothesis that the spheres are moved by another body. The argument whereby 
that alternative was ruled out in Maimonides' version of the proof from motion 
and Crescas' reply thereto were examined earlier. 179 The second conceivable 
explanation was the hypothesis that the mover of the spheres is a power distributed 
through a body. The argument whereby that alternative was ruled out and Crescas' 
intricate reply have just been examined. The third conceivable explanation is the 
hypothesis that the mover of the spheres is a power present within, although not 
distributed through, the body of the spheres, in effect, a soul of the spheres. 

Maimonides' version of the proof from motion had eliminated the third alter
native through an argument that ran: The motion of the spheres is by hypothesis 
eternal. But a power in a body, even if, like a soul, not distributed throughout 
the body, would undergo motion accidentally; the accidental has the possibility 
of not existing, and hence is not eternal; the motion of a power attached to a 
body must, therefore, eventually cease; and the motion of the body inextricably 
associated with a power whose motion must cease must also eventually cease. 180 

The argument has a flaw even when considered from a purely Aristotelian point 
of view, inasmuch as it ignores the differing senses of accident. Accident, it is 
true, was defined by Aristotle as "what is present in something ... but neither 
necessarily so nor for the most part." 181 The accidental in this sense, it may 
cogently be reasoned, has the possibility of not existing and, by the principle that 
every possibility is eventually realized, could not be eternal. Maimonides estab
lished that the motion of a power attached to a body is accidental in a certain 
sense, in the sense that such a power cannot undergo motion in and by itself, or 
essentially-only bodies can-yet is moved by being associated with something 
that does undergo motion in itself and essentially. To complete Maimonides' 
argument, the sense in which the motion of the soul is accidental would have to 
be shown to be identical with, or to imply, the other sense of accidental. Motion 
that is accidental in the sense of being an accompaniment of essential motion 

,79 Above, pp. 243-244, 250-251. 
'"OAbove, pp. 246-247. See n. 62. 
'
8I Metaphysics V, 30, 1025a, 14-15. Significantly, accident in a second sense. ibid., 31-33, is 

that which "belongs to each thing by virtue of itself but is not in the essence ... ; accidents of this 
sort may be eternal." What is accidental in the second sense obviously docs not have the possibility 
of not existing. 
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would have to be shown to be accidental in the sense of not being necessary; 
only then would there be cogency in the contention that the motion of a soul of 
the spheres must, because it is accidental, have the possibility of not existing and 
accordingly must eventually cease. 

Crescas states an objection along analogous lines. He writes: "What exists by 
accident has the possibility of not existing" solely in instances "where it docs 
not result necessarily from something existing essentially fand eternally]." By 
contrast, "accidental things that do result necessarily from essential things" will 
"be eternal, should the latter be eternal." Now "when we ascribe accidental 
motion to a soul of a sphere," we do so only insofar as the soul is "connected to 
the sphere." That is to say, the motion of the soul is accidental only in the sense 
that a soul is moved not in and by itself, but thanks to its presence in a body; the 
motion of the soul is not accidental in the critical sense of not being necessary. 
There is consequently no reason to suppose that the motion of the soul of the 
sphere has a possibility of ceasing. 182 The soul of a celestial sphere might thus 
very well move its sphere unceasingly. Since the motion undergone by the soul 
would be the necessary concomitant of an unceasing essential motion-the motion 
of the sphere which is produced by the soul itself-it too would be unceasing 
and necessary. And we would have a situation in which the motion of the soul 
of the sphere, although accidental in a certain sense, is yet necessary and eternal, 
and hence a situation in which the soul eternally performs its task of moving the 
sphere. 

(iv) Summary of Crescas' critique of the argument for the 
incorporeality of the first mover 

To establish the incorporeality of the first mover of the universe and complete 
the proof from motion, three alternative explanations of the movement of the 
celestial spheres had to be ruled out. The first conceivable explanation of the 
movement of the spheres was the hypothesis that the mover is a body which is 
moved by another body, and so on ad infinitum. Crescas ostensibly rejects the 
argument designed to rule out this alternative, by defending the possibility of an 
infinite number of bodies. In fact, however, Crescas acknowledges that every 
series of causes can be traced back to a first cause. He thereby acknowledges that 
philosophic reasoning can establish a first mover which is moved by nothing else, 
and hence a mover that is not a body, all bodies being moved by something apart 
from themselves. 183 

The second conceivable explanation of the motion of the spheres was the 
hypothesis that the first mover of the universe is a power distributed through a 
body. Crescas contends that two-or three-indispensable premises in the argu
ment ruling out the hypothesis are unfounded; that even granting all the premises, 

1820r ha-Shem. I. ii. 5; Wolfson. Crescas. pp, 248-253 and nn, 6, 8, Aristotle, Physics VIII, 6, 
259b, 28-31. seems to bcsaying the same, 

183 Above. p, 251. 
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the argument ruling out the hypothesis remains invalid, since a power finite in 
intensity might be infinite in continuity; and that even granting the validity of the 
entire argument, the argument can still be circumvented by identifying the factor 
moving the spheres as the nature of the spheres. IK4 

The third conceivable explanation of the eternal motion of the spheres is the 
hypothesis that the spheres arc sustained in their eternal motion by a soul or souls 
attached to them. Crescas contends that the argument designed to rule out the 
hypothesis is again not cogent; for although the soul of the spheres would undergo 
motion that is accidental in a certain sense, such motion would not be accidental 
in the specific, critical sense implying noneternity. 

The upshot ofCrescas' critique is that Aristotelian argumentation cannot estab
lish the correctness of the fourth alternative, the thesis that the motion of the 
spheres and of the universe as a whole is due to an incorporeal being independent 
of the spheres. The first mover might be an inanimate power distributed through 
the body of the spheres, or the nature of the spheres, or the soul of the spheres. 
The proof from motion thus fails to demonstrate the incorporeality-or tran
scendence, if one will-of the first mover, and consequently fails as a genuine 
proof of the existence of God. Crescas' critique incidentally discloses the extent 
to which the argument or arguments for the incorporeality of the first mover are 
grounded in the presuppositions of Aristotelian physics. The arguments can be 
accomplished only by granting, imer alia, Aristotle's definition of body and of 
place. his theory of the physical clements and natural place, his general theory 
of motion, and his theory of natural rectilinear and natural circular motion_ 

(c) The unity of the first //lover 

Aristotle had established the unity of the first mover in two ways, by inferring 
the attribute of unity from the attribute of incorporeality, and by inferring the 
unity of the mover from the unity of the universe and the attendant unity of its 
motion. 185 Crescas replies explicitly to the former inference and thereby also 
suggests a reply to the latter. 

In the former Aristotle had reasoned: Since "all things that arc many in number 
have matter," the first mover, having no matter cannot be many in number. 186 

Crescas starts by rejecting the conclusion on the basis of his earlier refutation of 
the argument for the incorporeality of the first mover: If the incorporeality of the 
first mover is not demonstrable, the unity of the first mover obviously cannot be 
derived from its incorporeality. 187 

But Crescas goes further. He contends that even if the incorporeality of the 
first mover should be granted, unity still cannot be inferred from incorporeality. 
Here, as elsewhere, his contention is rooted in positions taken by his predecessors. 

18. Above. p. 270. 
18' Above, p. 248. 
186 Above. n. 24. 
1870r ha-Shem. I. ii, 15 (implied). 
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Aristotle, at least in certain passages, and medieval Aristotelians universally, 
recognized a multiplicity of incorporeal beings, the incorporeal movers of the 
spheres or so-called intelligences. 188 A multiplicity of incorporeal beings could 
be countenanced only by qualifying the rule according to which objects arc 
differentiated solely through their matter. 189 The qualification best known to 
Crescas and the one to which he addresses himself is the qualification formulated 
by Maimonides. As was seen earlier, Maimonides explained that incorporeal 
beings can be differentiated from each other and enumerated in a single instance, 
when they stand in the relationship of "causes and effects." 190 Since the incor
poreal movers of the spheres form, in Maimonides' picture of the universe, a 
causal series in which each link emanates the next, his version of the rule regard
ing the differentiation of beings is compatible with the multiplicity of movers of 
the spheres: The movers of the spheres, although incorporeal, arc differentiated 
from each other inasmuch as they form a series of causes and effects. And yet, 
the rule, as qualified by Maimonides, still permits the unity of the first mover to 
be inferred. For if incorporeal beings are distinguishable only when they stand 
to each other in the relation of cause and effect, there can exist no more than one 
incorporeal being that is a cause without being an effect. Maimonides' version 
of the rule for the differentiation of beings thus accommodates a multiplicity of 
incorporeal beings, while allowing, so Maimonides thought, the unity of the first 
mover to be inferred from the first mover's incorporeality. 

Crescas demurs. The qualilied rule for differentiating objects is compatible, 
he objects, not merely with a multiplicity of incorporeal beings, but also with a 
multiplicity of incorporeal first movers. A mUltiplicity of first movers would be 
conceivable, should "one be [understood to be] the cause of one effect and another 
[understood to be] the cause of another effect." That is to say, uncaused causes 
can be differentiated from each other even though one uncaused cause obviously 
cannot stand to another in the relation of cause to effect. Uncaused causes can 
be differentiated on the supposition that each has its own proper effect. To be 
specific, should the emanationist scheme that had been grafted adventitiously on 
Aristotle's cosmology be disregarded, the movers of the several celestial spheres 
would not stand to each other in a causal relation, yet would be differentiated 
inasmuch as "one is the cause of one sphere and another is the cause of another 
sphere." Each incorporeal mover would be a first cause in its own right, the 
several first causes would be differentiated, and the universe would not depend 
on a single deity.191 Alternatively, a multiplicity of unconnected physical uni
verses might conceivably exist. Aristotle had, to be sure, undertaken to demon
strate the impossibility of more than one universe; 192 but Crescas, in another 

IBBCf. Metaphysics XII, 8; above, n. 25. 
.. 9Various qualifications of the rule are discussed by Wolfson, "The Plurality of Immovable 

Movers," pp. 8-13. 
I90Above, n. 70 [principle (l9)J. 
1910r ha·Shem. I, ii. 15. I92De Caelo I, 8-9. 
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connection, answercd Aristotle on that issue and defended the possibility of a 
multiplicity of universes. 193 Should several universes in fact exist, the first cause 
of each would be differentiated from the first cause of the others by virtue of its 
having a different effect. Each universe would have its own first cause, and the 
totality of universes would not depend on a single deity. 194 

The foregoing is Crescas' reply to the argument that the first mover must be 
one because it is incorporeal. The other Aristotelian argument for the unity of 
the first mover consisted in inferring the unity of the mover from the unity of the 
universe and its motion. By defending the possibility of a multiplicity of physical 
universes, Crescas suggests an appropriate reply to this argument also: If a num
ber of distinct universes exist, a number of first movers would likewise exist, 
each universe having its own mover. 

1b summarize: Crescas maintains that the unity of the first mover cannot be 
inferred from the attribute of incorporeality since the incorporeality of the first 
mover had not been demonstrated successfully. Furthermore, even granting the 
incorporeality of the first mover, the attribute of unity still does not follow, since 
a multiplicity of incorporeal first movers might be differentiated by virtue of 
having as their effects either different parts of a single universe or independent 
universes. In addition, Creseas' defense of the possibility of several unconnected 
universes suggests an answer to Aristotle's other argument for the unity of the 
first mover, the inference of the unity of the (irst mover from the unity of the 
ulllverse. 

Crescas' analysis of the proof from motion reveals that the proof is grounded 
in Aristotle's physics, its presuppositions are the presuppositions of Aristotle's 
physics, and many of those presuppositions can be overturned from within the 
Aristotelian system. Moreover, even when all the premises in the proof arc granted, 
the hoped for conclusions can still not legitimately be drawn. As a consequence, 
the proof completely fails to establish two of the three theses required for a 
genuine demonstration of the existence of God. It fails to establish that only a 
single lirst mover exists and it fails to establish that the lirst mover or movers are 
incorporeal or even animate. 

4. Another proof from motion 
The first thesis in the proof from motion is the existence of a first unmoved 

mover,145 and the primary consideration adduced by Aristotle in arriving at a 
first mover was, as seen earlier, the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. 196 

Aristotle adduced several secondary considerations as well, and among them is 

19·'0,. ha-Shem. I. ii, 1 (4): Wolfson. Crescos. pp. 216-217 . 
1940r ha-Sheln. I. ii. 15. 
10' Ahove. pp. 241-242. 
196 Ahove, n. 35. 
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what has been called the argument from "logical symmetry." J97 That is an argu
ment resting on a principle asserting: When two things are known to exist in 
combination with each other, and when in addition one of the two is known to 
exist separately, then the other must likewise be assumed to exist separately. The 
principle is illustrated by the Greek commentators through the example of honey
water I '18 or honey-wine. 1'1'1 Honey-water or honey-wine is known to exist as a 
compound, and honey is in addition known to exist separately; therefore the 
second component in the compound must, so the thinking went, also be assumed 
to exist separately. 

The necessity of qualifying the principle was pointed out by the Greek com
mentators. Alexander observed that the principle is not valid in the case of com
pounds of substance and accident. 200 That is to say, although a given substance 
and a given accident exist together in a compound, and although, further, the 
substance may, by its nature, exist independently of accidents,201 nevertheless 
the accident may not be concluded capable of separate existence. Simplicius too 
observed that the principle is not applicable universally and, quoting an expres
sion used by Aristotle in connection with it,202 he characterized the principle as 
no more than "reasonable." An exception was discovered by Simplicius in the 
realm of speech. In speech, vowels and consonants arc sometimes pronounced 
together, and in addition, vowels arc sometimes pronounced separately; never
theless, consonants can never be pronounced separately. 203 

The principle that when one element in a compound exists separately the other 
must likewise exist separately was, as already mentioned, adduced by Aristotle 
as a secondary consideration in the course of the proof from motion. Aristotle's 
precise argumentation remains slightly blurred because of textual uncertain
ties,204 but for our purposes the way in which subsequent philosophers read him 
will suffice. Aristotle was typically understood to have argued: Sense perception 
testifies in the first place to the existence of something that both undergoes motion 
and produces motion, and in the second place, to the existence of somcthing that 

197T. Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, VoL IV (London, 1912), p. 219; Wolfson, "Noles on Proofs of 
the Existence of God: p. 573. 

'9'Alexander, quoted by Averrocs, Long Commentary Oil Metaphysics. XII, comm. 35; German 
translation in J. Freudenthat, Die durch Averroes erlwltenell Fragmente Alexander.f zlIr Metaphy.,·ik 
des Aristoteles (Berlin, 1885), pp. 107-108. 

'99Themistius, Paraphrase of Physics, ed. H. Schenkel, Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca. VoL 
VI2 (Berlin, 1900), p. 223; Simplicius, Commentary on Physics, p. 1227. 

""See n. 198. Aquinas makes a similar statement, Commentary 011 Physics, VIII, §1044. 
201 In fact, material substances are never devoid of accidents, and therefore Alexander's poinl is 

weak or at least difficult to bring out. Aquinas, in the passage referred to in the previous note, writes 
that the principle of logical symmetry is not applicable to accident and substance, since "accidenl is 
in substance per se," whereas the contrary is not true. 

202 Aristotle, Physics VIII, 5, 256b, 23. 
20JSimplicius, Commentary on Physics, p. 1227. 
204See Ross's apparatus and note 10 Physics VIII,S, 256b, 20-24. 
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undergoes motion without producing motion. Accordingly It IS, in Aristotlc's 
words, "reasonable if not necessary" to conclude that something also exists which 
produces motion without undergoing mol ion. 20S 

The argumenl fl"llill logical sYllllllelry estahlishes, al hest, an ullcausl~d calise 
of motion. llut 110 argument for the existence of an uncaused cause would, as we 
know, reach the level of a complete proof of the existence of God until supple
mented by arguments for incorporeality and unity.206 In Aristotle, the argument 
from logical symmetry did not require special supplementation, because of the 
context in which it was employed. It had served as nothing more than a subsidiary 
consideration for reaching a first mover; and once a first mover had been reached 
through it or through the primary Aristotelian consideration that causes cannot 
regress infinitely, Aristotle had completed his overall demonstration through the 
arguments for the incorporeality and unity of the first mover which were examined 
in earlier sections of the prescnt chapter. 207 

Alexandcr and Themistius proposed another procedure by which a first mover 
could be shown to be incorporeal, explaining that an unmoved mover, being 
subject to no motion or change, would be free of potentiality, and hence free of 
matter. 208 Joining this other explanation of the incorporeality of the first mover 
to the argument from logical symmetry gave rise to a new, not overly profound, 
proof of the existence of God. An unmoved mover was established through the 
principle of logical symmetry; and the unmoved mover was found to be incor
poreal because free of potentiality.209 The unity of the unmoved mover still 
remained to be inferred, but, as was seen in connection with the standard proof 
from motion, the attribute of unity is derivable from the attribute of incorpo
reality.2lO The existence of a single, incorporeal, unmoved mover-a deity
could thus be demonstrated. 

In the Middle Ages, the argument from logical symmetry is not frequent, but 
it is used. The corpus of Arabic works attributed to Alexander has it in two 
guises, neither of which, however, seems intended as a complete proof of the 
existence of God, their function being rather to exhibit God's attributes. The 
argument in its first guise follows Aristotle's example and establishes an unmoved 
mover. 211 The alternate guise looks at purely actual, as distinct from potential, 

2<" Aristotle, ibid. Cornford, in the Locb edition of the Physics, VoL II, p. 336, observes that the 
passage seems out of ptace. The argument also appears in Aristotle. Metaphysics XII, 7, lO72a, 23-
26. 

206 Above, pp. 3, 242. 
207 Above, pp. 244, 248. 

2!'RCf. Aristotle, Metaphysics XII, 2, 1069b, 24-25. 
209 Alexander, in the passage cited in n. 198; Themistius, Paraphrase of Metaphysics, inlerpreting 

Metaphysics XII, 7, lO72a, 23-26. Arabic text in Aris!,' 'ind al·'Arab. p. 14; Hebrew text in 
Commentaria in Aristoteiem Graeca, VoL VIS, ed. S. Landauer (Berlin, 1903), p. 16. 

210 Above, p. 248. 

21' Alexander, Mabadi' al·KIIIl, in Aris!,' 'ind al·'Arab. pp. 257-258. 
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being and runs: Something is discovercd to exist which is purely potential. to 
wit, prime matter;212 and other things are discovered to exist which are both 
potential and actual; consequently, something must exist as well which is purely 
actual. 213 

In Maimonides, the argument from logical symmetry gains the status of a full
fledged proof of the existence of God and is enumerated as the second of four 
such proofs, the standard proof from motion having been enumerated by him as 
the first. From" Aristotle," Maimonides adduces the "principle ... that if some
thing is found composed of two things, and in addition one of those things is 
found by itself apart from the composite, then the other must also exist apart 
from the composite." As an illustration, Maimonides cites the example of "honey
vinegar."214 He thereupon proceeds to apply the principle to the phenomenon of 
motion. There exist things "composed of mover and moved," that is to say, things 
producing motion while themselves undergoing motion; and things that are "moved 
without moving anything"; whence Maimonides coneludes that in addition 
"something must exist which moves without being moved," that is to say, a "first 
mover." Since what does not undergo motion is "indivisible and incorporeal,,,215 
the unmoved mover must be incorporeal. 216 Maimonides' readers are left to infer 
the unity of the first mover from the attribute of incorporeality; the reasoning 
whereby that inference can be drawn had already been spelled out by Maimonides 
in his statement of the standard proof from motion. 217 

In scholastic philosophy a version of the argument from logical symmetry is 
employed by William of Auvergne. From the presence in the universe of beings 
that both bestow and receive existence, and of other beings that only receive 
existence, William concludes that something must exist which only bestows exis
tence. 2lS Albertus Magnus, who knew Maimonides' philo~ophy well, employs 
the argument from logical symmetry to establish the existence of an unmoved 
mover. And he characterizes the argument as the" strongest proof of the existence 
of GOd."219 

Crescas' critique 

Maimonides had not merely cited the principle underlying the argument from 
logical symmetry. He had justified it, explaining that if the two components in 
question were such that "they can exist exclusively in combination, ... neither 

2120n the Aristotelian physical scheme, prime mailer is never in fact found in isolalion. 
213Alexander, Mabiidi' al-Kull, p. 272. 
214cr. above, p. 276. 
2l5ef. above, pp. 247-248, principle (\6). 

216Cuide. II, \ (2). 

2I7Cuide. II, I (I). 

2I"S. Sehindele, Beitraege zur Metll{lhysik de.' Wilhe/Ill VOII AUl'erglie (Munich, 1'1(0), pp. 47-

49. 
219 Albertus Magnus, De Causis et Processu (part of his ParVll Natl/ra/ia) I, I, 7; 9-10. 
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of them would under any circumstances be able to exist independently of the 
other. The fact that one of the two does exist separately proves that there is no 
necessary interconnection between them. Consequently, the other too must exist 
separately." 220 

Creseas responds that the logic is faulty. If one of two components in a com
pound exists separately and accordingly is not bound to the second component. 
the latter may legitimately be judged to have the "possibility of existing" sepa
rately. Nothing. however, justifies concluding that the latter actually docs exist 
separately. Therefore, Crescas maintains, the principle at issue, when applied to 
motion, will at most permit inferring that an unmoved mover may exist, not that 
an unmoved mover actually does exist. 221 

A type of composite is moreover pointed out by Crescas-who is now repeat
ing an ohservation made hy Gersonides-where the principle is not at all appli
cable, where empirical cvidence shows that not even the possibility of separate 
existence can be supposed. In the hierarchy of nature, each lowcr stage is dis
covered to exist independently of the one above it, whereas the higher cannot 
exist except in conjunction with the one below. Plainly, the separate existcnce of 
the lower stage, taken together with the combined existence of the lower and 
higher stages does not permit the conclusion that the higher too exists separately. 
For example, objects exist which possess the vegetative faculty alone, and others 
exist which possess both the vegetative and animal faculties; but nothing exists 
which possesses the animal faculty without the vegetative faculty.222 Crescas, 
following Gersonides, is suggesting that the attempted inference of an unmoved 
mover falls precisely in the area where the principle does not apply. The char
acteristic of only undergoing motion is at a lower stage than the characteristic of 
only producing motion. If the principle at issue does not permit inferring the 
separate existence of a higher stage from the separate existence of a lower stage, 
the principle does not permit inferring the existence of something that produces 
Illotion without undergoing Illotion from the existence of things both undergoing 
and producing motion, taken togcther with the separate existence of things only 
undergoing motion. 22

.1 

nOCl/ide. II, 1 (2). 
221 Or /I£!-Shelll, I, ii, 16. For the criticism 10 hold, Crescas would have to explain why the rule 

Ihal every possibilily is eventuatty realized does not apply. 
221lbid. See Gersonides, Millllllllot hll-Shelll (Leipzig. 1866), V, iii, 6. p. 267. Gersonides is 

refuting Ihe use of Ihe argument from logical symmelry to eSlablish Ihe exislcnce of the movers of 

Ihe sphcrcs and nol striclly ils usc as a proof of the existence of God. 
22.'Crescas offers a fUriher crilicism. which appcars differentty in thc two editions and in Ihe 

manuscripl at my disposal. I was nol ablc to reach a salisfactory interpretation of any of Ihe versions. 
The argumenl from togical symmetry mighl atso be chattenged by mainlaining Ihal nothing at 

all docs cxisl which is moved wilhoul moving somelhing clsc. For objects that seem 10 be moved 
without moving anylhing else do, in fact. move the air around them; and each porlion of air moves 

Ihe pori ion beyond it. 
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In fine, the underlying principle of the argument from logical symmetry, which 
the Greek commentators already insisted must be restricted,224 is rejected by 
Crescas on both logical and empirical grounds. And Crescas finds that the argu
ment from logical symmetry, like the standard proof from motion, fails as a 
demonstration of the existence of God. The standard proof failed to establish the 
incorporeality and unity of the first mover. The argument from logical symmetry 
fails to establish even the existence of a first unmoved mover. 

224 Above, p. 276. 

IX 

Avicenna's Proof of the Existence 
of a Being Necessarily Existent 

by Virtue of Itself 

I. First cause of motion and first cause of existence 

Aristotle's proof from motion, ostensibly at least, sought to establish a first 
incorporeal cause solely of the motion of the universe, not of the existence of the 
universe. For its existence, the universe would, in Aristotle's system, be self
sufficient, depending on no further cause outside itself. Plotinus subsequently 
expounded the conception of a cause of the very existence of the universe, I and 
later Neoplatonist philosophers draw the contrast between a first cause of existence 
and a first cause of motion. They also introduce the possibility of a cosmological 
proof establishing a cause of the former sort. 

We find the contrast between a first cause of existence and a first cause of 
motion in Proclus, who draws it in order to distinguish Plato's position from the 
position of Aristotle and his followers. Plato, according to Proclus, had main
tained that the entire universe must depend for its existence on an ·cflicient" 
cause, whereas Aristotle and his school failed to recognize an efficient cause of 
the existence of the universe. Nevertheless, in Proclus' view, Aristotle and the 
Peripatetics would have approached the correct Platonic position had they only 
seen the full significance of the proof from motion. Central to the proof from 
motion is the principle that since every body must be finite, it can contain only 
finite power. Employing the principle, Aristotle inferred that the power contained 
in the heavens is insufficient to maintain eternal motion; and inasmuch as the 
hcavens do move eternally, they must depend for their motion on an incorporeal 
cause outside themselves. 2 That was as far as Aristotle went. But, Proclus con
tends, the same principle also applies to existence. The principle shows that the 

'Cf. E. Zeller, Die Philosophic der Griechell. Vol. III, Part 2 (5th. cd.: Leipzig. 1923). pp. 530 
ff., 550 ff. 

'el'. ahove, p. 244. 
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power conlained in lhe heavens is insuffieienl 10 mainlain elernal exislence as 
well as eternal motion. And inasmuch as the heavens do exist eternally, they IIlUst 
depend for their existence, and not merely for their motion, on an incorporeal 
cause outside themselves. In the reasoning of Aristotle's proof from motion Pro
c1us thus detects the germ of a proof for an incorporeal cause of the very existence 
of the corporeal, though not of the incorporeal, 3 realm. 4 

Simplicius-following, as he says, a book by his teacher Ammonius,5 who, 
it happens, had at one time been a student of Proclus-states the issue in a similar 
fashion, but with one addition. Simplicius too observes that on the reading of 
such peripatetics as Alexander of Aphrodisias, Aristotle established a "final and 
motive cause of the heavens, not an efficient cause I of their existence J." He further 
contends that the principle that a body can contain only finite power is "clearly" 
not limited to "motive power." It applies as well to the power "constituting the 
being" of a corporeal object, and "therefore [the heavens) ... must receive even 
their eternal corporeal being from an incorporeallcausej."(, So far Simplicius has 
not diverged from the account given by Proclus. But Simplicius had undertaken 
a general harmonization of Aristotle with Plato. Accordingly, he goes beyond 
Proclus and contends that not Aristotle, but his students, failed to sec the impli
cations of the proof from motion. Aristotle himself "was in agreement with his 
master IPlato] in holding God to be ... an efficient cause of the lexistence of 
the J entire universe and the heavens," and Aristotlc intended his proof from 
motion to establish that thesis. 7 To support his reading of Aristotle, Simplicius 
has recourse to a subtlc, rather unconvincing, exegesis of the Aristotelian text. x 

In late Greek Neoplatonic philosophy we fll1d, then, the view that Aristotle's 
proof from motion implied a proof of a first efficient cause of the very existence 
of the physical universe, although there was a difference of opinion as to whether 
Aristotle himself was conscious of the implication. The tradition apparently fil
tered down to Avieenna's time. In a commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics XII, 
Avicenna criticizes the proof from motion on the grounds that it establishes no 
more than a first cause of motion; it is "incapable ... of establishing the one, 
the True, who is the first cause (mabda') of all existence.,,9 Yet, despite his 

-'The principle Ihat a finile body cannol contain infinile power would not apply to incorporeal 
beings. See. however. below, n. 37. 

4Proclus, Commenlary on Timaeus. cd. E. Diehl, Vol. I (Leipzig. 1903). PI'. 266, 295. Also 
cf. the passage from a lost work of Proclus quoled by John Philoponus. De Aelerllilale MUlldi colllra 
Proclum. cd. H. Rabe (Leipzig. 1899). Pl'. 238-239. 

sThe book was known to Alfarabi. Cf. M. Mahdi, «Alfarabi against Philoponus," Journal of 

Near Easlerll Slue/ies. XXVI (1967). 236. n. 9. 
"Simplicius. COllllllclllary 011 Iile Pilysics. cd. H. Diels, Commelllaria ill Arislolelelll Gl'<leCi/. 

Vol. X (Berlin, 1895), pp. 1362-1363. 
7Ibid .• p. 1360. 
"Ibid.,pp. 1361-1362. 
9 Avicenna, Commentary 011 Melllpilysics XII. in Arisl" . ille/ <11- ·Arab. cd. A. Badawi (Cairo. 

1947). p. 23. 
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criticism of Aristotle's proof, Avicenna disputes the position of certain "com
mentators," including one Ahfl l3ishr, according to whom Aristotle recognized 
nothing more than a lirst cause of motion. Avicenna cites a statement of Aristotle's 
in the Metaphysics to the effeet that "the heavens depend" on the "first cause 
(fIlabe/a')"; and he explains the statement as an acknowledgment that the first 
cause of motion is also a first cause of the very "existence (qiwcim)" of the 
universe. 10 Avicenna, in othcr words, understands that although the proof from 
motion does not establish a first cause of existence, Aristotle did recognize that 
a complete picture of the universe requires construing the first cause of motion 
as a cause of existence as well. 

Elsewhcre, in another collection of philosophic notes, Avicenna adds a rcflne- , 
men!. He takes up the following question: If a proper proof of the existence of .( 
God must establish a "first cause (//Iubda') of the existence and substance 101' the' 
universe]," why did the earlier philosophers limit themselves to proving a "cause· 
merely of motion'?" Avicenna's brief reply is that "openly," indeed, the earlier 
philosophers demonstrated merely a first cause of motion; yet by "allusion" and 
by "implication (bi-L-quwa)" they also proved a first cause of the existence of 
the universe. II The present passage still assumes that the proof from motion is x 
unable in itself to establish anything more than a first cause of motion. It adds ~ 
that Aristotle had not only acknowledged a first cause of existence, hut had 
consciously alludcd to and implied-perhaps, hut not neces~arily, in his proof 
froll1l11otion l2-another proof which is ahle to establish a fir~t cause of the very
existence of the universe. 

Averroes too found a proof of a first cause of existence implied in Aristotle. v 

Aristotlc's proof from motion, Averroes explains, is tantamount to a proof of a;. 
first cause of existence. He writes: "Should the motion lof the heavens I cease,' 
the heavens I themscl ves I would cease" ; for the essential nature of the heavens is y 

such that they must move, and without motion they could not possess their esscn- <' 

tial nature as hcavens. Furthermore, "should the movement of the heavens cease, 
thc movement of what exists under thc hcavens would likewise cease." IJ Without, 
the first causc of motion, "the universe as a whole would cease to exist" -at 
least in the form of a universe. 14 Aristotle's first cause of motion is consequently· 
a first cause of the cxistence of the universe. 15 

"'Ibid., p. 26, referring to MelllpilYJicJ XII. 7, I072b. 14. An identification of Ihe Abu Bishr 
whom Avicenna menlions is made by H. Brown. «Avicenna and Ihe Chrislian Philosophers in Bagh
dad." Islalllic Pililosophv alld Iile Classical Tradilioll (Walzer Festschrifl). (Oxford and Columbia. 
Soulh Carolina. 1972). PI'. 43-45. 

II Aviccnna. MIII"'~It/IIIIII. §290, in Ari,'111 . ille/ al- ·Arab. p. I KO. Abo cf. §2h4. p. 173. 
12Thc medieval philosophers found another proof of the existence of God in Melapilrsin II; sec 

below. Chapler XI. 
'-'Cf. above. p. 242. 
I'll could still presumably exisl as inert mailer. 
"De SlIbJllIntia Orbis. IV; cf. Arislolle, De Caelo I. 9, 279a. 28-30. 
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2. The existence of God: a problem for metaphysics 

Avicenna's proof of a first cause of the existence of the universe is characterized 
by him as a metaphysical proof, and Avicenna attached considerable signilicance 
to that characterization. The notion is elaborated most fully in Avicenna's most 
comprehensive philosophic work, the Shifti'. There Avicenna undertakes to define 
the "subject matter" (maw(!ii ') of the science of metaphysics and in particular to I 

show that the subject matter of metaphysics is not the "deity (i/l/lfya allah)." 16 I 

He employs three Aristotelian rules regarding the subject matter of any science. 
and finally arrives at Aristotle's position on what the proper subject matter or ' 
metaphysics is.17 And in the course of his discussion he shows that one task of / 
metaphysics-as distinguished from the subject matter of metaphysics-is the 
demonstration of the existence of God. 

Aristotle had explained that a science (a) docs not "demonstrate" the existence ;:; 
of its own subject matter. Astronomy and mathematics, for example, do not 
"demonstrate" the existence of celestial and mathematical entities, but rather 
"accept" their existence. Nor (b) docs a science demonstrate its "principles," the 
most fundamental premises from which it reasons; these too it accepts, The 
procedure of each science is (c) to "examine" various "essential attributes ," whose 
"meaning" is accepted but whose "existence" remains to be proved, and to 
demonstrate that the attributes do belong to the subject matter. Arithmetic, for 
example, accepts the cxistence of its subject matter, number, and proceeds-with 
the aid of the principles of arithmetic, which it also accepts, together with the 
aid of subordinate premises, which it derives from the principles-to demonstrate 
the essential attributes of number. 18 

Using these rules, Avicenna shows that the deity cannot be the proper subject 
matter of the science of metaphysics. His reasoning is as follows: The existence 
of God-this Avieenna posits with no explanation-is surely neither "self-evi
dent" nor "unprovable"; 19 it must, hence, be "amenable to proof." Since no 
science apart from metaphysics could possibly prove the existence of God, meta
physics remains the only place were the proof can be undertaken. By Aristotle's 
rules, however, the existence of the subject matter is not to be demonstrated by 
a given science, but is rather to be "accepted." Consequently, metaphysics, which' 
docs have the task of demonstrating the existence of the deity, must have some- ' 
thing other than the deity as its subject matter. Put in another way, since the 
existence of God is a "subject of inquiry" (ma!liib) of the science of metaphysics, , 
God cannot be the "subject matter" (maw4ii ') of metaphysics, 20 " 

16Shijii': Iliihiyiit, ed. G. Anawati and S. Zayed (Cairo, 1960), p. 5: French translation, with 
pagination of the Arabic indicated: La Metaphvsiql/e dl/ Shifii'. Irans. G, Anawati (Paris. 1978). 

17Thc assumption is that the sl/bject mailer of a given science is not arbitrary. but something 10 

be determined objectively. 
I·Posterior Analvries 1,9-10. 
19Cf. F. Rosenthal, Knowledge Tril/mphal/l (Leiden, 1970), p, 211. 
2°Shijii': lliihiwlt, p. 6. 
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Avicenna was cognizant of an objection that would immediately occur to stu
dents of Aristotle. The existence or a lirst mover had been proved in grcalcr detail 
ill Aristotle's I'llysics Ilwn in his Ml'ltlJI"Y.I'i('.l'. lIow then lIlight it he lIlaintaincd 
that demonstrating the existence of God is a task for the science of metaphysics 
and not for the science of physics? In answering the objection, implied rather 
than expressly stated by him, Avicenna points out that physics is the science of 
corporeal entities, whereas the first cause is known even by physics to be incor
poreal. The existence of the first cause cannot therefore be a proper subject of 
inquiry for physics, and when physics docs treat of the tirst cause. it impinges 
upon an issue not genuinely its own. Physics merely "gives a fleeting idea~ of 
the existence of God, thereby encouraging philosophers to pursue the subject in 
the discipline proper to it, that is, in the science or metaphysics. 21 

Having established that the existence of the deity is a subject of inquiry of 
metaphysics. and thereby having ruled out the deity as the proper subject matter 
of metaphysics, Avieenna follows Aristotle in stating just what the subject matter 
of metaphysics is. Aristotle had explained that melaphysics "examines the exis
tent qlla existent and what belongs to it by virtue of itself." 22 Avicenna accord
ingly concludes, after some additional discussion, that the subject matter, whose)( 
existcnce is simply accepted by the science of metaphysics, is "the existent qlla I 
existent." The subject of inquiry of metaphysics is. stated broadly, the attributes I 

that "belong to the existent merely by virtue of its being existent." 2.l In other· 
words, the task of metaphysics is to demonstrate that certain attributes do indeed, 
belong to the existent solely insofar as it is existent. > 

Here Avicenna is led to consider a further difficulty. Aristotle had laid down M 
the rule that a science docs not demonstrate its own principles, but only accepts 'if,) 
them. 24 Avicenna construes the rule as meaning both that a science docs not 
demonstrate the principles from which it reasons-that is to say. principles in 
the sense of primary premises-and also that it docs not demonstrate the existence 
of the principles of its subject matter-that is to say, principles in the sense of 
causes of existence. 25 When appl ied to the science of metaphysics, the ru Ie shows 
that the "principles" of what exists cannot be part of the subject of inquiry of 
metaphysics; for were that the case, metaphysics would improperly be demon
strating the existence of the principles of its own subject matter. The subject of 

21lbiu,. pp, 6-7, Alfarabi similarly slates Ihat metaphysics has Ihe lask of ucmonstrating the 
existence of incorporeal beings; cf. Alfarabi, 1~1~(i' 01· 'Ulum, eu, anu trans. A, Gonzalez Palencia 
(Mauriu. 1953). Arabic part. p, 88. 

"Aristotle. Metapl!Y.lic.I IV, I. lO03a, 20-21, anu D. Ross's note in his euition (Oxford. 1924), 

Cf. Alfarabi, Aghriiq mii ba'd al.!abi'a, in Rasii'if al-Fiiriib; (Hyderabau, 1931), p. 4; below, p. 
313. 

2"Shif{/': lliihfviit. p. 13. 2'Posterior Analytic", I. 10, 

25ln the passage cited in Ihe previous note. Aristotle appears to be making only the first of these 
two points, Bul both senses of principle arc Arislolclian; cf. Mecaphysics VI, t, 1021 b, 34 ff. Averroes 
understoou Aristolle's rule in the way Avicenna did; cf. below. p. 3t4. 
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inquiry of metaphysics must, as just seen, be the "attributes belonging to" the 
existent insofar as it is existent. 26 These considerations lead to a two-sided dif
ficulty, which is taken up by Avicenna: First, the deity seems to be a principle or .~ 

cause of everything that exists, and hence a principle of the subject matter uf, 
metaphysics; by Aristotle's rule, the existence of God would therefore have to, 
be accepted, and not demonstrated, by metaphysics. Secondly, in any event. the. 
existence of the deity hardly seems to be an attribute belonginl, to the existent, 
qua existent, and therefore hardly an appropriate subject of inquiry for metaphysics. > 

,\ In resolving the first side of the twofold difficulty, Avicenna notes that God 
cannot after all be a principle or cause of the entire subject matter of metaphysics. 
The subject matter of metaphysics is the existent insofar as it is existent, "the 
existent with no further qualification." And God cannot be the cause of the "exis
tent without qualification," since he clearly is not the cause of absolutely every
thing that exists, not being a cause of himself. 27 God is the cause of only a portion 
of existenee, the portion that is "caused." Inasmuch as God is the principle of X 
only part of the subject matter of metaphysics, it is, Avicenna contends,legitimate I 
for metaphysics to undertake a domonstration of his existence; for it is legitimate )< 
for a science to demonstrate the existence of the principle of part of its own ;
subject matter. 
l' As for the second side of the objection raised by Avicenna-according to which 
the existence of the deity, if indeed a subject of inquiry of metaphysics, would 
have to be an attribute belonging to the subject matter-that ceases to be odd on 
closer inspection. The proof of the existence of God establishes that the property 
of not beillX constituted by anythinx else is exemplified in the realm of actual 
existence. In a sense, therefore, the proof of the existence of God does demon
strate that a certain attribute is applicable to the existent qua existent;28 and the 
proof of the existence of God turns out to be a proper subject of inquiry for the 
science of metaphysics. 29 

Avicenna concludes, then, that the subject matter of the science of metaphysics 
is the "existent qua existent." The subject of inquiry of metaphysics can, he 
w~ites, be brok~n down into three subheadings: the attributes of thc cxistent qua -< 
eXIstent; the ultImate causes of caused existents, the investigation of which, as < 
just shown, can be construed as part of the inquiry into the attributes of existence; I
and also the principles of the individual sciences. 3o 

J'.. 

26Cf. above, p. 285. 
27 Avicenna will undertake to prove that God exists by reasoll of himself. but woulu reject as 

senseless the uescription of Gou as calise of himself. 
'"The proof uocs not. of course, establish that the property in question is applicable to all 

existence. The case of attributes such as unity anu plurality woulu be analogous. Metaphysics stuuies 

the applicability of those attributes anu similar pairs to the existent insofar as it is existent, even 

though neither member of the pair belongs to all existence; cf. Aristotle, Metaphvsics V 

'"Shifti': lliihiviit. p. 14. 
1<'lhiu .. pp. 14-15. Cf. Alfarahi, I!,.~(i' al·'Uitim. pp. X7-H'I. On the third subheading. cr. II. 
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The foregoing discussion of the subject matter and subject of inquiry of the 
science of metaphysics, with its justification of a metaphysical proof of the exis
tence of God, is found in Avicenna's Shifii'. Avicenna touches upon the question 
of the metaphysical proof of the existence of God in the Isluinit as well. 

Therc he discusses the method that he pursues in his proof of the existence of 
God. The proof, he writes, consists in "examining nothing but existence itself~; 
by "considering ... the nature Vull) of existence," the proof has "existence qua 
existence testify to the first [cause).,,)l The method thus delineated is contrasted 
by Avicenna with another, whereby the existence of God is established not from 
a consideration of existence in general, but instead from a consideration of one 
segment of existence, namely "creation and effect." Although the latter method, 
which takes its departure from "creation and effect,~ is recognized by Avicenna 
as valid, his own method, he insists, is "more certain and more exalted.~.12 

The difference between the two methods is stated here in language that is 
dcliberately allusive but easily deciphered. Metaphysics, as was seen, is the 
science that "examines the existent qlla existent and what belongs to it by virtue 
of itself." When Avieenna claims to have constructed a proof exclusively by 
examining "existence itself," "existence qlla existence," and "the nature of exis
tence," he plainly means that he has constructed a proof using propositions drawn 
exclusively from the science of metaphysics. He contrasts his metaphysical proof 
with the proof that begins with God's "creation and effect" and that reasons back 
from them to the existence of God as a first cause. Avicenna's intent cannot be 
that the metaphysical proof uses absolutely no data drawn from God's "creation 
and effect." For, it will appear, his proof does require at least one datum from 
the external world:.1.1 and the parts of the world accessible to man arc man himself 
and physical nature, both of which belong to the realm of "creation and effec!." 
Avicenna's meaning must be that the metaphysical proof considers no properties 
peculiar to the realm of '~creation" but instead considers the attributes of ohiet:ts 
belonging to that realm solely insofar as they arc existent. As for the proof l;f the 
existence of God whit:h is not a llletaphysit:al proof hut focuses 011 God's "creation 
and effect," it can be nothing other than a physical proof of the existent:e of God, 
that is to say, a proof based not on the attributes of existence in general. but on 
the attributes peculiar to physical existence. The metaphysieal proof, Avicenna 

Wolfson. "The Classi(ication of Sciences in Medieval Jewish Philosophy: reprinted in his Stlldies ill 
the History "f PI,i/o.wphy alld Religion. VoL I (Cambridge. Mass .. 1973), p. 518; and D. Ross's 

introduction to his edition of Aristotle's Prior alld Posterior Analvtics (Oxford. 1949). p. 64. 

J'Thc sentence continues: "whereupon he testifies concerning everything in existence posterior 
to him." This is a Suli theme; cf. e.g .. Ihn . Ata' lilah, K. al-Hikam, trans. V Danner (Leiden. 1973). 
§§ 29. 249. .. 

·"K. al-hlllinit l\'a-I-lillll>illlit, cd. 1. Forget (Leiuen. 1892), p. 146. The french translation by 

A. Goichon. /.i,·re deJ Directil'e" et Relllarqlles (Beirut and Paris. 1951). gives the pages of Forget's 

edition. 

"er. !>dow. p. :103. 
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asserted, is "more certain and more exalted" than the other proof, but the asser
tion is not supported by an explanation as to where the superiority of the meta
physical proof lies. Scattered statements elsewhere do, however, furnish an expla
nation. 

Avicenna has written that since physics is the science of corporeal entities, a 
physical proof can give no more than a "fleeting idea" of the existence of an 
incorporeal first cause. 34 He has also put aside Aristotle's proof from motion on 
the grounds that it is incapable of "establishing the ... first cause of all exis
tence." 35 In a similar vein, he stresses that the metaphysical proof has the advan
tage of establishing a cause of "every caused existent ... ltlsofar as it is caused" 
and "not merely insofar as it is moved or quantitative." 36 These statements indi
cate at least two virtues of the metaphysical proof: It establishes a cause of the 1 
entire universe, incorporeal as well as corporeal, and it establishes a cause of the j( 

very existence of the universe. A physical proof, by contrast can at most establish ~ 
a first cause only of the corporeal realm and, in the instance of Aristotle's well- I' 
known proof from motion, it establishes a first cause exclusively of the motioni 
of the corporeal realm. 37 . 

It is easy to go beyond Avicenna's explicit statements and expand upon the..{ 
virtues that he could have perceived in a metaphysical proof, rendering it superior ( 
to Aristotle's proof from motion. The proof from motion rested on a set of physical 1 
principles: Motion in place underlies all other kinds of change;3H everything, 
moved has the cause of its motion outside itself;39 nothing can maintain itself in.( 
motion unless it is continuously moved by an agent;40 only circular motion is; 
continuous;4t only an infinite force can maintain the heavens in motion for an' 
infinite time;42 the heavens cannot contain an infinite force. 43 Using all the phys7' 
ical principles, AristotIe- undertook to establish the existence of an unmoved 
incorporeal cause solely of the motion of the universe. Avicenna, although not 
rejecting Aristotle's physical principles, dispenses with them in his metaphysical 
proof. And yet, without them, he is confident that he can prove the existence of 
an incorporeal first cause not merely for the motion of the physical universe
that being the only part of the universe in motion-but for the very existence of 
the entire universe. The metaphysical proof proves more with fewer premises. It 
travels, or attempts to travel, further with less fuel. 

34Cf. above, n. 21. 3'Cf. above, n. 9. 

30Shi/ii': lliihiyiil, p. 14. 
,7 An argument for the unity of God could, however, show that all incorporeal beings outside the 

first cause are also dependent on the first cause for their existence. Cf. above, p. 274. 
'·Cf. above. p. 241. 
,oCf. above, pp. 242-247. 
40Cf. above, p. 242. 
41 Cf. above, p. 242. 
42Cf. above, p. 244, n. 49; pp. 245-246. 
4JCf. above,pp. 244-245. 
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3. Necessarily existent being and possibly existent being 

The metaphysical proof of the existence of God to be examined in the present 
chapter appears in two of Avicenna's works, at length in the Najiit and somewhat 
obscurely in the Ishiiriit. 44 In both works. Avicenna analyzes the concepts ncc
cssarily cxistellf bcing and possibly existcllf being and uses the analysis to estab
lish the existence of a being neccssarily cxistent by virtuc II itsc(f. The concepts 
ncccssarily existcllf being and possibly existent bcing arc also analyzed by Avi
cenna in two other works, ~he Shifii' and Dcinesh Nci1llCh;45 but there they serve 
to define the nature of God, not to establish his existence, and the existence of 
God is established in a different manner. 46 In discussing Avicenna's analysis of 
the concepts nccessarily cxistellf and possibly cxistent I draw upon all of the 
works just mentioned. But in discussing the particular proof of the existence of 
God which is the subject of the present chapter I limit myself to the Najiir and 
!slu/rat. 47 " 

The proof of the existence of God as a necessarily existent being probably was 
suggested to Avicenna by a passage in Aristotle. In the Metaphysics, Aristotle 
presented a version of his proof from motion. whereupon he added a postscript: 
Since the prime mover "can in no way be otherwise than as it is,~ it "is an existent 
... of necessity~ -an existent of necessity from which "the heavens and nature 
depcnd.'''IH Avicenna's proof, particularly the fuller version in the Najat, can be 
understood as starting where Aristotle left off. Avicenna sets aside all the physical 
arguments leading up to Aristotle's first cause that is an "existent ... of neces
sity." lie begins afresh by analyzing the concept "existent of necessity" or ncc
essarilyexis/ent, as he calls it, working out everything contained in the concept 
as he construes it. Then, adducing a single datum from the external world, he 
undertakes to establish that something necessarily existent by virtue of itself docs 
in fact exist. 

Before, however, entering into any analysis of metaphysical concepts, includ
ing necessarily existcnt and possibly existent, Avicenna points out that primary A' 
concepts cannot strictly be defined at all. Definitions in Aristotelian logic are y 

framed by taking a wider and already known concept, the genlls, and setting 1 

apart a segment of it through a ,\pecijic difference. It follows that primary con-< 
cepts, which are not "subsumed under anything better known" and hence are part, 
of no genus, cannot be defined. They are rather "imprinted in the soul in a primary> 
fashion,"4<) and must be grasped immediately. The thesis that primary concepts 

44Naiei/ (Cairo. 1938), pp. 224 ff.; K. at·/shciriil. pp. 140 ff. 
4'Shirii': lIiihiYiil, pp. 37 ff., 343 ff.; Diinesh Niimeh (Teheran, 1937), pp. 105 ff.; French 

translation: Le Livre de Science, transl. M. Achena and H. Masse (paris, 1955), pp. 136 ff.; English 
translation: The Melaphvsica of A"icelllla. trans. P. Morewedge (New York. 1973), pp. 18 ff. 

46Below, Chapter Xl. 
47The most important passages in the Najiil and Shirii' arc translated by G. Hourani. "Ibn Sina 

on Necessary and Possible Existence," Phi/oJOphiwi f(Jrum, IV (1972),74-86. 
4"Aristotle, M('/aphYJics XII, 7, I072b, 10-14. 4"Shirei': thihireit, p. 29. 
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cannot be defined is developed most comprehensively by Avicenna in connection, 
with the general concepts existent and thillg, and is thereupon applied to the, 
concepts /leees,wry, pussi!J/e, and ill1po,I',\'ih/e; those concepts too, hc writcs" 
cannot be "made known ... in a true sense."so 

Ostensible definitions of necessary, possible, and impossible had been offered, 
notably by Aristotle, but Avicenna contends that the ostensible definitions lead 
in a vicious circle. He considers two ostensible definitions of necessary: "that 
which can (yumkin) not be assumed [to be] absent (ma'dum)";51 and that which 
is such that an impossibility would result if it should be assumed to be other than 
it is."52 The first of the two definitions employs the concept possible (mumkin)
"can" (yumkin)-and the second employs impossible. When we turn to ostensible 
definitions of possible we find that they in their turn employ either the concept 
necessary or impossible. For possible is defined as "that which is 'not necessary; 
or which is absent (ma' dum), but is such that its existence is not impossible if it 
should be assumed to occur at any time in the future." 53 And ostensible definitions 
of impossible, for their part, employ either necessary or possible. 54 Attempts to 
define the triad thus chase one another in a circle. 55 Nevertheless, although 
primary concepts are not explicable by anything wider and better known, and arc 
consequently inaccessible to true definition, there is, Avicenna understands, a 
way of presenting them to the man who for some reason does not have them 
imprinted in his soul. One may "direct attention" to the primary notions and "call 
them to mind" through a "term or an indication." 56 On that basis, Aviccnna) 
ventures an explication of necessary: "It signifies certainty of existence." 57 ;.-

The distinction between necessary and possible is employed by Avicenna to 
distinguish two types of being. A "necessarily existent being" is a being that 
"perforce exists"; alternatively, it is "such that whcn it is assumed not to cxist, 
an impossibility results." A "possibly existence being" is a being that "contains 
no necessity ... for either its existence or nonexistence ('adam)"; alternatively 
it is "such that whether assumed not to exist or to exist, no impossibility results." 5H 

'OIbid., p. 35. 
"Implied in Aristotle, Prior Analytics I, 13, 32a, 19-20. 
"Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics V, 5, 1015a, 34. 
"Cf. Aristotle, Prior Analytics I, 13, 32a, 19-20. 
"The impossible is "what is necessarily nonexistent," or "what cannot (Iii yumkill) exist." Cf. 

Aristotle, De interpretatione 13, 22a, 19-20; 22b, 6. 
"Shi[ii': lIiihiyiit, p, 35, 
'6Ibid" p. 29. 
57 Ibid., p. 36, 
'"Najiit. pp, 224-225. Avicenllae Metaphysices Compendium. trans. N. Carame (Rome, 1926), 

p, 66, is misleading, Carame's translation reads: "Neccsse-esse est ens quod si ponatur non esse 
implicat contradictionem (ma~lii/). Possible vero esse est iIIud quod sive ponatur esse sive non esse, 
non inde oritur repugnantia (ma~iil)." The mistranslation of mal.liil as "eontradictio" suggests that 
denying the existence of a necessarily existent being involves a logical contradiction. Cf. below, p. 
394 . 
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What Avicenna is offering is clearly not strict definitions. Necessarily existent· 
can hardly be defined, in the strict sense, through impossibility, since impos.I'ihility > 

could only bc defined through /I('('e,uity or through [lo.l',lihility, which in its IUrn,' 

would have to be defined through one of the other two terms. What Avicenna 
has given are explications of the type that merely "direct attention~ to the meaning 
of concepts and "call them to mind." 59 

The distinction between necessarily existent and possibly existcnt is supple
mented by Avicenna with a further distinction, suggested by Aristotle. When 
Aristotle analyzed the terllllleccssary, he observed that "for certain things, sOllle
thing else is a cause of their being necessary.~ But "for some, nothing is la cause 
of their being necessary 1; rather it is through them that others exist of necessity.~ 60 

That is to say, there is a class of things necessary without having a cause of their 
being so; and a second class of things necessary through a cause, a cause to be i 

found in the former class. The distinction drawn by Aristotle in regard to nec
essary suggests to Avicenna a distinction between two types of IIccessarily exis
tellt beillg. One can, Avicenna writes, conceive of a being as necessarily existent 
either by virtue of itself or by virtue of something else. The former would be 
something "such that because of itself and not because of anything else what- ' 
soever, an impossibility follows from assuming its nonexistence.~ The latter would 
be a being "such that it becomes necessarily existent, should something other 
than itself be assumed Ito existl.~ The illustrations Avicenna adduces for the latter 
category arc "combustion," which is "necessarily existent ... when contact is 
assullled to take place between fire and inflammable material,~ and "four," which 
is "necessarily existent ... when we assume two plus two Ito existl.~(d Now if 
anything is necessarily exislent by virtue of something else, it llIust,-- since it 
will not exist hy rcaso'n of itself without that other thing-be "p()s~ibly existent 
by virtue of itself.,,62 In all, Avicenna thus envisages three categories: (a) the 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself; (b) the necessarily existent by virtue of) 
another, but possibly existent by virtue of itself; and (c) the possibly existent by, 
virtue of itself which is not rendered necessarily existent by virtue of another. ~ 

Here Avicenna makes a point that has escaped some students of his philos
ophy.6.1 Of the three categories, the first two, he states unambiguously, arc the 
only conceivable categories of actual existence. Everything actually existent, 
including everything "entering existenee~ in the physical world-as combustion, 
to take the illustration used by Avicenna-is necessary in one sense or the other. 64 

Put in another way, the possibly existent can never actually exist unless rendered 

59 Above, n 56. ,,(, Aristotle, Mctaphr.\·ics V, 5, 
6' Naj<it, p, 225 For Aviccnna, it must be stressed, "2 plus 2 cquals 4 - is not logical/v necessary. 
62Najiit, p, 225, 
"'As, for example, Averroes; cf. below, p. 318. Somc moJern scholars have also missed Avi

cenna's point. 
MCf. Shi[ii': li<ihiyiit, p, 37. 
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necessary by something distinct from itself. 65 Avicenna ~~ division of being hereby, 
differs from, for example, Alfarabi's. Alfarabi applied the designation possibly > 

existellt to those objects that actually exist, yet have the possibility of not existing ~ 
and are hence unable to exist forever. In other words, he designated all actual 
transient objects in the sublunar world as possibly existent with no further qual- .' 
ifieation; and he restricted the ':esignation necessarily existent to beings that 
cannot cease to exist, that is, to eternal beings. 66 Avicenna, by contrast, insists 
that all objects that actually exist, even transient beings, are to be characterized· 
as necessarily existent, and all objects that exist by reason of something else, . 
even eternal beings, are possibly existent. Both sets belong to the single category I 

of the necessarily existent by virtue of another, possibly existent by virtue of itse((. 
Alfarabi's usage is unquestionably more genuinely Aristotelian than Avicenna 's. 67 

In justifying his designation of all actually existent beings as necessarily exis- (7) 
tent, Avicenna employs a train of thought similar to that underlying arguments 
from the concept of particularization. 68 The possibly >!xistent can enter the realm 
of actual existence, he reasons: only if a factor distinct from itself should "dif
ferentiate out" existence for it in preference to nonexistence. And once a factor 
of the sort is present, the possibly existent being perforce exists; for its existence 
is rendered necessary. 69 The proper way of construing possible existence, accord-
ing to Avicenna, is therefore to say that during the time the possibly existent 
actually exists, its existence is necessary, and during the time it does not exist, 
its existence is impossible. The necessity and the impossibility of its existence 
are both conditioned, due not to itself, but to the presence or absence of an 
external condition, which necessitates its existence or nonexistence. Considered 
in itself, in isolation from the external condition-and only considered in that 
way-the possibly existent at all times remains possible. 7o 

Actual existence is then either: (a) Necessarily existent by virtue of itself; this 
is something "such that if assumed not to exist an impossibility results," with the 
proviso that it has its character by reason of itself. Or (b) necessarily existent by 
virtue of another, but possibly existent by virtue of itself; this is something, 

65Cf. Najat. p. 226. 

66Alfarabi, al·Siyasat al-Madaniya (Hyderabad, 1927), pp. 26-37. There is a suggestion of 
Avicenna's usage in Alfarabi, Commellfary on Aristotle's De illferpretatione, ed. W. Kutsch and S. 
Marrow (Beirut, 1960), p. 192. 

67For Aristotle, necessary and eternal are mutually implicative; cf. below, pp. 294, 319. 
68Cf. above, pp. 16lf.; 178f. Averrocs saw the Kalam innuence on Avicenna in Ihis point. Cf. 

Averrocs, K. al·Kasll/, ed. M. Mueller (Munich, 1859), p. 39; German translation, with paginalion 
of the original Arabic indicated: Philosophie ulld Tlreologie VOII AVerroes, trans. M. Mueller (Munich, 
1875); Long Commelllary on Physics, in Aristotelis Opera cum A,·errois CommellIariis. Vol. IV 
(Venice, 1562), II, comm. 22; Tahiifutal-Tahafut, cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1930), p. 276; English 
translation with pagination of the original Arabic indicated: Al'erroes' Tahafut al-Tallafut. trans. S. 
van den Bergh (London, 1954). 

69Thus all events in the universe occur necessarily. 
7°Shija': Ilahiyat, pp. 38-39; Najat. pp. 226,238. 
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again, such that if assumed not to exist, an impossibility results, with the rrovi~o 
that it has its character by reason of another, only inasmuch as "something other 
than itself is assumed [to exist]." 71 The necessity characterizing the two categories 
of necessarily existent being, is, as already seen, construed by Avicenna as an 
indefinable primary concept to be grasped by the human mind immediately.72 As 
a mere "indication" of the meaning of necessity Avicenna wrote that the term 
"signifies certainty of existence.,,73 The necessarily existent by virtue of itself 
would accordingly be that which has certainty of existence by virtue of itself; 
the necessarily existent by virtue of another would be that which has certainty 
of existence by reason of another. And the impossibility involved in assuming 
the nonexistence of a necessary being would not be any logical impossibility, but 
would consist in contradicting the certainty of its existence, the fact that it does 
exist. 74 If no more can be said about the meaning of necessarily existent, it is 
difficult to sec how necessary existence differs from actual existence. Indeed, 
necessary existence for Avicenna seems simply to be actual existence, with the 
added understanding that whatever actually exists, exists by necessity, and with 
the further understanding that necessity is a primary concept, the meaning of 
which must be grasped immediately. 

So far, it must be stressed, Avicenna's analysis has been conducted exclusively 
in the realm of concepts, and he has not committed himself to the existence of 
anything. 75 lie has merely statcd that whatcver might bc assumcd to exist would / 
have to be classified as either necessarily existent by virtue of itself or necessarily" 
existent by virtue of another. I. 

4. The attributes of the necessarily existent by virtue of itself 

Having established that whatever actually exists is either necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself or necessarily existent by virtue of another, Avicenna proceeds 
to analyze the former concept and to set forth its "properties." The analysis of 
the concept is designed to serve a double function in his proof of the existence 
of God. It contributes to the argument showing that something necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself docs exist,76 and in addition it reveals that the entity in question 
possesses the attributes of a deity. Avicenna's analysis has its sources in Aristotle, 
Plotinus, Proclus, and Alfarabi, although the pertinent passages in these writers 
arc not connected with a proof of the existence of God. 

Aristotle had written that the most fundamental sense of the term necessary is 
"that which cannot be otherwise." And, he continued, anything of the sort "docs 

71 Above, n. 61. 
72 Above, pp. 289-290. 
"Above, n. 57. 
74This is especially clear in the Dane.,11 Namell. p. 106; French Iranslation. p. 136; English 

translation, p. 48. 
"This is clear Ihroughout. and is stated explicilly in Shij"': ihihiy,jt. p. 37. 
76Cf. below. § 5. 
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not admit of more states than one," and must therefore by "simple." Aristotle 
further suggested that what cannot be otherwise must be "eternal and immov
able." 77 We thus have three attributes belonging to that which is necessary in the 
sense of not being able to be otherwise: It must be simple, eternal, and immovable. 

The Neoplatonic passages that lie behind Avicenna's analysis of the concept 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself were mediated though the Liber de Causis, 
a medieval Arabic work falsely attributed to Aristotle, but in. fact a paraphrase 
of Proc1us' Elements of Theology. In the Liber de Causis, the "6rst cause" is 
described as the only entity that is "self-sufficient" (mustaghniya bi-nafsiha), 
and analysis of self-sufficiency reveals that the first cause is "simple in the highest 
degree." The reasoning runs as follows: When an object is not simple but "com
;Josite," it "stands in need of something outside itself, or [at least in need] of the 
elements of which it is composed"; that is to say, a composite entity is dependent 
upon whatever external factor joins its parts together and, even supposing that 
no such external factor. is required, a composite entity considered as a whole is 
distinct from its parts and dependent on those parts. If the composite is inescap
ably dependent upon something distinct from itself and hence not self-sufficient, 
anything self-sufficient cannot be composite but must be "simple.,,78 The first 
cause, which is known to be self-sufficient, must therefore be simple. 

Besides analyzing the implications of the attribute self-sufficiency, the V'ler 
de Causis also analyzes the implications of self-subsistence, which ostensibly has 
the same meaning. 79 If a "substance" is "self-subsistent" (qa'im bi-dhatihi), the 
analysis now goes, it cannot "be brought into existence (mukawwan)." for were 
it brought into existence, it "would stand in need" of whatever external factor 
brings it into existence and perfects it; and it would consequep.tly not aftcr all be 

77Meraphysics v, 5, 1015b, 12-15. 
78Liber de Causis, cd. and trans. 0. Barrlenhewcr (Freiburg, 1882), §20, and cf. §27. This 

rellects Proclus, Elements of Theology, ed. and trans. E. Dodds (Oxford, 1963), §127, which in lurn 
goes back to Plotinus, Enneads, 11,9, 1. Cf. also Dodds' note to Elements of Theology. §§9, 10. 

79In the original Greek, self-sufficient and self-subsistent arc treated as 5ynonymous terms; cf. 
Dodds' commentary on Proclus, Elements, p. 224. In the Greek, the entities characterized as self
sufficient and self-subsistent stand at a level of existence below the first cause of the universe; Proclus 
held the strange view that the self-sufficient and the self-subsistent represents a level of existence 
that both is its own cause and yet also has a cause above it. Cf. ibid., pp. 196,224. (Avicenna, Najar, 
p. 225, refutes the thesis that something can be both necessarily existent by virtue of itself and also 
necessarily existent by virtue of another.) In the Arabic paraphrase, by contrast, the designation self· 
sllfficielll is explicitly restricted to the first cause. And it is debatable whether self-sllbsislelll is 
synonymous with self-sufficielll and thus also a designation of the first cause, or whether the self
subsistem represents a lower stage in the hierarchy of existence. §20 taken together with §27 suggests 

the former interpretation, whereas §§24, 25, 28, suggest the latter interpretation. (§20 appears to be 
a conscious effort by the author of the paraphrase to make the theory more monotheistic than was 
intended in the original· Greek. For that tendency in other Arabic paraphrases and translations of 
Neoplatonic works, see G. Endress, Produs Arabus [Beirut, 1973], pp. 206-219, 236-237, 240-
241.) These questions of interpretation do not affect my present purpose, which is to show how 
certain attributes were analyzed out of the concepts self·sufficient and self-subsistellI. 
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self-subsistent. 80 The "self-subsistent" cannot, moreover, be "subject to destruc
tion." For things are destroyed only by being separated from the cause of their 
existence, whereas the self-subsistent can never become separated from its cause 
since it is its own cause. 81 Analysis of the concepts self-suJJicielll and s('(f~slll)
sis/ellt has thus established that whatever is so described cannot be composite, 
cannot be brought into existence, and cannot be destroyed. And the Liber de 
Callsis has employed a significant thought that was to be applied more system
atically by Alfarabi and Avicenna: A composite entity taken as a whole is different 
from its components and dependent on them for its existence. 

Alfarabi, in his turn, undertakes to determine the attributes of "the First," that 
is, the first being in the hierarchy of existence and the first cause. The First, he 
contends, can, by definition, "have no cause through which, from which, or for 
the sake of which" it exists. For if it did have a cause, it would not itself be the 
first cause. 82 Not having a cause, the First must be "sufficient in itself for its own 
duration and continued existence." Now anything containing the possibility of 
being destroyed is plainly not sufficient in itself for its own duration and con
tinued existence. It follows that the First docs not have any possibility of being 
destroyed and henCE~ is eternal. 83 

Furthermore, since the First has no cause, it can in no way be "divisible." To 
establish this, Alfarabi deploys an argument similar to that wherein Proclus found 
the self-sufficient to be simple because the composite "stands in need of" its own 
parts. Alfarabi reasons: The components through which a divisible, composite 
object "receives its substance" (tajawlwra) are "causes of tre cxistence" of the 
object; and since the First can have no cause, it can have no components what
soever. It must consequently be completely indivisible. It must be free not only 
of "quantitative" divisibility, but also of the internal composition represented by 
the parts of a definition and the composition resulting from the joining of matter 
and form in a corporeal object. The First must be absolutely indivisible, indefin

able, incorporeal, and unextended. 84 

There can, Alfarabi continues, be no more than one First existent. If there were 
two, they would each have to possess a common element by virtue of which they 
both deserve the common designation First; and at least one of the two would 
have to have an added element peculiar to itself by virtue of which the two entities 
could be distinguished from one another and enumerated as two. At least one of 
the two would, in other words, be composite. But, if composite, its parts, by the 
already familiar argument, would be the cause of its existence. Inasmuch as at 

.OUlia ill' Call.l'is. §24; cf. I'mdus, UI'lIIent.l', *45. 

., Uha de Call.l'i." §25; d. I'roclus. 1,·lelll<'llts. §46. 
"2Alfarabi, K. Ara' AM al·Madil/a ol·£o'li<!ila. cd. F. Dielerici (Leiden. 1895). p. 5: German 

translation, with pagination of thp original Arabic indicated: Der Mllsterstaat. trans. F. Dieterici 

(Leiden. 1900). 
"'Ihid., p. 8. and cf. p. 5. 
"4Ihid., pp. 8-9; al·Siyiislit. pp. 14-15. 
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least one of the two would have a cause and not after all be First, only one First 
being is conceivable. 8s 

Alfarabi derives additional attributes from the concept of the First. Whatever 
is immaterial consists in pure intellect; therefore the First, being immaterial, must 
be pure actual intellect. 86 Truth designates the degree of existence a thing has; 
the First, which ex hypothesi occupies the highest degree of existence, is accord
ingly truth par excellence. 87 Beauty similarly is understood by Alfarabi as pro
portional to the perfection of existence a thing has; the First, having the highest 
degree of existence, will accordingly be of the highest beauty. 88 Pleasure consists 
in perception of beautiful objects; since the First has the most perfect perception 
of the most perfect beauty, namely himself, he enjoys the highest conceivable 
pleasure. 89 And since the First is the object of his own love and desire, he is the 
"prime object of love" and the "prime object of desire.,,9o By analyzing the 
concept Alfarabi has concluded that the First must be uncaused, eternal, indivi
sible and simple, undefinable, incorporeal, unextended, one, pure intellect, truth, 
most beautiful, the prime object of love, and possessed of the highest pleasure. 91 

Avicenna's analysis of the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself runs 
along the same lines. The necessarily existent by virtue of itself, he contends, 
clearly can "not have a cause." For if it did, "its existence would be by virtue of 
[that cause]" and not by virtue of itself. 92 Like Alfarabi, Avicenna gives the 
proposition the broadest application, explaining that the necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself can have a cause in no sense whatsoever; it cannot even have 
internal causes, "principles which combine together and in which the necessarily 
existent consists." The full argument for rejecting internal components of any 
kind rests on the distinction between a given entity as a whole and the parts of 
which it is composed. Any composite entity, Avicenna submits, exists by virtue 
of its parts and not be virtue of itself as distinct from the parts. As a consequence, 
it exists, considered as a whole, not through itself, but through something else
through the components that constitute it. It is therefore not necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself; and the necessarily existent by virtue of itself cannot, con
versely, be composite. 93 

The implications of the noncomposite nature of the necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself are drawn by Avicenna almost exactly as Alfarabi drew the impli
cations of the noncomposite nature of, the First. If the necessarily existent by 

8SK. Ara' Ahl al·Madina, p. 6; al-Siyasat. p. 14. 
86K. Ara' Ahl al-Madina, p. 9; al·Siyasiit, p. 15. 
87K. Arii' Ahl al-Madina, p. 10. 
88K. Ara' Ahl al-Madina, p. 13; al-Siyasiit, p. 16. 
89K. Ara' Ahl al-Madina, p. 14; al·Siyasat. p. 16. 
9OK. Ara' Ahl al-Madina, p. 15; al·Siyasat, p. 17. 
9'This type of reasoning is also suggested in a text attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias; cf. 

Aris!a 'ind al·'Arab, cd. A. Badawi (Cairo, 1947) p. 266. 
"Shifa'.' llahiyat, pp. 37-38. 
93Najat, pp. 227-228. 
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virtue of itself can contain no parts whatsoever, it is simple in every conceivable 
manner. It is incorporeal, inasmuch as it is not composed of matter and form. It 
is unextended and immaterial, inasmuch as it is free of quantitative parts. It is 
undefinable, inasmuch as it is not composed of genus and specific difference. 
And it is free of the distinction of essence and existence. 94 

There can, moreover, be only one entity necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 
To prove the thesis, Avicenna examines, in some detail, the various ways in 
which things having a common characteristic can nevertheless be distinguished 
from each other. Basically, though, his contention is that positing two entities 
both of which arc necessarily existent by virtue of themselves would imply that 
those entities have a cause and, again. that they arc composite. The reasoning is: 
If the intrinsic nature of the "species" necessarily existcnt by virtue of itself is 
such as to belong exclusively to a certain given entity, it cannot belong to anything 
clse. If. by contrast. the intrinsic nature of the species necessarily existcnt by 
virtue of itself is not such as to belong exclusively to a certain given entity, some 
added factor, for example, a substratum, must be responsible for the presence of 
the species in whatever entities happen to have it. On the latter alternative. 
however, the added factor would be the "cause" of the presence of the species, 
whereas the necessarily existent by virtue of itself has. ex hypothesi, no cause. 
The intrinsic nature of the species necessarily existent by virtue of itself must 
therefore be such as to belong exclusively to a certain entity; and only one entity 
of the sort is coneeivable. 95 Furthermore, positing two entities both necessarily 
existent by virtue of themselves would amount to positing two beings that are 
similar in one respect, their necessary existence, but different in another, the 
respect whereby they can be distinguished and enumerated as two. But that 
situation would be conceivable only ifat least one of the two should be composite, 
containing both the clement it has in common with its counterpart and another 
clement whereby it can be distinguished and by reason of which two distinct 
beings can be enumerated. At least one of the two would, therefore. he composite 
and, as already seen,% not necessarily existent by virtue of itsclf.97 It follows, 
then, both from the uncaused and the noncomposite character of the necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself that not more than one is conceivable. 

Avicenna derives other attributes from the concept necessarily existent by virtue 
of itself. The necessarily existent by virtue of itself must be pure intei/ecl, since 
beings free of matter arc pure intellect. It must be true; for truth consists in the 
highest grade of existence, and the necessarily existent by virtue of itself would 
have the highest grade of existence. 98 It must be good, for evil consists in pri
vation, whereas the necessarily existent by virtue of itself has fullness of being 

94Shij{j·.' Iliihiyat. pp. 344-348; Najat. pp. 228-229; K. al-Islldrat, p. 144. 
9'Najat. pp. 229-230. Cf. shifa'.' Iliihiyat, p. 349. 
% Above. p. 296. 
97Shijii'.' Iliihiyiit. pp. 43 -47.350-354; Najat. pp. 230-234; K. al·lslldriit. p. I·B. 
"Cf. Aristotle. Metaphysics II, I. 993b. 26-31. 
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and suffers no privation. It must constitute the highest beallty, be the highest 
object of desire, be possessed of the greatest pleasure, and so forth. 99 

Avicenna's analysis of the concept Ilecessarily existent hy virtue of itself thus 
establishes that anything corresponding to the concept must be uncaused, simple, 
incorporeal, one, pure intellect, truth, good, most beautiful, an object of desire. 
and possessed of the greatest pleasure. The analysis mirrors Alfarabi's analysis 
of the First so consistently that we may be certain Avicenna borrowed Alfarabi's 
analysis of the First, elaborated it somewhat, and applied it to the concept I/CC

essarily existellt by virtlle of itself. The critical thought is, as in Proclus and 
Alfarabi, that any composite considered as a whole is distinct from its parts and 
dependent on them for its existence; and therefore, what exists solely by reason 
of itself can have no parts. Significantly, both Proclus and Alfarabi came to their 
results without reference to necessity, and in Avicenna too the element of necessity 
plays no role. Avicenna in effect considers the implications of a thing's existing 
by virtue of itself. He could as well have analyzed and read out the attributes of 
the actually existent by reason of itself instead of the necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself. 

S. Proof of the existence of the necessarily existent by virtue of itself 

Avicenna does not regard the analysis of the concept necessarily existent lIy 
virtll£' o/" itse(/" as sufficient to establish the actual existence or anything in the 
external world. lie does not, in other words, wish to oller an a priori or onto
logical proof of the existence of God, but rather a new form of the cosmological 
proof. 

He is careful to define the degree and mode in which the existence of God can 
be established by philosophy. The existence of God is taken by him to be neither 
self-evident nor unprovable. IOU Nor can the existence of God be established 
through a syllogistic ~demonstration~ (burhiin). 101 A truly demonstrative syllog
ism must be framed with propositions that are "prior to," and the "causes" of, 
the conclusion. 102 It is, more precisely. a syllogism in which the middle term is 
the calise of the presence of the major term in the minor term. 103 Since there is 
nothing prior to, and the cause of, the presence of actual existence in the nec
essarily existent by virtue of itself, a demonstrative syllogism leading to the 

99Shifti': I1ahiyat, pp. 355-356, 367-370; Najat. pp. 229, 245. Cr. Aristotle, Metaphysics XII, 
7, lO72a, 34-35. 

IDOCr. above, p. 284. 

IOISIII[a': I1ahZviit, p. 348. This was a commonplace. Cf. Alexander, Commelllilry Oil Metaphysics. 

cd. M. Hayduck, Commenlaria ill Aristolelem Graeca, Vol. I (Berlin, 1891), p. 686; Aporiai. cd. I. 
Bruns, Commelllaria ill Aristotelem Graeca, Supplementary Vol. 1112 (Bcrlin, (892), p. 4; Thcmis
tius. Paraphrase of Metaphysics. cd. S. Landauer, Commelllaria ill AriS/oteiem Graeca, Vol. VIS 
(Berlin, 1903), Hebrew part, p. II; Proctus, LilJa De Callsis. 95. 

102Aristotle, Prior Analytics I, 2, 71b, 19-32. 
IOJAristotle, Posterior Allalytic.> II, 2; Avicenna, Najat. p. 67; K. al-Isllllnlt, p. 84. 
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existence of an entity of that description is impossible. What can, however, be 
provided, according to Avicenna, is a ~proof~ (daW). 104 A ~proof" is a syllogism 
wherein the middle term is the c.[/"ect rather than the cause of the presence of the 
major term in the minor term; it is a chain of reasoning that moves not from the 
prior to the posterior, but from the posterior to the prior. from the presence of 
the effect to the existence of the cause. Stated in another way, a strictly demon
strative syllogism establishes both "that~ a certain proposition is true and "why" 
it is true, whereas a "proof~ establishes only "that~ it is true. 105 A proof of the 
existence of God, as distinct from a strict demonstration. will. we arc therefore 
to understand, reason from the existence of a possibly existent being to the exis
tence of Ilecessarily existent being, even though the former is the effect, not the 
cause, of the latter. 106 

As Avicenna constructs his proof, it requires three philosophic principles. each 
of which he also undertakes to prove. These are (a) the principle of causality; (b) 
the impossibility of an infinite linear regress of causes-two principles that are 
fundamental to most cosmological proofs of the existence of God; 107 and (c) the 
il11possibility of a circular regress of causes. Avicenna ingeniously establishes the 
three principles through an analysis of the concepts possibly existelll b.l' \·i,.lIIe or 
itsel/" and necessarily existem by virtue (~r itself. Significantly, the second and 
third principles are not genuinely nceded for his proof; Avicenna has. without 
quite realizing it. developed a coslllological proof that can di,pcnsc with the 
inlpossihility or an inlinite regress. 

«(/) In forl1lulating his version of the principle of causality. Avicenna employs 
a distinction between the cause of the "generation~ (I.lIIdlith) of an object and the 
cause of its "maintenance" (lIIlIIHIt) in cxistence. 108 The cause of generation is 
more obvious, since no one, Avicenna is certain. can doubt that whenever an 
object comes into existence, it does so by virtue of something else. 109 But Avi
cenna could not pursue a first cause of the generation of every possibly existent 
being, since he believcd that some possible beings arc eternal and have no cause 
of gcneration. Furthermore, by establishing a first maintaining cause he will 

104Shilif: /lah1.wlt, p. 6. 
""Aristotle. Posterior A,llllytics I. 6, 75a. 33-35, and Ross's note; I, 13. 78a. 22 IT.; Aviccnna. 

Najat. p. 67; ShiP': Bllrht/II, cd. A. Aflili (Cairo, (956), pp. 79-80. Also cr. t:"crclopetlia of 

Islalll. (2nd cd.; Leiden, 1960-). s. v. daiU; 1. van Ess, t-rkenlllllisiehre des 'Atllldaddrll al·icr(Wics
baden, 19(6), p. 367. 

"~'Statcd in scholastic terminology, the existence of God is susceptible to a demollJlratio 'illill 

although not to a demollslratio propter qllid. Cr., e.g., Aquinas. SlImma TheoloKiae. I. 2. 2, resp. 
I07Cr. H. Wolfson, "Notes on Proofs of the Existence of God ill lewish Philosophy: rcprinted in 

his SllIdies ill tire lIistory <if Philosoplry alld Reli~ioll. Vol. I, p. 572. 
""For the conception of a maintaining cause. cf. De Mlilldo VI; Plotinus. DIIII'",ls. VI. 4. 2: 

TI,eoh'KY of Aristotle. cd. E Dictcrici (Leipzig. 18H2). p. 79; English translation: I'lotilli Opera. cd. 
P. Henry and II. Schwyzer, Vol. II (paris and Brussels, 1959), p. 245; Proclus, Elelllellts. * 13. and 
Dodds' notes. 

""Naj(/I. p. 236. 
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establish not merely a first cause that exercised its causality at a moment in the 
past and withdrew, but, as it were, a stronger deity, a fir~t cause that continually 
maintains the universe in existence. Avicenna's proof herein parallels Aristotle's 
proof from motion. The proof from motion similarly sought not a cause that 
initiates the motion of the spheres, the motion of the spheres being eternal for 
Aristotle, but a cause that continually moves the spheres, 110 in other words, a 
maintaining cause of the motion of the spheres. 

Avicenna gives his attention, then, to a maintaining cause-not to the cause 
maintaining a moving object in motion, but, more comprehensively, to the cause 
maintaining a possibly existent object in existence. He looks at objects of the 
type he had designated as possibly existent by virtue of themselves, necessarily 
existelll by virtue of another, that is to say, objects that actually exist although 
they are in themselves only possibly existent. III Concerning any such object, 
Avicenna reasons, irrespective of whether it is generated or eternal, we may 
legitimately ask what maintains it in existence. Since the possibly existent is 
something that by definition does not exist by virtue of itself, shoulda possibly 
existent object actually exist, some factor distinct from it would have to be respon
sible for its existence. And some factor would have to be present and maintain 
the possible object in existence as long as the object exists; for even when the 
possibly existent is already actual it never ceases to be possible by virtue of itself 
and thereby dependent on something else for its continued existence. 112 Avicenna 
acknowledges that the maintaining factor may be a component within the total 
object. For example, the factor maintaining a statute in a given form is the stability 
of the material from which the statute is made. 113 But a component is still different 
from the whole 114 so that here too, the factor maintaining the object is distinct 
from the object considered as a whole. If the component-for instance, the 
stability of the material-is also possibly existent, inquiry can, of course, legit
imately be made regarding the factor maintaining it in existence. 

The analysis of the concept possibly existent by virtue of itself-to be precise, 
merely asking what possibly existelll means-has diselosed that if anything pos
sibly existent should exist, it must at all times depenJ on a cause distinct from 
itself to maintain it in existencc. 

(b) The second premise established by Avicenna is formulated by him as the 
impossibility that ~causes go to infinity," the impossibility of an infinite regress 
of causes. In fact, unlike other philosophcrs, and unlike his own procedure in 
another work, 115 Avicenna does not, in the proof we are now examining, directly 
argue that an infinite regress is, for one reason or another, absurd. Instead he 

IJOCf. above, p. 238. 
IIICf. above, pp. 291-292. 
IllCf. above, p. 292. 
113 Naja!, p. 237. 
I14Cf. above, p. 294. 
IISCf. below, p. 339. 
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first argues for the broader proposition that the totality of actually existent possible 
bcings, ~whether finitc or infinite," 116 must depend on a being necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself; and then, from the broader proposition, he infers the impos
sibility of an infinite regress as a corollary. 

Avicenna is thinking of a situation wherein z, for example, is maintained in 
existence by y, which exists simultaneously with it; and wherein y is maintained 
in existence by x, which likewise exists simultaneously; ad infinitum. To show 
that a situation of the sort cannot account for the totality of existence, he mentally 
collects into a single group all possible beings actually existing at a single moment, 117 

asks what maintains the group in existence, examines all conceivable answers to 
the question, and arrives at the alternative he deems correct. His reasoning is: 
The totality of possibly existent beings, taken as a whole, must be either (0) 

necessarily existent by virtue of itself or (13) possibly existent by virtue of itself. 
The former alternative would imply the thesis that the ~necessarily existent [by 
virtue of itself] is composed of possibly existent beings," which would be "a 
contradiction." Just where the contradiction lies is not made explicit by Avicenna. 
But granting the conception of Ilecessarily existent by virtue ofitse(fas that which 
does not even have internal factors making it what it is, the contradiction is plain: 
If something does not have even internal factors making it what it is, it cannot, 
as Avicenna earlier pointed out, be composite. 118 

Since the totality of possibly existent beings existing together at any moment 
cannot (0) constitute an entity that is necessarily existent by virtue of itself, there 
remains (13) the second alternative according to which the totality, taken as a 
whole, is possible by virtue of itself. But the possibly existent by virtue of itself 
needs something to maintain it in existence. Hence, on this alternative, "whether 
thc group is finite or infinite," it stands in need of a factor that will continually 
"provide [itt with existence." The factor, Avicenna assumes, must be either (131) 

within the group or (132) outside it. Assuming that the whole group is (131) 
ultimately maintained by one of its own members would, however, be tantamount 
to assuming that the member in qucstion is a cause of itself. For to be a cause of 
the existence of a group is "primarily" to be the cause of the individual members; 
and inasmuch as the supposcd cause is itself one of the members, it would perforce 
be a cause of itself. Yct the supposed cause has already been assumed, as one of 
the members of the group, to be possibly existent; and the possibly existent is 
precisely what docs not exist by reason of itself. Thcrefore it could not be the 
cause of thc collection of which it is one member. 

If the totality of possibly existent beings cannot (0) form a group that is 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself, and if, moreover, the ultimate maintaining 

IIOCf. Ihe passage from Arislolle cited below, p. 337. 
11711e has no qualms aboul treating an intinile number of objects as a single IOlality. 
""Ghazali, 7al"iliillll·fi,hiJi{1I, ed. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1927), IV, §6, underslood Avicenna in 

this way; English translation in Averroes' Tahafu! al.Tahaful, trans. S. van den Bergh. (London, 

1954), p. 161. 
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cause cannot be (131) one of its own members, the sole remaining alternative is 
that what does maintain the totality of possibly existent beings in existence is 
(132) something outside the group. And, since, by hypothesis, all possibly existent 
beings were ineluded inside, anything left outside is not possibly existent, but 
must be necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 

Avicenna should have stopped here. The totality of all actual beings that arc 
possibly existent by virtue of themselves, he has concluded, depends on a being 
that is necessarily existent by virtue of itself; and that is as much as is required 
for his proof of the existence of God. But Avicenna wanted an explicit statement 
of the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. Once he has establishcd that 
a linear series, constituted by the possible beings existing together at any moment, 
must depend on something necessarily existent by virtue of itself, he goes on to 
infer, as a kind of corollary, that the series must also be finite. The series of 
possibly existent causes must, he reasons, "meet" its necessarily existent first 
cause and "terminate" there; and as a consequence, an inlinite regress of causes 
is impossible-a regress, it may be repeated, of the type in which all the links 
exist together and each link maintains the next in existence. 119 

(c) Avicenna understands that his proof requires one more principle, the impos
sibility of a self-contained regress of causes, a regress that is "circular" and 
"finite" rather than infinite and linear. A circular regress is a situation wherein 
x, y, and z, for example, exist simultaneously in the manner that x is the cause 
maintaining y in existence, y is the case of z, but z is the cause of x. The 
impossibility of a situation of the sort can, Avicenna explains, be exhibited in 
two ways. First, the impossibility of a self-contained circular regress can be 
exhibited by a "similar proof" to that whereby, in establishing his second prin
ciple, an infinite linear regress of possibly existent beings was shown to be 
impossible. 120 Avicenna means that all the links in the supposed circular chain, 
like the links in a linear chain, would be caused and possibly existent by virtue 
of themselves; taken as a totality, the chain would remain possibly existent; an 
additional factor would be required in ordcr to render it necessary and actual; 
and since the series would have to meet and terminate at the additional factor: it 
could not after all form a elosed cirele. Secondly, a self-contained circular regress 
is shown to be absurd by an argument applying only to it. In the circular regress 
x y z, x would be a distant cause of z, and z would be the immediate cause of x. 
x would consequently be a distant cause of itself, which Avicenna regards as 
absurd. By the same token, x would be a distant effect of itself, which is equally 
absurd. And the point can be made again in a slightly different way, as follows: 
x would be dependent for its existence upon something-z-whose existence is 
posterior to it. But "when the existence of something depends upon the existence 
of something else that is essentially posterior to the first, the existence of the first 

II "Najat, p. 235; K. al-Ishiirat, pp. 141-142. 
I2"Najat, p. 236. 
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is impossible." 121 A self-contained circular regress of causes cannot, therefore, 
exist. 

In addition to these three philosophical principles-the principle of causality, 
the impossibility of an infinite linear regress of causes, and the impossibility of 
a tinite circular regress of eauses-Avicenna leaves the conceptual realm for a 
single empirical datum in order to accomplish his proof of the existence of God: 
"There is no doubt that something exists (alllla hUlla wlljlldall)." 122 It makes no 
difference what happens to exist or what the object's peculiar properties might 
be; for the purpose of his proof Avicenna is concerned with the "existent qua 
existent" 123 and therefore all he needs is the fact that something does in truth 
exist. Applying the proposition that there are only two conceivable categories of 
actually existing beings,I24 Avicenna proceeds: "Everything that exists is either 
necessary Iby virtue of itself!, or possible Iby virtue of itself and necessary by 
virtue of anotherl. On the former assumption, a necessarily existent [by virtue 
of itself] has been established, and that was the object of our proof; on the other 
assumption, we must show that the existence of the possible Iby virtue of itself 
but necessary by virtue of another I ends at the necessarily existent Iby virtue of 
itselfj." 125 That is to say, if the random existent object with which we start is 
conceded to be necessarily existent by virtue of itself, it may be assigned all the 
attributes already shown to belong to such a being, and the proof of the existence 
of God is complete. tiut the real issue is of course posed by the other alternative, 
the assumption that the random object with which we start is necessarily existent 
only by virtue of another, and possibly existent by virtue of itself. A true proof 
of the existence of God has the task of showing that anything possibly existent 
by virtue of itself ultimately depends for its actual existence upon something 
necessary by virtue of itself. 

Assuming that the actually existent object we start with is possible by virtue 
of itself, it must be maintained in existence by something else that exists together 
with it (principle of causality). The other factor, in turn. must be either necessary 
by virtue of itself or possible by virtue of itself. If it is assumed to be necessary 
by virtue of itself, the proof is again at once complete. If. on the contrary. it is 
assumed to be possible by virtue of itself, it too must depend on a further factor 
distinct from it and existing together with it. Once again, Avicenna asks whether 
the new factor is necessary by virtue of itself or possible by virtue of itself. It is 
inconceivable, he has established, that anything should be maintained in existence 

121 Najlit, p. 236; this principlc is not brought inlO thc sialclllcnt of thc proof in K. 1I1-lsharclt, pp. 

141-142. 
Cf. Arislotle. Physics VlII. 5, 257b, 13-20; Alcxander(?). Mabiidi' al-Kldl, in Mistli 'ind al-

'Amb, p. 259. 
i22Naj(lt, p. 235. 
m Above, pp. 286-287. 
124 Ahove. p. 291. 

'''Najat, p. 235. 
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either by an infinite linear regress of causes or by a circular regress of causes. 
The ~eries of cau~es maintaining any given thing in existence must consequently 
term mate at a bemg that is necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 126 And the 
latter may now be assigned all the attrihutes earlier shown to helong to the 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself: It is uncaused, simple, and incorporeal; 
there is only one being answering the description; it consists in pure intellect; it 
is, in the highest degree, true, good, beautiful, an object of desire, and possessed 
of pleasure. 127 

. The syllogism that encapsules the entire "proofH (dam) 128 might be summa
flzed thus: Possibly existent beings are traceable to a being necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself (from the three philosophic principles established by Avi-

) 129 S thO . h· h . cenna . orne mg eXists w IC IS, presumably, possibly existent by virtue of 
itself (empirical datum). 130 Therefore something exists which is traceable to a 
being necessarily existent by virtue of itself; and the latter also exists. 

6. Questions raised by Avicenna's proof 

Underlying all of Avicenna's argumentation is his analysis of the concept nec
essarily existent by virtue of itself, an analysis dependent on an unusual turn of 
thought. Avicenna contends that whatever truly exists by reason of itself cannot 
exist by reason even of internal factors making it what it is. As a consequence, 
the necessarily existent by virtue of itself cannot contain internal factors and must 
be free of all composition; and carrying the reasoning forward shows that there 
can exist no more than one such being. 131 The analysis is essential to the entire 
proof because it helps establish the existence of a being necessarily existent by 
virtue of itselfl32 and also enables Avicenna to assign to the being in question 
the attributes of a deity. 133 At first blush Avicenna appears to be speculating about 
the correct meaning of a concept known to him through an immediate intuition 
of some kind. 134 But if that is in fact all he is doing, one can demur at his intuition 
and affirm, on the contrary, that a being may be deemed necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself even when existing by virtue of its parts; and the entire proof 
constructed upon the analysis of the concept would collapse. Avicenna's proce
dure can be defended only if it is something other than the taking of one side in 
a purely verbal or intuitive dispute, a dispute regarding whether the necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself mayor may not properly be said to exist by virtue of 

126Najal, p. 239; K. al-Ishiiral, pp. 141-142. 
127Cf. above, pp. 297-298. 
12SCf. above, p. 299. 
129 Above, pp. 299-302. 
130 Above, p. 303. 
131 Abovc , p. 294. 
132Above, pp. 301, 302. 
133 Above, pp. 297-298. 
134Cf. above, p. 290. 
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its parts. llis procedure can be defended only if understood not as seeking to 
discover the meaning of the term but rather as working from a dellnition. 1.15 He 
must be understood to have arhitrarily defined necessarily existent by virtue (l 
itself as that which. taken as a whole. exists solely by virtue of itself. not hy 
virtue ewn of internal factors making it what it is; and to have analyzed out the 
implications of the delinition. 

The heart of Avicenna's proof is the train of reasoning whereby he establishes 
that possibly existent beings ultimately owe their existence to a being necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself. 136 As a first step, he rules out the thesis (a) that all 
possibly existent beings existing at anyone moment might, as a totality, comprise 
a being that is necessary by virtue of itself; in effect, what is being ruled out is 
that the physical universe as a whole could exist necessarily by virtue of itself. 
Avicenna docs not explain exactly why possibly existent beings cannot add up to 
a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself; but, as was pointed out, the reason 
must bc that the latter, in Avicenna's usage, can contain no components what
soever. 137 The properties of the necessarily existent by virtue of itself, it was just 
seen, arc nothing other than the implications of a definition. It is, consequently. 
because Avicenna has defIned necessarily existent by virtue of itself in a certain 
fashion that a multiplicity of possibly existent beings cannot add up to such a 
being. 

The step ruling out alternative (a) may be read, thcn, as definitional. The next 
step runs: If the totality of possibly existent beings docs not comprise a being 
that is necessarily existent by virtue of itself, the totality must be (13) possibly 
existent by virtue of itself. And since the totality is possibly existent, something 
must maintain it in existence. Avicenna lays down two alternatives, namely that 
the totality is maintained either (131) by one of the possibly existent beings 
contained within it, or (132) by something outside; he rejects the former alter
native and thereby affirms the latter. 138 Curiously, however, he docs not consider 
a further alternative, which we may call (133), the thesis that the totality is 
maintained in existence not be a single component but by all the components 
togethcr. On this alternative the totality of possibly existent beings-in effect, 
the entirc universe-would indeed be possibly existent in Avicenna's sense; for 
it would. taken as a whole. exist by reason of something diffcrent from itself. 
Still. it would not exist by reason of anything external to it, but would be possibly 
existcnt only inasmuch as it exists by reason of its own components. It would be 
possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of its components. 

If thus challenged, Aviccnna might perhaps have replied that each of the pos
sibly existent components would be part of the cause of the existence of the 

L"Not a strict logical definition; cf. above, p. 291. 
Ill'Above, pp. 301-302. 
137 Above, p. 30 J. 
n" Above. ibid. 
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totality; and since the cause of a whole is primarily the cause of the components 
making up the whole, each of the possibly existent components would be part of 
the cause of the existence of itself. 139 By a similar argument, as will be recalled, 
Avicenna rejected the alternative that a single possibly existent being could be 
the cause of the totality of which it is one component; he reasoned that since the 
cause of any whole is primarily the cause of the components, the possibly existent 
being in question would be the cause of itself, whereas the possibly existent is 
precisely what does not exist by virtue of itself. 140 But to eliminate the new 
alternative, according to which the components together maintain the totality in 
existence. Avicenna would have to show that a possibly existent being cannot be 
even part of the cause of the existence of itself. Until doing so, he cannot rule 
out the thesis that the totality of possibly existent beings, in other words, the 
entire universe, exists by virtue of all its components. 141 

The foregoing can be pursued a little further. There is a way to construe the 
possibly existent totality as maintained in existence through its own components 
without even conceding that the components would be part of the cause of their 
own existence. The cause of the existence of each component may be construed 
as the sum of its subcomponents. The cause of the existence of each subcom
ponent could, in turn, be construed as the sum of its own subcomponents, and 
so on, ad infinitum. For at the present stage, Avicenna is still entertaining the 
possibility of an infinite regress; the impossibility of an infinite regress is what 
he is now attempting to establish. 

Avicenna seems, in fine, to have made the following misstep: llaving estab
lished, with the aid of a definition, that the possible beings existing at any moment 
must form a possibly existent totality, he fails to consider that the totality might 
exist not by reason of a single corpponent but by reason of the components 
together. 

The same criticism may be put in a slightly different fashion by returning to a 
stage in Avicenna's argumentation which was left unquestioned in the preceding 
paragraphs. Avicenna contended that a series of possibly existent beings must 
add up either to (n) a totality that is necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the 
special sense of not containing even internal factors making it what it is, or ([3) 

a totality that is possibly existent by virtue of itself in the sense of being main
tained in existence by something-whether internal or external-different from 
itself taken as a whole. The dichotomy reflects Avicenna's original distinction of 
only two elasses of actual existence. 142 But, one may interject, it would be more 

139 Alternatively, Avicenna might employ an argument from his refutation of a circular regress and 
reason that the thesis I have suggested would imply that each component would be a partial distant 
cause-as well as effect-of itself; cf. above, p. 302. But then it would remain to be shown that 
nothing can in fact be even a partial distant cause of its being maintained in existence. 

140Cf. above, p. 301. 
141 As an analogy, we may think of a round arch in which each stone is part of the cause maintaining 

the whole in position, and thereby part of the cause maintaining itself in position. 
142Above, p. 291. 
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illuminating here, as well as in Avicenna's original distinction of the classes of 
actual existence, to draw a trichotomy rather than a dichotomy, and to state 
instead: All possibly existent beings existing at any moment must add up to a 
totality that is either (0:) necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the special 
sense of not even having internal causes, (13) possibly existent by virtue of itself 
in the sense of having an external cause, or (-y) necessarily existent by virtue of 
itself in the weaker sense of having no external cause, although it might have 
internal causes. The first alternative, it may be conceded, is impossible: the 
totality of possibly existent beings cannot be necessarily existent by virtue of 
itself in the special sense of having no internal causes. But in order to establish 
the second alternative, it remains to be shown that the totality also cannot be 
necessarily existent in the weaker sense, in sense (-y). It remains to be shown that 
a series of possibly existent beings cannot add up to a being necessarily existent 
in the sense of having no external causes, although it does have internal causes
more specifically, although it has all its components as internal causes. This is 
another way of putting the objection already suggested in the preceding para
graphs, but it is a formulation giving the gist of what was to be Ghazali's refutation 
of Avicenna's proof. 143 

7. The version of Avicenna's proof in Shahrastani and Crescas 

A certain awkwardness in Avicenna's argumentation was mentioned earlier. In 
thc course of estahlishing the second principle required for his proof. the impos
sibility of an infinite linear regress of causes, Avicenna demonstrates the critical 
preliminary proposition that the totality of possibly existent beings must depend 
for its existence on a being that is necessarily existent by virtue of itself; and 
then, as a corollary, he infers herefrom the impossibility of an infinite linear 
regress of causes. 144 Avicenna employs the same preliminary proposition when 
establishing his third principle, the impossibility of a circular regress of causes. 145 

After establishing the principles, he goes on to reason that the series of causes 
maintaining a given possibly existent being in existence cannot regress indefi
nitely either linearly or circularly but must terminate at, what he had already 
demonstrated in the preliminary proposition, a being that is necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself. He uses the preliminary proposition-that all possibly existent 
beings ultimately depend on a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself-to 
establish the impossibility of an infinite linear or a circular regress of causes; and 
he thereupon uses the impossibility of a regress of causes to prove over again 
what he already had proved in the preliminary proposition. 

The circuitous and redundant route followed by Avicenna must have been due 
to the influence upon him of other proofs of the existence of God; he illogically 
forced his own proof into the mold of familiar cosmological proofs that do explic
itly reject an infinite regress of causes. 146 The proof is obviously simpler and 

I4'Cf. below, pp. 371-372. 
145 Above. ibid. 

144Above, p.302. 
14(·Cf. previous anJ following chapter; above. n. 107. 
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more logical when the issue of an infinite regress is set aside. The argument will 
then run: A totality of possibly existent beings, whether infinite or finite, and 
whether arranged in a linear or circular series or in any other manner, must depend 
on a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself; something actually exists; that 
thing either must be necessarily existent by virtue of itself or must ultimately 
depend on something necessarily existent by virtue of itself; therefore, a being 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself must exist. In this form the proof is not 
merely simpler and more logical; it also reveals its originality, vis-a-vis Aristo
telian proofs of the existence of God, in dispensing with the device of tracing a 
chain of causes back link by link to a first cause. Even in the new form, the 
objection suggested in the previous section l47 remains to be answered. 

The more straightforward formulation of the proof appears in Shahrastiinr's 
restatement of Avicenna's philosophy and in the Jewish philosopher J:Iasdai Cres
cas. Shahrastiinr looks at the totality of "possibly existent" objects making up 
the universe and argues: the "totality, taken as a totality, and whether finite or 
infinite, ... must be either necessary by virtue of itself or possible by virtue of 
itself." A totaiity of possibly existent beings cannot be construed as necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself, since the "necessarily existent" cannot be "composed 
of possibly existent beings." The totality of possibly existent beings, taken as a 
totality, must therefore be possibly existent, and must stand in need of something 
to provide it with existence. If the source of existence "were inside the totality, 
one of the members would be necessarily existent"; for whatever provides its 
own existence is necessarily existent by virtue of itself. But by hypothesis all 
possibly existent beings and only possibly existent beings were included within 
the totality. Consequently, the ultimate souree of existence for the totality of 
possibly existent beings must lie outside the totality. The source of existence of 
the possibly existent beings hence cannot be possibly existent, but must be nec
essarily existent by virtue of itself, possessing all the attributes that are analyzab\e 
out of the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 148 Shahrastiinf's version 
of the proof, it will be observed, arrives at a being necessarily existent by virtue 
of itself with no reference to the impossibility of an infinite regress. 

J:Iasdai Creseas explicitly argues that an infinite regress of causes is possible. 149 

But, he continues: "Whether [the series of) causes and effects should be finite or 
infinite, there is no escaping a cause for the totality. For if all the members should 
be caused, they would be possibly existent by virtue of themselves and would 
require a faetor to tip the scales in favor of their existence and against their 
nonexistenee." The factor that "tips the scales" in favor of existence would be 
the "cause of the totality .... This is the deity." 150 

147 Above, pp. 306-307. 
148Shahrastani, K. al-Milal wal-nil.wl. ed. W. Cureton (London, 1842-1846), p. 376. 
149Cr. below, p. 365. 
"oar ha-Shem, I, iii, 2. Spinoza observed the character of Crescas' proof; see Spinoza, Corre

spondence, Leiter XII . 
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8. Summary 

Avicenna offers a proof of the existence of God as the first cause of the very 
existence of the universe, in contrast to Aristotle's proof of a first cause mcrcly 
of thc motion of the universe. He proposes to offer precisely a proof as distinct 
from a demollstration; a demonstration, in the strict sense, would consist in a 
syllogism of the type that reveals the cause of the conclusion. whereas the exis
tence of God has no cause. The proposed proof, Avicenna further explains, is 
undertaken in the discipline of metaphysics, since it considers the attributes of 
the existent solely insofar as existent; it is thereby distinguished from a proof 
undertaken in the discipline of physics, the science that considers the attributes 
peculiar to one type of existent, namely movable bodies. 

The conceptual framework within which Avicenna works is constructed out of 
clements from diverse sources. His philosophic terminology is Aristotelian. Also 
genuinely Aristotelian are the definition of the subject matter and subject of 
inquiry of the science of metaphysics; the designation of the first cause of the 
universe as necessarily existent; and the distinction between what is necessary 
by virtue of itself and what is necessary by virtue of another. From Proclus, and 
especially from Alfarabi, Avicenna learned the method whereby he derives a set 
of attributes from the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself; most sig
nificantly, he learned that whatever is wholly uncaused cannot even contain inter
nal factors making it what it is. 

Avicenna's proof runs as follows: Three categories may be distinguished: (a) 
the necessarily existent by virtue of itself; (b) the necessarily existent by virtue 
of another, possibly existent by virtue of itself; and (c) the possibly existent by 
virtue of itself which is not rendered necessarily existent by something else. But 
what is actually existent must fall within one or another of the first two categories; 
in fact, the concept necessarily existellt as used by Aviccnna has little discernible 
meaning beyond actually existelll. The object of Avicenna's proof is to show that 
actual existence is not restricted exelusively to the second category-the possibly 
existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of anothcr-and that 
there also exists something necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 

From an analysis of the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself, Avicenna 
derives the attributes of such a being: incorporeality, simplicity, unity, and the 
like. From an analysis of the concept possibly existent by virtue of itself, nec
essarily existent by virtue of anothel; he shows that anything of that description 
must depend on a factor distinct from it to maintain it in existence. From an 
analysis of both concepts, he shows that the sum of all possibly existent beings 
cannot constitute a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself, but must depend 
for its existence on a factor outside it, hence upon a factor that is necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself. Now some object undoubtedly does actually exist. If 
the object should be assumed to be necessarily existent by virtue of itself, the 
proof would immediately be complete. But even if the object in question should 
be assumed to be possibly existcnt by virtue of itself, the sum of all objects of 
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the sort, as alrcady shown, must ultimately dcpcnd on a being that is nCl:cssarily 
existent by virtue of itself. In either instance, therefore, the existence of a being 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself is reached. And that being must possess 
all attributes analyzable out of the concept; it must possess the attributcs of thc 
deity. The reasoning can be pursued without rcfercnl:c of thc impossibility of an 
infinite regress of causes and it was so pursued after Avicenna by Shahrastanl 
and I:Iasdai Crescas. Avicenna himself unnecessarily forced his proof into the 
form of a proof employing the impossibility of an infinite regress. 

The proof became highly influential, eliciting refutations and adaptations. Chap
ter X will deal with Averroes' critique; Chapter XI, with the utilization of Avi
cenna's reasoning in arguments for the existence of God from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress of causes, and also with Ghazali's critique; Chapter XII, 
with other adaptations. 

x 
Averroes' Critique of Avicenna's Proof 

Averrocs appears to have been obscssed by Avicenna's proof of the existence 
of God from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent. He discusses 
thc proof in at least a dozen works, and the preliminary issues, which he found 
cven more troublesome than the body of the proof, presented diflkulties that 
took him years to solve. His various references to the proof address four issues, 
of which three are preliminary to the body of the proof and only the fourth 
concerns the latter. 

(I) First Averroes examines Avicenna's characterization of his proof of the 
existencc of God as a metaphysical proof. After bringing to bear thc formal 
Aristotelian rules for determining the subject matter and principles of a sl:ienl:e, 
Averroes concludes that the existence of a first cause cannot after all be a problem 
for the sl:ience of metaphysics. (2) Then Averroes examines Avicenna's division 
of bcing, giving particular attention to the designation possible by virtue of itself, 
necessary by virtue of another; and he rejects the designation as unsound. (3) 
An examination of Avicenna's position on the nature of the celestial spheres, and 
the effort to clarify his own position on the nature of the spheres pose philosophic 
problcms, which Averroes struggles to solve. (4) Finally, by the side of these 
preliminary matters, he undertakes a critique of the body of Avicenna's proof. 
The confrontation with Avicenna leads Averroes to clarify his own philosophic 
positions; and it reveals something of the character of Averroes the philosopher. 
One trait was to be expected in the most devoted of Aristotle's commentators: 
Avcrroes approaches Avicenna's proof from a rigorously Aristotelian viewpoint 
and attacks Aviccnna whenever he senses a divergence from Aristotle. But other 
traits might not have been expected. Averroes is not well informed about the 
positions he is criticizing, and he wavers in his solutions of the philosophic 
difficulties that arise in the course of his critique. What Averroes is most certain 
of is that" Avicenna erred exceedingly ... ," I and even there Averrocs wavers. 

'Lollfi COll1l11C1ltary Oil Physics. in Aristotelis Opera Cllm A"ermis COlllmelllariis. Vol. IV (Ven
ice. 1562). I, comm. 83; cited by H. Wolfson, • Averroes' Lost Treatise on the Prime Mover: reprinted 
in his Stlldies ill the History of Philosophy alld Relifiioll. Vol. I. (Cambridge. Mass .• 1973). pp. 
410-411. 
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1. The proof of the existence of God as a subject for physics 

In one work, Averroes gives the following account of Avicenna's method of 
proving the existenee of God: Avicenna proposed to conslruct a proof of the 
existence of God through "an examination of the nature (!abf'a) of the existent 
qua existent." That method of proving the existence of God was contrasted by 
Avicenna with another method, which had been employed by the "ancients"; the 
ancients had taken their departure from "time and motion, ... things posterior" 
to the first cause of the universe, and had reasoned back from time and motion 
to a first cause. Avicenna further contended that his method, which consists in 
an examination of the "existent qua existent," was "more exalted" than the older 
method. 2 

Averroes' account is a fairly faithful reflection of a passage quoted in the 
previous chapter wherein Avicenna proclaimed the superiority of his new proof 
of the existence of God. 3 In the passage in question, Avicenna was alluding to a 
distinction between a metaphysical and a physical proof of the existence of God. 
And Averroes does in fact several times explicitly draw the contrast between 
Avicenna's proposed metaphysical proof of the existence of God and Aristotle's 
physical proof. 4 Averroes concedes, moreover, that if the proposed metaphysical 
proof could indeed "arrive" at the existence of an incorporeal first cause, Avi
cenna's declaration regarding the superiority of the proof would have been "valid."5 
Averroes finds, however, that a metaphysical proof of the existence of God is 
intrinsically impossible. 

When Avicenna argued that proving the existence of God belongs properly to 
the science of metaphysics, he applied Aristotle's rules for defining the subject 
matter, the principles, and the subject of inquiry of any given science. Averroes 
now cites the Aristotelian rules to establish, on the contrary, that proving the 
existence of God is not after all a subject for metaphysics. Aristotle, in Averroes' 
words, explained that "it is impossible for any science to demonstrate the exis
tence of its own subject [matter]." The existence of the subject matter is rather 
something that each science "accepts,,,6 whereupon the science has the task of 
demonstrating that its subject matter possesses certain essential attributes. 7 But 
"incorporeal beings," Averroes continues, "are the subject matter of first philos
ophy [that is, metaphysics]." And inasmuch as a science docs not demonstrate 
the existence of its own subject matter, "first philosophy" cannot have the task 

2Tahiifut al-Tahiifut, cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1930), X, p. 419; cf. IV, p. 276 and VIII, p. 393. 
English translation, with pagination of the Arabic indicated: Averroes' Tahafut al-Tahafut, trans. S. 
van den Bergh (London, (954). 

3Cf. above, p. 287. 
'Cf. the passages cited by Wolfson, "Averrocs' Lost Treatise: pp. 407-415. 
5Tahiifut al-Tahiifut, X, p. 419. 
6Long Commentary on Physics, I, comm. 83; cited by Wolfson, "Averroes' Lost Treatise: pp. 

410-411. 
7 Cf. above, p. 284. 
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of "proving that incorporeal bcings exist."g Averroes supports his position by 
quoting statements of Aristotle's to the effect that the task of metaphysics is to 
discover "how incorporeal being is disposed and whal it is,"') 10 discover "whal" 
the formal principle of the universe is and "whether it is one or many." 10 The 
implication of the statemcnts, as Averroes reads them, is that metaphysics inves
tigates the "dispositions ... and essences" of incorporeal beings, thereby inves
tigating the attributes of its subject matter. Metaphysics cannot, accordingly, 
investigate the "existence" of incorporeal beings, since it then would be inves
tigating the existellce of its subject matter. II The existence of incorporeal beings 
might only be dealt with in a different science. 

The statement that "incorporeal beings" constItute the subject matter of meta
physics is problematical, because Averroes also has a different characterization 
of metaphysics; he describes it as the "universal" science whose "subject matter" 
is not anyone segment of existence, but, more widely, "existence, with no 
qualification." 12 The differing descriptions of the subject matter of metaphysics 
do not originate in Averroes; Aristotle too had identified the subject mattcr of 
metaphysics as "immovable substance" 13 and again, more widely, as the "existent 
qua existent, universally and not partially." 14 In one passage Aristotle had even 
combined the two statements on the subject matter of metaphysics, with no clcar 
indication as to how the subject matter of metaphysics can be construed in two 
disparate ways. 15 Averroes for his part does suggest a harmonization of the two 
descriptions. Evcry science, as has been secn, has the task of studying the attri
butes belonging to its own subject matter. But, Averroes explains, the attributes 
belonging to the existent solely insofar as it is existent, and not insofar as it is 
any specific sort of existent, are identical with the attributes of incorporeal beings. 16 

Therefore, by studying the attributes of the one, metaphysics at the same time 
studies the attributes of the other, and both can properly be taken as the subject 
matter of metaphysics. 

SLong Commelltary 011 PhYSics, I, comm. 83; cited by Wolfson, "Averrocs' Lost Treatise: pp. 
410-411. Cf. also Averroes, Epitome of Metaphysics, ed. and trans. C. Quiros Rodriguez (Madrid, 
1919), I, §9; German translation: Die Epitome der Metaphysik des AI"erroes, trans. S. van den Bergh 
(Leiden, (924), p. 4. 

9Physics, II, 2, 194b, 14-15. 
I 0Physics , 1,9, 192a, 34-35. 
II LOllg Commemary 011 Physics, II, comm. 26; cited by Wolfson, "Averrocs' Lost Treatise: pp. 

412-41J. 
i2Epitome of Metaphysics. I, §§2, 4. 
I.lMetaphvsics VI, I, 1026a, 29. 
I4Me/llph~sics XI, 3, I060b, 31-32. 
15Mettlph~"ics VI, I. See Ross's note in his edilion of the Metaphysics. VoL I, (Oxford, 1924). 

Pl'· 252-253. II. Wolfson, "The Classilicalion of Sciences in Mediaeval Jewi~h Philosophy: reprinted 
in his Stlldies ill the His/ory oj Philosophy alld Religioll. VoL I, pp. 517-520, cites various medieval 
slatements of the subject matter of metaphysics. 

16Epitome of Metaphysics. I, §4, where Averroes explains that the "general" attributes that "affect 
sensible objects insofar as they are existent" are attributes "proper to incorporeal objects: 
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So far, Averroes' criticism of Avicenna is straightforwanl: Incorporeal beings 
arc the subject matter of metaphysics; no science can dem.onstrate the existence 
of its own subject matter; hence Avicenna was mistaken in maintaining that the 
existcnce of God can be proved in the science of metaphysics. 

Elsewhere, Averroes approaches the issue from a different vantage point. 
According to another of Aristotle's rules, not only must the subject matter be 
accepted, rather than demonstrated, by any given science; the "principles" of the 
science must likewise be "accepted" rather than demonstrated. 17 The term prin
ciples here is understood by Averroes, as it had been understood by Aviccnna, 
in a double sense. Averroes understands that a science must accept and presuppose 
the principles, or fundamental premises, from which it reasons, and also the 
existence of the principles, or causes, of its own subject matter. 18 

The rule comes into play in connection with a commentary on Aristotle's 
Metaphysics XII, regarded by Averroes as part of the genuine commentary of 
Alexander of Aphrodisias on the Metaphysics. 19 In the commentary Alexander, 
or an unknown pseudo-Alexander, wrote: "It is for metaphysics to demonstrate 
what the principles of existent things are" ;20 physics thereupon "accepts those 
principles from metaphysics" 21 and "uses" them "as something it docs not itself 
prove but only assumes." 22 "Taken at face value," Averroes concedes, Alexander 
is asserting that the "student of physics examines movable substance only after 
having accepted the principles of movable substance from the student of meta
physics; and the latter would have the task of proving the existence of those 
principles." 23 Several steps in the reasoning of Alexander and Averroes havc been 
left implicit. The subject matter of physics, we arc to remember, is movable, 
corporeal substance. The principles, or causes, of corporeal substances arc incor
poreal substances, including the deity. By Aristotle's rule, a science cannot dem
onstrate its own principles; that is to say, it cannot establish the existence of the 
principles, or causes, of its own subject matter. The science of physics could not, 
then, demonstrate the existence of incorporcal substances, inasmuch as they are 
the principles of the subject matter of physics. But if the science of physics 
cannot demonstrate the existence of incorporeal beings, the existence of incor
poreal beings would have to be established in the science of metaphysics and 

17 Cf. above, p. 285. 
I"For Ihe conneclion between the Iwo senses, see Averroes' comment on Posterior Analytic.,· I, 

9, 76a, 16-30, in his Long Commentary on same, I, comm. 70 and 72. 
191. FreudenlhaI, Die durch Averroes erhaltenen Fral(l1Iellle Alexanders ZlIr Metaphysik des Aris

toteles (Berlin, 1885), argues that the commentary known to Averroes was Ihe genuine comll1enlary 

of Alexander. 
20Lollg Commentary on Metaphysics, XII, COll1m. 5; Arabic original: Tafl"ir IIU; ba'd al-"(abl'a. 

ed. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1938-1948), p. 1420. 
21 Ibid., comll1. 6; Ta!s;r, p. 1429. 
221ilf,;r, p. 1420. These passages are cited by Freudenthal, Die rlllrch A,·,'rrol's cr/llIltellclI ,,"ml(' 

mente. pp. 72,74. 
23Ta!s;r, p. 1429. 
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acccpted therefrom by the science of physics. And thus metaphysics must have 
the task of demonstrating the existence of incorporeal beings, including the deity. 
Such, Averroes concedcs, is thc ostensible purport of Alexander's statcments. 

If. however, that is what Alexander meant, he did not, Avenues in~ists, cor
rectly understand the relationship between physics and metaphysics. First, Aver
roes has already shown that metaphysics cannot establish the existence of incor
poreal beings, inasmuch as incorporeal beings constitute the subject matter of 
metaphysics, and no science can establish the existence of its own subject matter. 
Secondly. Aristotle proved the existence of an incorporeal mover in the eighth 
book of the Physics, thereby indicating the science of physics as the discipline 
for establishing the existence of incorporeal beings. 24 These considerations, Aver
roes is satisfied, reveal that proving the existence of incorporeal beings is a task 
for physics. 

And yet Aristotle did, as stated in Alexander's commentary, affirm that a 
science cannot demonstrate its own principles. Averroes feels called upon, there
fore, to explain how physics can, despite that rule, establish the existence of the 
principles, or causes, of the subject matter of physics. He has recourse to the 
distinction, already met in Avicenna,25 between delllOllSlratioll and proof. The 
rule that a science does not establish the existence of its own subject matter, 
Averroes writes, admits no qualification; "a science ... can in no way establish 
that its own subject matter exists-neither by a proof nor by a [strictI demon
stration." 26 The reason this rule admits no qualification is presumably that nothing 
at all can he said in a science until at least the subject matter of the science is 
grunted. The other rule, however, by which a science cannot demonstrate, but 
must accept its own principles, does admit qualification. The rule does not nec
essarily mean that a science must accept its principles from another source. It 
means merely that the science cannot establish its principles through "an absolute 
demonstration lin other words, through a syllogism] that reveals the cause of the 
existence [of the subject of the conelusionl:,27 A demonstrative syllogism pro
ceeds from cause to crfect. As a consequence, if the principles of the subject 
matter of a given science arc to be establishcd through a demonstrative syllogism, 
the demonstration would have to be framed not in the scicncc itself. but in a 
prior, more comprehensive science-to be precise, in a twice removcd science, 
one dealing with entities that arc the causes and principles of the principles of 
the subject matter of the given science. 28 That is the reason why no science can 
give a strict demonstration of its own principles. In the present instance, it hap
pens that not only is physics unable to demonstrate the principles of its own 

'4Tafl"il; pp. 1422. 1424-1425. 
'-'Above. pp. 298-299. "'Long COI1lIlll'lIIary olll'hl".lics. II. c"mm. 26. 
"I.ong COllllllelltary on Metal'itysics. XII. comlll. 5; Tllf'·;r, p. 1423. 
"The subject Illatler of a given scicnce. A. would have as its principles the entities Ihat forlll the 

subject matler of a higher science, B. The existence of Ihe subject matler of science B coutd then 
only be demonstrated in science C. a yel higher and more comprehensive science. 
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subjed matter; no science whatsoever can provide the demonstration. For no 
science can treat of the principles and causes of the class of incorporeal beings, 
inasmuch as incorporeal beings, taken as a class,29 have no principle or cause; 
nothing at all exists beyond incorporeal beings. 

Although a scienee eannot establish its own principles through a demonstra
tion, it can, Averroes maintains, establish them through "proofsH (dala'il); for a 
proof proceeds not from the prior to the posterior, as a strict demonstration does, 
but rather "from the posterior to the prior.,,30 Physical science can therefore 
legitimately contemplate a proof of the principles of its own subject matter. And 
the posterior pht.!1omenon through which the existence of incorporeal beings may 
be established turns out to be motion, a physical phenomenon. The proof of the 
existence of incorporeal beings consequently docs belong, so Averroes concludes, 
to the c';scpline of physics. 31 

Averroes has reasoned that a science can in no way establish the existence of 
its own subject matter; metaphysics hence can in no way establish the existence 
of incorporeal beings including the first cause. A science also cannot establish 
the existence of its own principles through a demonstration. Hence physics too 
cannot provide a demonstration of the existence of God. And in any event, the 
existence of God is nowise amenable to strict demonstration, since a demonstra
tive syllogism takes its departure from the principles or causes of the conclusion, 
whereas the first cause of the universe has no cause. Still, although a science 
cannot provide a demonstration of its own principles, it can provide a proof. 
Physical science therefore can legitimately reason from a physical phenomenon, 
namely, motion, back to the existence of a first incorporeal cause of motion. 

Returning to Alexander, his commentary on the Metaphysics, if "taken at facc 
value," stated that the science of physics accepts its principles from the sciencc 
of metaphysics. The statement, Averroes is confident, has been shown to be 
incorrect; for physics does establish the principles of its own subject matter. 
Alexander must either have been in error or have expressed himself poorly, mean
ing something different from what he seemed to say. Because of Alexander's 
"eminence in philosophy," 32 Averroes prefers to suppose that Alexander was only 
guilty of imprecise expression, and he suggests a rather far-fetched exegesis in 
order to rescue Alexander from the stigma of error. 33 As for Avicenna, Avcrrocs 
has no qualms, and he asserts that Avicenna was unquestionably in error when 

29Within the class of incorporeal beings. the first cause can be understood as the cause of the 
existence of the other incorporeal beings (Averroes' precise views on this require elucidation); never
theless, the class taken in its entirety has no causc. 

JOLong Commentary on Metaphysics. XII, comm. 5; Iil/s;r. p. 1423; citcd by Wolfson. "Averroes' 
Lost Treatisc," p. 414. 

"Ibid. Cf. Long Commelllary on Physics. II, comm. 22; Long Commelllary 0/1 Posterior Alla
lytics. II, comm. 70, cited by Wolfson. "Avcrroes' Lost Treatise," p. 411. 

J2Long Commelllary on Metaphysics. XII, comm. 6; Ta/s;r. p. 1436. 
"Sce Ta/s;r. pp. 1426. ·1429, 1435. 
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he identified metaphysics as the discipline for proving the existcnce of God; 
Avicenna was "misledH by Alexander's statement to the effect that "it is for 
metaphysics to demonstrate what the principles of existent beings are." 34 Averrocs 
also criticizes Avicenna for failing to recognize the distinction between a demon
strative syllogism and a proof, and thereby misunderstanding Aristotle's rules 
that a science cannot demonstrate its own principles. 35 He apparently did not 
know that Avicenna too had been scrupulous about proposing only a proof, and 
not a demonstration, of the existence of God. 36 

Averroes' criticism of Avicenna may be recapitulated as follows: (a) Avicenna 
contended that a proof of the existence of God can be framed in the science of 
metaphysics. Averroes responds that incorporeal beings are the subject matter of 
metaphysics and a science can nowise establish the existence of its own subject 
matter. We already know what Avicenna's rejoinder would be. The subjeet matter 
of the seience of metaphysics, he would contend, is not the deity but the existent 
qua existent. Proving the existence of a being necessary by virtue of itself is 
tantamount to proving that a certain attribute is exemplified in the existent insofar 
as it is existent, namely, the attribute of not being constituted by anything else. 
And it is a legitimate subject of inquiry for a science to establish that its subject 
matter possesses a certain attribute. 37 (b) Avicenna, in Averroes' reconstruction, 
also misunderstood the rule stating that a science docs not demonstrate its own 
principles. As a result of misreading Aristotle and Alexander, Avicenna believed 
that there is no way in which the science of physics can establish its own prin
ciples. In response, Averroes maintains that although a science cannot establish 
its principles through a demonstration, it can do so through a proof, and physics 
can, accordingly, offer a I'ro(4 of the existencc of God. What Avicenna 's rejoinder 
would be is again c1car. Physics, he would grant, can provide an argument of 
sorts for a first cause of the universe, but the physical argument suffices merely 
to give a "fleeting idea" of the first cause. A complete proof, what Avicenna calls 
a "more eertain and more exalted" proof, though still not a strict demonstratioll, 
is feasible only in the science of metaphysics. 38 (c) Averroes further understands 
that the proof of the existence of God has to take its departure from a physical 
phenomenon and therefore pertains to the science of physics. Avicenna might 
here reply that the proof of the existence of God may indeed begin with a physical 
phenomenon. But as he formulates his proof, it immediately disregards all the 
peculiar properties of the given phenomenon and pays heed solely to the fact that 
something exists. 39 His proof is thus executed wholly in conformity with the 
procedure of metaphysics. 

34TtIf,,;r. p. t426, cited by Wolfson, "Avcrroes' Lost Trcatise," p. 415; Ta/s;r. p. 1436. 

"TtI(S;" p. 1423. 
JOCr. abovc. p. 299. 
'7 Above, p. 286. 
38 Abovc. pp. 285, 287. 
J9 Above, p. 303. 
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As already seen, Averroes docs not deny metaphysics all part in studying 
incorporeal beings including the Ilrst cause; he denies metaphysics a role only in 
establishing their existence. Averroes' position is that physics and metaphysics 
"share" the task of "theorizing about the principles of substance," physics estab
lishing the "existence" of incorporeal beings, and metaphysics investigating the 
"dispositions ... and essences" of those beings. 40 More prccisely, physics adduces 
the eternity of motion to establish the existence of an eternal cause of motion;41 
it adduces the principle that a finite body cannot contain infinite power to prove 
that the mover must be incorporeal;42 and it adduces the principle that what is 
potential can cease to exist, in order to prove that the mover is exempt from 
potentiality and affection. 43 Metaphysics should thereupon enter and explain how, 
within the causes of celestial motion, all "ascend" to a single Ilrst cause. 44 Meta
physics must, moreover, establish that the Ilrst cause is not merely a cause of 
motion but is also the efficient, formal, and final cause of the universe;45 that it 
is a substance;46 that it consists in pure intellect;47 and that it moves the spheres 
by serving as an object of their desire. 4K 

2. Necessarily existent by virtue of another, possibly existent by virtue of 
itself 

Averroes contends that Avicenna erred as well in his division of being into: 
(a) the necessarily existent by virtue of itself, (b) the necessarily existent by virtue 
of another, but possibly existent by virtue of itself, and (c) the possibly existent 
by virtue of itself with no further qualification. In Averroes' account, the three 
terms were intended by Avicenna to designate three categories of actual exislence. 
Nccessarily existcnt by virtue (if itsclf. as Averroes underslands Avicenna. des
ignates the eternal "first principle" of the universe-or. according to anolher 
passage in Averroes, all the incorporeal movers of the spheres including Ihe first 
cause. Necessarily cxistellt by virtuc of (ll/othcr, but possibly existent by virtuc of 
itself, as Averroes understands Avicenna, designates all eternal beings except the 
first principle, in other words, the celestial spheres and the incorporeal movers 
of the spheres-or, according to the other passage in Averroes, the celestial 
spheres alone. And, Averroes understands, "purely possible bcings [in Avicenna's 
usage I ... arc those things that arc subject to generalion and deslruclion," in 

4"LOII!? Commelltary on Metaphysics. XII. comm. 5; Tt-!('ir. pp. 1425-1426. Cf. above. p. 2R4. 
41LoIIII Commelllary Oil Metaphysics. XII. comm. 5; 29; Ttl/'ir. pp. 142.1. 1426. 1561-1562; 

Epitome of Metaphvsics. IV. §5. 
42Tafs fr, p. 1425; Epitome of Metaphysics, IV. §5. Averroes adds certain refinements to Ihis 

statement, below, pp. 323-325. 
43Tafsir, p. 1568. 
44Tafsir, p. 1425. Cf. Aristotle. Metaphysics XII, 8. 
"Ta/5fr, pp. 1425-1426; epitome of Metaphysics. I, §7. 
46Tafsir, pp. 1425. 1626. 
47Tafsfr, p. 1626. Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics XII. 9. 
"Ta/'ir, p. 1626. Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics XII, 7. 
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other words, the transient, physical objects constituting the sub lunar world. 49 

Averroes will object to Avicenna's terminology and its implications. but he acccpts 
the threefold division of actual existcnce which he discovers in Avicenna. The 
threefold division goes back to Aristotlc50 and, in Averroes' view, reflects genuine 
differences in the hierarchy of existence; for it is philosophically illuminating to 
distinguish the eternal cause that has no cause from eternal beings that do have 
a cause, and also to distinguish the latter from beings that arc not eternal. 

In fact, Averroes has misunderstood Avicenna's division of being. Avicenna 
intended by his formulae to distinguish not three, but only two categories of 
aClual exislcnce: (a) being actually exislent solely Ihrough ilself. termed lIe("('.\"
sarily existelll by virtue (?f itself-in effect, the deity; and (b) actually existent 
beings, whelher eternal or not, existing through something else, termed IICceS

.wrily cxistent by virtuc of another but possibly cxistcnt by virtuc (!f t"clllscil'cs
in effect, everything outside the deity. The possibly existent with no further 
qualillcation is not, for Avicenna, an additional category of actual existence. but 
rather a general designalion for all things that can exist only through another, 
whether or not they do happen actually to exist. Avicenna stated unambiguously 
that the possibly existent cannot enter the realm of actual existence unless and 
until something renders it necessaryY Averroes has thus misinterpreted Avicen
na's twofold division of actual existence as a threefold division. 

So far, Averroes has no objection to raise, since he approves of Avicenna's 
division of being as he mistakenly interprets it. The objection Averroes docs raise 
concerns the formula ncccssarily cxistcnt by virtuc of another, possiM)' cxistc/lf 
by virt/lc (}f itself. which Averroes takes to have been Avicenna's designation for 
the celestial realm. The necessity in the formula is understood by Averroes as 
tantamount to eternity; Aristotle had explained thai" lIeccssarily ami all\'ays go 
logdher. since whal nccessarily ex isis cannot [ever I not exiSI.M~2 lkeause he 
takes necessity as tantamount to eternity, Averroes understands the formula I/ec
cssarily existel/t by I'irtlle (!f al/otllcl; possibly cxis/el/t by I'irtuc of" i/self" as sig
nifying that certain objects have in themselves only a possibility of existing. but 
arc rendered eternal through something else; and he will presently argue that 
construing anything as possibly existent in itself yet rendered eternal through 
somelhing else is self-contradictory. Now. we know, Averroes misunderstood 
Avicenna's formula. Ncccssarily existent in Avicenna's usage was equivalent to 
actually existent, not to etcrnally existent;5J necessarily cxistcnt by virtuc (if 

4"British Museum, Hebrew MS. 27559. p. 304a-b (= Derushim Tib'iyim. IX). and K. a/-Kashf. 
cd. M. Mueller (Munich. (859). p. 39; German translation with pagination of the Arabic indicated: 
Phi/o.wphie IIIU/ The%llie VOII Averroes. trans. M. Mueller (Munich. 1875). The passage that clas
sifies not only the first cause but all the movers of the sphcres as neccssary by virtue of themselves 
is Lon!? Commentary 011 Physics. VIII. eomm. 79. reflecting Aristotle. Metaphysics XII. I. 1069a. 30. 

"'Reference in previous note. 
"Above. pp. 291-292. 
520 " Gellemtiolle II. II. 337b. 35 f. 
5.lIn other words. every actually existent being is necessary at Ihe time it exish. 
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another did not therefore mean eternally existent through another; and the des
ignation necessarily existent by virtue of another. possibly existent by virtue of 
itself was not restricted by Avicenna to the celestial realm. Insofar, then, as 
Averroes' objection addresses itself to the use of a given formula by Avicenna, 
it misses the mark, since Averroes misunderstands the meaning assigned to the 
formula by Avicenna 'and what the formula was intended to denote. 

Averroes' objection can, however, be considered as directed not against the 
formula but against Avicenna's conception of the nature of the celestial realm. 
For although the expression necessarily existent docs not entail eternally exi.l'tellt 
in Avicenna, Avicenna did construe the celestial spheres and the movers of the 
spheres as eternal and yet, in themselves, possibly existent. And that conception 
is precisely what Averroes objects to. Averroes' objection is as follows: To say 
that something is possibly existent is to say that it contains the possibility both 
of existing and not existing. Consequently, to maintain that something is possibly 
existent but eternal amounts to maintaining that "something has the possibility 
of being destroyed without ever undergoing destruction." 54 But should anything 
contain the possibility of undergoing destruction, the possibility must eventually 
be realized and the object destroyed; for over an infinite time every possibility is 
eventually realized. 55 Aristotle had, hence, correctly stated that "whatever exists 
eternally is absolutely indestructible" and, conversely, what is "destructible is 
not eternal."56 When, by contrast, Avicenna maintained that the heavens are 
eternal, yet have the possibility of both existing and not existing, he was affirming 
a possibility that is, over an infinite time, never realized. Avicenna's conception 
of the celestial realm is therefore untenable. 57 

Such is one statement of Averroes' criticism. Elsewhere Averroes puts the 
objection more sharply. Asserting that something is necessary-that is to say, 
eternal-and nevertheless possible would, he writes, contravene the law of con
tradiction. It would amount to assigning contrary attributes to the same thing in 
the same respect at the same time. 58 In additional passages, Averroes states what 
is again essentially the same objection in still another form: Avicenna's position 
amounts to assuming "that the nature of the possible can be transformed into the 
nature of the necessary [i.e., the eternal,]" an assumption that Averroes regards 
as a patent absurdity. 59 To summarize Averroes' objection in its different forms: 
When Avicenna construed the celestial realm as eternal, yet possibly existent, he 
was assigning to the heavens mutually exclusive attributes. 

"Long Commentary on De Cae/o, in Aristotelis Opera cum Averrois Commelllariis, Vol. V 
(Venice. 1562), II, comm. 71. 

'SCf. Aristotle, Metaphysics IX. 4, 1047b, 4-5; above. p. 90, n. 30. 
s6Aristotle, De Caelo 1,12, 281b, 25; 282a, 22-23. Cf. Metaphysics IX, 8, 1050b. 17. 
s7Long Commentary on De Cae/o, II. comm. 71. '"Taluijllt al·Tahajut, VIII. p. 395. 
s9K. al.Kasllj, p. 39; Long Commelllary on Metaphysics. XII. comm. 41; Arabic original. p. 1632; 

Epitome of De Caelo, in Rasa' illbn Rushd (Hyderabad, 1947), p. 36; British Museum, Hebrew MS. 
27559, pp. 304b, 307b ( = Derushim Tib'iyim, IX, and De Substantia Orbis, VII); Epitome of 
Metaphysics, III, §27. 
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3. The nature of the celestial spheres according to Averroes 
In the question of the nature of the celestial spheres, as in the question of the 

science responsible for proving the cxistence of God. flO Averroes understands that 
Avicenna was misled by Alexander of Aphrodisias. 61 At issue now is another 
Aristotelian principle, the proposition that since the heavens are a finite body, 
they cannot contain infinite power. 62 That proposition allowed Aristotle to reason 
that the heavens are unable to maintain themselves in motion over an infinite 
time. and that the eternal motion of the celestial spheres must therefore be due 
to an incorporeal mover. b.l The same proposition allowed Proclus and Simplicius 
to reason that the heavens are unable to maintain themselves even in existence 
over an infinite time and therefore the very existence of the heavens. not merely 
their motion, must derive from an incorporeal cause. 64 As put by Simplicius, the 
principle that a body cannot contain infinite power "clearly" applies not to "motive 
power" alone, but also to the power "constituting the being" of the heavens; and 
consequently, the heavens "must receive even their eternal corporeal being from 
an incorporeal\causel."b5 Simplicius' contention, as it happens, appeared in the 
course of a critique of Alexander. Averroes, who mentions neither Proclus nor 
Simplicius in the present connection, reports the same contention in Alexander's 
name. 

In "several works," Averroes writes,cm Alexander took up the Aristotelian 
proposition that the heavens can contain only finite power; and he inferred from 
it that the heavens cannot possess their infinite, eternal existence through them
selves, but must "acquire· their eternal existence "from their immaterial mover."67 
Accordingly, the heavens would, as construed by Alexander, be "destructible in 
themselves, yet never actually destroyed because of an infinite immaterial power, 
that is to say, because of their mover." 68 The mistaken interpretation of Aristotle 
on the part of Alexander. Averroes continues, led Avicenna to his equally mis
taken conception. On the model of Alexander, who construed the heavens as 
destructible in themselves, but never destroyed by reason of their cause, Avicenna 
supposedly came to his own conception of the heavens as possibly existent by 

,"lCf. above. p. 317. 
61 Averroes also assumes that the Kalam arguments from the concept of particularization were a 

factor leading to his position. Tahiifllt al·TaMfut. IV. p. 276; K. al·Kashf. pp. 37. 39; Long Com· 
mentarv Oil PhYsics. II, comm. 22. 

("Phvsics, VIII. 10; De Caeio II. 12, 293a. 10-11. 
"JCf: above, p. 244. 
M Above, pp. 281-282. 
'" Above, p. 282. 
66 A number of items attributed 10 Alexander were current in Arabic. some genuine, others 

excerpted from Proclus' works, yet others of unknown authorship. See J. van Ess. "Fragmente des 
Alexander von Aphrodisias: Der Islalll. XLII (1966), t48-168. Item 15 in van Ess's list is entitled 
all the Movelllellls of the !>i,heres and could be one of the works referred to by Averrocs. 

67LOllg COllllllelllary on Phvsics, VIII, comm. 79. 
""Middle COllllllelltary Oil De Cuelo, I. Vatican Library, Hebrew MS. Urb. 40. p. 49a. Cf. British 

Museum. Hebrew MS. 27559. p. 306a. 
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virtue of themselves, but necessarily-that is, eternally-existent by virtue of 
another. 69 

Averroes has drawn up the following scheme: Aristotle's principle that hodies 
cannot contain infinite power led Alexander and Avicenna to conclude that the 
heavens have in themselves a possibility of not existing. Alexander, as a conse
quence, construed the heavens as destructible in themselves, indestructible through 
their cause; and Avicenna construed the heavens as possibly existent in them
selves, necessarily and eternally existent through another. But to be destructible 
in itself, or to have the possibility of existing and hence also of not existing, is 
incompatible with an object's existing eternally. The position of Alexander and 
Avicenna therefore contains a contradiction. 

John Philoponus too receives a place in the scheme just delineated. The sig
nificance of Philoponus' argument for creation from the finite power of the spheres 70 
lies, on Averroes' reading, precisely in its recognizing that possible existence 
and eternity are mutually exclusive. Averroes explains Philoponus' argument as 
a response to Alexander: Alexander reasoned that since the heavens are finite, 
they contain only finite power and cannot be responsible for thcir own eternal 
existence; they are in themselves liable to destruction; and their eternal existence 
must be acquired from an incorporeal cause. Philoponus responded that if the 
heavens do have only finite power and contain in themselves a possibility of not 
existing, they cannot be eternal, whatever the source of their existence might be; 
for every potentiality must eventually be realized. The heavens, Philoponus con
cluded, cannot have existed through an infinite past time, but must instead have 
come into existence after not having existed. 71 Philoponus' argument from the 
finite power of the heavens is characterized by Averroes as the strongest argument 
for creation, and it, together with other difficulties connected with the nature of 
the heavens, left Averroes "in a quandary for many years."n 

The acuteness of Averroe,,' quandary is understandable. ]t was Aristotle who 
established the proposition that the celestial spheres contain only IInite power. 
The proposition apparently does imply that the spheres are possibly existent. The 
position taken by Alexander and Avicenna-that the heavens are possible in 
themselves, eternal through their cause-is, however, inadmissible, since it assigns 
the heavens mutually exclusive attributes. And Philoponus' cutting of the knot 
by affirming that the heavens are not after all eternal is also unacceptable to 
Averroes; for he endorses Aristotle's arguments for the eternity of the world both 

69References in the previous two notes. Also, Long Commentary all De Cae/a, II, comm. 71; 
De Substanlia Orbis, Ill. 

70See above, p. 91. 
7'Lollg Commentary all Physics, VIII, comm. 79; Middle Commentary on De Caelo, I, p. 49a; 

LOllg Commentary on De Cae/a, II, comm.71; Long Commentary on Metaphysics. XII. comm. 41. 
and Ta/5ir. p. 1628. 

"Long Commentary on Physics. VIII. comm. 79; Middle Commentary all Metaphysics. X III , 
Casanatense Library, Hebrew MS. 3083, p. 140 (I41)b; De Sul>stalllia Orl>is. V. 
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on tlleir own merit and because of their provenance. The dilemma here outlined 
is handled by Averroes differently in different works, and disentangling and 
harmonizing his different treatments is not easy. Still, two general prohlems uealt 
with hy Averroes may be uistinguisheu, one primarily exegetical, the other 
philosophical. 

(a) The exegetical problem regaruing the nature of the celestial spheres relates 
specifically to Aristotle's statement in Physics VlIl, to the effect that a physical 
body can contain only tinite power,73 and his statement in De Caelo II, to the 
effect that the heavens can contain only finite power since they arc houies. 74 

Aristotle's statements woulu seem, as Philoponus argued, to imply that the heav
ens can move anu exist for no more than a finite time, and not for all eternity. 
And yet Aristotle hau demonstrated the eternity of the heavens. 

Averroes solves the exegetical difficulty by distinguishing two senses of finite 
power, of which both apply to sublunar bodies, but only one to celestial bodies. 
Finiteness of power, he writes, may be understood as finiteness in "intensity," 
which in the instance of motive power means the capability to produce or unuergo 
no more than a tinite "velocity." It also may be understoou as tiniteness in "con
tinuity" or "time.,,75 Now every bouy that performs any "act" whatsoever, incluu
ing motion, must do so at a finite velocity; for the nature of bouies is such that 
they cannot perform an act instantaneously. Because of the very nature of bodies, 
irrespective of whether they are suhlunar or celestial, their power of producing 
as well as of undergoing motion must he !inite in re~pect to illtl'll.lity. Aristotle's 
statement in lJe Cae/o II regarding the finite power of the celestial spheres is 
interpreteu by Averroes as affirming, in conformity with the present sense of 
finiteness, that the power to prouuce and undergo motion is, even in the case of 
the spheres, finite in intensity;76 and the context of Aristotle's statement there 
does in fact lend itself to the interpretation. 77 

Finiteness of power in the other sense, in the sense of cOlllilluit)' and time. is 
due. writes Averroes, not to the very nature of houies but to the nature of a certain 
type of bouy. And only sublunar bouies are such that their powers must be !inite 
in respcct to continuity and time. Averroes explains: Sublunar bodies are com
pounds of matter and form. The matter and form are fused and arc depenucnt 
upon one another for their existence. The matter is brought to actuality through 
the form, and the latter is a material form, capable of existing solely in matter. 
The power through which a sublunar body continues to exist anu move has its 

7~Physics. VIII. 10. 
74DeCoeio 11.12, 293a. lO-11. 
7'For other instances of the distinction cf. S. Pines. "A Tenth Century Philosophical Corrcspon

dence: ProceedillgJ of Americall Academy for lewish Research. XXIV (1955). 115; H. Wolfson. 
Crescas' Critique of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass .. 1929). pp. 612-613. 

7°Middle CommellIary Oil De Cae/a. I. pp. 49a-50a. and the other references in n. XO. 
77See the Oxford translation of the Works of Aristotle. Vol. II (Oxford. 1930). De Carlo 293a. 

n.2. 
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source in the form, and since the form must be present in the matter, the power 
too is present "within" the matter. It is divisible, just as matter is divisible; and 
hence the power contained within a finite sublunar body must, as Aristotle showed ,78 
be equally finite-finite not merely in respect to its intensity, but also exhaustible 
and finite in respect to its continuity. Finiteness of power in this second sense, in 
respect to continuity, thus follows from the nature of sublunar bodies. 

The nature of celestial bodies, Averroes continues, is different from that of 
sublunar bodies. The substratum and the form of the spheres do not exist together 
in a compound. Each exists independently of, although in conjunction with, the 
other. The form of the spheres is not a material form inhering in a material 
substratum; and the substratum is not in a state of potehtiality requiring a form 
to render it actual. The substratum therefore does not exist through a power that 
is distinct from it, but contained within it, a power that must accordingly be finite 
in respect to continuity. The substratum of the spheres does not exist through a 
power at all; and the argument that a finite body can contain only finite power, 
and finite power can give rise only to finite existence, does not apply . .In Averroes' 
most frequent formulation ,79 the substratum of the spheres exists "through itself," 
through its own simple nature, which contains "no contrary" able to bring about 
the destruction of the substratum. It has, as a consequence, no possibility of not 
existing, and its continued existence is in no way subject to limitation. As for the 
motion of the sphere, it is indeed produced by a power, a power issuing from the 
immaterial form associated with the substratum. But since the form in question 
is immaterial, the power whereby the substratum moves is not present "within" 
the finitely extended substratum. Consequently, the power moving the sphere is 
not finite, and the ability to move continually through time is for the spheres
as it is not for sublunar bodies-unlimited. 8o 

The difficulties occasioned by Aristotle's statements concerning the finiteness 
of power in a body are, then, solved by Averroes in the following fashion: The 
statement in De Cae/o II, to the effect that the heavens contain only finite power 
refers to finiteness in intensity. It means merely that the heavens, like all other 
bodies, cannot possess a motive power infinite in intensity which would give rise 
to motion of an infinite velocity. By contrast, Aristotle's statement in Physics 

7'PhysicsVIII,IO, 266a, 24-266b,6. Aristotle's reasoning there is different from that given here 
by Averrocs. Possibly, Averroes was thinking of a train of reasoning offered by Alexander (in Sim
plicius, Commentary onPhysics,ed. H. Diels, Commelltaria in Aristotelem Graeca, Vol. X [Berlin, 
1895J, p. 1326) and repeated by Avicenna, Najiit. (Cairo, 1938). p. 130. See H. Davidson, "The 
Principle that a Finite Body can Contain only Finite Power," Studies in Jewish Religious alld intel· 
lectual History presellled to Alexander Altmann (University, Alabama, 1979), p. 77. 

79 Another view is gi ven below, pp. 330-331. 
'°Long Commentary 011 Physics. VIII, comm. 79; Middle Commentary on De Caelo. I, pp. 49b. 

50b-51 b; Long Commentary on De Cae/o. II, comm. 71; Middle Commentary on Metaphysics. XIII. 
pp. 140(l41)b-14Ia; De Substantia Orbis. III; British Museum, Hebrew MS. 27559, pp. 305a, 
306b. The account in Long Commentary on Metaphysics. XII, comm. 41. and Tuf'lr. pp. 1629-1631, 

is somewhat differenl. 
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VIII, to the effect that physical bodies contain only finite power refers to finiteness 
in continuity and applies exclusively to sublunar bodies. It means that any finite 
body consisting in a compound of matter and form cannot contain a power infinite 
in continuity. The spheres, which do exist and move for an infinite time, are to 
be construed as a different type of a body. On Averroes' interpretation, Philo
ponus' argument for creation from the finiteness of power in the sphere loses its 
point d' appui in the text of Aristotle, inasmuch as Aristotle is no longer to be 
understood as saying that the spheres contain a power which is (inite in the 
significant sense of cOlllilluity. 

The principle that a finite body cannot contain infinite power was fundamental 
to Aristotle's proof of the existence of God from motion. It enabled Aristotle to 
conclude that the movement of the heavens must depend on an incorporeal first 
mover beyond the heavens. 81 Now that Averroes has given his own interpretation 
of the principle, he is led to recast part of Aristotle's proof. Avcrrocs has nothing 
to add as regards the reasoning leading up to the existence of the celestial spheres, 
which are etemall y in motion. 82 But he does undertake to make the proof more 
precise from that stage on. He explains: The substratum of the (irst sphere cannot 
be assumed to move itself, since nothing at all can move itself. 8] The motion of 
the substratum of the first of the spheres must be due to a form. 84 Thc reason 
that the form moving the sphere must be incorporeal is not to be formulated as 
the principle that bodies contain only finite power. It rather is to be formulated 
as the principle that a certain type of body, consisting in a· true compound of 
matter and form, cannot possess power infinite in respect to continuity. The first 
formulation, which Averroes rcjects, would imply that the celestial sphere con
sists in a compound of matter and material form, and, considered as a whole, 
contains only a finite power of continued movement and existence. The sphere 
would hence have the possibility of both moving and not moving, both existing 
and not existing; and since every possibility must eventually be realized. the 
spheres, it would follow, cannot exist or move forever. The second formulation. 
which has the benefit of Averroes' exegesis, leads to another result: Since bodies 
compounded of matter and form cannot possess power infinite in respect to 
continuity, and since the heavens do move for an infinite time, the heavens cannot 
be such a body. The heavens must instead be construed as a body of a completely 
different type, consisting in the association of ~ simple matter-like substratum in 
motion, and an independently existing immaterial form moving the substratum. 
The matter-like substratum exists necessarily by virtue of itself, and the form is 
a source of infinite power whereby the substratum moves eternally.85 Inasmuch 

SlCf. above, p. 244. 
.2Cf. above, pp. 240-242. 
.3Middle Commentary 011 De Cueto. I, p. 52b; British Museum, Hebrew MS. 27559. p. 305b. 
840therwise we would have to posit an infinite series of moving bodies; cf. above. p. 243. 
"'The incorporeal form would thus be the cause of the substralum's existence as a sphere, although 

not the cause of the existence of the substratum itself. 
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as the form of the first sphere serves as the eternal mover of the entire unive~se ,86 

Aristotle's proof, with Averroes' nuance, still arrives at an incorporeal first mover. 
But by denying that the substratum of the sphere contains a form within itself, 
and by construing the sole source of power for the sphere as an incorporeal form 
that is independent of, although associated with, the substratum of the sphere, 
Averrues is confident that he has avoided attributing to the sphere any power that 
is finite in respect to continuity. He thereby can retain Aristotle's proof of an 
incorporeal first cause while deflecting Philoponus' argument for creation from 
the finite power of the sphere. 87 

(b) Averroes' explanation of Aristotle's statements concerning the finite power 
of bodies rests, in sum, on a scholastic distinction. The distinction between two 
senses of finiteness permits an interpretation of Aristotle which avoids attributing 
to the spheres a power finite in continuity. A philosophical problem remains, 
however. The thesis that the heavens arc possibly existent by virtue of themselves 
and necessarily, or eternally, existent by virtue of another is untenable, Averroes 
has argued, inasmuch as it combines contrary attributes in the same thing at the 
same time. But when Averroes, for his part, affirms that the substratum of the 
heavens exists by virtue of itself and is kept in motion through an incorporeal 
form distinct from it, he is adopting a position that also turns out to involve the 
combined presence of necessity and possibility in the substratum of the heavens. 
Averroes is quite aware that the problem of the presence of both necessity and 
possibility in the heavens is going to attach itself to his position too. Unfortu
nately, the solution to the problem which he most frequently offers-(i), below
is discovered by him, on careful inspection, to be inadequate. A philosophic note 
of Averroes' offers another solution to the problem-(ii)-but it is questionable 
as well. An additional philosophic note-(iii)-offers yet a third solution, a 
solution that brings the discussion to an unexpected denouement. 

(i) Maintaining that the substratum of the heavens is kept in motion through a 
factor distinct from it would appear to imply that the substratum in itself has 
nothing more than a possibility of motion. In some passages Averroes accepts 
the implication and docs affirm that the substratum of the heavens should be 
construed as having in itself nothing more than a possibility of motion. He draws 
a distinction between possibility in respect to existence, whir:h the heavens cannot 
have, and possibility in respect to motion, which they do have. The simple 

8°The outer sphere, it will be recalled, produces the daily movement of the heavens, to which 
the peculiar movement of each of the spheres is added. 

87Middle Commelltary 011 De Caelo, I, pp. 5Ib-52b; Middle Commelltary 011 Metaphysics, XII, 
p. 141 (142)a; LOllg Commelllary 011 Metaphysics, XII, comm. 41, and TaJsil; pp. 1633-1634; British 
Museum, Hebrew MS. 27559, pp. 305b-306a. 

For ':Iasdai Crescas' application of the distinction between power which is infinite in intensity 
and power which is infinite in continuity, see above, pp.264-265. Some reverberations of the 
distinction in Scholastic thought are discussed by Anne1iese Maier, Metaphysische Hilllergruellde 
der SpaetscilOlastischen Naturphi/osophie (Rome, 1955), pp. 23S-262. 
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substratum of the spheres, he writes, "has no contrary"; but things arc destroyed 
only by their contrary; consequently, nothing can conceivably destroy the sub
stratum of the spheres, and it "continues [to exist] through itself ... not through 
any (addedl factor." That is the reason why the substratum of the spheres is to 
be construed as necessarily existent by virtue of itself. The motion of the spheres, 
however, "docs have a contrary, namely rest." Consequently, the motion of the 
substratum of the spheres "cannot continue through itself," and the substratum 
of the spheres has in itself only the possibility, not the necessity of continued 
movement. 88 This is the reason that an external factor, the incorporeal form, 
must be posited; it must be posited to explain why the "possibility ... of rest" 
in the spheres is "prevented from realization," and why the celestial spheres do 
enjoy eternal motion. 89 

Averroes submits that the law of contradiction rules out Avicenna's position 
on the nature of the celestial spheres but ·not his own position. The law of con
tradiction rules out an object's being both necessary and possible in a single 
respect: "Nothing having a single nature" can be "possible by virtue of one factor 
and necessary by virtue of another. . . ; for possible is the contrary of necessary." 
Consequently, nothing can be construed, in the manner that Avicenna construed 
the heavens. as possible by virtue of itself, and necessary, that is, eternal, by 
virtue of another, all in respect to its existence. But an object may be "necessary 
in respect to one nature and possible in respect to another." The law of contra
diction is not, therefore, contravened when the substratum of the spheres is 
construed as "necessary in respect to its substance, possible in respect to its 
motion in place."YO 

Here, then, Averroes has advanced the thesis that the substratum of the spheres 
is necessary in one respect, in its existence, and possible in a different respect, 
in its motion. The thesis is highly vulnerable. The movement of the substratum 
of the spheres, Averroes stresses, is due to a factor distinct from the substratum 
of the spheres. If the motion of the spheres continues eternally by virtue of such 
a factor, the motion of the spheres is plainly necessary, or eternal, by virtue of 
something distinct fwm it. The motion of the spheres would, as Averroes explic
itly writes, be "necessary through another but possibly in itself.~91 A single 
phenomenon, the motion of the spheres, would, solely in respect to its occurrence 
or "existence~ (wujiid),92 be necessary through another, possible in itself. Or, if 
one prefers, a single object, the substratum of the spheres, would, in a single 

KK Averroes would have to harmonize his position with Aristotle, Metaphl'sio IX, 8. 1050b. 20. 
K9Loll/i Commelllary 011 Metaphysics, XII, comm. 41, and TaJsir. p. 1631. Cf. De SlIbstalllia 

Orbis, V. 
907il/lIjfilt a/·7il/lIi{lIt, YIll, p. 395; LOIl/i Commelltary 011 Metaphysics, XII. comm. 41. and Taflir. 

pp. t631-1632. Cf. Aristotle. Metaphysics IX. S, 1050b, 15-IS. 
9' Tal'ir. p. 1632. 
92lbid. 
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respect, in respect to its motion, be both necessary and possible; it would be 
necessary through its mover and possible through itself. Averroes has accused 
Avicenna of fashioning a contradictory thesis when he construed the spheres as 
both necessary and possible in a single respect. 93 If the criticism is valid, Averroes 
has now committed the same error. 

The point can be made in another way as well. Averroes has described the 
substratum of the spheres as containing a "possibility ... of rest," which pos
sibility is "prevented from realization" by the incorporeal mover. The physical 
universe, Averroes understands, exists in its form as a universe only through the 
motion of the spheres. 94 If the substratum of the spheres contains a possibility 
of rest, the physical universe contains the possibility of not existing in the form 
of a universe. The universe would hence be possibly existent by virtue of itself 
and, if eternal, necessarily exist!!nt by virtue of another-by virtue of the incor
poreal beings that move the celestial spheres. Averroes' position is thus seen 
again to imply that a single object, the physical universe, is both necessary and 
possible in a single respect, in respect to existence.95 

Having ruled out Avicenna's position that the heavens are possibly existent by 
virtue of themselves and necessarily, or eternally, existent by virtue of another, 
Averroes has been led to a virtually identical position. Two brief, apparently 
genuine, philosophical notes recognize that the problem of the presence of both 
possibility and necessity in the'spheres has not yet been solved; the two notes 
offer alternative explanations of the nature of the spheres designed to solve the 
problem. 96 

(ii) The first of the philosophical notes takes up the thesis that since "without 
... their mover" the heavens would not move continually, "their motion in place 
is possible by virtue of itself, necessary by virtue of their eternal mover." 97 Such 
was precisely the position arrived at by Averroes in the passages discussed in the 
previous paragraphs. But now Averroes rejects the thesis because of the difficulty 
just pointed out: The implication would be that "something [namely, motion] 
exists, which is possible in itself, necessary through another.,,98 A single thing 
would be both possible and necessary, or eternal, in the same respect. 

The new position adopted by Averroes is that the motion of the heavens is not 
after all possible by virtue of itself, necessary by virtue of its cause. The move
ment of the heavens is rather to be construed as "necessary by virtue of itself." 99 

93 Above, pp. 319-320. 94Cr. above, p. 283. 
9sThe objection is raised by Sh. Falaquera, Moreh ha-Moreh (Pressburg, 1837). pp. 63-64. 
96The two notes are Derushim Tib'iyim, IX, and De Subs/alllia Orbis, VII. I cite them from 

British Museum, Hebrew MS. 27559. They also are found in Paris, Bibliothcque Nationale, Hebrew 
MS. 989; cf. M. Steinschneider, Die Hebraeischell Uebersetzullgell des Millelalters (Berlin, 1893), 
pp. 181-182. Ibn Abi U~aybi'a appears to have known them and regarded them as genuine; cf. 
'Uyull al-Allbii' (Cairo, 1882). II, p. 78. 

97British Museum. Hebrew MS. 27559, p. 305a. 
9"Ibid .• p. 305b. 99Ibid. 
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Averroes docs not mean that the substratum of the heavens moves itself; on that 
supposition, the incorporeal mover could be dispensed with, and Aristotle's proof 
from motion would no longer establish an incorporeal being beyond the heavens. 
Averroes categorically rejects any such thought and insists that the substratum of 
the spheres does stand in need of a mover. But he now contends that a mover of 
the spheres must be posited "only ... because every motion requires a mover" 
and "not ... because celestial motion is [merely] possible." 100 Accordingly, the 
motion of the sphere can, although dependent upon something else, be construed 
as necessary ill itself. 

Averroes praises his solution as "wondrous," Illi but it seems to be nothing 
more than verbal legerdemain. The proposition that continual celestial motion 
depends on a cause external to the substratum of the spheres led Averroes to 
construe celestial motion as possible by virtue of itse(f, a construction that had 
unaccept\lble implications. Averroes here still assumes that continual celestial 
motion depends on a cause external to the substratum of the spheres, but he alters 
his terminology and paradoxically calls the motion of the spheres necessary by 
virtue of itse(f: Celestial motion is necessary by virtue of itself, although'depen
dent on something else. The unacceptable implications of Averroes' theory are 
disguised by a change of terminology. 

(iii) The second of the philosophic notes makes yet another attempt to define 
the nature of the heavens. Averroes, ignoring the distinction he drew elsewhere 
between the separate senses of finite, poses a dilemma, one horn of which repeats 
the lines of Philoponus' argument: Since the heavens arc tinite, they can, as 
Aristotle showed, contain only finite power; if the power of the heavens is finite, 
the heavens in themselves are only possibly existent; the heavens hence contain 
the possibility of not existing; every possibility must eventually be realized; 
whence it would ensue that the heavens cannot be eternal. And yet-here is the 
other horn of the dilemma-Aristotle had proved conclusively that the heavens 
are eternal. 102 

According to Avcrrocs' 1I10st frequent solution-(i), above-the substratum 
of the heavens is not possibly existent by virtue of itself, as Alexander and 
Avicenna held, but rather necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Averroes was 
nonetheless led to acknowledge that the motion, if not the substratum. of the 
spheres is both possible and necessary in respect to its existence, a combination 
of attributes which he had repeatedly rejected as self-contradictory. According 
to Averroes' second solution-(ii), above-not only the existence of the sub
stratum of the spheres, but also the motion of the spheres is necessary by virtue 
of itself. Paradoxically. however, Averrocs insisted at the same time that the 
motion of the substratum of the spheres is not produced by itself. In the present 

'OOlbid., pp. 305b-306a. 
1O'lbid .• p. 306a. 
l("lbid .• p. 307a-b. 
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solution, Averroes embraces the theory of Alexander and Avicenna to which he 
objected so strongly in other works. The substratum of the heavens, he concedes, 
is in fact possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of its 
cause. 

The human intellect, Averroes explains, sometimes operates with propositions 
that are illuminating although not true reflections of reality. The geometer, for 
example, abstracts from the nature of actual physical objects and affirms that a 
circle will meet a tangential surface at an indivisible point. Yet the physicist 
informs us that objects in the physical world never do actually meet at an indi
visible point. By the same token, the human intellect "judges an effect to be 
possible in itself," even when the causal nexus is eternal; in the instance under 
discussion, it judges the celestial spheres to be possible by virtue of themselves, 
necessary through their cause. But in truth any effect dependent on an eternal 
cause is eternal and necessary, and hence contains no possibility of not existing; 
and inasmuch as the substratum of the spheres is dependent on an eternal cause, 
it too is eternal and necessary, nothing more. The possible existence. of the spheres 
is an unreal distinction drawn by the intellect when the intellect eonsiders the 
substratum of the sphere in abstraction from its cause. Since possible existellce 
is not a real attribute in the substratum of the spheres, the substratum of the 
spheres can after all be construed as both possibly existent and necessarily exis
tent, without contravening the law of contradiction. And since the possibility of 
nonexistence is not a real attribute-not a seed, as it were, that must eventually 
sprout-the possibility of the nonexistence of the spheres need not be realized 
over an infinite time. IU3 

Averroes realizes that the position just stated is that of Alexander and Avicenna. 
He acknowledges that "what Alexander says ... is correct"; Alexander recog
nized that since the heavens contain only finite power they cannot maintain them
selves indefinitely and therefore their "continual [existence and movement] ... 
must be due to the first cause." "Avicenna's position too was correct." Avicenna 
rightly recognized that certain necessary and eternal things arc "necessary by 
virtue of themselves," whereas some are "necessary through another, possible 
by virtue of themselves"; and he did not mean thereby that the latter "contain 
any possibility at all." On the present explanation, John Philoponus' argument 
for creation is easily disposed of. When Philoponus argued for creation from the 
finite power of the'spheres, he failed to understand that some "tinite powers" arc 
"by their very nature able to receive necessity [and eternity] from something 
else." 104 

The foregoing solution to the problem of the nature of the celestial spheres is, 
as far as' I can see, explicitly adopted only in the brief philosophic note undcr 
consideration. Echoes of it can, however, be discovered elsewhere. Several times 
Averroes describes the substratum of the sphere as dependent for its very existence 

103Ibid., pp. 308a-309a. 104Ibid .. pp. 308b-309b. 
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on its incorporeal form; 105 by implication, the substratum of the sphcre would 
be possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of its cause. 
Once when criticizing Avicenna, he observes that Avicenna's position might be 
defended by taking the possible existence of the spheres as a mere abstraction; 
there, however, he rejects the suggestion. 106 As for the philosophic note offering 
the present solution-De Substalltia Orbis. XII-there seems to be no way of 
determining whether it is a very early work of Averroes, a very late work, or, 
for that matter, not even genuine. An apparent volle-face is insufficient to impugn 
the genuineness of any of Averroes' works, since he at times did openly change 
his views on philosophic issues. But even if not written by Averroes, the philo
sophic note under consideration could have been written only by someone steeped 
in his philosophy. The note suggests that Aristotelian principles lead logically to 
Avicenna's position ·on the nature of the celestial spheres. More generally it 
indicates that Aristotelian principles inescapably lead to puzzles that can be solved 
only through nominalist interpretations, such as the nominalist interpretation of 
possibility. 

4. Averroes' critique of the body of Avicenna's proof 

In his discussion of Avicenna's proof of the existence of God from the concepts 
possibly exi.l'tellt and necessarily existent. Averroes, as has been seen, gives 
considerable attention to the question of the metaphysical character of the proof, 
and the question whether the attribute possible by virtue of itself is compatible 
with lIecessary by virtue of another. Averroes' critique of the body of the proof 
is almost completely independent of his treatment of those issues. 1117 His critique 
of the body of the proof also occupies him less than the preliminaries did, the 
reason being that Averroes tinds Avicenna's proof, as he understands it, to be 
acceptable with modifications. 

For his critique of the body of the proof, Averroes takes the term possibly 
existent in Avicenna to connote dependence on a cause, and necessarily existellt
that is to say, necessarily existellt by virtue of itself-to connote absence of a 
cause. 108 These constructions were not placed on the terms in Averroes' discus
sion of the preliminaries of the proof; and Averroes adopts them in the present 
context from Ghazali, apparently because his critique of the body of Avicenna's 
proof is based on Ghazali's restatement and crit.ique of the same proof. 109 Aver
roes, as has already been seen, supposes as well that possibly existent with no 

IO'Middle COllllllelltary Oil Metaphysics. XIII. p. 140 (I41)b; De Sub.l'talllia Orbis. II. 
IO<OK. al-Kash/' p. 39. 
107He docs assume here. as he did in the preliminaries. that possibly exislelll designates. for 

Avicenna. the generated-destructible objects of the sublunar world; cf. above. p. 318 .. And his 
corrected version uf Avicenna's proof is, as he required in the preliminaries. a physical proof. 

"'"Taila/1I1 al-7iI/uijlll. IV. p. 276. 
"''IIbid .• referring to Ghazali. Tahii/lIIal-Falasifa. IV. §12. discussed above. p. 371. 
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further qualification denotes, for Avicenna, the generated-destructible objects of 
the sublunar world. 110 As for the correct usage of the terms possibly existent and 
necessarily existent, Averroes relics, as he always docs in matters of terminoloy, 
on Aristotle. Possibly existent, he insists, can only properly mean: that which has 
the possibility of both existing and not existing-in effect, again, that which is 
generated and destructible. III And necessarily existent can only properly mean: 
that which has no possibility of not existing-in effect, that which is eternal. 112 

In the light of the foregoing, Averroes is able to discover that "one~ error in 
Avicenna's proof was the employment of the term "possible equivocally." 113 The 
purport of the criticism is this: Possihly existelll means, in Avicenna, that which 
has a cause; but the term possibly exiSlelll was in addition employed by Avi
cenna-so Averroes supposes-as a designation for generated-destructible beings. 114 

The class of beings that have a cause is, however, wider than the class of gen
erated-destructible "beings ~; for the former extends to the eternal celestial realm, 
whereas the latter docs not. Consequently, Averroes finds Avicenna was guilty 
of equivocation in his usc of the term possibly exislelll. 

A second, related error in Avicenna's proof, according to Averroes, is that 
"dividing the existent primarily into what is possible [in the sense of having a 
cause 1 and what is not possible [in the sense of not having a cause j is [an I incorrect 
[division]"; "it is not a division thilt comprehends the existent qua existent," 115 

and it is not "self-evident." 116 By contrast, the "division of existent beings which 
is evident by nature" IS the division into the "truly possible and the [truly] 
necessary." 117 Averroes' meaning is unclear,"8 but perhaps his intention is as 
follows: Sense perception immediately discovers objects to be generated-des
tructible. Since something corresponding to the concept generated-destructible 
is at once known to exist, the study of existence can legitimately begin with the 
dichotomy of that which is generated-destructible and that which is not gener
ated-destructible. Sense perception does not, by contrast, discover that anything 
has a cause; causes can be inferred only through an act of reasoning subsequent 
to, and performed upon, the reports of sense perception. 119 Inasmuch as human 
knowledge cannot at once take hold of either side of the dichotomy caused and 
uncaused-neither side being known from the outset actually to exist-beginning 
the study of existence with that dichotomy is not legitimate. 120 

IIOAbove, p. 319. IIICf. Metaphysics IX. 8, 1050b, 7-15. 
I12Cf. De Generatione 11, II, 337b, 35 ff. Cf. Alfarabi's position, above, p.332. 
113Tahiifut al-Tahiifut, IV, p. 279. 
114Cf. above, p. 318-3/9. 
I "Tahiifut al-Tahiiful, IV, p. 279. 
116Ibid., p. 276. 117lbid., X, p. 418. 

I "Especially unclear to me is Averroes' statement to the effect that Avicenna's division of being 
does not comprehend "the existent qua existent." 

119Cf. below, p. 342. 

12°This interpretation of Averroes' objection is supported by Tahiiful ai-TaMful, X, p. 418, and 
by Ihe criticism of Avicenna's proof which he states, immediately below. 
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Avicenna's proof as a whole fails, Averroes continues, precisely because of its 
failure accurately to represent the dichotomy of possible and nccessary. Averroes 
understands Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existellt bcing and nec
essarily existent being, as nothing other than a typical argument from the impos
sibility of an infinite regress of causes. Avicenna, Averroes supposes, began by 
considering beings that are possibly existellt in the sense of having a cause; 121 he 
contended that an infinite regress of beings of the sort is impossible; and he 
concluded that the regress must end at a being necessarily existent by virtue of 
itself, which is the cause of everything else. Averroes rejects the inference, 
bccause, he argues, it is by no means at once evident that the universe does 
conlain beings having a cause. One might, that is to say, grant the impossibility 
of an infinite regress of causes but reject the first premise in Avicenna's argument. 
The argument as supposedly framed by Avicenna would not, then, lead to the 
conclusion that there exists a first cause, but might leave us instead with the 
proposition that nothing in the universe has a cause. 122 

Averroes thus understands that Avicenna attempted nothing more than a stand
ard proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress and bungled even that by 
not starting with possibly existelll heing in the correct sense. With a few modi· 
fications, Averroes sets the proof aright. He explains: The proof must begin with 
an appropriate division of being and with the proper usage of possihly cxistent. 
The existence of possibly existent beings-taking possibly existent as tantamount 
to gellcrated-destructilJle-is attested to by sense pcrception, inasmuch as objects 
are continually observed coming into existence and undergoing destruction. 123 

Reason thereupon determines that a possibly existent being does require a cause 
to actualize it, to effect its transition from potentiality to actuality; for nothing 
can conceivably bring itself to actuality. 124 Further, a series of possibly existent 
beings that are causes of one another cannot regress infinitely. For, as Aristotle 
showed, the true cause is always the first cause, and shoukl therc be no first cause 
Ihere would be no true cause and hence no cause at all; 125 "to assume an infinite 
number of possible causcs" would accordingly entail caused beings ~without an 
agent [to effect their actualization],~ something that is "absurd." 126 The impos
sibility of an infinite regress leads to the preliminary conclusion that the series 
of possibly existent, or generated-destructible, beings must terminate in a being 

121 Averroes apparenlly understood that this manner of beginning the proof was the basis for 
Avicenna's claims regarding the proof's metaphysical character; cr. Talriiflll al-Talriiful, X, p. 419. 
Averrocs' corrected version of the proof, given inunediately below, begins with a phy~ical phenomenon. 

122Ta/llljllt al-Tahiifut, IV, p. 280; X, p. 418. Avicenna, it will be recalled, was willing to grant 
that the random object we begin our investigation with is necessarily existent by virtue of itself; he 
would, however, insist that all the attributes of the necessarily existent by virtue of itself be then 
assigned to that object. Cf. above, p. 303. 

12JTa/f(ljllllli-7i.I/lllflll. VI, pp. 359-361. 
124lbid., V1I1, p. 393, and VI, p. 361. 
125lbid., IV, p. 274. Cf. b~low, p. 337. 
""Ibid., pp. 278-279. 
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that is not generated, but is necessary, or eternal. A necessary being is not yet a 
deity, however, and Averroes proceeds, as will be seen in the next chapter, to 
argue that the series of necessarily existent, or eternal, beings must, for its part, 
likewise terminate; it must terminate in a being necessarily existent by virtue of 
itself, and this last will possess the attributes of the deity. 127 The proof Averroes 
here offers as an emended version of Avicenna 's proof from the concepts possibly 
existent and necessarily existent makes no use of the argumentation of Avicenna's 
proof outlined in the previous chapter. Averroes has simply offered his own 
version of the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress, employing 
therein the terms possibly existent and necessarily existent as he construes them. 12H 

Averroes' critique of the body of Avicenna's proof is to an astonishing extent 
grounded in misinformation. The criticism that Avicenna employed the term 
possibly existent equivocally reflects a misunderstanding of the way Avicenna did 
usc the term and its counterpart necessarily exist('l/t. 129 The assumption that 
Avicenna attempted nothing more than a standard argument from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress of causes reveals that Averroes had no firsthand knowledge 
of Avicenna's distinctive proof from the concepts possibly exist~11f being and 
necessarily existent being. 130 And the contention that Avicenna failed to accom
plish his proof because of an incorrect use of the term possibly existent docs not 
in any way address Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent and 
necessarily existent 13 1 or, for that matter, the version Avicenna offers elsewhere 
of the standard argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress. 132 

5. Summary 

Averroes must have relied on derivative accounts of Avicenna's philosophy, 
such as Ghazali's account, in addition to whatever incomplete copies of Avicen
na's works might have reached him in Spain. 133 The fragmentary information he 
had was supplemented through his own reconstruction of Avicenna's reasoning. 

Averroes knows that Avicenna proposed to offer a metaphysical proof of the 
existence of God, and he rejects the possibility of such a proof on the grounds 
that Aristotelian rules for determining the subject matter and principles of any 
given science preclude it. 134 He seems not to know that his objections had becn 

127lbid., and VIII, pp. 393-394. Cf. below, p. 342. 
12·Cf. below, ibid. 
129Cf. above, p. 3i9. 
"OCr. above, pp. 331-333. 
"'Cf. above, n. 122. 
iJ2That argument of Aviccnna's would begin-as, Averrocs insists, the argument from an infinite 

regress must-with objects that are transient and hence clearly do have a cause. Cf. below, p. 340. 
133ln K. al-Kash/, p.42, Averrocs writes that no Mu'tazilite writings of substance had reached 

Spain. In the Middle Commentary on Metaphysics, XII, p. 141 (142)a, he states that Avicenna's proof 
from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existefll appears in the Shijii'. In fact it docs not 
appear there; cf. above, p. 289. 

134Above, pp. 312-313. 
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anticipated and answered by Avicenna. 135 On a second issue, Averroes generally 
takes Avicenna's twofold division of actual existence to be a threefold division 136 

because he mistakenly supposes that possibly existent designated a category of 
actual existence for Avicenna. 137 In a third issue, Averroes objects especially to 
the designation of the celestial realm as possibly existent by virtue of itself, 
necessarily existent by virtue of another. Insofar as this objection is directed 
against the formula possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by 
virtue of aI/other, it misses the mark, since Avicenna did not usc the formula in 
the way Averroes supposes he did. \38 Finally, Averroes' critique of the body of 
Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existel/t and I/ecessarily ('xi.l't('111 also 
misses completely; for Averroes docs not correctly understand the concepts and 
intention of the proof. The most pertinent point made by Averroes-disregarding, 
now, the formula "ossi"'e by virlll£' (~( it.l'£'((, I/eces.l'ary by I'irtlll' (~( aI/other, 
which Averroes misunderstood-is that Avicenna construed the celestial realm 
as eternal, yet in itself only possibly existent. Averroes objects that whatever has 
only a possibility of existing also has a possibility of not existing; whatever has 
a possibility of not existing will at some time not exist; and hence possible 
existence is incompatible with eternal existence. As Averroes pursues the matter, 
however, he too cannot escape construing the substratum of the spheres as both 
possible and also necessary, or eternal; and in one philosophic note he finds 
himself forced to embrace precisely Avicenna's position. 139 

The failure of Averroes' critique is striking. Averrocs' objections arc based on 
incorrect information and misunderstandings. And the one serious and pertinent 
objection that he docs raise leads him through a chain of puzzles back to the 
position of Avicenna which he generally attempts so diligently to refute. 

13·'Cf. above, p. 317. 
U6 Above, p.318. Above, p. 332, however. where Averroes follows Ghazali, he recognizes a 

twofold division of being in Avicenna. Averroes' ohjection to the effect that Avicenna wa, guilty of 
equivocation in using the tcrJl1I'0""ibly exi.l'tmt grows out of the confusion between the-gcnuine
twofold division of being and the-mistaken-threefold division; for possibly existellt has a different 

extension in each. 
iJ7Cf. above, p. 318. 
L"Above, p. 292. 
U9 Above, p. 330. 
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Proofs of the Existence of God 
from the Impossibility of an 

Infinite Regress of Efficient Causes 

1. The proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes 
Aristotle's proof of the existence of God as the first cause of motion and 

Avicenna's proof of the existence of God from the concepts necessarily existent 
and possibly existent each rests on an elaborate apparatus; the former rests on a 
comprehensive set of physical principles, I the latter, on the careful analysis of 
the critical concepts. 2 An ostensibly more direct proof of the existence of God is 
suggested by Metaphysics II, where Aristotle establishes the general principle 
that an infinite regress of causes is impossible. The argument suggested by Meta
physics II, would run: The universe contains a series of causes; no series of causes 
can regress indefinitely; therefore, in tracing causes back, a first cause must 
eventually be reached. The existence of a first cause would thus be inferred from 
the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes taken together with the principle 
of causality. 3 This skeletal argument had also appeared in Aristotle's proof from 
motion and in Avicenna's proof. The proof growing out of Aristotle's Metaphysics 
II-which I shall call the proof from the impossibility of all infillite regress
hence has an unmistakable affinity to both those proofs. Certain significant dif
ferences should be taken note of, however, if the three proofs are to be properly 
understood. 

As Avicenna formulated his proof from the concepts necessarily existelll and 
possibly existent, the existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself 
is indeed inferred from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. But the 
inference is artificial and awkward, and the originality of Avicenna's proof lay 
precisely in its providing a way to establish a first cause without the procedure 

ICf. above,pp. 239-248. 
2Above, pp. 289-292, 296-298. 
3 Aristotle, Metaphysics II, 2. 
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of tracing a series of causes back to a first term in the series;4 I shall rcturn to 
the point later. 5 The impossibility of an infinite regress also plays a role in 
Aristotle's proof from motion, and here the role is essential and indispensable. 6 

Yet a difTerence is still to be discerned. The proof from motion focused its 
attention on motion and change, particularly motion in place, that being one 
reason for the large number of physical principles, and for the complicated argu
mentation, required in the proof from motion. By contrast, the proof that is the 
subject of the present chapter disregards the several types of effect which can be 
brought about by an agent; and it borrows nothing from the science of physics. 
It considers efficient causation in the abstract, and the first cause whose existence 
it infers is denominated an efficient cause, which generally is placed in conscious 
contradistinction to a cause of Illotion. 

The proof we arc considering has its origins, as already mentioned. in Aris
totle's Metaphysics II. The grounds given there for rejecting an infinite regress 
of causes were that the true cause of whatever occurs in any causal series is always 
the first cause, and therefore a first cause must in every instance be posited. The 
thought was developed by Aristotle through the distinction between the final term 
in a causal series, that is to say, the final effect; the intermediate link or links; 
and the first term, which activates the intermediates. The trichotomy is valid, 
Aristotle remarked, irrespective of whether the intermediate members in a given 
series should be assumed to be "one or more, infinite or finite."7 Now in any 
causal series, Aristotle proceeded, the intermediate cause is clearly not the true 
cause of the final effect; for the intermediates arc only instruments, dependent 
upon causes standing behind them. Each causal series consequently has only one 
true cause, namely, the factor standing behind all the intermediate causes and 
activating them all. If there should be no factor standing behind the totality of 
intermediate causes, "if there should be no first cause," then there would be no 
true cause. The causal series would have "no cause whatsoever," which is absurd. 
But an infinite regress would be precisely a situation wherein all the members 
preceding the final effect are "equally intermediates." An infinite regress would 
be a causal series without a first cause and hence without a true cause, which is 
impossible. 8 

The principle that no causal series can regress without reaching a first term 
was applied by Aristotle to the four genera of cause which he recognized. That 
is to say, every series of material causes, final causes, and formal causes, must 
have a first term. And by the same token, causes in the sense of the "source of 
movement," or, in other words, efficient causes-the two concepts are equivalent 

'Above, pp. 302, 307-308. 
'Below, p. 351. 
6 Above. p. 238. 
7 Aristotle ignores the possibility of a causal series' having only two members; no such series is 

in fact to be found in nature. 
"Metaphy.rics 11.2, 994a. 1-19. 
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for Aristotle-also must have a Iirst terlll. \I The priority of the lirslcause hereby 
established for each series is, as Alexander was to note, not to be understood as 
temporal priority. 10 Aristotle intended to establish a first cause that exists together 
with its effects and performs its causal function as long as the effects exist. II 

In the passage in Metaphysics II which we arc considering Aristotle did not 
explicitly move from the impossibility of an infinite regress of efficient causes to 
a proof of the existence of GOd. 12 But the step is obvious. If every series of 
causes must have a beginning, and if, as was beyond question for the Aristotelian 
school, the universe contains a series of efficient causes, that series must begin 
at a first uncaused efficient cause. The impossibility of a beginningless regress 
of causes thus suggests a straightforward proof of the existence of God: Every 
series of efficient causes has a first term; the universe is seen to contain a series 
of efficient causes; hence, efficient causes can be traced back to a first cause, 
which is the deity. In Aristotle, efficient cause has no meaning apart from "source 
of motion." 13 Even to the extent, therefore, that the present argument is implicit 
in Aristotle, it would lead to nothing other than a first source of motion. 14 Like 
Aristotle's more elaborate proof of the existence of God, it would lead again to 
a first cause of motion in place, upon which other motions and changes at all 
times depend; and there would be little justification for differentiating the present 
proof from the proof of motion. 

The argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress was recognized as 
an independent proof of the existence of God by at least one of Aristotle's Greek 
commentators, Simplieius. 15 In the Middle Ages, it became a full-nedged proof, 
in fact the most popular non-Kalam proof, of the existence of God. Typically, 
the concept efficient cause was understood in a wider sense than the Aristotelian 
source of motion; as Avicenna maintained most explicitly, the concept may cover 
the cause of the very existence of a thing as well as the cause of its change or 
motion. 16 When efficient cause is understood in the wider, un-Aristotelian sense, 

9Ibid., 3-11. 
JO Alexander of Aphrodisias, CommellIary 011 Metaphysics, cd. M. Hayduck, Commelltaria ill 

Aristotelem Graeca. Vol. I (Berlin, 1891), p. lSI, line 2. For the different senses of priority distin· 
guished by Aristotle, see Categorie., 12; Physics VIll, 7, 260b, 16 ff. 

"Cf. above. p. 238; below, p. 345. 
12 A suggestion of such a proof may be found in Metaphysics II, 2, 994a. 5 - 7. 
DCf. Physics 11.3, 194b, 29; E. Zeller, Die Phi/o.wphie der Griechcll. Vol. II, Part 2 (4th cd.; 

Leipzig, 1921), p. 327, n. 2. 
I'See reference in n. 12. 
15Simplicius, CommellIary on Physics, cd. H. Diels, Commell/aria ill Aristolelem Graeca, Vol. 

X (Berlin, 1895), p. 1359, lines 18-19. Also cf. Plotinus, Enneads. IV, 7, 9; Proc1us, Elemellts of 
Theology. ed. and trans. E. Dodds (Oxford, 1962), §II. 

16 Avicenna, Shifii': Iliihiyiit. ed. G. Anawati and S. Zayed (Cairo, 1960), p. 257; E. Gilson, 
History of Christian Philosophy ill the Middle Ages (New York. 1955), pp. 210-212; Averroes. 
Epitome of Metaphysics, ed. and trans. C. Quiros Rodriguez (Madrid, 1919), I, §§6-7; German 
translation: Epitome der Metaphysik des Averroes, trans. S. van den Bergh (Leiden, 1924), pp. 3, 149. 
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the argument from the illlpossibility of an inlinite regress of efficient causes can 
be employed to establish a first cause of the very existence of the universe
provided, of course, that causes of existence are known to be present in the 
universe. Here is another feature of the proof, by the ~-1de of its simpler argu
mentation, which rendered it attractive to lIledieval philosophers: It can, unlike 
Aristotle's proof from motion, 17 lead to a first cause of existence. A weakness in 
various formulations of the proof was, however, the failure to show just where 
causes of existence are discoverable in the universe and how they can be traced 
back to a first cause of existence. 18 

In working out their proofs, some medieval writers postulated the impossibility 
of an infinite regress with no explanation. Others explained that an infinite causal 
regress is impossible because of the nature of the infinite: An infinite causal 
regress was rejected because, in general, no actual infinite is possible, or else 
because, in general, no actual infinite can be traversed or added to. 19 But there 
also were medieval philosophers who, in the spirit of Aristotle, reasoned not from 
the nature of the infinite, but from the nature of causality. contending that causal 
series by their nature require a first term. 

Reasoning of the last type is offered by Avieenna in his most comprehensive 
philosophic work, the Shifil', a composition that docs not have the distinctive 
proof, examined in an earlier chapter, for the existence of a being necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself. In the Shifd', Avicenna establishes the principle that 
no causal series, in any of the four genera of cause, can regress indefinitely; and 
his thinking is basically the same as Aristotle's, although with a certain shift of 
emphasis: lie directs almost all his attention to the thesis that every causal series 
must have three eomponents-Iirst term, middle link, and final term-and only 
in passing docs he mention why a first term must be posited. Causal series, 
Avicenna argues, have three components, each of which has its own "peculiar 
characteristic.~ The "[final] term~ is solely an effect and "not a cause of any
thing"; the "[first! term" is the cause of everything following it; and the "inter
mediate" link is the cause of the final term and the effect of the first. These 
distinctions are valid whether the intermediate link should be assumed to be "one 
or more than one, ... Iinite ... or infinite.~ As for the reason why a causal 
series must indeed have a first term, Avicenna merely observes that the first term 
is the "absolute" cause of everything subsequent to it, an apparent allusion to 
Aristotle's contention that the first cause alone is the true cause. In an infinite 
regress, Avieenna continues, whatever might stand before the final term would 
be both cause and effect. But to be both cause and effect is the peculiar charac
teristic of the intermediate link in a causal series, and hence everything standing 

17 Averroes. it should be noted, even in his later works. which no longer distinguish between 
e{ficiellt calise and calise of 1II0tion. did find a way to construe a first cause of motion as a lirst cause 
(If existence. See above. pp. 283, 318. 

"See below. p. 345. . I"For instances of these positions. see below, p. 363. 
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before the final term would be included within the intermediate link. Assuming 
an infinite causal regress thus amounts to assuming a final term in a causal series, 
an inlinitc intcrmcdiate link, hut no lirst tcrlll. It alllounts to assullling a causal 
series lacking one of the requisite constituents, an assumption that is "absurd." 
Consequently, a beginningless regress is impossible. Avicenna has, without men
tioning Aristotle by name, repeated that philosopher's remark to the effect that 
the intermediate members in a causal series might be "finite ... or infinite.',20 
He expatiates on the import of the remark: Once a first term in a causal series is 
granted, the intermediate links might hypothetically be wnstrued as infinite. 
Hypothetically, that is, a causal series might have a first term, a last term, and 
infinite intermediate members. But further consideration shows the hypothesis 
to be unreal; for a series that is infinite, yet terminates, is in fact inconceivable. 
possible only "in speech, not in belief." Avicenna's conclusion, therefore, is that 
every causal series has a first term, and that the number of links in every causal 
series is finite. 21 

The foregoing argument, Avicenna understands, provides an appropriate "proof 
of the finiteness of all genera of causes," 22 but it is especially applicable to 
"efficient" causes. When applied to efficient causation, it serves as the backbone 
of a proof of the existence of God. It permits tracing efficient causes in the 
universe to a first uncaused efficient cause; and when the first cause is in addition 
shown to be incorporeal and one, we arrive at the deity. 23 

Thus far, Avicenna's ShifiY. The proof of the existence of God in Avicenna's 
Persian work, the Diinesh Niimeh, is also an argument from the impossibility of 
an infinite regress of efficient causes, but now Avicenna establishes the critical 
principle by a different route: He employs a train of reasoning similar to the 
reasoning developed in his distinctive proof from the concepts possibly existent 
and necessarily existellt;24 and yet his argumentation is not the same as in that 
proof either. His argumentation is more elliptical, and is conducted without men
tion of the two critical concepts, possibly existent and necessarily existent. 

In the Diinesh Niimeh, Avicenna mentally gathers into a single group all the 
links in a supposed infinite regress of efficient causes. Since the group, considered 
as a whole, exists through its components, it can, he submits, "by no means be 
uncaused." Avicenna entertains no alternative but that the cause of the group lies 
outside the group.25 And inasmuch as all the caused links were, by assumption. 
included inside the group, he concludes that the cause lying outside would be of 
a different character and would not itsclf have a cause. The supposedly infinite 
series would accordingly not be infinite after all, but would terminate at an 

2°Above, at n. 7. 
21Shija': Ilahiyat. pp. 327-328. 
"Ibid., p. 329. 
"Ibid .. p. 342. 
24Cf. above. pp. 301-302. 
"The criticism stated above, p. 305, will apply even more strongly here. 
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uncaused efficient cause. 26 Having established the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of efficient causes, Avicenna goes on to infer the existence of a single 
first efficient l'ause for the entire universe, which is the deity. II 

Averrues too employs the argument from the impossibility of an inllnite regress. 
In an early work, the Epitome of the Metaphysics, he establishes the key principle 
in a manner that reflects the language and thinking of Avicenna, including the 
shift of emphasis evidenced in Avicenna's Shifii': Like Avicenna, Averroes places 
more emphasis on the thesis that every causal series must have three parts-first 
term, middle link, and final term-than on the explanation of why a lirst term 
must be posited. Causal series, Averroes explains in his Epitome of the Meta
"hY.l'ic.I', have three components, and each of the three has its "peculiar charac
teristic." The final term "is not a cause of anything"; the middle link is "cause 
and effect, ... cause of the last and effect of the first"; the first term is "exclu
sively a cause." This situation must obtain irrespective of whether the middle link 
should be "one or many, finite or infinite."28 To assume an infinite regress there
fore amounts to assuming a causal series with a final term, an infinite intermediate 
link, but no first term. And unacceptable implications would ensue. One unac
ceptable implication is merely verbal. Intermediate, Averroes notes, designates 
that which stands between two terminal points, and consequently, to assume an 
intermediate without assuming a first term would be a self-contradiction. Another 
unacceptable implication is developed on a more philosophical plane. Averroes 
brings to bear the device, familiar from Avicenna, of mentally grouping all the 
intermediate links together; and he reasons: Since all the intermediate links are 
effects. their totality, unless preceded by an uncaused cause, would comprise an 
effect without a cause. But an effect without a cause is impossible. Consequently. 
in addition to the intermediate link which is an effect as well as a cause. every 
causal series must have a first term, which is the cause of everything following 
it without being itself an effect. 29 

The argument establishing a first term for every causal series is applicable, 
Averroes continues, to all "four causes," but especially to the "efficient, motive" 
cause. 30 When applied to the efficient cause, it leads to an "ultimate agent" of 
the universe,31 whereby Averroes clearly means a first cause of motion which is 
hy the same token a first cause of the existence of everything in the universe. 32 

", Aviccnna. IJllllcsh N'lllleh (Teheran. 1937), p. to3; French translation; Le !.il"re de Sciellce. 
Irans. M. Achena and H. Masse (paris. 1955). pp. 132-133; English translation: The MctaphYJica 

(If Al"icellllU, trans. P. Morewedge (New York. 1973), p. 45. 
27DlilleJh Nlimeh, p. 115; French translalion. p. 150; English Iranslati"n. p. 59. 
Z. Avermes. Epitome of MetaphYJics. III. ~64; German translalion. pp. 98-99. 
Z"lbid., III, §65; German Iranslation, p. 99. "'Ibid .. III. §66; German translation. pp. 99-100. 
"Ibid., III. §7t; German transtation. p. 102. 
"See above. p. 283. In his Middle Commentary 011 the Metaphysics. Averrnes also employs Ihe 

Irichotomy of lirst cause. inlermediate link, and final effect. There, however. he establishes Ihal a 
lirsl cau'e must exi,t by contending. as Aristotle had done. Ihat Ihe lirst cause alone is the truc cause. 
Sce Casanatense Library, Hebrew MS. 3083. p. 3(4) a-b. 
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In another, later work, the TclhiiJut al-TahiiJut. Averroes states the reasoning 
against an infinite regress of efficient causes with a peculiar nuance. He arrives 
at a first cause not in one, but in two stages. 

The TahiiJut al-Tah(Vut employs the familiar terms possibly existent and nec
essarilyexistellt. but Averroes construes the terms differently from Avicenna; for 
Averroes, possibly existent is equivalent to generated-destructible. and neces
sarily existent to eternally existent. 33 Averroes' reasoning runs: Observation tes
tifies to the existence of objects that are possibly existent, that is to say, subject 
to generation and destruction. Each object of the sort requires an external cause 
to bring it into existence.' Should the objects in question "extend to infinity" and 
have no first cause, they would have "no cause"; for Aristotle showed that the 
only true cause in a series is the first cause. Inasmuch as effects plainly cannot 
come about without a cause, possibly existent, or generated-destructible, ohjects 
cannot regress indefinitely. They must terminate at a being that is the cause of 
the entire series of possibly existent beings, hence at a being that is not itself 
possibly existent, or generated-destructible, but rather eternal, or necessary. The 
necessarily existent being thus reached by tracing back a series of possibly existent 
beings may conceivably also have a cause, and the impossibility of an infinite 
regress has to be applied to necessarily existent beings as well. But now, Averroes 
insists, the principle is to be applied in a fashion different from its application to 
possibly existent beings. A possibly existent, or generated, being must by its 
very nature have a cause. Therefore the proposition that only the first cause is a 
true cause, and without a first cause there would be no causality at all, leads to 
a single, definitive conclusion, to a first cause of the series of possibly existent 
beings. Necessary existent, or eternal, being is not, however, such that it must, 
by its very nature, have a cause. Therefore, in the case of necessarily existent 
beings, the proposition that without a first cause there can be no cause whatsoever 
leads, according to Averroes, not to a single definitive conclusion, but instead to 
a pair of alternatives: Either the supposed series of necessary and eternal beings 
terminates at a first necessary cause; or else there can have been no causal series 
to begin with, and the necessary being that was assumed to have a cause did not 
after all have one. Each alternative, of course, entails the existence of an uncaused 
cause, whieh exists by virtue of itself, to wit, either the necessarily existent being 
at which the series of possibly existent beings terminates, or else the first member 
of the series of necessarily existent beings. The difference between applying the 
impossibility of an infinite regress to possibly existent beings and to necessarily 
existent beings seems trivial, but Averroes stresses its significance and reproves 
Avicenna for having overlooked it. Averroes' conclusion is that the impossibility 
of an infinite regress, when correctly applied, demonstrates a first efficient cause, 
which is necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 34 

33Cf. below. p. 379. 
34 Averrocs. TaMfut al-Tahiifut. cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut, 1930), IV, pp. 278-279; cf. VIll. pp. 
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Aquinas' proof of the existence of God from the "nature of the eflicient cause" 
is a further instance of the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress. 
In any scries of efficient causes, Aquinas explains, the "first Iterml is the cause 
of the middle, and the middle is the cause of the final Iterml." irrespective of 
whclher the "middle Ilinkl is many or only one." Now if there "should be no 
first Iterm], there would be no final [term] and no middle"; the reason is that the 
first cause alone is the true cause of everything following it, and "when the cause 
is removed, the effect is also removed." But assuming an infinite regress of 
efficient causes amounts to assuming a series without a first cause. Since without 
a first cause there could be no middle link or final effect, an infinite regress is 
impossible, and a first term in the series of efficient causes contained in the 
univcrse must be posited. 35 Aquinas may well havc intended the argument to 
establish a first cause of the very existence of the universe; but he leaves that 
unsaid. lie does conclude that the "first efficient cause~ established by the argu
ment is "what everyone calls God.~36 

Before proceeding, several unstated assumptions should be pointed out which 
underlie the various versions of the proof from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of causes. Without the assumptions the proof will lack cogency. 

The proof disregards the different ways in which an "efficient cause~ may act 
upon its effect; what is considered is efficient causation in general. Implied herein 
is the assumption that whenever operations of one kind stand behind operations 
of another kind, a single continuous chain is formed, activated by a single caus
ality running from beginning to end. A situation is not countenanced wherein a 
series of efficient causes may be traced back to an absolutely first cause in the 
series-let u~ call it x-which is responsible for all activity of a certain character 
within the series; and yet x will be acted upon by something else in a completely 
different respect that in no way affects its own causal activity. The assumption 
tacitly made is, on the contrary, that whenever x acts in one respect and is acted 
upon by something else-let us call it y-in another respect, its own causal 
activity is necessarily dcpendent upon y, and x is not in fact a first cause. To 
invent an example, if x is the ostensible first term in a series of causes producing 
changes of color, hut itself undergoes a change of tcmperature, then its own 
ability to produce a change of color is assumed to depend on the change brought 
about in its temperature. The first cause of changes in temperature, in our exam
ple, is to be construed as the ultimate cause of a single series that embraces 
changes of both color and temperature. The assumption could be made because 

393-394; X. p. 418. English translation. with pagination of the Arabic text indicated: Al"erroes' 

Til/w(m al-7il/u!litt. trans. S. van den Bergh (London. 1954). 
"'Aquinas. SlIlIIlIIa TheoloRiae. l. q. 2. art. 3. secunda via. The point that the IIrst cause is the 

true cause is made explicitly in SlIlIIlIIll collIra Gentiles. I. 13. 
"6SlIlIIlIIa The%Riae. l. q. 2. art. 3. secunda via. 
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the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress was thought out against the 
background of Aristotle's physics and Aristotle's proof from motion. In Aristo
telian physics, all types of change are taken as forming a single chain, ultimately 
originating in motion in place; and a primary cause of motion would accordingly 
be responsible for all the types of change subsequent upon motion. 37 These 
propositions were indispensable for the proof from motion and were cited explic
itly in the formulation of it. The argument from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of causes in Avicenna, Aquinas, and others-not including Averroes38

-

disregards the different kinds of causal operation and does not undertake to trace 
them all back to motion in place. As a result, the argument simply assumes what 
was justified explicitly in the proof from motion. It assumes that various kinds 
of causality do form a single causal chain; that a first link in any chain will be 
responsible for all the several kinds of causality subsequent upon it; and that a 
first efficient cause must consequently be uncaused in every respect. 

A further assumption underlies the proof from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of efficient causes. The object of the proof is to go back through a series 
of causes and effects existing together at any moment and to arrive at a first term 
whose primacy is not temporal but solely causal. Yet the various versions of the 
argument do not necessarily take their departure from causes and effects that 
coexist. The argument typically begins with a random occurrence of change in 
the universe. The given change, the reasoning runs, must be due to a cause; and 
the cause may be one that merely initiates the career of the corresponding effect 
without continuing to sustain the effect, as when an object is fashioned by an 
artisan or through a natural process. 39 The artisan or natural process might for 
its part have been brought into existence or to the state wherein it acts by an 
earlier factor of the same character, in other words, by a factor that does not 
coexist with, and sustain it. As the series is traced back, however, a stage must 
be reached-such is the assumption-where causes do not merely initiate the 
career of their effects. Thenceforth, as we go back, causes coexist with their 
effects and exercise their causal function during the entire duration of the existence 
of whatever it is that they happen to produce. By virtue of the present assumption, 
the first term in the series of efficient causes is understood to exist together with 
its immediate effect, to exercise its causal function as long as the effect exists, 
and in an extended-although not wholly exact40-sense, to exist together with, 

37Cr. above. p. 241. 
38See below. pp. 348-350. 
391n the Aristotelian system, the cause of a process has to be present as long as the process takes 

place. just as the cause of motion has to be present as long as motion takes place. But once the process 
is completed. the cause that sustained the process would not have to be present for the product to tie 
maintained in existence. 

4OFor example. an effect may be produced at moment /'; and its cause may have been brought 
into existence at moment / by a prior cause. which in its turn is continualiy sustained by the first 
cause. Then by virtue of existing together with its immediate effect and continually exercising its 
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and exercise its causal function upon the series as a whole. The assumption left 
unstatcd here is again a reflex from Aristotle. In Aristotelian physics, motion in 
place stands behind the other kinds of change, and every motion in phlce does 
require a causc to sustain it as long as it continues. 41 Aristotle's proof from motion 
was accordingly able to trace all ehanges baek to a stage where causes coexist 
with their effects, and perform their causal function continually. In a similar vein, 
the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress tacitly assumes that as 
one goes back through a series of efficient causes, a stage will be reached where 
causes sustain their effects continually. 

Yet a further assumption would have to be made by any philosopher who 
expected his argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes to 
establish a cause of the existence of the universe. Such a philosopher obviously 
would have to assume that the lirst effect in the chain, even if eternal, depends 
upon its cause not merely for any change it might undergo but for its very 
existence. And if the first effect depends upon something prior to it for its exis
tcnce, later effects may also be presumed to.42 By virtue, then, of serving as the 
cause of the existence of the first effect, the first cause will be responsible for the 
existence of the entire series. The various versions of the argument are unfortu
nately sometimes vague43 as to how, in tracing back efficient causes that bring 
about change, the first cause might be shown responsible for the very existence 
of what follows it. 

2. Unity and incorporeality 
The proof of the existence of God from the impossibility of an infinite regress 

of causes, even granting the unstated assumptions just examined, is not complete. 
The argument establishes a first term for every series of efficient causes. But the 
lirst efficient cause might conceivably be an inanimate object or an animate 
physical object; and several independent series of efficient causes might con
ceivably exist. each with its own /irst cause. Before the argument can be raised 
to a complete demonstration of the existence of God, the incorporeality and unity 
of the first cause remain therefore to be established. The need to supplement the 
argument was recognized by Avicenna, Maimonides, Aquinas, and Averroes. 

Avicenna supplements the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress 
through the analysis of the concepts necessarily existent by I'irtue (!f itsc(f and 
possibly existellt by virtue of itself. The analysis of those concepts has already 

causal function, the !irst cause will have initiated at moment / the subsequent appearance of an effect 

at moment /'. 
4' Above. p. 241. 
42See above. p. 344, n. 39. 
43Maimonides and Aquinas give no grounds for construing the first cause as a cause of existence, 

although they understand it to be such. Aviccnna, below. p. 346. and Averrocs, above. p. 283. do 
give grounds for construing the !irst cause as a cause of existence. 
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been seen to be integral to the argumentation of another proof of Avicenna's, a 
proof that led precisely to the existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue 
of itself.44 In the argumentation of the present proof, the analysis of the concepts 
has so far played no role; and the present proof has led to nothing other than a 
first term for any series of efficient causes. But once Avicenna arrives at a !irst 
efficient cause, he reasons that such a cause must exist exclusively by virtue of 
itself, since otherwise it would not be first. As a consequence, a first efficient 
cause must have all the attributes of a being that exists necessarily by virtue of 
itself. It must, most importantly, be one, simple, and incorporeal. Furthermore, 
since there can exist only one being necessarily existent by virtue of itself, every
thing else will be possibly existent by virtue of itself and will require a cause for 
its very existence. The series of efficient causes that has been traced back to a 
tirst term because of the impossibility of an in!inite regress thus turns out to bc 
a series of causes of existence, and the !irst term in the series is seen to be the 
cause of the very existence of everything subsequent to it. 45 Avicenna has in 
effect hereby supplemented the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress 
with elements of his other proof. 46 He has invested the "absolutely" first efficient 
cause with all the attributes analyzable out of the concept necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself; and he has shown that whatever is possibly existent by virtue (?f 
itself must depend upon the first efficient cause for its existence. 

Since Avicenna's proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress now depends 
for its completion upon the analysis of the concepts possibly existent and nec
essarily existent, the proof, it should be noted, will lie open to an objection 
similar to that raised in an earlier chapter in connection with Avicenna's other 
proof. 47 The impossibility of an infinite regress would establish a first efficient 
cause that exists by virtue of itself only in the sense of not having any further 
efficient cause outside itself; the impossibility of an infinite regress of efficient 
causes would not establish that the first efficient cause cannot contain even inter
nal factors, for instance, matter and form, making it what it is. And yet Avicenna 
assigns it the attributes of what is necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the 
special sense of not containing even internal causes. 48 

Maimonides also recognized the need to supplement the argument from the 
impossibility of an infinite regress in order to reach a complete proof of the 
existence of God. His method is to develop an observation of Aristotle's to the 

44See above. pp. 298-304. 
45Shifii': lliihfyiit. pp. 37-47, 342; Diillesh Nal/leh. p. 115; French translation, p. 151; English 

translation, p. 59 f. 
46The Shifii' is generally understood to have been written by Avicenna before the Najiit. If that 

is correct, then the proof from the concepts pOHibly existelll and lIecessarily existellt. which appears 
in the Najiit. grew out of Avicenna's relhinking his earlier analysis of those concepts. an analysis that 
had appeared in the Shifii·. 

47 Above, pp. 305-307. 
'
48See Ghazali's critique. below, p.373. 
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effect that the ultimate cause of motion must abide in an eternal state of actuality. 4'J 

Maimonides begins by considering the efficient causation evidenced in the trans
lation of objects from a state of potentiality to a state of actuality. Instances of 
transitions from potentiality to actuality are, he observes, to be found throughout 
the physical realm. Every transition to actuality is brought about by a factor 
external to the object undergoing the change; Maimonides refers his reader to 
Aristotle for the principle that nothing potential can pass to actuality solely through 
itself. 50 If the factor bringing about a given transition from potentiality to actuality 
happens to have undergone a transition of the same sort, it must be dependent 
on an additional factor. The series of factors cannot regress indefinitely because 
of the impossibility of an intlnite regress of causes; Maimonides directs his reader 
to Aristotle for the demonstration of this principle toO. 51 His conclusion is that 
a series of factors bringing about transitions from potentiality to actuality must 
terminate at a first cause that does not pass from potentiality to actuality, hence 
at a cause that is eternally in a state of pure actuality. Maimonides hereupon reads 
out the attributes of a purely actual being: It must be immaterial and incorporeal; 
for matter and potentiality go hand in hand, and a purely actual being is free of 
potentiality. 52 Inasmuch, moreover, as it is incorporeal, it contains no ground of 
individuation, and is the only one of its kind. 53 The impossibility of an infinite 
regress of causes thus leads Maimonides not merely to a Hrst term in a given 
series of efficient causes, but to a first, eternally actual being with the attributes 
of the deity-to a single, incorporeal, first cause of all transitions in the universe, 
although not necessarily of the very existence of the universe. 54 

In the Summa contra Gelltiles, Aquinas supplements the argument from the 
impossibility of an inflnite regress through an analysis of several concepts asso
ciated with .first e.fficient cause, including both the concept necessarily existellt 
by virtllc (?f itse(f and the concept etemally actual being. He thereby combines 
the procedures of Avicenna and Maimonides. The first efficient cause established 
by the impossibility of an infinite regress must, Aquinas reasons, exist necessarily 
by virtue of itself. 55 Analysis of the concept necessarily existellt by virtue of 
itsclf and assigning the attributes analyzable out of the concept to the first efficient 
cause discloses that the first cause is simple, 56 incorporeal, 57 and one. 5H Then, 

4"Aristotle, Ml'taphysics IX, 8, 1050b, 4-6; XII. 6. 1071b. 20. Cf. above. p. 59; Avicenna, 
Shifti': Iltihiwil. p. 184; and R. Za.\'lII/lI. pp. 3-4, in Rasii' il al·Farab; (Hydcrabad, 1931). 

50Maimonides. Gllide 10 the Perplexed. II, introd., prop. 18. 
5'Ibid .. prop. 3. 
>lIbid., prop. 24. 
5-'Ibid .. prop. 16. 54Gllide. 11. tid). 
55SIII/II/Ia COli Ira Gentiles. I, 15. For Aquinas, lIecessarily <'xiSlelll means clernallv exislellt. 

whereas for Avicenna, it means actllally existelll; see below. p. 384. But Ihis difference docs not 
affect the analysis of attributes out of Ihe concept lIecessarify existent by virtue of ilself. 

56SlIlIIlIIa COli Ira Gelllile.,. I. 18(c). 
"lbid .• 20(a). '"Ibid .. 42(g). (11). (j). (k). 
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following Maimonides, Aquinas also reasons that the efficient causes behind a 
given event are all factors bringing about transitions from potentiality to actuality; 
and since the series of factors undergoing transitions cannot regress indefinitely, 
the series must terminate in "something that is wholly actual and nowise poten
tial."59 Having established that the first efficient cause is wholly actual, Aquinas 
analyzes the key attributes simplicity,60 incorporeality,61 and unity62 out of that 
concept as well and again assigns them to the first cause. The first cause estab
lished by the impossibility of an infinite regress is, through parallel routes, shown 
to have the attributes of the deity. 

Averroes too recognized that the argument from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress must be supplemented if it is to become a full proof of the existence of 
God. In the Epitome of the Metaphysics,63 Averroes accomplishes the task by 
drawing on the proof from motion. The incorporeality of the tirst efficient cause 
is, he writes, made "clear in the science of physics," that is to say, through the 
proof from motion. 64 And once the first efficient cause has been shown to be 
incorporeal, its unity can likewise be demonstrated. For inasmuch as the beings 
contained within any single species are distinguishable from each other only 
through their matter, species of incorporeal beings can contain no more than one 
member; hence no more than one member of the species of first efficient cause 
can exist. 65 It deserves noting that since the first efficient cause established in 
the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress is assigned the attributes 
incorporeality and unity with the aid of the more elaborate proof from motion, 
Averroes' procedure more or less erases the distinction between the two proofs. 
If the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress can be completed 
solely through the proof from motion, and if the latter for its part incorporates 
the impossibility of an infinite regress as one of its constituent principles,66 little 
distinction between the two proofs remains. 67 

The foregoing is Averroes' procedure in his Epitoll1e (~f /he Metaphysics. Aver
roes also employs the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress in 
another work, the Tahafutal-Tahafut,68 and there, up to a point, he pursues a 
line analogous to that of Avicenna and of Maimonides. He invests the first cause 
established by the impossibility of an infinite regress with the attributes of a deity 

59Ibid., 16(f). 
6OIbid., I8(a). 
6'lbid., 20(b). 
6'Ibid., 42(k), (I). 

6JFor the first part of the proof, see above, p. 341. 
64Epitome 0/ Metaphysics, III, §72; German translation, p. 102. 
MIbid. 
66 Above, p. 238. 

67 Avicenna similarly blurs the distinction between the proof from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress, and his proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily exislellf; see below, p. 351. 

68For the beginning of the proof, see above, p. 342. 
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through the analysis of a eoncept, the concept, appropriately enough, of first 
efficielll cause. A first efficient cause, Averroes contends, must be completely 
free of potentiality; if it did contain potentiality, it would require a factor behind 
it to bring it to actuality and consequently would not be first. 69 Since the first 
efficient cause is free of potentiality, it cannot have a material substratum and 
cannot be a body.70 The first efficient cause cannot be compound even in the 
sense of having an attribute distinct from its essence. For in every compound the 
components are welded together through the presence of "unity"; internal unity 
in the compound must originate in an entity that stands behind the compound 
and possesses internal unity through its essence, in a being that is "essentially 
one, that is to say, simple"; and therefore a compound object cannot be a first 
cause, and, conversely, a first cause cannot be compound. 71 Furthermore, only 
one uncaused cfficient case can exist. For were several to exist, all belonging to 
the class of uncaused first efficient cause, they would have to contain both a factor 
in common with each other as well as another factor through which they are 
distinguished. They would thereby be composite, whereas the first efficient cause 
must, as just seen, be simple. 72 Through an analysis of the concept first efficient 
cause, Averroes thus shows that anything corresponding to the concept is incor
poreal, simple, and one. 

But having come this far through analysis of the concept first efficient calise, 
Averroes in the end still maintains that Aristotle's proof from motion cannot be 
dispensed with. The simple, incorporeal, first cause might conceivably be the 
heavens-more precisely, the outer celestial sphere. Although the celestial sphere 
consists in an extended substratum, it is simple in the sense that it does not 
contain distinguishable components, such as matter and form. Not being com
posed of matter and form, it is not a body. In fact, it docs not even contain matter, 
at least not the changing matter of the sublunar world; to describe the sphere as 
1I1(//('I'i(l/ is to use the term equivocally.7J As far as the argument from the impos
sibility of an infinite regress goes, the eternally actual and simple substratum of 
the celestial sphere might then be identified as the first efficient cause of the 

6QTa/ui(lIt al·Tahii(ut, VI. p. 361; X, p. 422. Cf. above, n. 49. 
7('Ta/lii/llt al·Jiltliilllt, ibid. 
71 Jilhiilut al-1ahii/llt, VI, p. 333; cf. X, p. 420. In Ill, p. lSI, Averroes attributes this theory 10 

Aristotle, perhaps on the basis of the image of the army in Metaphysics XII. 10; see Themistius' 
commentary there. For the theory, see Plotinus, Enneads, VI, 9,1-3; Proclus, Elements o/Theology, 
§§ 1-5 and 13; Liber De Causis, cd. and trans. O. Bardenhewer (Freiburg, 1882), §2J; Kindi, Rasii' il, 
cd. M. Abu Rida (Cairo, 1950), I, p. 132; English translation, with the pagination of the Arabic 
indicated: AI-Kindi's Metaphvsics, trans. A. Ivry (Albany, 1974); M. Marmura and 1. Rist, "AI
Kindi's Discussion of Divine Existence and Oneness." Mediael'al Stlldies, XXV (1963),339 and 351; 
G. Endress, Proclus Arablls (Beirut, 1973), p. 242. 

72Tahii(ut al-TaM/ut, V, pp. 292-293; VII, pp. 379; 385-386. Cf. above, p.297. Averroes 
distinguishes his own argument for the unity of the first cause from Avicenna's argument by pointing 
to a small nuance which, he insists, Avicenna missed. See especially V, pp. 292-293. 

7JCf. Tahiilut al-Tahii/lIl, IV, p. 271. 
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universe. Alternatively, a power present in, and distributed throughout, the spheres 
might be identified as the first efficient cause. 74 To establish a first cause that is 
incorporeal and immaterial in the stricter sense of not being extended, a first 
cause that consists in pure thought, Averroes again has recourse to the proof from 
motion. He argues that the substratum of the spheres is eternally in motion; since 
the substratum is finite, it cannot contain within itself the infinite power required 
for eternal motion;75 the substratum of the spheres consequently cannot be con
strued as the first cause. That is the sole reason why the ultimate cause of all 
activity in the universe must be a nonextended being consisting in pure thought. 76 

To summarize, the preeminent medieval philosophers recognized that the argu
ment from the impossibility of an infinite regress must be supplemented in order 
to frame a complete proof of the existence of God. Avicenna supplemented the 
argument by observing that the first efficient cause clearly exists necessarily by 
virtue of itself; and he assigned to the lirst efficient cause the attributes of deity 
analyzable out of the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Maimonides 
applied the impossibility of an infinite regress to transitions from potentiality to 
actuality and he reached a first cause that is purely actual. Then by analyzing the 
concept first actual cause, he established the requisite divine attributes. Aquinas 
joined the procedures of Avicenna and Maimonides. Averroes in one work immc
diately identified the lirst efficient cause with the first mover established in the 
proof from motion. In another work he analyzed certain divine attributes out of 
the concept of first efficient cause; but in the end he concluded there too that the 
proof can be completed only by identifying the first efficient cause with the prime 
mover established in the proof from motion. In Averroes, as a consequence, the 
proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress and the proof from motion arc 
in principle indistinguishable. 

The following section will offer additional instances of medieval philosophers 
supplementing the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress through 
the analysis of the concept first efficiellt cause or equivalent concepts. 77 

3. The proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress of efficient causes 
and the proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily 
existent 

I have been assuming that Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent 
and necessarily existelll, discussed in Chapter IX, is fundamentalIy different from 
the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, which is the 

74Ibid., x, pp. 420-421. 
"See, more fully, above, p. 244. 
76Taluifut al-Tahiifut. IX. pp. 405-406; X, pp. 422-423. 
77cr also, Albertus Magnus. De Causis et Processu. in Opera Omnia. cd. A. Borgnet, Vol. X 

(Paris, 1891). I. 1,7; 9-10; Duns Scotus. Opus oxoniese. I. dis!. 2, q. i. in DUlls Scows. Philo
sophical Writings. cd. and trans. A. Wolter (Edinburgh and London. 1962), pp. 39-51. 
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subject of the present chapter. The justification for distinguishing the two proofs 
is that the proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent allows 
the existence of God to be inferred without reference to the impossibility of an 
infinite regress and without the device of going back through a series of causes 
step by step until a first term in the series is reached. Shahrastani and l;Iasdai 
Crescas, it was seen, drew the inference without that device. They left the ques
tion of an infinite . regress open and did not trace causes back linearly, link by 
link. Merely from the analysis of the concepts possibly existelll and necessarily 
existent, taken together with the empirical datum that something actually exists, 
they arrived at the existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 78 

Avicenna, the author of the proof was, however, to such an extent under the 
influence of arguments from the impossibility of an infinite regress that he forced 
his new proof into the older mold. The resulting train of reasoning, as was shown 
in Chapter IX, is circuitous and redundant. Avicenna reasoned that any series of 
possibly existent beings must depend for its existence on a being necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself; he inferred therefrom that the series of possibly existent 
beings cannot regress indefinitely; and from here he concluded again that the 
series of possibly existent beings must terminate at, and depend for its existence 
on, a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 79 Apart from its circuitousness 
and redundance, Avicenna's formulation blurs the demarcation between the two 
proofs. so As Avicenna formulates the proof from the concepts possibly existent 
and necessarily existent-in his Najlit and [sharat-it establishes the impossi
bility of an infinite regress of causes maintaining a given object in existence, 
infers the existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself, and finally 
assigns to the being in question all the attributes analyzable out of the concept 
necessarily existellt by virtue of itself. And as he formulates the proof from the 
impossibility of an infinite regress-in his Shifa' and Dallesh Nameh-it estab
lishes the impossibility of an infinite regress of efficient causes, identilies the first 
efficient cause as necessarily existent by virtue of itself, and assigns to the former 
all the attributes of the latter. The first of the two lines of argumentation is not 
put forward by him as an independent proof of the existence of God but rather 
in two texts as a version of, and in two others as a supplement to, the second. It 
provides an alternative reason for rejecting an infinite regress of causes. And it 
supplements the argument from an infinite regress by providing a method for 
assigning divine attribut~s to the lirst cause, no matter how the impossibility of 
an infinite regress and the existence of a first cause might be established. 

Not surprisingly, writers subsequent to Avicenna employed the reasoning of 
the proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent as Avicenna 
himself did, either as a version of, or as a supplement to the argument from the 

"See above, p. 308. ?OSee above. p. 307. 
8"Similarly. Avcrroes removed the distinction between the proof from the impossibility of an 

infinite regress and the proof from motion. 
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impossibility of an infinite regress. On the one hand, almost all proofs of the 
existence of God from the impossibility of an infinite regress which appear in 
Islamic and Jewish philosophy after Avicenna draw, in some measure at least, 
upon the analysis of the concepts possibly existellt and necessarily existent. And 
on the other hand, with the aforementioned exception of ShahrastanI and Cres
cas,81 philosophers who cite Avicenna's distinctive proof, whether with the intent 
of accepting or refuting it, do not regard it as an independent method of estab
lishing the existence of God; the proof is always represented as a version of the 
argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress. 

A variety of instances may be cited wherein the two proofs are combined in 
some fashion or other. 

The use of the analysis of possibly existent and necessarily existelll in for
mulating an argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress may, to begin, 
be observed in Ghazali's Maqii.yid al-Faliisifa. which is a compendium of Avi
cenna's philosophy. The Maqii:jid establishes the impossibility of an infinite regress 
of efficient causes by mentally collecting together all the links in the supposed 
infinite regress. The totality, Ghazali reasons, could not "be necessary [by virtue 
of itself) since it results from individuals (ii~liid) that are caused, and nothing 
resulting from what is caused can be necessary [by virtue of itself)." Exactly why 
"nothing resulting from what is caused can be necessary" is not explained by 
Ghazali; appropriate reasoning must be supplied, as, for example, the consider
ation that the necessary by virtue of itself has no components or causes whatsoever 
making it what it is. 82 Once satisfied that the totality formed by the links in an 
infinite regress could not be necessarily existent by virtue of itself, the argument 
proceeds: The totality would have to be "possible and caused"; it would have to 
have a "cause outside [itself) which is not caused"; it would therefore terminate 
at its cause, and accordingly not be infinite after all. 83 Having established the 
impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, Ghazali's argument applies the 
principle to the physical universe: The physical universe, being composite, is 
possibly existent by virtue of itself and requires a cause for its existence. An 
infinite linear regress of causes is, for the reason just given, impossible. A circular 
regress is likewise impossible since it would involve an object's being both "cause 
... and ... effect" of the same thing. 84 The physical universe must therefore 
ultimately depen.d on a first efficient cause outside itself, a cause that cannot be 
possibly existent, but must be necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 85 This first 
efficient cause will possess the attributes analyzable out of the concept necessarily 

·'Olher possible exceptions are Joseph b. Ya~ya, below, n. 120; Amidi, Gluiya al·Maram (Cairo, 

1971). pp. 14-15 . 
·'Cf. above, p. 296. 
83Ghazali, Maqa~id al-Fal£isifa (Cairo, n. d.), p. 127. Page 137 shows thai Ghazali is using Ihe 

term necessarily existelll as an ellipsis for necessarily existelll by I'irtlle oj itself· 

"Cf. above, p. 302. 
"Maq<i.~id, pp. 146-148. 
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exis/ell/ by virllle (~f itse(f. It will be one, simple, incorporeal, and the likc,86 and 
hence possess all the attributes of a dcity. 

The impossibility of an infinite regress is here established with the aid of the 
analysis of the concepts possibly existellt and lIeces.mrily exis/en/. although the 
exact reasoning at the critical point remains unclear. 87 The composite nature of 
the physical universe thereupon shows that the universe cannot be necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself, but must have a cause. And since the first efficient 
cause reached by the impossibility of an infinite regress must exist necessarily by 
virtue of itself, the first cause can be assigned the divine attributes analyzable 
out of the conccpt necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Ghazali's argument may 
be viewed as Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existellt and necessarily 
existent forced once again into the mold of an argument from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress; or, if one prefer, it may be viewed as an argument from the 
impossibility of an infinite regress supported at each stage by the reasoning of 
the proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existelll. On either 
reading, Ghazali plainly did not regard the two proofs as distinct. Formulations 
similar to Ghazali's are to be found in Abu al-Barakat88 and Ibn Nafis. 89 

There are extant a number of brief unsystematic works, best described as 
philosophic florilegia, which are mistakenly attributed to Alfarabi but are in fact 
written in the spirit of Avicenna's philosophy. YO Several of them contain proofs 
of the existence of God from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, 
and in each the argument incorporates strands from the proof from the concepts 
possibly existent and necessarily existent. One of the compositions carefully 
distinguishes what is possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by 
virtue of another from what is necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Then a 
statement is made flatly and with no explanation to the effect that "possible things 
cannot extend infinitely either as cause and effect, or in a circle; they must arrive 
at something necessarily existent by virtue of itself." The necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself hereby arrived at must, of course, possess the divine attributes 
analyzabIc out of the concept; and the existence of the deity has with no ado been 
established. ')1 A second of the compositions employs the distinction between the 

R6Ihid .. pp. 138-141. 
87 Ahove. at n. 82. 
"RK. al.MII'tabar (Hyderabad, 1939), III. p. 24. 
8"rheolofills Alltodidactlls. cd. and trans. M. Meyerhof and 1. Schacht (Ox.ford. 1968), Arabic 

pari. p. 8; English translalion. pp. 43-44. The translalion is misleading. 
<>"S. Pines. "Ibn Sina et I'auteur de la Risalat al-Fusus Ii 'I·Hikma: ReVile dl's etllcil's isltlmiqlll's, 

XIX (1951).121-124. and F. Rahman, Prophl'cy ill/slam (London, 1958). p. 2\. give reasons for 

nol accepling the atlribution of Ihese works 10 Alfarabi. The Ihree works that I am ex.amining here 
give an imprecise restatement of Avicenna's posilions. and thai is the reason I regard them as having 
been writlen by lesser Ihinkers who stood under Avicenna's influence. 

<>"l/\'I/11 al-Ma."i'il. §J. in Alttlmhi:, philosophi.<che A!J/ulllcilllllfien. cd. F Dictcrici (Leiden, 
1890). German translalion: A/timll}i:, phi/osophische Abhandlunfil'lI ails dem Art/bischen lIebersetzt. 
Iran,. E Dicterici (Lcidcn. 1892). p. 94. The translalion I have given lake, into coJlsideralion another 
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last term, the middle member, and the first term, in any causal series. "When 
there is an effect," the argument runs, "it requires a cause." But if the cause 
should have the "status of an intermediate, irrespective of whether it should be 
finite or infinite," it can "not exist without the presence of a [first] uncaused 
term."92 Consequently, a causal series cannot regress indefinitely but must ter
minate at a first cause-to be precise, a first cause that "exists together with the 
effect." The proposition that the "first [cause] must be necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself," is, hereupon, presented as "primary, not acquired knowledge." 
The conclusion drawn is that the first cause reached by tracing back a series of 
causes in the universe is to be assigned all the attributes analyzable out of the 
concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself; and it is the deity. 93 The proofs 
in both these compositions reason from the impossibility of an infinite regress to 
the existence of a first cause. And in both, the argument bccomes a proof of the 
existence of God when the first cause is assigned the divine attributes analyzable 
out of the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 

A third of the brief compositions mistakenly attributed to Alfarabi offers a 
slightly more complex argument. It too contends that every caus~1 series must 
have a "final term that is caused," a "first term that is cause," and a "middle" 
link. The reasoning proceeds: To assume an infinite regress would amount to 
assuming a situation wherein the "first [term]" is not in truth a first term but 
instead has the "status of the middle link, which [by its nature] requires a ]prior] 
term." In other words, to assume an infinite regress would amount to assuming 
a contradictory situation in which something that cannot have the "status of a 
middle link" would nevertheless be assigned such status. It follows that "possible 
beings must terminate at an uncaused being," and an infinite regress of causes is 
impossible. The argument now goes on to consider "cause~ and effects existing 
together." An effect can never "do without ... its cause," not only in order to 
come into existence but also during the entire period in which it exists. For if an 
effect could continue to exist through its own power, without being maintained 
by anything else, it would "become necessarily existent by virtue of itself aher 
having been possible"; but that is inconceivable because the mere fact of an 
object's entering the realm of existence does not provide it with an "existence ... 
necessary by virtue of itself." Every effect accordingly requires a cause to main
tain it in existence as long as it continues to exist. Applying the impossibility of 
an infinite regress to a series of effects maintained in existence demonstrates that 
the members of the series must ultimately depend for their existence on an "uncauscd 
being." And "what has no cause" in the strictest sense cannot contain even the 

redaction of the text, entitled al-Da 'awl al-Qalblya. p. 2. in Rasa' il al-F,jraM (Hyderabad, 1931): 
English translation in G. Hourani, "Ibn Simi on Necessary and Possible Existence," Philosophical 
Forum, IV (1972), 75-76. 

92Ta' Iiqat, p. 6, in Rasa' if al-Farab; (Hyderahad, 1931). The text is corrupt. 
93lbid., p. 5. 
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distinction of matter and form; for matter and form are "causes of the existcnce" 
of whatever is constituted by them. Thus the existence of a being is established 
which is absolutely uncaused and incorporeal and which is the ultimate cause 
maintaining all possible beings in existence; this is the deityY4 The argument, as 
will have been observed, began by establishing the impossibility of an infinite 
regress. The impossibility of an infinite regress is applied to the possibly existent 
beings cxisting together in the universe. And a necessarily existcnt being is 
inferred which is explicitly assigned one divine attribute-and, by implication, 
others as well-deducible from the concept necessarily existellt by virtue of itself. 
We have an instance of the argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress 
wherein that principle is applied to causes maintaining a given object in existence, 
and wherein the first maintaining cause is found to be God through the analysis 
of the concept nccessarily existent by vir tile of itself. 

Not only philosophers in the Aristotelian tradition, but Kalam writers as well 
employed an argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. 
The earlier Kalam proved the existence of God by establishing the creation of 
the physical universe and inferring the existence of a creator. 95 Conceivably, the 
cause of creation thus inferred could itself have a cause. In order to arrive at an 
absolutely first cause, BaqillanI,96 BaghdadI,97 JuwaynI,98 'Abd al-Jabbar,99 and 
Ghazali in his Kalam writings, 100 all argued that even if the creator of the world 
should himself have a cause, an infinite regress of causes is impossible; and the 
series must therefore terminate at a first cause, who is the deity. 101 In ruling out 
an infinite regress of causes, none of the Kalam writers mentioned brought for
ward considcrations rclating specifically to a callsal regress. Juwaynl. 'Abd al
Jabbar, and Ghazali did adduce Kalam considerations that rule out infinite series 
in general; Juwaynl and' Abd al-Jabbar apparently understood, and Ghazali in 
his Kalam guise made it a matter of principle, 102 that the Kalam grounds ruling 
out every infinite series likewise exclude an infinite series of causes. 

Fakhr ai-Din al-Rilzi, a Kalam thinker who was strongly in!1ucm:ed by Avi
cCllna takes a new tack, and ill olle of his works grafts the reasoning of Avi!:enna's 
proof from the concepts possibly C'xistcllt and lIecC'ssarily cxistcllt on to familiar 
Kalam proofs of the existence of God. In the work in question, Fakhr aI-Din al
RiizI employs the common Kalam procedure of proving the creation of the world 
and inferring the existence of a creator; and side by side therewith he also cmploys 

94n Ilili>'lt al-MuJ,jraqal, pp. 3-4, in Rasa'il al-Fare;N, (Hyderabad, 1931). 
9'Cr. ahove, pp. 154-162. 
oOK. al-JiJln"''', ed. R. McClrthy (Ikirut, 1957), p. 32. 
97 K. U~til ai-Din (Istanbul, 1928), p. 72. 
O"K. al-Irs/u;" (Cairo. 1950), pp. 25-26, 32. 
99S/W I'!1 al-U~lil (Cairo, 19(5), p. IRI. 

'O<'al_lqti.yiidfi al-I'tiqiid (Ankara, 1962), p. 35. 
HIICr. also above. p. 165. 
""See helow. p. 367. 
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arguments from the concept of particularization which establish a cause of the 
universe without reference to creation. 103 Once a creator or a cause of the world 
was established by one means or the other, it remained to be shown that the causes 
behind the world cannot regress indefinitely. When Riizi now undertakes to prove 
that causes cannot regress, he does not posit the impossibility of an infinite regress 
without explanation, nor does he rest the impossibility of an infinite regress on 
the Kalam grounds for ruling out every infinite series. Instead he reasons exactly 
as Avicenna had done once he had set down the empirical datum that "something 
exists." 104 Riizi's reasoning goes: We have established that the physical universe 
has a cause of its existence. If the cause is assumed to be "necessarily existent," 
that is to say, necessarily existent by virtue of itself, the proof of the existence 
of God is at once complete. If, on the contrary, the cause of the universe is 
assumed to be "possibly Uti'iz) existent," it too requires a "cause" (mu' aththir) 
of its existence. The series of causes "will either form a circular regress, form a 
linear regress, or terminate at the necessarily existent." Should the causes form 
a circular regress, a situation would obtain in which x, for example, "precedes" 
y while y "precedes" x, hence a situation wherein each link ultimately "precedes 
itself, something that is impossible." Should the causes form a linear regress, the 
series comprising all the causes would, considered as a "totality, ... stand in 
need of each of its components." Since each of the components is "possible" 
(IIIII/Ilkin) and since "whatever stands in need of something possible is itself 
possible," the "totality would [alsol be possible." The "totality would therefore 
have a cause." The cause of the totality could not be either the totality as a whole 
or one of the components; for both of those assumptions again entail a "thing's 
preceding itself," 105 which is impossible. The cause (' ilia) of the existence of the 
totality could only be something lying "outside" the totality. By hypothesis, all 
the possibly existent causes were included inside the totality; any cause lying 
outside would therefore be "necessarily existent." The series of causes conse
quently cannot after all regress indefinitely, but must terminate at a bcing "ncc
essary [by virtue of itself.] " 106 Through an analysis of the concept /leces.l'IIl'y by 
virtue of itselj, Riizi further shows that any being answering the description 
possesses a set of attributes proper to the deity. 107 

The train of thought exhibited here is of some interest. Riizi presents a faithful 
restatement of the reasoning of Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly 
existellf and necessarily existellf, but the reasoning of Avicenna's proof is not 
offered as an independent proof of the existence of God. Instead, it is appended 

I03MIII!a.ysal (Cairo. 1905), pp. 106-108; and cf. above, pp. 188-189. 
I04Cr. above, p. 303. 
""(a) If the lotality were the cause of all the components, then the totality would precede them. 

But since a pari atways precedes its whole, each component precedes the totality. Thus each com
ponent would precede itself which is impossible. (b) If a component were the cause of the totality of 
which it is a part, Ihe component would be the eause of, and would precede. itself. 

"x'MII~a~~a[, p. 108. 107Ibid., pp. 43-46, lOS. 
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by Riizi to Kalam proofs establishing a creator or a cause of the existence of the 
physical universe; it is appended as grounds for the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of causes at the point where the Kalam writers themselves had recognized 
the need to show that the creators or causes of the existence of the universe do 
not regress. 

Once Riizi accepted Avicenna's argumentation showing that any senes of causes 
must terminate at a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself and possessed 
of a set of divine attributes, the Kalam reasoning leading up to a cause of the 
physical universe as a whole could be dispensed with in proving the existence of 
God. A proof of the existence of God could be formulated taking its departure, 
like Avicenna's proof, from the empirical datum that something exists, and rea
soning back to a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Such, it turns out, 
is the course Riizi does pursue in another of his many works. There, by the side 
of Kalam proofs for the existence of God, he offers a proof beginning with the 
empirical datum that some object exists. The object with which he begins must, 
Riizi explains, be either "necessary by virtue of itself or possible by virtue of 
itself," In the latter case "it requires a cause." A circular regress and an infinite 
linear regress are ruled out on the grounds that were just examined. lOR "Accord
ingly," Riizi concludes, "there is no avoiding the termination [of the series] at a 
being necessarily existent by virtue of itself" who is the deity. 109 Riizi has given 
Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent. 
formulating it, like Avicenna, as an argument from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress; and the proof is offered by the side of Kalam arguments for the existence 
of God, and not as an appendage to any of them. 

Fakhr aI-Din al-Riizi was followed by other Kalam writers, Amldi and lji 
(fourteenth century), who also present Avicenna's proof as a self-contained method 
of proving the existence of God.! 10 Riizi and the others hereby bring Kalam 
thought to a new stage, a stage wherein it abandons its age-old opposition to the 
ways of the "philosophers" and sanctions a proof for the existence of God in an 
Aristotelian or, as a Kalam thinker would say, 'philosophic' mode. 

I have cited instances in Islamic philosophy where proofs of the existence of 
God from the impossibility of an infinite regress incorporate, in one manner or 
another, the reasoning of Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent 
and I/ccessarily existellt. Instances from medieval Jewish and Christian philos
ophy can be added. 

The Jewish philosopher Abraham ibn Daud (twelfth century), who was well 
acquainted with Avicenna's philosophy, derives the impossibility of an infinite 

lOX Above. p. 356. 
""'K. al-Arba';11 (llyderabad. 1934), pp. 70-84. especially p. 84. 
JloAmidi. Glulyaa[-Mariim. pp. 13, 14-15; iji.Mll>l'llqi{(Cairo. 1907), VIlt. p. 5. taken together 

with IV. p. 160. 
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regress of causes from the more general principle that no series whatsoever of 
ordered objects can extend to infinity. He justifies the more general principle, in 
its turn, with the aid of the trichotomy of first term, middle link, and final term. 
The trichotomy was hitherto met in connection with causal series alone; III and 
one would suppose that it can be known to be present in either a causal, or any 
other kind of series only after the series is somehow demonstrated to possess 
each of the three components, including, most importantly, a first term. Aristotle, 
as will be recalled, did furnish grounds for affirming a first term in every causal 
series. Ibn Daud, for his part, assumes that the trichotomy of first term, middle 
link, and final term, characterizes a wider type of series than causal series, to 
wit, all ordered series; and he makes the assumption without proposing any reason 
for affirming that the three components are in truth characteristic of all ordered 
series. He simply postulates: "Things that arc ordered have a beginning, a single 
or multiple middle [link], and an end." Given the postulate, the impossibility of 
any infinite ordered series is easily established. In an infinite series "every mem
ber ... would belong to the middle," and the three requisite constituents of an 
ordered series would not all be present. The notion of an intinite ordered series 
is consequently self-contradictory; for whereas an ordered series must have a 
beginning, middle, and end, an infinite series could have neither beginning nor 
end. 112 

When Ibn Daud turns from the issue of an intinite regress to the issue of the 
existence of God, he introduces the terms possibly existellt and lIecessarily exis
tellt; and he is perplexed by the varying ways in which the former term had been 
employed. Possibly existent, he finds, might denote (a) that which has only a 
possibility and "potentiality" of existing, "without actually existing now"; or (~) 
that which exists only for a time, in other words, that which is generated-des
tructible; 113 or again (-y) that which always exists, but docs so "through another" 
and "not through itself." The third subcategory alone is described by Ibn Daud 
as both possibly existent by virtue of itself and also "necessarily existent by virtue 
of another,"-a usage that diverges from Avicenna's.114 Despite the varying 
denotations of the term possibly existent, Ibn Daud ventures a single compre
hensive definition. In the spirit of Avicenna, he defines "the possibly existent" 
as that "whose existence is dependent on the existence of something else." In 
parallel fashion, he defines "the necessarily existent [by virtue of itself]" as actual 
being "which docs not receive its existence from anything else." 115 

If, Ibn Daud reasons, everything actually existing were possibly existent. that 
is to say, dependent for its existence upon something else, the series of causes 

'" Above, pp. 337,339. 112Emuna Ruma (Frankfurl, 1852). p. 16. 

I '-'This is Ihe way Averroes. Mairnonides. and Aquinas, use the lerrn. Cf. below. pp. 380. 384. 
I J4For Avicenna. everything that actually exisls, and not merely that which exists eternally. is 

possibly exislent by virtue of itself, necessarily existenl by virtue of another. Sec above, p. 293; 
below, p. 378. 

"sEmuna Rama. p. 47. Cf. above, pp. 291-292. 
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existing together and standing behind a given object would be infinite; for "above 
the existence lof each cause], there would be something else providing it with 
existence." Hut an infinite regress of causes is impossible, since causal series arc 
one kind of ordered series, and all infinite ordered series were previously shown 
to be impossible. Any series of possibly existent beings must. as a consequence, 
terminate in a first being that is not dependent upon anything else for its existence, 
a being that is "necessarily existent Iby virtue of itselll" 116 Having established 
a first necessarily existent cause Ibn Daud proceeds. again in the spirit of Avi
cenna, to derive simplicity, unity, and other divine attributes from an analysis of 
the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 117 

Ibn Daud's proof is an argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress 
with the impossibility of an infinite regress applied specifically to the series of 
possibly existent beings: and the tirst cause in the series gains the character of a 
deity by being assigned the attributes analyzable out of the concept necessarily 
existent by virtue (!f itse(f. We again have an argument from the impossibility of 
an infinite regress supplemented at key points with clements of Avicenna's proof 
from the concepts possibly existell/ and necessarily existent. 

An obscure Jewish writer. Joseph Ibn Aqnin (Joseph b. Ya~ya).IIK ftJllows 
Avicenna more closely than did Ibn Daud. He distinguishes only two categories 
of actual existence: the necessarily existent by virtue of itself; and the possibly 
existent hy virtue of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of another. The former 
is such that "if it is assumed not to exist. an impossibility results, in consideration 
of itself, not in consideration of another~; the latter is such that "if it is assumed 
not to exist, an impossibility results lin consideration of something elsel." 119 
Physical objects, Joseph explains. must be "possibly existent," since they arc 
composite. Every physic"l object accordingly requires a factor to "tip the scales 
in favor of existence and against nonexistence," and the factor is needed not 
merely to bring the possibly existent object into existence, but also to maintain 
it in existence as long as it actually exists. "Should the factor lin question alsol 
be possibly existent, it too requires a factor to tip the scales I in favor of its 
existence I." An infinite regress of such factors, all existing together, is impossible 
because, in the first place, any "infinity of actually existent beings is impossible." 
But "another reason Iwhy every regress of possibly existent beings must termi
nate I" is as follows: When all pnssibly existent beings are treated as a single 

""Ihid .• p. 4R. 
I 17lhid., pp. 49-51. 

""Regarding this aUlhor. see D. Baneth. "Joseph ibn Shim'on: O.~ar YeJ",de Sefarad, VII(l964). 
11-20; also idem, "He'arot Pilologiyot le-~ibburo ha-me!aphisi shel R. Joseph b. Yehuda." liJriJi, 

XXVII (1957-1958), 234-239. 
119 Joseph Ihn Aknin (Aynin) (Joseph b. Ya~ya), 7i"eariJe aJ 10 NeceHarl" !:'.,iJlcnce, cd. and trans. 

J. Magnes <Berlin. 19(4). p. 21, with Ihe manuscripl reading recorded in the apparatus. (f give the 
paginalion of the English translalion which is also indicated in Ihe margin of Ihe Hebrew.) For 
Avicenna's delinilillns, see ahove. p.291. 
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group, they need "a cause outside them" to maintain them in existence; the 
external cause "cannot be possibly existent, since all possibly existent beings 
were [by hypothesis] included within the group"; hence the external cause is 
perforce "necessarily existent by virtue of itself [and the series must terminate 
there]." 120 The series of causes standing behind any given possibly existent being 
must, then, terminate, and the termination must occur at a first cause that is 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 121 To complete his proof Joseph b. Yal)ya 
reads the attributes of the deity out of the concept necessarily existent by virtlle 
af itself. 122 

What Joseph b. Ya~ya has formulated may be described as an argument from 
the impossibility of an infinite regress, supplemented at every stage by the rea
soning of the proof from the concepts passibly existellt and necessarily existent. 
Or, if one prefer, it may be described as a paraphrase of Avicenna's proof from 
the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent, cast as an argument from 
the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, and supplemented by an addi
tional reason for ruling out an infinite regress. 

In medieval Christian philosophy an instance of the type of composite argument 
we arc examining is to be found in the twelfth century writer, Dominic Gundis
salinus. Gundissalinus is best known for his translations from the Arabic, which 
include some of Avicenna's works as well as books written in the spirit of Avi
cenna's philosophy. 123 Like one of the brief works attributed to Alfarabi but in 
fact written in the spirit of Avicenna,I24 a work that Gundissalinus himself appar
ently translated into Latin, 125 Gundissalinus posits the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of causes without explanation. 126 The first cause established by the impos
sibility of an infinite regress must, he proceeds, be uncaused and eternal, hence 
"necessarily existent" (necesse est esse; necessarium esse),127 that is to say, 
necessarily existent by virtue af itself. And analysis of the concept necessarily 
existellt discloses the attributes of unity and simplicity. 128 Taking his departure 
from the impossibility of an infinite regress and supplementing that principle with 
the analysis of the concept necessarily existent, Gundissalinus thus arrives at the 
existence of the deity as a single, simple, eternal, uncaused cause of the universe. 

12°1 understand these two sentences as "another reason" for the impossibility of an infinite regress 
of causes. They may be understood, somewhat less naturally, as a self-contained reason for the 
existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself, in other words, as a self-contained proof 
of the existence of God, without introducing the issue of an infinite regress. 

121lbid., pp. 23,26-27. 
1221bid., p. 28. 
123See M. Alonso, "Traduceiones del Arcediano Domingo Gundisalvo," AI-Alida Ills , XII (1947), 

295-338. 
124Above, n. 91. 
125 Alonso, "Traducciones," p. 319; M. Cruz Hernandez, "EI Fontes Quaestionum de Abu Nasr 

al-Fiiriibi," Archives d'histoire doctrinale etiilleraire, XVIII (1950-1951),305. 
126Gundissalinus, De Processiolle Mlllldi, ed. G. Buelow (Muenster, 1925), pp. 5, 18. 
127lbid., pp. 5-7. 128lbid., pp. 10 ff. 
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Several generations later, William of Auxerre (d. 1231) offers a proof of the 
existence of God with unmistakable echoes of Avicenna. William docs not cmploy 
the tnms /lIIssihly cxistcllt and Il('ccs.mrily £'Xi.HCllt; but he establishes an uncaused 
causc in a familiar fashion. He contends: Any "totality of objects that arc caused, 
... whether finite or infinite," must itself be "caused"; this is simply postulated. 
Any totality of caused objects therefore requires a cause of existence "outside 
itself"; this too is postulated. It follows that should all caused objects in a sup
posed infinite regress be mentally grouped together, the resulting totality would 
have to have a cause outside itself; and the cause would itself be uncaused since 
everything caused was, by hypothesis, included within the totality. Every series 
of causes therefore terminates at an uncaused cause, and causes arc found not to 
regress indefinitely after all. A circular regress is also shown by William to be 
impossible. 12'1 His conclusion is that there must exist a "first principle," which 
is "God." 130 

William clearly intends his proof as an argument from the impossibility of an 
infinite regress. The reasoning whereby he rejects an infinite regress parallels the 
reasoning of Avicenna 's proof from the concepts possibly existellt and nccessarily 
existe11l. 131 William docs not, however, explain why a totality of caused beings 
must itself have a cause, nor why the cause must lie outside the totality. He fails, 
moreover, to give any grounds for identifying the first cause in a given series of 

causes as the deity. What we have is Avicenna's proof from the concepts possi
hly exi.l'lc11l and I/cccssarilv existcnt, reformulated with the terms callscd and 
Ilncallsed 1.12 and once again cast as an argument from the impossibility of an 
infinite regress. And wherever William's argumentation reveals gaps, we may 
presume that he has failed to repeat the appropriate reasoning that was explicit 
in Avicenna. 

Further instances of an argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress 
supplemented through the reasoning of the proof from the concepts possibly 
{'xistcllt and IIccesSllrily cxistelll arc to be found in Albertus Magnus,'.l.l Duns 
ScotuS,1.l4 and, as seen in the previous section, Thomas Aquinas. 135 

129His reasoning is similar to that of Avicenna·s. above p. 302. 
"oWilliam of Auxerre, cited by A. Daniels. QlIellenbeitraelie lind Untersllchllngen zlIr Ges('hichte 

tier Gotlesbeweise im dreizell11ten lahrhllndert (Muenster, 1909), p. 26, § 1. Cf. William of Auvergne, 
De Trillitate, ed. B.Switalski (Toronto, 1976), chap. 2. 

'''The reasoning happens to be particularly similar to that of Avicenna's Danesh N,/meh. where 
the terms possibly existent hy I'irtlle of itself. necessarily existem by .. irtlle of another and lIece.Hari/r 
existellt hv "irtlle of itself are not explicitly used. 

"2That is to say, William uses the term callsed where Avicenna had used po.l'Sihlv eX;.l'1ent hv 
I'irtlle of itself. lIece.lSllri/r e.li.l'telll by \'irtue of lInother; and he uses the term 1I11(,<I1I.,,'tl where 
Avicenna had used necessarilv existent hv virtue lif itself. As a result of the change William loses the 
implications of the necessarily existem by .. irtlle of itself which derive from such an entity's being 
free even of internal factors making it what it is. 

I.
U Cf. above, n. 77. 

1.14 lbid. 1."Cf. above. p. 347. 
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4. Resume 

The arguments that have been examined so far reveal several developments. 
(a) Among medieval Aristotelians, Aristotle's method of disproving an infinite 

regress came into play, but with an increasing change of emphasis. The critical 
consideration for Aristotle was that in every causal series, the first cause is always 
the true cause; consequently, should there be no first cause, there would be no 
true cause and no causality at all. Solely in order to bring out the point, Aristotle 
introduced the distinction between first cause, middle link, and final effect. Avi
cenna, for his part, made the trichotomy of first cause, middle link, and final 
effect, central; and only in passing did he explain why a first cause must be 
posited. 136 An early commentary of Averroes copied Avicenna's example. There 
Averroes went so far as to offer the purely verbal consideration that an infinite 
regress is impossible because of the meaning of intermediate; simply because of 
the meaning of the word, he contended, the intermediate member of a causal 
series must be preceded by a first term. 137 Still, both Avicenna and Averroes did 
explain in one way or another why all three components must be present in a 
causal series. By contrast, two of the brief compositions mistakenly attributed to 
Alfarabi merely posit, with no explanation, the proposition that all causal series 
must have three constitutents, a first term, a middle link, and a final term. 13~ 
And the Jewish philosopher Abraham ibn Daud extended the proposition, to cover 
not only causal series, but all ordered series, although the original reason for 
affirming a first term was related exclusively to causal series. Ibn Daud affirms 
that the very nature of an ordered series is such that it must have a first term, a 
middle link, and a final term; and he rules out an infinite causal series as a special 
case of infinite ordered series. 139 

A new reason for the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes grew out of 
Avicenna's proof of the existence of God from the concepts possibly existelll and 
necessarily existent. As one proposition in the proof, Avicenna established that 
the totality of possibly existent beings must depend on a being necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself; and he inferred therefrom, as a kind of corollary, the impos
sibility of an infinite regress of causes. 140 This was not Avicenna's sole reason 
for rejecting an infinite regress; elsewhere, as has been seen, he restated Aris
totle's reason. 141 Ghazali's compendium of Avicenna's philosophy, however, gives 
the argument from the concepts possibly existelll and necessarily existent as the 
only grounds for ruling out an infinite causal regress. An infinite regress of causes 
is impossible, Ghazali's compendium explains, because it would comprise an 

1]6 Above, p. 339. 
137 Above. p. 341. 
1]8 Above, p. 354. 
139 Above. p. 358. 
140 Above. p. 302. 

141 And in addition he suggested yet another argument for the impossibility of an infinite regress 
of causes; see . above , p. 127; below, pp. 367-368. 
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infinite number of possibly existent beings, whercas the totality of possibly exis
tcnt beings must depend on, and hence terminate at, a being necessarily existcnt 
by virtue of itself. 142 

A number of medieval approaches to the impossibility of an infinite regress 
~a~ ~ow be distinguished. First, some writers affirmed the impossibility of an 
II1fll11te regress of causes without explanation. Instances arc Isaac Israeli,143 
Baqillanl,144 Baghdadl,145 . UYlln al-Masii' il146 (one of the compositions attrib
uted to Alfarabi), Hillel b. Samuel, 147 Gundissalinus, t48 Alan of Lille,149 and 
Alexander of Hales. 150 Secondly, a number of writers ruled out an infinite regress 
of causes because of the nature of the infinite, contending (u) that no actual 
infinite is possible, ((3) that no actual infinite could be traversed. or ('Y) that no 
actual infinite could be added to. Instances of these positions arc (u) Kindi,151 
J - 152 GI I" 153 154 uwaYI11 , . )aza I 111 one passage, BaJ:!ya ibn Paquda,' Averroes in one 
passage, 155 and Joseph b. Yal)ya; 156 ((3) Moses of Narbonne 157 and Witelo; 158 
('Y) 'Abd al-Jabbar, 159 Fakhr ai-DIn al-Razl, 160 Tusl, 161 and ijL 162 Thirdly, Aver
roes, in certain passages,163 and Aquinas 164 followed Aristotle in ruling out an 
infinite regress because of the nature of causality and causal series; they reasoned 
that the true cause in a causal series is always the first cause, and therefore a tirst 
cause must always be posited. An outgrowth of Aristotle's grounds for ruling out 
an infinite regress of causes was the thesis that every causal series must by its 
very nature have a first term, middle link, and final term, a thesis sometimes 
explained, but sometimes affirmed without explanation. Arguments for the 

142 Above. p. 352. 

143 A. Altmann and S. Stern. /saac I"raeli (Oxford. 1958). p. 126. 
144 Above. n. 96. 
145 Above. n. 97. 
146Above. n. 91. 

147Hillel b. Samuel. 7i1[illlule 11lI-Ne!e.,h (Lyck. 1874). appendix. commentary on prop. 3. l'. 33b. 
148 Above. p. 360. 

149 Alan of Lille. Opera. in /'atrolo[iia Latilla. cu. J .-1'. Migne, Vol. CCX (Paris. 1855) p. 598b. 
150 Alexanuer of Hales. Glossa ill Qualluor Libri" Selllelltiarum (Florence. 1951). I. 40. 
151 Kindi. Ras,,' iI. I. p. 142. 
152Above. n. 98. 
153Above. n. 100. 

154al·llid<iWI Ulobotllll·Lebabot). ed. A. Yahuda (Lciden. 1912). 1.5. 
l"Avcrroes, l'llui/ili al·7iiluljilt. 1. p. 27. 
156 Above. p. 359. 

157Moses of Narbonne. COII/lllelllary Oil Guide (Vienna. 1852). Part II. introd .• prop. 3. Cf. H. 
Wolfson. Cresca.' Critique or Aristotle (Cambridge. Mass .. 1929). Pl'. 226-227. 

I,"c. BaeullIkcr, Wite/o (Muenster, 19(8), p. 339. 
159Abovc. 11. 99. 

1'·'Above. p. 127. 
161Glosses to Razi's Mullll".~al. p. 108. 
162Maw<iqi/. IV, p. 167. 

163Above. p. 341, and n. 32. 
1M Above. p. 343, and n. 35. 
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impossibility of an infinite regress of causes utilizing the thesis are to be found 
in Avicenna; 165 in two of the compositions attributed to Alfarabi; 166 in Aver
roes; 167 Abraham ibn Daud; 168 and Aquinas. 169 Fourthly, Avicenna and followers 
such as Ghazali in his compendium of Avicenna's philosophy, 170 the commentator 
Altabrizi, 171 Fakhr ai-Din al-RazI,I72 AmIdI,I73 and IjI 174 rule out an infinite 
regress of causes beeause of the nature of causality, as disclosed by analysis of 
the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent. They reason that any 
totality of possibly existent beings must itself be possibly existent, and hence 
must depend for its existence on, and terminate at, something outside the totality. 

(b) The impossibility of an infinite regress leads to a first term in each series 
of efficient causes. But it does not show that all series of efficient causes can be 
traced back to a single common first cause, that the first cause is incorporeal and 
simple, or that the lirst cause is the cause of the very existence of the universe. 
For any of those conclusions to be drawn, the argument from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress has to be supplemented. The argument from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress could be supplemented by the proof from motion, as was 
done by Averroes. In Averroes' procedure, the demarcation between the two 
proofs is virtually erased, since the proof from motion had in any event already 
included the impossibility of an infinite regress as one of its premises. The argu
ment from the impossibility of an infinite regress could also be supplemented by 
assigning to the first efficient cause all the attributes analyzable out of the concept 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Various combinations of the argument for 
a first cause from the impossibility of an infinite regress and the proof from the 
concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent have been examined here; they 
were offered by Avicenna himself, and by followers among Moslems, Jews, and 
Christians. When the reasoning of the proof from the concepts possibly existelll 
and necessarily existelll was used not only to derive the attributes of the first 
cause but also to establish the impossibility of an infinite regress, the demarcation 
between that proof and the proof of the existence of God from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress would also be virtually erased. 

A self-contained proof of the existence of God from the impossibility of an 
infinite regress of causes was formulated by Maimonides. Maimonides took up 
a suggestion of Aristotle's and applied the impossibility of an infinite regress to 
the series of factors leading up to a given transition from potentiality to actuality. 

1M Above, p. 339. 
1(,6 Above. p. 354. 
167 Above, p. 341. 

'''" Above, p. 358. 
169 Above, p. 343. 
170 Above. p. 352. 
I7ICited by Wolfson, Crescas, pp. 483-484. 
172 Above. p. 356. 
17'Above, n. 110. 
174Ibid. 
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lie was thereby able to establish a first, eternally actual cause, and by analyzing 
the concept etel'llally actual, to infer that the first cause must be one. incorporeal, 
and simple. But Maimonides' version of the proof too is incomplete. For although 
Maimonides contemplated a first cause of the very existence of the universe, his 
version fails to establish that the universe does depend for its very existence on 
its cause. 

5. Crescas on the impossibility of an infinite regress 

In arguing against an infinite regress of causes, Aristotle remarked that the 
grounds he adduced for positing a first term arc valid whether the intermediate 
members of the series of causes should be "infinite or finite"; and in the Middle 
Ages, remarks to the effect that thc intermediate links in a causal chain might bc 
linite or inlinite recur.l1~ Ncvertheless, Avicenna's position may be taken as 
generally accepted. Aviccnna insisted that once a first term in a serics of causes 
is posited, thc infinity of the intermcdiate links becomes an cmpty hypothcsis; 
for if a series has a beginning, it cannot conceivably cxtcnd back infinitely. 176 

Crescas takes anothcr tack, maintaining that although the existence of a first 
cause is indeed demonstrable, nothing excludes construing thc intermediate links 
in the series of causes and effects as infinite. The proof of the impossibility of 
an infinite regress considered by Crescas is Avicenna's argument that the totality 
of possibly existent beings must depend for its existence on a being necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself. And the argument, Crescas understands, docs not 
exclude an infinite series. He explains: The argument is clearly compatible with 
the supposition that the tirst cause or a subsequent cause in a series should have 
innumerable effects. This can be seen, for example, from the circumstance that 
the argument is indisputably compatible with the supposition that the tirst cause 
should give rise to innumerable coordinate effects; what was thought to be ruled 
out was only an inlinite number of effects arranged in a linear series. The argu
ment is also compatible, however, with the supposition that whatever effects the 
lirst cause does have, arc arranged linearly. Combining the two permissible 
supposition~ 177 -that the lirst cause may have innumerable effects and that the 
effects of the first cause may be arranged linearly-shows, according to Crescas, 
that an infinite series of causes had not after all been excluded. Consequently, he 
concludes, once granted that every series of causes and effects must depend on 
an uncaused cause no objcction remains to construing the series of causes and 
effects as infinite. 178 

Crcscas' contention, although directed at Avicenna's refutation of an infinite 
regress of causes, would seem to apply to Aristotle's as well. and Aristotle had 

m Above, pp. 339. 341. 354. 
176 Above. p. 340. 
I77Crescas should have added Ihe condilion thai Ihe Iwo sUpposilions arc compatible wilh one 

another. 

I7HOr /i,,-S/iCIII. I, ii. 3: Wolfson. CresCi/s, pp. 224 -227,490. 
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in fact admitted as much in the remark quoted a little earlier. 179 Aristotle's grounds 
for ruling out an infinite regress of causes were that only the first cause is a true 
cause. Crescas could again reason that oncc a first cause is granted, the nUlllber 
of links between it and the final effect might conceivably run to infinity. 

Such is Crescas' critique of the principle that an infinite regress of causes is 
impossible. His strictures, whatever their philosophic interest, plainly will not 
affect any demonstration of the existence of God. Crescas too acknowledges that 
an uncaused cause must be posited for every series of causes and effects; and that 
is the only part of the principle which counts in demonstrating the existcnce of 
God. Ghazali's critique of the principle affirming the impossibility of an infinite 
regress is more radical. 

6. Ghazali's critique of Avicenna's proof 
Ghazali's Maqii.rid al-Faliisifa, the Intelltiolls of the Philosophers, is a com

pendium of Avicenna's philosophy and side by side with it Ghazali composed a 
critique of Avicenna's philosophy entitled 7(1I/((jilf al-rltlcisifa, the Destruction of 
the Philosophers. The proof of the existence of God given in Ghazali's Maq£i.yid 
may, as was shown earlier, be read as Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly 
existellt and necessarily existellt forced, as in Avicenna, into the mold of a proof 
from the impossibility of an infinite regress; or, alternatively, it may be read as 
an argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress supported at every stage 
by the reasoning of the proof from the concepts possihly existcllt and necessarily 
exislent. lxu Ghazali's lahii/Ulal-Falasifa, the critique ;)1' Avicenna's philosophy, 
naturally enough undertakes a critique of a proof for the existence of God similar 
to the proof presented by Ghazali in his own compendium of Avicenna's philos
ophy. Ghazali undertakes to refute a proof from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress, more specifically, however, a proof wherein the impossibility of an infi
nite regress is established through analysis of the nature of possibly existent being 
and necessarily existent being, and wherein the first cause is invested with the 
attributes analyzable out of the concept necessarily exi.l'tellf by virtue 4 it.l·clf'. 

Ghazali makes three points. He begins (a) by laying down that the sale valid 
rational grounds for rejecting an infinite regress of causes are arguments that 
indiscriminately rule out all infinite series, whether they be series of causes or of 
anything else. It would follow that an infinite regress of causes cannot consistently 
be rejected by those who advocate the eternity of the world and accept infinite 
past time. Then (b) Ghazali examines the only argument known to him which 
attempts to disprove an infinite regress of causes not because of the nature of the 
infinite in general, but because of the nature of causality. The argument is, of 
course, Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent being and neces
sarily existent being; if successful, Avicenna's reasoning would rule out an infinite 

I79Above, p. 337. 
'""Above. pp. 352-353. 
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regress of causes alone, without excluding other infinite series. Ghazali deter
mines that the proof from the concepts possibly existent beinl( and lI('ccs.mrily 
('xistcllt IICillg fails to establish that the totality of possibly cxistcnt heings mu~t 
depend for its existence upon something outside the totality, and Avicenna's 
reasoning is accordingly found to be incapable of disproving an infinite regress 
of causes. Finally (c), Ghazali contends that even if Avicenna had successfully 
established the existence of a first cause necessarily existent by virtue of itsclf. 
his proof would still fall short of a demonstration of the existence of God: for 
the attributes of the deity cannot be analyzed out of the concept ncce.uarily 
existent by virtue of itse(f'. Ghazali's entire discussion is conducted in the guise 
of an imagined debate between him and a philosopher adversary. The argumen
tation is intricately dialectical, something typical of the Tahafut. And particularly 
in the presentation of the first of the three points, Ghazali's thinking is largely 
implied, not stated. 

(a) Ghazali's lirst point commences: The impossibility of an inlinite regress of 
causes is not known "necessarily" and "without a middle (termr; it is not, in 
other words, an item of immediate and self-evident knowledge. It can be known, 
if at all, only through "speculation," that is to say, through logical reasoning. But 
philosophers such as Aristotle, Alfarabi, and Avicenna cannot consistently employ 
"speculation" to demonstrate the impossibility of an infinite regress; for since 
they espouse the eternity of the world, they must amrm that the heavenly bodies 
have described an "infinite number of revolutions." IHI Ghazali relics on his rcad
crs to complete his train of thought. The only valid grounds for rejecting an 
inlinite regress of causes, we are to understand, arc arguments that rule out all 
infinite series, including an infinite series of past revolutions of the celestial 
spheres; Ghazali has in mind the Kalam arguments from the impossibility of an 
inlinite number which he himself employed elsewhere. 1HZ The philosophers. how
ever, by advocating the eternity of the world, do affirm an infinite number of 
past revolutions of the spheres. They must as a consequence relinquish arguments 
that indiscriminately rule out each and every inlinite series, and they arc left 
without any grounds for rejecting an infinite regress of causes. 

The issue raised by Ghazali was not new. Alfarabi and Avicenna had tried to 
explain why arguments against the existence of certain kinds of infinite do not 
exclude others. Avicenna had even used an argument of the Kalam type to estab
lish the impossibility of an intlnite magnitude-line, surface, or body-and had 
indicated that the same argument may be used to establish the impossibility of 

. I' . f IXl • an 111 Ifllte regress 0 causes. . lie had, therefore, to show why the argument 
that he accepts docs not imply the finiteness of past time, which he rejects. The 

'
Hl 7i/lul/ill al-hllti"i(a. IV. *7. English translation in ArerroeJ' Ttliwflll al-Ttlhaflll. tran,. S. van 

den Bergh. (London. 1954). p. 161. 
'.2Above, pp. 120. 122. 
"'Aviccnna. Niljlil (Cairo. 1938). pp. 124-125: cf. above. p. 127. 
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explanation given by both Alfarabi and Avicenna was that the existence of an 
infinite number of objects is impossible only when two conditions are met, only 
when the objects exist together at the salTle time, and when they also have a 
relative "position" (wac/') to one another or arc "essentially ordered" (mlllaratlib 

al-dhiit). IR4 Arguments against the infinite would now not apply to infinite past 
time and past events, although they would, for example, rule out an infinite 
physical magnitude and even an infinite regress of causes. 

The explanation given by Alfarabi and Avicenna was known to Ghazali. and 
he addresses himself to it. For rhetorical effect, Ghazali docs not consider the 
two conditions conjointly as he should have. He docs not say that philosophers 
employ arguments from the impossibility of an infinite number to rule out only 
infinite series meeting two conditions, namely series whose members both exist 
together and also have a relative position or essential order. Instead, he first raises 
the possibility that his philosopher opponent might restrict the arguments to 
objects existing together. When that route is shown to provide a philosopher no 
escape from inconsistency, Ghazali raises the further possibility that his philos
opher opponent might fall back and restrict arguments from the impossibility of 
an infinite number to objects having an order. And the second route too is shown 
to provide no escape from inconsistency. The impression Ghazali undoubtedly 
wished to create was that his opponent had been driven from pillar to post. 

Perhaps, Ghazali writes, alluding to the first of the two conditions stated by 
Alfarabi and Avicenna, a philosopher opponent will maintain that objects not 
actually "existing together at the same time" cannot properly be enumerated and 
so cannot be characterized as infinite, or for that matter even as finite. IRS Argu
ments against an infinite series would accordingly rule out an infinite scries of 
causes all existing together-as well as an actually existent infinite physical 
magnitude-yet would not exclude an infinite number of past revolutions of the 
heavens; for the revolutions of the heavens are not objects existing together and 
hence arc not truly subject to enumeration. And there would be no inconsistency 
in a philosopher's advocating the eternity of the world while employing arguments 
to disprove an infinite regress of causes. 

Should a philosopher take such a stand, Ghazali responds, he would not rescue 
himself from inconsistency. Avicenna-and, in Ghazali's opinion, Aristotle, the 
Aristotelian commentators, and Alfarabi, as well-held that the human soul 
enjoys individual immortality. 186 The doctrine of immortality taken in conjunc
tion with the doctrine of eternity entails an infinite number of objects existing 
together, the actual simultaneous existence of an infinite number of immortal 
human souls. Moreover, Ghazali adds, even should philosophers deny individual 
human immortality, there would still remain, on their view, the possibility of 

184 Above, p. 128. The conditions are stated as Avicenna formulated them. 
I"'rahaflll al-Fahisifa, IV. §8; English translation. p. 162. 
'"°For the positions of Alfarabi and Avicenna on immortality. see H. Davidson. "Alfarabi and 

Avicenna on the Aclive Intellect: Vialor. [I[ (1972).143-144,172-175. 
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"supposing" (qat/clam) ohjects' coming into existence at 'every moment of past 
tillle and remaining in existence. A philosopher who mainlains the eternity of the 
universe would therefore have either to aflirm the actual existence today of an 
infinite number of immortal souls or at least recognize the legitimacy of slipposinglX7 

the existence today of an infinite number of objects. Even conceding that the past 
revolutions of the heavens arc not actually existing objects, capable of being 
enumerated, the eternity of the world thus still entails the existence-or at least 
the possibility of supposing the existence-of an infinite number of objects exist
ing together. The .first condition, which, according to Alfarabi and Avicenna, 
must be fulfilled before applying the rule that objects cannot run to infinity, the 
condition that the objects exist together, is consequently insufficient to allow 
those who believe in eternity to adduce arguments against an infinite regress of 
causes. IM8 

The second of the two conditions which, according to Alfarabi and Avicenna, 
must be fulfilled before asserting that objects do not run to infinity is that the 
objects possess an order. As Avicenna had put it, objects existing together cannot 
run to infinity when they have "order in respect to position I that is, when they 
are arranged, for example, in a line], or in respect to nature (that is, when they 
arc related as cause to effeetl." Objects, by contrast, which do not have an order, 
as, for example, "angels and evil spirits," may be of infinite number, Avicenna 
explained, even should they exist together. IX'! With these statements of Avicenna's 
in mind, Ghazali proceeds a step further in his imagined debate. Perhaps, he 
writes, his philosopher opponent will retreat to the stand that only when objects 
also have "an order in respect to position ... or nature" is it impossible for them 
10 be of infinite number. An infinite number of immortal souls. accumulating 
from eternity and existing together at the present moment, could be compatible, 
after all, with arguments against infinite numbers of objects; and the arguments 
could still legitimately be used by advocates of eternity to disprove an infinite 
regress of causes. 190 In responding to this new stand, which might be proposed 
by his philosopher op)X)Ilent, Ghazali begins by dismissing the distinction between 
an infinite (1rdered series and an infinite unordered series as arbitrary; there can 
be no justification, he insists, for rejecting the former while accepting the latter. 
But in any event, the imlllortal human souls accumulating from all eternity would, 
he contends, form an ordered series, and the same is true of other objects that 
may be "supposed" to come into existence at every moment of past time. For in 
each instance, the objects would come into existence successively, thereby arranging 
themselves in order. I<}I Consequently, even granting the second-in addition to 

'"7 On the import of the contenlion that an infinite number of objects might be .l"III'l)(lseJ to come 
into existence over an infinite time, cf. above. pp. 123-124. 

27. 

IKK7ilhiiflll al-Fahisifa. IV, §§8, 19; English translalion. pp. 162.169. 
IM9 Avicenna. Najal. p. 125. 
19"7ii/lli/ill al-f(litiJifa. IV. §9; English translation. p. 162. 
191Ibid .. §IO. Similarly Shahrastani. K. Nihiircl al-Iq,/iim (Oxford and Lonoon. 1934). pp. 26-
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the first-proposed condition governing arguments from the impossihility of an 
infinite number, Ghazali's philosopher adversary would still find himself caught 
in a hopeless predicament. The adversary advocates the eternity of the world 
while attempting to disprove an inlinite regress of causes. In advocating the 
cternity of thc world, he admits an infinite scries-or thc possibility of an infinite 
series-of objects existing together and possessing an ordcr, whethcr it be "human 
soul, or genie soul, or evil spirit, or angel, or what you will." 192 Since he admits 
the existence of an infinite ordered series, he cannot accept and employ argumcnts 
that exclude every such series, with no exception. And once he relinquishes 
arguments ruling out every infinite ordered series, he is left with no grounds for 
rejecting an infinite regress of causes. 

To recapitulate Ghazali's argumentation thus far: The only valid grounds for 
rejecting an infinite regress of causes are arguments that rule out all infinite series 
without exception; Ghazali has in mind the Kalam arguments from the impossi
bility of an infinite number which ultimately derive from John Philoponus. m 
Philosophers in the Aristotelian tradition, affirming, as they do, the eternity of 
the world, cannot employ the Kalam arguments and are unable to disprove an 
infinite regress of causes. Philosophers will gain nothing by maintaining that 
arguments from the impossibility of an infinite number apply only when two 
conditions are met, only when the objects considered exist together and possess 
order. For by affirming the eternity of the world, Aristotelian philosophers must 
recognize an infinite series of objects existing together and possessing order, for 
example, the human souls accumulating from eternity; and inasmuch as they 
recognize an infinite series of objects existing together and possessing order, they 
must relinquish arguments ruling out all such series. Even granting, then, the 
two conditions for applying arguments from the impossibility of an infinite num
ber, the philosophers are still unable to employ the arguments. They are left 
without grounds for rejecting an infinite regress of causes, and they cannot accom
plish the proof of the existence of God from the impossibility of an inlinite regress. 
The upshot of Ghazali's intricate dialectic is a reaffirmation of a fundamental 
Kalam thesis: The existence of God cannot be demonstrated on the assumption 
of the eternity of the world. It can be demonstrated only by those who subscribe 
to the Kalam arguments for creation. 

(b) Ghazali has been assuming that an infinite regress of causes may be dis
proved only through arguments from the impossibility of an inlinite number. The 
arguments he has in mind reasoned, for example, from the intrinsic impossibility 
of an infinite's being added to, and ruled out every infinite series. In taking notice 
only of these arguments, Ghazali has been disregarding others like Aristotle's, 
which do not focus on the nature of number and the nature of the infinite in 
general, but rather on the nature of causal series, in other words, argumcnts that, 
because of the nature of causality, spccifically rule out an infinitc regress of 

192 Tahaflll al-Falasifo, [V, §19; Eng[ish translation. p, [69. mcr. above pp, 88-89, 
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causcs. The only argumcnt of the latlcr typc known to Ghazali was the one 
developed hy Avicenna in thc course of his proof from the concepts possihly 

eXI.I'lelll and lIecc,.I'sarily ('Xi.l'/(,lIt, and already given in Ghazali's compcndium of 
Avicenna's philosophy, thc Mal/(I.yid, as the accepted philosophic grounds for the 
impossibility of an infinite regrcss of causes. Ghazali's critique of Avicenna, the 
'lit/Ill/ill, now takes up Avicenna's argument. Although Ghazali considers it in 
connection with an infinite regress of causes, he is in effect refuting Avicenna's 
entire proof of the existence of God from the concepts possihly exi.l't('1It and 
necessarily existent, quitc apart from the question of an infinite regress. 194 

Perhaps, Ghazali writes, his philosopher opponent will maintain that the "apod
ictic demonstration of the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes~ is the 
proof from possibly existcnt being and necessarily existent being. The "demon
stration" to which Ghazali refers is summarized by him as follows: "Every cause 
is either possible by virtue of itself or necessary [by virtue of itself]. If [a cause 
is) necessary [by virtue of itself[, it docs not requirc a [further[ causc [and the 
series ends there[. If [all causes wcre) possible [by virtue of themselvesl, the 
totality would be possible. But everything possible requires a cause in addition 
to itself. The totality therefore needs a cause outside itself [and terminates at the 
external cause).n 195 

'Ii.> refute the purported demonstration, Ghazali begins by directing his attention 
to the meaning of "possible,n that is to say, the possibly existent by virtue of 
itself, necessarily existent by virtue of another, and to the meaning of "nccessaryn 
that is to say, the necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 196 "Possible [by virtue 
of itself, necessary by virtue of another]" is, he submits, a "vague" and "incom
prehensible" term until properly construed. It can Icgitimately be construed as 
nothing more than "what has an [externall cause for its existence." "Necessary 
[by virtue of itself[" is similarly "vague" and incomprehensible unless construed 
as nothing more than "what has no [external] cause for its existcnce." l3ut once 
possible, that is to say, the possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent 
by virtue of another, and necessary, that is to say, the necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself, are so understood, a collection of possibly existent beings need 
not he assumed to depend on anything outside the totality. For a series of beings 
lIlay he taken to be such that each component is "possible in thc sense of having 
a calise distinct from it, whereas thc totality is not possible in the sense of having 
a cause distinct from, and external to it." 1'17 

1'
14

Thal is to say, he is also refuting the argument as Shahrastani and Crescas had stated il. above. 
pp, 307-308. 

I"-'Tailafll/ al·hlhisi/l,. [V, § II: English translation. p, 163, 

I""Ghazali. I am assuming. correclly understood that lIecess"ril" exi.well/ is lanlamount in Avi
cenna to (lC/II(1I/V exis/elll. and hence aclual existence is divided inl;' the (Jossibl" exis/em bl' I'ir/lle 

of i/"df. IIece,fS(I,.ily exi,wem hI' I'inue of (lIIo/iler. and Ine IIecessarilv exis/em hI" "inlle of ilself. 

1'
17

7illui/ill (If./-tlhisifil. [V. § 12: English translation. p, 164, Cr. ibid,. X, §< English iransl~lion. 
p,252. 
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The import of Ghazali's statements is this: If the totality of possibly existent 
beings is itself possibly existent, the totality undoubtedly stands in need of an 
external cause of its existence. The totality of possibly existent beings need not, 
however, be possible. It may be necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the sole 
legitimate sense of the term, namely, the weaker sense of not having an external 
cause, although allowing of internal causes. Only if the totality of possibly exis
tent beings were demonstrated not to be necessarily existent even in the weaker 
sense of the term would the totality of possibly existent beings be shown to stand 
in need of a cause outside the totality; and only then would an infinite regress of 
possibly existent causes be refuted. 198 

The suggestion that possibly existent beings might add up to a necessarily 
existent entity cannot, Ghazali continues, be rejected on the grounds that objects 
of one character never add up to a totality of another character; for many instances 
can be cited from nature where objects of one character do add up to a totality 
of another. 199 The suggestion is also not to be rejected by telescoping an illegit
imate sense of the term necessarily existent by virtue of itself with the legitimate 
sense, and by reasoning that possibly existent beings cannot add up to something 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself, inasmuch as the latter is free even of 
internal factors making it what it is. There is as yet no reason for positing anything 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the peculiar, strong sense of not having 
even internal factors making it what it is; the existence of an entity of that 
description is precisely what our proof is attempting to establish. So far there is 
reason for affirming the existence of something necessarily existent by virtue of 
itself only in the weaker, and sole legitimate, sense of freedom from an external 
cause of existence. 200 And the necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the weaker 
sense may simply be the totality of possibly existent beings. Avicenna's proof 
hence does not successfully show that the totality of possibly existent beings 
terminates at a cause outside the totality. 

The upshot of Ghazali's critique is once again that his philosopher opponent 
is unable to accomplish the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress of 
causes. An infinite regress of causes can be disproved solely by arguments that 
rule out every infinite including infinite past time; the existence of God, is con
sequently demonstrable solely by those who recognize the creation of the world . 

(c) Ghazali has contended that Avieenna and others who reject the Kalam 
arguments for creation arc left no grounds for ruling out an inlinite regress of 
causes. In particular, he has undertaken to refute Avicenna's proof from the 
concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent, and the argument for the 
impossibility of an infinite regress contained in it. Ghazali makes a further point: 
Even granted the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, philosophers who 

19"This is essentially the critique thai I suggested. above, p. 307. 
199Tahaful al-Falasifa. IV. § 14; English translation. pp.I64-165. 
2°Olbid .• VII. §§8-9; English translation. p. 225. 
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accept the eternity of the world still cannot trace efficient causes back beyond 
the heavens and arrive at a transcendent deity. 

Avicenna had discovered the attributes of the deity in the necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself through his analysis of the concept. The nccessarily existent 
by virtue of itself, he had reasoned, cannot contain internal factors making it 
what it is; for if it contained internal factors it would, considered as a whole, 
exist by virtue of them and not exclusively by virtue of itself. It followed that 
the necessarily existent by virtue of itself must be simple, not composite; free of 
internal distinctions, notably, the distinction of matter and form; in fine, possessed 
of a set of attributes appropriate to a transcendent deity.201 Ghazali responds that 
the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes establishes at best only the 
"termination of the regress and nothing else whatsoever.n In other words, the 
impossibility of an infinite regress, if granted, can establish only a first cause 
with no external cause beyond it, but it can reveal nothing about the inner nature 
of the first cause. Nor is anything gained by terming the first cause necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself. For the only legitimate construction to be placed on 
the term, the only construction that might be justified by the argument from the 
impossibility of an infinite regress of causes, is: what has no external cause for 
its existence. And when necessarily existent by virtue of itself is so understood, 
analysis of the concept reveals nothing about the inner structure of the being that 
corresponds to the concept. 202 The argument from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress, even if accepted, consequently fails to prove that the first cause-or, if 
one will, the necessarily existent by virtue of itself-is simple, not composite ,203 

hence free of the di~tinctions of essence and existence,204 genus and specific 
differences. 2os matter and form. 2

(jf) The first cause. as far a, the argument goes 
might be a corporeal object. 

Furthermore. Ghazali continues. there might exist not one fir,t cau;;e. but many. 
/wicenna had. in his analysis of the concept. offered two reasons for ruling out 
a plurality of beings necessarily existent by virtue of themselves. First, if the 
species necessarily existent by virtue of itself is not intrinsically such as to belong 
exclusively to a certain given entity, an additional factor would have to be posited 
to explain why the species is present in each of the several entities that happen 
to have it; and the additional factor would be a cause, whcreas the necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself can have no cause. Secondly, to assume two beings 
both of which are necessarily existent by virtue of themselves would require 
assuming that at least one of the two is composite; for at least one of them would 
have to contain both the common clement rendering it and the other necessarily 

201 Above. pp. 296-297. 
202Tll//(j(UI al·Fllillsi{ll. VI. §9; English translation. p. 190. 
2!l.1lbid .. VII. §K; IX, §3; X, §7; English translation. pp. 225. 242, 253. 
2f)4lbid., Vlll; English translation, pp. 235 ff. 
2oslbid .• VII. §§8, 13-14; English translation. pp. 225. 229. 
2°"lbid .• IX. §§2-3; X. §7; English translation. pp. 24t, 253. 
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existent by virtue of itself, as well as an additional element through which it is 
distinguished from the other. Since the necessarily existent by virtue of itself was 
demonstrated not to be composite, no more than a single being answering the 
description might exist. 207 In reply to Avicenna's first reason, Ghazali insists that 
the attribute necessary by virtue of itself is not a positive clement in the entity 
so characterized. It is merely a negative description, the characterization of some
thing as uncaused, and no additional factor need be posited to explain its presence 
in the entities that have it. 208 In reply to Avicenna's second reason, Ghazali 
reiterates that the impossibility of an infinite regress, if granted, fails to show the 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself to be, in fact, free of composition. Frccdom 
from composition cannot therefore serve as grounds for the unity of thc IIrst 
cause. 209 

Ghaz;lli's contention, then, is that the impossibility of an infinile regress of 
eauses could at most be employed to trace the various series of causes in the 
universe back, for example, to the heavens. The argument could not be used to 
infer a simple intelligent being beyond the heavens,210 nor even to affirm that all 
causal series terminate in a single celestial sphere. The heavens ·might, as far as 
the argument goes, comprise a set of inanimate corporealllrst causes each existing 
in its own right. The philosophers thus have no answer to those-known in Arabic 
as the "dahrfya" -who espouse a naturalistic scheme of the universe. 211 

Earlier Ghazali found that the impossibility of an inllnite regress of causes can 
be demonstrated only through arguments, like those of the Kalam, which rule 
out every infinite series, including inllnite past time. He now concludes that the 
dependence of the physical universe upon a transcendent cause likewise can be 
established only through a Kalam argument, to wit, the standard Kalam proof 
for creation. The Kalam proof, as briefly restated by Ghazali, runs: Whatever 
"is not free of generated things" is itself "generated, ... and whatever is gen
erated requires a cause for its generation.,,212 The proof demonstrates, Ghazali 
stresses, not only that the physical universe is generated and consequently depen
dent for its generation upon a cause. 213 It alone shows the ultimate calise to be 
incorporeal. For since all bodies are generated-inasmuch as they are not "free 
of generated things" -the ultimate cause, which is not generated, cannot be a 
body.214 

Ghazali's position, in sum, is that neither the existence nor the transcendent 
nature of the IIrst cause can be established through the philosophic proof from 

207 Above, p. 297. 
2osTahii/ut al-Faliisifa, V, §4; English translation, p. 171. 
2°"Ibid., V, §9; English translation, p. 174. 
2'0Ibid., IV. §5; X. §§1-3; English translation. pp. 16t, 250-251. 
2I'lbid., X. §§I, 3; English translation, pp. 250-251. 
212lbid., IX, § I; X, § I; English Iranslation. pp. 241. 250. 
213lbid. Cf. above. pp. 134, 145. 
2I4Ibid., IX, § I; English translalion, p. 241. 
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the impossibility of an infinite regress. Although his objections arc (lirected spe
cifically against the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress, they apply 
equally to Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily 
existent considered apart from the question of an infinite regress. 21S Ghazali has, 
to his satisfaction, hereby vindicated the Kalam method of proving the existence 
of God. Creation, he has reaffirmed, must IIrst be established through Kalam 
reasoning; only from creation can the existence of a single incorporeal creator be 
inferred. 

7. Summary 

The present chapter has examined a proof of the existence of God which grew 
out of Aristotle's Melaphysics II, although the proof was not offercd by Aristotle 
as an independent lIIethod for proving the existence of God. 211> The proof begins 
by establishing the impossibility of an inlinite regress of causes and at once infers 
the existence of a IIrst efficient cause. The first cause thus arrived at is not, we 
must remember, temporally first. It exists together with its effects and is first in 
the sense that it stands behind all of them. 

One virtue of the proof was its directness. A lirst cause was inferred directly 
from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes taken together with the 
unquestioned presence of causality in the universe. Directness was, however, 
purchased at a price. Indispensable assumptions were not stated. let alone dem
onstrated;217 and the basic argument did not by itself arrive at the existence of 
God, since the incorporeality and unity of the lirst cause remained to be proved. 
That the proof had to be supplemented with grounds for the incorporeality and 
unity of the first cause was recognized. Averroes supplemented the proof by 
assimilating it to Aristotle's proof from motion, 21 H while other philosophers sup
plemented it by analyzing the attributes of the deity out of the concept of Ilrst 
efficient cause or out of equivalent concepts. 21') 

As for the cenlral principle, the impossibility of an inlinite regress of causes, 
variolls approaches were pursued. SOllie lIIedieval philosophers focused on the 
nature of the infinite in general and reasoned that an inlinite regress of causes is 
impossible since any infinite series of objects is impossible. 220 Others focused, 
like Aristotle. on the nature of causality and reasoned that causality is such that 

21'Ghazali appeared in many guises. and in anolher work. where he presents his own position. 
he docs accepl the proof. See [,,"Jii' iii al-Biitilliya. cd. A. Badawi (Cairo. 1964). pp. X2-83: L. 
Goodman, "Ghalati·s Argument from Creation: [mematiollal Journal 0/ Middle East Studies. II 
(1971).75. 

2.6 Above. p. 338. 
2.7 Above, pp. 343-345. 
2IK Above, pp. 348-349. 
,,'I Above. p. 346-348. 
2211 Above. p. 363. 
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causcs cannot cxtcnd back indclinitely;221 Ari~totle had rejected an infinite regre~s 
of causes through the consideration that only a first cause can be a true cause and 
hence every causal series Illust have a lirst cause. /\ new reason for the illlpos
~ibility of an infinite regre~s, again turning on the nature of causality, was pro
vided by Avicenna's analysis of the concepts possibly existelll and necessarily 
existent. Analysis of the concepts revealed that the totality of beings possibly 
existent by virtue of themselves cannot maintain itself in existence but must 
depend on, and consequently terminate at, a cause outside the totality. 

The impossibility of an infinite regress of causes was not at all required for the 
proof from the concepts possibly existellf and necessarily existellf, although Avi
cenna did choose to cast that proof in the mold of a proof from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress. 222 In addition, Avicenna offered another proof of the exis
tence of God from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes; and here the 
eritieal principle was established not through analysis of the concepts possibly 
existent and necessarily existent but in a manner virtually the same as that whereby 
Aristotle had established the principle. In this other proof, the grounds whereby 
Avicenna supplemented the basic argument and showed that the first cause is 
incorporeal and one, were, however, borrowed from his analysis of the concept 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself. He observed that the first cause reached 
through the impossibility of an infinite regress must exist necessarily by virtue 
of itself; consequently it must possess all the attributes analyzable out of the 
concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 223 Avicenna thus blurred the boundary 
between his proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent, 
on the one hand, and the proof from the impossibility of an infinite regress, on 
the other. He formulated the former as a version of the latter; and he supplemented 
the latter through analysis of one of the key concepts in the former. A precedent 
was hereby set for combining the two proofs, and various combinations of the 
two proofs were offered by subsequent medieval Islamic, Jewish, and Christian 
philosophers. 

The most far-ranging critique of the proof from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of causes was drawn up by Ghazali. Ghazali objected, first, that no 
argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes can be consistently 
propounded by philosophers who affirm the eternity of the world; since advocates 
of eternity must admit the existence of certain infinite series they cannot, Ghazali 
contended, reject others, such as an infinite series of causes. A second objection 
of Ghazali's was addressed specifically to the argument for the impossibility of 
an infinite regress which grew out of Avicenna 's analysis of the concepts possibly 
existent and necessarily existent. Avicenna, Ghazali contended, had failed to 
show that a series of possibly existent beings cannot constitute a totality which 

22lAbove, pp. 337,363. 
222 Above, pp. 302, 307. 
223 Above, pp. 340, 346. 
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exists by virtue of itself. A third objection of Ghazali 's was that the principle of 
the impossibility of an infinite regress, even if granted, cannot lead to anything 
Illore than the existencc of a lirst tcrlll in thc scrics of eflicicnt l'aUSl'S; ncithl'l' 
the incorporcality nor the unity of the lirst calise would hc known. The principle 
consequcntly is insufficicnt for a gcnuine dcmonstration of thc cxistcnce of God. 
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Subsequent History of Proofs 
from the Concept of 
Necessary Existence 

1. Maimonides and Aquinas 

Maimonides too offered a proof of the existence of God employing the terms 
possibly existellt and necessarily existellt. a proof described by him as a "dem
onstration leaving no room for doubt or refutation ... except for those who are 
ignorant of the method of demonstration.H Its reasoning, according to Maimon
ides, is "drawn from Aristotle's statements, although put forward by Aristotle 
for a different purpose.H 

I Maimonides' proof can be properly appraised only 
against the background of Avicenna's distinctive proof from the concepts possibly 
existent and necessarily existent. and the proof that Averroes formulated using 
the same terms. 

Avicenna, as will be recalled, operated with a twofold division of actual exis
tence, the dichotomy of possibly existent by virtue of itself. necessarily existent 
by virtue of another, on the one hand, and lIecessarily existelll by virtue of itse(l. 
on the other; necessarily existent in Avicenna was tantamount to actually existent. 
By analysis of the concepts, Avicenna established that the totality of beings 
possibly existent by virtue of themselves, necessarily existent by virtue of another, 
must depend for its existence on a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 
He turned to the external world for a single datum, the fact that some object 
actually exists. And he reasoned that if the object he starts with is not necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself, it must ultimately depend for its existence on something 
that is; thus in either case, there exists something necessarily existent by virtue 
of itself, hence something possessing the divine attributes analyzablc out of that 

'Guide 10 the Perplexed, II, l(c). Munk suggests that Maimonides is referring to Aristolle's De 
Caelo I, 10. 
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concept. 2 Avicenna introduced the issue of an infinite causal regress into his proof. 
but he need not have done so.·\ 

Averroes, as will further be recalled. did not correctly understand Avicenna's 
use of the terms possibly existellt and lIecessarily existellt. He supposed that 
flossihly existellt with no further qualification designated for Avicenna the gen
erated-destructible realm, and that possibly existellt by virtlle of itself. lIecessarily 
existellt by virtue (~f allother was restricted to eternal objects having a cause; 
Averroes could not conceive of lIecessary as tantamount to anything other than 
eternal. In addition, Averroes had no knowledge of the heart of Avicenna's proof, 
namely, the method of showing through an analysis of the concepts that the 
totality of possibly existent beings must depend for its existence on a being 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 4 Lacking a correct understanding of what 
Avicenna had intended in his proof from the concepts possibly existent and nec
essarily existent Averroes took the proof to be a typical, though poorly executed, 
argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. Since Averroes, 
for his part, operated with a threefold division of actual existence, his own 
corrected version of Avicenna's proof proceeded to the necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself. not directly but in stages. In one stage Averroes took his departure 
from possi"'y existellt beillg. which for him signified generated-destructible being, 
and arrived at necessary beillg. which for him was tantamount to eternal being; 
and in a separate stage he passed fromllecessarily existent beillg to the necessarily 
existellt hy virtue of itself. His reasoning ran: An infinite regress of causes is 
impossible. Any series of possibly existent beings can therefore be traced back 
to a first term which is not possibly existent, that is to say, generated-destructible. 
but rather necessarily existent. that is to say, eternal. If the necessarily existent 
being hereby arrived at should not exist through itself, the series of necessarily 
existent beings can likewise be traced back to a first term, which docs exist by 
virtue of itself. The existence of a first efficient cause, which is necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself, is thus established. Analysis of the concept first 
efficiellt calise and, in the end, identifying the first efficient cause with the prime 
mover established in the proof from motion thereupon shows that the first efficient 
cause possesses the attributes of the deity.5 Averroes' tentative derivation of 
certain divine attributes from the concept of first efficient calise was patterned on 
Avicenna's derivation of divine attributes from the concept lIecessarily existellt 
by virtue (Il itse(l. Otherwise, his proof exhibits none of the argumentation of 
Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent and lIecessarily existellt. 
Averroes' proof is simply his own argument from the impossibility of an infinite 
regress of causes. employing the terms possibly existellt and IIcccssarily existcllt 
as he understood them. 

2Above. pp. 303-304. 
4 Above, pp. 333-334. 

3 Above. pp. 302,307. 
5 Above. pp. 342. 349. 
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Maimonides, we find, operates like Averroes with a tridlOtomy of actual exis
tence. For the purpose of his proof he distinguishes: generated-destructible being; 
eternal being having a cause;6 and eternal being that has no cause. Curiously, 
Maimonides designates and construes each of the three classes in the trichotomy 
just as Averroes mistakenly supposed Avicenna to have done. 7 The generated
destructible objects of the sublunar world arc termed by Maimonides possibly 
existent with no further qualification; eternal being that has a cause is termed 
possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existellt by virtue of allother; and 
eternal being that has no cause is termed necessarily existent by virllle of itself. R 

Maimonides' use of the formula possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily 
existem by virtue of another is particularly noteworthy. Averroes mistakenly took 
the formula in Avicenna to designate the eternal celestial realm, the realm of 
beings that although eternal owe their existence to a cause outside themselves; 
and, as was seen in an earlier chapter, he rejected the formula as self-contradic
tory. 9 Maimonides understands the formula exactly as Averroes took it to have 
been intended by Avicenna. Since necessarily existent is for Maimonides, like 
Averroes, tantamount to eternally existent, possibly existent by virtue of itse(f, 
necessarily existent by virtue of another is understood by him too as a designation 
for the realm of beings that are eternal, but owe their existence to another. Unlike 
Averroes, however, Maimonides accepts the formula as legitimate and docs not 
hesitate to use it; he sees no contradiction in the conception of an object as 
necessary or eternal, and yet, in itself, possibly existent. 

Maimonides, then, operates like Averroes with three classes of actual exis
tence, designating them, though, not as Averroes held they should be designated, 
but as Averroes mistakenly and disapprovingly supposed Avicenna to have des
ignated them. Since Maimonides distinguishes three classes of actual existence, 
his argumentation, like Averroes', proceeds in stages, passing from generated
destructible, or possible, being to eternal, or necessary, being; and from the latter 
to a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Avicenna, by contrast, had 
distinguisheG only two classes of existence for the purpose of his proof, and 
accordingly had reasoned directly from the possibly existent by virtue of itself
whether it be generated-destructible or eternal-to the necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself. The reasoning whereby Maimonides passes, in the first stage, 
from the existence of generated-destructible being to the existence of eternal 
being is somewhat complicated. 

6 According to Guide. I. 71. and II. introduction, prop. 26. Maimonides assumes the eternity 
of the world only for the sake of argument. He explains that on the contrary assumption. the assump
tion of creation. the world undoubtedly has a creator. and therefore no further argument is needed to 
establish the existence of God. Cf. above. pp.4-5. 

7 Above, pp. 318-319. 
"Not completely explicit, but clear. from Guide. II, introduction, props. 19 and 20; II. I(c). 
9Above. pp. 319-320. 
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It goes: Inasmuch as everything subject to generation is subject to destruction. 
and vice versa, 10 one of the following alternatives must represent the totality of 
existence. Actually existent beings must be either (a) such that "none arc subject 
to generation and destruction"; (b) such that "all arc subject to generation and 
destruction"; or (c) such that "some arc subject to generation and destruction, 
and some arc not." II The tirst of the alternatives is immediately exduded, since 
"we perceive many beings coming into existence and undergoing destruction." 
The second alternative is excluded with the aid of the principle that every pos
sibility is realized over an infinite time. 12 "If," Maimonides writes, "each existent 
being should be subject to generation and destruction, ... existent beings taken 
as a whole must [at some moment) be destroyed ... ; for what is possible in a 
species must inevitably occur." In other words, if each existent being had the 
possibility of undergoing destruction, the possibility of each object's undergoing 
destruction would have been realized in the infinite past,13 and the totality of 
existence would at some past moment in fact have been destroyed. But in that 
event, "nothing would remain to bring things [back) into existence" and "nothing 
at all could exist [today]." Obviously things do exist today. At no moment in the 
past, therefore, can the totality of things have ceased to exist. 14 The second of 
the alternatives originally posed is hence excluded; it cannot be the case that 
everything in the universe is generated-destructible. Two of the three alternatives 
being ruled out, the remaining alternative must be accepted as correct: Some 
actually existent beings are generated-destructible, while something also must 
exist which is not. 15 

Maimonides' reasoning contains a questionable link. The hypothesis that every 
individual thing has the possibility of being destroyed, he has contended, entails 
that the totality of things would at some moment cease to exist. 16 Clearly, the 
principle that every possibility is eventually realized justifies the inference that 
any given thing having the possibility of being destroyed must eventually undergo 
destruction. Conceivably. however, as Crescas was later to object, things undergoing 
destruction might not all do so simultaneously; and although each individual thing 
would eventually be destroyed, something at all times might remain existent. 17 

The objection that might, then, be raised against Maimonides' reasoning is: How 
docs it follow from the destructibility of each individual being that at a certain 
moment all beings would undergo destruction simultaneously? 

IOCf. Aristotle. De Caelo I. 12. 
"There is an echo here of Aristotle, Physics VIII. 3. 253a. 24-25. 
12See above. pp. 90. 320. 
L'Maimonides. as will be recalled, assumes the eternity of the world only for the sake of argument; 

cf. above. n. 6. 
I·Cf. Plotinus. Enneads. IV. 7, 12, beginning. "Guide. II, I(c). 
IOCf. H. Wolfson, "Patristic Arguments against the Eternity of the World," reprinted in his Studies 

in the History of Philosophy and Religion. Vol. 1 (Cambridge. Mass., 1973). p. 187. 
17Crescas. Or ha-Shem. I. ii, 17; cf. the passage from Theophrastus quoted by Wolfson. op. cit. 
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There is an answer to the objection which probably reflccts Maimonides' intent. 
At first thought, it might indeed seem that things undergoing destruction might 
not all do so together, and although each individual object is destroyed, actual 
existence as a whole would continue. Nevertheless, the possibility remains that 
objects might all cease to exist at the same moment. And since every possibility 
must be realized, the last possibility too, the possibility that everything undergoes 
destruction simultaneously, would eventually have to be realized. 1M The assump
tion that each individual thing is subject to destruction therefore would after all 
lead to the conclusion that the totality of actual things must at some moment in 
the infinite past have ceased to exist. 

Maimonides, to the point we have followed him, has completed only the stage 
of his proof which establishes the existence of something that is not generated
destructible. To arrive at a being that can be identified as the deity, the proof has 
to be carried through an additional stage. Maimonides continues: By virtue of 
the principle that every possibility is eventually realized, the being whose exis
tence has so far been established-a being exempt from generation and destruc
tion-can have no possibility of not existing. It is not "possibly existent," but 
"necessarily existent," which apparently means nothing more than that it is eter
nally existent. Should the being in question depend for its existence on something 
else, it would, although not unqualifiedly possibly existent, nonetheless have its 
"existence and nonexistence possible insofar as it is considered in itself"; and its 
existence would be "necessary [only) through its cause." It would, in other words, 
be possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of another. 
Should the cause, in its turn, likewise be possibly existent by virtue of itself, it 
also would have a cause for its existence. Ultimately something must be reached 
which is "necessarily existent by virtue of itself." The reason therefor, the reader 
is left to understand, is that an infinite regress of causes is impossible; the impos
sibility of an infinite regress of causes is not explicitly citcd by Maimonides hcre. 
but is explicitly employed by him in the course of two other proofs of the cxistence 
of GOd. 19 Maimonides has "demonstrated" that there "must exist a being nec
essarily existent by virtue of itself." "Without that being, nothing at all could 
exist"; for whatever is not necessarily existent by virtue of itself depends for its 
existence upon the being that is. 2o 

In the stage of his proof just examined Maimonides passed from the cxistence 
of an eternal, or necessary, being to the existence of a being necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself. He goes on to analyze the concept necessarily existent by 
virtue of itself and read out the attributes of such a being. Anything existing 
exclusively through itself cannot, he argues, have even internal factors making 

18Cf. the reasoning of Lactantius quoted by Wolfson, 'Patristic Arguments; pp. 189-190. 
19Cf. Guide. II, introduction, prop. 3; II, I, (a) and (d); and Crescas' comment on the proof we 

are considering, Or ha-Shem. I, i, 29. 
zoGuide. II, l(c). 
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it what it is. It consequently must be simple and incorporeal and can "easily" be 
demonstrated to be one. 21 "This is the deity."22 The concluding derivation of 
divine attributes from the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself is. we 
should note, open to an objection taken up earlier; for, granting that Maimonides 
has established a being that is necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the sense 
of not having any external cause, he seems to have given no justification for 
assuming that it cannot have even internal factors making it what it is.23 

Maimonides' proof plainly betrays echoes of Avicenna's proof from the con
cepts possibly existent and necessarily existelll. Yet no less plainly it is not Avi
cenna's proof. Maimonides construes possibly existent and necessarily existellt 
differently. And he does not know the method of establishing, solely through 
analysis of conccpts, that the totality of possibly existent bcings must depend for 
its existence on something nccessarily existent by virtue of itself. Maimonides 
follows Aviccnna's argumentation in only a single respect, in deriving from the 
concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself a set of attributes appropriate to 
thc dcity. Even here a ccrtain difference is to be observed, inasmuch as lIecessarily 
cxistent is tantamount to eternally existent in Maimonides, whereas it had been 
tantamount to actually existent in Avicenna; but the difference does not affect 
the analysis of the concept. 

Maimonides' proof is one more version of the argument from thc the impos
sibility of an infinite rcgress, establishing first, as did Averroes' version, a being 
that is necessary, or ctcrnal, and then proceeding to the eternal that is uncaused. 
Maimonides accomplishes thc first stage without adducing the principle of the 
impossibility of an infinite causal regress; but hc accomplishes the sccond and 
more critical stage with thc aid of that principle, which he tacitly takes for granted. 
The similarity of Maimonides' formulation to Averroes' is, we may conjccture, 
duc to both writcrs' having derivcd thcir incomplcte information about Avicenna's 
proof from similar sourccs and having rcconstructcd the proof in similar ways. 24 

One of Thomas Aquinas' celebratcd live proofs for thc existence of God in thc 
SUI/lma Tltcologiae is dmracterized by Aquinas as a proof from .. the possible 
and the necessary.,,25 It turns out to be an almost point for point restatement of 
the proof of Maimonidcs' just discussed. 26 Like both Maimonides and Averroes, 

21Cf. Guide. II, introduction, prop. 21; above, p. 297. 22Guide. II, I(c). 
2JCf. above, pp. 305-307, 371-372. 
24Maimonides, as far as is known, did not become acquainted with Averroes' writings until after 

he wrote the Guide. Cf. H. Wolfson, Crescas' Critique of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass., 1929). p. 

323. 
25Summa The%giae. ), 2, art. 3, third way. 
26 Aquinas' first and second ways also echo two of Maimonides' proofs, namely the first and 

fourth. Some writers have refused to recognize the almost point for point reflection of Maimonides' 
third proof in Aquinas' third way. See the literature cited by E. Gilson, Le Tlwmisme. (6th cd.; Paris, 
1965), p. 79. n. 40; English translation: The Christian Phi/o,Wphy of St. Thomas Aquinas (New York, 

1956). chap. 3. n. 41. 
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Aquinas proceeds in stages, establishing the existence of something necessary 
and passing from the necessary to the necessary by virtue of itself; and he accom
plishes each stage exactly as Maimonides did. He makes only two changes worth 
mentioning. 27 He carefully avoids using the formula possibly existent by virtue 
of itself, necessarily existent by virtue of another to designate the class of beings 
that are not subject to generation and destruction, yet owe their existence to an 
external cause. 28 Averroes had convinced him that the attributes possibly existent 
and necessarily existent are incompatible. 29 And in the course of the second stage 
of the argument he explicitly cites the impossibility of an infinite regress of 
causes, a principle left implicit by Maimonides. 30 

Aquinas' Summa contra Gentiles, a work dated earlier than the Summa Theo
logiae, offers a parallel argument, not strictly as grounds for the existence of 
God, but, instead, for the eternity of God31 and for the dependence of everything 
else upon Him.32 Here too Aquinas proceeds in stages, passing first from the 
existence of "possible beings, ... that is, generated-destructible beings,~ to the 
existence of "necessary~ beings, that is, beings which are not generated-des
tructible; and then from necessary beings having a cause to a being "necessary 
through itsclf.~ The first stage, however, is accomplished in the Summa contra 
Gentiles not as in Maimonides and in Aquinas' own Summa Theologiae, but as 
in Averroes, that is, through adducing the principle of the impossibility of an 
infinite causal regress. In addition, Aquinas introduces a motif reminiscent of 
Avicenna. To establish that "possibly existent," or generated-destructible,J3 beings 
require a cause of existence, he deploys the reasoning of particularization argu
ments;34 he submits that inasmuch as a possibly existent being is inclined "equally 
... to ... existence and nonexistence,~ some factor must have selected out 
existence for it in preference to nonexistence. Once he has established that every 

27 Aquinas does not explicitly spell out the three alternatives in the first stage of the argument, 
but they are implied. 

28 Aquinas, like Maimonides, affirms the creation of the world, yet accepts the hypothesis of 
eternity for the purpose of proving the existence of God. Even within his creationist system Aquinas 
finds an application for the term necessarily existent. He applies the term to beings, such as angels, 
which, though not strictly eternal, are not subject to natural generation and destruction. Cf. Summa 
Theologiae, I, 44, I, obj. 2, and reply; 50, 5, reply to obj. 3. For Aquinas' use of the term necessarily 
existent within the present proof of the existence of God and elsewhere, see M. E, "La preuve de 
I'existence de Dieu par la contingence dans la Somme Theologique," Revue de Philosophie, XXXII 
(1925), 320-322; P. Brown, "St. Thomas' Doctrine of Necessary Being," Philosophical Review, 
LXXIII (1964), 76-90. 

29De Potentia. q. 5, art. 3, resp.; Commentary on Physics. VlII, §§1154-1155. 
30Summa Theologiae. I, 2, art. 3, third way. 
31Summa contra Gentiles. I, 15(d). 
32Ibid., II, 15(e). 
DIn Aquinas, unlike Avicenna, possibly existent with no further qualification designates a class 

of actual existence. Cf. above, pp. 292, 333, 380. 
34Above, pp. 161,292; below, pp. 396-397. 
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possibly existent being does have a cause that selected out existence for it, Aqui
nas proceeds through the two now familiar steps: Since causes cannot regress 
indefinitely, he argues, possible beings must terminate at something necessary, 
that is to say, something not subject to generation and destruction. The necessary 
being thus arrived at may itself have a cause. But necessary beings having a cause 
must also terminate; and they will terminate at a "first necessary~ being,35 a 
being existing necessarily "through itself.MJ6 

2. The influcnce of Aviccnna's proof 
Through the last few chapters I have been examining the utilization of, and 

reaction to, Avicenna's proof of the existence of God from the concepts possibly 
exis/el/l and necessarily existellt. An overall summary of the influence of Avi
ccnna's proof should be in order. 

Avicenna prefaced his discussion of the existence of God by insisting on the 
legitimacy and desirability of a metaphysical, as distinct from a physical. proof. 
The insistence on the feasibility and desirability of a metaphysical proof of the 
existence of God was not taken up by Islamic and Jewish philosophers. It did, 
however, enter Scholastic philosophy and is repeated by such philosophers as 
Henry of Ghent,37 Duns Scotus,38 and Suarez;3,! and it has survived into the 
twentieth century among Neo-Thomists. 4o 

Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent 
provided a new method of establishing the existence of God, without reference 
to the question of an inlinite regress. 41 The proof was offered without reference 
to an infinite regress by Shahrastani, Crescas,42 and perhaps others,43 but not by 
Avicenna himself. Avicenna instead pressed his proof of the existence of God as 
a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself into the mold of the old and familiar 
argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. In the latter 
guise, as an argument from the impossibility of an infinite regress, Avicenna's 
proof was subsequently recorded by Ghazali, and was employed by Abu al-
13arakflt, Fakr ai-Din al-Razi, Amidi, Ibn Nalls, iji,44 and the Jewish writer Moses 

"Sumllla contra Gellliles. I, 15(d). 
'"Ibid .. II. 15(e). For Aquinas' derivation of divine attributes from the concept neceuarily 

existent hy virtue of itself. see above, p. 347. 
37 A. Pegis. "A New Way to God: Henry of Ghent (II)," Mediaeval Studies. XXXI (1969), 99-

101. 
3KDuns Scotus, Philo.wphical Writings. cd. and trans. A. Wolter (Edinburgh and London, 1962), 

pp.9-1O. 
wA. Pegis, "A New Way to God: Henry of Ghent (Ill)," Mediaeval Studies. XXXIII (1971), 

174-175. 
4°R. Garrigou-Lagrange. Dieu (Paris, 1920), §7; R. P. Phillips, Modern Thomistic Philosophy. 

Vol. II (London, 1935), pp. 261- 262,271-272; Evan Steenbcrghen, Ontologie. (3rd cd.; Louvain, 
1961), pp. 153-154. 

41 See above, p. 302. 
43 Above, p. 352, n. 81. 

42 Above. pp. 307-308. 
44Above. pp. 352-353, 357. 
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al-Lawi. The last mentioned finds Avicenna's proof to be superior to the Aris
totelian proof from motion, inasmuch as it does not identify the deity with the 
mover of the first sphere and consequently permits assigning the deity a rank 
above the movers of the spheres. 4s 

Besides being utilized as a complete demonstration of the existence of God, 
Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent was 
unraveled, and the several strands were utilized separately. Since the proof usually 
was treated as an argument from the impossibility of an infinite causal regress, 
the section bearing specifically on the impossibility of a causal regress could, to 
begin, be extracted from the total fabric of the proof and used in its own right. 
New grounds for ruling out an infinite causal regress would thereby be made 
available alongside of the grounds that had been offered by Aristotle and others; 
and the impossibility of an infinite causal regress as justified by Avicenna's rea
soning could be applied by philosophers to whatever purpose they might wish. 
Avicenna's argumentation was presented as the grounds par excellence for the 
impossibility of an infinite regress by Ghazali in his compendium ofAvicenna's 
philosophy, by the commentator Altabrizi, by the Kalam writers Razi, Amidi, 
and Iji. 46 

Another strand in the proof which lent itself to separate utilization was Avi
cenna's analysis of the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Avicenna's 
analysis showed that whatever entity corresponds to the concept will possess a 
set of attributes worthy of the deity. The procedure of deriving divine attributes 
from the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself could be, and was, extracted 
from the total fabric of the proof and employed to supplement other proofs of 
the existence of God. Most notably, the procedure of analyzing divine attributes 
out of the concept necessarily existent by virtue of itself was used to supplement 
arguments from the impossibility of an infinite causal regress even when the 
impossibility of an infinite regress was justified on grounds different from those 
suggested by Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existellt and Ilecessarily 
existent. The reasoning would be: The first efficient cause reached by tracing 
back a given series of causes must exist necessarily and by virtue of itself; it must 
therefore possess the divine attributes analyzable out of the concept necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself, and may be identified as the deity. Avicenna himself 
took that line in certain of his works,47 and the reasoning reappears in several 
brief works mistakenly attributed to Alfarabi; in Abraham ibn Daud, Joseph b. 
Yal)ya, and Maimonides; in Gundissilanus, Albert Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, 
and Duns ScotuS. 48 

45See excerpts translated by G. Vajda, "Un Champion de l'Avicennisme," Revue Tholllisle. 48 
(1948),485-486. 

46 Above, pp. 352, 356, 357. For Altabrizi, see Wolfson, Crescas, p. 484. 
47 Above, pp. 345-346. 
'"Above, pp. 347, 354, 359, 360, 361, 382-383. 
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Other strands drawn from Avicenna's proof which were utilized in proofs of 
the existence of God arc the consideration that every possibly existent bcing 
requires a factor to tip the scales in favor of its existence;4<1 the consideration that 
evcry possibly existent being stands in need of something to maintain it in exis
tence as long as it exists;So and the very use of the terms possibly exis/ellt·and 
Ilecessarily existell/ in proofs of the existence of God, even in proofs-like 
Averroes', Maimonides', and Aquinas'-that had little in common with Avicen
na's proof apart from the terms. A measure of the influence of Avicenna's proof 
is the fact that Necessarily Existent became an accepted synonym for God jn 
Islamic and Jewish theology.51 

A strand of Avicenna's argumentation was also transformed into a proof for 
creation. When elucidating the possibly existent by virtue of itself. Aviccnna 
applicd to existence the mode of thought animating Kalam argumcnts from the 
concept of particularization. That is, while Kalam writers contended that some 
factor must in every instance be posited to explain why an object possesses a 
given attribute to the exclusion of another which it might equally possess,52 
Avicenna laid down a similar proposition in regard to existence. He contended 
that some factor must be posited to explain why a being capable of both existing 
and not existing, in other words, a possibly existent being, docs enjoy actual 
existence. 53 Avicenna's adaptation of what had originally been a Kalam mode of 
thought appealed to later Kalam writers; and they readapted it into an argument 
for creation. Shahrastani, Fakr ai-Din al-Razi, Amidi, and Iji reasoned: Inasmuch 
as the world is possibly existent, it exists actually only because something ~tips 
the scales" in favor of its existence, thereby bringing it into actual existence. But 
to suppose that anything can be brought into existence after it already exists 
would be "absurd." Since the world has had the scales tipped in favor of its 
existence and has been brought into existence, a period must have precedcd whcn 
the world was not yet existcnt. And the world must have been creatcd after not 
having existcd. 54 

49 Above. pp. 161, 191. 
5U Above. pp. 354, 382. 
51Cf. Tahanawi. Kashshaf lSliiahal al-flnll;n (Beirut. 1966), p. 1443, s.v. wujub; E. Ben Ychu-

dah. MillonllO-LasllOn ha-'li"ii·(Tei Aviv, 1948-59). s.v. I!yb. 

52 Above. p. 178. 
"Above. pp.291-292. 
"ShahraslanL K. Nihaya al-lqdlim (Oxford and London. 1934). pp. 17-21 (somewhal different); 

Razl. K. al-Arba'ill (Hyderabad. 1934), pp. 30-31. 40-41; AmidL Gluiya al-Maram (Cairo. 1971). 
pp. 250-251, and cf. pp. 258-260; ijl, Mall'tiqif(Cairo, 1907), VII, p. 227. That nothing can have 
been brought into existence and yet have existed eternally was a recurrent theme. It appears in 
Augustine, CilY 0/ God, XI. 4 (tentatively); Philoponus, De Aelernilale Mundi Conlra Proc/UIII. ed. 
H. Rabe (Leipzig. 1899). pp. 14.473; Ibn Hazm. K. al-Fafl ft al-Milal Cairo, 1964). I. p. 20 (cf. 
above. p. 84); Ghazali. TaM/ill al-Falasifa. cd. M. Bouyges (Beirut. 1927).111. §17; Bonaventure. 
Commentary on II Sl'IIll'IIces. in Opera Omllia. Vol. II (Quaracchi. 1882), d. t, p. I. a. I, q. 2. It 

is rejected by Aquinas in De Aelemilale Mundi, §§6-7. 
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Avicenna's proof of the existence of God from the concepts !,o.l'.\'ihly exi.I'tCllt 
and necessarily existent elicited a critique from the Aristotelian standpoint on the 
part of Averroes, and a critique from the Kalam standpoint on the part of Ghazali. 
The former attacked the philosophic innovations in the proof insofar as Averroes 
understood them;55 the latter attacked the proof as an exemplar of all proofs of 
the existence of God which countenance the eternity of the world. In the course 
of his critique Ghazali brought forward the decisive objection that the proof could 
at most establish only a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the sense 
of not having external causes. Ghazali's objection addresses both the proof con
sidered as a complete demonstration of the existence of God, and also the utili
zation of key parts of the proof to supplement other proofs of the existence of 
God. His objection invalidates the proof as a whole by showing that the totality 
of possibly existent beings might be necessarily existent by virtue of itself and 
accordingly need have no cause of existence outside the totality. By the same 
token, his objection disallows the use of Avicenna's argumentation specifically 
to establish the principle of the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes; for 
if the totality of possibly existent beings need have no cause outside the totality, 
there arc no grounds for supposing that a series of possibly exis''.!nt beings must 
terminate. And, again, Ghazali's objection disallows the usc of the proof as a 
device for identifying the first member in a given series of efficient causes as the 
deity; for if the necessarily existent by virtue of itself is merely a being that has 
no external causes, analysis of the concept can reveal nothing about the inner 
nature of such a being. 56 

It can be stated that Avicenna's argumentation, whether accepted or not, whether 
even properly understood or not, predominated in efforts by Avicenna's medieval 
Islamic and Jewish successors to prove the existence of God. 

3. Proofs of the existence of God as a necessarily existent being in modern 
European philosophy 

From the time of Descartes, there appears a series of both cosmological and 
ontological proofs of the existence of God as a necessarily existent being. Although 
precise filiation cannot be traced, inspiration undoubtedly came from the medi
eval cosmological proofs, initiated by Avicenna, of the existence of a being 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Descartes and, to a greater extent, Spinoza 
and Leibniz were after all familiar with the medieval discussions. A review of 
the proofs appearing in modern European philosophy is appropriate in the context 
of the present book not merely to show what, in a general way, grew out of the 
medieval proofs. A comparison of the medieval and modern proofs can also hclp 
shed new light on both. 

In Avicenna, as has been seen, necessarily existent is tantamount to actually 
existent, and necessarily existent by virtue of itself, to actually existent by virtue 

"Above, pp. 331-333. S6Above, pp.370-374. 
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ofitself. 57 Writers like Alfarabi, Averroes, Maimonides, and Aquinas, who were 
more faithful to Aristotle's usage, employ the term necessarily existent as tan
tamount to eternally existent, and necessarily existent by virtue of itself as tan
tamount to eternally existent by virtue of itself. 58 In addition there was Ghazali's 
contention that necessarily existent-that is to say, necessarily existent by virtue 
of itself-can coherently mean nothing beyond: free of external cause. 5

'1 For 
these medieval philosophers, necessarily existent could thus mean either actually 
existent or eternally existent. And necessarily existent by virtue of itself had three 
different explications, namely: actually existent by virtue of itself; eternally exis
tent by virtue of itself; free of external cause. As for the denotations of the terms 
the difference between the two explications of necessarily existent is clearcut: 
The class of actually existent beings clearly differs from the class of eternally 
existent beings. The difference in denotation of the three explications of the term 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself is subtler. A difference can be discerned 
only by construing the first two explications of the term as covering solely those 
entities that do not have even internal factors making ·them what they are, and 
construing the third explication as covering entities, as well, which do contain 
such factors. 

At times, the aforementioned medieval philosophers use necessarily existent 
as an ellipsis for necessarily existent by virtue of itself. 60 The ellipsis was more 
common among the minor writers who offered adaptations of Aviccnna 's proof. 61 

And in some instances, those minor writers apparently forget that necessarily 
existent is properly tantamount to actually existent or eternally existent; that the 
term is not therefore restricted to the deity; and that what docs characterize the 
deity and single him out of the wider class of necessarily existent beings is only 
the added qualification: [existing 1 by virtue of itself. As a result of the imprecision, 
necessarily existent without further qualification sometimes appeared with a meaning 
for which no philosophic explanation or justification was provided. Necessarily 
existent without further qualification sometimes meant existing by virtue of itself. 
or uncaused. 

In modern European philosophy necessarily existent, not necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself, designates the deity, and necessarily existent. without quali
fication. has the meaning: existing by virtue of itself or uncaused. As explicitly 
defined by Leibniz, the necessarily existent is that which exists "through its 
essence" or "through itsclf."62 The modern European use of necessarily existent 

S7 Above, p, 293. 
,. Above, pp. 292, 332, 380, 385. 
S9 Above, p. 371. "')Above. pp. 303, 352. 
61 Above, pp. 356, 359f.; Alberlus Magnus, De Cal<sis el Processl<. in Opera Omnia. cd. A. 

Borgnet. Vol. X (Paris. 1891), I, 1,9. 
62Die Phifosophischell Schriften. cd. C. Gerhardt. Vol. IV (Berlin. 1880), p. 406; English trans

lation: Philosophical Works of Leibnilz. trans. G. Duncan (New Haven, 1890), p. 137. Lcibniz also 
recognized hypothelically necessary being; see below. p. 396. 
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to designate the deity presumably grew out of the medieval usage that goes back 
to Avicenna. But, it is to be remembered, in Avicenna and the careful medieval 
philosophers who follow him the ter:m necessarily existent does not without 
further qualification designate the deity. In the careful medieval philosophers, 
necessarily existent designates a wider class of beings, and the deity is set apart 
from the other members of the class only insofar as he is the necessary being 
that exists by virtue of itself. 

Not every cosmological proof in the history of philosophy employs the term 
necessarily existent by virtue of itself or necessarily existent. And yet the very 
nature of a cosmological proof of the existence of God seems to require that, 
whether or not a given proof happens to use the term, it must conclude with the 
existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself. That is to say, every 
cosmological proof-whether it be Avicenna's proof without the principle of the 
the impossibility of an infinite regress, the same proof cast as an argument from 
the impossibility of an infinite regress, any other argument from the impossibility 
of an infinite regress, the proof from motion, and so on-will undertake to 
establish the' existence of a first cause, which is actually existent by virtue of 
itself, or eternally existent by virtue of itself,63 or uncaused. Furthermore, the. 
nature of an a priori or ontological proof of the existence of God would seem to 
require that whether the proof employs the term necessarily existent or not, it 
must conclude with the existence of a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself 
in the foregoing sense and necessarily existent in an additional sense as well. 
Every ontological proof will undertake to establish the existence of a being that 
exists by virtue of itself. And in addition, every ontological proof will undertake 
to establish the existence of a being in regard to whom the proposition 'this being 
is actually existent' is a necessary truth,64 as the term was defined, again, by 
Leibniz. According to Leibniz's definition, "when a truth is necessary, its reason 
can be found by analysis, resolving it into more simple ideas and truths until we 
come to those that are primary. . . . Truths of reasoning are necessary, and their 
opposite, impossible."65 An ontological proof takes its departure from a given 
concept. of the nature of God. Through nothing more than an analysis of the 
concept, it undertakes either directly to deduce the actual existence of the cor
responding object, or else to demonstrate the same indirectly, by showing that a 
denial of the object's actual existence is logically impossible. 66 The ontological 

63Leaving aside the implications that existent by virtue of itself might have for the internal nature 
of the entity so designated. 

641 understand such to be the point made by Anselm in Proslogion. chap. 3-where some readers 
discover a "second" ontological proof-as well as in Anselm's first reply to Guanilo. 

65Monadology, §33. The notion of necesary truth raises issues within the framework of Leibniz' 
philosophy; cf. e.g., G. Parkinson, Logic and Reality in Leibniz's Metaphysics (Oxford, 1965), pp. 
69-75, 107-108. 

66lnstances of a direct ontological argument are to be found in Descartes, More, Leibniz, Men
delssohn; instances of an indirect ontological argument are to be found in Anselm and Spinoza. 
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proof, in other words, undertakes to demonstrate the truth of the proposition 
'God, defined as sueh-and-such, is actually existent' either by analyzing the 
proposition and resolving it, in Leibniz's words, into more simple ideas, or else 
by analyzing its opposite-or, to be more precise, its contradictory-and show
ing the latter to be impossible. The ontological proof thereby undertakes to dem
onstrate the proposition in question as a necessary truth. The necessity embodied 
in a necessary truth is commonly called logical necessity. 67 

A cosmological proof of the existence of God, I have submitted, whether or 
not it happens to use the term, will always undertake to establish the existence 
of a being that is necessarily existent in the sense of existing by virtue of itself; 
and an ontological proof, whether or not it happens to use the term, will always 
undertake to establish the existence of a being necessarily existent in the same 
sense, and also necessarily existent in the sense that its existence is logically 
necessary, capable of being demonstrated as a necessary truth. A further conlig
uration might suggest itself. One might imagine that a cosmological proof too 
could undertake to establish the existence of a being that not merely exists by 
virtue of itself, but whose existence is logically necessary as well. On inspection, 
though, the suggested configuration would appear to be wholly illegitimatc. Cos
mological proofs take their departure from data drawn from the realm of actual 
existence, and data of the sort may understandably serve as grounds for inferring 
the existence of a being having certain functions in the realm of actual existence. 
But how can data drawn from the realm of actual existence serve as grounds for 
supposing that there is a concept with certain logical characteristics, a concept 
such that the actual existence of the corresponding object can be analyzed out as 
a necessary truth? A cosmological proof attempting to establish the existence of 
God as necessary in the logical sense of the term would compound the dubious
ness of the ontological proof. It would not merely reason from a concept to 
reality. It would reason from reality to the affirmation that there is a concept with 
the unusual virtue of allowing one to reason back therefrom to reality. Yet we 
lind IIUlt, despite its problematic character, a cosmological proof of the type 
described was proposed by philosophers in the modern period. Neither Avicenna 
nor the other medieval philosophers who have been examined in the present book 
contemplated anything of the kind. The terminology of at least the careful medi
eval philosophers would not even permit a characterization of the deity as uniquely 
necessarily existent in the sense that his existence is logically necessary. For, as 
I have stressed, all the careful medieval philosophers employ the term Ilecessarily 

67 Aristotle seems to recognize a similar necessity when he writes, Prior AlIlIlylics I, 9, 30a. 30, 
that "it is necessary lhat man is an animal," animal being part of the definition of man; cf. J. 
Lukasiewicz, Aristotle's Syllogistic (Oxford, 1957), pp. 148-149. More important for Aristotle is 
what may be called demonstrative necessity, i.e., the necessity whereby the conclusion of a syllogism 
follows from the premises. Cf. Prior Allalytics I, I. 24b, 18-24; Metaphysics V, 5, IOI5b, 6-9, 
and D. Ross's note, in his edition (Oxford, 1924). Lukasiewicz questions the value for logic of lhis 
dcmollstrative necessity; cf. Aristotle's Syllogistic, pp. 11-12, 144-145. 
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existent to designate a class wider than the deity; and, for them, not necessarily 
existent, but only the qualification [existing] by virtue of itse(f characterizes the 
deity and scts him apart from othcr ncccssary bcings. 

Whcn thc terms necessarily existent being, necessary being, and necessary 
existence, appear in modern European proofs of the existence of God, it is oftcn 
difficult to determine which of two general senses of necessity is intended. It is 
difficult to determine whether by necessarily existent being, the author of a given 
proof means a being that exists by virtue of itself, or a bcing whose cxistence is 
logically nccessary, analyzablc out of a conccpt as a necessary truth. Some 
philosophers in the modern pcriod apparently did not distinguish the two senscs. 
Some consciously equated them. The difficulty in ascertaining the precise sense 
of necessary existence occurs in connection with both ontological and cosmo
logical proofs. 

Ontological proofs employing the term necessarily existent or a variation of it 
are found in Descartes, Spinoza, Henry More, Leib~iz, perhaps Christian Wolff, 
Baumgarten, and Moses Mcndelssohn. The stage at which the term necessarily 
existellt being or necessary existence appears in the different arguments varics. 

In one instance, at least, necessary existence serves as the starting point. 
Ontological proofs have taken their departure from a variety of concepts, for 
example, the concept ~GodM itself,68 "that than which nothing greater can be 
conceived;69 thc "best;70 the "absolutcly simple,~7I "supremely perfect being;72 
~immeasurahly powerful heing,"73 "inlinitc" heing,74 ~suhstance" par exccl
lence. 75 There is no reason why an ontological proof might not as well address 
itself to the concept necessarily existent and through an analysis thereof undertake 
to demonstrate the actual existence of a corresponding object;76 and that proce
dure was in fact adoptcd by Leibniz. In a version of the ontological proof which 
he especially recommends, Leibniz considers ~necessary being," in the sense of 
"bcing to whose essence existence belongs, or being per se," that is to say, being 
existing by virtue of itself. 77 The proposition "necessary being exists,M Leibniz 

68Descartes, Arguments Demonstrating the Existence of God and the Distinction Between SOIlI 
and Body. Drawn lip in Geometrical Fflshion. prop. I. 

69 Anselm. Proslogion. chaps. 2-3. 
7°Richard Fishacre. cited by A. Daniels, Geschichte der Gottesbeweise (Muenster, 1909), p.23; 

William of Auxerre, cited ibid., p. 26. 
71 Richard Fishacre, cited ibid., p. 23. 72Descartes. Meditations. V. 
73Descartes, Reples to Objections IIrged against the Meditations. I; English translation: Philo

sophical Works of Descartes. trans. E. Haldane and G. Ross,Vol. II (New York. 1955), p. 21. 

74Spinoza. Ethics. I, prop. xi. 7·'Ibid. 
76D. Henrich, Der Ont%gische Gottesbeweis (Thebingen. 1960), gives especial attention to 

ontological arguments taking their departure from the concept of necessary being. Heinrich's thesis 
is that such arguments are less opcn to crticism than other ontological arguments. yet still contain a 
fallacy that Kant was able to discern. Cf. also N. Malcom in The Ontological Argumelll. cd. A. 
Plantinga (New York, 1965), pp. 141-146. 

77 On necessary being in Lcibniz, see, further. below, p. 396. 
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avcrs, is a proposition whose truth is "evident from thc terms"; a being to whosc 
essence existence belongs cannot help but havc existence. "But God is such a 
being .... Therefore God exists.,,78 The existence of God thus follows at om:e 
and by logical necessity from an analysis of the concept neers.\'(/rily l'xistl'lIt 
being. 7

'J Apparently, analysis of the concept necessary bring in one sense. in the 
sense of that which exists by virtue of itself. discloses to Leibniz that the being 
in question is necessary in a second sense as well, in the sense that its existence 
is analyzable out of its concept as a necessary truth. 

Descartes. the lirst of the modern phil()~ophers to usc the terminology llf 
nccessary existence in an ontological proof, does not begin his proof with nec
essary existence. but uscs the term as a sort of bridgc to carry his argument to 
its conclusion. Thc most succinct formulation of Descartes' ontological proof 
reads: Since "necessary existence is containcd in the concept of God •... it is 
true to affirm ... that God himself exists.M8o Necessary existence here serves 
as the connective link between the concept of God and his actual existence; on 
the grounds that necessary existence is comprised within. ami analyzable out 
or. the concept of God. the actual existcnce of God is inferred. But exactly what 
Descartes mcans by necessary existence remains unclear. The necessary exis
tence he finds to be comprised within the concept of God might be understood 
either as the deity's existing by virtue of himself, or the deity's being such that 
actual existence can he dcduced from his concept as a necessary truth;XI and 
Descartes' own statements are compatihle with both readings. When he explicates 
his ontological argument elsewhere. Descartes contends that in the case of all 
objects apart from God. "we do not conceive that there is any necessity for the 
conjunction of actual existence with their other properties.~ In the case of God. 
by contrast, "actual existence is necessarily and at all times linked to his other 
attributes," just as the attribute of having "its angles equal to two right angles~ 
is "contained in thc idea of the triangle~; and for that rcason "it follows certainly 
that God exists."x2 Here thc meaning surely is thatthc cxistence of God follows 
as a necessary truth. by logical nccessity, fmm analysis of the conccpt of God. X.l 

But a few paragraphs further on Descartes treats the "necessary existence com
prised in thc idea of a being of the highest powcrM as equivalent to its existing 

'"Vic' PI'il".wl'hischCII SchriftCII. IV, p. 359; English translation. p. 50. For other features of 
Lcibniz's proof and for issues raised by it. sec Parkinson, LoXic lIlld RealiI." in Leilmiz:, Metal'hvsiCJ. 
PI'. 77- 84; N. Rescher. Philo.HIl'hy 'if Leilmiz (Englewood Cliffs. 19(7), Pl'. 66 - 6X. 14X -149. 152. 

10M. Mendelssohn. Morgen'tll/ulell. chap. 17, gives a similar proof. Cf. 1\. 1\l!l1l:lnn. "Moses 
Mendelssohn's Proofs for the Existence of Gml," Ml'11dl'ls.lOhll SllIdiell. \I (1'175). 2(>. 

""ArxulIlellts Delllo11Straling IIIC l:;xislence (if God. prop. I. Cf. Principles of PI,i/omphy, I. xiv. 
"' The context docs not help, nor docs ArgulIlents. axiom 10. 
"'Replies to Ohjeclions urgl'li again,·t Ihe Meditalio"". I; English translation. II. p. 20. Cf. 

Pril1cipll'S of Philosophy. I. xiv; xv. 
".ICc. Medil{l/ions. V; English translation: Philosophical """.ks (If lJescarles. trans. E. lIaldane 

and G. Ross, Vol. 1 (New York, 1955). pp. IKI-IK2. 
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"by its own power." 84 Here he is using the term Ilecessary existellce approxi
mately in the sense of existing by virtue of it.l'e({. There are accordingly textual 
grounds for reading Descartes' ontological proof as inferring the actual existence 
of God from the presence of necessary existence in the concept of God in either 
of the two senses of necessary existence. And, of course, there is the strong 
possibility that Descartes did not differentiate the two senses. 8S 

The seventeenth-century English philosopher and theologian Henry More offers 
an ontological proof that is more diffuse than Descartes' but is worked out entirely 
in the same spirit. More finds necessary existence to be one of the perfections 
comprised within the notion of "absolutely perfect" being;86 and inasmuch as the 
"notion and nature of God implies in it necessary existel1ce," More concludes 
"that God does exisC 87 Once again necessary existence is the link allowing the 
passage from a concept of the nature of God to the conclusion that God actually 
exists. As for the meaning of l1ecessary existellce, the term is bracketed by More 
with "stable" and "immutable" existence,K8 and is glossed as a "habitude to 
existence." 89 That is fairly close to defining the necessarily existent as what exists 
by virtue of itself. But, More adds, "necessity" is also a "logical term." It 
"signifies ... a connection between the subject and predicate" which cannot be 
"dissevered, ... so that [subject and predicate I make axioma l1ecessariulIl." As 
a consequence, "necessity docs not only signify the manner of existence in that 
which is necessary, but also [significs] that it docs actually cxist and could ncvcr 
possibly do otherwise."90 More finds, in a word, that the concept of absolutely 
perfect being contains necessary existence in two senses, both in the sense of a 
certain" immutable" manner of existence, and also in the sense that God's ex is
tence is a logically necessary truth. And More explicitly infers the actual existence 
of God from the presence of necessary existence in both senses within the concept 
of absolutely perfect being. 91 

84Replies to Objections. I; English translation. II. p. 21. 
8'Note that whatever the meaning of the necessary existence which serves as a bridge to the 

conclusion of Descartes' ontological proof. the proof-like all ontological proofs-must conclude 
with a being that is necessarily existent in both senses of the term. Cf. above, p. 392. 

86Amidote versus Atheism (4th ed.; London, 1712), Book I. chap. iv, §1. 
• 7Ibid., chap. viii. §1. ""Ibid .• chap. iv, §6 . 
• 9Ibid., Scholia on Book I, chap. viii, §3. The Oxford English Dictionary explains hubilllde as 

a "manner of being or existing" and again as an "inherent or essential character." 
9OIbid., Book I, chap. viii, §4. 
9'The conclusion that God actually exists because the concept of God contains necessary existence 

in the sense of logically necessary existence, is not a genuine inference. The contention could amount 
to no more than this: The concept of God is such that actual existence follows therefrom as a necessary 
truth; therefore the actual existence of God necessarily follows therefrom. Descartes can of course 
be read as not strictly proving the existence of God in his ontological proof. but rather as merely 
inspecting the concept of God and discovering that existence is comprised therein. Cf. Wol fson, 
Spinoza, Vol. I (Cambridge, Mass., (948), pp. 168-169; N. Smith, New SllIdies ill the Philosophy 
of Descartes (London, 1952), pp. 305 - 307; M. Gueroult, La preuve oll/ologiqlle de Descartes (Paris, 
1955), pp. 24-25,42-44.48. 
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Not only did the terminology of l1ece,\'sary exi.ltellce serve as the point of 
departure for an ontological proof and as a bridge from a given concept to the 
actual cxistence of the deity; there also arc instances where necessary existence 
explicitly appears in the conclusion of an ontological proof. A prime instance is 
Spinoza. It would, Spinoza reasons, be "absurd" to suppose that ~existence" is 
not involved in the essence of God, or Substance; consequently, ~God [or Sub
stance] necessarily exists,,,1J2 Again there is a question as to what is meant by 
necessary existence. At the least Spinoza is asserting that since a denial of the 
proposition 'God is actually existent' would be logically "absurd," the proposition 
is a necessary truth. The necessity in the conclusion "God necessarily exists" is 
accordingly logical necessity,93 The conclusion probably intends something more, 
however. Necessary existence is, for Spinoza, equivalent to a thing's being ~cause 
of itself,,94 and having its "essence involve existence," 95 In addition, to be ~cause 
of itself" and to have its "essence involve existence" is understood by him to be 
equivalent to a thing's being such that its "nature cannot be conceived unless 
existing"; 96 the thinking apparently is that because the essence involves existence, 
the esscnce cannot be conceived of except in actual existence. The two general 
senses of necessary existence are, it thus seems, consciously equated by Spinoza, 
By being the "cause of itself" or existing through itself, and hence having its 
cssence involve existence, a thing is also such that actual existence follows from 
its concept as a necessary truth.'l7 The conclusion of Spinoza's ontological proof
"God necessarily exists" -may therefore be read as affirming that God exists 
through Himself as well as that the existcnce of God is a logically necessary 
truth. And, what is more, the conclusion "God necessarily exists" may be under
stood as affirming both those things indistinguishably.'lK Spinoza also offercd an 
argument which, although differing from all the familiar cosmological proofs, is 
characterized by him as an "a posteriori" proof; and it, like the a priori, or 
ontological, proof,99 concludes with the necessary existence of God. 100 If the 
suggestion that has been made regarding the conclusion of Spinoza's ontological 
argument is correct, the conclusion of his a posteriori argument presumably 
affirms the existence of a being that is necessarily existent in the two now indis
tinguishable senses, namely, a being that not only exists through itself, but whose 
existence is logically necessary . 

9lEthics, I. prop. xi; cf. prop. vii. 
9,'Cr. also Spinoza's CogilUta Metuphysica, 1,3. 
94Ethics, I, prop. xxiv. 
"'I;thics, I, props. vii and xxiv; C"Kitata Metal'hy,\'ica. I, I. 
'j(',,"thin, I. del'. I; cf. axiom vii. 
97Cr. Wolfson, Spilloza, I. p. 160. 
9"The necessary existen<'e in Ul,in. I, prop. xxxv, can be understood in the same fashion. 

""Spinoza offers several ontological arguments. 
")"Ethics, I. prop. xi, third proof. The peculiar argument is essentially this: If (inite being actually 

exists, infinite being must, a jllftiori, actually exist. 
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I have cited instances wherein an ontological argument takes its departure from 
the concept 1IC'('C's.wrily C'xiSfC'I/f, wherein an ontological argument employs nec
essary existelll.:e as a connecting link to pass fl'llill a concept of <iod to the 
conclusion that God actually exists, and wherein an ontological argument explic
itly concludes with the necessary existence of God. Ontological arguments explic
itly concluding with the necessary existence of God merely express something 
that every ontological argument must undertake. The ontological proof must, by 
its very nature, undertake to establish the existence of a being both necessarily 
existent insofar as it exists by virtue of itself and also necessarily existent insofar 
as its existence is deducible from its concept as a necessary truth. But no onto
logical argument need go as far as Spinoza went, and treat those two senses of 
necessary existence as equivalent and indistinguishable. 

Modern philosophy also knows of a series of cosmological arguments designed 
to establish the existence of a necessary being. As already mentioned, Spinoza 
offered an "a posteriori" proof concluding with the necessary existence of God. 
Despite the label a posteriori, it is not, however, a truly cosmological proof, and 
Leibniz is responsible for introducing into modern philosophy a truly cosmolog
ical proof of the existence of a necessary being. Leibniz works with a dichotomy 
of actual existence which is curiously similar to the dichotomy met in Avicenna. 
As will be recalled, Avicenna had maintained that all actual existence must be 
either possibly existent by virtue of itselF; necessarily existent by virtue of another, 
or else necessarily existent by virtue of itself. Leibniz, for his part, maintains 
that all actual existence must be either "contingent" or "necessary." Yet contingent 
beings, so Leibniz explains, arc also necessary in a certain qualified sense. They 
are subject to "physical or hypothetical necessity"; that is to say, they arc subject 
to the necessity consisting in things' happening in the world "such as they do," 
because the nature of the world is "such as it is." 101 Unqualiliedly "necessary" 
being, by contrast, is that which enjoys "absolute or metaphysical necessity" and 
carries the "reason of its existence within itself." 102 

The principle of sufficient reason, one of "two great principles" of human 
reasoning,103 teaches Leibniz that nothing exists or occurs without a suflicient 
reason "inclining" it towards existence 104 and determining why it should exist at 

101 Principles of Nature and of Grace, §8; in Die Philosophischen Schriften, cd. C. Gerhardt, Vol. 
VI (Berlin, 1885), p. 602; English translation: Leibniz, Selectiolls, trans. P. Wiener (New York, 
1951), pp. 527-528. On the Ultimate Origin of Things, in Die Philosophischen Schriften, cd. C. 
Gerhardt, Vol. VII (Berlin, 1890), p. 303; English translation: Selections, cd. Wiener, p. 346. See 
also A Collection of Papers which Passed between the Late Learned Mr. Leibnitz and Dr. Clarke in 
the Years 1715 and 1716 (London, 1717), V, §5. 

1020n the Ultimate Origin of Things, p. 30),; English translation, p. 346; Principles of Nature and 

Grace, §8. 
103Monado[o/!,y, §§31-32. 
I040n the Ultimate Origin of Things, p. 303; English translation, p. 346. 
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all, as well as why it should exist "so and not otherwise." 105 Now, when contin
gent things arc explaincd hy other contingent things. and contingent states of the 
world arc explained hy other contingent states of the world, "no progress is made, 
go as far as one may," towards discovering the suflicient reason of their existence. 
The effort to explain why things exist will not be furthered a whit. "however 
infinite may be" the series of contingent beings and states of the world brought 
into the explanation. "For the same question always remains," namely, why con
tingent beings exist at all and why in one form rather than another. tOt, The "com
plete" and sufficient reason can be found only "outside the series of contingent 
things ... in a substance that is their cause, a substance that is a necessary being 
carrying the reason of its existence within itself." Consequently, Leibniz con
cludes, a necessary being, a being that is "absolutely" or "metaphysically nec
essary," must be posited, and "this is what we call God." 107 

The similarity of Leibniz's proof to Avicenna's is striking. Leibniz distinguishes 
two classes of necessary being, which parallel the two classes of necessary being 
distinguished by Avicenna. Everything actually existent must, for both writers, 
be necessary in one sense or the other. The reason for the existence of contingent, 
physically necessary being-the possibly existent by virtue of itself, necessarily 
existent by virtue of another in Avicenna's terminology-must be sought outside 
of it, in a factor that "inclines" towards (Leibniz) or "selects out~ (Avicenna) 
existence. 108 Leibniz leaves the issue of an infinite regress open, as Avicenna's 
proof allowed him to do. 109 And like Avicenna, although without Avicenna's 
argumentation, or, it seems, any argumentation at all, Leibniz finds that the series 
of contingent beings, taken as a whole, cannot conceivably contain the sufficient 
reason for its own existence. 

Leibniz's cosmological proof was repeated and elaborated by his followers, 
and the version offered by Christian Wolff evinces an even more striking resem
blance to Avicenna. Necessary being is defined by Wolff as that which has the 
"sufficient reason of its existence in its own essence,~ t 10 and hence exists "through 
itself." I t I Like Avicenna, Wolff requires one and only one empirical datum to 
establish that something corresponding to the concept actually exists. The empir
ical datum adduced by Wolff is the actual existence of an individual human soul. 
Wolff's argument runs: Everyone has immediate knowledge of the existence of 
his soul. 112 Since nothing at all exists "without a sufficient reason why it should 

105Prillciples of Nature alld Grace, §7. 
I06Ibid., §8; Monadology §37. 
107 all the Ultimate Ori/!,ill of Things, p. 303; English translation, p. 346; Principles of Nature and 

Grace, §8; Monadolo/!,y, §§36-38. 
IO·See above, p. 292. 
109 Above, p. 302. 
1I°0Iltolo/!,ia (Frankfurt, 1736). §309. 
II I Thc()lo/!,ia Naturalis (Frankfurt, 1739), I, §§31, 33. 
112Cr. Wolff, Psycholo/!,ia Empirica (Verona. 1736), §§14, 21. The Cartesian echo is obvious. 
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be rather than not be, our soul" must have a "sufficient reason" for its 
existence. The reason for the existence of an individual soul is to be sought either 
in the soul itself or in something else; and in the latter event, the reason for the 
existence of the other thing is also to be sought either in itself or in something 
else again. The sufficient reason for the existence of everything in the series is 
reached only when we arrive at a being "that has the sufficient reason of its own 
existence in itself," only when we arrive at a "necessary being." 113 The attributes 
of necessary being are established by Wolff, much as they had been by Avicenna, 
through an analysis of the concept. 114 Since necessary being carries the sufficient 
reason of its existence in itself, since it exists through itself, it has no possibility 
of not existing; it is consequently eternal. 115 It cannot be composite but must be 
simple; for whatever is composite is subject to generation and destruction, whereas 
necessary being, as just seen, has no possibility of cvcr not cxisting. 11 r. It is not 
extended; for whatever is extended is composite. 117 There can, furthermore, be 
no imaginable grounds for distinguishing two beings, both of which exist by 
virtue of themselves, and possess all the attributes associated with a thing's 
existing by virtue of itself; 118 hence only one might exist. 119 Analysis of the 
concept thus demonstrates the eternity, simplicity, unextendedness, and unity, of 
the necessary being whose existence is established through the cosmological 
argument. The physical universe cannot be this necessary being, since the phys
ical universe is composite, whereas necessary being has been shown to be sim
ple. 120 The human soul, though simple, 121 also cannot be the necessary being, 
since the soul is subject to the influence of the external world and therefore does 
not exist by virtue of itself. 122 The necessary being reached by seeking the 
sufficient reason of a single actually existent object must be transcendent, a 
transcendent being possessed of a full set of divine attributes analyzable out of 
the concept of necessary being; and it is the deity. 123 

In presenting Leibniz's cosmological proof of the existence of a necessary 
being, I omitted one particular. Leibniz, as was seen, concludes with the existencc 
of a "necessary being" that carries "the reason of its existence within itself," and 
thereby enjoys what Leibniz calls absolute or metaphysical necessity. But abso
lute or metaphysical necessity is defined by Leibniz as the condition such that 

113Theologica Naturalis. I, §24. Cf. Ontologia. §322. 
"'Cf. Theologia Naturalis, I, §6. 
l"Ibid., §§35-39. 
116Ibid., §§47, 49. 
117Ibid., §48. 

""These attributes include intellect. power, and goodness; see below. 
I19Theo[ogia Naturalis, I, § 1107. 
12oIbid., §50. 
121 Ibid., §60. 
122Ibid., §59. 
123Ibid., §67. 
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the "opposite implies contradiction and logical absurdity"; 124 and whatever exists 
by absolute or metaphysical necessity would accordingly be such that to deny its 
existence is logically impossible. Lcibniz understands, in other words, that the 
necessary being reached by his cosmological proof is necessarily existent not 
only in thc scnsc that it exists through itself and is uncaused in contrast to every
thing else, which depends on it for existence; it also is necessary in the sense 
that the proposition stating its existence is a logically necessary truth. The expres
sion "carrying the reason for its existence within itself" turns out to combine 
both senses; it means that necessary being exists by reason of itself, and that, by 
the same token, analysis of its concept will reveal the reason for its existence. 
In all likelihood, Lcibniz's thinking was-as Spinoza's also probably was-that 
if something exists by virtue of itself, existence belongs to its essence; and as a 
conscqucncc, actual, objective existence may be analyzed out of the essence. 

The conclusion of Leibniz's cosmological proof is intended to be read, then, 
as, I proposed, the conclusion of Spinoza's ontological proof and "a posteriori" 
proof may be read. It is to be read as affirming the existence of a being that is 
necessary in the supposedly indistinguishable senses of existing by virtue of itself 
and having logically necessary existence. The conclusion of Wolff's cosmological 
proof is to be read in the same way. For Wolff construes necessary existence as 
equivalent to a thing's existing "through itself" and having the "sufficient reason 
of its existence in its own essence," 125 but also as equivalent to "absolutely 
necessary ... existence." 126 And something is "absolutely necessary" when, 
"considered in itself," it is such that its opposite is ~impossible" and "involves 
a contradiction." 127 The cosmological arguments of Lcibniz and Wolff, in other 
respects so strikingly similar to Avicenna's proof, arc seen now to differ therefrom 
in a critical respect. When they conclude with a necessary being, they understand 
that being's existence to be logically necessary. 

Hume and Kant, in their critiques of the cosmological proof, each had in view 
an argument in the tradition of Leibniz and Wolff. Hume's critique is directed 
spccifically against a cosmological argument formulated by the English philos
opher Samuel Clarke. Clarke had, in the spirit of Leibniz, inferred that the change
able and dependent objects in the universe must have their ~ground or reason of 
existence" in an eternal being which exists "independentlyn 128 and is ~self exis
tent, that is, necessarily existent." 129 But, Clarke adds, "the only idea we can 

12'011 the Uilimate Origill o/Thillgs. p. 304; English translation, p. 349; A Col/eclioll of Papers 
betll'eell Lei/milz alld Clarke. V. 4. A similar dclinition of absolutely lIecessary appears in Aquinas. 
SlIIlIIna Theologiae, I, 19,3. But Aquinas does not maintain that God is an absolutely necessary 

being. 
"'Above,nn.lIO,111. 
12°0ll/ologia, §§309, 320. 
127lbid., §302. 
12"Demollslratioll o/the Beillg alld Attribllles of God (London. 1705), §2. 
129Ibid., §3. 
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frame of self-existence" is existence "by an absolute necessity." Absolute neces
sity is explicated by him as necessity which "must be antecedent in the natural 
order of our ideas to our supposition" that a given thing exists; and again as 
necessity which "must antecedently force itself upon us whether we will or no, 
even when we arc endeavoring to suppose that no such being exists." It follows 
for Clarke that "the only true idea of a self-existent or necessarily existing being 
is the idea of a being, the supposition of whose not existing is an express con
tradiction." 130 Clarke's cosmological proof thus arrives at a being that is neces· 
sarily existent in the sense of existing "independently" and by virtue of itself; 
and thereupon, as a sort of appendix to the proof, the same necessarily existent 
being, which exists by virtue of itself, is also construed by Clarke as absolutely 
necessary, as such that its existence is logically necessary 

A proof exactly like Clarke's is presented for critical scrutiny in lIume's Dia
logues concerning Natural Religion when the noor is yielded to the conservative 
participant in the dialogue. The conservative participant characterizes his method 
of establishing the existence of God as the "simple and sublime argument a 
priori." The argument he offers has three steps, the first two of which arc not a 
priori reasoning at all, but correspond instead to Clarke's cosmological proof, or, 
more precisely, to the body of Clarke's proof. Then the third and final step in the 
argument restated by Hume coneludes that in order to explain the existence of 
the world "we must ... have recourse to a necessarily existent being who carries 
the reason of his existence in himself; and who cannot be supposed not to exist 
without an express contradiction." The third step combines the conelusion of the 
body of Clarke's proof, according to which there must exist a being that is nec
essary in the sense of existing by virtue of itself, with the appendix to Clarke's 
proof, according to which the necessary being thereby established must also be 
such that its existence is logically necessary. When Hume passes to his critique 
of the proof he had presented for consideration, he states what is by now a 
celebrated objection: "Whatever we conceive as existent we can also conceive as 
nonexistent. There is no being, therefore, whose nonexistence implies a contra
diction." 131 Hume's objection would be cogent if directed against a genuine a 
priori or ontological proof. It also is cogent in its context, directed against the 
peculiar, hybrid cosmological proof that proposes to establish a being whose 
existence is logically necessary. The objection is not, however, applicable to the 
body of Clarke's proof, taken without the appendix. Nor docs it address the 
medieval cosmological proofs that conclude with the existence of a being nec
essarily existent by virtue of itself; for the medieval cosmological proofs know 
nothing of logically necessary existence. 

No less celebrated than Hume's objection is Kant's objection to the effect that 
the cosmological proof ultimately reduces itself to an ontological proof. Kant too 

IJOlbid. 

IJIDialogues Concerning Natural Religion. IX. 
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Kant contends, to assume that the concept of most real being can legitimately 
serve as the point of departure for an ontological argument. The complete cos
mological proof is accordingly discovered to embody a latent ontological proof. 139 

For our purposes, two separate moments are to be noted in Kant's exposition 
of the course that human reason must inevitably pursue. In the first place, so 
Kant understands, the necessary being established in the cosmological proof must 
be shown to be identical with most real being, and the attributes of most real 
being must be transferred to necessary being; otherwise the necessary being 
established in the cosmological proof would remain without content. In the sec
ond place, the identification of necessary being with most real being can be 
accomplished only if necessary existence, and hence actual existence, is analyz
able out of the concept of most real being. In each of these two moments, Kant's 
exposition of what human reason inevitably must do is apparently his reading of 
what Baumgarten in effect did do. But in each instance, the procedure that Kant 
discovers in Baumgarten and characterizes as the inevitable course taken by 
human reason is not the only possible course for reason to take. 

In the first place, philosophers did not, historically, see themselves compelled 
to identify necessary being with most real being in order to provide the former 
with content. Christian Wolff, for example-even though he construed part of 
the meaning of necessary being as the possession of logically necessary exis
tence-derived a set of divine attributes from the analysis of the concept nec
essary being taken solely in the sense of what exists by virtue of itself. He thereby 
assigned a set of divine attributes to the necessary being arrived at in the cos
mological proof without identifying necessary being with most real being. 140 As 
was seen in earlier chapters, Avicenna and other medieval philosophers also 
undertook to derive a set of divine attributes from the concept necessarily existent 
by virtue of itself; they certainly had no thought of identifying necessary being 
with most real being in order to provide the former with content. 141 Kant then 
does not take into account the procedures in fact employed by philosophers from 
Avicenna to Christian Wolff. Those philosophers were satisfied that they could 
analyze a set of divine attributes directly out of the concept necessarily exiSlellt 
by virtue of itself or the concept necessary being; and they thereby raised the 
necessarily existent being arrived at in the cosmological proof to the level of the 
deity without the device of identifying necessary being with most real being. 142 

That is not, of course, to say that the analysis of attributes out of one concept or 

139Critique of Pure Reason, A 604 - 608/B632 - 636; English translation: Immanuel Kant:, Critique 
of Pure Reason. trans. N. Smith (London, 1933), pp. 508-511. 

I40Above, p. 398. Spinoza had done the same. See his Correspondence, Letter 40(35). 
I4IAbove, pp. 296-297, 347, 352-353, 382-383. 
142 Kant even recognizes the propriety of analyzing divine attributes out of a concept. He concedes 

thai the proposition "God is omnipotent" is a "necessary judgment" inasmuch as "on~nipotenc: 
cannot be rejected if we posit a deity, that is, an infinite being; for the two concepts are Identical. 
Critique of Pure Reason. A5951B623; English translation, p. 502. 
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the other had becn successful; a weakness in the reasoning where"y Avicenna 
an? his follo~ers deduced divine attributes from the concept of the necessarily 
eXistent by virtue of itself was pointed out earlier. 143 

The second moment in Kant's exposition of the inevitable course pursued by 
human reason is more interesting. Kant is presupposing the indistinguishability 
of two separate senses of necessary existence, namely: existence by virtue of 
itself, and logically necessary existence; and he takes the necessary being arrived 
at in the cosmological proof as having necessary existence in the two indistin
guishable senses. Necessary being, Kant's exposition runs, can be identified with 
most real being only if the latter is shown to possess, and to be the only thing to 
possess, necessary existence. Since no distinction is envisaged between the two 
senses of necessary existence, most real being can be identified with necessary 
b~i~~ only if it contains necessary existence in both senses. Whereupon, Kant's 
cn.tlclsm e~lsues:. The cosmological proof can be completed only if necessary 
e~lstence, lllcludlllg necessary existence in the logical sense, is analyzable out 
01 the ~oncept of most real being; to assume that necessary existence in the logical 
sense IS analyzable out of most real being-that is, to assume that the actual 
existence of most real being is logically necessary-is to credit an ontological 
proof with most real being as the starting point; and the completed cosmological 
proof embodies a latent ontological proof. 

Kant has in view a peculiar form of cosmological proof, a cosmological proof 
purporting to conclude, like the cosmological argument of Leibniz and his dis
ciples, with a being that is necessarily existent in the two supposedly indistin
guishable senses of the term. If the necessary being in the conclusion of the 
cosmological proof is necessarily existent in both senses, the identification of 
necessary being with most real being plainly can be effected only by analyzing 
necessary existence in the double sense out of most real being. Hence, given 
Kant's exposition of the cosmological proof, his criticism is cogent. Given the 
indistillgui~hability of the two senses of necessary existence, allll granting as well 
the need to identify necessary being with most real being, 144 the cosmological 
proof can indeed be completed only by showing that the actual existence of most 
real being is logically necessary. 145 

Kant's exposition has, however, disregarded, another way of construing the 
necessary being in the conclusion of the cosmological proof. Necessary being 

I4-'Above. pp. 306-307, 373. 

144The need to identify necessary being with most real being may be implicit in Baumgarten, but 
I could nol find il staled explicilly there. 

145
1 would suggest, though, that Kant's criticism is overly subtle. For if the absolutely necessary 

being in the conclusion of the cosmological proof possesses logically necessary existence, then the 
legitimacy o~ logically necessary existence, and, by that token, the possibility of an ontological proof 
IS already affirmed. In other words, the cosmological proof of Leibniz and Baumgarten embodies a 
latent ontological proof in its conclusion quite apart from the procedure of identifying necessary 
being with most real being. 
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may be construed in the single sense of what exists by virtue of itself. Cosmo
logical proofs concluding with a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself in 
the single sense were, we know, current in the Middle Ages. A cosmological 
proof could even be competed, if required or desired, by identifying necessarily 
existent being with most real being. To effect the identification, most real being 
would not have to be shown to contain necessary existence in the two supposedly 
indistinguishable senses. Most real being would have to be shown to contain 
necessary existence only in the single sense of existing by virtue of itself, with 
no intimation of, and no place for, logically necessary existence. We would have 
a cosmological proof concluding with a necessarily existent being; content could 
even, if needed, be poured into the concept of necessarily existent being through 
identifying it with most real being; yet the identification would be effected with 
no suggestion that the actual existence of most real being is logically necessary 
and with no hint of an ontological proof. 

Kant's critique, in sum, was directed against a cosmological proof with two 
peculiar characteristics: The necessary being in the conclusion of the cosmolog
ical argument scrutinized by Kant acquires content only through its identification 
with most real being; and the necessary being in the conclusion of the cosmo
logical argument is understood by Kant to possess necessary existence in two 
indistinguishable senses, to wit, existence by virtue of itself, and logically nec
essary existence. Having thus expounded the cosmological proof, Kant objected 
that analyzing necessary existence out of most real being amounts to proving the 
existence of God ontologically; and therefore a compete cosmological proof can
not help but embody a latent ontological proof. As for the first peculiarity of the 
cosmological proof in Kant's exposition, our historical survey revealed that phi
losophers were, at least to their own satisfaction, able to provide content to the 
necessary being in the conclusion of the cosmological proof without identifying 
necessary being with most real being. Insofar as Kant's critique turns on the need 
for identifying necessary being with most real being, his critique does not take 
into account cosmological arguments contemplating no such identification. As 
for the second peculiarity of the cosmological proof in Kant's exposition, the 
identification of necessary being with most real being, even if required, might 
be effected without assuming that most real being possesses logically necessary 
existence. For our historical survey revealed that medieval cosmological proofs 
arrive at a necessarily existent being in the single sense of that which exists by 
virtue of itself. A being necessarily existent by virtue of itself in the single sensc 
could, if required, be identified with most real being, without assuming that most 
real being possesses logically necessary existence, and hence without in any way 
crediting the validity of an ontological proof. 

The objections made by Hume and Kant which have been examined here do 
not, therefore, address themselves to Avicenna's proof of a being necessarily 
existent by virtue of itself nor to similar proofs. That is far from saying, of course, 
that those proofs are satisfactory. If one were to seek objections pertinent to 
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Avicenna's proof in Hume and Kant, one might best cite the rhetorical question 
"why may not the material universe be the necessarily existent Being,~ 146 a 
question already put and developed by Ghazali; 147 and, perhaps the comprehen
sive critique that "all attempts to employ reason in theology in any merely spec-

. I . II d 'd " 148 ulative manner are altogether fruitless and by t lelr very nature nu an VOl , 

a much more radical rejection of metaphysical methods than the rejection met 
earlier in Averroes. 149 

4. Summary 
From the time of Descartes on, the term necessarily existent and related terms 

appear repeatedly in ontological and cosmological proofs of the existence of God. 
Given instances of the ontological proof have expressly referred to necessary 
existence at different stages of their argumentation. 150 But all ontological argu
ments, whether expressly using the term or not, must undertake to demonstrate 
the existence of a being that is necessary both in the sense of existing through 
itself and in the sense that the proposition stating its actual existence is a logically 
necessary truth. Spinoza's ontological proof apparently undertakes to go further 
than that. Spino!.a, it seems, identified the two senses of necessary existence. 
And accordingly his ontological proof not merely arrives at the existence of a 
being that is necessary in both senses, but also treats the two senses as equivalent 
and indistinguishable. Spinoza, in addition, offered an"a posteriori" proof, arriv
ing at the nccessary existence of God and, presumably, likewise affirming that 
the deity possesses necessary existence in the two supposedly indistinguishable 
senses of the term. 

Leibniz offered parallel cosmological and ontological proofs for the existence 
of God and concluded, even in his cosmological proof, with the existence of a 
being that is necessarily existent in the two supposedly indistinguishable senses 
of necessary existence. Lcibniz's cosmological proof differs herein from the medieval 
cosmological proofs leading to a being necessarily existent by virtue of itself; for 
the medieval cosmological proofs had no thought of logically necessary existence 
and aim only at the existence of a being that exists through itself, uncaused. 
Hume and Kant, in their critiques of the cosmological proof, consider a form ?f 
the proof which does purport to establish a being whose existence is logically 
necessary. The critiques of Hume and Kant examined in the previous section arc 
cogent solely vis it vis that peculiar form of the proof. Their criticisms do not 
address themselves to, and do not refute the medieval cosmological proofs. 

146Hume, Dia!o!:ues. IX. 
'47 Above, p. 373. 
I4"Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A636/B664; English translation, p. 528. 
149 Above, p. 317. 
'''' As a starting point, above, p. 392; as a bridge, above, p. 393; in the conclusion, above, p. 

395. 
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S. Concluding remark 

Avicenna's proof from the concepts possibly existent and necessarily existent 
and Lcibniz's cosmological proof have found champions into the twentieth cen
tury. The Muslim modernist Mohammad Abduh expounds an adaptation of Avi
cenna's proof. 151 Neo-Thomists employ a "proof from contingency" which they 
mistakenly suppose to be genuinely Thomistic. 152 Other philosophers, such as 
Copleston l53 and R. Taylor, 154 espouse adaptations of Leibniz's proof. A critique 
in the spirit of Hume is also still advanced by contemporary philosophers. Rus
sell, for example, contends that any cosmological proof arriving at a necessarily 
existent being must ipso facto be invalid; for such a proof pretends to establish 
the existence of a being whose existence is logically necessary, whereas existence 
simply cannot be logically necessary. 155 The criticism is, we have seen, cogent 
only when directed against versions of the proof which do propose to arrive at 
being that enjoys necessary existence in the peculiar sense of logically necessary 
existence. 

151Mohammad Abduh, R. al-Taw~id (Cairo, 1966); chap. 2, p. 26; English translation: The 
Theology of Unity, trans. I. Musa'ad and K. Cragg (London, 1966). Mohammad Abduh reasons: 
"The totality of existing possible [beings] is possible by virtue of itself, and everything possible 
requires a cause to give it existence." The cause of the totality cannot be the totality itself; for that 
would "imply the thing's preceding itself." The cause cannot be one part; for that would again "imply 
the thing's preceding itself." "It follows that the cause [of the totality of possible being] is outside 
the totality ... and [hence] necessary." Cf. above, p. 301. In the sequel, Mohammad Abduh estab
lishes the attributes of the necessarily existent (by virtue of itself) through analysis of the concept. 

152Garrigou-Lagrange, Dieu, §38; G. Joyce, Principles of Natural Theology, (2nd cd.; London, 
1924), pp. 78 ff.; Phillips, Modern Thomistic Philosophy, Vol. II, pp. 285-287; E. Mascall, He 
Who Is (London, 1943), pp. 46-52, 65-68, 75. Cf. van Steenberghen, Olltologie. pp. 148-154, 
who gives the "proof from contingence" but realizes that it is not Aquinas' "third way." 

153 "The Existence of God-, a Debate between Bertrand Russell and Father F. C. Copleston, 
S.1.," in B. Russell, Why I am not a Christian (London, 1957), pp. 145-146. 

154R. Taylor, Metaphysics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1963), pp. 87-88,90-94. 
"'"The Existence of God, a Debate," p. 146. Restated by J. Smart, "The Existence of God," in 

New Essays in Philosophical Theology, ed. A. Flew and A. MacIntrye (London, 1955), pp. 38-39. 

Appendix A 

Two Philosophic Principles 

Here I wish to sketch the history of two Aristotelian principles that have 
appeared in several of the preceding chapters but have not been followed from 
beginning to end at anyone spot. 

1. The principle that an infinite number is impossible 
Aristotle and Alexander of Aphrodisias, a faithful follower of Aristotle, had 

advanced grounds for the impossibility of an infinite number. I Their grounds 
were subsequently adapted by John Philoponus to a highly un-Aristotelian end: 
He developed them into a proof for the creation of the world. The eternity of the 
world, Philoponus reasoned, would entail an infinite series of past events, and 
since an infinite series is ruled out by the impossibility of any inlinite number, 
the number of past events cannot be infinite and the world must have a beginning. 2 

Philoponus' proof of creation, which took several forms, had wide currency. It 
was taken up by the Kalam school of philosophy,3 passed into the thought of 
medieval Jewish and Christian philosophers of varying orientations,4 and even 
reached eighteenth-century German rationalism. 5 Argumentation similar to that 
whereby Philoponus proved the creation of the world was also utilized in the 
Middle Ages for a separate purpose, to demonstrate the finiteness of all bodies.

6 

Medieval Aristotelians endorsed the use of arguments from the impossibility of 
an infinite number to rule out an infinite body. 7 And yet, since Aristotle had 
proelaimed the eternity of the world, they perforce rejected the use of the argu
ments to rule out inlinite past time. Applying the impossibility of an infinite 
number in one area but not in another might seem inconsistent, and the medieval 

I Above, pp. 87-88. 
2 Abovc, pp. 87-89. 
J Above, pp. 117-124. 
'Abovc,pp. 120, 121, 122. 
5 Above, p. 120. 
6Above, pp. 125-127. 
7 Above, pp. 126, 128. 
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Aristotelians had recourse to a typical medieval device for removing the apparent 
inconsistency: They drew a distinction. They discovered a difference between 
divers types of infinite, a difference permitting them to conclude that not all types 
are covered by the impossibility of an infinite number. What is impossible, they 
contended, is an infinite series of objects existing together at the same time and 
arranged in an order. Since the parts of a body do exist together and have an 
order, an infinite body is ruled out, but since past events do not exist together, 
an infinite series of past events remains unaffected. The medieval Aristotelians 
were accordingly confident that they had committed no inconsistency in rejecting 
the possibility of an infinite body while affirming the possibility of an inlinite 
series of past events and infinite past time. 8 

The distinction drawn by the medieval Aristotelians between divers types of 
infinite is reviewed by Ghazali as part of his colllpn:hensive critique of "the 
philosophers." Ghazali notes that still a further infinite-by the side of inlinite 
past events and an infinite body-plays a central role in Aristotelian philosophy: 
The Aristotelian proofs of the existence of God accomplish their task only through 
adducing the impossibility of an infinite regress of causes. 9 The Aristotelians arc 
therefore in the situation of linking .one fundamental tenet of their system-the 
existence of a first cause-to the impossibility of one infinite, while, on the 
contrary, linking another fundamental tenet-the eternity of the world-to the 
possibility of another. That, Ghazali objects, is the grossest inconsistency; and, 
he insists, the Aristotelians cannot be allowed to pick and choose. They cannot 
be allowed to adduce the impossibility of an infinite number when their purpose 
is served, when they are ruling out an infinite regress of causes and proving the 
existence of God, if they do not let the impossibility of an infinite run its logical 
course when their purpose is not served and creation follows. The Aristotelians 
will gain nothing if they respond that an infinite series of objects is impossible 
only when the objects exist together in time and arc arranged in an order; and 
hence that an infinite series of causes existing together is, like an infinite body, 
an impossibility, whereas infinite past events arc possible. Even if the distinction 
between different types of infinite be granted, an eternal universe does entail the 
existence of an infinite series of objects existing together and having an order, 
those objects being the immortal human souls that would have accumulated through 
infinite past time. 10 The eternity of the universe consequently entails an infinite 
number precisely of the type that the Aristotelians held is impossible when they 
were ruling out an infinite regress of causes, as well as an infinite body. If, then, 
the Aristotelians refuse to accept the argument that the world cannot be eternal 

• Above, pp. 128-129. 
9 Above, pp. 238, 337. 

IOSee above, p. 369, where Ghaza1i explains that his objection stands even if an infinite series of 
human souls has not in actuality accumulated from all eternity; for such an infinite series can still be 
"supposed," 
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because eternity entails an infinite number of objects existing together and arranged 
in an order, they cannot retain their own argument that a first cause must exist 
because causes cannot regress infinitely. II 

The Aristotelian principle that an infinite number is impossible is thus trans
formed in Ghazali's hands, as it had been in the hands of Philoponus, into weap
onry for subverting a key doctrine of the Aristotelian system. Philoponus had 
developed the principle into a proof of creation, thereby subverting the Aristo
telian doctrine of the eternity of the world. Ghazali now contends that as long as 
the Aristotelians refuse to accept the proof of creation from the impossibility of 
an infinite number and stubbornly maintain the eternity of the world, they will 
be unable to rule out an inlinite regress of causes and will have to abandon their 
proofs of the existence of God. 

2. The prillcillie that a finite body contains only finite power. 12 

A key premise in Aristotle's proof of the existence of an incorporeal prime 
mover is the principle that a linite body can contain only linite power. The 
principle permitted Aristotle to reason that since the physical universe is linite, 
its power is finite and would not suffice to sustain motion over an inllnite time; 
consequently, the eternal motion of the heavens and of the universe as a whole 
must be due to an incorporeal mover beyond the universe. 13 The scope of the 
principle was extended by ProcJus, who, in his turn, reasoned that the finite 
power of the physical universe would not suffice to sustain even existence over 
an infinite time; and consequently, the very existence of the physical universe, 
not merely its motion, must be due to an incorporeal cause beyond the universe. 14 

Philiponus thereupon developed Proclus' reasoning into another proof of creation, 
by the side of his proof from the impossibility of an infinite number. Whatever 
is of finite power, Philoponus argued, cannot maintain itself in existence over an 
infinite time no matter what the source of its existence might be; for whatever is 
of finite power has the possibility of not existing, and every possibility must, by 
virtue of an additional Aristotelian principle. be realized over an infinite time. 
Consequently, the finite physical universe, being possessed of finite power, cannot 
have been in existence for an infinite time under any circumstance, but must have 
had a beginning in the finite past. 15 Philoponus' proof of creation from the finite 
power of finite bodies was known in the Middle Ages, although it enjoyed less 
currency than his proof from the impossibility of an infinite number; and it may 

II Above, pp. 367-370. 
12Discussed more fully in H. Davidson, "The Principle that a Finite Body Can Contain only Finite 

Power: SllIdies ill Jewish Religiolls alld InlelleclllalHistory Presellled to Alexander Allmanll (Uni
versity. Alabama. 1969). pp. 75-92. 

IJAbove, p. 244. 
14 Above. pp. 89-90, 281-282. 
I' Above. pp. 91-93. 
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also have engendered new proofs. 16 A response to it was essayed by the arch
Aristotelian, Averroes. 

The task facing Averroes was to explain why the prim.:iple that a finite body 
can contain only finite power docs not lead to the finiteness of the universe's 
existence. The explanation onee again turns, in the typical medieval fashion, on 
a distinction, the distinction now between two senses of finite power. Philoponus, 
Averroes contends, failed to recognize the separate senses of finite power and 
did not realize that the sense in which the power of the heavens is finite is different 
from the sense that excludes efficacy for an infinite time. The two senses of finite 
power distinguished by Averroes are finiteness in respect to cOlltilluity and finite
ness in respect to illlellsity. Uodies that are genuine compounds of mallcr and 
form, that is, bodies whose form is present within their matter, have, Averroes 
writes, power finite in both senses, in continuity as well as intensity. Aristotle's 
proof of the incorporeality of the prime mover argues, on Averroes' interpreta
tion, that since a body compounded of matter and form would have power finite 
in respect to continuity, the heavens must be a different sort of body. The heavens 
must be a body that is not a genuine compound, a body that consists rather in 
the association of a simple, self-subsistent, material substratum with an indepen
dent incorporeal form. If that is the character of the heavens, their power, Aver
roes understands, will indeed be finite in respect to illlellsily, but not so in respect 
to COlllilluity. And the finite power of the heavens, not being finite in the critical 
sense of continuity, will not preclude-contrary to Philoponus' supposition-the 
heavens' existing eternally. Aristotle's proof of the existence of a prime mover, 
as read by Averroes, still arrives at an incorporeal being that sustains the motion 
of the heavens, to wit, the incorporeal form associated with the substratum of 
the heavens. 17 But the finiteness of the power of the heavens does not imply the 
finiteness of the existence of the heavens and, through them, of the existence of 
the universe as a whole. lK 

When Crescas rellected on the distinction drawn by Averrocs, he discovered 
that by employing the distinction in a more straightforward manncr, a charge 
similar to the one Averroes laid to Philoponus can also be laid to Aristotle. 
Aristotle's reasoning, without the benefit of subtle exegesis, had been that since 
finite bodies can contain only finite power, the eternal motion of the heavens 
must be due to an incorporeal being beyond the body of the universe. Crcscas' 
response is that Aristotle too failed to recognize the separate senses of finite 
power; and he did not for his part notice that the sole sense in which he could 
show the power of bodies to be finite, namely, in respect to intensity, is different 
from the sense, namely, in respect to continuity, which would entail the inability 

16 Above. pp. 323-325. 
17 Averrocs explains that the suhstratum of the heavens cannot move itself hecause nothing at all 

can move itself. 
" Above. pp. 325-326. 
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to sustain motion for an infinite time. Granting, then, that the power of any finite 
body can be shown to be finite, it cannot be shown finite in the critical sense, 
the sense of (,()Iltilluily. which is required by the proof for the cxbtcm:e of an 
incorporeal prime mover. Until the power of the physical universe is known to 
be finite in that sense, the finiteness of the power contained by the body of the 
universe will not permit Aristotle's conclusion that eternal motion must be due 
to an incorporeal being distinct from the physical universe. The Aristotelian proof 
of the existence of God as the prime mover accordingly collapses. t~ 

The outcome is a fine irony. One of the premises upon which Aristotle's proof 
of the cxistence of the primc mover rests suggests to Philoponus a refutation of 
Aristotlc's proof of cternity. And Averroes' atlcmpt to dcl'l:nd thc Aristotelian 
doctrine of eternity suggests to Crcscas a refutation of the proof for thc existence 
of God which the premise was originally intended to serve. Aristotle's proof of 
the existence of God turns out to contain the seed of its own refutation. the 
conceptual tools for the refutation bcing provided by the distinction Averroes 
dcviscd in defending Aristotle. 2o 

1<> Above. pp. 264-265. 
2°1 leave open the question whether erescas' critiquc addresscs Averrocs' reinterpretation of the 

proof from motion. 
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Appendix B 

Inventory of Proofs 

I. Proofs of Eternity of World 
1. From nature of physical world 

General response 
(a) From the nature of matter 

Response 
(b) From concept of possibility 

Response 
(c) From nature of motion 

Response 
(d) From nature of time 

Response 
(e) From the vacuum 

Response 
(f) From nature of celestial spheres 

Response 

2. From nature of God 
(a) No moment could have been chosen for 

creation 
Response 

(b) From unchangeability of cause 
Response 

(c) From God's eternal attributes 
Response 

II. Proofs of Creation of World 
(1) From impossibility of infinite number 

Responses 
(2) From principle that a finite body can contain 

only finite power 
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pp. 30-33 
pp. 13-16 
pp. 33-35 
pp.16-17 
pp.36-39 
pp. 17-24 
p. 39 
pp.24-27 
pp.39-45 
p. 27 
pp.45-46 
pp.28-29 
p.46 

pp. 51-56 
pp. 68-76 
pp.56-61 
pp.76-79 
pp.61-67 
pp.79-85 

pp. 87-89,95-101, 
107-109, 117-125 
pp. 127-133 

pp. 89-93, 101 

Inventory of Proofs 

Response 
(3) From accidents 

(4) From composition 
(5) From concept of particularization 

(6) From matter and form of celestial region 

(7) From Arabic Aristotelian theory of emanation 
(8) From rule that what has cause of existence 

must have come into existence 

III. Proofs of Existence of God 
(I) From creation 

(2) From composition 
(3) From design 

(4) From concept of particularization 
(5) From motion 

(a) First proof 
Response 

(b) Second proof 
Response 

(6) From concepts possibly existent and neces
sarily existent 

Response 

(7) From impossibility of an infinite regress of 
causes 

Response 
(8) Ontological proofs 

Response 

pp.322-326 
pp. 103-104, 
134-146 
pp. 102, 14S-IS1 
pp. 189, 191, 
197-201 
pp. 203-206, 
211-212 
pp. 208-209 

pp. 84, 190-191, 
209-211,387 

pp. 154-172, 
374-375 
pp. 147-152 
pp. 151-152; 
Chap. VII. 
pp. 187-189 

pp.237-249 
pp.249-27S 
pp.275-27S 
pp.27S-2S0 
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Chap. IX; pp. 
385-386, 396-399 
Chap. X; pp. 
370-375 

Chap. Xl; pp. 
378-385 
pp. 367-375 
pp.392-395 
pp.399-405 
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Baumgarten, Alexander, 392, 401 
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from n~ture of world, 11, 14,22,23,25, 
26,27,29; from nature of God, 53, 54, 
59,60,63, 67; answers proofs for eter
nity from nature of world, 31-32, 35, 36, 
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tique of proof from motion, 90, 240, 
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260-265,410-411; critique of proof from 
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Descartes, 388, 392-394 
Duran, Simon, 232-233 
Duns Scotus, 361, 385, 386 

Galen, 154, 217 
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Gersonides, Levi: cites proofs for eternity 

from nature of world, 13, 17,22,23,25, 
26,27,29; from nature of God, 54, 55, 
59,60,63,67; answers proofs for eter
nity from nature of world, 31-33, 39, 
42-43, 44, 45, 46; from nature of God, 
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God, 3-5, 174; cites proofs for eternity 
from nature of world, 17,26; from na
ture of God, 53, 55-56; answers proofs 
for eternity from nature of world, 37, 

41-42; from nature of God, 71, 194-197; 
inferring creator from creation, 3-5, 75, 
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367-370, 40!!-409; Kalam proof for crea
tion, 141, 145; proofs for divine attri
butes, 165-166, 171-172, 174; emanation, 
207; proofs from design, 226-227, 234; 
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spheres, 269; critique of Avicenna's 
proof, 307, 366-375, 388; impossibility of 
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Gundissalinus, 360, 363 

Iladassi, Judah, 168 
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Henry of Ghent, 385 
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Ibn Ezra, Abraham, 141, 157, 165 
Ibn Hazm: cites proofs for eternity from 

naiure of world, 15; from nature of God, 
58, 62, 64, 65-66; answers proofs for 
eternity from nature of world, 34; from 
nature of God, 76, 80, 81, 84; proofs for 
creation, 120, 122, 123; inferring creator 
from creation, 163; proof from design, 
225-226 

Ibn Nafis, 353, 385 
Ibn al-Rawandi, 118 
Ibn ~addiq, Joseph, 141, 163, 169 
Ibn Suwar, 94, 135-137, 144 
Ibn Tufayl: approaches to proving existence 

of 'God, 4-5, 253; proofs for eternity 
from nature of world, 25; from nature of 
God, 54; proof for creation, 120-121; 
proof for finiteness of spatial magnitudes, 
127; Kalam proof for creation, 141; proof 
from motion, 237 

Iji: cites proofs for eternity from nature of 
world, 13, 17,25; from nature of God, 
56, 62, 66, 75; answers proofs for eter
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for creation, 121; Kalam proof for crea
tion, 141; proof from composition, 
149-150; inferring creator from creation, 
155, 162; proofs for divine attributes, 
165, 168, 171, 172,235; particularization, 
179,189,191; Avicenna's proof, 357, 
385-387 

Ikhwiin al-~afii', 152, 187, 195,224-225 
Isaiah, Book of, 217 
Iskiifi, 117 
Israeli, Isaac, 363 

Jiibir corpus, 15, 30, 34, 237 
Jii~~, 233 
[Jii~?l, 219-220, 221-223 
Jeshua ben Judah, 141, 157, 166, 171-172 
Job of Edessa, 15~151 
John of Damascus, 15~152, 166 
Judah Hallevi: proofs for creation, 120, 

122; Kalam proof for creation, 141; in
ferring creator from creation, 161; proofs 
for divine attributes, 165, 171-172; ema
nation, 207; proofs from design, 228-229, 
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Juwayni: cites proofs for eternity from na
ture of world, 15; answers proofs for 
eternity from nature of world, 30, 34; in
ferring creator from creation, 75; proofs 
for creation, 120, 190; Kalam proof for 
creation, 14~141, 144-146; particular.za
tion, 161-162, 177, 179, 180, 182-183, 
184-185, 187-188, 190; proofs for divine 
attributes, 165, 166, 168, 170, 171-172, 
234; proof for existence of accidents, 
182-183; infinite regress, 355, 363 
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Khayyii!, 118, 119 
Kindi: proofs for creation, 106-115, 123, 

125-126, 148; inferring creator from cre
ation, 155, 163. See also 153, 363 

Leibniz, 176,388-393,396-399 
Leone Ebreo: cites proofs for eternity from 

nature of world, 14, 24, 26, 29; from na
ture of God, 62; answers proofs for 

eternity from nature of world, 35, 38, 39, 
45,46 
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for eternity from nature of world, 13, 17, 
23, 24, 29; from nature of God, 53, 54, 
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from nature of world, 31, 33, 34-35, 
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120, 121, 128, 131, 141, 145, 149, 
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butes, 169, 170; his own proofs of crea
tion, 197-201,203-209; emanation, 
207-209; proof from motion, 237-238, 
24~249; proof of existence of God from 
logical symmetry, 278-279; proof from 
impossibility of an infinite regress, 
346-347, 364-365, 38~383, 386; version 
of Avicenna's proof, 378, 38~383, 386 

Miituridi: proof from composition, 151; in
ferring creator from creation, 156, 160, 
163; proofs for divine attributes, 167, 
171-172; proof from design, 224 
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Mendelssohn, Moses, 120, 392 
Miskawayh, 237 
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Pazdawi. See Bazdawi 
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Philoponus, John, 7, 9; answers proofs for 

eternity from nature of world, 30, 39, 40, 
43; from nature of God, 69-70, 84, 176; 
proofs for creation, 86-116, 119-123, 126, 
130, 134, 139, 142, 146-147,322,329, 
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407, 409; matter and motion of heavens, 
204, 269; nature of elements, 267 

Plato, 2, 40, 92-93, 146-147, 162,217, 
2HI-2H2 

Plotinus, 281, 293 
Posidonius, 219 
Proclus, 7, 11; proofs for eternity from na

ture of world, 26, 29; from nature of 
God, 51, 54-55, 58, 60, 61-62, 64-65, 
69-70; cause of existence of universe, 
89-90,281-282,321,409; proofs from 
composition, 147. See also 162-163,293 

Oasim b. Ibrahim, 224 
Ouran, 166,227,229 

Riizi, Abii Bakr ibn Zakariyii, 12, 14 
al-Riizi, Fakhr aI-Din, 180; cites proofs for 

eternity from nature of world, 17, 25; 
from nature of God, 54, 56, 62, 66-67; 
answers proofs for eternity from nature 
of world, 37, 42; from nature of God, 72, 
8~82; inferring creator from creation, 
75; proofs for creation, 12~122, 387; 
proof for finiteness of spatial magnitude, 
127; proof from composition, 149; infer
ring creator from creation, 75, 154-155, 
157-159, 162; proofs for divine attri
butes, 165, 171, 172,235; particulariza
tion arguments, 180, 188-189, 19~191; 
proof from impossibility of infinite re
gress, 355-357, 385 

Saadia: cites proofs for eternity from na
ture of world, 15, 27; answers proof for 
eternity from nature of world, 34; from 
nature of God, 70; proofs for creation, 
95-107,118, 123, 148; Kalam proof for 
creation, 103-104, 134, 137, 143; infer
ring creator from creation, 155-156, 

163-164; proof for divine attributes, 167, 
170 

Shahrastiini: cites proofs for eternity from 
nature of world. 17,26.2'1; from nature 
of God, 51,58-59,62; answers proofs for 
eternity from nature of world, 37, 42; 
from nature of God, 78, 79, 85; proofs 
for creation, 120, 122, 126, 127; Kalam 
proof for creation, 141, 142, 145,387; 
proofs from composition, 148-149; proofs 
for divine attributes, 168, 170; inferring 
creator from creation, 188; proof from 
motion, 237; version of Avicenna's 
proof, 308, 351, 385 

Sijistiini, 93 
Simplicius: as source for Philoponus, 86, 

88, 89, 90, 92; cause of existence of uni
verse, 282, 321; proof from impossibility 
of infinite regress, 338 

Spinoza, 120, 388, 392, 395 
Suarez, 385 

Tafhizani, 168 
Thiibit ibn Ourra, 121-122 
Themistius, 18, 277 
Theodoret, 219-222 
Tiisi, 38, 73-74, 141, 145, 155 

William of Auvergne, 278 
William of Auxerre, 361 
Witelo, 363 
Wolff, Christian, 392, 397-398 

Xenophon, 216-217, 221 

Ya~yii(?), 40 

Zeno, 97, 118 
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Arabic 

cadam, 25, 290 
li~liid, 352 
a~lkam, 233 
cazima,75 
cazm,76 
biYith, 54 
burhiill, 197,298 
da'awii, 140 
dahr, 15,34 
dahriya, 15, 374 
da'i, 54, 73 
daci al-~Iiija, 62 
dii'i al-!Jikma, 62 
daW, 299, 304, 316 
falak,225 
fN, 115 
(fkk) yallfakk, 136, 140 
gha'ib, 30, 156 
ghayr wujudi, 38 
!Jadath,95 
!Jadd, 104 
(!Iiidith) !Jawiidith, 102 
~lIil, 54, 287 
!Jasharat, 226 
hayulii, 17 
!Ja~~, 143 
!Juduth,299 
ihmiil,223 
cilIa, 55,157,166, 181,356 
imkiill, 16, 17 
illlliya, 110, 111, 284 
i'tibiir, 235 
i'tilaf, 114 

jll'iz,356 
ja'iz al-wujad, 162 
jam', 114 
jawiid,61 
jUd, 61 
(juz') ajzii' mu'allafa, 114 
(jwhr) tajawhara, 295 
kha!ir,54 
(khlw) yakhlu, 136 
lazima,208 
li-allllahu,66 
mabda', 282, 283 
madda, 17 
ma'dum,290 
ma'lIa, 55, 137, 140, 142, 180, 181, 182, 

184 
malli',54 
maqdur,169 
ma!lub,284 
mawtju',284 
mizmiir,222 
(mkll) yumkill, 290 
mu'aththir, 66, 356 
mudabbir,224 
mu!Jdith,224 
mukawwall,294 
mukh~~4, 161, 182 
mumkill, 162, 290, 356 
muqtatji, 54, 182, 187 
murajji!J, 56, 162 
murakkab, 111 
mustaghlli, 294 
mutarattib al-dhiit, 368 
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mUI~{6dan, 107 
qadariya, 135 
qaddara, 369 
qildir, 169 
qii'im bi-dhatihi, 294 
qiwam, 283 
(qdm) yalaqaddam, 136, 140 
(qr) yaq!a", luq!aC, 107 
quwa, 17, 115,283 
(sbq) sabiq, yasbuq, 136 
shahid, 30, 156 
sihha, 168, 178 
(si;l) yalasalsal, 165 
~ucud, 107 

Hebrew 

mezeg, 212 
na'ol,232 
nimus, 63, 232 
Cinyan, 142, 143 

f 
Latin v 

mulalio, 32 
necesse est esse, 360 

Greek 

~VW, 88 
'Yvw""'TJ, 217 
&UVQ""'L~, 36, 37 

Index 

!abFa, 312 
ladbir, 221 
lafakkur, 234 
lamcinu', 166 
laqdir, 37, 41, 168, 221 
!ari, 54 
larkib, 111, 114 
lawlJid,164 
Ihabat, 299 
~Ul, 140 
wafjC, 368 
(wjd) awjada, 34 
wujud, 162, 327 
wujudi. See ghayr wujudi 

(Cry) yiJ<areh, 143 
to'ar, 33 
zeman shorshi, 262 

necessarium esse, 360 
novo consilio, 52 

8uVQT6v,37 
V'lTCtPX€LV, 18 


